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Preface
This volume presents the proceedings of the 3rd Conference on Language, Data and Knowledge
(LDK 2021) held in Zaragoza, Spain from September 1–3, 2021. Language, Data and
Knowledge is a biennial conference series on matters of human language technology, data
science, and knowledge representation, initiated in 2017 by a consortium of researchers from
the Insight Centre for Data Analytics at the National University of Ireland, Galway (Ireland),
the Institut für Angewandte Informatik (InfAI) at the University of Leipzig (Germany), and
the Applied Computational Linguistics Lab (ACoLi) at Goethe University Frankfurt am Main
(Germany), and it has been supported by an international Scientific Committee of leading
researchers in Natural Language Processing, Linked Data and Semantic Web, Language
Resources and Digital Humanities. This initial conference was successfully continued in the
second edition of LDK in Leipzig, Germany in 2019, organized by the Institut für Angewandte
Informatik (InfAI) and co-organized by the Insight Centre for Data Analytics and the Applied
Computational Linguistics Lab (ACoLi).
This third edition of the LDK conference is hosted by the University of Zaragoza in
Zaragoza, Spain. Major support was provided by the NexusLinguarum COST Action
CA18209 “European network for Web-centred linguistic data science”, the Prêt-à-LLOD
project funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 825182, and the University of Zaragoza.
As a biennial event, LDK aims at bringing together researchers from across disciplines
concerned with the acquisition, curation and use of language data in the context of data science
and knowledge-based applications. With the advent of the Web and digital technologies,
an ever increasing amount of language data is now available across application areas and
industry sectors, including social media, digital archives, company records, etc. The efficient
and meaningful exploitation of this data in scientific and commercial innovation is at the core
of data science research, employing NLP and machine learning methods as well as semantic
technologies based on knowledge graphs.
Language data is of increasing importance to machine learning-based approaches in NLP,
Linked Data and Semantic Web research and applications that depend on linguistic and
semantic annotation with lexical, terminological and ontological resources, manual alignment
across language or other human-assigned labels. The acquisition, provenance, representation,
maintenance, usability, quality as well as legal, organizational and infrastructure aspects of
language data are therefore rapidly becoming major areas of research that are at the focus of
the conference.
Knowledge graphs is an active field of research concerned with the extraction, integration,
maintenance and use of semantic representations of language data in combination with
semantically or otherwise structured data, numerical data and multimodal data among others.
Knowledge graph research builds on the exploitation and extension of lexical, terminological
and ontological resources, information and knowledge extraction, entity linking, ontology
learning, ontology alignment, semantic text similarity, Linked Data and other Semantic Web
technologies. The construction and use of knowledge graphs from language data, possibly
and ideally in the context of other types of data, is a further specific focus of the conference.
A further focus of the conference is the combined use and exploitation of language data
and knowledge graphs in data science-based approaches to use cases in industry, including
biomedical applications, as well as use cases in humanities and social sciences.
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Preface

In total, 71 papers were submitted and reviewed by 69 reviewers. Typically, at least 3
reviews per paper resulted in 38 accepted papers for oral and poster presentations. As a
novel feature, LDK 2021 had a special track for “Crazy New Ideas”, that is, short abstracts
that provide the occasion to present challenging research ideas that have not yet been fully
explored or that the researchers would like to see in ten years from now. This category was
decidedly aimed at research creativity and sparking interesting novel discussions within the
LDK community. Three such crazy new ideas could be accepted for LDK and for publication.
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The JeuxDeMots Project
#Ñ
LIRMM – Equipe TEXTE, University of Montpellier, France

Mathieu Lafourcade
Abstract

The JeuxDeMots project aims at building a very large knowledge base in French, both common
sense and specialized, using games, contributory approaches, and inference mechanisms. A dozen
games have been designed as part of this project, each one allowing to collect specific information,
or to consolidate the information acquired through the other games. With this presentation, the
data collected and constructed since the launch of the project in the summer of 2007 will be
analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively. In particular, the following aspects will be detailed:
the structure of the lexical and semantic network, some types of relations (semantic, ontological,
subjective, semantic roles, associations of ideas), annotation of relations (meta-information), semantic
refinements (management of polysemy), the creation of clusters allowing the representation of richer
knowledge (n-argument relations) that make an implicit neural network. Finally, I will describe some
complementary acquisition methods and applications such as a bot for endogenous contributions, a
chatbot making inferences and semantic extraction from texts.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; Computing
methodologies → Natural language processing; Computing methodologies → Language resources
Keywords and phrases Lexical Semantic Network, Games with a Purpose, Inferences, Knowledge
Representation, Semantic Representation
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/OASIcs.LDK.2021.1
Category Invited Talk
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A Smell is Worth a Thousand Words: Olfactory
Information Extraction and Semantic Processing in
a Multilingual Perspective
Sara Tonelli
Digital Humanities research Unit, Fondazione Bruno Kessler, Trento, Italy

Abstract
More than any other sense, smell is linked directly to our emotions and our memories. However,
smells are intangible and very difficult to preserve, making it hard to effectively identify, consolidate,
and promote the wide-ranging role scents and smelling have in our cultural heritage. While some
novel approaches have been recently proposed to monitor so-called urban smellscapes and analyse
the olfactory dimension of our environments (Quercia et al., [1]), when it comes to smellscapes from
the past little research has been done to keep track of how places, events and people have been
described from an olfactory perspective. Fortunately, some key prerequisites for addressing this
problem are now in place. In recent years, European cultural heritage institutions have invested
heavily in large-scale digitisation: we hold a wealth of object, text and image data which can now
be analysed using artificial intelligence. What remains missing is a methodology for the extraction
of scent-related information from large amounts of texts, as well as a broader awareness of the
wealth of historical olfactory descriptions, experiences and memories contained within the heritage
datasets. In this talk, I will describe ongoing activities towards this goal, focused on text mining
and semantic processing of olfactory information. I will present the general framework designed
to annotate smell events in documents, and some preliminary results on information extraction
approaches in a multilingual scenario. I will discuss the main findings and the challenges related to
modelling textual descriptions of smells, including the metaphorical use of smell-related terms and
the well-known limitations of smell vocabulary in European languages compared to other senses.
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Abstract
While machine translation has historically been rule-based, that is, based on dictionaries and rules
written by experts, most present-day machine translation is corpus-based. In the last few years,
statistical machine translation, the dominant corpus-based approach, has been displaced by neural
machine translation in most applications, in view of the better results reported, particularly for
languages with very different syntax. But both statistical and neural machine translation need to
be trained on large amounts of parallel data, that is, sentences in one language carefully paired
with their translations in their other language, and this is a resource that may not be available
for some low-resource languages. While some of the languages of Spain may be considered to be
reasonably endowed with parallel corpora connecting them to Spanish or even to English – Basque,
Catalan, Galician –, and are well-served with machine translation systems, there are many other
languages which cannot afford them such as Aranese Occitan, Aragonese, or Asturian/Leonese.
Fortunately, languages in this last group belong to the Romance language family, as Spanish does,
and this makes translation from and into Spanish under a rule-based paradigm the only feasible
approach. After describing briefly the main machine translation paradigms, I will describe the
Apertium free/open-source rule-based machine translation platform, which has been used to build
machine translation systems for these low-resource languages of Spain, indeed, sometimes the only
ones available. The free/open-source setting has made linguistic data for these languages available for
anyone in their linguistic communities to build other linguistic technologies for these low-resourced
languages. For example, the Apertium family of bilingual and monolingual data has been converted
into RDF and they have been made accessible on the Web as linked data.
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Abstract
Many modern NLP models are already close to simulating children’s language acquisition; the main
thing they currently lack is a “real world” representation of semantics that allows them to map from
form to meaning and vice-versa. The aim of this “Crazy Idea” is to spark a discussion about how
we might get there.
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1

Crazy Idea

Modern NLP systems such as BERT, ELMo and GPT-3 have many potential applications
in both industry and academia; but one that has barely been considered is simulating how
children learn their native language. This question lies at the very heart of cognitive science
– with at least five journals devoted solely to it – but has yet to be tackled with modern NLP
approaches. Although modelling work is conducted in this domain, it typically uses small
and simple models (e.g., three-layer connectionist networks) to tackle narrowly circumscribed
problems (for example, children’s acquisition of the English past-tense system; [10]).
But here’s the thing: Models like BERT, ELMo and GPT-3 are, in many respects, nearly
there. What the past 50 years of child language research have taught us is that learners store
representations at every level from the concrete (e.g., the lexical string cup+of+tea) to the
abstract (e.g., the SUBJECT VERB OBJECT transitive construction), and everything in
between (see [1, 2] for reviews). That is, exemplars – utterances that children hear and store
– are never discarded in favour of context-free symbolic rules. Rather these exemplars are
re-represented at increasingly abstract levels, just as in BERT, ELMo, GPT-3 (and other
deep-learning models in domains such as image-classification models; e.g., [14]).
Crucially, as I argued in [2], “this type of model is not just a metaphor ([5, 6, 9]). The
brain really does contain multiple layers of units (i.e., neurons), each of which aggregates
input signals using a nonlinear function and outputs signals to other units. While any
particular artificial neural network model of language is only the clumsiest metaphor, the
claim that language is represented as patterns of activation across ‘dumb’ neurons, each of
which ‘knows’ nothing about nouns, verbs and all the rest of it is literally true, and quite
beyond dispute”.
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So what’s missing? Why aren’t BERT and the like already viable candidates for models
of children’s language acquisition? The answer, of course, is that BERT lacks not only any
kind of communicative goals, but any links to real-world meanings at all (e.g., [3, 11, 12]),
with “meanings” represented solely as contextualized word embeddings. What we need, then,
is a deep-learning model that learns like children; a model that – when “listening” – maps
strings onto meanings and – when speaking – maps “meanings” onto strings.
Of course, this type of approach was tried in the earliest days of NLP, and swiftly
abandoned as unworkable. And, indeed, if our goal is to translate from one natural language
to another, to develop a predictive-text application, or to generate passages of text given a
prompt (e.g., GPT-3), contextualized word embeddings will probably do a better job. But
if our goal is to simulate children’s language acquisition, we have to bite the bullet and
develop “real-world” semantic representations (which, as Gary Marcus has often argued, are
important for many practical applications of NLP too).
Indeed, simulating the first few years of language acquisition may be a useful way to take
the first steps towards this much bigger problem. A typical two-year-old has a vocabulary of
only a couple of hundred words; a typical three-year-old, a couple of thousand. The amount
of input that children receive – around 10,000–20,000 words of speech per day – is also small
by BERT standards, and most of it is relatively simple, concrete and highly repetitive ([4]).
Thus, simulating the first few years of child language acquisition in its entirety is a realistic
goal for an ambitious and well-funded research team, even if some hand coding of semantics
is required (though a wrinkle here is the extent to which children’s semantic representations
are adultlike).
How should we go about this problem? This is where I hand over to you (and why I’m
submitting this paper as a “Crazy Idea” for discussion). I’m a child language experimentalist,
with only very limited experience of basic computational modelling. Could knowledge graphs
represent the necessary semantic information? Would we need some additional hand-coding
of at least the basic objects and actions in the child’s world? And, if so, can we adopt a “view
from nowhere”, or do we need to take account of the fact that human cognition is embodied
in our sensorimotor experience ([8]), perhaps by including something like sensorimotor norms
(e.g., [7])?
Could neural-symbolic approaches (e.g., [13]) connect knowledge graphs with neural
networks? And what other semantic representations are used in modern NLP? Or can we
use some kind of vector representation after all, perhaps using principal component analysis
to distil them into elements of meaning that can be used to encode semantic “messages”. Or
can we somehow represent meaning by leveraging techniques used in machine translation
and using crosslinguistic vectors (e.g., the “meaning” of cat is the entity that stands in the
same relationship to dog as does French chat to chien)? You tell me!
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Abstract
This paper identifies three technical requirements – availability of data, sustainable hosting and
resolvable URIs for hosted data – as minimal pre-conditions for Linguistic Linked Open Data
technology to develop towards a mature technological ecosystem that third party applications can
build upon. While a critical amount of data is available (and it continues to grow), there does
not seem to exist a hosting solution that combines the prospects of long-term availability with an
unrestricted capability to support resolvable URIs. In particular, data hosting services do currently
not allow data to be declared as RDF content by means of their media type (mime type), so that
the capability of clients to recognize formats and to resolve URIs on that basis is severely limited.
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Linked (Open) Data is generally considered to be the prototypical technology to implement
the “FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship” [4], and for
the specific domain of language resources, Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) comes with
the promise to facilitate the integration of linguistic information from and across distributed
resources. In the more general context of web technology, this represents probably the most
promising way to address challenges of multilinguality – and indeed, since the publication of
the OntoLex-Lemon vocabulary in 2016,1 this is specifically the area where technology and
data are most mature, and LLOD is on the verge of becoming a mainstream technology.
The success of the LLOD vision, however, crucially depends on finding solutions for three
elementary problems:2
(1) It is necessary to provide a critical amount of data in RDF and with links,
(2) it is necessary to provide sustainable hosting solutions so that future applications can
rely on the availability of a resource,
(3) it is necessary to provide resolvable URIs for the data such that it can be addressed as
Linked Data and used as such.
The community has gone a long way since the inception of the LLOD cloud in 2010 [3], and
especially in the lexical domain, the first challenge is basically overcome. Several established
sub-communities in the field now support LLOD technology, e.g., the WordNet community [1],
and massive amounts of OntoLex-compliant lexical data are available, covering more than
400 language varieties with substantial dictionaries, e.g., [2].

1
2

https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/
These are not the only aspects where LLOD technology suffers from bottle-necks. Problems also exist
when it comes to tooling, ease of use, the challenges to develop agreed-upon vocabularies to exploit
possible synergies, etc. However, these are challenges on the user side, and they can be addressed if
researchers, users, providers and engineers devote time and energy. The problems mentioned here are
more elementary in that they are necessary to constitute a technical environment to publish, access and
maintain previously created data. Without hope for arriving at such an ecosystem within a reasonable
time frame, enthusiasm, time and energy will be invested in vain and quickly decay.
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As for the second challenge, the publication of data and its maintenance for subsequent
use, replication and verification has been a problem for academic research in general. This is
mostly caused by the fact that data is often produced in the context of temporary investments,
e.g., as part of thesis projects or research grants. Traditionally, neither addressed questions
of long-term data storage: A student will not have the resources and simply move on to other
challenges after accomplishing a degree, and a fixed-term research project will eventually run
out of funding. Publication via web sites may work for some time, but as soon as the local
IT department or the hosting institution undergoes any form of major restructuring, much
data is likely to be relocated – if not lost. So, unless designated efforts for preservation and
link updates are being made, the life expectancy of a legacy dataset published in this way
is at maybe, around 5 years after the project finished. Libraries may help here, but then,
policies with respect to data hosting differ greatly, publications will always take priority in
this context, much more so than data hosting, and resources are severely limited, e.g., in size
of data dumps permitted.
Luckily, things improved greatly in this respect. With platforms such as Zenodo, 3
researchers now have the possibility to deposit their data under a persistent URL, with the
large number of CLARIN centers established in the last decade,4 there are regional solutions
specifically for tools and data from natural language processing and the language sciences
over all the EU, and with the growth of DARIAH5 and SSHOC,6 comparable ecosystems
also emerge in the Humanities and Social Sciences. But even independently from designated
research funding, established commercial solutions do exist which may depend to a lesser
degree from central funding, e.g., GitHub7 is occasionally used for the purpose. So, the
challenge of data hosting has also been largely overcome.
At the moment, a major bottle-neck for LLOD technology is the third challenge. Open
source RDF data will only be able to become Linked Open Data if the individual data points
(“things”) can be addressed with resolvable URIs. Looking at Zenodo as an example, it is
possible to deposit RDF data, of course. And if that data uses persistent URIs created by
a redirection service such as W3ID or Purl, it is possible to redirect them to the specific
URL/DOI generated by Zenodo. So, they could resolve, in theory.
The problem here is that they can resolve only if the data is recognized as RDF data
by an application that accesses the data dump. The standard way for doing so would be
by an RDF mimetype such as text/turtle (etc., for other RDF formats). Unfortunately, the
mimetype of data in Zenodo is either application/octet-stream or text/plain.
This means that applications need to guess the format if they attempt to resolve URIs
against a resource. This can work, but it is unreliable. In particular, it will fail if URIs do
not include the file ending (as recommended, because we have content negotiation, except
not here), or if the data URI carries any flags after the file ending (e.g., “...?download=1”).
Let’s take the Jena-based service under http://www.sparql.org as an example, with a
short query against https://zenodo.org/record/4444132/files/crmtex.owl?download=1:
SELECT *
WHERE { ?a ?b ?c } LIMIT 10

3
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The service of sparql.org does allow to query RDF data on the web, without the need to
set up a local SPARQL end point or to download any data, so this is a nice demonstrator for
RDF-based web services. Moreover, the SPARQL query can be added to the URI, so, it can
be re-purposed in other web services and, for example, consulted via the LOAD keyword from
a local SPARQL end point. With minimal effort, this web service is capable to demonstrate
the key benefits of federation and information integration without putting the burden to
maintain or set up any infrastructure on the developer of a particular query. 8
Unfortunately, this fails with the original Zenodo data link.9 In this case, it will work if
flags are stripped and the file extension is recognized,10 but this not robust (it is guesswork
specific to this particular implementation and not guaranteed to work with other consumers).
In essence, while the SPARQL query is portable and due to the use of W3C standards, the
data is, as well, the behavior of your local triple store is somewhat unpredictable. Depending
on specific heuristics to determine the content of the RDF data, it will perform differently (if
at all).
The problem is not limited to the FROM keyword: With your local triple store, you might
want to use the LOAD keyword of SPARQL, for example, to retrieve a remote data set. But
again, the same problem arises if the mediatype of the data to be loaded from a remote
host is not declared. Furthermore, the problem is not specific to Zenodo, it is only an
example. In fact, I am not aware of any provider of LOD-compliant hosting services for an
unrestricted pool of data providers. To illustrate a real-world example involving a commercial
provider, GitHub displays its “raw” data similarly as text/plain. For example, the persistent
URL http://purl.org/acoli/conll redirects to https://raw.githubusercontent.com/
acoli-repo/conll-rdf/master/owl/conll.ttl, but this is exposed as text/plain, not
text/turtle. Whether or not a particular SPARQL engine will be able to resolve this URI
(note that – in accordance with LOD best practices –, the persistent URI does not include
the file extension!) will vary across different implementations, giving the entire technology
the appeal to be fragile and unreliable.
Fixing this by supporting RDF-compliant media types could unleash a wave of new
demonstrators of the technology, that illustrate data re-use and integration from Zenodo and
other portals. As it stands, these demonstrators often run against unstable university pages
– or just quietly break. Having them run against data dumps hosted at Zenodo or other
academic data maintainers would guarantee the necessary longevity to reliably demonstrate
federated search to students, scholars and future generations.
Indeed, complementing existing hosting services with LOD-compliant, resolvable URIs
would establish the minimal technical level of interoperability required to make existing
(L)LOD data and services stable, sustainable and eventually operational. Moreover, reliable
long-term hosting would enable commercial use cases. At the moment, the lack of confidence
in long-term availability of LOD data sets represents a bias for the development of applications
and services that depend on any such data. But only if Linked Data also works in a business
context (and the potential is great), its vision and prospects will be able to unfold.

8

In comparison to a local triple store there is a limitation in performance and scalability. But it is still
an ideal, almost effortless environment for testing and demonstration.
9
The following URI contains the corresponding query and the FROM clause points to the respective data source.
The URI should resolve against a dynamically created query result.
http://www.sparql.org/sparql?query=SELECT+*FROM+<https://zenodo.org/record/4444132/
files/crmtex.owl?download=1>WHERE+{+?a+?b+?c+}+LIMIT+10&default-graph-uri=&output=xml&
stylesheet=/xml-to-html.xsl.
10
http://www.sparql.org/sparql?query=SELECT+*FROM+<https://zenodo.org/record/4444132/
files/crmtex.owl>WHERE+{+?a+?b+?c+}+LIMIT+10&default-graph-uri=&output=xml&stylesheet=
/xml-to-html.xsl
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Overall, this is very easy to fix, and here comes a Crazy New Idea: Make a coordinated
effort as a community to get providers of language resource infrastructures to support Linked
Data compliant media types, e.g., petition repeatedly and massively to maintainers and
developers of such infrastructures that data is declarable as text/turtle (etc.) than just
text/plain or application/binary. After all, their decision to not support LOD-compliant
mediatypes is a deliberate one, and it’s not resulting from ignorance, but from a (somewhat
lazy) risk-gain calculation: Data provided by a hosting service can be used to infuse malicious
code into applications of clients, especially if it is automatically executed in the browser, and
minimizing the number of supported mediatypes reduces this risk for the host, or better, it
transfers the responsibility for executing malicious code from the host to the client. Given
the current state of affairs, it is up to the providers and users of (Linguistic) Linked (Open)
Data to explore that risk and to convince infrastructure providers that this risk is minimal
(text/turtle is not interpreted by browsers, these days), that there is a potential gain for
them (more functionalities, more popularity) and that there is a concrete need in their user
community. Given the continued – and rising – popularity of Linguistic Linked Open Data,
this point can be easily made, and – with the Cost Action Nexus Linguarum and several
large-scale European and national projects based on this technology at this time – more
easily so for language resources than for Linked Data in general.
It would be an exaggeration to call the idea to implement established standards crazy or
even particularly innovative, but there is a new aspect I would like to throw into the discussion,
that is, to address this technical problem also at the political level: Let’s collectively approach
infrastructure providers.
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This paper discusses the role of low-resource languages in NLP through the lens of different
stakeholders. It argues that the current “consumerist approach” to language data reinforces a vicious
circle which increases the technological exclusion of minority communities. Researchers’ decisions
directly affect these processes to the detriment of minorities and practitioners engaging in language
work in these communities. In line with the conference topic, the paper concludes with strategies
and prerequisites for creating a positive feedback loop in our research benefiting language work
within the next decade.
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1

Introduction

This paper was inspired by the conference organisers’ call for “challenging research ideas that
[. . . ] you would like to see in ten years from now”. One of the major challenges associated
to the conference topics is the relationship between different agents: individual speakers
providing data, researchers annotating data, computational linguists and data scientists
building applications on these data, and the public, i.e., speaking communities, using these
applications. What seems like a mono-directional and circular relationship on the macro-level
becomes a complex network of interactions on the micro-level. The discussion here shall
be led with an interdisciplinary view to present these interactions and the role of three
stakeholders: the speakers, the linguists, and the computer scientists. These three groups are
to be seen as functional roles which are not mutually exclusive – there can be linguists and
computer scientists who also qualify as speakers, or even individuals fulfilling all three roles
simultaneously. The paper is written from the intermediary position of the linguist in this list,
as it contains my personal experiences as a philologist and curator of language data. While
my perspective may not be representative of all linguists, there is a consensus on professional
standards in data collection and preparation. Especially for minority languages and recently
documented languoids [11], researchers aim to generate sustainable and interoperable data
sets for a variety of subsequent uses. As this topic is central to the scientific discourse in
documentary linguistics, there is a bulk of literature addressing the issues in language data
use. Although the focus of this paper shall be on future developments, it appears imperative
to point out that already twenty years ago, before Big Data became a standard paradigm
in computer science, linguists highlighted potential conflicts between this approach and
the reality faced by those documenting endangered languages. As a consequence, some of
these issues have not been fully solved or have worsened over the last decade, making their
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solution a priority for the next decade. It is important to emphasise that the goal is not
simply to force Western paradigms and conceptualisations onto endangered languages, as
linguists and computer scientists have warned [8, 22]. The main principles must be the
acknowledgement of community agency, reciprocity, and social awareness for the ways our
work affects communities. We should not always seek the easy route, where we find large
amounts of standardised data, but pay attention to calls for support with data collection
and curation.

2

Standardisation – a necessary evil?

In their training, most linguists will learn about technical requirements for data they collect
and aim to analyse in their work. This may include file types, encodings, methods of
annotation, or tools for the creation of data sets. In many cases, there are accepted standards
or conventions for the discipline of linguistics which often follow recommendations from
computer scientists. And while these standards help to improve interoperability, durability,
and usability in most instances, it would be a fallacy to regard standardisation as a solution
in every scenario. Sometimes researchers inherit data sets or projects from colleagues, want to
adhere to traditions in their discipline, or must respect requests by a stakeholder. Requiring
them to change standards and conventions may create challenges which can only be resolved
by investing time and money. In any case, linguists need to be aware of the necessary
standards and tools for ensuring compliance with these standards.
I agree with one reviewer that we need to be careful about seeing technology as the central
solution in language documentation, where the preoccupation with technological features
and facts leads us away from the central role of human relationships and community involvement [14]. This framing commodifies language and data, and has to be seen critical [27].
Instead, we need to take the community and its members into consideration, e.g., under the
six Rs presented by Galla and Goodwill [17]: respect, relationality, relevance, responsibility,
reciprocity, and resiliency. Yet, even this focus in contemporary documentation and revitalisation efforts will not remove the undesired notion of the commodity from language and
data – it has been introduced through globalisation and the subsequent exposure to Western
conceptualisations of language and can be found in several indigenous communities around
the globe. We must not presume the Western interpretation [8] but, likewise, cannot deny
its influence in some communities.
Major challenges are posed by instances where a conversion to a standard cannot be
automated, e.g., if annotation, translation, or transcription layers need to be added or altered.
These are crucial for many applications in NLP and their quality directly affects the usability
of products sold or gifted to the communities. In these cases, data sets need to be manually
curated, if the quality of application shall not be impaired. The recent trend of building
applications using machine learning or big data approaches requires large amounts of data
which needs to conform to particular standards, in addition to being comprehensive. For
well-resourced languages (in terms of language resources, time, money, or skilled labour),
these obstacles are overcome with seeming ease. Looking at the other end of the scale,
under-resourced languages may suffer in multiple respect, relative to these standards. The
accumulation of these issues can, subsequently, lead to exclusion, not least in a technological
sense [18]. A multi-million token annotated corpus of “gold standard” is comparably rare
considering the often cited figure of 7,000 languages and their numerous varieties. As we
benchmark applications built for major languages as the state-of-the-art, we set high targets
for under-resourced languages which they may not be able to achieve. As a result, we
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further add to their exclusion. Although there are a range of approaches which aim to create
applications from small or unstandardised data sets [2, 3, 5, 15, 16], these papers – in general
– summon the “Zero Resource Scenario” criticised by Bird [8], while simultaneously removing
speakers and, in some cases, documenters from the line of research. At the same time, these
applications cannot be compared in coverage or reliability to applications for major languages
and are not solutions against technological exclusion.
In terms of technological exclusion of a language community, we can approximate a trend
for a given point in time or interval by calculating the ratio of increases in expected standards
and requirements (i.e., size of corpora, quality of translations, consistency of annotation,
variety of genres, balance of language data) to the increase in usability (quality and quantity)
of language data for the particular languoid, which may include rate of documentation or
addition to corpora; measures of quality, balance, or representativeness of data sets and their
layers; and the adoption of standards. While these precise calculation of these measures
or definition of requirements and standards depend on the desired quality and type of
in language resource usability
application, this yields technological exclusion = increase
. If the
increase in required standards
value is below 1, the community is increasingly technologically excluded; if it is at 1 or above
the available data sets are sufficient for creating applications of the desired standard, with
higher scores generally correlating to better quality and more diverse usage cases of the
applications. If we use variables which measure absolute values (e.g., number of tokens in a
corpus), we can even calculate how many words, translations, or annotations each speaker,
quantity−current state)
annotator, or researcher must contribute (requiredcommunity
. The point about
size
the accumulative nature of exclusion becomes apparent if we accommodate for different
capacities in producing language data (e.g., creating data through publications or social
media) or ensuring quality (e.g., digitally available data, use of text processing tools). These
factor into the equation on the side of the required standards, increasing the burden on each
community member. The dynamic nature in standards and corpus development reinforces
the trends in technological exclusion, making it more difficult or resource intensive to break
the vicious circle. The availability of data conforming to the required standards creates a
bottleneck in the creation of applications [1, 28], especially for communities which are already
suffering from exclusion.
One reviewer questioned to what extent marginalised communities would want to use
their languages in digital spaces. I cannot speak on the behalf of any community, yet,
from my experience with European linguistic minorities, I know of positive responses to
applications and tools for minority languages. On the one hand, we must not impose Western
arguments about rationality, functionality, or instrumental value on these attitudes and
decisions [8], as language use may be tied to other domains and reasons. On the other
hand, technology falls together with media and telecommunication and forms a domain for
language use which can also be a “marker of recognition in the digital realm” [8, p.3509].
In the study of minority language media, substitution with media in other languages is an
important measure [24] which can be transferred to technology. Despite the existence of
different factors motivating substitution, the replacement and not enrichment (along the lines
of additive and subtractive bilingualism [21]) of technology use can point at structural issues.
Grin [20] created a framework of Capacity, Opportunity, and Desire to capture the factors
at play in language vitality [7]. A community’s desire to use a language in digital spaces
should always be matched by appropriate opportunities to do so. Consequently, technology
development needs to be coordinated with communities – a mismatch between the desired
uses and available opportunities can start the vicious circle of substitution to the detriment
of excluded communities.
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This issue exhibits features of the Matthew Effect [23], whereby well-resourced languages
receive increasingly more and better applications and technological solutions for NLP tasks,
while the rest is cast further adrift – in other words, the digital divide is widening. This
brings considerations about our research and development of applications into the political
sphere, and forces us to give thought to the social implications of our research activities.
The decisions we make directly affect the system and may aggravate the negative feedback
loop: some low-resource languages have less support for data collection or curation, requiring
more time and effort to have data sets conform to steadily rising requirements. As a result,
each speaker or researcher associated with the creation, annotation, or curation of language
data for these languages has to bear a higher individual burden. The reaction of researchers
and community members to this adverse situation can provide us with insights for further
developing this field.

3

Reactions and breaking the vicious circle

There are different frameworks which could be used to discuss the reactions shown by
community members but, irrespective of a particular context, we can find that the existing
structures [19] lead many users to opting for applications in languages other than their
preferred one, whether it is for quality (e.g., accuracy of translations), coverage (e.g.,
specialised vocabulary), or ease of use and accessibility of the other application. This practice
of substitution reinforces the adverse structures and facilitates the expression of the relative
status or symbolic power of the majority community [9]. Some may show reactance [10]
and support the creation of NLP applications for their languoid but, as discussed above,
they do so at a high individual burden. We certainly cannot blame those users who opt
for more developed resources and applications which cover their needs better, but we must
consider the structures which reproduce and reinforce these inequalities and do not provide
opportunities for using minority languages. One aspect already addressed critically in the
previous section is standardisation and the benchmarking of the best. While it must be our
goal to improve our standards and set high targets, we must be aware of the exclusive nature
of these reference points which not all languages can meet. By labelling an application “state
of the art”, we make it desirable and prestigious. At the same time, the combination of high
standards/requirements, size of the community, and the status of a language form influence
the set of languoids which can successfully aspire to this prestigious technological resources,
while the rest suffers from technological exclusion. The vicious circle continues through our
individual actions and reactions to the structures – lowering standards, increasing community
sizes and user groups, or enhancing the status of a language form are possible solutions but
these, generally, lie beyond the remit of the individual researcher.
Looking at the scientific process involving language data in 2004, Nathan and Austin
warn that a “consumerist approach” [25] will not support endangered, minoritised, or lowresource languages. There are two important points in that assessment: first, as the authors
discuss, there is a metadata gap between collections of language resources in (documentary)
linguistics and their subsequent uses in computational linguistics and NLP applications. This
disenfranchises, first and foremost, the speakers and consultants who give us permission to
record their language use, their stories, and use it for scientific discovery. Certainly, “giving
back in ways that are meaningful and valuable to the communities” [6, pp.49–50] is necessary
for acknowledging a reciprocal relationship between researchers and the consultants. At the
same time, this does not justify extraction and mechanistic decontextualisation (for a criticism
of terms like “mining” or “harvesting” in contexts of research on minority languages see
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Davis’ 2017 article [13]). This extraction does not just affect the original “producers” of data
(i.e., speakers and consultants), but also all researchers, annotators, translators who support
the creation of language resources and high-quality data sets. I have myself experienced this
extraction of data I curated, which I was surprised to see copied on Wikipedia without proper
citation or attribution. While this was remedied without any difficulties, it is indicative of the
second aspect of the consumerist rhetoric: the omnipresence of data. In our everyday lives,
especially in academia, we face large amounts of data – in some instances, we can freely decide
which data sets we want to use in our work. Therein lies the problem of the consumerist
approach, as most researchers mirror the community members’ behaviour outlined above by
preferring higher quality, standardised, easily accessible data sets with a large coverage. At
the same time, those academics who show reactance and work on low-resource languages
face a struggle against evolving standards and expectations which are benchmarked against
well-resourced languages. Do we, as academics, also enter an vicious circle – is there a point
where we stop caring for minoritised languages and their communities?
I would like to argue with the same frameworks of agency introduced above that we
do possess agency as scientists [33]. Especially in instances where our decisions affect
communities outside of academia, it is our responsibility to acknowledge this relationship
through our decisions. This is relevant in our work with communities who contribute to our
research by providing us with data, which we must respect and honour – not just as the
documentary linguist who “collects” data (to use the extraction metaphor) but also as the
“consumers” of these data who have to acknowledge not only the speakers and consultants
but also their colleagues in linguistics or anthropology who enriched data sets and made
them usable. All of these stages of “language work” [22], as part of the scientific process,
should aim for an appreciative stance of data and its producers. In terms of data citation,
there are positive developments towards this goal, e.g., the Tromsø recommendations [4],
although I would contend that we must extend that to past publications [30] with a view
to preserving the human traces in our work, as also argued by Nathan & Austin [25] and
termed “finding the human in the loop” by Bird [8]. Reaching this stance of acknowledging
all contributions to a data set can furthermore help to prevent biases [32], as we can, ideally,
track and reconstruct links through time and different layers of data [31, discussed under the
notion of “Metadata Inheritance”]. These steps are possible for every researcher working with
language data and conducting “language work”, and leads to a more reciprocal relationship
between communities and different groups of scientists.

4

Outlook

The goal of this paper is to highlight different gaps which are widening, as we have been able
to observe for the past decade, and which we should aim to close through mindful decisions
in our research. These gaps do not only exist between different language communities
as technological exclusion – created through different language status, population size, or
differences between requirements and capacities – but also between groups of researchers.
If the consumerist approach prevails, colleagues working in linguistics departments will be
relegated to producers of language data in competition with each other (if we continue with
the economicist notion of academia).
This is not a one-way process where consultants provide linguists with data who produce
resources and data sets, from which the computer scientist can pick at will and without
bearing responsibility. Those who have accepted this responsibility and support communities
and colleagues creating data sets deserve utmost respect (e.g., members of the ACL SIGEL,
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the ComputEL community, or other special interest groups focusing on minority languages).
Yet, to overcome the technological exclusion and support low-resource languages, more
scholars need to critically assess how their decision-making and pursuit of ever-increasing
targets and standards impacts those suffering from structures of exclusion and extraction. If
more researchers subscribed to these goals, academia, in general, would be better equipped
to support minoritised language communities by facilitating their participation (text processing, keyboards, dictionaries, spell-checking etc.). The precise goals have to be set by
the communities and tailored to their needs, respecting their agency [8]; scholars and their
institutions have access to the knowledge, the tools, and the funding to realise these projects.
In turn, the technological support to minority languages can initiate a virtuous circle, whereby
communities can catch up to the standards for more advanced, intelligent, or high-quality
NLP applications, if this is seen as a goal for the community members. Considering ways
of closing the gap will halt exclusion based on size and status of languages and may set
a signal for the community by increasing the prestige of their language. Yet, for this to
happen, we need to assess our goals as scholarly community and also address structural
problems that encourage and reward those who take the easy path of where the ready-made
data sets are. Not only are these options at times easier, research on major languages still
attracts more funding, creates opportunities for fast production and output of publications,
and tempts researchers with prizes, awards, and reputation. The goal is not to blame and
shame colleagues who go down this route or to discredit their work – but to be aware that
languages and data are not commodities that can be consumed or exchanged at will, without
having implications on language communities. Handling language data and developing NLP
applications always brings ethical considerations about social and political consequences of
this work, and neither the community of linguists nor the community of computer scientists
can escape their responsibility.
Linguistic justice, equal chances for participation, and the acknowledgement of the
producers of language data through “giving back” are strong ethical arguments for the stance
outlined above. Yet, we can further emphasise the benefits of devoting time to low-resource
language to computer scientists. First, some may embrace the multiple challenges which
low-resource languages pose and see these contexts as a chance to test new approaches [28].
Second, increasing the amount and quality of language data sets enables testing different
approaches across a variety of data, allowing for testing hypotheses about the applicability
and quality of applications. For linguistics, it has been argued that minority languages help
in testing assumptions and theories by creating diverse data sets [29] and representing some
“exceptional types” [26, p.367]. Third, some researchers have argued that minority languages
are more likely to have retained rare linguistic features [34], which may not be stable in
other languages [12]. Investigating these features can help linguists working on typology,
while, simultaneously, allowing NLP scholars to test their applications and tools on languages
outside of the commonly used national languages of Indo-European or Standard Average
European typology. As a result, the improved and tested applications can be used to create
even more data sets, the reversal of the vicious circle. Students and early career researchers
should be made aware of these opportunities, while senior researchers, supervisors, and
funding bodies can help with creating a conducive environment for starting a virtuous circle.
The perspective presented in this paper is strongly advocating the case of minoritised
communities and low-resource languages, and is unlikely to be adopted by all readers. There
are numerous arguments in favour of advancing technological standards and computational
methods for major languages, which also support minority communities. But the challenge
for the next decade is to foster awareness of ways in which our decisions as researchers serve
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to reproduce and reinforce inequalities and technological exclusion. With 2022–2032 being
declared the Decade of Indigenous Languages by the United Nations, the upcoming years are
the best time to embrace the needs of indigenous communities and minorities as our research
priorities. The first step in overcoming the consumerist approach and considering reciprocity
consists in adopting a critical view on the research we conduct and present. A presentation or
research outline which – without reflection – follows the rhetorics of “I downloaded the gold
standard corpus with X million tokens” will not do justice to under-resourced or minoritised
languages. These data sets will generally have been created and curated by speakers and
linguists, and do not simply exist like products on a goods shelf. Instead, we should consider
ways of making our research applicable and usable for other researchers and practitioners
doing language work, thereby making it sustainable, as well as supporting communities who
suffer from technological exclusion.
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1

Introduction

Social media, and other User Generated Content platforms have given voice to an unprecedented number of people, while the Semantic Web offers encyclopedic knowledge about
the world in an open, machine readable format. However, such technological transformation
has not completely resulted in a more pluralist communicative environment, because the
voices of people from non-Western countries are often unheard in crucial contexts. For
instance, the involvement of minority journalists in mainstream newspapers is an open
issue [23], as long as the integration of post-colonial perspectives within school textbooks [21].
This under-representation could be problematic since it precludes a full appreciation and
understanding of diversity in our society.
The Under-Represented Writers (URW) project1 aims at reducing this under-representation
through a semantic modeling of authors whose biographies are characterized by belonging
to a former colony country or being migrant. Its aim is twofold: encoding their lives in a
non-stereotypical way, and providing a publicly available, semantically encoded knowledge
source about them.
Modeling the biography of a writer who is potentially under-represented due to his
ethnicity raises two main issues addressed in our work. (1) The interaction of the attributed
ethnicity of a person, which is a subjective concept, with her/his legal status in the place
where she/he lives. The project relies on an ontology to provide an explicit and objective
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representation of this interplay, further specialized to describe the citizenship laws of a
particular set of countries. (2) The knowledge extracted from Linked Data sources in the
form of RDF triples does not allow arranging the legal statuses of a person in a coherent
whole during her/his lifetime, since it relies on a set of vocabularies that have not been
designed to express this type of knowledge. However, representing the biography of a writer
in terms of the relations with different countries along time is crucial because it allows
interpreting her/his literary production in the light of the social context in which she/he was
situated when she/he created them.
The Under-Represented Writers (URW) ontology was used to gather a collection of
writers, and their biographies in English language from Wikidata, and DBpedia. The
resulting Knowledge Graph expresses an ordered and systematic list of features about
authors’ birthplace and time of birth, together with their legal statuses along time, all the
facts about their lives gathered from Wikipedia, and a mapping of verbs in their biographies
according to the ERE ontology [3]. Writers’ countries of birth are classified along three
dimension: their status of former colony, their Human Development Index score, and their
mobility score.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, a review of the related work is introduced.
Section 3 presents the ontology: the formalization of the interplay between ethnicity, and legal
status is described in 3.1, while the representation of life events is explained in 3.2. Section 4
provides a description of the data gathering process (4.1), together with an overview of the
Knowledge Graph (4.2). In Conclusion (Section 5), results and open issues are discussed.

2

Background and Related Works

The project described here relies on three main lines of research. In Section 2.1, literary
and narratives theories that guided the ontology design process are presented. Then, an
overview of the related work on semantic representation of biographies (Section 2.2), and
event annotation models (Section 2.3) is provided.

2.1

Post-Colonial Literatures, and Post-Classical Narrative Theories

Post-Classical narrative theories [24] were born during the Eighties as an alternative to
the semiotic approach to narratives. Instead of focusing only on texts, scholars started
investigating the economic and political contexts in which cultural works are produced, thus
highlighting the strong interconnection between the author and the cultural norms and values
shaping her/his narratives ([18, 4]). This paradigm shift led to a wide set of theories, such
as feminist narratology [15] and ethnic narratology [8].
Alongside the spreading of post-classical approaches to the study of narratives, the
heterogeneous field of research labeled under the term “Post-Colonial studies” raised interest
around the issue of under-representation of former colony country citizens’ voices. “In the
context of colonial production, the subaltern has no history and cannot speak” [33] due to
an epistemic violence perpetrated by European countries through a systematic practice of
silencing [7]. Non-dominant indigenous groups did not take part to the elaboration of their
countries’ official culture and history, while local élites were raised with a Western education.
Besides the usage of violence, Europeans enacted a textual takeover [10] of non-Western
countries by imposing their cultural traditions. During this process, colony citizens suffered
a linguistic and physical displacement [1], since they lost control on their countries, and
languages. Post-colonial literature is a heterogeneous cultural project aimed at reaching
emancipation from the colonizer countries.
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A complementary problem affects the reception of migrants narratives within the context
of European countries. Recent studies showed that the fortune of novel from ethnic minorities
is often related to an ethnographic interest in exoticism, and not to a need of a deep
understanding of other cultures [12]. Readers, rather than being interested in the literary
work itself, focus on how it conveys information about immigrant writers’ ethnic identities.
In response to this expectation, some of them deliver stereotypical representation of their
ethnicity in their novels [22].
Our project acknowledges the relevance of political and social factors in studying the
narratives produced by writers by explicitly modeling in the ontology the conditions leading
to a lack of representation. More to the point, our attempt is to describe three types of
biographical situations potentially correlated with under-representation: living in a former
colony country, being a migrant, and belonging to an ethnic minority.

2.2

Biographic Ontologies

Two projects have tackled the issue of collecting and describing the biographies of writers,
and under-represented people. The CWRC Ontology2 [2, 31] has been developed to support
the Orlando project3 : a data set of 1, 300 women British writers aimed at widening the study
of feminist literary research. The ontology has an extensive taxonomy of classes describing
the biography of a woman writer with the set of characteristics that determines her condition,
such as ethnicity, political affiliation, reproductive history, and sexuality.
The Enslaved Ontology4 [30] is a modular ontology aimed at mapping several databases
about African slavery in a single Knowledge Graph5 aligned with Wikidata [38]. Similarly to
the Orlando project, the Enslaved Ontology models socio-cultural information about people
in the data set, in order to reconstruct the social networks characterizing slavery. However,
controlled vocabularies were chosen – rather than formalised concepts – to express detailed
information about persons and events.
Our Ontology shares some similarities with these projects, as long it aims at representing a
group of persons sharing a specific condition, such as belonging to an ethnic minority. However,
the concept of “being under-represented” is challenging from the modeling perspective,
because it has blurred boundaries and it can be very subjective. Furthermore, our project
intentionally does not model ethnographic features, choosing instead to fully describe the
interplay between a person and the places where she/he lives during her/his life.
Some proposals are specifically targeted at the representation of biographies. The
Biography Ontology [14, 13] models biographical events as time-dependent knowledge by
directly adding temporal arguments to a materialised triple. In the example below, the
marriage between Tony Blair and Cherie Booth is first expressed, then its temporal boundaries
are added, together with other optional information. Semantic conciseness characterizes such
approach, which has a major drawback in the generalization of complex events determined
by multiple factors.
tony blair marriedTo cherie booth
‘‘1980-03-29’’xsd:date ‘‘2015-05-08’’^^xsd:date
location London
2
3
4
5

http://sparql.cwrc.ca/ontologies/cwrc.html
http://www.artsrn.ualberta.ca/orlando/
https://docs.enslaved.org/ontology/
https://enslaved.org/
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BKOnto [36] is built upon the Time6 and the StoryLine7 ontologies. Token-reified
biographical events are arranged in StoryLine slots, and further decomposed to express more
detailed spatial and temporal information about them. The BIO vocabulary 8 collects 34
types of life events which can be used to create a biographical timeline.
Our work is aimed at modeling time-dependent knowledge like The Biography Ontology [14], but relies on the Ontology Design Pattern approach [27, 11], since it encodes
the status of a person resulting from a combination of roles she/he experiences in a given
situation. For such reason, a rich account of modular and expressive legal statuses related
to citizenship and discriminatory factors are necessary, rather than a closed taxonomy of
biographical events.
The study of prosopography as a methodological tool for historical research is the object
of the Factoid Prosopography Ontology (FPO) [26]. Leveraged by several projects targeted
at the study of Middle Ages in Europe and Asia9 , FPO connects the representation of
personal factoids (such as birth, death, acquisition of goods or social status) with the
documentation about them (e.g., legal statements, seals, and other artifacts), so as to
support a systematic investigation of biographies through documents. In our project, the
availability of authoritative sources, stored in digital form, about the identity and status of
the biographies under study makes the representation of documentary sources less relevant
than it would be when dealing with ancient ages, bringing instead into focus the unambiguous
definition of domain-specific notions such as citizenship and migration.

2.3

Event Encoding

Many approaches aimed at encoding and annotating events have been proposed in the last
years. Despite the common representational goal, they vary significantly, since events can be
formalized at different levels of granularity.
The Clinical Narrative Temporal Relation Ontology (CNTRO) [35] provides a representation
of clinical events offering a comprehensive taxonomy of temporal representations mapped
onto authoritative representations of time [34].
The Story Intention Graphs (SIG) [9] encodes the intentions of narrative agents by linking
them to textual fragments. Its application to personal narratives has been proposed by [17].
An approach sharing a similar granularity is the one proposed by [5]. Here, events are
frame-like structures of the type <Agent, Predicate, Theme, PP> whose affective polarity is
annotated.
Finally, there are several works that analyze events at a word level. The ACE/ERE
projects [6, 32] rely on the identification of the events through the annotation of “Trigger”
words or multi-word expression. The TimeML annotation scheme [28] has been specifically
designed for identifying temporal expressions in a text, and annotating the chronological
relation between them. Finally, the Richer Event Description (RED) framework [25] simplifies
the taxonomy of events proposed in TimeML, but adds information about the causal
relationships over them.
Even if all these approaches contribute to an exhaustive representation of events in texts, a
unifiying model that systematically links the syntactic and the semantic layers of an event is
still missing. Our work tries to bridge together these two levels by mapping ERE’s “Trigger”
verbs of movement and Wordnet synsets, according to Semantic Web principles[19].

6
7
8
9

https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/storyline
https://vocab.org/bio/
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/factoid-prosopography/projects
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The Ontology of Under-Represented Writers

The Ontology of Under-represented Writers (URW) is an attempt to provide a formal and
objective description of authors who potentially suffer a lack of prominence due to the
context where they were born. The URW is aimed at highlighting the biographical events,
and situations during which a writer may has been experienced the condition of being a
subaltern [33].
With these goals in mind, we designed the URW Ontology to answer the following
Competency Questions:
What people, born in a former colony country, wrote at least one literary work while
living in their birthplace?
Which are the writers who experienced the condition of being migrant?
Which second generation migrants or minorities wrote at least one literary work?
In the next sections, a description of how our semantic model fits with the first two
Competency Questions is provided. The encoding of second generation migrants, and
minorities and is not addressed in this work, due to the lack of information about ethnicity,
rarely specified in Wikidata (Section 4).

3.1

Modeling the Interplay between Ethnicity and Legal Status of a
Person

Since the post-colonial framework is irreducible to a unifying taxonomy (see Section 2.1), it
is crucial to describe the concept of under-representation related to ethnicity without falling
into arbitrary categorizations. Hence, we propose an agnostic model that operates through
the intersection of two elements: the country where a person was born, and information
about her/his family relationships.
The country of birth is the first feature to express under-representation. Instead of citizenship
and ethnicity, which may change along time (the former), and be subjective (the latter), the
fact of being born in a given place is an immutable, closer to objectiveness property. So,
concerning the country of birth, we defined three indicators that may correlate with the
under-representation of a writer:
its status as a former colony;
the mobility score of its passport10 ;
its Human Development Index11 , aimed at excluding rich former colonies from the
collection, such as Singapore or Israel.
Finally, family relationships are used to determine whether a person is a second generation migrant or if she/he belongs to an ethnic minority in a given country. The interplay
of these two features (country and family) helps to determine the condition of underrepresentation. However, this model can be adapted to other domains of knowledge in
which a representation of the relation of a person, her/his birth country, and her/his family
network is needed. In Figure 1, a graphical representation of Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
(a contemporary Nigerian writer) birth country is provided. In this case, the simultaneous membership of Nigeria to sets of different classes (urw:CountryWithLowHDI,
urw:CountryWithLowMobilityScore, and urw:FormerColonyCountry) is a signal
of a potential lack of representation of this author.

10
11

https://www.passportindex.org/
http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi
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Figure 1 The representation of Chimamanda Ngozie Adichie place of birth, that lead to consider
her an under-represented writer.
Within the paper, classes are represented with yellow boxes, while purple boxes identify individuals.

3.2

Modeling Biographies

As mentioned in Section 2.2, there are some proposed approaches for encoding a biography. For
our purpose of modeling the life of an under-represented person, two kinds of situations need to
be described: the process of migrating, and the status of a person in a given country. Both are
embodied in a specific time interval, and this relation of time-dependency need to be formally
expressed for two reasons: on one side, it is essential to order life events in a chronological
fashion; on the other side, it allows drawing a link between a writer’s life, and her/his cultural
production. Our solution relies on the Ontology Design Pattern (ODP) framework, since it
provides foundationally sound, re-usable building blocks for representing common patterns
across ontologies, with advantages for design and interoperability. More specifically, we
adopted the BasicPlanExecution ODP to describe a migration, since a migration represents
the execution of a intentionally devised line of action, and the TimeIndexedPersonRole for
modeling the legal status of a person, because the legal status of a person with respect to a
country is typically non-rigid and can be modelled as a role.
The urw:Migration class (see Figure 2) is subclass of the dul:PlanExecution class
and, as such, dul:isSettingFor six elements: the action of urw:Migrating, which is an
event, a dul:Person, namely the agent who is migrating, and her/his urw:MigrationRole
in the migration process. The urw:Migration class is also a setting for the spatiotemporal coordinates of the migration: the dul:TimeInterval along which it occurs, the
urw:PlaceOfArrival of the migration, and its urw:PlaceOfDeparture. We modeled
the reasons for a person to leave her/his country for another as a urw:MigrationReason
that is part of a urw:MigrationPlan satisfied by the urw:Migration situation. The
urw:MigrationReason dul:defines the urw:MigrationRole of a person.
The urw:TimeIndexedPersonStatus class dul:isSettingFor a dul:Person and
her/his ConditionRole. Furthermore, it dul:hasComponent a dul:Classification,
which dul:isSettingFor a dul:TimeInterval, a dul:Place, and a urw:Condition. The
latter is primarily used to express the legal status of a person (eg: citizen, economic migrant,
refugee), but it also can be used to describe other features that determines her/his condition.
For instance, religion, sexual orientation, or social class. These additional aspects currently
fall outside the scope of the ontology, so they are purposely left open to the integration with
other semantic resources, such as ontologies (e.g. [2]) or controlled vocabularies (e.g. [30]).
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Figure 2 A graphical representation of the urw:Migration class. The “urw” prefix stands for
Under-Represented Writer Ontology; “dul” is the prefix of Dolce, the upper ontology which is the
reference for foundational concepts in our work.

Figure 3 A graphical representation of the urw:TimeIndexedPersonStatus class.
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3.3

Integration with Other Ontologies

In addition to the uw:TimeIndexedPersonStatus, and the uw:Migration, we partly integrated
in the URW Ontology three other ontological resources. The above mentioned Named Authority List of countries maintained by the European Union12 : an authoritative, comprehensive,
and multilingual reference for country names. In our project, its main use is to standardize
information about authors biographical places.
The PROV-O [16] Ontology is a standard to express the provenance information of a work.
In this context, its use has two aims: making explicit the sources of information about writers
biographies; pairing authors to their works.
The Ontolex-Lemon model [20] semantically enriches the event triggers defined within the
ERE project [3], by mapping the morphological and syntactic properties of lexical entries to
the semantic categories expresses by Classes. This is supposed to facilitate the process of
converting the raw text of the authors’ biographies to RDF triples, as described in Section 4.1.

4

The URW Knowledge Graph

In this section, we describe the first version of the URW Knowledge Graph, a collection of
writers and biographies from Wikidata. After describing the data gathering process, we give
an overview of the data set and provide some examples of the encoded entities.

4.1

Data Gathering

A preliminary identification of features about authors to be included in the Knowledge Graph
led us to disregard ethnicity. Such information can introduce a bias in the collection because
of the demographics of Wikipedia editors [37]. Moreover, the ethnic group of an author is
available only in the 4.8% of the cases. The birthplace and time of birth appeared to be two
widespread and objective features, instead. Therefore, data gathering has been devoted to
obtain this information for each author. The data collection pipeline (see Figure 4) consisted
of several steps:
First, we collected through the Wikidata Query Service13 all the instances (corresponding to the class WDT:P31 in Wikidata) of type human (WD:Q5), which has occupation (WDT:P106) of type novelist (WD:Q6625963), poet (WD:Q49757), or writer
(WD:Q36180). We thus obtained 246, 574 records.
Then, we obtained the dates of birth (WDT:P569), by using the Pywikibot Python
library14 . In order to avoid duplicates or data misalignment, we only stored the year of
birth of each writer, of available. The collection was reduced to 227, 840 items.
We then filtered only writers from a specific historical period to nowadays. We chose
the Berlin Conference held in 1884, which formally started the scramble for Africa, an
emblematic moment of the European textual takeover of non-Western world, directly
related to the subsequent Decolonization and spreading of post-colonial literatures.
155, 294 authors were born from 1884.
Next, for each collected author, we queried her/his place of birth (WDT:P19). The
information about birth place is very heterogeneous in Wikidata: it can be a country,

12

https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/dataset/-/resource?uri=http://publications.
europa.eu/\resource/dataset/country
13
https://query.wikidata.org/
14
The library, available at https://github.com/wikimedia/pywikibot, was also used to collect places of
birth and their corresponding countries.
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Figure 4 The diagram representing the data gathering pipeline.

an administrative region, a city or even a district. In order to align all the birthplaces
to a common format, we further queried the countries (WDT:P17) of all birthplaces.
Throughout all this process, we used Europeana Eurovoc as an authoritative source to
align all the geographical entities.
Finally, we associated the Human Developed Index, the mobility score, and the eventual
status of former colony to each country in order to group writers according to their level
of under-representation. The resulting Knowledge Graph includes 127, 141 authors.

4.2

KG Description

For each urw:Author of the Knowledge Graph the urw:CountryOfBirth, and urw:YearOfBirth
are specified. Moreover, the urw:wikipediaText data property contains the reference text,
expressed as a string. At a first glance (see Table 1), the URW Knowledge Graph shows an
unbalanced distribution of writers across different continents15 . More specifically, the data
set seems to be Eurocentric, since the 64% of the authors were born in this continent. On
the opposite side, African writers are the less represented amount of population taken into
account. Finally, the number of individuals is dramatically reduced to 45, 793 if we consider
only the ones with a Wikipedia page in English. This drop mainly affects Europe and Latin
America continents.
Table 1 The list of writers stored in the URW Knowledge Graph, divided by continent of birth.
Continent

Population

Writers on Wikidata

People per writer

Authors with English page

Africa
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Oceania

1, 340, 598.113
4, 641, 054.786
747, 636.045
653, 962.332
368, 869.644
42, 677.809

3, 528
14, 993
81, 832
9, 643
17, 389
1, 365

374, 259.6
309, 548.1
9, 136.2
67, 817.3
21, 212.8
31, 265.7

53.6%
45.9%
22.6%
28.2%
77.5%
85.9%

4.3

Event Encoding Description and Examples

Wikipedia authors pages are concise texts providing a limited taxonomy of biographical
facts: educational background, personal life events, movements, works, and awards. Such
a homogeneous narrative style facilitates the extraction and encoding of migration-related

15

Both the 6-continents model and the estimation of population by continent were taken from the UN
Department of Economic and Social Affairs: https://population.un.org/wpp/
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Figure 5 The encoding of the Movement_ERE event trigger flee mapped to the corresponding
Wordnet offset. The prefix “ontolex” refers to the OntolexLemon ontology adopted for the mapping.

patterns (see 3.2) from raw text using preexisting linguistic resources: REO Ontology [3],
and Ontolex-Lemon [19, 20]. Our conversion process encompassed two passages: (1) The
collection of all the “Trigger” verb of “Movement_ERE” events in the REO Ontology [3], and
the identification their occurrences in each biography. (2) The mapping of Movement_ERE
“Triggers” with Wordnet offsets in RDF triples according to the Lemon methodology [19, 20].
According to the Ontolex-Lemon specification, each ontolex:LexicalEntry (a word,
a multiword expression of an affix) has a corresponding set of ontolex:LexicalSense. In
our case, every ontolex:LexicalSense is a Wordnet offset, namely the lexicalized sense of
an ontolex:Concept. The latter represents the mental concept evoked by a lexical entry.
Finally, the ontolex:LexicalSense has a semantic reference within the Ontology, in our
case a urw:Migration or a urw:TimeIndexedPersonStatus.
Figure 5 is a graphical representation of how the verb “to flee” is encoded in the ontology.
The ontolex:lex_flee is both a ontolex:Word and an EREOntology:Movement_ERE
“Trigger”, namely a textual token expressing an event in which a person moves from a place
to another. The ontolex:lex_flee has a ontolex:LexicalSense, which in our case is the
Wordnet offset id number of the verb flee (2075462), related to the definition “run away
quickly”. The Wordnet offset is the lexicalized sense of the urw:Flee concept evoked by
the ontolex:lex_flee. Finally, the ontolex:LexicalSense has a ontolex:reference to the
urw:Migration class of the ontology (Section 3.2).
We provide two examples of manually encoded biographical events to illustrate the
pipeline. The first, depicted in Figure 6, shows a conversion from raw text to urw:Migration
Class (Section 3.2). Below, there is an excerpt of the Wikipedia page of Kim Thúy, a
Vietnamese-born Canadian writer.
At the age of ten, Thúy left Vietnam with her parents and two brothers, joining more
than one million Vietnamese boat people fleeing the country’s communist regime
after the fall of Saigon in 1975. The Thúys arrived at a refugee camp in Malaysia,
run by the United Nations High Commission for Refugees, where they spent four
months.16

16

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Thúy
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Figure 6 The encoding of a Kim Thúy childhood event as a uw:Migration.

Verbs in bold – left, fleeing (Figure 5), arrived – are “Triggers” of a movement event and
identify a urw:Migration situation and a urw:Migrating event, respectively labeled as
urw:MigrationFromVietnam and urw:MigratingFromVietnam17 . Vietnam, the urw: PlaceOfDeparture, and Malaysia, the urw:PlaceOfArrival, have been easily identified,
since they are explicitly mentioned in the text. The individuation of the time when the
urw:Migration occurred was more difficult because a comparison between the expression “At the age of ten”, and the urw:birthyear of the writer was necessary to derive
it by difference. Finally, textual references to “the fall of Saigon”, and to “refugee camp”
allowed identifying the urw:MigrationReason as fleeing from political persecution, and
the urw:MigrationRole as a urw:Refugee.
It is worth mentioning that the occurrence of “run” in the example does not imply a movement. A more rigorous approach such as Lexico-Semantic Pattern [29] is needed to avoid
false positives within an automatic conversion process.
The second example illustrates the text-to-urw conversion applied to Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie’s biography (Figure 7). Again, the verb (left) is a trigger for the event of
leaving a country for another, which allows identifying a urw:TimeIndexedPersonStatus
instance, and the United States as the dul:Place where the situation is experienced by
the person. Similarly to the previous example, the beginning of the dul:TimeInterval
had to be inferred from the expression “At the age of 19”. Several textual references
to the concept of studying led to the individuation of the urw:Condition of being a
urw:MigrantStudent. Finally, there are not any unambiguous verbal signals triggering the
end of the experience of Adichie as a migrant student in the United States, as long as the
reference to Yale University does not directly express the country which is the urw:Place
of the urw:TimeIndexedPersonStatus. Again, a more sophisticated approach is needed,
as it is pointed out in Section 5.

17

This labeling was adopted to make the description clearer, since, in the Knowledge Graph, they are
blank nodes
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Figure 7 The encoding of the Adichie experience of migrant student in the United States according
to the uw:TimeIndexedPersonStatus pattern.

At the age of 19, Adichie left Nigeria for the United States to study communications
and political science at Drexel University in Philadelphia.[...] In 2008, she received a
Master of Arts degree in African studies from Yale University.18

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described the ongoing construction of a data set that relies on the URW
ontology, a semantic model designed to encode the lives of migrant, post-colonial writers.
After describing the ontology and the pipeline, we provided some examples of conversion from
raw text biographies to urw:Migration, and urw:TimeIndexedPersonStatus through
the Ontolex-Lemon model. However, a systematic encoding has not been performed yet. This
is a necessary step to gather, organize, and analyze narratives belonging to under-represented
authors.
A first overview of the obtained Knowledge Graph shows that a lack of representation
of non-Western authors is also present on Wikidata, together with the need to adopt a
multilingual approach, since only the 36% of writers has an English Wikipedia page.
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This paper presents a knowledge graph created by transforming the plenary debates of the Parliament
of Finland (1907–) into Linked Open Data (LOD). The data, totaling over 900 000 speeches, with
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1

Introduction

Semantic Parliament (SEMPARL)3 is a consortium research project, which produces a
linked open data and research infrastructure on Finnish parliamentary data, and develops
novel semantic computing technologies to study parliamentary politics and political culture.
SEMPARL brings together researchers at the University of Helsinki, University of Turku, and
Aalto University, with complementary, multi-disciplinary expertise in language technology,
political and media research, and semantic computing and web technologies, respectively.
The project makes three major contributions. First, it responds to the demand for an
easy to use and “intelligent” access to the newly digitized Finnish parliamentary data by
providing the data as a national Linked Open Data (LOD) infrastructure and service for
researchers, citizens, the government, and the media, and application developers. Second,
the project studies long-term changes in the Finnish parliamentary and political culture and
language. These use cases in political and language research are pioneering studies using
the Finnish digital parliamentary data. Third, the new data service semantically enriches
content in other related Finnish LOD services, such as LawSampo for Finnish legislation and
case law [7] and BiographySampo for prosopographical data [6].
From a Linked Data production point of, two interlinked knowledge graphs (KG) are
produced in SEMPARL: 1) A KG of all over 900 000 parliamentary debate speeches of
the Parliament of Finland (PoF) (1907–present) to be called S-KG. 2) A prosopographical
knowledge (P-KG) graph of the over 2600 Members of Parliament (MP), other people, and
organizations related to the parliamentary speeches during the same period of time [16].
These KGs constitute together a larger data publication of PoF data called FinnParla. This
paper presents the first graph S-KG and addresses the following more general research
question: How to represent and publish parliamentary speeches so that the data can be used
easily for Digital Humanities research?
In the following, we first present the problem of representing publishing, and using plenary
debates as data for Digital Humanities research, and discuss related works and projects.
After this, our original debate data, target data model, and the transformation process are
described. The produced linked data has been published as a data service using the 7-star
model of the Linked Data Finland platform [8]. As a demonstration of using the data service
in Digital Humanities research, exemplary data-analyses are presented using YASGUI and
Google Colab on top of the underlying SPARQL endpoint. In conclusion, contributions of
the work are summarized, related works are discussed, and further research are outlined.

2

Related Work: Publishing Plenary Debates as Data

The Unicameral Parliament of Finland convened for the first time in 1907. The parliament
has 200 members (MP), who are elected for four years. Since the first parliament of 1907, the
elections are based on universal suffrage and both male and female MPs have been elected
to all parliaments. In the Finnish parliament, the debates take place in the public plenary
sessions. Since 1907, the Parliament has transcribed the speeches and published the printed
plenary session minutes, which is a practice established already in the nineteenth-century Diet
of Estates [20]. The minutes contain the matters considered, the decisions made, and every
speech heard during the sessions. The wordings of the speeches are revised and improved for
readability [29, 20].

3

https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/semparl/en/
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In the 1990s, the Parliament of Finland started to gradually publish parliamentary
documents in digital form. It was only in 2018 that the Parliament completed the digitisation
of the historical parliamentary documents of 1907–1999 and opened a new version of their
data service [10]. This open data and the data service of the Parliament, however, has
weaknesses concerning the data and its usability due to the heterogeneous data formats and
different ways of access. For example, the historical minutes contain only the text recognised
from the image files, and have no metadata concerning the structure of the minutes or their
content, which limits the research to bag-of-words approaches [14].
There are also annotated corpora produced of the Finnish Parliamentary debates, which
cover the recent decades. FIN-CLARIN has a curated corpus of the debates in 2008–2016 [3].
These include linguistic annotation, metadata about the speakers and the speeches are linked
to the actual video recordings of the plenary sessions. Moreover, there is the multilingual
Parlspeech parliamentary corpus [21], which includes also the plenary debates of the Finnish
parliament in 1991–2015. This data, however, has quality problems. It has been created
from the PDF files of the Parliament website of the time, but not all the speeches can be
found in the data when we compare it with the complete minutes.
Several projects have transformed parliamentary debates into structured data or produced
annotated parliamentary debate corpora. Regarding the former, the projects have foremost
concerned the digitisation of the parliamentary debates and their enrichment with political or
biographical metadata. These data have been transformed both to XML and RDF format4 .
In the Lipad project, the Canadian Hansard from 1901 to present was transformed into
linked XML structured data [1]. As in our case, the process included both the OCR and
the parsing of the historical documents and more straight-forward conversion of the recent
SQL parliamentary data. The major example of parliamentary data in RDF is the Linked
EP project, where the data of the European parliament 1999–2017 was transformed into
RDF format and enriched with biographical information [28]. The RDF standard has been
used also in the Latvian LinkedSAEIMA project [2], in the Italian Parliament5 and in the
PoliMedia project, where RDF parliamentary data was linked with media sources [11].
There are several parliamentary corpora. The best known is perhaps the EuroParl
corpus, which includes the plenary session debates of the European Parliament and has been
used to study machine translation [12]. A comprehensive list of the national parliamentary
corpora is presented on the CLARIN webpage6 . The Talk of Norway (1998–2016) is an
example of a national parliament corpus with linguistic annotation published in CSV and
TSV formats [15]. Different guidelines have been followed for annotating and encoding the
Parliamentary debates. The TEI-based Parla-CLARIN schema, which we also use in our
transformation, is an attempt to define a common annotation model.7 For example, the
Slovene parliamentary corpus siParl (1990–2018) has been encoded with the Parla-CLARIN
schema [19]. Currently, the Parla-CLARIN schema is implemented in the Clarin ParlaMint
project8 , which establishes a comparable and interoperable corpus of almost twenty national
parliamentary corpora for comparative research.
A novelty in the transformation done in our SEMPARL project is to combine RDF
standard with Parla-CLARIN schema. Moreover, most of the annotated parliamentary
corpora cover mainly the recent years while in our case the complete work of the PoF from
1907 is covered – and for the first time.

4
5
6

https://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://data.camera.it/data/en/datasets/
https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families/parliamentary-corpora

7

See: https://www.clarin.eu/blog/clarin-parlaformat-workshop

8

https://github.com/clarin-eric/ParlaMint
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3

Original Data

The original data, minutes of Finnish plenary sessions, was gathered from several sources and
in three different formats depending on the availability: 1) From 1907 to 1999 9 the plenary
session minutes are available only in PDF format10 . One parliamentary session is split into
1–8 separate PDF files, each containing the minutes for several plenary sessions. 2) From
halfway parliamentary session 1999 to the end of session 2014, the data is available also in
HTML format at PoF’s web pages11 . 3) From session 2015 onward the plenary sessions are
available as XML from the Avoin eduskunta API12 .
Figure 1 shows an example of original PDF-format minutes for plenary session 87/198913 .
Later minutes available in HTML and XML also mostly follow shown layout and logic;
In general, the minutes consist of items (or topics), marked here in bold (except the row
Keskustelu:). The item header is followed by: a possible list of related documents, chairman’s
opening comments, a possible debate section marked by Keskustelu: (debate/conversation)
and finally a decision and a closing statement.

Figure 1 Example of a plenary session transcript. Available by the CC BY 4.0 licence.

9
10

There is no data for 1915 and 1916 as due to war the Parliament did not convene.

https://avoindata.eduskunta.fi/#/fi/digitoidut/download
11
https://www.eduskunta.fi/FI/taysistunto/Sivut/Taysistuntojen-poytakirjat.aspx
12
https://avoindata.eduskunta.fi/#/fi/home
13
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/eduskunta-asiakirja-original-documents-prod/
suomi/1989/PTK_1989_3.pdf
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Each source format differs in the metadata included. All formats contained the essential
data, such as plenary session id, date, debate topic, speaker’s last name, and role. The
newer machine readable formats have been enriched with additional data, such as URLs to
documents related to the debate topics or even individual starting and ending times for a
speech. Table 1 illustrates the metadata present in each format and distribution of used
source formats.
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Table 1 Distribution of used source data format and variant metadata present in it. Row
Ubiquitous metadata lists metadata that was available in all formats. * HTML became available
after plenary session 85/1999.

session
PDF
HTML
XML

1907-1999*
1999*-2014
2015-2020

session date, session ending and starting times,
Ubiquitous metadata

session id, speaker last name, speaker title, speech
type, related documents, debate topic

4

Target Data Model

The goal of the whole data transformation process was to make all data available in a
coherent, unified format. In this project we did this twice-fold in Parla-CLARIN XML and
RDF. The central unit of the data is a speech; any comment, statement or vocal contribution
made during a plenary session14 . The goal of the transformation process was to find all
such speeches and all available metadata related to them. Generally we refer to all beforementioned instances as speeches. For full coverage we have also gathered all speeches made
by the chairmen. These are mostly about guiding the progression of a session.
The Parla-CLARIN XML format15 for representing speech texts is an easily readable
chronological presentation of the debate data for both machines and humans. We produced
one file per parliamentary session. Listing 1 gives an example of a section from the final data
in Parla-CLARIN XML. The excerpt covers the start of the debate on a topic during the
plenary session 37/2005.
By transforming all data to RDF as well, we aimed to create the knowledge graph
(S-KG) of all parliamentary debate speeches. For this purpose a customised RDF-based
metadata schema was created. The schema contains six different, interlinked classes: Speech,
Interruption, Item, Session, Document, and Transcript. Speeches were represented as

14

These do not include interjections, other vocal interruptions or chairman comments made during a
speech. In original data these have been embedded into the actual speeches. These were handled in the
transformation process as interruptions.

15

https://clarin-eric.github.io/parla-clarin/
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instances of the class Speech with 24 properties (metadata elements) as described in Table 2.
Here the default namespace is our own (semparls); bioc refers to the BioCRM schema for
representing biographical data [27]; rdfs refers to the RDFS Schema and xsd to the XML
Schema of W3C. The column C tells the cardinality of the property, Range the range,
and last column the meaning of the property. Table 3 describes in the same way the
remaining five classes and additionally a seventh class, NamedEntity, that was created by
post-transformation language analysis.
Listing 1 An abridged excerpt from the Parla-CLARIN data.
<TEI x m l : i d=" ptk_37_2005 ">
[...]
<d i v>
<head>
Eduskunnan p a n k k i v a l t u u s t o n kertomus 2014
< l i s t B i b l>
<head>R e l a t e d d o c u m e n t s :</ head>
<b i b l>Kertomus K 1 4/ 20 1 5 vp</ b i b l>
</ l i s t B i b l>
</ head>
<d i v>
<n o t e l i n k = [ . . . ] speechType=" " t y p e=" s p e a k e r " x m l : i d=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 2 " />
<u ana="#s e c o n d V i c e C h a i r " who="#P a u l a _ R i s i k k o " x m l : i d=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 2 ">
Lä h e t e k e s k u s t e l u a v a r t e n e s i t e l l ä än pä i v ä j ä r j e s t y k s e n 4 . a s i a .
P u h e m i e s n e u v o s t o e h d o t t a a , e t t ä a s i a l ä h e t e t ä än t a l o u s v a l i o k u n t a a n
M e i l l e a s i a n e s i t t e l e e e d u s t a j a Zyskowicz , o l k a a hyv ä .</u>
</ d i v>
<d i v>
<n o t e end=" 2015−06−24 T 1 7 : 5 4 : 0 2 " l i n k = [ . . . ] speechType=" E s i t t e l y p u h e e n v u o r o "
s t a r t=" 2015−06−24 T 1 7 : 4 5 : 0 1 " t y p e=" s p e a k e r " x m l : i d=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 3 " />
<u who="#Ben_Zyskowicz " x m l : i d=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 3 ">A r v o i s a r o u v a puhemies !
A r v o i s a t k a n s a n e d u s t a j a t ! Kä s i t t e l y s s ä on nyt P a n k k i v a l t u u s t o n kertomus
v u o d e l t a 2 0 1 4 . Kuten v i i m e vuonnakin , [ . . . ] Loppuosa e l i n o i n 1 3 7 , 5
i l j o o n a a e u r o a s i i r r e t t i i n v a l t i o n l o p u t t o m i i n t a r p e i s i i n .</u>
</ d i v>
<d i v>
<n o t e end=" 2015−06−24 T 1 8 : 0 2 : 2 7 " l i n k = [ . . . ] speechType=" "
s t a r t=" 2015−06−24 T 1 7 : 5 4 : 0 7 " t y p e=" s p e a k e r " x m l : i d=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 " />
<u n e x t=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 . 2 " who="#Olavi_Ala− N i s s i l ä " x m l : i d=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 . 1 ">
A r v o i s a r o u v a puhemies ! Tä s s ä e n t i n e n P a n k k i v a l t u u s t o n p u h e e n j o h t a j a ,
n y k y i n e n j ä sen , e d u s t a j a Z y s k o w i c z kä y t t i hyv än puheenvuoron . [ . . . ]
Muistan , kun s i l l o i n v a l t i o v a r a i n m i n i s t e r i j a m i n i s t e r i Wideroos </u>
<v o c a l who=" Eero_Hein ä luoma ">
<d e s c>Eero Hein ä l u o m a : Toinen v a l t i o v a r a i n m i n i s t e r i !</ d e s c>
</ v o c a l>
<u p r e v=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 . 1 " who="#Olavi_Ala− N i s s i l ä " x m l : i d=" 2 0 1 5 . 2 4 . 1 0 4 . 2 ">
− t o i n e n v a l t i o v a r a i n m i n i s t e r i Wideroos − j a h a l l i t u s k i n a j o i v a t s i t ä ,
e t t ä Suomen Pankin pä ä omia [ . . . ] j a K r e i k a n on omankin t a l o u t e n s a
k a n n a l t a vä l t t ämä t t ä s a a t a v a j u l k i n e n h a l l i n t o n s a paremmin toimimaan .</u>
<v o c a l>
<d e s c>E d u s k u n n a s t a : Hyvä puheenvuoro !</ d e s c>
</ v o c a l>
</ d i v>
[...]

The data model presented for representing debates is part of a larger Ontology of
Parliament of Finland under development in the SEMPARL project. This ontology is
based on the CIDOC CRM16 -based Bio CRM model [27], where parliamentary events are
represented in time and place with actors (people, groups, such as parties, and organizations)
participating in different roles. The ontology is populated with data extracted from the
speech data and databases of PoF [16]. For example, the :speaker and :party property values
in Table 2 are filled with resources taken from the actor graph in the PoF ontology that
contains over 2600 MPs, ministers, presidents of Finland, and other prominent people related
to the speeches as speakers or mentioned in the texts. In this way, prosopographical data and
the speeches can be integrated seamlessly and be used together with the Digital Humanities

16

http://cidoc-crm.org
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Table 2 Semparls RDF schema for Speech. a From some source data the chairmen names were
not always reliably recognizable. In this case chairman speeches lack this value.

Element URI
:skos:prefLabel
:speaker
:party
:partyInSource
:role
:speakerInSource
:speechOrder
:content
dct:language
:speechType
:isInterruptedBy
dct:date
:startTime
:endDate
:endTime
:item
:session
:diary
:page
:status
:version
:namedEntity
dct:subject

C
1
0..1a
0..1
0..1
1
1
1
1
0..*
0..1
0..*
1
0..1
0..1
0..1
0..1
1
1
0..1
0..1
0..1
0..*
0..*

Speech
Range
Meaning of the value
rdf:langString String label for speech
bioc:Person
Person speaking URI
:Party
Party of the speaker URI
rdfs:Literal
Party as written in the source if available
:Role
Speaker’s role
rdfs:Literal
Speaker’s name as in source
xsd:integer
Ordinal of the speech in a session
rdfs:Literal
Speech as text (incl. interruptions)
rdfs:Resource
Recognized languages of the speech
:SpeechType
Type of the speech
:Interruption
Interruptions during the speech
xsd:date
Date of the session
xsd:time
Start time of the speech
xsd:date
Session end date if not same as date
xsd:time
End time of the speech
:Item
Item in agenda/topic of the speech
:Session
Session where the speech was made
rdfs:Resource
URL of session transcript
xsd:integer
Page number for PDF-based data
:Status
Status of the speech transcription
xsd:decimal
Version of the speech transcription
:NamedEntity Referenced named entities
skos:Concept
Subject matter keywords

analyses of the parliamentary data. For example, by using biographical information about
the speaker it is possible to investigate how much (s)he has spoken about matters related to
his/her own electoral district.

5

Transformation Process

Semantic Parliament aggregates data from several disparate source databases into a unified
knowledge graph. An overall plan of the data transformation processes of source datasets
and the linking of entities between different parts are shown in Figure 2. The source datasets
are shown as rectangles on the left side of the transformation pipeline and the RDF-format
parts are shown as yellow cylinders. The solid arrows depict data transformation and dotted
arrows correspond to entity linking either inside the Semantic Parliament data or to external
ontologies and datasets (shown on the top).
The external ontologies and data shown in Figure 2 are the AMMO ontology of Finnish
historical occupations, which is linked to social statuses through the international HISCO standard [13], Wikidata, related Finnish Sampo data services and portals17 , such as LawSampo [7]
and BiographySampo [6], places, Finto18 ontologies, EKS subject headings19 used in the
library of PoF, Semantic Finlex [18] data service of Finnish legislation and case law [18], and

17

https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/events/2020/2020-10-29-sampo-portals/
https://finto.fi/en/
19
https://www.eduskunta.fi/kirjasto/EKS/index.html?kieli=en
18
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Table 3 Semparls RDF schema for the classes Interruption, Item, Document, Session, Transcript,
and ReferencedNamedEntity. Each class also contains the predicate skos:prefLabel that has been
omitted from the table for redundancy.
Element URI

C

:content
:interrupter
:speaker

1
0..1
0..1

:session
dct:title
:relatedDocument
:diary

1
1
0..*
1

dct:title
:id
:url

1
0..1
0..1

:id
dct:date
:startTime
:endDate
:endTime
:transcript

1
1
0..1
0..1
0..1
1

:status
:version
:url

0..1
0..1
1

:surfaceForm
:count
:category
:surfaceForm
skos:relatedMatch

1
1
1
1
0..*

Range

Meaning of the value
Interruption
rdfs:Literal
Content of the interruption
rdfs:Literal
Source of the interruption
bioc:Person
Interrupter URI, if interrupter was mentioned
Item
:Session
Session where item on agenda
rdf:langString Title as written in source
:Document
Document related to item
rdfs:Resource
URL to online transcript
Document
xsd:string
Name of the document
xsd:string
Official Parliament id
rdfs:Resource
URL to online transcript
Session
rdfs:Literal
Session id/ session number
xsd:date
Date of the session
xsd:time
Start time of the session
xsd:date
Session end date if not same as session date
xsd:time
End time of the session
:Transcript
Transcript of the session
Transcript
:Status
Status of the transcript
xsd:decimal
Version of the transcript
rdfs:Resource
URL to online transcript
NamedEntity
xsd:string
original surface forms in text
xsd:integer
how many times entity is mentioned in a speech
xsd:string
type of the named entity
xsd:string
named entity in surface form
rdfs:Resource
links to ontologies for named entities

the Lakitutka20 service publishing data related to government proposals discussed in the
speeches and other documents. These will enrich the content and enhance the usefulness of
the speech data for parliamentary research and applications.
The step 1 of transforming MP data is discussed in [16]. The step 2 concerning government
proposals remains a future work. This paper focuses on the 3. step of the transformation
of the plenary session documents and the full-text contents of the speeches given in the
sessions. The entity linking from the plenary sessions to entities of the MP data is already
implemented, as well as linking to places, Finto ontologies and Semantic Finlex, while linking
to government proposal documents, EKS, and Lakitutka will be implemented in the future.
OCR Process In the 3. step, the data from 1907 until 1999 was available only as scanned
images combined into PDF files, which needed to be first processed into machine-readable
text. The quality of the scanned documents is generally good, with older documents having
partially smudged parts of the text and some pages slightly skewed. The text in the documents

20
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Figure 2 Transformation process and source datasets of Semantic Parliament.

is formatted into two columns, with older issues separated with a black line. There is a
difference in the fonts used in different years. However, both early and later years are printed
with modern fonts that are easy to recognize. Most of the text is written in Finnish, however,
there are some parts written in Swedish (another official language of Finland), so we needed
to use a multilingual OCR model for recognition.
For the OCR, we used Tesseract 521 , with the default Finnish and Swedish models together
for recognition fin+swe. The initial experiments showed that Tesseract’s pre-trained models
worked well with our data so we didn’t need to create any training data and train new
models, which simplified the whole process. Also, Tesseract’s possibility to use multi-model
recognition was very convenient for our dataset. As the output from the OCR process, we
opted for the plain text as it seemed to be more convenient for further processing.
Since the scanned images are available in PDF files, to OCR them we needed to first
transform them to PNG format. We performed the transformation with pdftopng program
with 350 dpi resolution. In the initial experiments, we tried the OCR process with different
resolutions, but the 350 dpi seemed to give the best results with pre-trained OCR models.
The quality of the OCR seems to be generally good enough for our purpose. We have
noticed that there are lots of mistakes in tables and lists due to Tesseract’s segmentation
problems. But, since we are focusing only on extracting parliamentary discussions, which are
contained in the running text, we are satisfied with the OCR quality. However, during the
processing of the data, we did perform some post-correction, like removing extra characters
and end-of-line hyphenation, and correction of speaker names and headers.
Gathering and editing the data. For the OCR-based data we decided to add one manual
step to the process. Every plenary session’s original minutes start with a clearly structured
header row containing central information about the session (i.e. session number and date).

21
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Where the rest of the document was in most cases laid out into two columns, this header
spanned both columns and was hence occasionally split or otherwise corrupted in the OCR
process. To considerably improve the reliability of this central metadata, we chose to go
through the files with the help of a printer script to spot these mangled headers and manually
fix them. After that all relevant data was gathered with the use of regular expressions.
For the HTML-based data (step 3 in Fig. 2), we needed two steps to gather all the data.
The HTML-based minutes were separated into a) a main page, listing the agenda, and links
to possible debate pages and related documents, and b) possible debate pages that contained
the actual debate related to an item on the agenda. Gathering the data required first scraping
the main pages and then, based on the discussion page links found, the discussion data.
Finally data from these sources needed to be reordered and combined into an integrated
whole.
The XML-based data (2015–) was gathered with requests to Avoin eduskunta API that
returned the minutes as JSON-wrapped XML data. The HTML- and XML-based data
consisted of pre-processed elements and was mostly quite ready to use as it is. For HTML
some elements did require a few string operations to split information for separate values.
Regardless of the original format, all data was first transformed into CSV format, one
parliamentary session a file and one speech per row with columns representing the properties
of the speeches. A unique ID was created for every speech in the process.
During the history of PoF there have been cases where two parliamentary sessions refer
to the same calendar year. This is due to the government resigning in the middle of a
parliamentary session and hence ending the session prematurely. For example, there was
the first parliamentary session in 1975 and the second parliamentary session 1975 as well.
Speech and plenary session IDs related to a second parliamentary session have a _II suffix
attached. From the year 1917 we also transformed two unofficial but historically significant
meetings that took place between parliamentary sessions. These speeches, sessions, and the
files containing them are marked with a _XX suffix.
During editing and post-correction the speeches were cleaned of original end-of-line
hyphenation and other unwanted characters but the original paragraph structure was kept.
The clean-up results are not yet fully perfect but already usable. Some problems, like the
occasional page header texts (that have carried over from the PDF based data) remain
embedded in the speech content. Post-correction was also needed for two other notable issues
that, however, only concerned the PDF-based data: 1) There are cases where the speeches
had been wrongly split into two with the last section having incorrect metadata. 2) Speakers
who had not been recognised in the data enrichment step (to be described below in more
detail) are lacking in the metadata. This was either due to the speaker’s name having been
corrupted in some way during the process or (more rarely) due to that the person or certain
form of their name is missing from the enrichment data source or original source deviating
from typical transcript convention. The aim of post-correction was to automatically spot
and fix such cases.
Data enrichment. During the transformations into CSV the data went through many
post-corrections but also data enrichments. Most notably information about the speaker
was expanded using the PoF Ontology. Where not already available in the original source,
we fetched from the ontology the speaker’s first name and party. If not already available in
source material, we also automatically created URLs for relevant documents, such as original
transcripts and related documents (bills, committee reports, etc.) if such existed. Language
of each speech was checked with the LAS22 tool.
22
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In order to analyze the speeches and to be able to study them in more detail, the
named entities in the speeches were extracted and linked to the PoF Ontology (property
:referencedNamedEntity in Table 2). In order to identify named entities from the speeches,
the data had to be modeled to preserve structure and interjections within the texts. The
speeches were transformed into RDF, using the NIF format23 for interoperability, separating
paragraphs and titles. The interjections were identified and marked as paragraphs, so that
they could be extracted from the speeches themselves. After the separation process, the data
can be used for morphological analysis on the speeches and interjections separately to enable
text analysis. This, however, remains as a future work.
After the speeches were transformed into RDF to preserve their structure and to separate
the speeches from interjections, the RDF was used to identify named entities from the texts.
The named entity extraction was done using the upgraded Nelli tool [25] and linked separately
to be able to take the context into account. The named entities (e.g., people, places, groups
and organizations) were linked internally using the ARPA tool [17], in addition to resources
in external knowledge bases, such as the Kanto24 vocabulary for Finnish actors provided by
the National Library for organizations and groups, the General Finnish Ontology (YSO) for
places25 [23], PNR26 gazetteer data of Finnish place names by the National Survey, and the
Semantic Finlex27 [18] data of the Ministry of Justice to have broader coverage for linking
places, actors, and legal documents.
The subject matter keywords for each speech were extracted using Annif [24], a subject
indexing tool developed by the National Library of Finland (property dct:subject in Table 2).
The Finto REST API28 offers Annif models that are pre-trained on categorical metadata
from Finnish libraries, museums, and archives available at the Finna service 29 . These
projects provide subject keywords automatically linked to entities of the General Finnish
Ontology YSO. The model used for subject indexing was yso-fi, which combines lexical
and associative approaches, so that it is able to find terms directly present in the texts as
well as indirect concepts based on statistical machine learning. A list of keywords for each
speech was obtained using a limit of 100 keywords and a weight threshold of 0.01.
Parla-CLARIN Transformation. The transformation to Parla-CLARIN was a fairly straightforward process of creating an XML tree from the CSV data. Each file, containing one
parliamentary session, forms its own entity, containing all session and speaker metadata
with proper ID-linkage inside the document. We chose to separate all interruptions from the
actual speech content by separating them to their own elements (as seen in Listing 1).
RDF Transformation. From the initial CSV, the debates were also transformed into RDF.
For this we used the Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle) syntax30 and the schema presented in
Section 4. The data for one parliamentary session was recreated as three different interlinked
files, the first containing all the actual speeches made during that whole parliamentary session
and all immediate metadata such as information about the speaker and the date. These link
to a second file containing all the items discussed and related documents and their available

23

https://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/
https://finto.fi/finaf/en/
25
https://finto.fi/yso-paikat/en/?clang=en
26
http://www.ldf.fi/dataset/pnr
27
https://data.finlex.fi
28
http://api.finto.fi/
29
http://www.finna.fi
30
https://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
24
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(a) Source PDF transcript of plenary session
49/1967, p. 885.

(b) Result text after OCR.

Figure 3 Example of the source and the result after the OCR process.

metadata. The third file consists of the parliamentary session’s plenary sessions and minutes
transcripts. In the forming of URIs for the people and parties we once again utilized the
PoF Ontology to ensure fluent linkage between the speech and prosopographical data sets.

6

Validation

The whole process extracted over 900 000 individual speeches from the whole period, from
1907 to current day. The length of a speech can vary from a single word to over thousand
words in length. A completely automated process handling this much data is naturally prone
to errors in dealing with exceptions in the data. At this point most validation of the result
data has been manual. Currently, we are looking more deeply into the OCR results to get
more concrete understanding of our success in that step of the process. Fig. 3 shows a snippet
of the data in the original PDF format used and in the final text form. Apart from issues
described in Section 5, Transformation Process, we have observed that the quality of the
OCR results vary from decade to decade. The quality of 1990’s OCR is quite good, with very
little issues on relevant parts while results from the start of the 20 th century contain more
errors. The main reason for these differences is the varying quality of available images and
the paper the original document was printed on. A similar trend has been observed in [14].
Preliminary tests on speaker recognition (i.e., that each speech has speaker property
value with speaker name and other required speaker metadata associated with it) show that
after corrections the amount of recognized speakers tends to be over 99%. These tests were
performed on random parliamentary sessions from all OCR-based decades. It is good to note
that these numbers do not indicate whether the speaker is the correct one, as in some cases
the chance of incorrect name correction or split speech does remain.
The RDF data model of the parliamentary debates is presented in a machine-processable
format using the ShEx Shape Expressions language31 [26]. We have made initial validation

31
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experiments with PyShEx32 and shex.js33 validators. Based on the experiments, we have
identified errors both in the schema and the data. The schema errors include syntax
errors, incorrect cardinality definitions, incorrect literal datatype definitions, and incorrect
namespaces for IRI values. The errors in the schema have been fixed accordingly. In the
data, we have found systematic issues stemming from the RDF conversion process, e.g., some
separate speeches and interruptions that were merged into one speech/interruption instance,
speeches that were attached to multiple session item and diary (should be only one), and
triples with an incorrectly minted object IRI (the base IRI of the Turtle file) instead of
omitting the value altogether. The issues have been fixed in the data conversion process. We
plan a full-scale ShEx validation phase integrated in the data conversion and publication
process to spot and report errors in the dataset.

7

Publishing and Using Speeches via a Linked Open Data Service

The S-KG has been published on the Linked Data Finland platform34 [8] according to the
Linked Data publishing principles and other best practices of W3C [4], including, e.g., content
negotiation and provision of a SPARQL35 endpoint36 .
The data will be used via the SPARQL endpoint in two ways. Firstly, a portal called
ParliamentSampo – Finnish Parliament on the Semantic Web is under development, a new
member in the Sampo series of semantic portals37 . The portal includes data analytic tools
studying parliamentary debates, networks of Finnish politicians, and political culture, and is
targeted to both researchers and the public for. Secondly, in addition to the ready-to-use
application perspectives in the ParliamentSampo portal, the underlying SPARQL endpoint
can and is being applied to custom data analyses in Digital Humanities research using
YASGUI38 [22] and Python scripting in Google Colab39 and Jupyter40 notebooks. In our
work, the “FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship” of
publishing Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable data are used 41 .
One example of using the data for analysis through SPARQL endpoint is shown in Fig. 4.
It represents the number of speeches on a timeline by gender. The histogram shows the
speeches of male speakers with a blue bar and female speakers with an orange bar. The
green bar is for speeches where the speaker has not been identified due to speaker recognition
issues described earlier. The chairpersons have been filtered out as they are often mentioned
by the title in the data and therefore cannot be linked based on the speaker data to the actor
data. With this in mind, it can be seen from the plot that the number of female speeches
rises with time.

32

https://github.com/hsolbrig/PyShEx
https://github.com/shexSpec/shex.js
34
https://ldf.fi
35
https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
33

36

Access to this and the Parla-CLARIN dataset is currently restricted to consortium members.

37

https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/applications/sampo/
https://yasgui.triply.cc
39
https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/intro.ipynb
40
https://jupyter.org
41
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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Figure 4 Total number of speeches by gender.

8

Discussion & Conclusions

This paper presented the first homogeneous publication of the full set of plenary speeches
of PoF (1907–present) as a knowledge graph (S-KG) as Linked Data and in the emerging
Parla-CLARIN standard. Thus far the speeches have been available only in PDF form, as
text, in HTML, or in XML form depending on the time period and data publication.
Unlike in many other similar projects we have not focused only on a slice of existing data.
Instead we have covered and brought into an unified format the speeches from the whole of
Parliament of Finland’s history. This makes it possible for any research to easily cover all of
history with a single query and brings about completely new possibilities for further data
analysis and research.
The main technical novelties in our approach w.r.t the related works discussed in Section 2
include the combined model of Parla-CLARIN and RDF developed for representing the
speeches, integration of the data to the larger PoF Ontology for deeper data analyses, and
enriching the data with a variety of external related national data sources to earn the 5th
star according to the Linked Data 5-star model42 .
The variety of the pre-existing source formats is a key motivator for our work but also
naturally a challenge. Bringing about a harmonious dataset from different sources is not a
simple matter and requires familiarity with the source data. To deepen our understanding,
we have also reached out to the Parliament’s Central Office staff who are responsible for
creating the minutes. This co-operation has been very beneficial.
The data has been published on the Linked Data Finland platform and is being used in
Digital Humanities Research for studying the parliamentary language and political culture
in the SEMPARL project and for implementing the end user applications. To earn the 6th
star in Linked Data Finland model extending the 5-star model for better re-usability, the
schema has been included and documented as part of the data publication, and to some

42
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extent validated for the 7th star. The Parla-CLARIN data set has also been already taken
into internal use in the consortium and while still undergoing revision, both data sets have
proved promising and fit for use. The data and data service will be used also in the Helsinki
Digital Humanities Hackathon43 in May 2021 for feedback from external users. FinnParla
data will eventually be opened during the SEMPARL project by the open license CC BY 4.0.
The S-KG data will be used as a basis of the semantic portal ParliamentSampo – Finnish
Parliament on the Semantic Web that is being developed in the Semantic Parliament project,
based on the Sampo model [5] and Sampo-UI framework [9]. The Parla-CLARIN version
will also be made available to the public.
Regarding data enrichment, improvements in the keyword extraction mechanism as well
as automatic recognition of broad topics in the dataset are planned for the near future. We
also aim to further the combination of both presented formats by creating a third version of
the data as LOD using Parla-CLARIN markup for the speech contents.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present first work-in-progress annotation results of a project investigating computational methods of emotion analysis for historical German plays around 1800. We report on the
development of an annotation scheme focussing on the annotation of emotions that are important
from a literary studies perspective for this time span as well as on the annotation process we have
developed. We annotate emotions expressed or attributed by characters of the plays in the written
texts. The scheme consists of 13 hierarchically structured emotion concepts as well as the source
(who experiences or attributes the emotion) and target (who or what is the emotion directed towards).
We have conducted the annotation of five example plays of our corpus with two annotators per play
and report on annotation distributions and agreement statistics. We were able to collect over 6,500
emotion annotations and identified a fair agreement for most concepts around a κ-value of 0.4. We
discuss how we plan to improve annotator consistency and continue our work. The results also have
implications for similar projects in the context of Digital Humanities.
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1

Introduction

Emotions in dramatic texts are central for the dramaturgy, the characterization of characters,
the intended effect on the reader as well as for the propagation of anthropological ideas.
Emotions are a frequent and important subject in German literary studies of the 17th and
18th century. For example, literary scholars investigated the intended emotional effect [18, 39]
or single emotions in plays of that time [2, 37]. We want to expand this hermeneutical
research focused mostly on canonical texts. That is why we are applying computational
emotion analysis on larger data sets of historical German plays around 1800. We are aiming
at a more holistic view of emotion usage, progression and distribution in the plays of that
time.
Computational emotion prediction in Natural Language Processing (NLP) describes
the task of predicting the expressed emotion, predominantly in written text. Sentiment
analysis, its neighbouring field, is focused on the prediction of the valence/polarity of text (if
a text unit is rather positive or negative) while emotion prediction deals with more complex
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emotion categories like anger, joy, or surprise [16]. Both methods have gained a lot of interest
in Digital Humanities (DH) and Computational Literary Studies (CLS) (cf. [9]) and are
applied to analyze emotions and sentiment in historical plays [12, 17, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 40],
novels [6, 12, 21], fairy tales [1, 12], political texts [38], or online forums [14, 35]. DH projects
also explore more modern literary genres like fan fictions [8, 7], original creative works on the
web [19], subtitles of movies [5, 42] or song lyrics [24]. From a methodological point of view,
many of these projects employ lexicon and rule-based methods to perform the sentiment and
emotion analysis [1, 12, 17, 19, 23, 24, 25, 38, 40] leading to the development of lexicon-based
sentiment analysis tools specifically designed for the DH-community [33]. However, these
methods are outperformed by modern machine learning approaches [16]. The reason for the
application of lexicon-based methods is the lack of well-annotated corpora of the particular
domains that are necessary to train machine learning algorithms [31]. Currently, however,
many projects work towards closing this gap and create first corpora of emotion annotated
literary texts to explore deep learning based emotion analysis [7, 8]. Annotation of emotions
and sentiments can be a challenging task [13, 41]. The task has been shown as even more
problematic for historical and poetic texts [1, 28, 30, 36, 32, 38]. While the application of
large-scale crowd-sourcing is common for many text types in NLP (cf. [13]), researchers rather
refer to expert-based annotation for historical and poetic texts because of the challenges
in language and interpretation [1, 28, 30, 36, 32, 38]. Furthermore, due to the high level of
subjectivity and complexity of these texts, agreement statistics among expert or common
annotators are oftentimes rather low [1, 28, 30, 36, 32, 38] which poses challenges to creating
a valid gold standard. Recent research explores the development of tools with gamification
elements to improve upon these problems [34, 42].
We present first results of a collaborative project between computer scientists and literary
scholars exploring computational emotion analysis on German plays around 1800. Our main
corpus currently consists of over 200 plays of that time and we performed our first annotation
study on five representative plays of this corpus. We report on annotation results and how we
address the challenges of emotion annotation in this field. We developed annotation schemes
and processes that are more directed towards the literary scholar’s perspective and goals
than previous annotation schemes in NLP. Our experience with the annotation and overall
results have implications for similar projects designing annotation schemes and performing
emotion annotation in the context of CLS.

2

Annotation

In the following, we present the annotation scheme and process we developed. Please note
that both the process as well as the scheme have been developed in an iterative process
(cf. [22]) of pilot annotations on various scenes and plays of our corpus.

2.1

Annotation Scheme

We define emotion as a generic term for a character’s state of mind of distinguishable
quality at a given time that is expressed, among other channels, through written language.
We annotate emotions experienced by the characters and attributed to them as they are
represented as text. Please note that we are interested in the “real” intention and meaning
of the expressions of the characters in the context of the entire play. For example, in the case
of an ironic expression we annotate the intention of the character in this specific context and
not what the text would mean independent of the content and context of the play.
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We started the annotation scheme with a list of categorical emotions collected from
various established systems of psychology (e.g. [20]) which is rather common in emotion
prediction in NLP (cf. [13, 16]). However, we realized that these emotion concepts are missing
core emotion and affect ideas important to capture the concept of “emotion” in plays of
that time. These are important for the research of literary scholars, however. Therefore, we
deviate from established psychological concepts of emotion and integrate concepts such as
love and friendship which are not regarded as emotions in many psychological definitions
(cf. [15]) but important for this type of literature. We continued with some pilot annotations
with a very large scheme containing various emotional concepts important throughout literary
history. However, the sheer size and complexity hindered the annotation process. The set was
filtered on the most important concepts for literary studies for this time and genre. The final
annotation scheme for emotions consists of the 13 concepts mentioned below. In brackets we
include the German original terms since we do annotate in German. We translated them to
English to the best of our knowledge, but semantic details might get skewed.
Emotions of affection (Emotionen der Zuneigung)
Desire (Lust) (−)
Love (Liebe) (+)
Friendship (Freundschaft) (+)
Adoration (Verehrung) (+)
Emotions of joy (Emotionen der Freude)
Joy (Freude) (+)
Schadenfreude (+)
Emotions of fear (Emotionen der Furcht)
Fear (Angst) (−)
Despair (Verzweiflung) (−)
Emotions of suffering (Emotionen des Leids)
Suffering (Leid) (−)
Compassion (Mitleid) (−)
Anger (Ärger) (−)
Other
Hate (Abscheu) (−)
Emotional movement (Emotionale Bewegtheit)
We defined the set in a hierarchical order to deal with the imbalance problem or too few
annotations in the later computational emotion prediction by mapping the emotions to the
four main classes and two special types (hate, emotional movement). Emotional movement
is used to annotate unspecific emotional arousal (that cannot be described with the other
concepts) as well as astonishment. In the highest hierarchical order, emotions are represented
by the two classes positive and negative (valence). We established a default valence for each
emotion concept (marked as + and − in the above list) but annotators can also choose to
deviate from this or mark an emotion as mixed via an attribute attached with each emotion
annotation. Schadenfreude, although ambivalent, is assigned as positive per default since
most of the time the emotion is perceived as positive by the experiencer in our texts. As
with all emotions, annotators can however deviate from this assignment.
While this set of emotions is still not sufficient to fully capture emotional representations
in the literature of that time, it is a compromise between the larger interest of literary
scholars and the pragmatic limitations for the computational perspective as well as for the
annotation process. Annotators annotate speeches (single utterances of a character separated
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Figure 1 Illustration of an example annotation from Lessing’s Minna von Barnhelm (Act 1,
Scene 3): First line is the German original, second line an English translation. The entire sentence
is annotated with anger. “Ich” (I) is the source, “ihm” (him) the target of the emotion. “Just” and
“Der Wirt” are the names of the specific characters.

by the next utterance) and stage directions of the plays. They can annotate as much or little
text as necessary but not spanning multiple speeches. Therefore, annotators can annotate
single words, parts of sentences or multiple sentences. Text units can also consist of multiple
or partially overlapping emotion annotations. We have decided to employ this variable and
free annotation process since it is in line with the usual annotation work of literary scholars.
Following ideas of aspect-based sentiment analysis [7] we also annotate the source (the
character experiencing or attributing an annotated emotion) and the target (the instance
an emotion is directed towards). Similar to the emotion set, the set for source and target
was adjusted and developed throughout multiple pilot annotation iterations and deemed
important for the literary studies perspective since the emotional interaction of the characters
are the main aspects of these plays. Source and target consist of the following sub types and
possible attributes:
Source
Experiencer: characters of the play, the author, impersonal, unknown
Attributing instance: characters of the play, the author, impersonal, unknown
Target
Character: characters of the play, impersonal, unknown
Non-Character: animal, state, event or object
Impersonal is a mark for addressing the general public while unknown points to characters
that are not in the original character list of the play, which is the standard selection of which
the annotators can select the characters of the play by their name. The annotation window is
as variable as with the emotion annotation. Annotators mark each explicit mention of source
and target in the annotated text. In certain cases, it is however possible that an emotion
annotation consists of neither source nor target. Figure 1 illustrates the annotation of one
example speech of our corpus consisting of an emotion annotation and an explicit annotation
of source and target of this annotation.

2.2

Corpus

To start the annotation we decided to annotate five plays of different genres and authors of
our main corpus. Plays are annotated in their entirety since we are interested in context
and content dependent annotations that need thorough interpretation of the entire plot.
While this poses challenges to later generalization processes on the computational side, this
is in line with the focus of this project on literary criticism. One aspect to deal with this
problem is to annotate plays that are representative concerning content and language of
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clusters of the 200 plays corpus. Most plays are taken from the GerDracor corpus [3], one
play was taken from a free repository.1 The following five plays have been annotated: Minna
von Barnhelm (1767) by Lessing (comedy), Kasperl’ der Mandolettikrämer (1789) by Eberl
(comedy), Kabale und Liebe (1784) by Schiller (tragedy), Menschenhass und Reue (1790) by
Kotzebue (comedy), Faust. Eine Tragödie (1807) by Goethe (tragedy).

2.3

Annotation Process

Since the annotation of the plays is dependent on deeper knowledge of the language and the
content of the plays (as we perform context-aware annotation), crowd-sourcing annotations
was not a viable option. In similar projects, annotations are performed by experts and
semi-experts with a specific training [1, 28, 30, 31, 38]. In our setting, each play was
annotated independently from each other by two students of German literary studies who
are compensated monetarily for the annotations and who are employed in the research
project. For the annotation of this corpus, we employed three annotators; each play was
annotated in different combinations of annotator pairs. The students were introduced to the
annotation guidelines by a literary scholar during multiple annotation training sessions and
they were offered support during the annotation process. The students participated in the
pilot annotation studies to determine the annotation scheme, as well. They had access to
an annotation guidelines document consisting of a description of the scheme and multiple
examples. The annotation was performed with the tool CATMA [4] for which we created the
annotation scheme as described. The annotators were assigned to a play and had a specific
deadline to finish it. Depending on the length of the play, each annotator had one to two
weeks time to finish the annotation. On average the entire annotation process was performed
throughout multiple days of the set time frame and took around 8–12 hours concerning the
absolute duration.

3

Annotation Results

We collected over 6,500 emotion annotations for the five plays. First, we look at annotation
distributions among the main and sub categories as well as statistics of the annotation lengths
via token statistics (see Table 1).
The most frequent annotated emotions are suffering (15%) joy (13%), anger (13%)
and love (12%). Some emotions are annotated rather rarely in our study e.g. desire (1%),
friendship (2%) and Schadenfreude (3%). The main categories themselves are annotated more
equally, however with a dominance of more negative emotion categories like the emotions
of suffering (33%). Emotional movement has been proven as an important annotation
category (12%). Looking at the size of annotations, all categories have rather similar averages
(around 25 tokens) with a large variance ranging from one word annotations to larger
paragraphs consisting of over 300 tokens. The dominance of negative emotions is supported
by the distribution of the highest hierarchical order valence: 54% of all emotion annotations
were either per default negative or marked via an attribute as negative compared to 34%
of positive assignments. The remaining annotations in the highest hierarchical order were
emotional movement annotations (11%). The possibility to select mixed as attribute for
annotations was rarely used. This attribute has been shown to be rather redundant in our
scheme since annotators can assign multiple emotions with differing valence to one text unit.

1

http://lithes.uni-graz.at/maezene/eberl_mandolettikraemer.html
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Table 1 Distribution of emotions and corresponding main categories. First, the sub emotions are
listed followed by the summed results of the main categories in bold. Percentages are rounded.
Emotion
Desire
Love
Friendship
Adoration
Emotions of affection
Joy
Schadenfreude
Emotions of joy
Fear
Despair
Emotions of fear
Suffering
Compassion
Anger
Emotions of suffering
Hate
Emotional movement

absolute
50
783
127
306
1,266
850
201
1,051
424
282
706
998
318
880
2,196
614
763

%
1
12
2
5
19
13
3
16
6
4
11
15
5
13
33
9
12

avg. tokens
23.22
26.16
22
19.63
24.05
22.78
25.02
23.21
16.87
30.78
22.42
26.12
21.61
22.14
23.87
25.05
24.4

min tokens
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

max tokens
83
326
120
96
326
223
121
223
173
206
206
302
156
261
302
167
313

std. tokens
16.49
33.67
18.66
16.36
28.61
24.3
21.89
23.86
17.45
30.15
24.32
28.91
21.87
24.35
26.27
26.19
32.74

Table 2 Agreement statistics per play for the overall valence, the main emotion class and the sub
emotions respectively for the text unit of speeches. κ refers to Cohen’s κ while % is the proportion
of agreed upon speeches among all speeches.
Drama
Faust
Kabale und
Liebe
Menschenhass
und Reue
Minna
von
Barnhelm
Kasperl’ der
Mandolettikrämer
Overall

Valence (κ)
0.44
0.382

Valence (%)
67.853
58.908

Class (κ)
0.345
0.325

Class (%)
59.399
50.313

Emotion (κ)
0.342
0.312

Emotion (%)
58.064
47.992

0.402

75.28

0.347

72.331

0.347

71.91

0.406

74.619

0.377

72.752

0.356

71.23

0.42

70.83

0.344

65.34

0.312

62.72

0.41

69.498

0.3476

64.027

0.333

62.383
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Table 3 Source and target distributions. The sub categories are listed followed by the summed
results of the main categories in bold. The percentages of the sub groups refer to the main class.
Annotation Type
Experiencer
Attributing Instance
Source
Character
Non-Character
Target

absolute
6,573
187
6,760
5,336
1,390
6,726

%
97
3
50
79
21
50

avg. tokens
1.06
1.05
1.06
1.28
3.97
1.84

min tokens
1
1
1
1
1
1

max tokens
7
3
7
14
26
26

std. tokens
0.33
0.27
0.33
0.82
3.68
2.13

Since the annotations are performed on variable text lengths, we decided on the following
heuristic to calculate agreement among annotators: We focus on the speech and stage
directions as central structural units of plays. They can consist of one word to multiple
sentences. For every annotator we assign the specific emotion that is annotated the most
(in total token count) for one speech. Thus, if multiple emotions are annotated, we assign
the emotion that is annotated the most. We decided for this heuristic in order to be able
to apply the traditional agreement metric Cohen’s κ and get a first overview of agreement
among annotators. We explore possibilities for more fitting fuzzy agreement metrics in
future work. If no emotion was annotated the unit is marked as none. None is regarded as
additional annotation class in this concept. Table 2 illustrates the agreements. The κ-value
according to Cohen’s κ is shown as well as the percentage wise agreement. We identified
mostly moderate agreement for the valence according to [11] (0.41-0.6) and fair agreement
for the main emotion category and the sub emotions (0.21-0.4). Due to the higher number of
classes the agreement gets lower for the sub emotions.
We also gathered over 12,000 source and target annotations (see Table 3). Both classes
are annotated to an equal extent. For sources, characters are mostly marked as experiencer
of emotions (97%) and rarely as the ones attributing emotions to other characters (3%).
Targets of emotions are mostly characters (79%). For the sub groups of theses classes, the
following findings could be made. Sources, being it experiencer or attributing instances,
are for the most part one character (94%) or multiple characters (2%). The attributes
for unknown and impersonal sources are rarely used (2%). If a character is chosen as a
target, the distribution is similar with one to multiple characters being the most frequent
annotation (89%) compared to unknown (7%) and impersonal (4%). If the target is a
non-character, the attribute assigned most frequently is event (61%) followed by state (19%),
objects (16%) and animals (4%). Regarding the annotation lengths, source and target
annotations are mostly one word annotations like pronouns or character names which points
towards token based prediction mechanisms in later computational approaches to predict
source and target.

4

Discussion

The annotated corpus will be made publicly available and is currently in the process of
preparation.
To validate findings of the annotation analysis, we discussed our results with the annotators
after the annotation. The extension of our scheme beyond established categories of psychology
has been well received by annotators and we recommend this for similar projects. Concepts
such as love, suffering and emotional movement are important parts of literature of that
time and genre and have been annotated in large numbers. However, other concepts such as
desire or adoration were rarely annotated. We are discussing the need for these concepts
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since any complexity reduction of the scheme is beneficial for annotation speed, consistency
and the later prediction. Please note that the annotation of emotions is highly influenced
by the plays chosen to be annotated. Concepts such as desire and adoration are more
important for earlier periods which we will investigate in the future and which will likely
lead to the collection of more annotations. Looking at the main categories, the distribution
becomes more equal. Negative categories are more frequent, although the majority of our
chosen corpus consists of comedies. This is in line with previous annotation results in similar
contexts [1, 28, 30] showing that negativity is an integral part of the narrative of most plays.
The genre assignment comedy just points towards a positive ending, the play itself still
consists of conflicts and disputes up until the end. Annotators rarely used the annotation
of the attribute mixed for emotion. This attribute is redundant in our scheme and will be
discarded. Considering source and target, we identified that annotators mostly annotate
them as characters and not as non-characters which is quite intuitive in light of the content
of the plays which are driven by emotional interactions of characters. We will reflect upon
the question if differentiated sub classes for non-characters make sense if this main class is
annotated rather rarely. The variable annotation lengths have also been perceived rather
positively by the annotators and we also recommend the application of this idea for similar
projects in a literary studies context. Emotions were annotated in variable sizes concerning
number of words and sentences. This resembles the reality of the emotion expressions in these
plays and is also in line with the general annotation behavior of literary scholars. Forcing
annotations for a concrete window size would be challenging for decision processes during
the annotation and would prolong and complicate the process. We plan to apply heuristics
to map annotations on structural units and perform speech, sentence, n-gram and token
based multi-label emotion prediction in our computational approaches.
The current agreement results indicate fair to moderate agreement. This is mostly in
line with results of projects with similar text types [1, 28, 30, 32, 36, 38] since the material
is more subjective and challenging to interpret. Our approach to perform context-sensitive
annotation reinforces this aspect. In future work, we plan to explore sentence and token based
agreements but also agreements of source and target annotations to get a better overview of
the annotation problems. We also see potential in fuzzy agreement scores to represent the
agreement in our variable and complex setting in a more fitting way [10] since our heuristic
certainly leads to further disagreement in certain instances. Furthermore, we argue that we
will reach higher agreements the more experience the annotators gain. To support this process
and to find a way to deal with the disagreements among the annotators, we decided to add a
subsequent post-annotation phase after the first two independent annotations by the students.
This post-annotation phase is performed under the guidance of a literary scholar expert
annotator who discusses the annotation with the students and creates a consensus annotation
during these sessions. Although this might increase the annotation duration, it will improve
the understanding of all annotators and might lead to more consistent annotations. Kajava
et al. [5] argue that κ-values of 0.6 are acceptable for multi-label emotion annotations to
validate the consistency of a scheme. The consensus annotation will also be the material we
use to train and evaluate computational emotion analysis based on machine learning. We
will adjust the annotation scheme and continue the annotations in the described way.
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1

Introduction

For Natural Language Processing (e.g., Information Extraction, Syntactic Parsing, Text
Generation), as well as language-oriented Digital Humanities applications (e.g., Discourse
Analysis, stylometry), machine-tractable as well as human-readable large-scale lexical resources are still a very valuable asset, even in a scene which appears today dominated by
robust Machine-Learning algorithms and giga-word corpora. For instance, even though
syntactic parsing has seen great advances in the past 10 years, thanks to the development
of Treebanks and dependency-annotated corpora, even the best parser fails to capture in
a consistent and predictable way such an intuitive linguistic notion as transitivity. In this
sense, (semi-)manually constructed lexicons are an indispensable complementary resource to
corpus-driven resources (e.g., “word embeddings”, n-grams datasets). We see the symbolic/Machine Learning divide as a consequence of the fact that each type of resource addresses a
portion of the problem. Thus, the challenge contemporary NLP systems are facing today is
more how to integrate different knowledge sources than to prove that one source is better –
or more consistent – than the other. In this paper, we present TreeLex++, an extension of
TreeLex [16], a syntactic lexicon for French, based on the French Treebank (FTB), enriched
here with aspectual information. Different lexical resources have been devised over several
decades for the automatic processing of French texts, in different theoretical frameworks: from
the manually-encoded Lexicon-Grammar tables [13] framed in a distributionalist framework,
to contemporary large-scale, semi-automatically induced lexicons such as the Lefff [24, 23], or
resources acquired by way of “serious games”, such as Jeux de Mots [17, 18]. Most of those
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lexical resources have focused on providing a formalized description of the main syntactic
categories, with an emphasis on verbal predicates. In extending TreeLex with aspectual
information, our goal is primarily to set up a large-scale aspectual characterization process
of verbs. Secondly, we wish to provide the NLP and DH communities with a resource which
combines corpus-induced syntactic characterizations1 as well as basic aspectual distinctions,
based on Vendler’s classification [25].
In the first sections, we present how TreeLex++ derives from the original FTB-induced
TreeLex resource (Section 2 and 3). Then we move on to the presentation of our aspectual
semantics characterization process (Section 4). In Section 5 we give a general overview of
the present state of the resource. Section 6 is dedicated to conclusions and perspectives.

2

TreeLex

TreeLex is a syntactic lexicon automatically extracted from the French Treebank [1]. The
lexicon contains ca. 2000 contemporary French verbs with their syntactic realizations and
frequencies found in the FTB. The FTB is a corpus of newspaper texts (Le Monde newspaper,
1990–1993), in which constituent trees were originally encoded in XML format. In addition
to lexical information for every word (category, lemma, person, number, gender etc.), the
corpus provides a syntactic structure for each sentence: both syntactic groups and functions
are indicated (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 A sample of FTB sentence annotation.

The XML-based annotation schema has since been complemented with a more straightforward tabulated format, following the CoNLL specifications that were widely adopted after
the CoNLL shared task on dependency-parsing [20].
The FTB annotation schema is centered around the verbal nucleus (VN) which makes
syntactic dependents easily accessible. This corpus organization is exploited by [16] in
order to obtain obligatory arguments and provide syntactic frames for verbs present in the
FTB. The resulting lexicon, called TreeLex2 , provides a rich syntactic representation of each
argument since both functions and their phrasal realizations are encoded. Example 1 shows
a lexical entry for the transitive verb entraver ‘to impede’ which takes a nominal subject
(SUJ:NP) and a nominal direct object (OBJ:NP).

1
2

As opposed to theory-driven ones.
http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/lexiques/treelex_en.html
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Table 1 TreeLex functions with syntactic realizations.
Tag
SUJ
OBJ
A-OBJ
DE-OBJ
P-OBJ
ATS
ATO
ref
obj

Function
subject
direct object
indirect object introduced by à
indirect object introduced by de
indirect prepositional object (other than de and à)
subject complement
direct object complement
obligatory reflexive clitic pronoun
other obligatory clitic pronoun

Possible phrasal realizations
NP, VPinf, Ssub
NP, VPinf, Ssub
VPinf, PP
VPinf, PP
PP
AP, NP, VPpart, VPinf, Ssub
AP, NP, VPpart, VPinf, Ssub
CL
en, y

1. entraver: SUJ:NP,OBJ:NP
In Treelex, names of functions and syntactic constituents are adopted directly from
the FTB notation, with two additions (ref and obj) for obligatory clitics, cf. Table 1.
Arguments with clitic realizations are used to indicate reflexive verbs (ex., se réjouir ‘to
rejoice’: SUJ:NP,ref:CL), idiomatic expressions (ex., s’en sortir ‘to cope/get through’:
SUJ:NP,obj:en,ref:CL) or an impersonal subject (ex., falloir ‘to have to’: SUJ:il,OBJ:VPinf).
If a verb allows for different syntactic combinations (i.e., either a list of functions or
different realizations), every frame is listed separately. Therefore, a single verb (more precisely,
its lemma) can be found several times in the lexicon, see (2). As no semantic disambiguation
was performed, this strategy aims at distinguishing potentially different senses associated
with each frame. Here, in (2a-b), voler has the meaning of ‘to steal’ whereas in (2c) it can
be translated as ‘to fly’.
2. (a) voler: SUJ:NP,OBJ:NP,A-OBJ:NP
(b) voler: SUJ:NP,DE-OBJ:NP
(c) voler: SUJ:NP
As noted on TreeLex’s website, an optional realization of specific arguments has been
added manually, cf. (3).
3. détruire: SUJ:NP,(OBJ:NP)
Finally, since multi-word units are indicated in the FTB, TreeLex lists 465 multi-word
verbs, such as courir le risque ‘to take a risk’ or donner lieu ‘to result/take place’.

3

Beyond TreeLex: towards TreeLex++

TreeLex contains 1912 verbs and 3229 entries, i.e., verb-frame couples, which correspond
to 24660 verb occurrences3 attested in the FTB corpus. The resource provides a rich set
of syntactic information and, as stated in [16, p.38], it can be easily integrated with other
resources for NLP tasks such as parsing, or text generation. However, its relatively small
size makes open-domain applications problematic.
3

We present here figures from the on-line TreeLex version, http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/lexiques/
treelex/treelex_verbs.csv.
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On the other hand, TreeLex’s size makes an in-depth qualitative linguistic study feasible.
For example, it could be extended with semantic information to investigate interactions
between semantic and syntactic properties of verbs. For French, several projects have
produced lexical resources containing syntactic and semantic verbal properties, or different
levels of semantic information, e.g., verbal semantic classes (LVF, cf. [10]), thematic roles
(French FrameNet, cf. [7]) or lexical aspect (Nomage, cf. [3] or [9]). In the current project,
we decided to focus on high-level syntax-semantics relationships and thus we augmented the
syntactic frames in TreeLex with manually encoded aspectual information. Our approach
differs from [3] or [9], as verbal aspect assignment is guided by corpus examples rather than
by elicited sentences.4 Similarly to [9], aspect is assigned to a verb-frame couple rather than
to a verb alone. Nevertheless, the level of detail of our aspectual classes is distinct both
from [3] and [9]: we use only the four major Vendlerian classes5 .
In order to prepare the TreeLex data for aspect assignment, several modifications have
been adopted. First, all frames had to be represented in a uniform way. Therefore all
syntactic arguments, whether optional or not, have been treated equally and indications of
optional realizations have been removed. In particular, verbs such as détruire ‘to destroy’
in (3) were transformed into (4):
4. détruire: SUJ:NP,OBJ:NP
Second, we had to address the ambiguity in TreeLex entries. As shown in (2), TreeLex
verbs may appear with several frames. According to [16], this affects about 40% of TreeLex
verbs. Such multiple frames may indicate a polysemous and/or a polyaspectual verb.
However, all different syntactic realizations of a single argument structure (the same sequence
of functions) are listed as separate frames in TreeLex, see (5). This representation is
therefore unclear: it may show a true semantic (meaning) difference or introduce an artificial
syntactic (frame) ambiguity. For example, the direct object (OBJ) of the verb déplorer ‘to
regret/deplore’ in (5) has two syntactic realizations (a nominal phrase, NP, or a subordinate
phrase, Ssub) but this syntactic variation does not imply a difference in meaning.
5. (a) déplorer: SUJ:NP,OBJ:Ssub
(b) déplorer: SUJ:NP,OBJ:NP
In order to avoid such an artificial ambiguity, we grouped all frames which differed only by
their phrasal realization. Therefore, the double nature of OBJ in (5) is currently represented
as in (6).
6. déplorer: SUJ:NP,OBJ:NP/Ssub
In an effort to reduce semantic ambiguity, we decided to consider only verbs which, after
syntactic grouping, appeared with a single syntactic frame. As a consequence, verbs such
as voler in (2) have been excluded.6 Multi-word verbal units have been omitted as well, as
their meaning is usually idiosyncratic and conventional. Moreover, due to their idiomatic
nature, syntactic construction appears heavily constrained.
Finally, all remaining 1161 verbs have been coupled with examples extracted from the
FTB. We collected corpus examples in order to illustrate how each frame is instantiated and
to provide a real context for aspect assignment.
4
5
6

[3] use corpus examples to assign aspectual properties only to nouns. Verbs are annotated with no
explicit contextual information.
See Section 4 for details.
This strategy does not replace a real semantic disambiguation since verbs which allow for a single
syntactic frame may still be polysemous. This issue will be addressed in further sections.
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Table 2 The four situation types, based on [25].
Class
STATE
ACT
ACC
ACH

4

Dynamic
−
+
+
+

Durative
+
+
+
−

Telic
−
−
+
+

Incorporating lexical aspect

Aspectual information has been added manually to TreeLex verbs. Unlike grammatical
aspect, lexical aspect refers to inherent semantic properties indicating the way in which
predicates are structured in relation to time. In the most general terms, the properties in
question have to do with the presence (or lack thereof) of an end point (limit or boundary),
duration or dynamicity in the lexical structure of certain classes of verbs. Thus, for instance,
the presence of a limit distinguishes between telic (i.e., a time-limited situation) and atelic
verbs.
These semantic properties give rise to four major aspectual classes (cf. [25]): STATE,
ACTIVITY (ACT), ACCOMPLISHMENT (ACC) and ACHIEVEMENT (ACH). Their
semantic features are listed in Table 2.

4.1

Annotation procedure

Aspectual assignment is a relatively new task, in the field of natural language annotation.
The research exposed here is therefore to be seen as the first steps towards a full-fledged
syntactic/semantic lexical resource. Our aspect assignment procedure consisted in a double
manual annotation by two experts in semantics. Our annotation procedure is therefore not a
“standard” annotation process, since, after the initial annotation phase, a final adjudication
phase took place in order to arrive at the annotations presented in the current version of
Treelex++. This process, which departs from established annotation approaches, is to be
considered as a way of ensuring consistency in the current phase, where aspectual tagging
is entirely performed manually. Each verb has been considered along with its syntactic
frame and the corresponding examples found in the FTB. The assignment task consisted in
choosing one of the four classes (tags) in Table 2. Each decision was made after applying the
usual tests presented in the literature on verb lexical aspect (see [12, 15, 25, 8, 27, 19, 6, 22],
among others). We have used the following six tests (cf. Table 3):
T1: progressive form of être en train de ‘to be V-ing’
T2: question related to dynamicity Que s’est-il passé hier? ‘What happened yesterday?’
T3: use of aspectual semi-auxiliaries commencer à ‘to start doing something’, continuer
de ‘to keep on doing something’, arrêter de ‘to stop doing something’
T4: duration complement en x temps ‘in x time’
T5: duration complement pendant x temps ‘during x time’
T6: imperfective paradox V[temps inaccompli] IMPLIQUE V [temps accompli] ‘V[imperfect tense] IMPLIES V [perfect tense]’
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Table 3 A grid for the allocation of aspectual classes to TreeLex verbs.
Situation type
STATE
ACT
ACC
ACH

T1
no
yes
yes
no

T2
no
yes
yes
yes

T3
no
yes
yes
no

T4
yes|no
no
yes
no

T5
yes|no
yes
yes|no
no

T6
yes
yes
no
no

In order to illustrate our procedure, let us take the verb invoquer ‘to invoke’ in one of
the sentences where it appears in the corpus:
7. Pour justifier cette décision, la direction invoque la déprime du marché automobile.
‘To justify this decision, the management invokes the depression of the automobile market.’
T1: This verb cannot appear in a progressive form: *La direction est en train d’invoquer
la déprime du marché automobile.
T2: La direction a invoqué la déprime du marché automobile is an acceptable answer to
the question Que s’est-il passé hier?
T3: This verb cannot appear as a complement of commencer, continuer, etc.: *La
direction a commencé/continué à invoquer la déprime du marché automobile.
T4: invoquer is not compatible with en x temps: *La direction a invoqué la déprime du
marché automobile en deux heures.
T5: the sentence is not compatible with pendant x temps either: *La direction a invoqué
la déprime du marché automobile en deux heures. This sentence is only acceptable in an
iterative reading.
T6: La direction invoquait la déprime du marché automobile does not imply La direction
a invoqué la déprime du marché automobile.
Thus, according to the battery of tests summarized in Table 4, invoquer in (7) should be
assigned to the ACHIEVEMENT class.
Table 4 Test results for (7).

invoquer

T1
no

T2
yes

T3
no

T4
no

T5
no

T6
no

It is important to mention that verbs were annotated according to their meaning in
the sentences found in the FTB corpus. Verbal polysemy was addressed only if different
meanings appeared in the corpus. It is known that phrasal context can influence the verbal
aspect ([8, 26] inter alia). Upon applying the tests presented above, plural subjects and
direct objects were transformed into their singular forms, so as to avoid the effect that
plural arguments can turn ACC predicates (écrire un article en dix jours ‘to write a paper
in ten days’) into ACT ones (écrire des articles pendant dix jours ‘to write papers for ten
days’). Likewise, we have used past perfective tenses (Elle a travaillé (hier) ‘She has worked
(yesterday)’) in order to avoid a habitual reading which is usually obtained in imperfective
senses (Elle (travaillait/travaille) à la poste ‘She (worked/works) at the post office’). Since
imperfective tenses favour a habitual reading, the dynamicity property [±dynamic] of the
verb becomes inaccessible. For similar reasons, frequency adverbs triggering iterative or
habitual readings (souvent ‘often’, tous les jours ‘every day’) were not taken into account
either, since they interfere with verbal aspectual features.
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We obtain an aspectual characterization limited to the meanings appearing in the corpus.
It is not an annotation of the verbs as lemmas, neither verbs in sentences, but rather an
annotation of verbal structures (verb + arguments) in a discursive context, which allowed us
to identify verbal meaning and to avoid polysemy as much as possible.

4.2

Annotation consistency assessment: Inter-Rater Reliability

Based on the annotation process outlined above, we have been able to estimate the inter-rater
reliability (IRR), by taking into account the annotations produced by two annotators on 1161
verbs. The annotators are both experts in aspectual semantics. Each verb in the list has been
annotated independently by each annotator, even though a final adjudication step yielded
the annotations visible in the current version of the lexicon. Comparing the annotations
produced by both annotators was necessary, in order to arrive at a consistent decision in
the final resource. For example, atteler ‘to tie’ was initially labelled “ACT” by annotator 1,
while annotator 2 was not sure of his annotation. After the first annotation phase, both
annotators agreed to tag the entry as “ACT”. Therefore, for the purpose of assessing the
inter-rater agreement, we consider the initial annotation, which counts as a disagreement
case. Conversely, for cerner ‘to surround’, annotator 1 was not sure of her annotation, while
annotator 2 initially labelled the entry as “ACH”. After confronting their annotations, both
annotators finally agreed on labelling this entry as “ACC”. Again, this case counts as a
disagreement between both annotators. As can be seen, the final decision does not reflect
either annotator’s initial decision, which underlines the fact that aspectual annotation is a
complex task. Cases such as the one discussed here therefore strongly advocate in favor of a
post-annotation adjudication phase.
The following IRR statistics were produced using R packages: {irr}7 and {irrCAC}8 .
Assessing IRR is not a straightforward task, since many methods have been presented in the
literature9 . We choose to present “standard” IRR statistics, such as Cohen’s Kappa [5], in
this preliminary stage, alongside Gwet’s “Agreement Coefficient” score AC1 [14, 28]. Since
the present lexical resource is still under construction, these IRR scores are essentially a way
of assessing the complexity of the aspectual annotation task presented here, and therefore
the consistency of the annotation procedure. In the annotation task under consideration,
each annotator had to categorize 1161 verbal entries into 4 major classes: ACC, ACH, ACT,
STATE. In total, 3 hybrid classes were also considered, such as: ACC/ACH, ACH/ACT and
STATE/ACH. For example varier ‘to vary’ was initially labelled “ACH/ACT” by annotator 1
(final decision: “ACT”). Finally, a “not sure” tag was also used. As a consequence, the initial
list of verbal entries has been associated with 8 different tags, including “not sure”.
As can be seen in Table 5, both annotators agree on 82.6% of the cases, with an
estimated 9.7% of chance agreement. The reported Kappa score (0.744) indicates a moderate
inter-rater agreement10 , which is not uncommon for complex tasks. In our case, this score
can be largely attributed to the fact that 4 major classes and 3 hybrid ones were considered.
Gwet’s AC1 score (0.806) is slightly higher than Cohen’s Kappa, which can be attributed to
7

Version 0.84.1, see [11] for more details on the underlying implementation, and [21] for a presentation of
the R platform.
8
Version 1.0, see [14] for a comprehensive presentation of the chance-corrected agreement coefficients
implemented in this package.
9
See [2] for a survey of IRR methods in NLP.
10
Assessing the relevance of Kappa scores is known to depend heavily on the domain of application. We
see these scores as an estimation of the task’s complexity as well as the overall quality of the proposed
annotations.
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Table 5 IRR assessment of TreLex++ aspectual annotations.
Method
irr (2 raters)
unweighted Cohen’s Kappa
irrCAC (confidence level = 0.95)
percent agreement pa
percent chance agreement pe
AC1

Score
0.744
0.826
0.097
0.806

the fact that Gwet’s AC1 is a chance-corrected agreement coefficient that is known to yield
higher agreement coefficients than Cohen’s (and other authors’), in certain configurations.
Regardless of the method, these figures indicate a “moderate” to “good” inter-annotator
agreement.
At this point, it is worth emphasizing once more that, once the preliminary annotation
was completed, a final adjudication phase took place, which yielded the final aspectual
annotations visible in the current version of Treelex++. Since these final annotations are
those end users will see, it is necessary to assess IRR scores between each annotator and
the final annotations. In this case, Kappa scores in the 0.85 range, and AC1 scores in
the 0.9 range can be reported. Final users of the TreeLex++ lexical resource should therefore
consider that the proposed aspectual annotations are consistent, and that the annotation
procedure based on syntactico-semantic tests achieves good results for the classes considered.
As encouraging as they might seem, these figures should not obscure the fact that there
is still considerable room for improvement, in terms of both scale and detail. For future
versions, we are contemplating Games With A Purpose (GWAP) such as JeuxdeMots [17]
as a source of user input. We are confident JeuxdeMots players will consider favorably new
games, such as aspect-oriented tasks, provided we are able to propose ‘gamified’ versions of
the present annotation procedure.

5

Data in TreeLex++

The resulting resource, TreeLex++, contains 1161 verbs enriched with syntactic (frame) and
semantic (lexical aspect) properties. It is available in a text format as a CSV file (comma
separated value). Each verb is accompanied by its frame, the lexical aspect, the number of
examples found in the FTB and their full list11 . To simplify the search of the inflected form
in the example text, the corresponding verb is indicated between <b> and </b> tags, as
presented in (8):
8. Quant à moi , je trouve qu’ on se <b>fiche</b> du monde en n’ expliquant pas les
choses en langage courant .
‘As for me, I think that they don’t give a toss about the people by giving no explanation
in the common language.’
To make linguistic generalizations easier, information encoded in syntactic frames has
been translated into several representations:
11

Individual examples are separated by a vertical bar ‘|’.
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number of syntactic arguments12
whether a verb is reflexive or not
a general frame (a list of syntactic functions and obligatory clitics)
a simplified frame (a list of syntactic functions alone)
the full frame including syntactic realizations (types of phrases)
The corresponding syntactic information for déplorer in ( 6) and the reflexive verb se
ficher ‘to not give a toss’ presented in TreeLex++ format is given in Table 6.
Table 6 Syntactic information in TreeLex++.
Verb
déplorer
se ficher

Number of
Arguments
2
2
2

Reflexive?
no

General
frame
SUJ.OBJ

Simplified
frame
SUJ.OBJ

yes

SUJ.DE-OBJ.refl

SUJ.DE-OBJ

Full
frame
SUJ:NP.OBJ:
NP/Ssub
SUJ:NP.DE-OBJ
.refl:CL

A brief summary of syntactic realizations13 of TreeLex++ verbs is given in Table 7
below. The number of arguments in TreeLex++ does not exceed three and the vast majority
of verbs (74.24%) have two arguments. However, as indicated in Table 6, this does not
necessarily correspond to a transitive structure (SUJ.OBJ) as the second argument may have
a different function than a direct object (see Table 1).
Table 7 The distribution of verbs with respect to the number of arguments.
Number of Arguments
1
2
3

Total
183
862
116

Percent
15.76%
74.24 %
9.99%

The distribution of verbal aspectual classes found in TreeLex++ is given in Table 8.
Table 8 Aspect distribution in TreeLex++.
Aspectual class
ACH
ACC
ACT
STATE
polysemous verbs

Total
576
260
219
103
3

Percent
49.61%
22.39%
18.86%
8.87%
0.27%

The majority of verbs in TreeLex++ are telic (ACH or ACC). If we look at dynamicity,
only a small proportion of verbs (8.87%) are true statives, the bulk of the entries are dynamic
(ACH, ACC or ACT). However, the distribution of durative (STATE, ACT, ACC) and
non-durative (ACH) verbs is almost equal.

12
13

Clitic arguments are not considered here.
The number of syntactic arguments.
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The resource is neither syntactically nor semantically balanced, which is probably due to
the content of the FTB corpus (newspaper texts).
As shown in Table 8, most verbs are assigned a single aspect. Hence, it seems that our
approximate disambiguation technique is quite efficient. 3 verbs, however, exhibit a double
aspect: excéder, observer, and traverser. Indeed, judging from their context, these verbs are
truly polysemous in the FTB: excéder is ambiguous between ‘to exceed’ and ‘to infuriate’,
observer is used as either ‘to observe’ or ‘to respect/keep’ and traverser corresponds to ‘to
cross’ or ‘to experience’. Therefore, even when syntactic properties are restricted to a single
frame, certain semantic ambiguities could remain.

6

Conclusions and perspectives

TreeLex++ is a lexical resource which associates both syntactic and semantic properties, for
over a thousand verbs, illustrated with attested examples taken from the FTB. Such a database
offers a valuable resource for fundamental linguistics research, NLP and DH applications.
From a fundamental research perspective, TreeLex++ allows to identify correlations, if any,
between syntactic frames and aspect values. In other words, it allows researchers to work at
the syntax/semantics interface. For instance, intuitively, the accomplishment verbs (ACC)
should be associated with transitive verbs (2-argument predicates). TreeLex++ provides an
opportunity to verify this hypothesis empirically: not only can it be confirmed or refuted but
we can also estimate the degree of association between syntactic structures and aspectual
classes. The first findings presented in [4] show how TreeLex++ can be put to use in this
perspective. As for NLP applications, a number of practical uses of aspectual information is
cited in [9]: the assessment of event factuality, text summarization, machine translation or
automatic detection of temporal relations. We anticipate performance gains for those task,
by integrating TreeLex++ as a symbolic resource, within a Machine Learning processing
chain.
In its current version, TreeLex++ contains only single-frame verbs, which roughly covers
a half of the entries in TreeLex. In order to include the remaining half in TreeLex++, we
have to employ a true semantic disambiguation technique first. As mentioned in Section 5, a
verb with a unique syntactic combination may still be polysemous and polyaspectual. In
case of several frames, this potential ambiguity is multiplied and human disambiguation
effort, already complex and time-consuming, increases considerably. A possible solution
could be a lexical look-up of verb-frame couples in LVF [10] in order to identify different verb
senses. However, pairing the senses with the corresponding FTB examples would require an
ad-hoc approach. As mentioned above, another available option is to leverage user input,
by resorting to crowd-sourcing, or “Game With A Purpose” platforms. We have taken
steps towards this end by contacting Jeux de Mots’s developer, Mathieu Lafourcade, in the
perspective of integrating the aspectual information from TreeLex++ to the existing Jeux
de Mots lexical network. This will allow for the development of new types of lexical games.
We also hope Lafourcade’s lexical propagation and integrity checking mechanisms will allow
us to capture more general syntax/semantics properties than those which can be currently
found in the FTB.
An evaluation methodology for our resource is also in order, beyond Inter-Rater Reliability
scores, to determine the accuracy, as well as the coverage of our aspectual assignment process.
For instance, we could compare our results with aspect values attributed to verbs in the
Nomage project [3]. However, Nomage methodology (for verbs) differs from ours as aspect
assignment is based on elicited examples rather than on verb uses in a corpus. Another
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comparison could be made with the syntactico-semantic resource described in [9] which
served for training of an automatic classifier of verbal aspect. Unfortunately, this data does
not seem to be publicly available. Moreover, both resources use different aspectual values
from ours thus the corresponding tagsets have to be converted first in order to provide the
equivalent information. Again, we turn towards the Jeux de Mots platform, in the hope of
gaining insights from users’s inputs on lexical aspect assignment tasks 14 , as well as from the
network’s built-in sanity checking mechanisms.
The current version of TreeLex++ is freely available on-line: http://redac.univ-tlse2.
fr/lexiques/treelexPlusPlus.html. It can be either downloaded as a text (CSV) file
or browsed directly via an intuitive on-line interface: http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/
lexiques/treelexPlusPlus/interface/TreelexPlusPlusBrowser.html.
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We work on the creation of a corpus, crawled from the internet, on the Berlin district of Moabit,
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1

Introduction

The amount of information available in digital form is continuously growing, and a significant
portion of it is accessed through mobile devices [2]. The fact that such devices are mobile in
the first place, and usually also equipped with geolocation functionality, enables providing
localised information to their users. A use case that can benefit from customised information,
i. e., content tuned to the particular location, is tourism, e. g., an interactive travel guide,
bringing points of interest in the vicinity to the user’s attention [14, 15].
While exploiting a user’s geographical location is relatively straightforward (privacy
issues aside), combining this with information in textual form is less trivial. Typical corpora
annotated for named entities, of which location is usually one of a small number of classes,
do not distinguish between more detailed location-type entities, and, consequently, NER
taggers do not make this distinction. We argue that for our use case of a travel guide, a more
detailed distinction for toponyms, differentiating between, for example, (train/bus) stations,
parks, streets and squares, is needed, allowing for more relevant, tailored recommendations.
We explore this by defining a semantic classification of fine-grained geographical entities
and by annotating a collection of documents accordingly. Our envisioned use case is to
semi-automatically create a route or a guided tour, along which the user can explore the
Berlin district of Moabit. This use case is to be understood in the context of the project
© Julián Moreno-Schneider, Melina Plakidis, and Georg Rehm;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
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QURATOR1 , dealing with digital curation technologies [13]; promising results for a similar
approach, but for a different domain, have been reported in [8, 9]. In QURATOR, we process
large and multi-media document collections and analyse, re-arrange, summarise and visualise
information contained in the collections, to generate stories – including the guided tours in
our tourism use case – through semantic storytelling.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work focusing
on the identification of geographical entities. Section 3 further motivates our work and
explains the annotation guidelines. Section 4 describes the data we work with and provides
results from first annotation efforts. Section 5 sketches a usage scenario for the annotated
collection and reports on preliminary classification results. Finally, Section 6 sums up the
main findings and provides pointers to future work.

2

Related Work

Specifically focusing on historical corpora, Won et al. [19] investigate the performance of
five different NER systems for toponyms and spatial information. They find that using an
ensemble method based on voting performs best. Similar to our envisioned approach, they
experiment with combining NER modules with gazetteers. The use case of Alex et al. [1]
is similar to ours. They use the Edinburgh Geoparser to tag and resolve fine-grained
geographical locations in and around Edinburgh (both historical and contemporary). Also
using the Edinburgh Geoparser, Gritta et al. [5] use two corpora (WikToR and LGL [4])
to evaluate five geo-parsers: CLAVIN2 , Yahoo!PlaceSpotter3 , The Edinburgh Parser [6],
Topocluster [3] and GeoTxt [7] and conclude that the Edinburgh parser works best for them.
We adopt the idea of combining gazetteers (and also simple pattern-matching based
components) with NER modules from earlier approaches, but the key feature that sets our
use case apart from the ones mentioned above, is the fact that we include German as a
language to detect more fine-grained geographical entities.
With regard to NER in general, we use and evaluate SpaCy4 , Stanford CRF NER5 and an
approach based on BERT6 , to recognise location-type entities. Out of the box and without
specific re-training on a corpus annotated for more fine-grained types, they only output
(among other types) locations, without any sub-classes.

3

Annotation of Fine-grained Geographical Entities

Many datasets for NER distinguish between persons, organisations and locations, and reserve
a miscellaneous/other category for the remaining entities not captured by the former three
categories [17, 18, 11]. In order to identify more specific (fine-grained) geographic entities,
we need, first, a classification of the types of entities that we want to recognize, and, second,
a collection of documents in which the entities are annotated based on that classification,
that can be used as training data for new NLP models.

1
2
3
4
5
6

https://qurator.ai
https://clavin.bericotechnologies.com
http://boss.yahoo.com, retrieved 2016-07-31.
https://spacy.io
https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
https://github.com/kamalkraj/BERT-NER
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Semantic Classification

To annotate a corpus that further sub-classifies locations, we follow the NoSta-D guidelines [16].
We keep the four main categories of the NoSta-D-TagSet (PER, LOC, ORG, OTH; for persons,
organisations, locations and other entities, respectively) and use the subcategories of the LOC
category listed in the NoSta-D-TagSet as the foundation of our own fine-grained classification.
As a result, a total of 14 fine-grained classes were developed for the LOC class (see Table 1).
The other core NEs are kept (PER, ORG, OTH).
Furthermore, we follow the NoSta-D guidelines in that we do not annotate dates, religions,
names of animals, dynasties, cardinal directions, technical terms, salutations or political
tendencies. Additionally, as defined in the NoSta-D guidelines, we annotate categories such
as languages, websites, book/movie titles, wars or currencies as belonging to the class OTH.
Table 1 Classification of subcategories for named entities, specifically for LOCATION entities.
Category

Label

Description

Examples

City

CTY

Capital cities, major and minor cities and
smaller towns.

Berlin, Leipzig

Country

CNY

Based on the United Nations Member
States 7 .

Deutschland

State

STA

The 16 states (Bundesländer) of Germany.

Bayern, Brandenburg

Address

ADD

Toponym consisting of at least a street
name and a number.

Unter den Linden 6, 10117
Berlin

Continent

CON

The seven continents.

Afrika, Australien

Building

BUILD

All buildings that are not considered as
particular points-of-interest.

Anne-Frank-Grundschule,
Johann von Neumann-Haus

Sight

SIGHT

Particular points-of-interest (i. e., popular
sight-seeing locations)8 .

Brandenburger
gessäule

Waters

WTR

Bodies of water such as lakes, rivers and
channels.

Spree, Müggelsee

AddressSub

ADDSUB

Part of an address, not matching the address description.

Friedrichstraße, Potsdamer
Platz

District

DST

Administratively recognised district or area
of a city.

Mitte, Neukölln

Station

STN

Any train, bus or subway station.

U Turmstraße, S Friedrichstraße

Park

PARK

Parks and recreational areas.

Tiergarten, Britzer Garten

Shop

SHOP

Restaurants, cafés, bars and shops.

Sapori di Casa, Barcomi’s
Deli, George R

LOC-oth

LOCOTH

Places that do not match any of the above.

Moltkebrücke

Org.

ORG

Companies, agencies, institutions, etc.

Apple, Samsung, Google

Person

PER

People, including fictional.

Angela Merkel

Other

OTH

All derived named entities (see NoSTa-D
NEderiv), websites, book or movie titles,
currencies, eras, languages, wars, etc.

www.google.de, Deutsch, Erster Weltkrieg

Tor,

Sie-
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We deviate from the NoSta-D guidelines in that we do not use the part attribute for
entities part of longer, complex tokens and we disregard the category VLOC (virtual location).
We annotate derived entities (NEderiv in NoSta-D) as OTH, and finally we tag restaurants,
bars, cafes and hotels as belonging to (sub-types of) locations, rather than organisations,
because this better suits our tourism-inspired use case.

3.2

Integration of Linked Open Data

Annotated collections of documents are additionally improved through the inclusion of
information from Linked Open Data (LOD) sources, to make them suitable for use with
Linked Data approaches. For this we use a semi-automatic approach composed of two
steps: first, we request two sources of information from which we automatically obtain URLs
(looking up the entity on its (language-specific) DBpedia page using DBpedia spotlight [10])
and latitude and longitude (we use a SPARQL query against the Geonames9 ontology) of the
entities. Second, we extend this automatic process by validating the information obtained
(because the correct information is not retrieved in all cases) and we complete manually the
information in those cases in which it is missing (either URL or latitude/longitude).

4

Data and Annotation

Since our envisioned use case is in tourism, namely the generation of travel guides or guided
tours, we decided to annotate a particular collection of documents, instead of taking a
benchmark NER corpus and annotating our fine-grained location classes. The document set
we used was collected through focused web crawling. We used Spidey10 in combination with
a list of manually generated seed terms, such as Moabit, Kleiner Tiergarten (a particular park
in Moabit), Kulturfabrik Moabit (an event location) and Kurt Tucholsky (a German-Jewish
author born in Moabit). In total, the complete list contains 28 items – places, buildings or
persons – related to Moabit. This returned a list of URLs, which we crawled and boilerplated
to extract the content and metadata using Newspaper3k.11
The resulting collection consists of 380 documents in German and 92 documents in English.
We first tagged these documents with SpaCy and Stanford CRF-NER and proceeded with
the Stanford CRF-NER output. After a manual revision, the documents contained 2682 (for
German) and 777 (for English) LOC entities which we use as gold annotations. As a next
step, we analysed the manually corrected LOC entities again and annotated them for the
sub-classes listed in Section 3.1. The results are included in Table 2.
Examples 1 to 3 show three sentences extracted from the collection where several finegrained geographical entities are annotated.
▶ Example 1. The site is openly accessible and you can stroll along the river Spree WTR .
▶ Example 2. To get to the AEG turbine factory BUILD from Hauptbahnhof STN ,
take the TXL OTH bus going to Tegel airport LOC-OTH and get off at
Beusselstraße STN .
7

https://www.un.org/en/member-states/
Sights are a subcategory of buildings that are considered to be famous by the general population.
9
http://www.geonames.org
10
https://github.com/vikrambajaj22/Spidey-Focused-Web-Crawler
11
https://github.com/codelucas/newspaper
8
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Table 2 Absolute and relative frequency of each sub-class.

LOC sub-class

German
#
%

English
#
%

City
Country
State
Address
Continent
Building
Sight
Waters
Address-Sub
District
Station
Park
Shop
LOC-oth

778
678
90
295
32
40
182
88
251
441
119
111
162
1134

17.68
15.41
2.04
6.70
0.73
0.91
4.14
2.00
5.7
10.02
2.70
2.52
3.68
25.77

246
14
2
13
0
57
19
10
37
32
209
2
22
114

32
2
<1
2
0
7
2
1
5
4
27
<1
3
15

Total

2682

100

777

100

▶ Example 3. [...] of the author Hans Magnus Enzensberger PER , in
Fregestraße 19 ADD , as well as in the studio apartment of the author
Uwe Johnson PER , who was staying in the United States CNY , at
Niedstraße 14 ADD in the Berlin CTY district of Friedenau DST .
As can be seen in Examples 4 and 5 the annotations still contain ambiguities. Example 4
has “Berlin” annotated as a city, although it could also be considered as incomplete, because
the annotation could also include “North-West”. If there are nested entities, we only annotate
the longest entity which contains the nested ones.
▶ Example 4. Designed for Allgemeine Elektricitäts-Gesellschaft ORG in 1908 and constructed in 1910, it is located in North-West Berlin CTY , in the district of Moabit DST ,
around 3 Kilometers far from Reichstag SIGHT .
▶ Example 5. Since 1987, a memorial on the Putlitzbrücke LOC-OTH , which connects the districts of Moabit DST

and Wedding DST , has commemorated the 30

Berlin CTY Jews who were deported from the nearby Moabit DST freight depot.
The annotated collection of documents is stored in a repository,12 which is private to
avoid any licensing issues (access can be granted upon request for research purposes). At the
time of writing this paper, we are including the Linked Open Data information, which will
be made available in the repository as an extended version of the collection.
12

https://gitlab.com/jmschnei/Moabit-Collection
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5

Geographical Entity Analyser

In order to demonstrate the functionality of the annotated document collection, we trained
various named entity recognition modules using the collection.The current number of samples
per class is too low to train a model on, but through our manual evaluation of the automatically
tagged documents in the annotated document collection, we do have gold data for general LOC
entities. To establish which approach performs best on this dataset for the coarse LOC entities,
we compare three NER systems: SpaCy and Stanford (Section 2), and an approach based
on BERT13 . The SpaCy models are trained on Ontonotes 5 and Common Crawl (English;
en_core_web_md) and WikiNER and TIGER (German; de_core_news_md). The Stanford
models are trained on the CoNLL 2003 data [18]. BERT-NER is trained on WikiNER [11].
The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Results for LOC entity recognition on the annotated document collection.
Precision

Recall

F1

SpaCy

German
English

54.56
77.94

80.05
54.57

65.05
64.19

Stanford

German
English

91.51
84.75

58.74
50.06

71.55
62.95

BERT-NER

German
English

55.56
70.71

81.09
59.97

65.97
64.90

Given that the Stanford output is the basis for our manual annotation, we expect a bias
toward this system, and indeed we see that for German, this system outperforms the other
two by approx. 6 points in F-score. For English however, the BERT-NER system performs
best, though the difference with the other two is much smaller. Furthermore, having the
initial character in uppercase is generally a distinguishing feature of named entities (and
consequently a strong feature for many NER systems), but this indicator is not as strong
in German, since nouns are by default in upper case. Still, the Stanford system performs
considerably better for German than for English. The other systems do not exhibit the
same disparity, and in fact perform better on English than on German. We consider looking
into this an important venue for future work. Once we have annotated more data for the
particular sub-classes, based on these intermediate results, we plan to train fine-grained
modules, and perform a new comparison.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We develop a dataset annotated with fine-grained geographical named entities (toponyms)
that can be used to train named entity recognition modules that identify location-type
entities in text documents. Regular NER modules typically distinguish four classes of entities
(persons, organisations, locations, other). In our guided tour use case, knowledge about more
detailed sub-classes allows for more relevant content and recommendations. In this first stage,
we automatically tag a corpus crawled specifically for our use case and manually correct the
output to obtain gold annotations for fine-grained entity types (i. e., bootstrap a small, gold

13
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corpus). Currently the dataset encompasses 2, 682 (for German) and 777 (for English) LOC
type entities. We report on performance for three NER systems on this dataset, although
only using the coarse LOC type due to the size of the corpus.
In terms of future work, we plan to increase the volume of annotated data, both by
annotating the remaining section of our crawled corpus and by double-annotating at least
part of it to obtain inter-annotator figures. Once the corpus is in a more definitive state, we
will examine how to make it available through the European Language Grid [12]. We will
evaluate our model on the more detailed sub-classes using this final version of the corpus.
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Online communities can be used to promote destructive behaviours, as in pro-Eating Disorder
(ED) communities. Research needs annotated data to study these phenomena. Even though many
platforms have already moderated this type of content, Twitter has not, and it can still be used for
research purposes. In this paper, we unveiled emojis, words, and uncommon linguistic patterns within
the ED Twitter community by using the Correlation Explanation (CorEx) algorithm on unstructured
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1

Introduction

Online social platforms provide an easy way to share ideas, opinions, information, and
personal messages. Research suggests that online communities are a support tool for recovery
and promotion of self care and well-being [21]. At the same time, these platforms may be
used to enhance and promote destructive behaviours as in pro-Eating Disorder communities
(pro-ED groups). Eating disorders such as anorexia nervosa, binge eating disorder, and
bulimia nervosa are recognized as mental disorders in standard medical manuals (ICD-101
and DSM-52 ). The exact etiology of eating disorders remains unclear [35, 13] and they
are a real concern due to the highest mortality rate of any mental illness, affecting various
ethnic groups [28], males and females [15], any age range [16], with a highest peak during
teen age 3 . During the last 10 years the research community has been analysing pro-ED
groups using different platforms: Instagram [9, 8], Tumblr [14], Flickr [46], Reddit [32, 38],
YouTube [39], Twitter [1, 45]. The analyses have been carried out according to different
points of view: social media moderation [7, 9], relation between pro-ED users and ED
content [1, 34], contrast between similar – “thinspiration” and “fitspiration” [41], online ED
content analysis [5, 48, 4, 19, 40], pro-ED users’ identity perception [2, 20], ED markers [33],
multimodal classification [7], and early detection of anorexia signs [42]. ED and mental
illnesses have also been the main focus of recent workshops such as CLEF E-risk and
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CLPsych [27, 26, 25, 12]. According to Twitter rules and policies4 , it is not possible to
promote or encourage self-harming behaviours (including eating disorders). However, Twitter
has not banned or restricted the access to any specific pro-ED related hashtags and content,
allowing us use this data for research purposes.
The main contributions of this paper are: (a) a new use of Correlation Explanation
(CorEx) algorithm [44] to retrieve topics, emojis, and contextual foreign words in English
tweets of native and non-native English Eating Disorder communities, (b) the use of the Word
Mover’s Distance (WMD) model [24] to annotate similar sentences and assist the annotators.
We aim to create a tool to assist annotators in their annotation task, by providing a way to
semi-automatically increment the number of annotated sentences, even in a complex context
such as the ED communities. To the best of our knowledge, the amount of models annotating
10 years of tweets in emojis and non-common word patterns related to Eating Disorders
(ED) with the use of CorEx to extract ED topics [48, 17] and Word Mover’s Distance to
assist annotators is limited at this time. We believe that this work could be of interest for
the research community also in other domains, where topic extraction and annotation are
involved.
We will describe our dataset (Section 2), then we will present the CorEx algorithm
(Section 3) and the reasons behind the choice of this algorithm instead of others frequently
used such as LDA. We will explore how we used CorEx to retrieve documents correlated with
the topics (Section 4) and, consequently, why and how we decided to manually annotate our
dataset for ED aspects (Section 5). Finally, we will describe our approach with Word Mover’s
Distance to assist annotators in data annotation tasks (Section 6), and we will identify the
limitations of this work (Section 7), followed by conclusions and future work.

1.1

Ethical Considerations

This work uses public tweets from 2009 to 2019. No personally identifiable information
(location, photos, names) was used in this study, nor was included in any of our algorithms.
We did not interact with the subjects of this study, and since the data is public, we did not
need institutional review board approval. The annotators were given anonymized data.

2
2.1

General pro Eating Disorder (pro-ED) Twitter dataset
Data Collection

In order to create our initial dataset, we collected tweets by using known ED tags [8, 14, 6]
through a library5 preserving Unicode emojis. From the seed tags, we retrieved both related
posts and ED hashtags (a partial list is shown in table 1). We found low frequency hashtags
that were not related to the ED and others that – without a context – seemed not directly
related to ED (#casuloana, #whale, #borboletana) and their presence became more clear
during the annotation phase. The datasets are in English and available under request – due
to NDA reasons.

4
5
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Table 1 Examples of hashtags found after retrieving the data.
Keywords Found
#thinspo
#proana
#thinspiration

2.2

No. of # in the dataset
78,244
38,692
10,471

Keywords
#skinny
#ana
#weightloss

No. of # in the dataset
7,446
6,213
5,322

Data preprocessing

The initial dataset was composed of 106,793 tweets dated from 2009 to 2019. During the
normalization phase we transformed words in lowercase and removed most of the non-ED
related tweets – e.g. tweets that had more than 80% of the content about link referrals. We
also removed duplicates and punctuation (except the symbol # to preserve the hashtags).
We applied the fastText Language Identification tool [23, 22] as a filter to avoid non-English
sentences. We applied a basic anonymization filter by replacing tagged user, with the
corresponding label USER, numbers with the label NUM, websites with the label URL,
common cities with the label LOC. After the normalization and anonymization phases, our
dataset had 87,957 entries.
From the analysis of our dataset (Table 2 & Table 3) we noticed a low lexical diversity:
there are only 67,296 types6 over 1,150,508 tokens in total. Moreover, the pro-ED community
on Twitter seems to prefer writing on average short tweets: less than 11 words per tweet and
41–60 characters (Figure 1). We expected that after Twitter’s characters doubling in 2017,
the most recent tweets would have been longer. This was the case only for 1% of the tweets.
Table 2 Dataset lexical analysis.
No of tweets
87,957

No of tokens
1,150,508

No of types
67,296

Type/Token ratio
5,85%

Table 3 Average, Median and Standard Deviation of Words and Characters per tweet.
Distribution of
WORDS per tweet
AVG
11.8
MDN
10
STDEV
7.04

2.3

Distribution of
CHARACTERS per tweet
AVG
75.2
MEDIAN
65
STDEV
42.3

Emojis

In order to have emojis present later in our tests, we decided to translate them from Unicode
to their description. The description has been taken from the CLDR Short Name information
repository7 . For example:
the Unicode U+1F600 corresponds to the description grinning face,
the Unicode U+1F605 corresponds to the description grinning face with sweat.
We noticed a low frequency in conjunction with a low diversity in the use of the emojis: only
11.75% of the lines showed one or more emojis and only 4.75% of emoji types have been used.

6
7

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/types-tokens
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Figure 1 Distribution of words and characters per tweet.

Figure 2 Distribution of emojis in the dataset.
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Figure 3 Comparison of CorEx to LDA with respect to topic coherence on ED Dataset.

We noticed that only 15% of the most used emojis seem to convey a negative sentiment.
We remarked that positive polarity emojis don’t pair always with an overall positive content:
the first most used emoji, face with heart shaped eyes, has been used for the appreciation of
emaciated bodies. Even though emojis will be present on our experiments and results, they
are only a part of our work, analysis, and findings on this type of communication.

3
3.1

Finding Eating Disorder related topics through CorEx
Why did we choose CorEx?

Research has already explored the use of topic modeling to assist document annotation [43,
37, 47, 11, 48]. For our experiments we needed a model able to extract topics in unstructured
and low-diversity data (see subsection: 2.2). According to the authors of CorEx [17], the
model should work better than LDA models [3], since it maximizes the mutual information
between words and topics without any assumption on how documents are generated [17].
Plus, according to the authors, CorEx is a discriminative model that works very well with
minimal domain knowledge, which is the case when pre-annotated data is not present. In
order to test whether CorEx works better than LDA also for our specific dataset, we tested
it against LDA in detecting semantic topic quality as in [18]. As the authors wrote, CorEx
does not explicitly attempt to learn a generative model and, traditional measures such
as perplexity are not appropriate for model comparison against LDA. Furthermore, it is
well-known that perplexity and held-out log-likelihood do not necessarily correlate with
human evaluation of semantic topic quality [10, p. 6]. For this reason, we measured the
semantic topic quality using Mimno et al.’s [31] UMass topic coherence score, which correlates
with human judgments.
We used the same dataset for both models and we varied the number of topics. We ran
the model 30 times for each time we changed the number of topics. We tested the models
using 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 topics. For both models, we noticed the tendency to obtain worse
topic coherence when the number of topics increased – see Figure 3. Each dot is the average
of 30 runs. We suppose that the low lexical variety is due to the small number of topics
discussed. For both models, the optimal number of topics seems to be 10. When we compared
CorEx to LDA, we noticed that CorEx outperformed LDA in terms of topic coherence. For
this reason, we decided to use CorEx to identify and describe the latent topics from our
dataset. The final number of chosen topics is 10.
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Once the number of topics has been chosen, two experts manually reviewed the words of
the topics learned by CorEx to re-verify the coherence and the content. The categories, their
description, and some examples are shown in Table 4. The results of the evaluation confirmed
the ED topics and keywords that have been described in other ED related studies [8, 14, 6].

3.2

Results from CorEx application

During the manual review of the extracted words, we found both emojis and special words
connected to the topics. We decided purposely not to remove them, because we believe that
emojis, as well as special words, could indicate a presence of eating disorder content.
We carried out an in-depth analysis of special words that are relevant to pro-ED communities. It seems interesting to highlight that, although they seem not relevant, they are
uncommon contextual words. Following Table 4, here are some interesting findings:
1. foreign language keywords – from row ed other languages: even though we
removed non-English sentences, there are some sentences that are written in English,
with hashtags or a partial content in another language. We were able then to capture
hidden contents also in other languages. An example is the hashtag #waniliowemleko
[“vanilla milk” in Polish] that has been found also in some pro-ED websites8 citing a
popular drink within the ED community, that seems to be used as a social drink with
few calories. We noticed that these words are usually associated with other ED English
relevant keywords, such as #skinny and #diet;
2. acronyms – from DIET row: we noticed that the model was able to capture words
that may appear of difficult interpretation without prior knowledge and a context. For
examples: NF for “no food”, OMAD for “One Meal A day”, ABCDIET for “Ana Boot
Camp diet”, NT for “no thanks” (usually linked to food offer as in “dinner? NT ”);
3. celebrities – in row sport: there are references to some YouTube celebrities (“Lena
Snow”, “Chloe Ting”, “Alexis Ren”) who stream weekly workouts;
4. ED slang: the model also unveiled other words that may not seem significant without
prior knowledge, but they refer to encrypted community slang. We refer to words such
as “borboletana” (from “borboleta”, butterfly in Portuguese, a shared symbol of pro-ED
and recovery communities, and “ANorexiA”), “casuloana” (“casul of Ana”, from “casual”
of ana that in Internet slang means newbie of ana),“rexy” (“anoRExia + seXY”) and
#skinnylegend (which represents skinny photoshopped celebrities’ body);
5. relevant ED emojis: we found that the emojis issued from the model are in line with
the words associated and they:
a. may reinforce the meaning of the word – from the row consequences: the
emojis [mouth], [nauseated face], [face with open mouth vomiting] seem to be properly
associated with words such as “purge”, “binge”, “puke” that appear in the dataset;
b. may publicly manifest user’s gender, such as [female sign] in general ed
c. may express sarcasm, such as [face upside down] found in weight row. This emoji
is present in sentences like “yesterday I ate like a normal person cus I was with my
family and woke up 1.2 lbs heavier [face upside down] fuck” and “I’m going on a binge.
Can’t wait to purge [face upside down] I’m such a fat ass.”)
d. may express more than words, such as [dizzy symbol] in sport row.

8
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Table 4 Some examples of retrieved topics with their descriptions, related words, and emojis
found (the ratio between content words and hashtags displayed here is not representative of the
distribution of this dataset.)
Topic Category

Description

ED words in other languages

not English words
related to ED

GENERAL ED

General References
to pro-ED content

WEIGHT

Everything related to
the person’s weight
and weight management

BODY REPRESENTATION

how they judge themselves
compared to another body
not in a measurable way

BODY DESCRIPTION

how they describe a body
in a neutral manner

SELF REPRESENTATION

How they judge themselves
in a not measurable way

HARM

Everything related to
self harm and risky
consequences for the person

COMMUNITY

Interactions within
the pro-ED group

DIET

Everything related to
diet and calories

SPORT

Everything related to
sport and activities
to burn calories

workout lena snow
chloe ting alexis ren
gym routine #itsallfine

[thumbs_up_sign]
[dizzy_symbol]
[skull_and_crossbones]
[flex_biceps]

CONSEQUENCES

person’s action impacts
on him/her life

stomach hurt pain growl
grumble purge force
parent haven

[mouth] [nauseated_face]
[face_with_open_mouth_vomiting]

4

Words
#abwtbs #bslyw
#waniliowemleko
#caspfb38 #samajl
#proana #atypicalanorexia
#slimthickspo #casuloana
#edtwt #edtwitter
#edproblems
lose weight lbs
gain pound #goal
#weightcheck cw
ugw sw #bodycheck
#butterfly #borboletana
#dysmorphia #fattie
#fatpig #rexy
bone collar collarbone hip
#hipbone thigh gap flat
waist cm #fat
bitch cow #whale stupid
whore ugly #ass cunt
dumb #lazy #pathetic
#depression #anxiety
#selfharm #selfhate
#cutting #deadinside
laxative pills
#meanspocoach #sweetspo
#bonespo #nicespo
#skinnylegend #malespo
rexy
#stopeating NT NF #donteat
#foodfears #OMAD fasting
#abcdiet calorie intake

Emojis
NA
[face_with_tears_of_joy]
[female_sign] [butterfly]
[person_shrugging]
[face_with_pleading_eyes]
[face_upside_down]

[butterfly] [broken_heart]

NA

[whale]

[face_with_medical_mask]
[knife
[smiling_face_with_heart]
[smiling_face_with_smiling_eyes]
[white_heart]
[raised_fist]

Automatic Retrieval of documents through CorEx

We then used an internal function of CorEx to retrieve the documents with the topics
discovered before, because we believe that using CorEx to retrieve topics and also documents
at the same time could make the annotation process faster and smoother. We retrieved
the most probable documents per topic. According to the paper [18], CorEx estimates the
logarithmic probability of a document belonging to a topic given that document’s words. In
order to evaluate this process, we retrieved the first 100 most probable documents for the
topics Weight, Body Representation, Self Representation, Harm, Consequences, Community,
Sport, Diet, Body Description, and General ED. We then created guidelines explaining the
type of topic described by CorEx using some examples, and we asked two native English
speakers to evaluate whether a sentence belonged to a certain topic or not. Except for the
topic General ED, we noticed that the results were not satisfying (see Table 5). Since we
were not able to retrieve the documents directly from the estimation of the probability of
CorEx, we decided to use another algorithm to discover, given a seed of annotated documents
this time, other documents similar to the annotated ones. The chosen algorithm is Word
Mover’s Distance (WMD) [24]. We chose this algorithm because it targets both semantic
and syntactic information to calculate similarity between text documents. It is designed to
overcome the synonym problem: since similar words should have similar vectors, WMD can
calculate the distance even when there are no common words.
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In order to have the same type of dataset to evaluate this method, we chose to annotate a
part of the pro-ED dataset. Then, we ran the experiments against this dataset in a controlled
environment.
Table 5 F1-score for 100 most-probable documents belonging to the topic.
Weight
F1

5

0.0178

Body
Representation
0.1291

Self
Representation
0.0159

Harm

Consequences

0.0275

0.0315

Community

Sport

Diet

0.0676

0.0334

0.0564

Body
Description
0.1326

General
0.6412

Annotation scheme and examples

The annotation scheme is composed of ten categories. We decided to remove the ED words
in other languages category for simplification since the tweets were not completely written in
English. Here are some examples for each category:
1. Body Description (BD): “I am skinny”
2. Body Representation (BR): “I want to be skinny as her”
3. Community (COM): “I love my #anasisters”
4. Consequences (CON): “Finally today i eat And a feel a little bit bad”
5. Diet (D): “tomorrow I’m going to start fasting again”
6. General ED (G): “Being thin and not eating are signs of true will power and success
#proana”
7. Harm (H): “I don’t like laxatives but it’s time”
8. Self Representation (SR): “I am perfect”, “I woke up and I was still UGLY thanks
for nothing”
9. Sport (S): “Insanity kicked my butt What a good workout”
10. Weight (W): “Losing weight is good, gaining weight is bad”
We would like to make three specific categories explicit, as we did before the beginning
of the annotation phase with the annotators, as they may be cause of confusion:
Body description is applied to each sentence where there is a statement about a body
(where the person describes the body). Examples are: “she’s so skinny”, “I am skinny”,
“look at her collarbones!”
Body representation is applied to each sentence where the people refer to themselves
by means of a comparison with other people. Examples are: “I want to be skinny as her”,
“I want her legs”
Self representation is applied to each sentence where people judge themselves using
not measurable and imaginary words. Examples are: “I’m ugly”, “I’m perfect”, “I would
like to be graceful as a butterfly”

5.1

Human Annotation process and guidelines

The annotation has been done via PigeonXT9 by two English native speakers. The annotation
was done at the sentence level to identify the topics. In total, 3,064 sentences (Table 6) have
been annotated. Even if a tweet can be as short as the average of 11 words, we assumed that
it was possible to find more than one category per tweet. However, we decided to take into
consideration only one category at a time, considering the overall content complexity. At the

9

https://github.com/dennisbakhuis/pigeonXT
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Figure 4 Annotations distribution.

end of the annotation task, we measured Cohen’s Kappa, and it was 0.89 between the two
annotators. We believe this is acceptable given the difficulty of the task. A set of rules and
examples has been given to the annotators:
1. For each sentence they could choose up to two categories among those available;
2. When they found two categories, they could choose a main one and a secondary one, if
necessary. Example: “I feel so clean right now no food in a week #ProAna! ” has been
annotated as primary diet (“no food in a week”) because the tweet is about not having
food in a week and with the consequences of feeling clean, so the secondary will be self
representation (“I feel so clean”);
3. Sometimes Twitter users’ use hashtags to index the content and have more chances to
have their profile found. For this reason annotators distinguished hashtags between (a)
unit of content and replaceable with the same word (example: “I am happy to be in my
#proana club!”), and (b) – usually – a sequence at the end of the sentence used only
to index the content and not relevant for the topic expressed (example: “ugh! #proana
#edtwt #ed #anabuddy #weightloss”).
4. Whenever it was not possible to label specific category and if the sentence was still related
to ED they could use the general ed category.
A cross-reading has been done to improve the reliability of the dataset annotatation.

5.2

Annotation results and discussion

Table 6 Annotated sentences.
No. of sentences
No. of words
No. of types

3,064
20,838
5,528

By analyzing the annotation results (see Figure 4) we noticed three major categories: diet,
general ed, and community. We think that these results reflect the major characteristics
of this community: their worries about what they eat (diet), their need to have a group to
whom to talk and share (community). Finally general ed regroups everything that may
be shared online and not necessarily being confined in a specific category. This highlights
also the wealth of arguments of this type of user.
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We noticed that the most difficult sentences to annotate have been the ones that would
be ambiguous without any further context, and the ones showing more than two categories
at the same time, such as:
“being hungry asshat until you get tired of it. . . Die FFS!”: this sentence could be
annotated as consequences (being hungry) self representation (asshat) harm
(Die);
“feeling fat” versus “be fat”: here annotators agreed to annotate the first as self
representation and the second as body description.

6

Word Mover’s Distance to annotate similar sentences

In order to evaluate the use of Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) for annotation, we used the
same annotated dataset.
Word Mover’s Distance is an adaption of Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [36] which
uses word embeddings to determine the similarity between two or more series of words
(e.g., sentences). WMD uses the locations and words relative frequency weights of word
embeddings to find the nearest neighbor for each word. Specifically, WMD uses the product
of two numbers: the cosine distance between two words in the n-dimensional embedding
space, and a weighting term that indicates how much one word in one document must travel
to another word in the other document. In this way, it can minimize the cost of moving
all words from a document to the positions of all the words in another document. The
documents that share many semantically-similar words will have smaller distances than the
documents with dissimilar words. In Figure 5, we show four sentences, originally from [24]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

D0:
D1:
D2:
D3:

The President greets the press in Chicago
Obama speaks to the media in Illinois
The band gave a concert in Japan
Obama speaks in Illinois

The relative cost of moving all the words in D2 to the locations of the words in D0 is
greater than moving the words in documents D1 and D3. Formally:
W M Dij = minT ≥0

2
X

Tij c(i, j)

i,j=1
2
X

Tij = di , ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}

j=1
2
X

Tij = d′j , ∀j ∈ {1, ..., n}

i=1

with c(i,j) representing the euclidean distance ||xi − xj ||2 between the two words in the
embedding space. The travel cost between two words translates in the distance between
texts. Let d and d′ be the documents with each word i in d to be transformed into any
words inside the document d′ . T is the sparse matrix where d′ represents how much of i in
d travels to word j in d′ . We expect that the moving from word i must equal to di in order
to allow the transformation of d into d′ . The same is applicable for the word j that should
match d′j .
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Figure 5 Illustration of Word Mover’s Distance from Kusner et al. [24].

Our goal was to evaluate whether WMD could be used to improve the annotation process
by verifying that the most similar sentences retrieved by WMD were of the right class. First
of all, we trained Word2vec [30, 29] using the Gensim package 10 on the whole annotated
dataset with vector size equal to 100. Then, we isolated 30% of the sentences for each class,
and we run WMD against them. Finally, we retrieved the most similar sentences for each
sentence of that 30% with a threshold of similarity of 0.98 and above, excluding the sentences
used to compute the similarity. We evaluated this method by comparing the most similar
sentences per class with their real class labels. Our results are shown on table 7. They show
that WMD is a good model compared to CorEx to annotate new sentences when similarity
is the searched parameter.
Table 7 F1 score for the sentences retrieved using Word Mover Distance.

F1-Score
CorEx
F1-Score
WMD

7

Weight

Body
Representation

Self
Representation

Harm

Consequences

Community

Sport

Diet

Body
Description

General

0.0178

0.1291

0.0159

0.0275

0.0315

0.0676

0.0334

0.0564

0.1326

0.6412

0.7686

0.7909

0.7544

0.51

0.9721

0.8319

0.7404

0.7756

0.6114

0.5955

Discussion and limitations

We acknowledge that this study is limited on several aspects: (a) people are self declaring to
have an eating disorder, (b) within an online community, (c) expressing themselves according
to the standard in use on Twitter and (d) we do not have any knowledge about their real
life. However, we believe that they are representative of a part of people suffering from an
eating disorder. A way to obtain more concrete results could be a joint study with clinical
researchers in order to verify the validity of our study in a context outside the Internet and
to improve it for other contexts. The annotation phase showed some limitations on the long
run:
10
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many human annotations fell under the General ED category found by CorEx: it
could be possible to distinguish more topics that are a minority compared to others, but
represent a big class altogether.
Annotations on this domain, by human or by an algorithm, are complex: even though we
decided only to use one label per sentence, we understand that there are some limitations,
such as the co-presence of more topics in less than 20 words.
In the future, we would like to use both sentence similarities and a classification algorithm
based on shallow parsing to capture them more accurately. We think that this could be
improved by implementing syntactic rules (for example to capture implicit and explicit
comparisons) and specific weights for words that are likely to be more in a category than in
another. Take, for example, “burn”+“calorie” – we know that the word “calorie” is present
in diet, but the bigram “burn calorie” is likely to be more used in sport.

8

Conclusions

The main goals of this study were:
1. the creation of new resources, such as a pro-ED Twitter dataset and an annotated dataset
both available under request – due to NDA, to facilitate and increase ED related studies
on social media;
2. the exploration and sharing of alternative ways for the annotation experience, and the
discovery of new keywords and textual items related to the studied issue, such as emojis,
foreign language linguistic patterns, and uncommon use of words by employing two
models: CorEx and WMD.
We believe that the work described in this paper can also be used in other online contexts
where people’s lives are in danger: suicide prevention, detection of depression signs, detection
of harassment signs.
This work can be extended by using a classification framework to filter out dangerous
expressions (encrypted or not), clustering them by topics, detecting keywords and increasing
the number of keywords and topics. This will allow the early detection of possible online ED
trends, such as the ABC diet and the Apple diet, or other dangerous online trends that were
seen in the past (e.g., “Blue Whale challenge”).
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1.1

Introduction
Motivation and research background

With the development of the Internet and the increasing use of online mass media and
social networks, detection of inappropriate content and incitement to violence have gained
importance. The concept of abusive speech, in the context of this paper, is an umbrella
term for phenomena such as profanities, derogatory, and hate speech. One of the most
cited definitions of hate speech comes from John T. Nockleby [44, 4], who perceives hate
speech as “any communication that disparages a person or a group on the basis of some
characteristic such as race, color, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, religion,
or other characteristic”.
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Building Language Resources for Abusive Language Detection in Serbian

According to a survey from 2014, 60% of Internet users witnessed name-calling, 25%
saw that someone was physically threatened, and 24% noticed abuse over a long period [14].
According to more recent research from 2017, two-thirds of Americans stated that they had
experienced some kind of harassment on the Internet [39]. Studies also show that 18% of
children are involved in cyber-abuse, which leads to serious depression, and even suicide [12].
As far as Serbian law is concerned, any discrimination, endangering security, persecution,
insults, and harassment on social networks are punishable [26, 4, 30]. Hate speech and flames
are present in Serbian media and public discourse especially towards the LGBT population,
Roma people, women and migrants [19].
Hate speech has become a major problem for all types of online platforms where an
increasing amount of user-generated content appears: from comments on the web news
portals, through social networks, to chats on real-time games [37]. Users are usually expected
to report abusive speech, and then the site or social network moderators manually review the
report. More advanced platforms use systems with regular expressions and “black” lists of
words and expressions, to catch abusive language and remove posts [25]. There are also online
portals such as HateBase.org that collect examples of online hate speech in all languages that
can be used as trigger words for hate speech detection ([46, 41, 14, 13]). However, detecting
hate speech by simply filtering by keywords is not a satisfactory solution, as interpretation
can be influenced by the domain of the conversation, the context of the discourse, the objects
that accompany the conversation (images, video, and audio materials), the time of publication
and ongoing world events and the recipient of the message [38]. Given the huge amount
of online material that is created every day, automatic methods are needed to detect and
process this type of content.
One of the biggest problems that researchers have to solve before building the automatic
hate speech detection systems is finding as many as possible publicly available annotated
data sets of a considerable size, especially if the system will be based on deep learning [39].
Another problem researchers face is the non-existence of generally accepted definitions of
hate speech and related phenomenon ([14, 38]), which leads to the use of different annotation
schemes and categories definitions in various data set making it impossible to compare results
of different systems [40]. An additional problem is that the available datasets usually focus
on specific topics like misogyny or racist speech and do not cover all types of hate speech.
In the last few years, hate speech has gained more attention from the research community,
which led to the organization of several workshops, both independently or at international
conferences that address problems of hate speech and related topics such as GermEval2018,
Offenseval2019 and Offenseval 2020 ([47, 51, 52]).
Abusive language and its detection have also gained more attention recently. Casseli et
al. [6] define abusive language as “hurtful language that a speaker uses to insult or offend
another individual or a group of individuals based on their personal qualities, appearance,
social status, opinions, statements, or actions. This might include hate speech, derogatory
language, profanity, toxic comments, racist and sexist statements.” From the definition
itself, it is evident that abusive speech is a complex social and linguistic phenomenon [42].
Computational processing of such language requires the usage of finely-tuned, task-specific
language tools and resources, especially for morphologically rich and low-resource languages
such as Serbian. The main contribution of this work is the creation of the AbCoSER, the first
abusive speech corpus in Serbian, that will, together with abusive speech lexicon, enable the
development of automatic abusive speech detection systems for the Serbian language. In the
course of this work, we leveraged existing annotation schemes and abusive term definitions
as much as possible with the aim of creating a general data set convenient for the detection
of a broad range of abusive topics. We already used this resource for the detection of abusive
triggers and the augmentation of the abusive language lexicon.
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Related work

In the past two decades, several methods and models for the detection of hate speech, abusive
speech, toxic comments, and aggression on the Internet have been presented. From the
natural language processing (NLP) perspective, the detection of hate speech can be viewed
as a problem of classification: for a given statement, the system needs to determine whether
it contains hate speech or not [36]. To achieve this goal systems usually apply text mining
techniques. The majority of current hate speech, offensive, and abusive language detection
systems in social media are based on lexicons or blacklists ([7, 10, 28, 34]). Their importance
lies in the fact that a vast number of swear words and offences can be detected by using only
lexicons. Razvan et al. [35], created an offensive word lexicon and then collected Twitter
messages that contain at least one word from it. They concluded that the presence of a
word in a tweet just indicates the possibility of offensive speech, and manual annotation is
necessary to guarantee accurate tweets classification. The same lexicon was used in [48] to
extract toxic conversations among adolescents on Twitter. While Pedersen [32] reported high
accuracy of hate speech detection when using only a lexicon, the accuracy and F1 score were
still lower compared to the state of the art [52] and the number of false positives was high,
indicating that lexicons are not a sufficient resource for hate speech detection.
High-quality corpora of hate speech, offensive speech, and abusive language are very
important as a first step in building an automated system for the detection of these phenomena ([51, 52, 1, 6]). Warner and Hirschberg [44] presented their research on hate speech
toward minority groups in online text, with the main focus on anti-semitic language. Three
annotators manually annotated a corpus of 1000 paragraphs taken from offensive websites
and Yahoo user comments, with Fleiss kappa inter-annotator agreement at 0.63. Waseem
and Hovy [45] created the renowned corpora of hate speech, consisting of 16,000 tweets
grouped into 3 categories: racist (racism), sexist (sexism), neither. The corpus was built
using bootstrapping, an iterative keyword search method. They created a decision-making
list for the annotators, which helped them achieve an agreement score κ = 0.84 among the
annotators. One of the most cited papers in this field was written by Nobata et al. [25]. They
worked on several data sets consisting of comments from Yahoo Finance and Yahoo News
pages. They performed an annotation experiment giving the same data set to trained users
and untrained raters on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform and showed that
better inter-annotator agreement was achieved by trained internal annotators. For binary
categorization (“Clean” vs. “Abusive”), trained raters achieved an agreement rate 0.922
and Fleiss’s Kappa 0.843 while Turkers agreement rate was 0.867 and Fleiss’s Kappa 0.401.
The agreement rate decreased when annotating abusive speech subcategories to 0.603 and
0.405 respectively. Davidson et al. [13] created a corpus of around 25,000 tweets with the
idea of separating hate speech from other offensive speech. They used three categories to
annotate the corpus: hate speech, just offensive speech, and neither using crowd-sourcing.
The inter-annotator agreement score was 92%.
In the last few years, various data sets with multi-layered annotation appeared, which
enabled both coarse and fine-grained classification. While Wiegand et al. [47] in the second
layer classifies the type of insult (vulgar speech, insult, attack), Zampieri et al. [50] and
Fisher et al. [15] emphasize the type and the target of offensive speech. The OLID data
set and the scheme proposed by Zampieri et al. [50], used also at the SemEval2019 and
SemEval 2020 competitions, gained popularity among researchers leading to the production
of Turkish and Danish data sets that use this scheme ([11, 40]), as well as two new datasets,
AbusEval and SWAD, which improve or use this data set to annotate a new one ([6, 27]).
The multi-level universal annotation scheme, which includes the target of hatred or a type of
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abusive speech, has many advantages. First of all, the classification can be done in several
steps. Traditional machine learning can also be used at every step, which in the case of
a smaller number of class examples gives better results than deep learning [31]. Another
advantage is a simpler structure of the annotation decision tree, which can contribute to a
better annotator agreement (the difference between the levels is clearer). The main advantage
is that the same scheme can be used for general-purpose hate speech corpora, which includes
several types of hate speech, and for specific corpora, which usually cover only one type of
hate speech (racial hatred, misogyny, hatred of migrants, etc.).
The first system that dealt with hate speech detection in the Serbian language was
described in [18]. The aim of this system was to detect newspaper articles that report on
attacks and improper behaviour that are the result of national, racial, or religious hatred and
intolerance. The system relied on electronic dictionaries of Serbian and local grammars that
covered various patterns of hate speech and ways they were covered in newspaper articles.
It should be noted that the focus of this research was different from hate speech detection
today, as today’s systems mostly deal with heath-speech directly (as found in user-generated
content) and not with reports about it.

1.3

Paper outline

We describe in this paper the process of building the first data set of abusive language in
Serbian. As the data source, we used tweets from the Twitter social network. Tweets from
user timelines of 111 Twitter accounts were gathered and annotated by ten independent
annotators working in pairs so that each tweet was annotated by two independent annotators
while one supervising annotator resolved inconsistent annotations. Related work is given in
Section 1.2, with a short overview of different approaches for developing an abusive speech
data set. Our work in acquiring and annotating the data set, including a description of the
annotation manual, is presented in Section 2. In Section 2.1, we describe the process of
building the data-set of abusive language in Serbian. Further details about manual data
annotation of corpus data are given in Section 2.2 while the extraction of abusive triggers
is explained in Section 2.3. The Section 3 presents results of our research: Twitter data
analysis (Subsection 3.1), the outcome of the annotation (Subsection 3.2) and the structure
of the lexicon of abusive words (Subsection 3.3). We summarize the results of our research
and indicate further research In discussion and conclusion Section 4.

2
2.1

Data Acquisition and Annotation
Data collection

When deciding which approach should we take when building the corpus of abusive language,
several future implications were considered: 1) To the best of our knowledge, AbCoSER
(Abusive Corpus for serbian) is the first corpus tackling abusive language phenomenon in
the Serbian language; 2) This corpus is to be used to enrich our lexicon of hate speech as
described in [42]; 3) Classifiers trained on corpora containing general abusive speech, can be
used to classify a domain hate speech corpus, while domain-specific classifiers perform poorly
on the general data set and corpora from other hate speech domains ([46, 29]); therefore,
instead of investigating domain-specific abusive speech, the phenomenon should be considered
in a broader sense. Here we investigate abusive speech that covers vulgar speech, hate speech,
and derogatory speech.
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It is estimated that 2 to 3% of user-generated content contains abusive language. This
means that the number of offensive messages is much smaller than non-offensive ones [38],
which would impose practical problems on data annotators as well as automatic detection
systems. To overcome this problem, researchers resort to searching by keywords or hashtags ([45, 50, 39, 36]), collecting comments directed to standard targets of abusive speech,
or collecting comments from users who are notorious for using offensive language in their
writing [47]. However, these approaches introduce bias into the data. While the keyword
approach seems to be biased towards explicit expressions of abuse words used in the search [5],
with the user timeline collection approach one must be careful when training the classifier so
that it does not learn the writing style of a user instead of learning to detect the abusive
messages [47]. In this work, the combined methodology is used with an iterative approach
aiming at gathering as much abusive messages as possible. Twitter was used as a source for
our data collection since it contains a much higher proportion of offensive language than
other social networks [47]. Although a random sample of tweets would probably represent the
unbiased set of data, we opted to sample tweets from the timeline of numerous Twitter user
accounts. When sampling tweets from Twitter, we also imposed certain formal restrictions
on the tweets to be extracted similar to those listed in [47]. They are as follows: 1) Each
tweet had to be written in Serbian, 2) No tweet was allowed to contain any URLs, 3) No
tweet was allowed to be a retweet.
At first, we started with the list of 80 user accounts gathered via crowd-sourcing. To
this list, we added various users accounts whose tweets were reported as hate speech on
the h8index,1 an online platform for reporting hate speech, verbal violence, bullying, and
discrimination on the Web. Initially, we gathered 450,000 tweets from the timeline of 120
user accounts via Twitter API2 that were further cleaned by removing tweets that were
retweeted from other users timeline and tweets containing URLs, leaving 150,000 tweets in
the list. Although each tweet has a language column, in the majority of cases language of
Serbian tweets was marked as und – unidentified – since Twitter cannot reliably recognize
the Serbian language. For example, out of 150,000 tweets, only 8,000 were marked as tweets
in Serbian, while 120,000 were marked as und. Therefore, we could not use this feature to
filter tweets written in Serbian and have to rely on manual annotation.
In order to check how representative our data set is we sampled 200 tweets from it. Still,
the ratio of tweets with abusive speech was just 12%. Therefore, the users’ list was manually
checked for the type of users and users were removed that are less likely to generate abusive
speech such as:
1. Public users, like telecommunication and similar companies as well as newspapers and
news portals were removed from the list of users since one cannot expect that this type
of users will generate abusive speech, as proved in [11].
2. Fan pages and official pages of public persons, including politicians and sportsmen, or
political parties were removed from the list for the same reason.
3. Users that tweet in a foreign language.
4. Users that do not generate abusive speech were detected by inspecting their timeline.
Thereafter, an initial list of a few seed words was identified, and Twitter was searched
for occurrences of those words. We did not just add those tweets to our data set, we rather
identified users that created those tweets and added them to the user list. The reason for

1
2

https://h8index.org/
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api
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such an approach was to retain the variety of offensive terms occurring in the collected
tweets ([47, 6]). Finally, their followers and those who reply to abusive tweets were added to
the list as well. At the end of this step, we extracted the timeline of 111 users, and we come
up with 320,440 tweets. The next step was to remove duplicates, empty tweets, retweets,
tweets with URLs, and tweets that contained just mentions. The list was reduced to 194,348
tweets. From this corpus, we randomly sampled 6,500 tweets. In the next step, we identified
tweets written potentially in English by filtering out tweets whose language was marked with
“en” (112 tweets). This set was manually checked and 64 English tweets were removed. The
remaining 48 tweets were wrongly marked as written in English, while actually written in
Serbian. The resulting data set had 6,436 tweets and this set was used for annotation.
Tweeter data differs significantly from other types of texts, e.g. books or newspaper
articles, meaning that there are specific issues that have to be considered when processing
such data. Some of them are:
1. Spelling, grammar and typing errors and regional variations are more frequent;
2. Frequent use of out of vocabulary words or intentionally misspelled words (e.g. fejv, lajna,
QURAZ);
3. Excessive use of abbreviations, e.g. nznm (eng. I don’t know), mupm (eng. go fuck your
mum), np (eng. no problem), jbt (eng. fuck you), jbg (eng. fuck it) etc.;
4. Equal use of Cyrillic and Latin script, omission of diacritics, and different Unicode
characters;
5. Use of foreign language words and emoticons (e.g. :’-),:-P, :@));
6. Twitter-specific text: mentions, retweets and URLs as well as hashtags (e.g. #TLZP,
#Utisak, #u6reci).

2.2

General Corpus annotation for classification of tweets

The reliability of the corpus annotation is key to the successful training of an automatic hate
speech detection system [36]. Since a set of data annotated by only one person can be biased
because it reflects his (or her) personal opinion [3], we decided each tweet be annotated by
two independent annotators. Ten annotators participated in the annotation and therefore
the data set was split into five parts and each part was annotated by an annotator pair. All
annotators were native Serbian speakers.
To obtain a successful annotation scheme, it is important to satisfy the following criteria ([15, 11]): 1) The annotation scheme enables coarse and fine-grained classification; 2)
The annotation scheme is accompanied by a detailed annotation guide; 3) The choice of
classes corresponds to the expected use of data. Since our primary goal was to investigate
abusive speech and its sub-categories, as well as to explore the possibility of distinguishing
them, we decided to define a hierarchical two-layer annotation scheme and categories, which
is similar to one developed by Nobata et al. [25] and in adherence to the annotation guidelines
resulted from the research of Fortuna et al. [16]. The annotation was performed considering
the content of a whole tweet, as was the case for the majority of data sets ([47, 23, 50, 49, 36]).
At the first level annotators marked a tweet as abusive (TRUE) or non-abusive (FALSE). At
the second level annotators determined the category of abusive speech in tweets marked as
abusive:
1. Profanity (PROF), the tweet contains simplicity and vulgarity (e.g. “lakše se kenja i preti
iz anonimnosti...”/“it’s easier to talk shit and threaten out of anonymity ...”);
2. Hate speech (HS), if a tweet contains an attack, disparagement, or promotion of hatred
towards a group of people or members of that group on the basis of race, ethnicity,
nationality, gender, religion, political orientation, sexual orientation (e.g. “@USER Što se
mene tiče ne trebate nam. Iz Crne Gore dolaze mafijaški klanovi. Nismo mi vama poslali
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Figure 1 The annotation interface with examples.

mafijaše. Da nije Srba u Crnoj Gori ta država bi mi bila draga koliko i Hrvatska.” /
“@USER As far as I’m concerned we don’t need you. Mafia clans come from Montenegro.
We didn’t send you mobsters. If there were no Serbs in Montenegro, that country would
be as dear to me as Croatia.”);
3. Derogatory speech (DS), a tweet is used to attack or humiliate an individual or group
in a general sense, not in a way hate speech does (e.g. “@USER To je jedna budala, ne
veruj mu ništa.”/“@USER He’s a fool, don’t believe him.”)
4. Other (OTH), abusive speech that does not belong to the above-mentioned categories e.g.
ironic or sarcastic tweets.
An abusive tweet belongs to at least one of the categories from the second annotation level.
An example of a tweet that belongs to both PROF and DR category is “@USER NAME je
govno, bilo gde da radi, čak i u mediju vlasti, ostaće bezlično govno” (eng. “NAME is shit,
wherever he/she works, even in the government media, he/she will remain an impersonal
shit”).
All annotators were provided with training and annotation guidelines containing examples
similar to ([33, 25]). For each of the category, annotators obtained its definition, some
examples and an indicative list of trigger words characteristic to it, as described in [42].
Besides annotation guidelines, annotators received the decision list for abusive speech
identification similar to the one used in [45], but upgraded and adopted for the general
abusive speech. Since Twitter does not identify Serbian as a language successfully, and thus
the language column of a tweet could not be relied upon, the annotators were given one more
task – to check the language of a tweet and whether it could be interpreted. They needed to
mark tweets with meaningless content, tweets written in a foreign language or multilingual
tweets. After annotating the initial set of 200 tweets, an additional workshop with annotators
was conducted to comment on the first annotation results and discuss discovered problems.
Annotation was done online using Google sheets,as presented in Figure 1.
As annotation guidelines in the form of the decision tree are proven to be good a
practice ([45, 6, 23]), we prepared the guidelines for annotators in the same format (shown
in Figure 2). One can see from the decision tree that a tweet marked as abusive has to
be tested for each subcategory, since, as mentioned earlier, one tweet can belong to one or
more subcategories. Annotators had a tab in their annotation interface with examples of all
possible annotation combinations.
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Figure 2 Annotation guidelines in the form of the decision tree.

Figure 3 Abusive span annotation entries for one tweet example.

2.3

Annotation of abusive token spans for lexicon building

Several systems for the detection of abusive language as well as data sets were developed
for English ([50, 13, 49, 45]), German [46], Slovene [23], Danish [40] and Turkish [11] that
classify whole documents or comments/tweets as abusive without identifying which token
spans were abusive. It would be very useful to have those abusive triggers highlighted so
that human moderators can react timely to the abusive content. Following the Toxic Spans
Detection task on Semeval 2021, and in line with our goal to enrich our lexicon of abusive
speech with new entries and the usage examples [42], the additional manual annotation
was conducted on 1,564 tweets that at least one of the annotators marked as abusive. This
set of tweets was divided and shared among the already trained annotators with a task to
detect triggers in each of the tweets. The annotators were given oral and written instructions
together with examples of abusive speech categories and respective triggers as discussed
in [42]. Figure 3 presents an abusive tweet in which two triggers were identified, classified into
different categories of abusiveness and assigned abusiveness score. The purpose of identifying
abusive triggers is to use them to enrich the lexicon of abusive words whose structure is
presented in Section 3.3.
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Figure 4 The distribution of tweets length.

Figure 5 Tree clouds of abusive language corpus: the non-abusive subset (left) and abusive subset
(right).

3
3.1

A Corpus and Lexicon for Abusive Speech
Analysis of the twitter corpus

The distribution of our corpus tweets length after removal of mentions is shown in Figure 4:
the median value is 54 characters and the mean value is 78.56. As explained in Subsection 2.1,
the corpus of tweets needs further pre-processing. First, all Cyrillic characters were replaced
with corresponding Latin script characters3 , then punctuation, special and non-printable
Unicode characters were also removed, and hash sign # deleted from hashtags. In the end,
Tweet tokenizer from Python nltk4 tokenizes the tweets removing at the same time mentions
and an excessive number of repeated characters in tokens.
After data pre-processing, the data visualization technique is applied to cleaned tweets
corpus to gain insights into data content. The tree cloud model [17] was employed for data
visualization of non-abusive and abusive subsets of data (Figure 5). Besides depicting more
frequent words in a larger font, words are also arranged on a tree in a way that reflects their

3
4

cyrtransli Python library is available at https://pypi.org/project/cyrtranslit/.
https://www.nltk.org Python Natural Language Toolkit
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Table 1 The inter-annotator agreement per categories of abusive speech.
Category/Subcategory
of hate speech
Offensive/Non-offensive
Profanities
Hate speech
Derogatory speech

The inter-annotator agreement,
accuracy
κ = 0.513, accuracy = 0.860
κ = 0.612, accuracy = 0.956
κ = 0.263, accuracy = 0.949
κ = 0.370, accuracy = 0.895

semantic proximity in the text. We are interested in the most common words, as well as
hashtags, in the data sets for both labels (abusive and non-abusive). We can notice that the
most frequently used words in the non-abusive dataset are rather neutral words such as hvala
(eng. thank you), ljudi (eng. people), godina (eng. year), problem (eng. problem), pitanje (eng.
question), etc. Word korona appears among the top 15 words, which is due to the current
Covid-19 pandemic. We assumed that our data set might be biased considering the period
of data capturing and that proved to be true. In the non-abusive set, many high-frequency
words referring to Serbian authority and state politics occur. No abusive word was identified
among the top 50 words of this subset.
On the other hand, when we looked at the top 50 words in the abusive speech subset, we
noticed that it contained a number of derogatory and vulgar words such as different forms of
jebati (to fuck), peder (gay) kurac (dick), budala (fool), govna (shit), etc. High on the list
of the most frequent words are also Srbija (Serbia), sns (the acronym of Srpska Napredna
Stranka, Serbian ruling political party), and Vučić (the president of Serbia). Among the top
15 words on the list is also žena (woman).
We also made a hypothesis that hashtags can be indicators of abusive tweets. Therefore
we looked at hashtags used in non-abusive and abusive tweets to check whether there is
some pattern of their usage. Two lists of hashtags were created from the raw tweet data
and compared with the frequency of hashtag appearance. The distributions of hashtags of
non-abusive and abusive tweets were analysed, but we could not confirm our hypothesis
because the number of tweets with hashtags was rather low – only 110 non-abusive and 24
abusive tweets contained hashtags.

3.2

Statistics and availability of the corpus

As a measure of inter-annotator agreement, we used Cohen’s Kappa coefficient. The results for
each of the categories are presented in Table 1. Cohen’s Kappa score for the binary annotation
Offensive/Non-offensive speech equals 0.513. When further analyzing the results, we noted
that the best agreement was achieved with the annotation of profanities (kappa = 0.612),
while the worst results were for the hate speech (kappa = 0.263). Since this level of agreement
was not satisfactory, one of the authors of this paper acted as the 3rd supervising annotator,
whose task was to resolve annotations on which the first round annotators disagreed. In
total, 2,185 differences were identified and harmonized at both annotation levels and the
decision was made for all of them.
The resulting data set has in total 1,416 tweets labelled as abusive, out of a total of
6,436 tweets in the data set. 472 tweets are marked as PROF, 273 as HS, 843 as DS, and
169 as OTH. 637 tweets are assigned to more than one abusive category. We are currently
working on expanding the data set with additional tweets after which it will be made publicly
available.
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The lexicon of abusive speech

The lexicon of abusive speech, consisting of words that could be used as triggers for the
recognition of abusive language is being built, with the idea that the Serbian system for the
recognition and normalization of abusive expressions will also take into consideration phrases
and figurative speech as indicators.
In addition to the improved version of Hurtlex [2], resources that can be useful for the
creation of a lexicon of offensive words are lists of swear words, curses, abusive expressions,
existing general dictionaries, slang dictionaries, surveys and contributions through crowdsourcing, translation of dictionaries and lexicons from other languages, lexicons of sentiment
words and expressions, rhetorical figures, etc. To expand the dictionary, synsets from the
Serbian WordNet and the dictionary of synonyms will be used for linking with Twitter
examples.
Regarding the categorization of terms in the lexicon, the Hatebase scheme5 was used as a
guideline because it is already a kind of a standard in this area, and then supplemented with
additional categories according to hate targets as presented in [41], namely Category can be
Race, Behavior, Physical, Sexual orientation, Class, Gender, Ethnicity, Disability, Religion,
Other. A certain term in the lexicon can be assigned several categories, in case it appears
in the context of several types of hate speech. The Severity attribute has values within a
range 1–5 that represent the degree of insult that can be assigned or automatically calculated
from the annotated data set presented in Section 2.3. The value OffensLevel is assigned as a
measure of a chance that the word is used in the offensive meaning and it is calculated based
on the number of different meanings in the comprehensive explanatory dictionary of Serbian,
and need to match neither corpus nor probability of use. An excerpt from the dictionary for
the word lopov (thief) is presented in Listing 1. It can be seen that this word can be used to
refer to immoral or criminal activities or as a derogatory word to insult someone.
Information integration beyond the level of dictionaries and across the language resource
community has become an important concern. The most promising technology for information
integration is the Linked (Open) Data (LOD) paradigm that is used for publishing lexical
resources by using URIs to unambiguously identify lexical entries, their components and
their relations in the web of data. Moreover, it is used to make lexical data sets accessible
via http(s), to publish them in accordance with W3C-standards such as RDF and SPARQL,
and to provide links between lexical data sets and other LOD resources [8].
The goal of our research is to make its results compatible with the Linked Data approach,
using its set of design principles for sharing machine-readable interlinked data on the Web.
This vision of globally accessible and linked data on the internet is based on RDF standards
for semantic web, using RDF serialisation for data representation. To that end, our approach
envisages export of trigger words as lexical data in RDF that is compliant with the The
OntoLex Lemon Lexicography Module 6 , lexicog [5], as an extension of Lexicon Model for
Ontologies (lemon)7 [24]. This is also in line with activities within NexusLinguarum COST
action8 , which promotes synergies across Europe between linguists, computer scientists,
terminologists, language professionals, and other stakeholders in industry and society in

5
6
7
8

https://hatebase.org/ The world’s largest structured repository of regionalized, multilingual hate
speech
https://www.w3.org/2019/09/lexicog/
https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/
https://nexuslinguarum.eu/
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Listing 1 An excerpt from the XML version of the dictionary.
<L e x i c a l E n t r y i d ="SR0001 " l n g =" s r " pos ="n " P r o b a b i l i t y ="0.8" >
<lemma>lopov </lemma>
<O f f e n s C a t e g o r i e s >
<O f f e n s C a t e g o r y S e v e r i t y ="4" O f f e n s L e v e l ="0.7" >
<Examples ty pe ="Immoral o r c r i m i n a l a c t i v i t i e s ">
<Example b e g i n I n d e x ="0" endIndex ="6" form=" l op o vu ">
lo p ov u j e mesto u z a t v o r u </Example>
<Example b e g i n I n d e x ="19" endIndex ="25" form=" l o p o v i ">
s v i p o l i t i č a r i su l o p o v i </Example>
</Examples>
</O f f e n s C a t e g o r y >
<O f f e n s C a t e g o r y S e v e r i t y ="3" O f f e n s L e v e l ="0.4" >
<Examples ty pe =" D e r o g a t o r y words and i n s u l t s ">
<Example b e g i n I n d e x ="12" endIndex ="17" form=" l o p o v "
type ="MWU">ru ž an kao lopov </Example>
</Examples>
</O f f e n s C a t e g o r y >
</ O f f e n s C a t e g o r i e s >
</L e x i c a l E n t r y >
Listing 2 An excerpt from RDF version of dictionary.
: lopov a ontolex : lopov ;
d c t : l a n g u a g e <h t t p : / / i d . l o c . gov / v o c a b u l a r y / i s o 6 3 9 −1/ s r > ;
l e x i n f o : p a r t O f S p e e c h l e x i n f o : noun ;
o n t o l e x : l e x i c a l F o r m : lopov −form ;
o n t o l e x : s e n s e : lopov −s e n s e .
: lopov−form a o n t o l e x : Form ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " l o p o v " @sr .
: lopov−s e n s e s k o s : d e f i n i t i o n " o n a j k o j i krade , k r a d l j i v a c ,
l u p e ž ; otima č , p l j a č ka š ; p r e v a r a n t , l u p e ž " @sr ;
o n t o l e x : r e f e r e n c e <h t t p s : / /www. w i k i d a t a . o r g / w i k i / Q3562775 >.

order to investigate and extend the area of linguistic data science. As an illustration, the
RDF model in Turtle syntax9 is presented in Listing 2, using the same word lopov (thief) as
an example.
In addition, the usage of the novel module for frequency, attestation and corpus information
for Ontolex Lemon (FrAC) [9] is developed. Our intention is to select trigger words that
can be found in the corpus AbCoSER and to link usage samples to actual tweets. Lexical
variants of trigger words were also included, which is especially important in this case because
Twitter users tend to use many irregular forms. Since Serbian is a highly inflective and
morphologically rich language that uses a lot of different word suffixes to express different
grammatical, syntactic, or semantic features, we also established the relation with the Serbian
electronic dictionaries and the management platform Leximirka (Figure 6) [22], which
enables the recognition of all inflected forms of trigger words.
For the ranking and selection of illustrative tweets (or its parts) as a kind of dictionary
usage examples, we have used a weighted score derived from lexical, word-based and other
features (e.g., sentence length, number of all no space chars, digits, weird chars, commas, full

9

https://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
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Figure 6 The Leximirka application for lexical database management and use.

stops, punctuation, number of all tokens, average token length, max token length). We use
this score to rank examples, but system allows a different number of examples for a different
purpose. For example, for dict2wec [43] a larger number of examples will be provided.
The relative frequency (normalized per million) was assigned to lexical entries both for the
abusive language (derived from the abusive tweet corpus) and for neutral language (derived
from the corpus of non-abusive tweets), which enables calculation of the so-called keyness
score, which should represent the extent of the frequency difference. These frequencies
can also be compared with the corpus of standard Serbian (as reference). Since frequency
information is a crucial component in human language technology, the FrAC module facilitates
sharing and utilising this valued information [9], as presented in Listing 3.

4

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we presented AbCoSER 1.0, the first corpus of abusive language in Serbian
which consists of tweets. We explained the process of data acquisition, annotation, and
corpus construction. All tweets were annotated by two independent annotators, but as
explained in Section 3.2, the inter-annotator agreement was moderate. Possible causes might
be: 1) Lack of the generally accepted definitions of abusive speech ([14, 38]), it is often
necessary to consider tweets on a case-by-case basis, 2) Individual bias of annotators due
to cultural differences, personal sensibility and/or knowledge of the phenomenon, 3) Vague
or incomplete annotation instructions, 4) Overlapping of abusive speech sub-categories. In
general, our results are in alignment with the findings of other researchers who reported low
inter-annotator agreement scores ([21, 33, 23]) As Ross et al. [36] noted, hate speech is a very
vague concept that requires better definitions and guidelines. One of the characteristics of
our annotation scheme is that tweets containing swear words corresponding to the category
of Profanity in our data set can also be used in non-abusive informal speech. Moreover,
they are often used to emphasize a positive phenomenon as in the example Tajson je i sa
54g jebena mašina... (Tyson is at 54 still a fucking machine...) and not just in the context
of insults. The instruction to mark even those tweets as abusive might cause cognitive
dissonance with annotators since they would in a regular case mark it as non-abusive ([27, 6]).
This annotation approach was chosen to facilitate automatic detection of abusive speech
by a system based on machine learning techniques. There are also cases when negation
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Listing 3 An excerpt from RDF version with frequency and attestations.
# subproperty d e f i n i t i o n f o r frequency in t w i t t e r corpus
: a t v i t k o F r e q u e n c y r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f f r a c : CorpusFrequency .
: atvitkoFrequency r d f s : subClassOf [
a owl : R e s t r i c t i o n ;
owl : on Pr operty f r a c : c o r p u s ;
owl : hasValue <h t t p s : / / app . s k e t c h e n g i n e . eu/#
dashboard ? corpname=u s e r%2Franka%2Fatwitco >] .
# frequency assessment ( in t w i t t e r corpus )
: lopov f r a c : frequency [
a : atvitkoFrequency ;
r d f : v a l u e " 1 7 " ^ ^ xsd : i n t ] .
# u s a g e examples a s a t t e s t a t i o n s
: lopov f r a c : a t t e s t a t i o n attestation_1324567 ;
attestation_1324567 a frac : Attestation ;
c i t o : hasCitedEntity
<h t t p s : / / app . s k e t c h e n g i n e . eu/#
dashboard ? corpname=u s e r%2Franka%2Fatwitco> ;
r d f s : comment " Immoral o r c r i m i n a l a c t i v i t i e s " ;
f r a c : l o c u s : locus_2415677 ;
f r a c : q u o t a t i o n " s v i p o l i t i č a r i su l o p o v i . " .
: locus_2415677 a : Occurrence ;
n i f : b e g i n I n d e x 19 ;
n i f : endIndex 2 5 .

and emoticons change the meaning, usage of irony and sarcasm that is hard to detect in
written language, as well as the necessity to possess knowledge about the world and current
circumstances to understand and annotate the message.
In the next phase, we plan to extend the AbCoSER corpus with new tweets and with
texts from other sources e.g. online news comments. Meanwhile, we started developing
models for the automatic classification of abusive tweets and the first results are comparable
with the results on similar data sets for other languages ([25, 44, 47]). The focus of our
current research is the usage of a hybrid approach that combines machine learning and lexical
resources. Finally, a user-friendly interface that will enable the use of these resources on
the Web is under development. As for the development of the lexical resources, we plan
to prepare an ontology for the classification of abusive data, including tweets, to tackle
ambiguity in hate speech detection [20]. The development of the lexicon of abusive words
and the ontology using VocBench10 will continue. We also plan to enrich the lexicon with
triggers identified during the annotation of abusive token spans as described in Section 2.3
and use it to upgrade the AbCoSER corpus.
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1

Introduction

Large-scale knowledge graphs, such as DBpedia [22] and Wikidata [41], are recognized
as a valuable ingredient for intelligent applications [16]. In such applications, they can
provide background information on the entities processed, which often leads to performance
improvements in downstream processing steps [37].
In the past, different works have been proposed on building recommender systems based
on knowledge graphs, most prominently, DBpedia. The first of those approaches has probably
been dbrec, dating back to 2010 [32]. Since then, a number of approaches have been proposed,
challenges around the topic have been conducted [7], and recent approaches have been utilizing
the omnipresent knowledge graph embeddings for computing recommendations [29, 39].
The vast majority of those works always utilizes a fixed knowledge graph (DBpedia in
most cases) and then optimizes the recommendation algorithm to provide the best empirical
results on a test dataset. This means that by fixing the knowledge graph upfront, the influence
of the chosen graph, its coverage, data quality, and possible biases, are not examined.
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In this paper, we postulate that the choice of a particular knowledge graph has an
influence on the behavior of the overall system, and may lead to a certain bias. To analyze
this bias, we train a recommendation system with a fixed setup and parameter settings based
on the embedding method RDF2vec [38], using different versions of DBpedia, which have
been extracted from Wikipedia language editions.
Assuming that the coverage, quality, and level of detail of recommended items (in our test
scenario: movies) varies from language edition to language edition, we expect a certain bias
to shine up when using different knowledge graphs. This is confirmed by our experiments,
however, the bias is not as obvious as we expected. While the straight forward assumption is
that, e.g., a recommender system based on the German DBpedia edition would develop a
stronger bias towards recommending German films, the effects are more subtle than that,
exposing different significant biases with respect to production country and genre.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related works. In
Section 3, we lay out our experiment set up, followed by an analysis of findings in Section 4.
We conclude with a summary and an outlook on future work.

2

Related Work

The two most well-known families of recommender systems are collaborative filtering and
content-based recommender systems. While the former analyze the behavior of users and
recommends items that are consumed by users with a similar behavior as the one at hand,
the latter exploit similarities between the items per se. For that category of approaches,
a model of the recommended items is required, which can be unstructured (e.g., a textual
description) or structured (e.g., a set of attributes). [35]
For structured representations, public knowledge graphs like DBpedia or Wikidata have
been recognized as a valuable source of information, since they already contain a large
amount of information on various items in a structured form [16]. Most classic approaches
use DBpedia and/or knowledge graphs tailored to the domain at hand, and base their decision
on a similarity function based on a set of hand-picked attributes (e.g., genre and artist for
music; genre, director, and actor for movies).
The first generation of recommender systems based on Knowledge Graphs, such as
dbrec, were based on hand-picking attributes and relations. Later approaches also exploited
automatic approaches for selecting attributes, either by adapting measures such as TF-IDF
to graph data [8], or by using machine learning methods such as Random Forests, which can
be used on larger feature sets and automatically identify the relevant ones [36].
The most recent generation of such recommender system utilizes knowledge graph embeddings [11]. Such embedding methods project resources in a knowledge graph into a
lower-dimensional, numerical vector space. Since many of those projection methods lead to
vector spaces in which similar resources are close to each other, distance in the embedding
space can be exploited for recommendation, as depicted in figure 1. Such approaches, among
others, have been analyzed for RDF2vec [39], metapath2vec [52], TransE [6, 19, 20, 44, 49],
TransR [25, 40, 44, 48, 53], TransH [4, 44], TransD [14, 44], ComplEx [19], LINE [48],
Laplacian Eigenmaps and node2vec [29, 31], and embedding methods specifically tailored
to the recommendation task, like RippleNet [43], CFKG [54], Hierarchical Collaborative
Embedding [56], MKR [46], and UPM [57]. More recently, graph neural networks have also
gained a bit of traction [45, 47].
While we are aware that this set of examples for the usage of knowledge graphs for
content-based recommender systems is far from complete, a common trend can be observed
in almost all publications about such systems: they always fix the knowledge graph to be
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Figure 1 2-dimensional PCA projection of embedding vectors for a set of movies in DBpedia [39].

used upfront, and different variants are typically studied for the algorithms used to compute
similarities, but not for the graph as such. In the rare cases where results obtained with
multiple knowledge graphs are examined (e.g., [39], which contrasts results based on DBpedia
and Wikidata), they are only compared based on the scoring function (e.g., F1 score), but
other influences on the behavior of the recommender system are not analyzed. Hence, the
influence of the choice for a particular knowledge graph is still underexplored.
In this paper, we conduct a study to shed some light on that aspect. To that end, we use
different versions of DBpedia. DBpedia is extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes by the use
of mappings to a central ontology. There are versions of DBpedia for different Wikipedia
languages, called DBpedia language editions [22].
It is known that language editions of Wikipedia differ in coverage and level of detail.
Their size ranges from a few hundred to a few million articles.1 These differences have
been analyzed with respect to various aspects, e.g., topical coverage [1, 9, 15, 28], article
quality [24] and neutrality [3, 26, 51, 55], bias related to geography [2] or gender [42], and
user behavior [12, 23].
The difference in the quality of infobox data in different Wikipedia language editions
has also been studied [50]. This is particularly interesting for our scenario, since the
DBpedia knowledge graph draws its information from those infoboxes. Hence, in the light of
those studies, we expect significant differences in knowledge graphs extracted from different
Wikipedia languages, and we want to explore in how far they lead to difference in downstream
applications such as recommender systems.

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
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Table 1 Statistic of common movies in different language version with the movies mapped to the
English DBpedia.

# Movies
Intersection
with MovieLens
1M
mapped to
DBpedia-en

3

it
24k
2,610

pl
13k
2.106

es
12k
2,019

pt
12k
2,092

fr
16k
2,658

de
19k
2,426

ru
15k
2,255

nl
10k
1,793

ja
10k
1,888

Experimental Setup

In our experiments, we use the MovieLens 1M dataset [13], which contains a 1M 1-5 star
ratings by 6,040 users for 3,952 movies. Moreover, we use DBpedia version 2016-10.2
In earlier works, links from MovieLens 1M to DBpedia have been provided [30]. Since
DBpedia has been evolving since the original linking was performed, we removed all links
that refer either to entities which do not exist anymore (i.e., the URI has changed in later
releases of DBpedia) or to entities derived from disambiguation pages. Our resulting dataset
consists of 3,123 movies linked to the English DBpedia.

3.1

Datasets

To investigate the influence of the usage of different versions of DBpedia on a recommender
system, we utilize different language versions of DBpedia. In a preliminary study, we looked
at the ten largest language editions of DBpedia3 , and analyzed the overlap with the 3,123
movies in our dataset linked to the English DBpedia. To that end, we utilze the links between
DBpedia versions, which are extracted from the inter-language links in Wikipedia. The
results are depicted in Table 1.
To ensure a reasonable coverage, we decided to use the five dataset which have the most
information about movies and the highest overlap with the English dataset. Hence, we
decided to base our analysis on English, Italian, French, German, and Russian. The subset
of the original 3,123 movies which have a corresponding entity in all five datasets comprises
1,948 movies.
We apply two additional filtering steps, as suggested by [5], [30], and [38]. To avoid a
popularity bias, the top-rated 1% of all movies are removed. In the second step, users with
less than 50 ratings are removed, and so are movies without any ratings. After this step, we
obtain a dataset with 1,918 movies, 675,960 ratings, and 3,642 users. This set is used as the
basis for all our experiments.

3.2

Recommender Algorithm

As discussed above, in our experiments, we aim at keeping the recommender algorithm fixed,
while varying the underlying knowledge graph. We intentionally use a simple algorithm for
the recommendations, as our goal is not to maximize the performance of the recommendation
as such, but to examine the influence of the underlying knowledge graph.

2
3

https://wiki.dbpedia.org/develop/datasets/dbpedia-version-2016-10
https://wiki.dbpedia.org/services-resources/datasets/dataset-statistics
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Following the setup in [38], we use RDF2vec to compute vector space embeddings of the
different DBpedia graphs. RDF2vec extracts random walks from a knowledge graph, which
are represented as “sentences” of entities and predicates in the knowledge graph. On that set
of sentences, the word2vec algorithm [27] is run, which then computes an embedding vector
for each entity (and predicate).
We computed RDF2vec embeddings for the five DBpedia language editions identified
above, using the best performing parameter setting identified in [38], i.e., extracting 500
walks per entity with a depth of 4, a dimensionality of 200 for the word2vec model, using the
Skip-Gram variant.4
The similarity of two movies is then computed as the cosine similarity of the corresponding
vectors in that vector space. To that end, we compute a score yuj for an unrated movie j
and user u is calculated with the following formula:
P
cos(i, j) ∗ rui
Pu
yuj = i∈I
(1)
i∈Iu cos(i, j)
Here, Iu are the previous observations from user u and rui denotes the rating of item i of
the user u in the training set. Then, the N movies with the highest scores are returned for
each user. For this procedure, we used the item similarity recommender of the GraphLab
Create python framework5 .

3.3

Metrics

To evaluate the quality of recommendations, we use the standard measures of recall, precision,
and F1 score. Here, recall measures the fraction of items that a user ultimately rated
positively which were recommended to him or her, and precision measures the fraction of
recommended items which were ultimately rated positively. F1 is the harmonic mean between
the two.
Besides the quality of recommendations, we are interested in differences among recommendations created based on different knowledge graphs. To that end, we look at different
categorical features, like language or genre. For a categorical feature C (such as language),
we can compute the probability of recommendations with a certain feature value c (such as
German), i.e.,
p(c) =

|Rc |
|R|

(2)

where |Rc | is the total number of items that were recommended by a certain approach which
have the categorical feature c, and |R| is the total number of recommendations computed.
These probabilities can then be compared for recommender systems based on different
knowledge graphs.
In order to distinguish random variations from effects actually induced by the use of
different knowledge graphs, we additionally conduct a chi-squared test:
χ2KG =

4
5

X
c∈C

(|Rc | − (ce ∗ |R|))2
(ce ∗ |R|)

(3)

All code and data is available online at https://github.com/voitijaner/Movie-RSs-Master-ThesisSubmission-Voit
https://turi.com/products/create/docs/generated/graphlab.recommender.item_similarity_
recommender.ItemSimilarityRecommender.html
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Table 2 Performance of the recommender systems per KG.
KG
de
fr
en
it
ru

Precision
0.057
0.054
0.053
0.048
0.042

Recall
0,0404
0.038
0.038
0.036
0.028

F1 score
0.047
0.044
0.044
0.042
0.034

where ce is the expected value of recommendations with a categorical feature value c. We
sum up the χ2KG values for all KGs, and compare them against the χ2 distribution with
(|KGs| − 1) · (|C| − 1) degrees of freedom, and an α value of 0.05 to test for significance. All
the results presented below are not a random result according to that definition.

4

Findings and Observations

In total, we compare five recommender systems, based on the five different knowledge graphs.
We analyze both the overall performance, as well as biases w.r.t. production countries and
genres.

4.1

Overall Performance

In a first analysis, we look at the overall performance difference between the recommenders
based on the five knowledge graphs. We can see that the one based on the German DBpedia
works best, which is most likely due to a higher linkage degree for movies.
Most strikingly, the English DBpedia – which is used as the basis for the majority of
works which claim to use “DBpedia” as a source of background knowledge – performs worse
than its German and French counterpart. This shows that this choice, which is often done
by simple heuristics such as popularity and availability, might not be an optimal one.

4.2

Bias for Production Countries

The first analysis for bias we perform is whether certain recommenders have stronger
tendencies to recommend movies with a particular production country. The underlying
hypothesis is that recommenders based on a knowledge graph derived from a Wikipedia in a
particular language will have a tendency to also recommend more movies from a production
country where that language is spoken (e.g., the recommender based on German DBpedia
could have a stronger tendency to recommend German or Austrian movies).
Table 3 shows the top 10 production countries in the dataset. It can be observed that
the dataset is heavily skewed towards movies from the USA and, to the lesser extent, UK,
whereas other production countries only play a minor role.
Table 4 shows the fraction of movies from the top 10 production countries recommended
by the systems based on the different knowledge graphs. We can see that the massive skew
of the dataset towards US movies is also reflected in the results: except for the US movies,
the majority of recommendations is below the expected value ce .
Furthermore, it can be observed that, although significant differences in the behavior exist,
there is no clear pattern of the form that follows the above mentioned hypothesis. Except
for movies from the US and Australia, the peak of recommendations is always observed
for a KG which is not in the respective language. For example, the fraction of German
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Table 3 Top 10 production countries in the dataset.
Country
USA
UK
France
Germany
Italy
Canada
Australia
Japan
Spain
Mexico

# of movies
1,679
267
127
69
62
46
30
26
16
15

# of ratings
622,946
92,470
27,362
21,170
10,887
12,367
13,330
5,718
3,813
6,790

Table 4 Fraction of recommendations for different production countries by knowledge graph. ce
denotes the expected fraction based on the prevalence in the dataset.
Country/KG
USA
UK
France
Germany
Italy
Canada
Australia
Japan
Spain
Mexico

de
0.728
0.136
0.028
0.012
0.016
0.020
0.017
0.006
0.006
0.004

fr
0.750
0.143
0.030
0.018
0.009
0.009
0.010
0.005
0.004
0.001

it
0.762
0.098
0.036
0.012
0.013
0.021
0.013
0.012
0.006
0.005

ru
0.761
0.091
0.037
0.030
0.009
0.005
0.008
0.004
0.002
0.006

en
0.782
0.108
0.026
0.034
0.009
0.006
0.020
0.006
0.005
0.002

ce
0.744
0.110
0.033
0.025
0.013
0.015
0.016
0.007
0.005
0.008

movies recommended by the system based on the English DBpedia is almost three times as
high as the one based on the German DBpedia. Also, for other languages, the patterns are
different: the highest fraction of French movies is recommended by the system based on the
Russian KG, the highest fraction of Italian movies is recommended by the system based on
the German KG, and so on.

4.3

Bias for Genres

In a second analysis, we inspect another possible bias induced by the different KGs, i.e., the
bias to recommend movies from particular genres. Table 5 shows the top 10 genres in the
dataset.
Table 6 shows the recommendations based on the different knowledge graphs for the
top 10 genres. Here, we can again observe some interesting deviations. The recommender
based on the Russian DBpedia has a tendency towards action, science fiction, and adventure
movies, while the one based on the Italian DBpedia tends to recommend more movies from
the comedy, thriller, and romance genres. Those findings partially correlate with studies
on the popularity of particular genres in different countries. In [10], the authors discuss
that, e.g., action movies are more popular in Russia than in English-speaking or European
countries, and that comedy movies are more popular in Italy. Hence, it is likely that a
local Wikipedia community in those countries will put more emphasis on editing movies in
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Table 5 Top 10 genres in the dataset.
Genre
Drama
Comedy
Action
Thriller
Romance
Horror
Science Fiction
Adventure
Children’s
Crime

# of movies
721
562
351
320
244
225
183
172
130
115

# of ratings
174,635
184,700
133,342
74,457
44,784
22,700
52,648
36,827
10,316
7,621

Table 6 Fraction of recommendations for different genres by knowledge graph. ce denotes the
expected fraction based on the prevalence in the dataset.
Genre/KG
Drama
Comedy
Action
Thriller
Romance
Horror
Science Fiction
Adventure
Children’s
Crime

de
0.198
0.191
0.089
0.072
0.073
0.043
0.055
0.053
0.041
0.029

fr
0.170
0.192
0.010
0.086
0.055
0.050
0.045
0.045
0.053
0.039

it
0.187
0.207
0.074
0.097
0.081
0.044
0.044
0.053
0.052
0.025

ru
0.172
0.198
0.129
0.088
0.080
0.043
0.056
0.070
0.026
0.044

en
0.190
0.166
0.112
0.084
0.052
0.053
0.053
0.049
0.046
0.045

ce
0.162
0.168
0.123
0.095
0.071
0.043
0.073
0.063
0.031
0.038

the respective genre in Wikipedia, which then leads those movies being more and better
represented in the corresponding language-specific DBpedia, and ultimately a stronger bias
of the recommender system based on that knowledge graph towards that genre.

4.4

Specific Performance Differences

The observation that recommenders based on different knowledge graphs expose biases
towards particular genres also leads us to looking at the problem from a different angle. In
particular, we want to analyze if recommenders based on different knowledge graphs work
better or worse for single genres. To that end, we created partitions of our dataset by movie
genre, and ran the recommender systems on those partitions. Overall, runs for ten different
genres were performed.
The results are depicted in Table 7. We can observe that there are rather strong differences
between the genre-specific recommender performance. The French DBpedia, which has also
been identified as the best source of background knowledge above, yields superior results for
half of the genres. On the other hand, also the Russian DBpedia, which shows the worst
overall performance, outperforms all other recommender systems on the crime genre.
The differences on the individual genres are sometimes marginal, but for some genres
(e.g., horror, children’s), the best performing system can achieve results which are twice or
even thrice as high as those which perform worst. This shows that there is no one-size-fits-all
solution, and that the exploration of different knowledge graphs for a particular task and
domain is at least as beneficial as the exploration of algorithmic alternatives.
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Table 7 Performance (F1) of recommenders for different genres by knowledge graph.
Genre/KG
Drama
Comedy
Action
Thriller
Romance
Horror
Science Fiction
Adventure
Children’s
Crime

5

de
0.040
0.078
0.091
0.083
0.038
0.073
0.101
0.090
0.209
0.097

fr
0.045
0.067
0.114
0.085
0.046
0.072
0.124
0.115
0.146
0.098

it
0.034
0.055
0.089
0.061
0.036
0.066
0.106
0.093
0.176
0.084

ru
0.030
0.053
0.080
0.064
0.043
0.040
0.080
0.097
0.064
0.121

en
0.040
0.068
0.105
0.080
0.056
0.082
0.095
0.082
0.200
0.099

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have conducted a comparative study of recommender systems based on
different knowledge graphs, particularly: versions of DBpedia, based on Wikipedia in different
languages. The experiment design has been chosen in a way that a basic recommendation
strategy was chosen and fixed, and five different underlying knowledge graphs were used.
The results show that there are considerable differences in preferences of the recommenders.
Particularly, we analyzed production countries and genres, but our method is generally
applicable to other categorical variables as well (e.g., gender of producer or director, low,
medium and high budget, etc.).
The second major observation is that despite overall trends, not all knowledge graphs
are equally well suited for particular recommendation tasks. When building a recommender
system for movies from a particular genre, the globally best performing knowledge graph
might not be the one which performs best locally on a given task. Here, we argue that the
choice of a knowledge graph – which is usually fixed upfront in most related works – should
be treated equally, if not even more important as fine tuning algorithms.
The problem of fixing a knowledge graph upfront is not limited to recommender systems.
Knowledge graphs have been suggested to be used in other fields as well, such as explainable
AI [21], data interpretation [33], or social media analysis [34]. Like for recommender systems,
biases induced by the choice of a particular knowledge graph have not been researched to a
large extent here.
In the future, we see a few interesting directions to pursue. One of those is the extension
of the analysis both to other domains, such as music or book recommendations, as well as
the inclusion of further categorical variables, such as biases towards male or female authors,
or black or white musicians.
The inclusion of further knowledge graphs in studies like these is also an interesting
area. With the advent of more cross-domain knowledge graphs, such as Wikidata [41],
CaLiGraph [17], and DBkWik [18] we assume that each of those comes with its very own
coverage biases, and a setup like the one discussed in this paper would be a way of systemically
investigating the possible impact of such biases on downstream applications. Furthermore,
it is an open question whether combining information from different knowledge graphs is a
suitable way of reducing the individual biases.
Finally, while we argue that the selection of a particular knowledge graph is at least as
important as the selection and fine-tuning of a recommender algorithm, interaction effects
between the two decisions must not be neglected. We assume that, while there is no one-size-
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fits-all solution either on the knowledge graph nor on the algorithm side, the sweet spot for
an optimal solution might not just be the straight forward combination of the knowledge
graph and algorithm which perform best in isolation.
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1

Introduction

Conversational agents and smart assistants are an interesting opportunity for many application
areas [32]. Fostered by the latest advances in artificial intelligence and natural language
processing [12], these software allow interaction with computer systems through conversation
or chat interfaces [6]. From an interaction point of view, they enable intuitive interaction to
access different services. Conversational agents are also cost-effective and may, in may cases,
replace human labour [13] in providing access to services from simple access to information to
more complex services including infotainment, customer support [34], and recommendation
systems. Smart assistants may also positively impact user health by interfacing with healthrelated services [4, 1].
In the context of food and nutrition, conversational agents may interface with systems
that help its users acquiring healthier eating habits, inform and support their decisions [8]
which may help preventing several chronic diseases [9]. One of the challenges in developing
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conversational agents for this domain is related to the complexity of the food taxonomy,
which is rich in synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms [16, 30]. For example, when users refer
to cheese, they are mentioning a large group of different types of cheese and any of them
could be considered. This work could be very useful for tasks where the system must match
different sources of information. In this case the goal was to match a query in the form of a
named entity with all the entries in a database.
In this work, we describe an approach that exploits semantic knowledge from the food
domain in a food matching algorithm. More specifically, we explore the enrichment of
pre-trained word embeddings with food-domain-specific knowledge, which can then be used
in a number of tasks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first set of word vectors
that truly incorporate semantic information from a knowledge graph focused in food-related
concepts.

2

Related Work

This section explores the work that has been done and is currently applied regarding word
representations and semantic knowledge.
There are several works that study word representations in high dimensional spaces, mainly
focusing on capturing context from large corpora. The underlying premise is that contextual
information constitutes a proper representation of linguistic items. Word representations
have gained increased attention in NLP tasks with the work of Mikolov et al. [17] (Word2Vec).
Other sets of pre-trained embeddings use slightly different techniques to capture and encode
the semantic and contextual information in texts. GloVe [19] is trained on global word-word
co-ocurrence statistics aggregated from a corpus. It uses a log-bilinear regression model
to create the word vectors, hence combining the features that come from global matrix
factorization and also from local context windows.
It is possible to find pre-trained lexicons created through the application of Word2Vec or
GloVe-like algorithms to huge corpora (such as the Google News Dataset). These lexicons
are generic enough to capture the meanings of the words. However, this can be seen as one
of their greatest disadvantages, which is the fact that they were not trained specifically for a
given domain, and thus may not represent well enough the semantics of that domain. More
recently, the development of Language Models that make use of transformer architectures [31],
such as BERT [7] or ELMo [20], shifted the state-of-the-art on word representations for NLP,
from the pre-trained and static embeddings to contextualized embeddings. These models use
self-attention layers that change the embeddings of each word according to its context. In
this case, the same word in different contexts will be represented by different vectors.
Besides word vector representations, there are other resources that can be used to portray
concepts and their relations. Examples include knowledge graphs or ontologies that encode
semantic relations in a graph which connects concepts that are linked in some way. There is a
wide range of knowledge graphs available and they can also be used by conversational agents
to retrieve information according to a given query [5, 3, 4]. It is known that commercially
available smart assistants such as Google Assistant and Siri use knowledge graphs to process
the information inputted by the user in order to retrieve the correct answers [15]. One of
the most well-known knowledge graphs is WordNet [18], a lexical database for the English
language, that also includes synonyms and definitions for words. It is widely used to
improve the performance on NLP tasks and applications. Another general-purpose knowledge
graph that is publicly available is the ConceptNet [28], created as part of the Open Mind
Common Sense project [11]. This knowledge graph has multilingual properties, where the
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same concept in two different languages share a common semantic space, which is informed
by all other languages. Knowledge graphs have the disadvantage of not being as easy to
use as word embeddings; however, it is possible to incorporate this information into word
embeddings [26, 35, 27], in order to improve the semantic relations between connected
concepts. Speer et al. [28] make use of a set of pre-trained word embeddings, ConceptNet
Numberbatch, that have been fine-tuned to encompass the relations present in ConceptNet,
benefiting from the fact that they include semi-structured common sense knowledge. It
was built on a combination of data from ConceptNet, Word2Vec vectors, GloVe vectors
and OpenSubtitles, through a technique called retrofitting, to inject the knowledge into the
vectors. Another interesting aspect of ConceptNet Numberbatch is that the multilingual
properties from ConceptNet are kept in the embeddings, making it a very interesting resource
for multilingual applications.
Retrofitting is a technique firstly introduced by Faruqui el al. [10] and, as previously
mentioned, aims at incorporating the data present in semantic lexicons such as WordNet or
ConceptNet into a previously defined word vector space, such as Word2Vec or GloVe. Hence,
this refines the vector space to account for relational information, meaning that words which
are lexically linked together should have similar vector representations. Retrofitting works
by applying a linear vector transformation to the vectors that closes the gap between related
words and increases the distance between lexically unrelated words. The transformation leads
to a loss function Ψ that should be minimized, represented in Equation 1, where q̂i is the
initial vector, qi the retrofitted vector and qj its neighbors in the ontology. The parameters α
and β are hyperparameters that control the relative strength of each parcel in the equation.


n
X
X
2
αi ∥qi − q̂i ∥2 +
Ψ=
βij ∥qi − qj ∥ 
(1)
i=1

(i,j)∈E

In order to minimize the loss represented in Equation 1, it must be differentiated, resulting
in Equation 2, which corresponds to the linear transformation applied to the vectors.
P
j:(i,j)∈E βij qj + αi q̂i
qi = P
(2)
j:(i,j)∈E βij + αi
By carefully analyzing the equation, one can conclude that it corresponds to the weighted
average of the initial vector embedding and the vectors representing the concepts that are
linked to it, controlled by parameters α and β, where the former attributes increased relevance
to the initial vector and the latter controls the importance of the linked concepts.
Regarding food specific embeddings, Food2Vec1 is a set of pre-trained embeddings that
were generated using a corpus of recipe instructions. The goal was to create a recipe
recommendation system that joined ingredients in order to create new recipes based on the
embeddings of those ingredients. Although the embeddings are specialized for food, they do
not capture the semantic relationships between hypernyms and hyponyms among ingredients.
Instead, these embeddings encoded the relations that several ingredients have when used
together. As an example, according to this methodology, parmesan is closer to pasta than to
cheddar, even though parmesan and cheddar are two types of cheese. This is due to the fact
that parmesan and pasta are used together many times in recipes, whereas it is rather rare
to mix parmesan and cheddar in the same recipe. This approach would not be appropriate

1

https://jaan.io/food2vec-augmented-cooking-machine-intelligence/
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for ingredient classification, although it is an interesting approach to new recipes. A similar
approach is followed by Tansey et al. [29], which encodes complete diets into a vector space
using a combination of Word2Vec embeddings and nutritional information. Moreover, the
work of Sauer et al. [24] tries to emulate different ingredient flavors in a vector space. Also,
the work of Popovski [21] tries to generate a set of embeddings for a food ontology; however,
the authors were not able to really grasp and capture the semantic relations between the
concepts, since they only used information from the knowledge graph itself. That being said,
there is a lack of NLP tools for food-related applications that are actually able to incorporate
and represent the semantic relations between the different concepts and items.

3

Methodology

This work is part of the implementation of a conversational agent into a nutritional recommender system [22, 23], part of the LiFANA project [2]: a smart meal planner that takes
into account personal information and preferences to create meal plans that are tailored to
the user’s nutritional needs. The recommendation engine relies on a recipe database that
was created by nutritionists based on the McCance and Widdowson’s The Composition
of Foods2 integrated dataset [25]. This database contains the nutritional composition of
different food and its corresponding classification using LanguaL [14]3 descriptors. LanguaL
is a multilingual thesaurus that allows describing food from different facts. Each food is
described by a set of descriptors from different facets pertaining to different perspectives
to classify food, including for instance its classification, source and presentation method. A
numeric coding is used which allows translating each concept in different languages [14]. The
recipes used by the system were built on top of this information by mixing ingredients and
quantities. Every ingredient present in the database has at least one LanguaL descriptor as
a classifier. In this work only facets A (food groups), B (origin) and C (part of animal or
plant where the ingredient comes from) are considered, since they are regarded as the ones
that effectively describe the ingredient when considering food preferences:
Facet A – The ingredients are classified according to a food group to which they belong.
Facet A gathers several international standards for food grouping. For the purpose of
this work, the classification from the European Food Groups will be considered, since it
was regarded as the one with the most granularity.
Facet B – Addresses the food source and has several hierarchical levels. For this work,
only the last and more specific level is considered. As examples, milk’s food source is cow
and raisin’s food source is grape. This facet is particularly important to aggregate foods
that correspond to their food source, such as fruits and vegetables or types of fish.
Facet C – Categorizes the part of the animal or plant from which the ingredient is
extracted. To illustrate, the descriptor for cheese under this classification is milk. This
facet presents the least connection to current language terms, although it can be important
to discern from similar ingredients semantically.
An example ingredient classification is illustrated below:
Chicken curry, chilled/frozen, reheated
LanguaL Descriptors:
A0715 25 Poultry and Poultry Products (EFG)
B1457 Chicken
C0268 Skeletal Meat Part, Without Bone, Without Skin
2
3

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/composition-of-foods-integrated-datasetcofid
https://www.langual.org/Default.asp
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Figure 1 Class distribution histograms for the three facets.

Table 1 Number of class labels per facet and median number of ingredients per label.
Facet

Number of labels

Median of ingredients per label

A
B
C

32
207
77

14.5
2
4

The database of the nutritional recommender system contains 4970 ingredients, from
which 902 are labelled according to all three considered facets. Ingredients distribution
according to the three facets is depicted in Figure 1. This figure evinces an imbalance in
class distribution. Facet A is the one with a less unbalanced number of ingredients, while
Facet B presents a large number of labels with less than 10 ingredients, similar to what
happens in Facet C. Facets B and C have a few major classes that engulf a lot of ingredients.
Furthermore, the total number of labels per facet and the median of the number of ingredients
for the labels of each facet is shown in Table 1.
In order to create proper embeddings, two paths could be taken: provide annotated data
to the model, such as tuples of a query entity and its database matches; or learn unsupervised
embeddings from the relationships between the entities. Still and all, given the available
data, which is scarce and not well structured, none of the aforementioned paths is an ideal
option for good performance. As a matter of fact, some of the groups of labels have only one
ingredient. This will not generalize well for new data, requiring an alternative method. As
mentioned in Section 1, retrofitting was used to create a set of pre-trained embeddings.
People often use hypernyms to express their preferences towards broad groups of ingredients, instead of referring to individual ones. The combination of synsets and lexicon
databases, such as WordNet or ConceptNet [28], with the information provided by LanguaL
facets on each ingredient creates an interesting set of features to classify ingredients. Following the work of Wu et al. [33], the approach designed for this task is based on using or
creating embeddings for ingredient classification. The logic behind this method is that any
entity can be embedded by a neural embedding model by learning feature representations for
relationships among collections of those entities. The vector space is the same for all entities,
which enables the model to rank entities, documents, or objects according to the similarity
measure to a given query entity.
Bearing this in mind, each group of LanguaL facets can be regarded as a set of labels
to classify each ingredient. The hypothesis we seek to explore in this work is that a correct
classification of the ingredient in each of these three groups may enhance the retrieval of
possible candidates from the ingredient database.
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4

Pre-trained Embeddings

On a first stage, general pre-trained embeddings, such as Word2Vec and GloVe, were used to
map every ingredient and LanguaL facets into a common vector space and hence, enabling
us to classify each ingredient in the database as one of the LanguaL facets, for each one of
the groups. This means that each ingredient was classified under three different groups of
labels, one for each facet group.
Each one of the ingredient embedding, as well as each facet name embedding, was created
by averaging the embeddings of each word that compose them, excluding stop-words. For
that, several steps of pre-processing are required:
1. Tokenization – In order to obtain each individual token, spaCy tokenizer was used
2. Stop-words removal – Each extracted token is compared with a dictionary of stop-words
so that they are removed to prevent retrofitting with them
3. Word normalization – Words are normalized in order to remove plural inflections which
is particularly common in this dataset
4. Dictionary matching – The last step concerns matching the tokens with the words in the
embeddings lexicon to extract the embeddings. However, there are some words that are
not present in the lexicon or are not in the correct format. To solve this, the following
steps are performed:
a. Try to match bigrams with the lexicon; for hyphenated tokens, try matching their
transformation into bigrams or unigrams (either by concatenating both tokens or by
matching them individually).
b. Perform fuzzy matching using the FuzzyWuzzy Python library, which calculates the
Levenshtein distance to all possible words in the lexicon and retrieves the most probable
candidate that has a distance of 1, if there is any.
c. If not, create a zero-valued vector to emulate the embedding.
These steps were designed after exploring the database and finding some patterns in its
data. For example, regarding the group Fish and Seafood (one of the labels for LanguaL’s
Facet A group), the resulting embedding would be the average of the vectors for Fish and
Seafood. This process is similar for ingredients, that usually have more than one token per
name (see the examples in Section 6). Each ingredient and each class label is represented by
only one vector, regardless of the number of tokens that compose its name. Class prediction
is based on the Cosine Similarity between the embedding of a given ingredient and the
embedding of each LanguaL class label, for each one of the three facets considered, following
the work of Wu et al. [33]. The most similar class, for each facet, is the prediction made by
the model. At the end of the classification process, each ingredient has 3 labels: one for each
facet. Classification accuracy was used to evaluate the results obtained.
Word2Vec or GloVe are generic embeddings trained on large text corpora, and do not
encode information extracted from knowledge graphs. We hypothesize that using embeddings
that do, such as ConceptNet Numberbatch [28], is a sensible approach to understand whether
the semantic information present in knowledge graphs can be leveraged to better enrich the
embeddings in this particular context of food terms.
Table 2 summarizes the results obtained for two sets of pre-trained embeddings: GloVe
(which incorporates no knowledge graph information) and ConceptNet Numberbatch (retrofitted with knowledge graph information).
As it is possible to note, the results obtained by using Numberbatch embeddings are
higher than the ones obtained using GloVe. This shows that retrofitting does incorporate
some semantic information into the embeddings, that leads to better semantic relationships
between the different ingredients’ embeddings.
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Embeddings Refinement with Retrofitting

Being LanguaL an ontology which incorporates lexical information about food in a knowledge
graph style, these established relations may be used to retrofit the pre-trained Numberbatch’s
embeddings so that they become more aware of food semantics. Thus, as a second step, the
Numberbatch embeddings were retrofitted with the information that is available in LanguaL.
There are three possible ways to perform retrofitting with the available data:
A. Retrofitting class embeddings with the vectors retrieved for each of the ingredients that
have that class as a descriptor in the database.
B. Retrofitting ingredient embeddings using the vectors of the classes that they have as
descriptors in the database.
C. Combining the two previous approaches and retrofit both the ingredients and the classes.
Each procedure presents advantages and disadvantages. Procedure A will not change
the embeddings associated with each ingredient. Instead, it encodes each LanguaL class
according to the ingredients that it contains. This may pose as an advantage for real world
applications when dealing with ingredients that are not part of the database. In these cases,
provided that there are similar ingredients in the database, the model would still be able
to classify the query. On the other hand, procedure B changes the vectors that represent
the ingredients in order to match the LanguaL class label embedding. It is expected that
this method will converge easily since each ingredient will only be retrofitted using, at the
most, 3 concepts, which does not happen in the former method. Finally, procedure C tries to
change both elements towards a converging representation. This will adapt both data types
to each other which may be harmful when handling new information. This simultaneous
change may cause the model to not generalise well for new ingredients as well as for new class
labels, in case they are added to the database. Also, convergence may not be achieved since
some of the concepts (ingredients and labels) are related in different ways. From iteration
to iteration, the embeddings are being changed according to different embeddings (since
both the ingredients and the class labels embeddings change). The selected approach should
consider the performance obtained, after retrofitting, for all three facet groups at the same
time, since there will only be one embedding representation per ingredient. Retrofitting each
facet group individually and sequentially may harm the scores of the previously retrofitted
facet groups. Even though one method may provide better results than another for an
individual facet, the joint performance in the three facets should be considered. The results
were obtained using k-fold cross validation with 6 randomly selected folds, (see Table 3).
The folds could not be stratified since there are three simultaneous classification problems
being addressed. Also, this means that some folds might not have data for every class in
each of the three facets. The retrofitting session lasted for 20 iterations, after each of which
the results were validated using the cosine similarity criterion, to consider updating the β
Table 2 Accuracy results for ingredient classification according to LanguaL facets, using different
pre-trained embeddings models.

Model
GloVe 400k vocabulary
ConceptNet Numberbatch

Accuracy per facet
A
B
C
0.277
0.417

0.324
0.401

0.087
0.089
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Table 3 Accuracy results for ingredient classification according to LanguaL facets, using three
different retrofitting procedures.

Facet A

Accuracy
Facet B

Facet C

0.412 ± 0.044
0.648 ± 0.029
0.412 ± 0.044
0.504 ± 0.054

0.447 ± 0.027
0.505 ± 0.050
0.447 ± 0.027
0.417 ± 0.050

0.108 ± 0.023
0.402 ± 0.046
0.108 ± 0.023
0.242 ± 0.035

Procedure
Baseline results (no retrofitting)
Approach A
Approach B
Approach C

parameter (see Equation 2). If the results increased overall (throughout the 3 facets), β is
maintained for the next iteration; otherwise, its value is increased by a factor of 20%. The
initial β value is set to 1, the same as α; however, the latter is fixed for the whole session.
At the starting point, both the vector to be retrofitted and the definitions have the same
weight, which allows not to lose intrinsic information about the words, since the concept to
be retrofitted should still retain some semantic meaning in order to prevent overfitting and
generalize better to new data.
The results were obtained by evaluating the accuracy using 6-fold cross validation, since
it was the maximum number that allowed to have all classes represented in each fold. By
looking at Table 3 it is clear that the procedure that produces the best overall results
is procedure A, where the classes were retrofitted incorporating information about the
ingredients. This proved the hypothesis that procedure A deals better with unseen data than
the other procedures, by not altering the values of the ingredient embeddings. During the
training of procedure B it was not possible to make the model converge as the global accuracy
was not stabilizing in a value, instead it was increasing and decreasing around the base value.
This makes sense when thinking about the testing process. The ingredient embeddings of
the training set are being altered according to the LanguaL information; however, the ones
in the validation set have not suffered this alteration. This means that the classification
score will be mostly the same in this case. Regarding procedure C, it is possible to see an
improvement in both facets A and C, although the accuracy in facet B decreases. Bearing in
mind these results and the perceived good handling of new data, procedure A was selected
as the method to create the new set of embeddings that will be used in ingredient retrieval.

6

Token TF-IDF Weighting

Despite the fact that there is a clear improvement in classification accuracy, due to the
naming format of the ingredients, the embeddings may be considering information that is not
relevant for classification. The following list illustrates some examples of ingredient names
present in the ingredients database:
Pineapple, canned in juice
Eggs, chicken, whole, raw
Onions, raw
Tuna, canned in brine, drained
Peppers, capsicum, green, boiled in salted water
In most cases, ingredient names include extra information that may not be relevant for
classification, such as the cooking method or the way of preservation. Moreover, the order
of the words in the ingredients´ names does not always follow the same logic because the
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ingredients derive from several sources. As a consequence, it was not possible to create rules
for name processing before retrofitting. An example of such a rule would be to remove every
word after the first comma; however, as is noticeable in the examples above, some important
characteristics regarding ingredients are present after the first or even second comma. This
pre-processing would have to be hand-made, which would be impractical. As a way to deal
with this problem, a weighting mechanism based on the Term Frequency - Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting was applied to the tokens during ingredient and class label
embedding creation. This way, words that are not important to distinguish classes will have
reduced importance in the embeddings for retrofitting. TF-IDF weights were calculated in
three different ways, depending on what was considered a document:
1. Concatenating ingredient names for a given class label
In order to illustrate this case, when retrofitting the class label Fish and Seafood a
document would comprise all ingredient names that belong to that class. This would
boost the Term-Frequency part since there are usually several ingredients with similar
names, varying only the cooking method, for example. Also, this would punish words
that appear in different concepts, such as the cooking or preservation methods that are
common to different types.
2. Considering each individual ingredient/class name
In this case, Term-Frequency will not benefit, although Inverse Document Frequency will
punish even more the tokens that appear in many ingredient or class names
3. Hybrid approach: the Term Frequency is calculated through procedure 1 while the Inverse
Document Frequency is calculated using procedure 2
With this hybrid approach the goal is to further punish words that appear in many classes
while boosting words that belong to only one class.
Embeddings were retrofitted once again using method A with each of the TD-IDF
approaches. We present and analyze the results obtained for the retrofitting procedure A,
which gave the best results for the ingredient classification task under the three facet groups,
as shown in Table 3, with an extra step of token weighting before constructing the ingredient
or class label embedding. The results are presented in Table 4. Once again, they were
taken using 6-fold cross validation. We can observe that TF-IDF weighting improves the
results. Every experimented method increased performance when comparing to retrofitting
without weighting. However, it is clear that TF-IDF 3, the hybrid method, presents the
best overall results, showing the largest improvements in all three groups of labels. The
differences between TF-IDF 2 and 3 have for all three facets have statistical significance.
However, between TF-IDF 1 and 3 there is no statistical significance. TF-IDF 1 presented
very similar results for facet B and facet C, although the error values are higher and the
accuracy for facet A is lower. TF-IDF 2 presented the worst results of the three. Even
though the differences between TF-IDF 1 and TF-IDF 3 have not statistical significance,
the hybrid weighting method was slightly better at dealing with this kind of data due to
selectively punishing the terms according to their frequency in different groups.
The evident improvement to using generic pre-trained embeddings shows that we were
successful in incorporating food semantic information available in LanguaL into word vectors.
The next section explores the algorithm designed to classify and retrieve ingredients based
on a query entity, which takes advantage of a set of pre-trained ConceptNet Numberbatch
embeddings retrofitted with LanguaL semantic information, through approach A and using
the hybrid TF-IDF weighting (TF-IDF 3).
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Table 4 Accuracy results for ingredient classification according to LanguaL facets, using approach
A for retrofitting with different methods of TF-IDF weighting.

TF-IDF approach
Baseline results (no TF-IDF weighting)
TF-IDF 1
TF-IDF 2
TF-IDF 3 (hybrid)

Facet A

Accuracy
Facet B

Facet C

0.6475 ± 0.029
0.690 ± 0.031
0.682 ± 0.041
0.692 ± 0.026

0.505 ± 0.050
0.595 ± 0.064
0.563 ± 0.061
0.595 ± 0.048

0.402 ± 0.046
0.451 ± 0.031
0.411 ± 0.047
0.451 ± 0.021

Algorithm 1 Matching and Extracting Algorithm.
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

7

Input: Sentence, th1, th2, th3, th4
Result: List of database ingredients that match the query entity
Ingred = getNamedEntity(Sentence)
IngredEmbedding = getEmbedding(Ingred)
[classA, classB, classC] = classifyIngred(IngredEmbedding)
EmbSimList, FuzMatchList = extractPossibleMatches([classA, classB, classC], th1,
th2)
T
CandidateList = EmbSimList
FuzMatchList
if length(CandidateList) > 1 then
probableGroupMatch = calculateGroupMatchEmb(IngredEmb, classA, classB,
classC, th3)
groupMatch = calculateGroupMatchLev(Ingred, probableGroupMatch, th4)
if length(groupMatch) > 0 then
Return extractFromDB(groupMatch)
else
Return CandidateList
else if length(CandidateList) == 1 then
Return CandidateList
else
Return []

Food Matching

The purpose of creating word embeddings that capture the semantic relations present in
the LanguaL ontology was to retrieve, from the recommender system’s ingredient database,
the relevant ingredients, given a query entity extracted from user input. A perfect retrieval
process would gather all ingredients that correspond to the Named Entity query based on
the classification of the words (ingredients) that compose it. The entity may point to a
group of ingredients, to a specific ingredient, or even to a group of ingredients that do not
match LanguaL labels exactly. Bearing this in mind, a matching and extraction algorithm
was developed. This algorithm leverages the food information that was incorporated in the
embeddings and is detailed as Algorithm 1.
The first step is the Named Entity Recognition (line 2), in order to identify the ingredient
that is present in the user’s query. This entity, which represents a name of an ingredient,
is then preprocessed, as described in Section 4, and encoded into an embedding (line 3).
The next step is the classification of the query according to the three facets (line 4). Using
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the predicted class labels, the algorithm extracts all ingredients that match at least 2 of
the 3 classes from the database, resulting in a first list of possible candidates. Moreover,
this list is then filtered using two criteria: embeddings cosine similarity and fuzzy matching
to create two lists of ingredients that are strong candidates (line 5). Both these filters
require predefined thresholds, th1 and th2, respectively. These previously mentioned lists are
intersected in order to remove options from the fuzzy match search since it produces a large
list with some unrelated ingredients. The result is the final list of candidates that will be the
input to a series of conditions that will define the final result (line 6).
In case the Candidates List has only one ingredient, this ingredient is regarded as the
match to the query and is returned by the system (lines 14 and 15). If the Candidates List
has no elements, an empty array is returned, which means that there are no matches in the
database for the ingredient query (lines 16 and 17). On the other hand, if the Candidates
List has several elements, there is a strong possibility that the query is referring to a group of
ingredients, rather than to a single ingredient. The query is then compared to the predicted
class labels in a sequential process that uses cosine similarity and Levenshtein distance,
requiring two threshold values: th3 and th4 respectively). The result of this last process
(lines 8 and 9) is a list of LanguaL labels that may match the query. If this list is not empty,
then the algorithm extracts all ingredients that are labeled accordingly (giving priority to
facet A, then B and lastly C) (line 11). Otherwise, the Candidates List is returned. This
means that the query matches a group of ingredients that is not a specific LanguaL group.
The thresholds referred in the algorithm were defined through observation, in order to
maximize accuracy. An increase in the value of the threshold would represent an increase in
precision with a consequent decrease in recall, since it causes a decrease in the number of
ingredients retrieved. It makes the model more certain about the ingredients its extracting
with the drawback of maybe missing some correct ones. This method was validated by user
testing, as explained in Section 7.1, since there is a lack of an annotated dataset that could
serve as validation.

7.1

User Validation

Due to the lack of a proper dataset, the matching algorithm was qualitatively evaluated
by volunteers. Each volunteer must suggest one ingredient that has not yet been selected
by others. Both the results obtained through the ingredient retrieval algorithm (based on
embeddings) and the ones obtained by using a fuzzy word matching algorithm are shown to
the volunteer, who has to answer three questions. This last search method is regarded as
baseline method and was the only implemented in the recommender system. It compares the
strings of the ingredients character by character.
1. Whether or not the ingredients retrieved by the embeddings-based algorithm are correct,
on a 4-valued scale, from “totally incorrect” to “totally correct”.
2. Whether or not there is any ingredient obtained from word matching search that should
also be in the embeddings results list, on a 4-valued scale, from “none” to “all”. It is
worth noticing that the word matching search results usually contain ingredients whose
name is similar to the one in the query, even though they do not match (e.g., cheesecake
is a result of searching for cheese).
3. What is the preferred option for ingredient retrieval.
This way it is possible to evaluate the developed algorithm from a user standpoint, using
some approximate recall and precision metrics. The test was performed by 22 volunteers (one
ingredient each). Figure 2a shows the answer distribution for the question that addressed the
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(a) Response frequency for food matching precision
assessment.

(b) Response frequency for food matching recall
assessment.

Figure 2 Qualitative results from the user ingredient retrieval evaluation.

correctness of the shown results by the embeddings-based search algorithm. These results can
be mapped to the precision of the system, which measures how many of the positive answers
are in fact true. Results show that the developed algorithm has a high level of precision.
The large majority of the query outputs are totally correct, meaning that the ingredients the
system shows are in fact related to the query term.
Recall is also another important metric that should be taken into account. Figure 2b
shows the answers regarding the comparison made between the word-based search and the
developed algorithm. The goal was to identify items that were correctly present in the
former and missing in the latter. This does not calculate the true recall of the model, which
would require a list of all correct items per query. Nonetheless, it is a useful comparison to
detect missing items. The results show that the large majority of the answers were positive,
meaning that the possible recall is also high. However, it is possible to affirm that the model
shows increased precision when compared to recall. According to the answers that judged the
preferred algorithm, the embeddings based algorithm explained in this paper was preferred
by 77.3% of the users. Even though the recall is lower than precision and the algorithm
does not always gather all ingredient samples from the dataset, users prefer to have access to
correct ingredients.

8

Conclusions

This work described the incorporation of semantic information from a food-related ontology
into word embeddings, hence creating a set of embeddings that really capture the relations
between food terms. Pre-trained embeddings were shown to poorly encode the different
linkages that exist between food terms, creating the necessity of more semantic-aware
embeddings. These relations are hard to capture with text data. Retrofitting has shown
to be a valuable technique that enabled the enrichment of general knowledge embeddings
in terms of food relations, largely increasing class similarity between the descriptor labels
from LanguaL and the ingredients names. Also, from the three methods that were tried for
retrofitting, regarding what embeddings to change (the class labels or the ingredients), the
one that provided the best results was to alter the embeddings from the labels, based on
the embeddings from the ingredients. This means that even if new ingredients are to be
classified, this method should still be able to classify it correctly, leading to better results
in the cross-validation testing. Moreover, TF-IDF weighting in the embedding creation
proved to improve the results by giving different importance to the tokens that compose each
ingredient and class name. This way, only words that are really specific and distinctive from
each name are used to perform the retrofitting of the embeddings. TF-IDF was calculated in
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three different ways, from which the one that gave the best results was a hybrid approach
where the TF and IDF parts were calculated using different concepts of “Document”. The
implementation of this weighting mechanism allowed for an uptick in the class prediction
accuracy. Further validation of this method and the resulting embeddings may be made to
properly fine tune the embeddings. A validation data set may be created to analyze the
methods and establish benchmark scores for several parameters such as measuring ingredient
similarity through embeddings and comparing it to real life similarity. Even though the
evaluation presented above showed very promising results, an exact and quantitative method
should also be applied in order to further validate and reinforce these conclusions.
This work resulted in a set of pre-trained embeddings that already incorporate food
knowledge and can be used for several applications besides database extraction and ingredient
classification. These embeddings may pose as a useful tool for nutrition recommender systems
or health companions in functionalities such as ingredient substitution or recipe creation by
leveraging the ingredient relations and similarities. Another example of a possible application
is the classification of recipes based on the ingredients that compose them, which then can be
used to generate meal suggestions fostered by the similarity between user preferred meals and
new ones. The applications that can be powered by these embeddings should also be properly
validated by the creation of benchmark tests and scores. Moreover, this work evinces that
the application of retrofitting as a way of enriching embeddings can be applied to virtually
any context that requires grasping semantic relations, as long as there is a knowledge graph
or similar structure that encodes these relations to support it.
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1

Introduction

The Princeton WordNet thesaurus (PWN) [9, 11] is one of the most important language
resources for linguistic studies and natural language processing. PWN is a large-scale lexical
knowledge base for English, organized as a semantic network of synsets. A synset is a set of
words with the same part-of-speech that can be interchanged in several contexts. Synsets
are interlinked by semantic relations, such as hyponymy (between specific and more general
concepts), meronymy (between parts and wholes), antonymy (between opposite concepts)
and other.
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Inspired by success of PWN, many projects have been initiated to develop wordnets
for other languages across the globe. Nowadays wordnet-like resources are developed for
nearly 80 languages, but Tatar language is not among them. In this paper, we fill the gap
and present the first release of TatWordNet (http://wordnet.tatar), a wordnet resource
for Tatar.

2

Related works

At present time, there are various wordnets for some Turkic languages.
Two Turkish wordnet projects have been developed for the Turkish language. The first
one [5, 2] has been created at Sabancı University as part of the BalkaNet project [19]. The
BalkaNet project was built on the basis of a combination of expand and merge approaches.
All wordnets contain many synonyms for Balkan common topics, as well as synsets typical
for each of the BalkaNet languages. The size of Turkish Wordnet is about 15,000 synsets.
Another Turkish wordnet is the KeNet [1, 7, 8]. This wordnet was built on the basis
of modern Turkish dictionaries. To build this resource, a bottom-up approach was used.
Based on dictionaries, words were selected and then manually grouped into synsets. The
relationships between words have been automatically extracted from dictionary definitions
and then the latter have been fixed between synsets. The size of this resource is about
113,000 synsets.
Unfortunately, lack of large Turkish-Tatar dictionaries (as well as English-Tatar ones)
makes it impossible to translate Turkish resources into the Tatar language. In this respect,
the Tatar language can be attributed to low-resource languages.
The Extended Open Multilingual Wordnet [3] resource is built from Open Multilingual
Wordnet by replenishing the WordNet data automatically extracted from the Wiktionary
and Unicode Common Locale Data Repository (CLDR). The resource contains wordnets
for 150 languages, including several Turkic: Azerbaijani, Kazakh, Kirghiz, Tatar, Turkmen,
Turkish, and Uzbek. The Tatar wordnet contains a total of 550 concepts, which covers 5% of
the PWN core concepts.
The BabelNet [18] resource contains a common network of concepts that have text inputs
in many languages. The BabelNet contains 90,821 Tatar text entries that refer to 63,989
concepts. However, due to the fact that this resource was built automatically, it has quality
issues. Thus, the development of a quality Tatar wordnet with an emphasis on the specific
features of the Tatar language based on the existing lexical resources is very relevant.

3

TatWordNet construction

There are two main approaches for construction of wordnets for new languages: expand and
merge [20]. The expand approach is to take the semantic network of PWN and translate
its synsets into the target language, adding additional synsets when needed. The merge
approach is to develop a semantic network in the target language from scratch and then link
it to PWN.
Since the merge approach is very labor-intensive and time consuming, the expand approach
seems more appropriate for under-resources languages such as Tatar. However, in development
of TatWordNet, the expand approach can’t be directly applied either, due to the lack of large
English-Tatar dictionaries, necessary for translation of PWN to Tatar. At the same time,
there are several relatively large and high-quality Russian-Tatar dictionaries, so Russian
thesauri can be used as the source resources instead of PWN.
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Figure 1 TatWordNet development.

With this consideration in mind we constructed TatWordNet on the base of three source
resources, developed by us: RuThes, RuWordNet and TatThes. In this section we describe
the resources, that were used to produce TatWordNet and then the construction process
itself (Fig. 1).

RuThes
RuThes [16, 15, 13] is a thesaurus and a linguistic ontology for Russian. It is organized as a
network of concepts, that are considered as language-independent “units of thought”.
The concepts are language-independent in the sense that their identities and distinctions
from each other don’t depend on the terms that express them. At the same time, the network
of concepts is linguistically motivated, i.e., it contains mostly those concepts, that are denoted
by actual language expressions.
A concept is characterized by a unique name, and optionally by a gloss. Every concept
is associated with lexical entries, by which this concept is referred to. The lexical entries
associated with the same concept are called ontological synonyms. Ontological synonyms
can comprise:
words belonging to different parts of speech;
language expressions relating to different linguistic styles and genres;
idioms and free multiword expressions.
For example, the list of the lexical entries for the concept Surgical operation includes:
the noun “операция” (“operation”);
the verbs “оперировать” (“to operate”, imperfective) and “прооперировать” (“to operate”, perfective);
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the adjectives “операционный” (“operative”) and “хирургический” (“surgical”);
the noun phrases “хирургическая операция” (“surgical operation”), “хирургическое
лечение” (“surgical treatment”) and “оперативное вмешательство” (“operative intervention”);
the verb phrase “оперировать пациента” (“to operate on a patient”);
and the idiom “лечь под нож” (“to go under the knife”).
Just like in WordNet, an ambiguous lexical entry is assigned to several concepts. For
example, the word “коса” is assigned to three different concepts: Tongue of land, Braid of
hair and Scythe.
RuThes defines four main relations between concepts:
1) The taxonomic relation, that is a union of the traditional ontological class-subclass
(isA) and instanceOf relations. For example, this relation holds between the Moscow and the
City concepts as well as between the City and Settlement concepts. The RuThes taxonomic
relation is analogous to the hyponym-hypernym relation of WordNet.
2) The part-whole relation. In RuThes, this relation is interpreted fairly broadly, and
applies to entities of many different types, including:
physical objects (Car engine – Car), regions (Europe – Eurasia), substances, sets (Battalion – Company);
processes (Public prosecution – Judicial trial);
an attribute and its bearer (Displacement – Ship);
a role or a participant of a situation and the situation (Teacher – Education);
entities and situations in the encompassing sphere of activity (Industrial plant – Industry,
Tennis racket – Tennis, Tennis player – Tennis).
At the same time the RuThes part-whole relation has a very important restriction: a
concept-part should be related to its whole during normal existence of its instances. For
example, the Tree concept is not described as part of the Forest concept, because trees can
grow in many places, not only in forests. This makes it possible to use the transitivity of the
part-whole relations with greater reliability.
The RuThes part-whole relation is similar to the WordNet meronym-holonym relation,
and being applied to spheres of activity concepts it also can be used to model the WordNet
domain relation.
3) The directed association relation, that expresses the relation of the external ontological
dependence between two concepts. The association relation is established between two
concepts C1 and C2 when C1 ontologically depends on C2 and C1 is not a part of C2 . For
example, this relation holds between the Auto racing and Car concepts.
4) The undirected symmetric association relation.
The RuThes relations have formal-ontological nature, allowing them to be subjected to the
following formal inference rules: (1) transitivity of the part-whole relations; (2) inheritance
of the part-whole relationships to subclasses; (3) inheritance of association relationships to
parts and subclasses.
RuThes has considerable similarities with WordNet: both resources are composed of
concepts/synsets, that are organized into a network by predefined set of conceptual relations,
and associated with semantically related lexical entries.
At the same time, there are several differences between RuThes and WordNet, the most
important of which is that a RuThes concept can be associated with lexical entries, belonging
to different part of speech. Due to these differences, RuThes is not fully compatible with
some WordNet-oriented NLP applications.
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In order to obtain a Russian resource fully compatible with WordNet standards, the
RuThes developers transformed RuThes to RuWordNet, a WordNet-like resource for Russian.

RuWordNet
RuWordNet (RWN) [14, 17] is a Russian wordnet, semi-automatically generated from the
RuThes thesaurus.
To create RuWordNet, the single conceptual network of RuThes was transformed to
synsets’ subnets for each part of speech, which were then enriched by additional wordnetspecific relations.
This transformation was carried out by the following steps:
1) At the beginning, every RuThes concept was divided into part-of-speech-related synsets,
in such a way that each synset contains all the lexical entries of the source concept which
belong to the corresponding part-of-speech (i.e. a noun synset contains all the noun lexical
entries of the source concept, a verb synset contains all the verbs, and the same for an
adjective synset).
Fig. 1 represents examples of dividing a RuThes concept into part-of-speech-related RWN
synsets. The Coronation concept has noun, verb and adjective lexical entries, and so it was
divided into three part-of-speech-related synsets:
the noun synset {”коронация” (“coronation”)};
the verb synset {”короновать” (“to crown”), “возвести на престол” (“to enthrone”)};
and the adjective synset {”коронационный” (“coronational”)}.
At the same time, the Induction concept has only noun and verb lexical entries, and so it
was divided into two synsets.
The synsets, obtained from the same source concept, were linked to each other with the
relation of part-of-speech synonymy.
2) Then, the hyponym-hypernym and the meronym-holonym relations between RuThes
concepts were reproduced for the corresponding RWN synsets of the same part-of-speech.
When two RuThes concepts, connected by the hyponym-hypernym relation, have corresponding RWN synsets of the same part-of-speech, the relation is established between these
synsets.
It is, however, very common that in a pair of hyponym and hypernym concepts, one of
the concepts does have a corresponding synset of a particular part-of-speech, but another
concept doesn’t. For example, the adjective synset {”коронационный” (“coronational”)} is
associated with the Coronation concept, but there is no adjective synset, associated with the
Coronation’s hypernym, the Induction concept.
In such cases, hyponym-hypernym relation is established between two RWN synsets of
the particular part-of-speech, if their source RuThes concepts are connected indirectly by the
hyponym-hypernym path (and the intermediate concept in the path don’t have themselves
corresponding synsets of the relevant part of speech). For example, the relation is established
between the aforementioned adjective synset {”коронационный” (“coronational”)} and the
adjective synset {”церемониальный” (“ceremonial”)}, because their source RuThes concepts,
Coronation and Ceremony respectively, are connected indirectly by a hyponym-hypernym
path via the intermediate Induction concept (see Fig. 2).
In accordance with the WordNet standards, the hyponym-hypernym relation was additionally subdivided to the proper hyponym-hypernym and the instance hyponym-hypernym
relations. In the current version of RuWordNet, the instance hyponym-hypernym relation
was established for geographical objects.
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RuThes concepts
hypernym

Ceremony concept

RWN noun synsets

RWN verb synsets

hypernym

hypernym

церемония (ceremony)

церемония (ceremony) [n],

RWN adj. synsets

hypernym

церемониальный
(ceremonial)

церемониальный (ceremonial) [a]

hypernym

Induction concept
возведение (induction) [n],

hypernym

возведение (induction),

возвести (to induct),

посвящение (initiation)

посвятить (to initiate)
hypernym

посвящение (initiation) [n],
возвести (to induct) [v],
посвятить (to initiate) [v]
hypernym

Coronation concept
коронация (coronation) [n],
короновать (to crown) [v],

hypernym

коронация (coronation)

hypernym

короновать (to crown),
возвести на престол
(to enthrone)

коронационный
(coronational)

возвести на престол
(to enthrone) [v],
коронационный (coronational) [a]

Figure 2 Transformation of the RuThes conceptual network into three RWN subnets of synsets
(fragment).

The meronym-holonym relation was reproduced for the RWN synsets in the same way as
the hyponym-hypernym one. After that, it was semi-automatically corrected according to
the WordNet standards.
3) Finally, the established relations were semi-automatically supplemented by several
wordnet-specific relations, including the antonymy relation, the relations of causation and
entailment, the domain relation, the relations of word derivation and the relations between
phrases and their components. This process is not relevant to the TatWordNet development,
and so we will not describe it in this review.
4) Additionally, RuWordNet was linked to Princeton WordNet via the Global WordNet
inter-lingual-index (ILI).

TatThes
TatThes [10] is a socio-political thesaurus for Tatar, developed on the basis of the conceptual
network of the RuThes thesaurus.
TatThes can be described as a kind of satellite resource for RuThes: it doesn’t define its
own conceptual network, but heavily reuses the conceptual network of RuThes, extending it
by new Tatar-specific concepts and supplementing the existing RuThes concepts by Tatar
lexical entries. (It should be noted, that the reused RuThes concepts are defined only once
in the RuThes itself, and TatThes only refers to them in accordance to the Linked Open
Data principles).
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Table 1 TatWordNet construction statistics.
Step
TatThes automatic conversion
RWN semi-automatic translation
RWN base concepts manual translation
Hypernyms manual translation

# of synsets
4,422
13,366
135
3,661

The development of TatThes was carried out by the following ways: 1) Supplementing
an existing RuThes concept with Tatar lexical entries. Due to the language-independent
nature of the RuThes conceptual network, it is mostly reused in Tatar thesaurus, even
though the RuThes concepts can be expressed in Russian and Tatar texts in very different
ways. For example, the Age of majority concept is expressed in Russian by the one noun
“совершеннолетие”, but in Tatar it is expressed by three verb phrases “буйга җитү”, “яше
җитү” and “балигъ булу”.
A reused RuThes concept is supplemented by the Tatar translation of the concept name
and by Tatar lexical entries.
The Russian and the Tatar lexical entries of the same concept can be described as
cross-lingual ontological synonyms.
2) Adding a new hyponym concept and its lexical entries. The RuThes conceptual network
can lack the concepts, specific to socio-cultural life of the Tatar society, such as Islam-related
notions, social hierarchy of Oriental societies, Tatar ethno-cultural phenomena, etc. Such the
concepts were added to TatThes as hyponyms of the existing RuThes concepts. For example,
the Muslim holiday concept was added as a narrower concept of the Holiday concept.
3) Adding a new intermediate concept and its lexical entries. Even though the RuThes
conceptual network is language-independent, it is nevertheless linguistically-motivated and
thus can lack the concepts, lexicalized in Tatar, but not lexicalized in Russian. Many of such
the concepts were added to TatThes on the intermediate level of the conceptual network,
i.e. as a hyponym of one concepts and as a hypernym of the another. For example, RuThes
contains Stepson and Stepdaughter concepts, but doesn’t contain the concept of Stepchild.
This concept was added to TatThes as a hyponym concept of the Relative and a hypernym
of the Stepson and Stepdaughter concepts.
TatThes has been published on the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud as part of RuThes
Cloud project [12].

TatWordNet
With the described resources in hands, we constructed TatWordNet by the following steps:
1) Semi-automatic conversion of TatThes concepts to TatWordNet synsets. This conversion
was performed in the same way as conversion of RuThes to RuWordNet. 2) Semi-automatic
translation of the RuWordNet concepts. At first, we automatically translated the lexical
entries by the Ganiev bilingual Russian-Tatar dictionary. Then we manually filtered out the
incorrect translations, adding correct variants where necessary. 3) Manual translation of the
Base RuWordNet concepts. 4) Manual translation of the hypernyms and holonyms of the
previously translated RuWordNet concepts.
The number of TatWordNet synsets, obtained on each step is represented at Table 1.
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4

TatWordNet description

TatWordNet is organized as networks of synsets, where each synset is linked to its lexical
entries via lexical senses. The resource is distributed under the Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike License.

Linked Open Data representation
TatWordNet has been published to the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud [6] and interlinked
with the Global WordNet Grid [21] via the Collaborative Interlingual Index [4].
The resource is represented in terms of Global WordNet ontology as well as OntoLex/Lemon, SKOS, LexInfo and PROV ontologies.
Listing 1 represents the City synset and one of its lexical entries, senses and synset
relations.
Listing 1 The City synset, its lexical entries, senses and relations.
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

skos : < http :// www . w3 . org /2004/02/ skos / core # >.
wn : < https :// globalwordnet . github . io / schemas / wn # >.
ontolex : < http :// www . w3 . org / ns / lemon / ontolex # >.
lexinfo : < http :// www . lexinfo . net / ontology /2.0/ lexinfo # >.
prov : < http :// www . w3 . org / ns / prov # >.

# Synset City
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /242 - N >
a ontolex : LexicalConcept , skos : Concept ;
wn : partOfSpeech wn : noun ;
skos : altLabel "шәһәр" @tt , "кала" @tt ;
ontolex : isEvokedBy
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / entry /шәһәр>,
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / entry /кала >;
ontolex : lexicalizedSense
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / sense /242 - N -шәһәр>,
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / sense /242 - N -кала >;
wn : domain_topic
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /1702 - N >;
wn : hypernym
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /123680 - N > ,
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /145516 - N >;
wn : hyponym
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /207 - N > ,
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /3208 - N > ,
<... >;
wn : mero_part
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /9171 - N > ,
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /4250 - N > ,
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /4773 - N >;
skos : inScheme
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / tatwordnet >;
prov : wasGeneratedBy
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / prov / ganiev - translation >.
# Synset relation
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / relation / hypernym - from -242 - N - to -123680 - N >
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a vartrans : L e xi c o Se m an t i cR el a ti o n ;
vartrans : category wn : hypernym ;
vartrans : source
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /242 - N >;
vartrans : target
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /123680 - N >.
# Lexical sense , linking the concept to its lexical entry
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / sense /242 - N -шәһәр>
a ontolex : LexicalSense ;
ontolex : reference
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /242 - N >;
ontolex : i sLe xi cal iz edS en seO f
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /242 - N >;
ontolex : isSenseOf
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / entry /шәһәр >.
# Lexical entry
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / entry /шәһәр>
a ontolex : LexicalEntry , ontolex : Word ;
rdfs : label "шәһәр" @tt ;
wn : partOfSpeech wn : noun ;
lexinfo : partOfSpeech lexinfo : noun ;
ontolex : canonicalForm
[
rdf : type ontolex : Form ;
ontolex : writtenRep "шәһәр" @tt ;
];
ontolex : evokes
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / synset /242 - N >;
ontolex : sense
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / sense /242 - N -шәһәр >;
prov : wasGeneratedBy
< http :// lod . wordnet . tatar / prov / ganiev - translation >.

This representation is quite straightforward and mainly reflects GWA recommendations.
The only three comments should be made: (1) In order to achieve computability with
standard SKOS applications, the lexical entries were additionally represented as SKOS labels.
(2) In accordance with OWL punning, the synset relationships were represented as RDF
object properties and at the same time as RDF individuals. (3) Each synset was provided by
the prov:wasGeneratedBy link to the method used to produce this synset (i.e. automatic
generation from a TatThes concept, manual translation of a RuWordNet synset, etc).

Publishing on the Web
TatWordNet has been published on the Web (http://wordnet.tatar/) and is available via:
dereferenceable URIs: http://lod.wordnet.tatar;
SPARQL endpoint: http://lod.wordnet.tatar/sparql;
RDF dump: http://wordnet.tatar/download/twn.ttl.zip.
Access to the resource via dereferenceable URIs is supported by mechanisms of content
negotiation. When a web browser requests a URI, it is redirected to a web page with an
HTML view of the entity, but the Semantic Web agent request is redirected to the page with
the RDF representation.
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Table 2 TatWordNet statistics.
Entity type
Synset
Lexical entry
Word
Multi-word expression
Lexical sense
Synset relation
hypernym / hyponym
instance hypernym / hyponym
part holonym / meronym
domain topic
Link to inter-lingual index

Count
18,538
36,540
13,469
23,071
49,525
68,558
24,740
221
1,336
15,964
3,661

Statistics
Statistics of RuThes Cloud is represented at Table 2.

SPARQL query example
Integration of TatWordNet to the LLOD cloud makes it possible to construct very complex
federated SPARQL queries. Example of such queries is the following: find the Russian
sentences, containing the words whose Tatar translations are hyponyms of the given Tatar
word “шәһәр” (“city”) (Listing 2). This query utilizes several types of links: (1) between
Russian corpora OpenCorpora and RuThes thesaurus, (2) cross-lingual links between RuThes
and TatWordNet, and (3) finally internal links between TatWordNet synsets.
Listing 2 SPARQL query example.
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX

wn : < http :// globalwordnet . github . io / schemas / wn # >
skos : < http :// www . w3 . org /2004/02/ skos / core # >
ontolex : < http :// www . w3 . org / ns / lemon / ontolex # >
nif : < http :// persistence . uni - leipzig . org / nlp2rdf / ontologies / nif - core # >
conll : < http :// ufal . mff . cuni . cz / conll2009 - st / task - description . html # >

SELECT ? twn_hyponym ? o p e n c o r p o r a _ w o r d _ t e x t ? o p e n c o r p o r a _ s e n t e n c e _ t e x t {
"шәһәр" @tt
^ ontolex : writtenRep /
^ ontolex : canonicalForm /
^ ontolex : isEvokedBy ? twn_synset .
? twn_synset ( wn : hyponym | wn : i n s ta n c e _h y po n ym )* ? twn_hyponym .
? twn_hyponym skos : closeMatch ? ruth es_conce pt .
SERVICE < http :// data . llod . ru / repositories / ruthes - cloud > {
? rut hes_concept
ontolex : le x i c ali z e d Se n s e /
ontolex : isSenseOf ? ruthes_entry .
SERVICE < http :// data . llod . ru / repositories / opencorpora > {
? ruthes_entry ^ conll : L E X I C AL _ E NT R Y_ U R I ? o p e nc o r p or a _w o r d .
? o p en c o r po r a _ wo r d nif : sentence ? o p e n c o r p o r a _ s e n t e n c e .
? o p en c o r po r a _ wo r d nif : anchorOf ? o p e n c o r p o r a _ w o r d _ t e x t .
? o p e n c o r p o r a _ s e n t e n c e nif : anchorOf ? o p e n c o r p o r a _ s e n t e n c e _ t e x t .
}
}
}

The query results contain 113 sentences, for example “Российскую столицу впервые
посетил известнейший художник-визионёр Алекс Грей” (“The famous painter Alex Grey
made his first visit to the Russian capital”).
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Conclusion

In this paper, we present the first release of TatWordNet (http://wordnet.tatar), a
Linguistic Linked Open Data-integrated wordnet resource for Tatar. TatWordNet was
constructed on the base of three source resources, developed by us: RuThes, RuWordNet
and TatThes. The currents version of TatWordNet contains 18,583 synsets, 36,540 lexical
entries and 49,525 senses. The resource has been published to the Linguistic Linked Open
Data cloud and interlinked with the Global WordNet Grid.
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Abstract

Pre-trained word embeddings constitute an essential building block for many NLP systems and
applications, notably when labeled data is scarce. However, since they compress word meanings into a
fixed-dimensional representation, their use usually lack interpretability beyond a measure of similarity
and linear analogies that do not always reflect real-world word relatedness, which can be important for
many NLP applications. In this paper, we propose a model which extracts topics from text documents
based on the common-sense knowledge available in ConceptNet [24] – a semantic concept graph that
explicitly encodes real-world relations between words – and without any human supervision. When
combining both ConceptNet’s knowledge graph and graph embeddings, our approach outperforms
other baselines in the zero-shot setting, while generating a human-understandable explanation for its
predictions through the knowledge graph. We study the importance of some modeling choices and
criteria for designing the model, and we demonstrate that it can be used to label data for a supervised
classifier to achieve an even better performance without relying on any humanly-annotated training
data. We publish the code of our approach at https://github.com/D2KLab/ZeSTE and we provide
a user friendly demo at https://zeste.tools.eurecom.fr/.
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1

Introduction

Word2Vec [14], GloVe [16], BERT [5] along with its many variants are among the most
cited works in NLP. They have demonstrated the possibility of creating generic, cross-task,
context-free and contextualized word representations from big volumes of unlabeled text,
which can be then used to improve the performance of numerous down-stream NLP tasks
by bringing free “real world knowledge” about words meanings and usage, learned mostly
through word co-occurrences statistics, thus cutting down the need for substantial amounts of
labeled data. However, being compacted representations of word meanings, these embeddings
do not offer much in terms of interpretation: we know that similar words tend to have similar
representations (i.e. similar orientation in the embedding space), and that some analogies
can be found by doing linear algebraic operations in the embedding space (such as the
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now-famous vKing − vM an + vW oman ≈ vQueen ). Both measures, however, fall short when
evaluated systematically, as there is an entire literature about studying the limits of analogies
and the biases that these word embeddings can encode depending on the corpora they have
been trained on [4, 2, 15, 13].
In this paper, we consider the task of topic categorization, a sub-task of text classification
where the goal is to label a textual document such as a news article or a video transcript,
into one of multiple predefined topics, i.e. labels that are related to the topical content of
the document. Common examples for news topics are “Politics”, “Sports” and “Business”.
What is interesting about this task, compared to other text classification tasks such as spam
detection or sentiment analysis, is that the content of the document to classify is semantically
related to the labels themselves, providing an interesting case for zero-shot prediction setting.
Zero-shot prediction, broadly defined, is the task of predicting the class for some input
without having been exposed to any labeled data from that class.
To do so, we propose to leverage ConceptNet, a knowledge graph that aims to model
common sense knowledge into a computer- and human-readable formalism. Coupled with its
graph embeddings (ConceptNet Numberbatch1 ), we show that using this resource does not
only achieve better empirical results on the task of zero-shot topic categorization, but also
does so in an explainable fashion. With every word being a node in the knowledge graph, it
is straightforward to justify the similarity between words in the document and its assigned
label, which is not possible for other distributional word embeddings as they are built on the
statistical aggregations of large volumes of textual data.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: we present some related work for
text categorization emphasizing the methods that make use of external semantic knowledge
(Section 2). We present our proposed method, named ZeSTE (Zero Shot Topic Extraction)
in Section 3. We empirically evaluate our approach for zero-shot topic categorization
in Section 4 where we compare it to different baselines on multiple topic categorization
benchmark datasets (including a non-English dataset). We also test our method against a
few-shot setup and show how our approach can be combined with a supervised classifier to
obtain competitive results on the studied datasets without relying on any annotated data.
In Section 5, we describe a demo that we developed that enable users to provide their own
set of labels and observe the explanations for the model predictions. Finally, we conclude
and outline some potential future improvements in Section 6.

2

Related Work

Nearly all recent state-of-the-art Text Categorization models ([29, 3, 28, 25], to cite a few)
rely on some form of Transformer-based architecture [27], pre-trained on large text corpora.
While the task of using fully-unsupervised, non-parametric models for text categorization is
yet to be explored to the best of our knowledge, there has been multiple efforts to incorporate
common-sense knowledge as a basis for many artificial intelligence tasks, especially in a
zero-shot setting where humans seem to be able to satisfactorily perform a new task by relying
mostly on their common sense and prior knowledge accumulated from their interaction with
the world.
In this paper, we propose to leverage ConceptNet [24], a multilingual semantic graph containing statements about common-sense knowledge. The nodes represent concepts (words and
phrases, e.g. /c/en/sport, /c/en/belief_system, /c/en/ideology, /c/fr/coup_d’_état)
from 78 languages, linked together by semantic relations such as /r/IsA, /r/RelatedTo,

1
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/r/Synonym, /r/PartOf. The graph contains over 8 million nodes and 21 million edges,
expressed in triplets such as (/c/en/president, /r/DefinedAs, /c/en/head_of_state). It
was built by aggregating facts from the Open Mind Common Sense project [20], parsing
Wiktionary2 , Multilingual WordNet [8], OpenCyc [7], as well as a subset of DBpedia, and
designed to explicitly express facts about the real world and the usage of words and concepts that is necessary to understand natural language. Along with the graph, ConceptNet
Numberbatch are multilingual pre-trained word (and concept) embeddings that are built on
top of the ConceptNet knowledge graph. They are generated by computing the Positive
Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) for the matrix representation of the graph, reducing
its dimensionality, and then using “expanded retrofitting” [23] to make them more robust
and linguistically representative by combining them with Word2Vec and GloVe embeddings.
While the approach can be carried using other linguistic resources such as WordNet [8], we
choose to use ConceptNet because it models word relations that are more relevant to the
task of Topic Categorization such as /r/RelatedTo, which is the most present relation in
the graph.
[6] is an early example of leveraging semantic knowledge to improve text categorization. It
uses the relations in WordNet [8] to enhance the Bag of Word representation of documents by
mapping the different words from a document into their entries in WordNet, and adding those
as well as their hypernyms to the Bag of Words count. This, followed by a statistical χ2 test to
reduce the dimension of the feature vector, leads to a significant improvement over the simple
bag-of-word model. [21] introduces Graph of Words, in which every document is represented
by a graph of its terms, all connected with relations reflecting the co-occurrence information
(terms appearing within a window of size w are joined by an edge). The authors propose
a weighting scheme for the traditional TF-IDF model, where nodes are weighted based on
some graph centrality measure (degree, closeness, PageRank), and edges are weighted with
Word2Vec word embedding cosine similarity between their nodes. Incorporating both graph
structure and distributional semantics from the embeddings to compute a weight for each
term yields significantly better results on multiple text classification datasets.
[30] benchmark the task of zero-shot text classification, underlining the lack of work
reported on this challenge in the NLP community in comparison to the field of computer
vision. They distinguish two definitions of zero-shot text categorization: Restrictive, in
which during a training phase, the classifier is allowed to see a subset of the data with the
corresponding labels, but during inference, it is tested on a new subset of examples from the
same dataset but not pertaining to any of the seen labels; Wild, where the classifier is not
allowed to see any examples from the labeled data but can use Wikipedia’s categories as a
proxy dataset, for example. Our method fits into this second definition, although it does not
require any training data. The authors compare some methods in both regimes (restrictive
and wild) and they propose “Entail”, a model based on BERT [5] and trained on the task of
textual entailment evaluated on the Yahoo! Comprehensive Questions and Answers dataset.
[17] tackle the task of zero-shot text classification by projecting both the document and
the label into an embedding space and using multiple architectures to measure the relatedness
of the document and label embeddings. At test time, the classifier is able to ingest labels
that were not seen during the training phase, but share the same embedding space with
the labels already seen. A similar approach is followed by [22], in which both documents
and labels are embedded into a shared cross-lingual semantic representations (CLESA) built
upon Wikipedia as a multilingual corpus, and then the prediction is made by measuring the
similarity between the two representations.

2
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Finally, [31] propose a two-stage framework for zero-shot document categorization, combining 4 kinds of semantic knowledge: distributional word embeddings, class descriptions,
class hierarchy, and the ConceptNet knowledge graph. In the first phase, a (coarse-grained)
classifier is trained to decide whether the document at hand comes from a class that was seen
during the training phase or not. This is done by training one ConvNet classifier [11] per
label in the “seen” dataset, and setting a confidence threshold that, if none of the classifiers
meets, the document is considered to be for the unseen labels. Secondly, a fine-grained
classifier predicts the document final label. If the document is from a “seen” label, then the
corresponding pretrained ConvNet classifier is picked. Otherwise, a zero-shot classifier which
takes as input a representation of the document, the label, and their ConceptNet closeness,
is trained on the seen labels but is expected to generalize to unseen ones as they share the
same embedding space.

3

Approach

Our approach aims to perform topic categorization without relying on any in-domain labeled
or unlabeled examples. Our underlying assumption is that words belonging to a certain topic
are part of a vocabulary that is semantically related to its humanly-selected candidate label,
e.g. a document about the topic of “Sports” will likely mention words that are semantically
related to the word Sport itself, such as team, ball, and score. We use ConceptNet [24] to
produce a list of candidate words related to the labels we are interested in. We generate
a “topic neighborhood” for each topic label which contains all the semantically related
concepts/nodes, and we then compute a score for each label based on the document content.
Figure 1 illustrates our approach using a simple example.

3.1

Generating Topic Neighborhoods

To generate the topic neighborhoods for a given label, we query ConceptNet for nodes
that are directly connected to the label node. Since the number of calls to the online
API is capped at 120 queries/minute, we instead use the dump3 of all ConceptNet v5.7
assertions, keeping only the English and French concepts for the English and French datasets,
resulting in 3,323,321 (resp. 2,943,446) triplets, respectively. Although the assertions
contain a finer granularity when it comes to referring to concepts, we only consider the
root word for each concept to build the neighborhood. For example, the word “match” has
multiple meanings: the tool to light a fire /c/en/match/n/wn/artifact, the event where
two contenders meet to play /c/en/match/n/wn/event, and the concept of several things
fitting together /c/en/match/n/wn/cognition. All these nodes (as well as others such as
the verb form) will be mapped to the same term: “match”. We also add (inverse) relations
from the object to the subject for each triplet to ensure that every term in the graph has a
neighborhood. The total number of unique triplets is 6,412,966, with 1,165,189 unique nodes
for English (6.413.002 and 1.448.297 for French, respectively).
The topic neighborhood is created by querying every node that is N hops away from
the label node. Every node is then given a score that is based on the cosine similarity
between the label and the node computed using ConceptNet Numberbatch (ConceptNet’s
graph embeddings). This score represents the relevance of any term in the neighborhood to
the main label, and would also allow us to refine the neighborhood and produce a score. In the

3
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Figure 1 Illustration of ZeSTE: given a document and a label, we start by pre-processing and
tokenizing the document into a list of terms, and we generate the label neighborhood graph by
querying ConceptNet (we omit some relation labels in the figure for clarity). Each node on the graph
is associated with a score that corresponds to the cosine similarity between the graph embeddings
of that node and the label node. We use the overlap between the document terms and the label
neighborhood to generate a score for the label, as well as an explanation for the prediction. After
doing so for all candidate labels, we pick the one with the highest score to associate to the document
at hand.

case of a label which has multiple tokens (e.g. the topic “Arts, Culture, and Entertainment”),
we just take the union of all word components’ neighborhoods, weighted by the maximum
similarity score if the same concept appear in the vicinity of multiple label components.
The higher N is, and the bigger the generated neighborhoods become. We thus propose
multiple methods to vary the size of the neighborhood:
1. Coverage: we vary the number of hops N ;
2. Relation masking: we consider subsets of all possible relations between words from the
ConcepNet knowledge graph. More precisely, we consider three cases:
a. The sole relation RelatedTo which is the most frequent one in the graph;
b. The 10 semantic and lexical similarity relations only, i.e. ‘DefinedAs’, ‘DerivedFrom’,
‘HasA’, ‘InstanceOf’, ‘IsA’, ‘PartOf’, ‘RelatedTo’, ‘SimilarTo’, ‘Synonym’, ‘Antonym’ ;
c. The whole set of 47 relations defined in ConceptNet.
3. Filtering: we filter out some nodes based on their similarity score:
a. Threshold (Thresh T ): we only keep nodes in the neighborhood if their similarity score
to the label node is greater than a given threshold T .
b. Hard Cut (Top N ): we only keep the top N nodes in the neighborhood ranked by
their similarity score.
c. Soft Cut (Top P %): we only keep the top P % nodes in the neighborhood, ranked on
their similarity score.
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3.2

Scoring a Document

Once the neighborhood is generated, we can predict the document label by quantifying the
overlap between the document content (as broken down to a list of tokens) and the label
neighborhood nodes, which we denote in the following equations as doc ∩ LN (label). We
consider the following scoring schemes:
1. Counting: assigning the document with the highest overlap count between its terms
and the topic neighborhood.
count_score(doc, label) = |doc ∩ LN (label)|

(1)

2. Distance: factoring in the graph the distance between the term in the document and
the label (number of nodes or path length between the token node and the label): the
further a term is from the label vicinity, the lower is its contribution to the score.
distance_score(doc, label) =

X
token∈doc∩LN (label)

1
min_path_length(token, label) + 1
(2)

3. Degree: each node’s score is computed using the number of incoming edges to it,
reflecting its importance in the topic graph (we use f (n) = log(1 + nedges ) to amortize
nodes with a very high degree).
X
degree_score(doc, label) =
f (node_degree(token))
(3)
token∈doc∩LN (label)

4. Numberbatch similarity: for each term in the document included in the label neighborhood, we increase the score by its similarity to the label embedding (we denote the
Numberbatch concept embedding for word w by nbw ).
X
numberbatch_score(doc, label) =
sim(nbtoken , nblabel )
(4)
token∈doc∩LN (label)

5. Word Embedding similarity: similar to the Numberbatch similarity, but we use
pre-trained 300-dimensional GloVe [16] word embeddings instead to measure the word
similarity (we denote the GloVe word embedding for word w by glovew ).
X
sim(glovetoken , glovelabel )
(5)
glove_score(doc, label) =
token∈doc∩LN (label)

We observe that in equations 4 and 5, multiple similarity measures and normalization options
were considered, but the cosine similarity empirically showed the best results, so it has been
used for the rest of the experiments. The model is thus the set of the neighborhood for each
candidate label coupled with a scoring scheme. We discuss in Section 4.2 (Model Selection)
how to empirically decide on the best filtering and scoring method that we then use in our
experiments and our online demo.

3.3

Explainability

Given the label neighborhood, we can generate an explanation as to why a document has
been given a specific label. This explanation can be generated in natural language or shown
as the subgraph of ConceptNet that connects the label node and every word in the document
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that appears within its neighborhood, and hence counted towards its score3.1. We note
that, although the “RelatedTo” edge does not offer much in term of explanation beyond
semantic relatedness, its explicit presence in ConceptNet confirms this relatedness beyond
any non-explicit measure (e.g. word embedding similarity). Since this graph is usually quite
big, we can generate a more manageable summary by picking up the closest N terms to the
label in the graph embedding space, as they constitute the nodes contributing most to the
score of the document. We can show one path (for instance, the shortest) between each of
the top term nodes and the label node. The paths can then be verbalized in natural language.
For example, for the label Sport, and a document containing the word Stadium, a line from
the explanation (i.e. a path on the explanation subgraph) would look like this (r/RelatedTo
and r/IsA are two relations from ConceptNet):
The document contains the word “Stadium”, which is related to “Baseball”. “Baseball”
is a “Sport”.
Another method of explaining the predictions of the model is to highlight the words (or
n-grams) that contributed to the classification score in the document. Since every word that
appear both in the document and the label neighborhood has a similarity score associated to
it (e.g. the cosine similarity between the word and the label embedding), we can visually
highlight the words that are relevant to the topic. These two explanation methods are further
discussed in the Section 5.

4

Experiments

In this section, we first describe the datasets which have been used to evaluate our approach
(Section 4.1). Next, we present experiments to select the best model (Section 4.2). We then
detail the zero-shot baselines that we compare to our approach (Section 4.3) before discussing
our results (Section 4.4). Finally, we show how our model can be used to bootstrap the
training for supervised classifier to achieve significantly better results (Section 4.5).

4.1

Datasets

While the premise of our approach is the possibility to perform topic categorization in a
zero-shot setting, we evaluate it on several datasets from the literature. We identify 4 different
Topic Categorization datasets with different properties in terms of style (professional news
sources or user-generated content), size, number of topics, topic distribution and document
length. We also evaluate our model on a new dataset named AFP News, which provides
interesting comparison grounds such as multilingualism (available in English and French),
multi-topical documents and strong imbalance in topics distribution. Table 3 summarizes
the characteristics of each of these 5 datasets.
20 Newsgroups [12]: a collection of 18000 user-generated forum posts arranged into 20
groups seen as topics such as “Baseball”, “Space”, “Cryptography”, and “Middle East”.
AFP News [18]: a dataset containing 125K English and 26K French news articles issued
by the French News Agency (Agence France Presse). The articles are tagged with one
or more topics coming from IPTC NewsCode taxonomy4 . We consider the first level
of this taxonomy which corresponds to 17 top-level topics such as “Art, Culture and
Entertainment”, “Environment”, or “Lifestyle and Leisure”. The label distribution is

4
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highly unbalanced. Since the data on both the English and French documents come from
the same source and have similar properties, we use this dataset to compare how well our
method compare on two different languages.
AG News [10]: a news dataset containing 127600 English news articles from various
sources. Articles are fairly distributed among 4 categories: “World”, “Sports”, “Business”
and “Sci/Tech”.
BBC News [9]: a news dataset from BBC containing 2225 English news articles classified
in 5 categories: “Politics”, “Business”, “Entertainment”, “Sports” and “Tech”.
Yahoo! Answers Comprehensive Dataset [26]: a dataset containing over 4 million
questions (title and body) and their answers submitted by users, extracted from the
Yahoo! Answers website. We construct the evaluation dataset following the procedure
described in [30] to reproduce its setup for comparison: we select 10K questions from
each of the top 10 categories on Yahoo! Answers. We split it into 2 categories. The
first split contains the labels “Health”, “Family & Relationships”, “Business & Finance”,
“Computers and Internet” and “Society and Culture” whereas the second split contains
the labels “Entertainment & Music”, “Sports”, “Science & Mathematics”, “Education &
Reference”, and “Politics & Government”. The ground-truth topic labels are assigned by
users.
In order to determine the filtering criteria as discussed in Section 4.2 without relying on
any further dataset-specific tuning, we use the BBC News dataset as a development set to
select the optimal parameters for our model, under the hypothesis that the properties that
work best for this dataset would work best for others as well. We verify post-hoc that this
hypothesis holds empirically, i.e., the design choices decided using BBC News turn out to
deliver the best results on the other datasets as well. The filtering criteria values that gave
the best results for Threshold, Hard Cut and Soft Cut have empirically been set to T = 0.0,
N = 20000, P = 50%, respectively.
The 5 datasets have all been pre-processed using the same procedure: we lowercase
the text, remove all non-alphabetical symbols and English (or French) stopwords. We
then tokenize the strings using the space as separator and finally lemmatize the word using
WordNetLemmatizer5 . If the dataset has multiple textual contents (e.g. the Yahoo! Questions
dataset consists of questions that are made of a title, a question body, and a set of answers),
we concatenate them to form one “document”. In the case of the AFP News dataset, each
document can be tagged with one label, multiple labels, or no labels. We drop all nontagged documents. To compute accuracy, we consider a prediction to be correct if it is
among the document labels, and false otherwise. Finally, for the 20 Newsgroups dataset, we
collapse the categories “comp.os.ms-windows.misc” and “comp.windows.x” into “windows”,
and “comp.sys.mac.hardware” and “comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware” into “hardware”, since they
have very similar original labels. We do so for the baselines methods as well.

4.2

Model Selection

In this section, we evaluate some of the options regarding the neighborhood filtering and
document scoring mentioned in Section 3. We use the BBC News dataset as a testbed
for evaluating model selection. We report the results on the other datasets using the best
parameters found at this stage. We first evaluate the different choices made to generate the
label neighborhood as discussed in Section 3.1 and reported in Table 1.
5
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Table 1 Comparing the different filtering configurations on the BBC News dataset (performance
expressed in Accuracy).

Relations
One

Similarity

All

Depth
N=1
N=2
N=3
N=1
N=2
N=3
N=1
N=2
N=3

Keep All
55.4
69.0
81.0
60.8
70.3
77.9
68.4
75.2
83.6

Filtering method
Top50% Top20K
54.5
55.4
65.8
64.8
81.3
83.5
57.5
60.8
66.9
66.2
81.9
83.4
674
68.4
73.8
78.0
83.6
84.0

Thresh
55.4
66.2
81.3
60.8
68.0
81.9
68.4
73.9
83.6

We observe that the most consistent way of improving the results is to use larger
neighborhoods, as 3-hops neighborhoods systematically outperform the 1 and 2-hops ones.
Our experiments show that going beyond N = 3 comes at the cost of increasing the
computation time (mainly the computation of cosine similarity between the label and related
nodes), while offering only very marginal improvement overall. The filtering method also
impacts the performance but not as consistently (especially for N = 3). Finally, using all
the relations generally yields better results than using only a subset of the relations, enough
to justify the speed trade-off. It is also worth noting that using only the “r/RelatedTo”
relation yields comparatively good results, which highlights the fact that “common-sense
word relatedness” as expressed in ConceptNet is a strong signal for topic categorization.
For the scoring scheme, we evaluate the various methods mentioned in Section 3.2. The
results are reported in Table 2.

Table 2 Evaluating the scoring schemes on BBC News (performance expressed in Accuracy).
Count
81.8

Distance
77.8

Degree
78.1

Numberbatch
84.0

GloVe
81.6

We see that using the ConceptNet Numberbatch embeddings gives the best result as
they can condense the count, distance, degree of the nodes and the linguistic similarity with
regard to the label into a measure of similarity in the embedding space. Accounting for term
frequency (counting a word twice in the scoring if it appears twice in the document) in all
of the scoring schemes did not translate to an improvement on the results. Accounting for
n-grams, however, seems to slightly improve the results, but they require the availability
of a corpus to mine such n-grams. Therefore, for the rest of our experiments, we do not
account for n-grams. For the rest of our experiments, we keep the following configuration:
(“All relations”, N = 3, “Top20K”, “Numberbatch scoring”). We use ConceptNet v5.7 and
Numberbatch embeddings v19.08.
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Table 3 Performance on five Topic Categorization datasets (Accuracy).
Dataset
# topics
# docs
doc/topic std
Avg.words/doc
EN
GWA
Entail [30]
ZeSTE
Supervised
Method

4.3

BBC News
5
2225
54.3
390
26.1
40.2
71.1
84.0
96.4
[19]

AG News
4
127600
22.4
40
26.7
63.9
64.0
72.0
95.5
[29]

20 Newsgroups
20
18000
56.7
122
53.5
36.7
45.8
63.0
88.5
[28]

AFP News (FR)
17
125516
13682.7
242
60.0
32.8
61.8
80.9 (78.2)

YQA-v0 YQA-v1
5
5
50000
50000
0.0
0.0
43
44
51.8
36.2
49.9
43.4
52.0
49.3
60.3
58.4
72.6
80.6
[30]

Baselines

We propose 3 baseline systems:
Entail: this model is provided by HuggingFace6 [30]. We use bart-large-mnli as
our backend Transformer model which can also be tested at https://huggingface.co/
zero-shot/.
GloVe Weighted Average (GWA) inspired by [1]: we average the 300-d GloVe embeddings
vectors for every word in the document, and use the cosine similarity between the
document embedding and the GloVe label embedding as a score to classify the document.
For multi-worded labels (e.g. “Middle East”), we use the average vector of all the label
components as the label embedding.
Embedding Neighborhood (EN): for each label, we select the 20k closest words in the
embedding space. We score each document by adding up the cosine similarity between
the GloVe embedding of every word in the document that appears in the “embedding
neighborhood” and the GloVe embedding of the label. In other words, we substitute the
explicit graph connections in ConceptNet with the closeness in the GloVe embedding
space. This baseline reflects the ability of generic embeddings to encode the topicality of
words based only on the similarity in the embedding space.

4.4

Zero-Shot Results

We provide the results obtained by evaluating our method against the baselines on the 5
datasets (BBC News, AG News, 20 Newsgroups, AFP News and YQA) in Table 3. Our
method surpasses both GloVe baselines with a significant margin in accuracy on all datasets.
GWA shows that the generic word embeddings poorly encode the topicality of words, as it
is based solely on the similarity scores between the document content and the label world
embedding. The low results with EN show that filtering based only on the embedding space
(instead of the graph) is insufficient since the rarely-used words tend to clutter the embedding
neighborhood. ZeSTE significantly outperforms Entail, despite the fact that the later relies
on a large corpus pre-training and textual entailment task fine-tuning.
The confusion matrices for each datasets (Figure 2) indicate that our method performs
more poorly on datasets where there is a lot of topical overlap between the different labels.
For example, on 20 Newsgroups, “alt.atheism”, “soc.religion.christian”, “talk.religion.misc”

6

We are using the implementation provided at https://github.com/katanaml/sample-apps/tree/
master/01
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technology

sport

sport science;technology

politics

politics entertainment

business

business

have a lot of overlapping vocabulary, leading to most documents under “alt.atheism” to
fall into either other options. If we collapse all three labels into one (e.g. “religion”), the
performance improves from 63.0% to 68.9%. We also observe on the AFP News dataset
that “politics” intersects with “unrest, conflict, war” and “business, finance”. The lack of
a diameter pattern in AFP’s confusion matrix is due to the high imbalance in the labels,
which hurts the precision of the model. It is also worth mentioning how the method works
seamlessly for other languages, as demonstrated on the French AFP News dataset, which
sees a slight drop of accuracy from 80.9% on English to 78.2% accuracy on French. This
shows a great potential for multilingual applicability as ConceptNet supports 78 languages.

business

entertainment

politics

sport

technology

(a) BBC News.

business

politics

science;technology

sport

(b) AG News.

atheism
baseball
car
christianity
cryptography
electronics
graphic
gun
hardware
hockey
medicine
middle_east
motorcycle
politics
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sale
space
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art;culture;entertainment
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(d) AFP News.
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(c) 20 NewsGroup.
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Figure 2 Confusion Matrices for the 4 news datasets.

Our method is clearly outperformed by the fully supervised methods. While the drop in
performance is significant for some datasets, it is to be observed that the supervised methods
not only rely on the availability of labeled training data, but usually also require expensive
pre-training on more data. For instance, [29] use XLNet, an autoregressive Transformer that
has been pre-trained on 120 GB of text. We consider that this absolute loss of accuracy
performance is counter-balanced by the applicability in a zero-shot setting as well as the
explainability of the model’s decision.
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Finally, we note that the choice of the initial label can be critical for the functioning
of this method. While we stayed true to the original labels in the experiments (with an
exception for the label “World” that was replaced with “news, politics” in the AG News
dataset), we are aware of the possibility of obtaining even better results by changing a label
to a more fitting one or including more keywords into it.

4.5

Few-Shots Setup

For each dataset, we compare our model to a more realistic use-case. We create a 80-20
training/test split if one is not already provided, and we randomly sample n examples from
each category to create a training set for our supervised classifier. Among the classifiers
considered, we find uncased BERT (BertForSequenceClassification) to perform the best. We
grow n in increments of 10 until we achieve an empirical accuracy score on the test set that
surpasses our approach in the zero-shot setting. We report N = n ∗ |labels| the number of
documents that need to be annotated in Table 4. We also observe that increasing the number
of documents does not always improve the test set accuracy.
Table 4 The required number of documents needed to achieve zero-shot best performance.
Dataset
N

4.6

BBC News
300

AG News
240

20 Newsgroups
2160

AFP News
8500

Bootstrapping a Supervised Classifier

One of the potential usage of zero-shot classification is to provide “automatic labeling” for
unlabeled documents to a traditional supervised classifier. In other words, we use ZeSTE to
annotate a portion of each dataset, and we feed these annotated examples to a state-of-the-art
text classifier.
We first define the confidence of the classification as the normalized score for each label,
i.e. divided by the sum of all candidate labels scores. In Figure 3, which shows the error
distribution with respect to the classification confidence, we see that it correlates well with
whether the label is correct or not. Therefore, we can use it as a signal to pick samples to
use to bootstrap our classifier. We train the same few-shots model from 4.5 on the best 60%
examples of our training data, i.e. we drop 40% of the training examples on which ZeSTE is
least confident. We report on the results in Table 5 (the results for ZeSTE row correspond
to the performance on the test-set only, not the entire dataset as in Table 3). We can clearly
see how the bootstrapping process helps the classifier achieving significantly better results on
all tested datasets, all without requiring any human annotation. It is worth mentioning that
for this application, the BERT-based classifier training was not thoroughly fine-tuned, which
means that even better results can be achieved using the same automatic labeling setup.

Figure 3 The prediction error distribution along the normalized confidence scores.
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Table 5 The accuracy of ZeSTE and used as bootstrapped model (using the generated predictions
as training data) on the test split of each dataset.
Dataset
ZeSTE
ZeSTE + BERT

5

BBC News
80.6
94.3

AG News
71.0
84.2

20 Newsgroups
61.6
70.1

AFP News
73.8
83.0

Online Demo

To demonstrate our method, we developed a web application which allows users to create
their own topic classifier in real time. The user inputs the text to classify either by typing
it into the designated textbox or by providing the URI of a web document that we scrape
for extracting the content using Trafilatura7 . The user is then prompted to either choose
one of the pre-defined sets of labels (e.g. 20NG or IPTC used to evaluate the AFP dataset),
or to provide her own set of label candidates. Once the user clicks on the “Predict the
Topics” button, the server computes and caches the label neighborhood if it is the first time
it encounters the label, otherwise it loads it from the cache for near real-time topic inference.
Once the document is pre-processed and the label neighborhood generated, the server sends
back its predictions (as confidence scores for each label candidate), and an explanation for
each topic based on the common-sense connections between the document content and the
label is provided (Figure 4, right panel). We only sample one path between document terms
and the label, when in reality there could be many, in order to have a usable UI. In the future,
we aim to depict the explanation as a subgraph of ConceptNet which shows all the relevant
terms and their connections in the label neighborhood. We also highlight the relevant words
in the input text (based on their score). While the demo works only for textual document
written in English, we expect to support other languages in the future. The user interface
makes use of the ZeSTE API which we also expose for others to be easily integrated.

Figure 4 ZeSTE’s User Interface deployed at https://zeste.tools.eurecom.fr/.

7

https://pypi.org/project/trafilatura/
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Explainable Zero-Shot Topic Extraction

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we present ZeSTE, a novel method for zero-shot topic categorization that
achieves competitive performance for this task, outperforming solid baselines and previous
works while not requiring any labeled data. Our method also provides explainable predictions
using the common-sense knowledge contained in ConceptNet. We demonstrate that ZeSTE
can help to bootstrap a supervised classifier, achieving high accuracy on all datasets without
requiring human supervision. The code to reproduce our approach and replicate our results
is available at https://github.com/D2KLab/ZeSTE.
As an extension to this work, we consider an adaptation of the approach to other NLP
tasks such as multi-class topic categorization, query expansion and keyphrase extraction. To
further improve the approach, an analysis on how to partition the topic neighborhoods and
minimise overlap is also envisaged. Finally, studying how to automatically pick better topic
labels based on measures such as Mutual Information and Graph Centrality is to follow.
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Abstract
The idea behind Relevance Feedback Search (RFBS) is to build search queries as an iterative
and interactive process in which they are gradually refined based on the results of the previous
search round. This can be helpful in situations where the end user cannot easily formulate their
information needs at the outset as a well-focused query, or more generally as a way to filter and
focus search results. This paper concerns (1) a framework that integrates keyword extraction and
unsupervised classification into the RFBS paradigm and (2) the application of this framework to
the legal domain as a use case. We focus on the Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods
underlying the framework and application, where an automatic annotation tool is used for extracting
document keywords as ontology concepts, which are then transformed into word embeddings to
form vectorial representations of the texts. An unsupervised classification system that employs
similar techniques is also used in order to classify the documents into broad thematic classes. This
classification functionality is evaluated using two different datasets. As the use case, we describe an
application perspective in the semantic portal LawSampo – Finnish Legislation and Case Law on
the Semantic Web. This online demonstrator uses a dataset of 82 145 sections in 3725 statutes of
Finnish legislation and another dataset that comprises 13 470 court decisions.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Computing methodologies → Information extraction; Applied
computing → Document searching; Information systems → Clustering and classification
Keywords and phrases relevance feedback, keyword extraction, zero-shot text classification, word
embeddings, LawSampo
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/OASIcs.LDK.2021.18

1

Introduction

In many search situations, the information need of the user cannot be formulated precisely.
The search query must then be gradually refined and the results re-evaluated in a series of
successive rounds in order to achieve a satisfactory outcome. This paper describes language
technology algorithms used in the application of this kind of iterative and interactive method,
the Relevance Feedback Search (RFBS) paradigm [1, Ch. 5], to the search and exploration
of textual documents. We outline a search system that integrates keyword extraction and
unsupervised categorization of documents into RFBS based on pre-trained models and
algorithms. We also present a case study with an implementation of this framework to the
legal domain as part of the LawSampo – Finnish Legislation and Case Law on the Semantic
Web1 [6] system.
1

Project homepage: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/lakisampo/en/
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Algorithm 1 Proposed relevance feedback search.
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Result: Result set RS in documents D satisfying the user’s information need
/* Initialization
*/
AQ := ε ; // Active free-form text query (initially the empty string)
AK := ∅ ; // Active Keywords set (initially empty)
AC := ∅ ; // Active Categories set (initially empty)
RS := {d0 , ..., dn } ; // Result Set (initially contains the whole document
domain)
/* RFBS loop
*/
while RS is not a satisfying result do
SK := KeywordsOf(RS) ; // Suggested keywords based on RS
SC := CategoriesOf(RS) ; // Suggested categories based on RS
AQ := ModifyQ(AQ) ; // User optionally modifies AQ
AK := ModifyK(AK, KW) ; // User optionally modifies AK based on SK
AC := ModifyC(AC, SC) ; // User optionally modifies AC based on SC
RS := Search(AQ, AK, AC);
end

The proposed RFBS process is outlined in Algorithm 1. The function Search(AQ, AK , AC )
in line 11 is used to search documents based on the search query AQ, active keywords AK,
and active categories AC. The idea is that the categories are used for setting larger thematic
contexts for the search, which can then be refined using keywords. For example, categories
may refer to different phases or situations during the life of the end users, such as childhood
or golden age [18], or societal contexts, such as health or environmental issues. In each
iteration of the RFBS loop (lines 5–12), the system computes a set of new categories and
keywords based on the search results RS as suggestions for the user to consider. The functions
ModifyQ, ModifyK and ModifyC in lines 8-10 allow the user to make optional modifications
for the next search round. In this way, the process is expected to converge gradually towards
more and more satisfying results in RS.
A novel idea in the proposed approach is to combine implicit and explicit feedback
methods [15] by using topical classification of the documents and keyword concepts extracted
from the search results. User feedback on the topics and keywords is used to generate new
search queries, thus guiding the iterative search process.
In order to avoid the challenges of traditional text-based search methods, for example
morphological variation of words in highly inflectional languages such as Finnish, and semantic
difficulties such as synonymy and polysemy, the presented system works on a semantic level.
This is done based on ontological concepts and themes extracted automatically from the texts,
which are processed via a word embedding algorithm. A zero-shot classification sub-system
based on the same approach is responsible for categorizing the documents.
The implementation of the system uses Finnish legal documents, in particular sections
of the law and court decisions, with the aim to help users to find jurisprudence related
to their life situations. For the data, we use documents from the Semantic Finlex data
service2 [11], refined further for the LawSampo system and data service [6]. This search
prototype constitutes one application perspective3 of the LawSampo system. It is designed
to work with Finnish language content, but the methods presented here can be applied to
documents in any language, if similar ontologies and language processing tools are available.

2
3

https://data.finlex.fi/
In Sampo portals, the different ways for accessing the data are called “perspectives”.
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Figure 1 Simplified visual overview of the document representation building algorithm. The
document matrix D collects the representations for all the documents in the dataset.

In the next sections, the methods and software needed for knowledge extraction of
thematic categories and keywords from the texts are described, alongside some evaluation
results. Subsequently, the data underlying our case study is explained, as well as the RFBS
application in LawSampo. Finally, the contributions of our work are discussed alongside
related works, and directions for further research are suggested.

2

Framework for Knowledge Extraction and Search

All documents in the target dataset are semantically annotated in two ways: 1) by extracting
keyword concepts based on a keyword ontology and 2) by classifying the documents into a
set of larger thematic categories. The search framework relies on three main components:
the internal representation of the documents, the classifier, and the search algorithm. These
will be explained in more detail in the following subsections.

2.1

Document Representation

The core of this system lies in its representations of the documents, which are built using
a three-step approach: 1) representative keywords are extracted from the text, then 2)
transformed into their respective word embeddings, and finally 3) combined via mean pooling
to form the document representation vector. This process is visualized in Figure 1.
Keyword extraction is performed via Annif 4 [21], a subject indexing tool developed by the
National Library of Finland. It is capable of using different algorithms to return suggested
keywords and their respective weights for a given input text. Annif developers also provide
various models, with different combinations of algorithms, on the Finto REST API 5 . They
are all trained on bibliographical metadata from the works found on the Finna portal 6 , which
publishes information about objects in Finnish archives, museums and libraries, in a vein
similar to Europeana. Since the training data is labelled with terms from the General Finnish
Ontology (YSO)7 [17] and its sister ontology YSO places (YSO-paikat), the API returns
keywords identified by unique YSO URIs. This also means that the keywords obtained are
already lemmatized. YSO contains a total of 31 205 main concept labels and an additional
7807 are available in YSO places.

4
5
6
7

https://annif.org/
https://ai.finto.fi/
https://www.finna.fi/
https://finto.fi/yso/en/
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Our present system uses the yso-fi pre-trained model on the Finto REST API. This model
is an ensemble, with equal weights, of three algorithms:
a modified version of TF-IDF, which pre-calculates TF-IDF vectors for each keyword
and compares them to similarly built document vectors to find the best matches [21, p. 8];
Maui, an n-gram-based keyword extractor [9];
Parabel, an extreme multi-label classification algorithm [13].
The first two directly match salient terms to a vocabulary, while the last is also able to
find indirect correlations between words [21]. This mix provides results that are not only
grounded on the text of the documents but also able to extrapolate their specific wording. A
limit of 100 keywords per text and a minimum weight threshold of 0.01 are used, which offer
a wider range of results than the defaults (respectively 10 and 0) and proved effective in the
classification task [8]. The keyword weights obtained from Annif are saved into the keyword
matrix K, a document-term structure.
Once the texts are distilled into sets of representative keywords, our system uses fastText [3]
to obtain word embeddings for each of them. This combination of algorithms improves the
task of unsupervised categorization by avoiding creating representations at the sentence
level. In [8], various combinations of text representation and embedding algorithms were
tested, including transformer-based algorithms such as FinBERT and S-BERT/XLM-R.
Nevertheless, it concluded that fastText, especially in partnership with Annif, produced the
best results using this technique.
FastText improves on the word2vec embedding algorithm by breaking up the words into
a bag of n-grams, each with their own vectorial representation. When building the final
embedding, these components are also taken into account. This mechanism provides the
means to build representations for words that are not in the training data by breaking
them up into smaller, already-seen chunks. This is especially important for morphologically
rich languages such as Finnish, which present unseen word forms more often than analytic
languages.
Representations are calculated via the get_sentence_vector function from the fastText
Python package, which averages the l2 norm of the respective representation vector for each
word in the sentence. The system uses a pre-trained language model offered by the fastText
developers, trained on the Wikipedia (2017 dump) and Common Crawl datasets [5]. It has a
dimension of 300 and a vocabulary containing the 2 million most common word tokens in
the training data – around 18K concept labels from YSO are nevertheless not among them.
The final representation for each document is obtained via mean pooling of their keyword
embeddings. All document representations are then collected into a Dd×300 document matrix,
where d is the total number of documents and 300 is the number of dimensions in the
pre-trained fastText model.

2.2

Document Classification

A similar process is used to build a C c×300 category matrix, where c is the total number
of category labels. Although the keyword extraction algorithms are trained on categorical
metadata, as explained in Section 2.1, the classification mechanism that employs it can be
considered unsupervised, since it is built without any training.
Category labels must be provided by the end user, since at this point the system does
not recognise broad topics automatically. The labels are pre-processed by stripping commas
and conjunctions and used as input for the category label representation pipeline, illustrated
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Simplified visual overview of how category label representations are built. First, related
keywords obtained via Annif are semantically reinforced and transformed into vectors, then they
are compared to an embedding of the original label (direct label representation). Those which score
above a threshold are pooled together into the final label representation. The category matrix C
contains the final label representations for all category labels.

Annif’s results can be somewhat erratic when it comes to very short texts, and the
category labels often contain a single word. Thus, filtering out unrelated terms from the set
of keyword suggestions can thus produce better results. This is done via cosine similarity: a
matrix containing word embeddings for the entire category label text as well as its individual
words is built, and then compared to another matrix containing semantically reinforced
embeddings for all the keywords suggested by Annif (this reinforcement technique is described
below). If the maximum cosine similarity between a suggestion and any of the query vectors is
under a certain threshold (0.25 is the default), the keyword is rejected. The word embeddings
for the original label and the resulting keywords suggestions, pooled together, form the
category representation vector.
Since Annif returns YSO concepts, their vectorial representation can be semantically
reinforced. This simple technique is based on ontology relations: main and alternative labels
(prefLabel and altLabel), exactly matching (exactMatch) and closely matching (closeMatch)
entities linked to the target concept are fetched; the final representation is calculated as the
average embedding of this expanded set of entities.
As an example, the concept shares, whose URI is http://www.yso.fi/onto/koko/
p12994, returns a wealth of associated concepts: broader, narrower, related, exactly matching
and closely matching concepts, as well as sections named “in other languages” and “entry
terms”, which are alternative labels for the concept. Out of those, the framework chooses
only the following:
prefLabel (the main label): shares
altLabel (entry terms): share, stocks
closeMatch (closely matching categories): Stocks (linked to the Library of Congress
concept)
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exactMatch (exactly matching categories): share, shares (linked to other Finnish
ontologies)
The associated terms are then collected in a set S = {shares, share, stocks} and the
final representation will be an average of the word embeddings for the terms in S. In this
specific case, the procedure helps disambiguate this concept from another shares entry8 ,
which represents technical objects also known as drill coulters or ploughshares. However, this
technique can help build better representations even without disambiguation, by pooling
together similar concepts instead of relying on a single label.
The dot product between the category matrix C and the document matrix D builds a
V c×d category-document matrix, which stores the strength of each category-document pair.

2.3

Search

The search results obtained by our RFBS framework depends on four elements: text query,
category, positive keywords, and negative keywords. They may work separately or in tandem.
This algorithm corresponds to the Search() method in line 11 of Algorithm 1, in which both
positive and negative keyword sets are represented by AK.
The free-form search query, in case it is given, is the first element to be resolved. It is
transformed into embeddings in the standard way, via Annif→fastText. The results can
be filtered as explained in section 2.2, however without semantic reinforcement in order to
save computational time. The most similar documents are calculated via cosine similarity
between the query representation and the document matrix D, and the results are collected
in a result list.
Positive keywords and categories are executed next, in case they are set. First, scores
for each document are calculated as the sum of their respective weights (from the keyword
matrix K) for all the positive keywords in question. These scores are used either as weights
for an already-existing result list or to create a result list from scratch. Category scores are
simply the respective row of the category-document matrix V . Similarly to the previous step,
these scores are used either as weights or to create a new result list in case no other search
parameters are set. Finally, negative keywords are used to exclude all documents from the
result list containing any of the negative keywords chosen.
Next, the system calculates keywords candidates and category candidates. These are
equivalent to the methods KeywordsOf () and CategoriesOf () in lines 6 and 7 of Algorithm 1.
Keywords are calculated by averaging the respective keyword matrix K scores for all documents in the result list. Additionally, category candidates are calculated by averaging the
category scores for the relevant documents in the category-document matrix V .

3

Evaluation of the System: Current Status

In this section, we present an overview of the evaluation of the framework components,
focusing on the classification system.

3.1

Classification

The classification component of this system has been evaluated with two different datasets.
Neither is representative of the dataset in the Use Case, so they can be both considered
baselines. The datasets are the following:

8

http://www.yso.fi/onto/koko/p48662
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A custom Yle dataset, containing 5096 news articles from Yle (Yleisradio Oy), the Finnish
Broadcasting Company9 , classified in 11 categories according to their main tag: politiikka,
‘politics’, talous ‘economy’, kulttuuri ‘culture’, luonto ‘nature’, tiede ‘science’, terveys
‘health’, liikenne ‘transportation’, urheilu ‘sports’, sää ‘weather’, parisuhde ‘intimate
relationships’ and rikokset ‘crimes’). This dataset is equivalent to Yle 1 and Yle 2 in [8]
combined10 . It has a mean length, in characters, of 2110.8 ± 1534.5.
The Minilex dataset: a collection of 2567 legislation-related questions classified in 13
categories (asunto, kiinteistö ‘housing, real estate’, immateriaalioikeus ‘intellectual property’, irtain omaisuus ‘chattel’, lainat, velat ‘loans, debts’, liikenne ‘transportation’,
oikeudenkäynti ‘legal proceedings’, perheoikeus, perintöoikeus ‘family law, inheritance
law’, rikokset ‘crimes’, sopimus, vahingonkorvaus ‘contracts, compensation’, työsuhde,
virkasuhde ‘employment, public service’, ulosotto, konkurssi ‘debt recovery, bankruptcy’,
vuokra ‘rent’, yritykset, yhteisöt ‘companies, organisations’) from the legal services website
Minilex11 . As can be observed, there is semantic overlap among some of the categories
in this dataset, such as “debt recovery, bankruptcy” / “loans, debts”; or “housing, real
estate” / “rent” / “contracts, compensation”; or even “transportation” / “crimes”. The
mean length of his dataset is 447.3 ± 236.1 characters.
Three different measures were taken: the F1 score, the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR),
and the rank of the gold label among the predictions made by the classifier. The last metric
springs from the fact that this system is used as a multi-label classifier, so not having the
gold tag as the best prediction is not necessarily a consequential result.
The system fares better with the Yle dataset, with an F1 score of 0.737, an MRR of 0.828
and a mean rank of 0.7 (‘0’ being the gold label, ‘1’ the second prediction, etc; lower is thus
better), while the Minilex dataset obtains an F1 score of 0.56, an MRR of 0.697 and a mean
rank of 1.557. Using semantically reinforced vectors gives a small boost to these numbers:
Yle gets an F1 of 0.742, an MRR of 0.832 and a mean rank of 0.67, and Minilex respectively
0.572, 0.705 and 1.496. Table 1 details the counts and cumulative distributions of the results.
These numbers show that the present classification method is capable of categorizing the
gold labels as the top prediction in 57–74% of the cases and among the top 3 predictions in
80–90% of the cases, depending on the dataset used. This variation can possibly be attributed
to a combination of the length of the documents and the quality of the category labels.
This classifier tends to fare better with longer texts [8], so the Yle dataset, which contains
texts that are around four times longer on average, has a starting advantage. Moreover,
as discussed above, the Minilex labels are semantically more similar, which increases the
probability of obtaining non-optimal predictions.
Legislative texts may present more difficulties for this system, since they contain a more
peculiar and jargonic choice of words. Lack of familiarity with the words is a challenge for
both the keyword-extracting and the word embedding algorithms, which may not recognize
or represent them properly.
At any rate, the results presented here are not in line with state-of-the art supervised
algorithms, which reach results above 95% and nearing 100% for their top predictions (cf.
survey in [10]). However, training data in Finnish is hard to obtain, and without it a

9

https://yle.fi
Excluding one article, whose main tag has changed. This data is not redistributable.
11
https://www.minilex.fi. Their terms of use allows for non-commercial usage of the data, but not for
its redistribution.
10
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Table 1 Count and cumulative distribution (CUMD) of results in the classification task for the
Yle and Minilex datasets, in both their standard and reinforced versions.

rank
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Yle
Standard
Reinforced
COUNT CUMD COUNT CUMD
3757 0.737
3779 0.742
560 0.847
568 0.853
269 0.9
264 0.905
147 0.929
151 0.934
115 0.951
96 0.953
91 0.969
104 0.974
68 0.983
57 0.985
38 0.99
30 0.991
25 0.995
22 0.995
19 0.999
18 0.999
7 1.0
7 1.0
- - - - -

Minilex
Standard
Reinforced
COUNT CUMD COUNT CUMD
1438 0.56
1469 0.572
406 0.718
388 0.723
179 0.788
187 0.796
102 0.828
104 0.837
90 0.863
78 0.867
59 0.886
64 0.892
86 0.919
86 0.926
61 0.943
62 0.95
56 0.965
44 0.967
39 0.98
38 0.982
32 0.993
28 0.993
18 1.0
18 1.0
1 1.0
1 1.0

supervised system cannot be built. The main advantages of the classification algorithm
presented in this paper are its flexible nature – since it only requires a list of category labels
in order to work – and its straightforward integration into the search framework, since it
uses the same underlying technologies.

3.2

Document Representation

These results also show strong consistency on the part of Annif: it is capable of coherently
assigning keywords to both documents and category labels, so that most documents can
be correctly classified when transposed to a vector space of embeddings. FastText also
demonstrates reliability performing this transposition from semantic meanings to vectorial
representations.
A more decisive evaluation of this component is planned as part of our future work.

3.3

Search

No formal evaluation of the search system has been carried out so far. However, Section 4
contains tests and insights about the reliability and usability of this component.

4

Use Case: Search Engine for Finnish Legislation and Case Law

This section describes, via a concrete use case, how the RFBS has been adapted to the legal
domain as part of the semantic portal LawSampo [6]. LawSampo is the first Sampo portal to
add RFBS-based functionality to complement the search features of previous Sampos, which
are mostly facet-based.
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The Data

LawSampo contains data about Finnish legislation and case law as a harmonized Linked Data
knowledge graph. This knowledge graph is based on Semantic Finlex data [11], filtered and
transformed into a simpler data model. This was done with the aim of hiding the inherent
complexity of legal documentation while keeping the data relevant to anyone interested in
the topic. These data transformations were implemented as SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries,
and the data is enriched with information about referenced EU legislation, as well as the
generated annotations of subject keywords and category labels.
The set of category labels used in LawSampo’s RFBS system is based on the Minilex
dataset discussed in Section 3. However, in order to avoid the semantic overlap present among
some of the categories and to expand the field of possible categories, they were refined with
some input from experts at the Ministry of Justice of Finland. The resulting set contains 12
categories: asuminen, kiinteistö ‘housing, real estate’, ihmisoikeudet, perusoikeudet ‘human
rights, basic rights’, omaisuus, kaupankäynti, kuluttajansuoja ‘property, commerce, consumer
protection’, julkishallinto, valtionhallinto ‘public administration’, rahoitus ‘finance’, verotus
‘taxation’, yritykset, yhteisöt, työelämä ‘business, organizations, working life’, liikenne, kuljetus ‘traffic’, perheoikeus, perintöoikeus ‘family law, inheritance’, rikosasiat, oikeudenkäynti
‘crime, legal proceedings’, koulutus ‘education’, ympäristö ‘environment’.
The consolidated legislation consists of 3725 statutes and their 82 145 sections, with each
section consisting of the most current version of the full-text contents in Finnish. The case
law dataset consists of 13 470 court decisions and their full-text contents.

4.2

LawSampo User Interface for RFBS

The LawSampo portal implements the RFBS Algorithm 1 in its “Contextual Search” application perspective12 . LawSampo allows the user to initialize the RFBS system either by setting
a free-form text query or by selecting one of the provided document categories from the list
presented in Section 4.1. Figure 3 illustrates the user interface after the user has started
a search via a text query. After the initial search, the application switches to an iterative
mode corresponding to the while-do loop (lines 5-12) of Algorithm 1, where the search is
fine-tuned by managing a set of active filters through categories and keywords suggested
by the system. Since no category was selected in the initial phase in Figure 3, the user is
presented with a top-three list of suggested categories (obtained in line 7 in the algorithm)
in addition to 20 suggested keywords (line 6). In this implementation, the values used for
the initial search cannot be changed during the iterative loop: if the initial filter (query or
category) is removed, the iteration stops and the search returns to its empty initial state.
Table 2 shows a simple example of how, using the same query, “right of redemption”,
different categories affect the resulting documents. With the given query, it is not surprising
that Act on the Redemption of Immovable Property and Special Rights is the most relevant hit.
More interestingly, the Water Act becomes the second-most referenced document when the
“human rights, basic rights” category is active, whereas choosing the “crime, legal proceedings”
category surfaces the Building Act. Finally, the “property, commerce and consumer protection”
category adds Act on the Residential and Commercial Property Information System to the
returned documents.

12

In the Sampo model, the user is provided with several independent but interlinked applications that use
a shared underlying knowledge graph.
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Figure 3 LawSampo’s contextual search UI. The user has made an initial text query and selected
one positive and one negative keyword. Next, the user can continue the search by using the suggested
categories and keywords in order to modify the active filters. The number shown in subscript next
to the keywords is a normalized relevance score.
Table 2 How does the selected category affect the resulting documents? This table shows statute
results for the query lunastusoikeus ‘right of redemption’ with three different categories and a result
size of five. The values represent the number of sections returned from each statute.

Water act
Building act
Real Estate Formation Act
Act on the Residential and Commercial
Property Information System
Act on the Redemption of Immoveable
Property and Special Rights

crime, legal
proceedings

human
rights, basic
rights

property,
commerce,
consumer
protection

1
1
1

2

1

2

3

1
1
2

Suggested keywords are shown with a relevance score calculated on the basis of the
current list of resulting documents. Keywords can be added to the active filters (line 9 in
Algorithm 1) in either positive or negative mode using the plus (+) or minus (−) buttons
respectively. A negative selection excludes any documents containing the given keyword from
the result list, as explained in Section 2.3.
The result list view can be toggled between statutes and case law documents as two
parallel tabs. The results are updated whenever the user changes any of the active filters, i.e.,
textual query, category or selected positive and negative keywords. The documents returned
are statute sections or case law abstracts. The user is given the possibility to skim through
them and to follow links to the full documents. Since the statutes search works at the section
level, the results can contain multiple documents from the same statute.
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Table 3 Relevance feedback development during the first search iterations in the example scenario.
Iteration 0 is the initial search, which is done without any selected keyword filters. Positive and
negative keywords are denoted with “+” and “−” characters respectively. The Suggested keywords
row only shows a subset of the keywords suggested by LawSampo’s contextual search. The italic
typeface is used to mark keywords selected for the next iteration.
Iteration 0

Iteration 1

Statutes

“expropriation lot”
+ redemption
+ redemption
+ right for re+ right for redemption
demption
− alluvial land
− alluvial land
− compulsory
− compulsory
auction
auction
Statutes
Case law

Query
Selected
keywords

Document
type
Suggested
keywords

4.3

real property,
redemption,
right for
redemption
cadastral
procedures,
land surveying,
alluvial land,
compulsory
auction

savings banks,
railways,
limited
companies,
shares,
town planning,
land use policy,
company law

Iteration 2

roads,
construction,
municipalities,
land use
planning,
land acquisition,
land use,
compensation
for redemption

Iteration 3

+ compensation
for
redemption
− alluvial land
− compulsory
auction
Statutes
indemnities,
prices,
value
(properties),
interest
(economics),
owners

Search Example Scenario

This section presents as an example of how, using LawSampo’s “Contextual Search”, the
following information need can be satisfied:
I’ve been thinking about making a huge renovation to our house. However, I’m worried
that because our house is in such a good area, the city might expropriate the lot. If
that happens, what kind of payout could I be looking at?
Let us begin the search with a simple query based on the information need described
above: pakkolunastus tontti ‘expropriation lot’. The query is executed against the statutes
by default and, for this example, the maximum number of results is set to 10. A summary of
the RFBS process for each search iteration can be found in Table 3.
The document list resulting from the first iteration (RS1 ) does not look very promising:
the only vaguely relevant document is Erämaalaki ‘Wilderness Act’, which describes how
the state can expropriate land in wilderness areas in order to build roads. The result list
also contains multiple non-relevant documents related to forced auction and water systems.
For the next iteration, we add from the suggested keywords lunastus ‘redemption’ and
lunastusoikeus ‘right of redemption’ as positive keywords and vesijättömaa ‘alluvial land’
and pakkohuutokauppa ‘compulsory auction’ as negative ones to our set of active filters (AK
in Algorithm 1).
The second set of results (RS2 ) is already more useful. There are two more references to
expropriation related to roads and railroads that can be considered somewhat relevant, but
also a match to the highly useful Land use and Building Act. The results also indicate that
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the positive keyword filters might not work as intended, since the results include documents
related to limited companies, which deal with the wrong kind of “redemption” with respect
to our information need. The results even contain a section from the Saving Back Act, most
likely due to the use of the term redemption in the document.
We can test our intuition about the keyword “redemption” by switching over to the case
law view to verify if the results are similar: the case law results (RS3 ) with the same set
of active filters are indeed consistent with the results in the statute view, with a couple of
only indirectly relevant documents. However, the suggested keywords (AK 3 ) now include
lunastuskorvaukset ‘compensation for redemption’, which matches our information need
perfectly.
Finally, let us replace the keywords “redemption” and “right of redemption” with “compensation from redemption” and swap back to the statutes view to retrieve one more result
list (RS4 ). This time, all returned documents can be considered useful, including three
references to a document titled Act on the Redemption of Immovable Property and Special
Rights.

5

Discussion

This section overviews earlier related research, summarizes the contributions made by this
paper, and outlines paths for future research.

5.1

Related Work

Various methods exist for relevance feedback search [1, 15]. Teevan et al. [23] enrich web
search with relevance feedback based on a constructed user profile. Peltonen et al. [12]
combine visual intent modeling with exploratory relevance feedback search. Tang et al. [22]
used topic modeling in academic literature search. Song et al. [20] employed topic modeling
with relevance search, based on implicit feedback from the topics of the user web search
history. In [7], RFBS is combined with topic modelling [2]. However, the method of combining
automatic document classification and keyword extractions with relevance feedback search,
as described in this paper, is novel.
Regarding zero-shot classification methods, most of them work by training a classifier
and then adapting it to a new set of categories [4, 14, 24], while [26] also integrates a
knowledge graph into their algorithm. Among unsupervised classification models, [16] use
skip-gram word embeddings to calculate the semantic similarity between a label and the
given documents, which is also the basis of our work. In contrast, [25] treats zero-shot as an
entailment problem.

5.2

Contributions

This paper argued for using a combination of topical classification and ontological keywords
as a semantic basis for RFBS when exploring textual documents from complex domains,
such as legislation and case law. A method for accomplishing this was presented, as well as
an implementation of it for testing and evaluating purposes.
The content annotation results shown in Section 3 indicate that the proposed classification
system, despite its unsupervised nature, is capable of classifying documents correctly 74%
of the time (or 90% within the first three predictions) when the classes are semantically
non-overlapping and the texts are long enough.
Section 4 illustrated how the RFBS algorithm suggested in this paper can be used in
practice, demonstrating how LawSampo’s Contextual Searcher perspective can be used to
navigate documents from a semantically complex domain successfully in an iterative fashion.
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Automatically suggested keywords mitigate the burden on the user of coming up with
suitable queries and can provide valuable feedback even when the user selects non-optimal
keywords. We have not yet performed a more general evaluation of the search functionality
besides testing the system in selected individual problems. Nevertheless, the experiments
presented in this paper suggest that a combination of ontological keyword annotations and
topical classifications with word embeddings can create a useful semantic basis for the RFBS
paradigm when searching and exploring textual legal documents.

5.3

Future Work

More research will be done in order to improve the vectorial representation of the documents.
As it stands, these representations are entirely based on each document’s set of keywords,
which add depth (by emphasizing these keywords) but subtract breadth (other details of the
text) from them. We plan to pursue three main lines of research in the future: one line aims
at improving the set of representative keywords by both filtering out unrelated suggestions
and adding new ones via ontology relations, named entity recognition and other keyword
extraction algorithms, provided they can be integrated into the system. The second line aims
at investigating alternative representation vectors partly based on whole-text embeddings.
A third line of research consists in the automatic identification of major topics in the data
as an alternative to the user-provided category list: this can possibly be accomplished by
capitalizing on existing clustering methods and ontological relations among the keywords.
LawSampo is the first portal in the Sampo series of systems13 to take advantage of this
search functionality based on relevance feedback. Similar methods are planned as part of
the upcoming new Sampos as well. These include especially the ParliamentSampo system 14 ,
which incorporates over 900 000 parliamentary debate speeches [19] from the Parliament of
Finland (1907–2021), documents that are related to the legislative texts found in LawSampo.
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1

Introduction

The automatic construction of knowledge graphs from textual or structured data sources
enables the generation of domain-specific enterprise knowledge graphs while decreasing the
costs associated with manual generation of formal knowledge datasets [29]. The extraction
from textual sources enables the representation of internal knowledge generated by employees
and customers through the analysis of a domain of discourse, whereas the extraction from
structured data sources (e.g. relational databases) enables the representation of enterprise
information that is generated and applied in the provision of services and applications.
Despite the potential benefits of both text and structured sources in the context of domainspecific enterprise knowledge graphs, the research community has focused on either one
source of data or the other. In this paper, we perform a literature review that explores the
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combination of both types of data sources in the process of constructing domain-specific
enterprise knowledge graph. As such construction tends to be automatically performed, the
literature review investigates how both data sources can be integrated in the process of
automatic knowledge graph construction.
First we highlight the initiatives promoting knowledge graph construction either from
text or structured data sources in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we present our methodology
for analysis of the literature. In Section 4 we introduce the conceptual framework used to
analyse the literature for domain-specific knowledge graph construction. Further, we present
the results in Sections 5. We conclude the paper by highlighting the solutions available,
lessons learned from this analysis, and pointing directions for future research.

2

Automatic Construction of Knowledge Graphs

Automatic knowledge graph construction has been the target of research challenges and
initiatives in different research communities [2, 23, 31, 11].
Initiatives such as SemEval and OAEI focus only on the use of either textual or structured data sources. The SemEval Taxonomy Extraction Task [2], organised as part of
SIGLEX/SIGSEM1 conference in 2016, proposed the extraction of domain-specific taxonomic
structures exclusively from textual data sources. Whereas the OAEI [11] organised as part
of the International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC) since 2006, focuses only on the use
of structured data sources where the goal is to create an integrated ontology based on the
alignment between two (or more) already available ontologies or knowledge graphs.
In the intersection between text and structured data, we can find the TAC-KBP and
NEEL challenges that aim at verifying if entities appearing in text are already represented in
a structured knowledge base. The TAC-KBP Entity Linking task [23], a yearly event from
2009 to 2016 as part of TAC2 , aimed at taking advantage of a preexistent general domain
structured data source and use the text as source of additional information to expand it. In
a similar manner, the NEEL challenge [31], that run from 2013 to 2016 as part of the WWW
Conference, focused on identifying if entities appearing in microblog messages (i.e. tweets)
were already available in a general domain knowledge base.
Despite all the available initiatives in the automatic construction of knowledge graphs
based on different sources, none of these initiatives explicitly focuses on both: (i) the
aggregated use of text and structured data sources, and (ii) the generation of a domainspecific knowledge graph. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to analyse what are the
available approaches in the literature that could be applied to the automatic construction of
domain-specific enterprise knowledge graphs based on textual and structured data sources
and what are the areas the require further research.

3

Methodology

The methodology used to select the literature followed four steps (Figure 1): (i) selection of
seed papers, (ii) search, (iii) filtering, and (iv) analysis.
The selection of seed papers was performed based on a convenience sample, with a
selection of survey and literature review papers known to the authors. A set of six seed
papers was selected [5, 25, 26, 32, 33, 45].

1
2

The Special Interest Group on the Lexicon (SIGLEX)/Special Interest Group on Computational
Semantics (SIGSEM)
Text Analysis Conference
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Figure 1 Methodology for literature review.
Table 1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria for selection of the literature.
Inclusion Criteria
√
√

written in the English language.

published in conferences proceedings or
in a journal.
√
the abstract and conclusion indicate the
paper is in the topic of enriching the results of automatic extraction of knowledge
graph with structured data.

Exclusion Criteria
✕ only (semi-)manual approaches.
✕ no explanation of the method used.
✕ using only textual data sources.

Based on these seed papers, we expand our search to include also the literature in their
list of references. Next, all the literature collected is filtered according to a set of inclusion
and exclusion criteria (Table 1). Finally, all papers that passed the filtering criteria are
analysed according to a series of dimensions of interest.

4

Dimensions Used for Analysis of the Literature

The analysis of the literature was performed based on four dimensions of interest: (i) point
of integration, i.e. in which point the information coming from text and structured data
sources was integrated during the process of automatic extraction of knowledge graphs; (ii)
integration goal, i.e. if the goal is to expand the knowledge graph or validate its current
content; (iii) format of the structured data, and (iv) format of the final knowledge graph, i.e.
the type of knowledge graph expected as the output of the the extraction process using both
text and structured data source.
Three point of integration were considered in our analysis. Pre-construction (Figure 2a)
refers to the enrichment of the textual documents with information from the structured data
source before they are provided as input to the knowledge graph construction algorithm.
Integration that happens during construction (Figure 2b) assumes that both textual and
structured data sources are not linked in advance and, instead, their linking will be performed during the process of automatic knowledge graph extraction. Last, post-construction
(Figure 2c) stands for the connection between the output of the automatic extraction of
knowledge graph from text and information coming from the structured data source.
The joint use of text and structured data sources can be used for two different integration
goals: (i) knowledge graph completion, where data from both sources are combined to extend
the knowledge graph, and (ii) knowledge graph validation, in which one data source is used
to validate the information from the other data source.
Since enterprise environments work with heterogeneous types of data, the third dimension
of interest relates to the format of the structured data. When analysing this dimension we
are simplifying our categorisation by assuming that any data source that can be represented
by an entity-relation diagram can be considered, or converted to, a graph.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 Integration of textual and structured data sources to enrich the automatic construction
of knowledge graphs (a) pre-construction, (b) during construction, and (c) post-construction.

Last, given that there are multiple definitions of knowledge graph in the literature, we
also analyse the format of the output knowledge graph. Four types of knowledge graph
were considered: (i) term taxonomy, i.e. a knowledge graph only contains taxonomic relations
and where vertices are terms, (ii) topic taxonomy, similar to term taxonomies but where
vertices are represented by sets of terms, (iii) labeled graphs, in which relations receive a
label representing a relation type (e.g. usedFor, preRequisite), and (iv) ontologies, where
vertices and relations have a formal logical representation associated with them.

5

Results and Discussion

Based on the list of seed papers and their references, we start our analysis based on a set of
131 papers. From those, 97 papers were removed due to our exclusion criteria, resulting in
one seed paper and further 34 papers analysed. Table 2 presents the categorisation of each
paper and in the next sections we present the results of our analysis according to each of the
dimensions chosen for literature review.

5.1

Point of Integration

The approaches used for pre-construction leverage the knowledge graph extraction algorithm in one of three ways: (i) by combining both textual and structured information into
a single semantic space via the use of text embeddings and motifs [32], (ii) by generating
a profile for each term using the metadata of the documents associated to the term (e.g.
popularity of a document) [44], then using this profile to determine where the term fits in
the structure of the final knowledge graph, and (iii) by using the structured data source to
generate an initial graph that connects the different terms from text [42].
Regarding the integration during construction, the structured data source is provided
as training data for the detection of relations between terms extracted from text. This
detection is based on either: (i) relation classification, or (ii) relation prediction. In relation
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Table 2 Papers categorised according to our dimensions of analysis.
Dimension of Analysis

Point of integration

Pre-construction
During construction
Post-construction

Integration goals

Format of structured data

Format of the output
knowledge graph

Completion

Validation
Table
Key-value pairs
Graph

Term taxonomy
Topic taxonomy
Labeled graph

Ontology

Paper References
[32, 42, 44]
[39, 19, 12, 13, 41, 22, 40, 37, 16, 34, 28,
3, 14, 15]
[7, 35, 9, 43, 46, 36, 17, 38, 8, 6, 20, 18,
1, 4, 10, 30, 27]
[21, 7, 39, 19, 12, 13, 41, 22, 40, 37, 16,
35, 9, 34, 28, 3, 14, 15, 43, 46, 36, 17, 38,
8, 6, 1, 4, 10, 24, 30, 27, 42, 44]
[7, 39, 19, 12, 13, 41, 22, 40, 9, 14, 20, 18]
[32]
[42, 44]
[32, 7, 39, 19, 12, 13, 41, 22, 40, 37, 16,
35, 9, 34, 28, 3, 14, 15, 43, 46, 36, 17, 38,
8, 6, 20, 18, 1, 4, 10, 24, 30, 27]
–
[32, 42, 44]
[7, 39, 19, 12, 13, 41, 22, 40, 37, 16, 9,
34, 28, 3, 14, 15, 43, 46, 36, 17, 38, 8, 6,
20, 18, 1, 4, 10, 24, 30, 27]
[35]

classification, the types of relations existent in the structured data source are used to classify
the relations existent between any two terms from text. In the reviewed literature, this is
achieved by using neural networks ([3, 14, 15, 34]), or probabilistic methods ([28]). In contrast,
in relation prediction, the goal is to identify what is the target term (or entity) to which
any single term extracted should be related to. The literature focused on the use of neural
networks using representations that are: (i) based on embeddings [39, 19, 12, 13, 41, 22, 40],
or (ii) based on tensors [16, 37].
In post-construction integration, the knowledge graph built from text can be integrated with other knowledge graphs by: (i) graph alignment, where knowledge graphs are linked
to each other but are still kept as separate entities [10, 17, 1, 35, 30, 7, 8, 46, 36, 6, 43, 8, 38],
(ii) graph fusion, where the knowledge graphs have their terms and structures merged into a
single knowledge graph [4, 9], or (iii) logical inference, where one knowledge graph is used to
extract inference rules for expansion of the data in the other knowledge graph [27].

5.2

Integration Goals

We expect the literature to be heavily biased towards the goal of knowledge graph completion,
i.e. extending the knowledge graph with information from both text and structured data
sources. This is confirmed by our analysis where 33 papers out of 40 focused exclusively on
this goal. The papers that focus only on the validation of knowledge graphs are limited to
verifying the correctness of entities and relations but do not perform any additional step of
correcting the detected errors [18, 20].
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5.3

Format of the Structured Data

The literature explores the use of three different formats of structured data: (i) tables, (ii)
key-value pairs , and (iii) graphs.
Tables and value-key pairs are provided as metadata to textual documents in preconstruction approaches either by the use of explicit links between entities in the structured
data and documents that refer to those entities [32], or by the inference of these links via
analysis of user interactions with both data sources [42, 44]. Graphs, on the other hand,
are a dominant format in the analysed literature (Table 2), therefore enterprises wishing to
integrate text and structured data for knowledge graph construction would have a higher
availability of approaches if the structured data source is a graph-like structure.

5.4

Format of the Output Knowledge Graph

The literature analysed have a strong focus on labelled graphs, while the extraction of
taxonomies and ontologies is underrepresented. This demonstrates that despite the amount
of work on automatic extraction of taxonomies from text or ontology generation from
structured data sources, it does not seem to be a common practice to integrate the two types
of data sources when generating taxonomies or ontologies.

6

Conclusion

The goal of this paper is to provide knowledge on what is available in the literature for use by
enterprises wishing to generate knowledge graphs based on their own internal data sources.
For that, we present a preliminary literature review that investigates approaches used for
the integration of textual and structured data sources in the process of automatic knowledge
graph construction. Our analysis was based on: (i) point of integration (before, during or
after knowledge graph construction), (ii) the goal for integrating sources, (iii) the format of
the structured data source, and (iv) the structure of the constructed knowledge graph. Based
on this analysis we conclude that, enterprises have a range of approaches available if aiming
at the generation of a labelled knowledge graph that aggregates data from both textual and
structured sources, where the structured data source used has a graph-like structure and
the integration between textual and structured source is done only after a knowledge graph
has been extracted from text (what we name post-construction integration). Meanwhile, the
integration of data sources before they are used for automatic knowledge graph construction,
as well as the use of tables or key-value pairs as structured data sources are still areas with
possibility for further research.

7

Lessons Learned and Future Work

Many lessons can be drawn from this specific analysis in terms of our conceptual framework,
survey analysis and findings.
Our categorization, while specific, has shown to be useful in classifying available approaches
for constructing a domain-specific knowledge graph by; (i) categorizing similar approaches
based on the selected dimensions, and (ii) displaying the patterns that influence the decision
to adapt a specific variation of each dimension as discussed in the results section. The
value of this classification is that it provides enterprises with a clear set of approaches for
constructing a domain-specific knowledge graphs from structured and unstructured data
sources. As a result, this survey is a step forward in understanding the possible solutions for
generating domain-specific enterprise knowledge graph. It also assists enterprise practitioners
who may prefer one approach over the another due to constrains in resource, time, and cost.
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From the survey perspective, there is an opportunity to future investigate the research
and the application of knowledge graph in enterprise domain. Future work will include
expanding the survey to a systematic review with keyword-based seed papers. We envision
this as a large-scale study that will examine the enterprise knowledge graph integration from
different perspectives and demonstrate use cases from various application domains.
From the perspective of survey results, there are a range of options for generating
knowledge graphs by aggregating structured and unstructured sources. According to our
findings, integration using graph-like structure is a popular approach in comparison to tables
and key-value pairs. The later formats are currently in the tentative stage as outlined in the
results section. There is also an equal interest in integrating resources during or after the
construction of the knowledge graph, as opposed to leveraging resources before the knowledge
graph is created. In terms of integration goals, most research focuses on completing a
knowledge graph, whereas only a few focus on using data sources to validate a populated
knowledge graph. Finally, the majority of work is designed to generate a labelled graph as an
output, with a few recent work focusing on topic knowledge graph for classification purposes.
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Abstract
In language technology and language sciences, tab-separated values (TSV) represent a frequently
used formalism to represent linguistically annotated natural language, often addressed as “CoNLL
formats”. A large number of such formats do exist, but although they share a number of common
features, they are not interoperable, as different pieces of information are encoded differently in
these dialects.
CoNLL-RDF refers to a programming library and the associated data model that has been
introduced to facilitate processing and transforming such TSV formats in a serialization-independent
way. CoNLL-RDF represents CoNLL data, by means of RDF graphs and SPARQL update operations,
but so far, without machine-readable semantics, with annotation properties created dynamically on
the basis of a user-defined mapping from columns to labels. Current applications of CoNLL-RDF
include linking between corpora and dictionaries [28] and knowledge graphs [36], syntactic parsing
of historical languages [12, 11], the consolidation of syntactic and semantic annotations [8], a bridge
between RDF corpora and a traditional corpus query language [24], and language contact studies [6].
We describe a novel extension of CoNLL-RDF, introducing a formal data model, formalized as
an ontology. The ontology is a basis for linking RDF corpora with other Semantic Web resources,
but more importantly, its application for transformation between different TSV formats is a major
step for providing interoperability between CoNLL formats.
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1

Motivation: Incompatible TSV formats

The automated analysis of natural language requires different, and often, complex steps
of processing, traditionally organized in a pipeline architecture. Depending on the specific
goals, this does include designated modules for standard tasks such as sentence splitting,
tokenization, part-of-speech labelling, lemmatization, morphological analysis, named entity
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recognition, word sense disambiguation, entity linking, chunking, syntactic parsing, semantic
parsing, coreference analysis, but also extend to more research-intense challenges such as
discourse parsing, zero anaphora resolution or implicit semantic role labelling. For each of
these processing steps, numerous implementations and data sets to train your own classifiers
upon are available, normally, the formats they use only support information that is relevant
to their specific annotation task. They do, however, usually follow common conventions, as
both data sets and reference implementations often originate from long-standing series of
shared tasks, and for the family of formats under consideration here, these are also shared
with other applications in corpus linguistics and digital lexicography.
Tab-separated values (TSV) are a frequently used formalism to represent linguistically
annotated natural language, e.g., in the long-standing series of Shared Tasks of the Conference
of Natural Language Learning (CoNLL), recent initiatives on the creation of corpora and tools
with cross-linguistically applicable (“universal”) annotations [31, Universal Dependencies,
UD], [27, UniMorph], [2, Universal Propositions], or in computational lexicography and
corpus linguistics [13, Corpus Workbench], [26, Sketch Engine]. Many such “CoNLL” formats
exist, but although they share a number of common features (e.g., one word per line, empty
line to mark sentence breaks, comments after #), they are not interoperable with each other,
as different pieces of information are represented differently in different dialects, e.g., placed
in different columns or spread over multiple columns in one format, but consolidated into
one in another.
CoNLL-RDF [7] is a set of tools introduced to facilitate processing and transforming
CoNLL and other TSV formats in a serialization-independent way: On the basis of a userprovided mapping from columns to labels (properties), sentence by sentence (blocks of
annotations separated by empty lines), tab-separated data is transformed to RDF graphs
in accordance with the CoNLL-RDF data model.1 Annotations can then be manipulated
using SPARQL Update operations and serialized in TSV, RDF or XML formats. Unlike
CSV2RDF [20], R2RML [15], and related general-purpose technology for mapping tabular
data to RDF, CoNLL-RDF provides linguistic data structures: The CoNLL-RDF data
model uses the NLP Interchange Format [21, NIF] to encode sentences, words and sequential
relations between these, and extends it with properties for the annotation of words, syntactic
dependencies and semantic roles. First introduced in 2017, this technology is now being used
in a number of projects in NLP [1], knowledge engineering [19], linguistics [29] and Digital
Humanities [22].
We describe a novel extension of CoNLL-RDF technology, introducing a formal data model.
So far, CoNLL-RDF used a shallow approach to semantics, where annotation properties
were created dynamically on the basis of a user-defined mapping from columns to labels
(property names), without any machine-readable semantics: CoNLL-RDF representations
were data-driven and unrestricted, so that the same information could be found under
different properties, etc. It is, however, essential to provide machine-readable semantics for
these properties as individual CoNLL dialects record this information differently.
The CoNLL-RDF ontology provides machine-readable semantics for an inventory of
CoNLL properties (and classes) for a growing collection of about two dozen CoNLL and
related formats currently used in language technology. In addition, a mapping between
CoNLL properties and columns provides a formal, and machine-readable definition of the

1

Even though sentence by sentence transformation creates a computational overhead, it prevents from
having memory issues while processing large amounts of text. A detailed discussion of this design
decision can be found in the original paper.
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respective formats. Using this information, we provide a mapping between different TSV
formats. A user is only required to specify input and output formats (say, CoNLL-U and
CoNLL-X). Using the column mappings defined in the CoNLL-RDF ontology, we derive
a transformation workflow that retrieves information from source columns, (optionally)
transforms it and allocates them to the corresponding columns in the target format. This
workflow is then executed using the Flexible Integrated Annotation Engineering (Fintan)
platform [18].
The CoNLL-RDF ontology, introduced with this paper, adds machine-readable semantics
for existing datasets encoded as CoNLL-RDF and provides the basis for linking RDF corpora
with other Semantic Web resources. With the ontology, the relations between 24 TSV
formats have be made explicit in a machine-readable way, and it now becomes possible to
(a) automatically transform one TSV format into another, resp. (b) to assert/infer that
a particular format cannot be automatically transformed into another. Aside from the
ontology, we introduce CoNLL-Transform, a converter that uses the CoNLL-RDF ontology
to bootstrap automated conversion routines.
In the context of transformation, the CoNLL-RDF ontology serves two main purposes: It
provides a mapping from columns to properties, and it defines standard identifiers (URIs)
for these properties. Even though this aspect is beyond the scope of the current paper, this
is the basis for develop transformers that are capable to perform more complex operations,
e.g., to derive CoNLL-2004 chunking information from a CoNLL-U dependency parse.

2

Background: CoNLL-RDF

Natural language processing (NLP) and knowledge graphs are two critical areas in the
developmentof language technologies. Building bridges between the two bears potential to
enable progress in both. CoNLL-RDF has been designed to serve as such a technological
bridge, enabling researchers to easily go back-and-forth between popular one-word-per-line
TSV formats used in language technology, and SPARQL and Semantic Web technologies
used in knowledge engineering. CoNLL-RDF refers to a library that allows parsing each
sentence from a CoNLL-TSV data stream (together with its context) into a separate RDF
graph, to manipulate and to enrich it with SPARQL and reasoning technologies, and to
serialize the result back to Turtle,2 to (any) TSV format or to a number of other common
formats used in language technology.
The CoNLL-RDF library is part of the Flexible Integrated Annotation Engineering
(Fintan) platform [18], but also distributed individually. It is available as open source
(Apache license 2.0) from our Github repository.3

2.1

One-word-per-line TSV formats in language technology (“CoNLL”)

One-word-per-line formats, especially tab-separated value (TSV) formats have been a popular
choice in a variety of applications for more than three decades. The fields of use include
digital lexicography (SketchEngine [26]), corpus linguistics (Corpus Workbench/CWB [16]),
natural language processing (TreeTagger [35]), and as an exchange format in a variety of
different corpora projects. These formats enjoy continued and rising popularity because
TSV allows for flexible encoding of any kind of word-level annotations, they provide an ideal

2
3

That is, a canonical TTL representation that emulates the structure of CoNLL/TSV.
https://github.com/acoli-repo/conll-rdf
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middle ground between being machine-processable and human-readable, and they can be
easily extended by creating additional columns with new annotations. As a result, TSV
formats have become a de-facto standard in exchanging NLP data.
The listing below is an example from the 2005 Shared Task of the SIGNLL Conference
on Computational Natural Language Learning (CoNLL-05):
#

WORDS
The
spacecraft
faces
a
...

NE
*
*
*
*

POS
DT
NN
VBZ
DT

PARTIAL_SYNT
(NP*
(S*
*)
*
(VP*)
*
(NP*
*

PARSE
(S (NP *
*)
(VP *
(NP *

Here, the first column contains the word, the second column contains named entity annotation,
the third contains part-of-speech information. The following columns contain different forms
of syntax annotation: The PARTIAL_SYNT column has two subcolumns, where the first
subcolumn contains nominal and verbal chunks, and the second subcolumn contains sentence
chunks. The PARSE column contains a full parse in accordance with the Penn Treebank [30].
Subsequently, the use of TSV formats to exchange linguistic data has since extended
its spread beyond the CoNLL Shared Task and inspired novel corpora formats, e.g. the
CoNLL-U format by Universal Dependencies has been created independent of the conference;
however adheres and extends standards already motivated by the CoNLL Shared Task. In
this paper we follow this convention by referring to all one-word-per-line TSV formats as
CoNLL-TSV.

2.2

Words and sentences

CoNLL-RDF can transform any CoNLL-TSV dialect into a CoNLL-RDF representation,
apply SPARQL updates to the transformed sentences and re-serialize the representations
into RDF or TSV as defined by the user.
The CoNLL-RDF vocabulary builds on a minimal fragment of the NIF data model: Each
word (row) is represented as a nif:Word, and connected to the following word of the same
sentence by the nif:nextWord property. Each sentence (sequence of rows not interrupted by
an empty line) is represented as a nif:Sentence, and connected to the following sentence
by the nif:nextSentence property. Words can be organized in a dependency tree (using
the conll:HEAD property), and for words that do not have a parent in the dependency
annotation (incl. formats where no HEAD column is given), are linked by conll:HEAD to the
respective nif:Sentence.
For representing annotations, the CoNLL-RDF toolchain uses column labels provided by
the user in order to associate each column with a novel property in the conll namespace.
CoNLL-TSV can be transformed into CoNLL-RDF using ad hoc labels, but these are not
backed by a formal ontology. In general, these column labels were simply treated as such;
with the sole exception of semantic role annotations in the form of PRED_ARGs and the HEAD
column. Both of these carry special semantics and are handled specially during conversion.
In real-world applications, e.g., the creation of novel forms of syntactic-semantic annotation [9] or experimental forms of syntactic parsing [12], where specialized data structures are
required, a more constrained view is taken, and consistent labels should be used throughout
the project – but so far, CoNLL-RDF provides no way to facilitate interoperability and
interpretability of column labels across different annotation projects.
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Tree extension

One-word-per-line formats originally provide no base vocabulary for representing annotations
that span beyond more than one token, and different extensions have been developed
throughout the CoNLL shared tasks. These include the IOB(ES) annotation for nonrecursive spans introduced with the CoNLL-00 Shared Task [34], the bracket notation of the
Penn Treebank [30], and the application of XML, resp., SGML markup between the word-level
annotations (as used by TreeTagger, the Sketch Engine and the Corpus Workbench).
We illustrate tree structures with the bracket notation from the sixth column (PARSE) of
the CoNLL-05 example given above: The original CoNLL-RDF implementation represented
these structures as plain string literals, without analyzing their internal structure, i.e.,
as conll:PARSE "(S ( NP *", etc. Processing such data with SPARQL is possible but
cumbersome, as the strings need to be decoded before their content can be analysed. In
essence, a user would need to write a CFG parser in SPARQL – and this is possible, but
slow. Chiarcos and Glaser [10] thus extended the CoNLL-RDF library with routines for the
native parsing and serialization of such structures. In order to avoid the introduction of ad
hoc data structures into the CoNLL-RDF data model, the internal representation of phrases
is grounded in the POWLA vocabulary [4].
POWLA provides an OWL2/DL formalization of the Linguistic Annotation Framework
(LAF) as described by [23, 25]. LAF provides generic data structures for representing any
kind of linguistic annotation. In particular, this includes a separation of positions and spans
in the primary data (represented as anchors and regions, comparable to the target element
of Web Annotation, or to instances of nif:String) and annotations (represented as nodes
and edges/relations, comparable to annotations, resp., their bodies in Web Annotation; NIF,
instead, recommends to model annotations as nif:String objects).4 POWLA does not
provide a formalization of anchors and regions, but builds on other vocabularies for this
purpose, most notably NIF and Web Annotation [14]. Accordingly, the CoNLL-RDF tree
extension uses POWLA data structures primarily to represent data structures above the level
of the token (word), and for these, POWLA allows to define an annotation graph independent
of the sentence and word structure imposed by CoNLL.
In CoNLL-RDF, only a minimal fragment of the POWLA vocabulary is used, partially
with slightly more constrained definitions than in POWLA originally:
powla:Node Within CoNLL-RDF, every nif:Word is a powla:Node. Other nodes in CoNLLRDF are recursively defined as a nif:Word or any grouping of powla:Nodes.
powla:hasParent property pointing from an element to the phrase (or other aggregate node)
that contains it.
powla:next To facilitate navigation in POWLA graphs, adjacent powla:Nodes that share
the same parent (and only these) should be connected by the powla:next property. A
powla:Node may have multiple powla:next properties relative to different parent nodes,
e.g., if multiple levels of syntax annotation are provided as in the three levels of syntax
annotation of CoNLL-05.
powla:Relation for representing labelled (annotated) edges, POWLA allows to reify relations
between a source (powla:hasSource) and a target node (powla:hasTarget). POWLA
relations are not automatically generated during the process of parsing TSV formats, but
can be created and used by subsequent SPARQL Update operations.

4

Note that NIF 2.0 also introduced a nif:Annotation object, but nif:Phrase, etc., are still defined as
nif:String subclasses.
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When parsing the bracketing notation, the original column name is maintained as a
datatype property, but applied to the POWLA node rather than the nif:Word. The value of
this property is the label of the corresponding phrase. For the CHUNK column (column 4)
in the example, three POWLA nodes are created:
a node containing The spacecraft, with conll:CHUNK ’NP’
a node containing faces, with conll:CHUNK ’VP’
a node containing a ..., with conll:CHUNK ’NP’
SENTENCE (column 5) and PARSE (column 6) are processed analoguously.

3

CoNLL-RDF ontology

We designed the CoNLL-RDF ontology to capture the semantic and structural dependencies
of annotations in TSV formats and tree extensions, with a focus on properties, as the basic
structures of annotation are defined in external vocabularies, i.e., NIF (words and sentences)
and POWLA (other units of annotation).
The ontology consists of two components: (1) classes, properties and axioms used to
define formats (Fig. 1), and (2) the machine-readable description of existing CoNLL and
related formats. The namespace prefix is conll:.

Figure 1 CoNLL-RDF Ontology: Classes and properties of CoNLL and external vocabularies.

As for CoNLL properties, the ontology provides a catalog of 33 datatype properties,
with human-readable descriptions and labels as used in previous literature, and organized
in an inheritance structure. The column label WORD, used in CoNLL Shared Tasks until
2005, does, for example, roughly correspond to the column label FORM, but the latter is a
generalization, so that conll:WORD is a :subPropertyOf conll:FORM.
As for object properties, their creation is triggered by conventions in the CoNLL-RDF tool
chain: HEAD contains the ID (or sentence position) of the syntactic head, and conll:HEAD
refers to the head or to the sentence (if no head does exist). The column label PRED_ARGS
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is used for semantic role annotations, where every predicate in a sentence triggers the creation
of a subsequent argument column that annotates all words for their respective semantic
role relative to this particular predicate. Here, the CoNLL properties are not generated
from user-provided labels, but from the labels used in the annotation, e.g., conll:A0 for the
agent argument of a transitive verb. The CoNLL ontology thus contains the full inventory of
PropBank roles.
We provide conll:DatatypeProperty and conll:ObjectProperty as subproperties of
rdf:Property – not because we want to replicate OWL semantics, but because we restrict
their domain to nif:Words and powla:Nodes.
As for classes, the CoNLL ontology does not introduce data categories, but concepts
for metadata only (the mapping from CoNLL properties to different formats). It does,
however, refine NIF and POWLA concepts with a more constrained definition than in their
original vocabularies. As an example, a nif:Word within CoNLL-RDF must be an instance
of powla:Node.
Each CoNLL-TSV and related TSV format is represented by an individual of the
conll:Dialect type. A minimal dialect definition consists of a name (rdfs:label) and a
link to documentation (rdfs:isDefinedBy).
A dialect may be used in one or more conll:ColumnMappings. A column mapping links
a CoNLL property (conll:property) with a particular column position (conll:column)
in a particular format (conll:dialect). Any CoNLL property can be related to multiple
mappings. Each relation then describes a mapping for a specific property in a specific dialect.
This allows to represent data independent of the exact dialect. Instantiations of both property
types will be represented by a column in the TSV file or by a conll:column property in
CoNLL-RDF. In different TSV dialects, these will sit in different columns, considering their
index. In addition, the column mapping can define the encoding strategy of POWLA nodes
by means of the conll:encoding property. Note that the same property can be encoded in
different ways, as shown for the bracket notation above and the IOBES encoding below.
With the classes and properties introduced above, we are able now to model CoNLL
data in CoNLL-RDF, independent of the dialect in which it was originally encoded. As
part of the ontology, we provide formal data structures and properties for 22 CoNLL-TSV
and related TSV dialects. This includes all CoNLL Shared Task TSV formats until 2018,
CoNLL-U, UniMorph, several PropBank formats, the formats of the Open Multilingual
WordNet initiative, SketchEngine, Corpus WorkBench, TreeTagger, and the format of a
series of Shared Tasks on Translation Inference Across Dictionaries (TIAD). We illustrate
this below for the CoNLL-00 format:
The
spacecraft
faces
a
...

DT
NN
VBZ
DT

B-NP
I-NP
B-VP
B-NP

The CoNLL-00 columns are WORD, POS and CHUNK, for a Shared Task on chunking
(shallow syntax). Note that the CoNLL-RDF tree extension renders the content of the
CHUNK column exactly in the same way as the CHUNK information from the CoNLL-05
format described in Section 2.1. In the CoNLL-RDF ontology, we provide the full description
of the CoNLL-00 format:
:CoNLL-00 a :Dialect;
rdfs:label "CoNLL-00 format";
rdfs:isDefinedBy <https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2000/chunking/>.
# first column (for CoNLL-00): WORD
:WORD rdfs:subPropertyOf :FORM; rdfs:label "WORD";
rdfs:comment "Word form in an annotated text ..."@en;
:hasMapping [ a :ColumnMapping; :column "1"^^xsd:int ; :dialect :CoNLL-00 ] ;
:hasMapping [ a :ColumnMapping; :column "4"^^xsd:int ; :dialect :CoNLL-11 ] . # etc
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# second column: POS
:POS rdfs:subPropertyOf :DatatypeProperty; rdfs:label "POS", "POSTAG", "TAG";
rdfs:comment "Fine-grained part-of-speech tag ..."@en;
:hasMapping [ a :ColumnMapping; :column "2"^^xsd:int; :dialect :CoNLL-00 ] ;
:hasMapping [ a :ColumnMapping; :column "3"^^xsd:int; :dialect :CoNLL-05 ] . # etc
# third column: CHUNK
:CHUNK rdfs:subPropertyOf :DatatypeProperty ; rdfs:label "CHUNK";
rdfs:comment "The chunk tags contain the name of the chunk type,
for example I-NP ..."@en;
:hasMapping [ a :ColumnMapping; :column "3"^^xsd:int; :dialect :CoNLL-00 ] ;
:hasMapping [ a :ColumnMapping; :column "4"^^xsd:int; :dialect :CoNLL-05 ] . # etc

The listing only provides a partial view of the column mappings beyond CoNLL-00, illustrated
for one example per CoNLL property. Also, these are slightly simplified, as they do not
specify the actual encoding in CoNLL.
Although different conll:Dialects may share a conll:COLUMN or even the conll:
ColumnMapping, the textual representation in CoNLL might differ, e.g. phrase structure
might be encoded in IOBES or in a bracket notation. This information is encoded by an
instance of conll:Encoding; conll:iobesEncoding resp. conll:bracketEncoding in this
case.
As an example, CoNLL-05 does contain the same (plus other) annotations as CoNLL00, but the chunk information (first PARTIAL_SYNT column, column 4) uses the bracketing
notation of the Penn Treebank (equivalent with the CHUNK information from our CoNLL-00
sample).
The (abbreviated) entry of the property conll:CHUNK is presented below.
:CHUNK rdfs:subPropertyOf :DatatypeProperty ; # ...
:hasMapping [
:encoding :iobEncoding;
a :ColumnMapping;
:column "3"^^xsd:int;
:dialect :CoNLL-00, :CoNLL-01, :CoNLL-03, :CoNLL-04];
:hasMapping [
:encoding :bracketEncoding;
a :ColumnMapping;
:column "4"^^xsd:int; :dialect :CoNLL-05 ].

The conll:DatatypeProperty conll:CHUNK sits in the third column in the CoNLL-00, -01,
-03 and -04 dialects. In CoNLL-05, the conll:CHUNK property moves to the fourth column,
the position is encoded using the conll:column property. The formats also differ in their
encoding: The conll:CHUNK column in CoNLL-00, -01, -03 and -04 was encoded using an
IOB-schema.5 In CoNLL-05 however, the conll:CHUNK column was not only moved but
encoded using a PTB-style annotation, marked with the conll:encoding property.

4

CoNLL-Transform: Ontology-based transformation

The Flexible Integrated Annotation Engineering (Fintan) platform is a recently introduced
additional abstraction layer on the existing CoNLL-RDF library [18]. While CoNLL-RDF
focuses on the transformation of CoNLL corpora, Fintan broadens the scope towards integrating support for other data formats, such as OntoLex-Lemon for lexica by allowing
to easily integrate and run existing converters in complex pipelines. It furthermore adds a
graphical workflow manager to build, assess and run these pipelines.

5

Simplified IOBES encoding, using B- (begin of a single-token or multi-token sequence), I- (middle or
end of a multi-token sequence), O (no annotation).
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The Fintan API distinguishes different types of transformation modules for which CoNLLRDF provides designated implementations:
Loader modules may consume any type of input data and must write back RDF data.
The CoNLL-RDF CoNLLStreamExtractor serves as a Loader module which transforms
CoNLL into CoNLL-RDF.
Update modules transform a stream of segmented RDF data on multiple threads. Each
Update module is defined by the resources and graphs it requires and an iteration
over SPARQL update scripts. CoNLL-RDF provides a CoNLLRDFUpdater class that
implements the Update function.
Writer modules create serializations of the transformed data. In CoNLL-RDF, the
CoNLLRDFFormatter functions as a writer module that yields RDF serializations (Turtle,
canonical CoNLL-RDF), TSV output and other representations. In the context of Fintan,
other existing transformation tools may be mapped as Loaders or Writers.

4.1

Transforming CoNLL dialects

We provide CoNLL-Transform as a command-line tool to generate Fintan transformation
workflows directly from the CoNLL-RDF ontology. The code and its integration with
the Fintan infrastructure will be published under the Apache 2.0 license along with the
publication of this paper.
CoNLL-Transform takes three parameters, source format (e.g., CoNLL-00), target format
(e.g., CoNLL-05) and the CoNLL-RDF ontology (or a replacement that provides alternative
column mappings, etc.). If the format identifiers match the (local names of) conll:Dialects
in the ontology, we retrieve the corresponding column mappings (and the encoding specification) to derive the corresponding Fintan Loader and Writer configurations, either as a JSON
configuration file, or in the form of a shell script. The combination of a particular Loader and
a particular Writer already allows the reordering of columns, but moreover, also to switch
from one way of phrase-level encoding (say, IOBES) to another (say, bracket notation) – if
specified in the ontology.

4.2

Mapping strategies

Most CoNLL-TSV formats will not provide fully equivalent content. CoNLL-Transform also
produces a protocol that lists target format properties (columns) not found in the source
(which will be replaced by the empty annotation _), as well as source format properties
(columns) not expressible in the target format (which will be omitted). In addition to
repositioning columns, changing their encoding, and identifying mismatches between formats,
CoNLL-Transform uses the subsumption hierarchy of the CoNLL-RDF ontology to derive
heuristic mappings of column names.
We employ the following ranking of mapping strategies:
maintain if a CoNLL property from the target format occurs in the source format, maintain
it; otherwise:
generalize if a CoNLL property from the source format (say, conll:WORD in CoNLL-00) is a
subproperty of a CoNLL property from the target format (say, conll:FORM in CoNLL-U),
copy the object of the source property to the target property and produce a warning;
otherwise
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specialize if a CoNLL property from the source format (say, conll:POS in CoNLL-00)
is a superproperty of a CoNLL property from the target format (say, conll:XPOS in
CoNLL-U), and the target format property does not already exist, copy the object of the
source property to the target property and produce a warning; otherwise
skip if no other mapping applies, set target property to empty (_)
These mappings are provided as a series of SPARQL Update operations and executed
by Fintan before the Writer component is called. Note that this mapping is heuristic.
In particular the specialize step does introduce a certain amount of errors. Along with
conll:XPOS (original POS annotation of a Universal Dependencies file), CoNLL-U features
another subproperty of conll:POS, namely conll:UPOS. The property conll:UPOS is, however, more constrained than conll:POS, and restricted to POS annotation in accordance
with the Universal Dependencies tagset. While mapping conll:POS to conll:XPOS will be
correct in most cases, our mapping heuristic will also produce an analoguous mapping from
conll:POS to conll:UPOS which will be incorrect in many cases.
In the future development, we also plan to provide an inventory of SPARQL update
scripts for transformations between selected pairs of near-equivalent CoNLL properties. As
an example, CoNLL-04 uses two columns to represent predicates in semantic role annotation:
PRED_LEMMA contains the lemma of the predicate (e.g., say), PRED_FRAMESET
contains the sense number (for that particular lemma, e.g., 1). In CoNLL-08, this information
is provided in the PRED column, but concatenated with a separator symbol (say.01). Once
a SPARQL Update with such a concatenation is provided, it should be applied with preference
over the generalize and specialize mappings.

4.3

Encoding

Aside from the mapping, a key challenge of transforming between different CoNLL-TSV
dialects is the encoding of annotations spanning multiple words. We adopt the recent tree
extension of CoNLL-RDF: Every span is represented as a powla:Node, and linked with the
words (or nodes) it contains by means of powla:hasParent. These nodes then receive the
corresponding annotation.
With the ontology, we can now define which CoNLL dialect uses which encoding strategy,
and decode the correct spans and labels from the input data. Likewise, we can use the
definition of the output format to trigger a serialization according to another encoding, and
thus translate between the IOBES and bracket notations in the listings given above. Note
that, however, this is not a transformation of the RDF graph, but only a decoding, resp.
encoding instruction executed by Fintan Loader and Writer modules, respectively.

5

Related Community Standards

In this paper, we introduced the CoNLL-RDF ontology as a machine-readable formalization
of the CoNLL-RDF data model, in order to facilitate interoperability and transformability
between different TSV formats in language technology as well as between these and the
knowledge representation / knowledge engineering stack. It is to be noted, however, that the
CoNLL-RDF vocabulary does remain extensible, i.e., users can still provide ad hoc labels to
generate conll: properties, and this feature is very much required. For established formats,
however, the ontology provides instructions for decoding TSV annotation and for encoding
CoNLL-RDF graphs in a TSV format.
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It is important, however, that the CoNLL-RDF ontology may also serve a role in the
development of vocabularies for linguistic annotations on the web. The development of RDFbased data models for language technologies coincides with a growing trend in publishing
language resources (lexicons, corpora, dictionaries, etc) as linked open data (LOD) on the
Web [3]. In application to language resources, linguistic linked open data (LLOD) is concerned
with LOD resources that are linguistically relevant, i.e., part of an application or a use case
in language technology or the language sciences, cumulating in the emergence of the so-called
LLOD cloud.6 In comparison to conventional means of publishing language resources, LLOD
allows for as higher independence from domain-specific data formats or vendor-specific APIs,
as well as easier access and re-use of linguistic data by semantic-aware software agents [14].
Prominent vocabularies in the LLOD context include OntoLex-Lemon7 as the main
community standard for ontology lexicalization and representing lexical data in RDF. For
representing linguistic annotations, however, no single consensus vocabulary has emerged so
far, but instead, incompatible and competing specifications. Most notably, these include Web
Annotation [33, WA], the NLP Interchange Format [21, NIF] and the LAPPS Interchange
Format [37, LIF].
Web Annotation was originally developed for adding shallow annotations (primarily
labels, glosses or entity links) to web resources, but lacking the necessary data structures
to represent complex data structures as needed for linguistic annotation. It is possible to
complement Web Annotation with linguistic data structures [38], but these are not covered
by the Web Annotation specification nor do they seem to be used in current practice.
The NLP Interchange Format (NIF) has been developed to facilitate the implementation
of NLP workflows on the basis of web technologies. NIF is a representative of a broader class
of RDF-based vocabularies designed for this purpose, e.g., TELIX [32], NAF-RDF [17], etc.,
but taken here as an example because it is relatively widely used and not tied to a specific
piece of software. RDF-based NLP data models such as NIF provide linguistic data structures
for a number of specific applications (part-of-speech tagging, entity linking, parsing, etc.),
but they are extended according to the requirements of these applications.
CoNLL-RDF is grounded in the NIF vocabulary, but extends it in two important ways:
(i) It introduces its own IRI fragment schema, based on a segmentation in sentences and
tokens, and thus allows to refer to empty elements. (ii) For the representation of syntax and
other, advanced levels of representation CoNLL-RDF complements NIF with POWLA data
structures and is thus capable to represent every kind of linguistic annotation (a claim we
inherit from the Linguistic Annotation Framework that POWLA formalizes [5]).

6

Summary and Outlook

CoNLL-RDF thus complements both Web Annotation and NIF with a model firmly grounded
in state-of-the-art NLP research and used in mature NLP applications, and thus, better
prepared for future applications based on current-day research. Within this paper, we provide
the first formal account of the necessary data structures, and the first formalization of
individual CoNLL dialects and related formats.
At the same time, however, CoNLL-RDF is not merely a data model, but it comes
with a number of tools to facilitate the creation, manipulation and evaluation of linguistic
annotations, as well as interoperability with “classical” formats in NLP and the language

6
7

https://linguistic-lod.org/llod-cloud
https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/
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resource community. It is important here to note that CoNLL-RDF does not aim to replace
these with an RDF substitute within NLP, but instead, it formalizes existing TSV formats,
can be serialized in TSV and thus be seamlessly integrated in existing NLP workflows – for
applications that benefit from graph data structures as opposed to tables (e.g., dependency
syntax, coreference or semantic roles), applications that build on the integration of information
from multiple, distributed sources or that are beyond the expressivity of an existing TSV
format. The main application, however, is to establish interoperability among TSV formats
and between these and knowledge graph technologies, and this is where we see the potential
of CoNLL-RDF.
Despite the wide range of potential applications, we see CoNLL-RDF not as a potential
replacement for either NIF or Web Annotation. Instead, it aims to provide a technological
bridge between NLP standards and the RDF/Linked Data world. In the context of RDF
vocabularies, we expect CoNLL-RDF to serve (along with Web Annotation, the NLP
Interchange Format and ISO TC37 standards) as a main input for the development of
a harmonized vocabulary for linguistic annotations on the web that is currently under
development within the W3C Community Group Linked Data for Language Technology
(LD4LT).8
The CoNLL-RDF ontology is available as part of the CoNLL-RDF repository and published under the same license (Apache 2.0).9 The ACoLi CoNLL libraries (that contain
CoNLL-RDF and CoNLL-Transform, along with other modules) are also open-source published and available from https://github.com/acoli-repo/conll. The ontology has been
published under http://purl.org/acoli/conll#.
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1

Introduction

When it comes to representing lexico-semantic knowledge, there are two main approaches:
lexical knowledge bases, like wordnets [13], and distributional models, like word embeddings [24] learned from raw text. Wordnets are more formalised than distributional models,
and typically rely on some manual effort, often by experts, e.g., for grouping synonymous
words in so-called synsets and linking them according to a small set of semantic relations with
lexicographic relevance, such as hypernymy and meronymy. On the other hand, distributional
models are inspired by the distributional hypothesis [19] and capture the meaning of the
words of a language by analysing their neighbourhoods in large collections of text.
Even though they are not formalised at all, word embeddings can be learned automatically
and do not require expert knowledge. Moreover, from the regularities in natural language
text, they may capture virtually any semantic relation between words, even if not all can
be acquired with simple methods, such as the vector offset [24]. This suggests that word
embeddings can be of great value for minimising some of the limitations of wordnets, namely
their coverage of relation instances.
© Hugo Gonçalo Oliveira, Fredson Silva de Souza Aguiar, and Alexandre Rademaker;
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In this paper, we explore Portuguese word embeddings having in mind the enrichment
of OpenWordnet-PT (OWN-PT) [8], a public domain Portuguese wordnet in the Open
Multilingual WordNet (OMW) [1] project, aligned with Princeton WordNet (PWN) [13],
and with a comprehensive coverage of the language. More precisely, we: (i) create several
analogy tests with data extracted from OWN-PT, each for a different relation; (ii) apply two
analogy-solving methods [11] to the previous test, though with poor performance; (iii) inspect
the top answers given by one of the methods and conclude that some correspond to missing
relation instances in OWN-PT, which can thus be used as suggestions for its enrichment.
The remaining of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we overview work on
the automatic acquisition of lexico-semantic relations from text, their usage for enriching
wordnets, as well as some examples of how word embeddings can be exploited for this purpose,
using analogy-solving methods; in Section 3, we give a general overview of OWN-PT; in
Section 4, we describe the applied methods and how we created analogy tests with OWN-PT,
further used for learning how relations are represented in word embeddings; in Section 5, we
report on the accuracy of analogy-solving methods; in Section 6, following an inspection of
the answers given by the previous methods, we discuss on the utility of such methods for
enriching OWN-PT; in Section 7, we highlight the main conclusions of this work.

2

Background and Related Work

Earlier attempts for the automatic acquisition of lexico-semantic relations and their compilation in a lexical knowledge base exploited language dictionaries, their structure, and
patterns used in the definitions [5]. Once Princeton WordNet (PWN) [13] became available
for English, work on the creation of such a resource from scratch was no longer a priority.
Following the success of PWN, wordnets were developed for many other languages [2].
However, PWN is the product of intensive manual labour during many years. So, the creation
of wordnets varied from project to project. Roughly, two approaches have been followed
for creating wordnets [35]: the expand approach translates the synsets in PWN to a target
language, takes over the relations from PWN, and revises them; the merge approach defines
synsets and relations in a language and then aligns them with PWN, using equivalence
relations. Instead of starting from scratch with the merge approach, the expand approach is
the most commonly used among wordnets in the Open Multilingual WordNet initiative. 1
But the truth is that, no matter the approach taken, fixes will always be required in a
wordnet, and having an adequate coverage will always be an issue. Not to mention that
language keeps evolving and maintenance is always necessary. Therefore, it is no surprise
that different automatic procedures have been proposed for enriching wordnets, most of
which by exploiting raw textual corpora. Such work ranges from handcrafting useful patterns
for acquiring hypernymy-hyponymy relations [21], to learning similar patterns, not only for
hypernymy [32], but also other relations [28], following weakly-supervised approaches that
used examples from PWN as seeds.
In the last decade, more efficient distributional representations of words became available [24, 29], with promising results regarding lexical tasks, like computing word similarity
and analogies. The former aims at computing the similarity between pairs of words, e.g. dog
should be more similar to cat than to car. Performance is typically assessed with tests where
similarity was manually assigned to pairs of words.

1
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Computing an analogy consists of answering the question what is to b as a∗ is to a?, e.g.
what is to Portugal as Paris is to France?. In this case, the relation between the computed
word, b∗ , and b, must be as close as possible to the relation between a∗ and a. But the number
of possible relations between two words is huge, especially if we consider morphological and
semantic, and different relations will pose different challenges. Therefore, analogy tests, used
for assessing this task, typically cover different relation types. For instance, the Google
Analogy Test (GAT), notably used for assessing word2vec embeddings [24], covers nine types
of syntactic and five types of semantic relation. The Bigger Analogy Test Set (BATS) [15]
covers a total of 40 relation types, 10 for each of four categories: grammatical inflections,
word-formation, lexicographic and world-knowledge relations.
The most common method for computing an analogy in the embedding space is to
compute the vector offset, also known as the 3CosAdd method [24]. Yet, alternative methods
were proposed for minimising limitations of the previous method. For instance, in addition to
releasing BATS, its creators propose two methods that, instead of computing an analogy from
a single pair (a and a∗ ), consider a set of vectors between pairs of words related the same
way [11]. To some extent, these methods, baptised as 3CosAvg and LRCos, can generalise
the vectors that represent the target relation, and thus be used for relation discovery.
3CosAvg and LRCos have shown to perform better, not only for English [11], but also
for Portuguese, where they have been used for solving a translation of GAT [33] and also a
newly created dataset, TALES, focused on Portuguese lexico-semantic relations [17]. The
latter work also showed that lexico-semantic analogies are significantly more challenging to
solve, because there are many relation instances sharing the same argument, thus allowing
for several correct answers. In fact, sometimes, correct answers are just too many to be
included in a dataset or lexical resource. This further suggests that these methods can be
useful for automatically suggesting potentially missing links in a lexical resource.
The aforementioned distributional representations lately became known as static word
embeddings, because they have a single representation for each word, while neural language
models, like BERT [10], are based on contextual embeddings, i.e., the same word is represented
differently, depending on its context. There is recent work on using neural language models in
related tasks, such as filling blanks in short sentences that denote specific semantic relations,
and thus discovering relations of such types [30, 3]; word sense disambiguation [36], given
their contextual representations; and even analogy-solving [12], despite the lack of context in
analogy tests. However, exploring those models is out of the scope of this work.
Soon, researchers noted that analogy-solving methods could be assessed in the discovery of
morphological and semantic relations, including lexico-semantic, from word embeddings [15].
Moreover, other researchers assumedly used word embeddings for extending wordnets, e.g.
for discovering new synsets and scoring candidate hypernyms by combining distances in
the wordnet graph and their distributional similarity [31]. Others worked on the automatic
construction of the whole wordnet from scratch, using word embeddings, in addition to
bilingual dictionaries [22].
Wordnets, focused on lexical knowledge, were also extended with world knowledge, e.g., by
linking them with Wikipedia, as in the BabelNet project [25]. For Portuguese, on this scope,
Onto.PT is an automatically-created wordnet [16] that combines information in existing
thesauri with relations extracted from several Portuguese dictionaries [18]. On the other
hand, OpenWordNet-PT [8], used in this work, is a Portuguese wordnet aligned with PWN,
originally developed as a syntactic projection of the Universal WordNet [7], but, since then,
manually maintained (see more in Section 3).
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3

OpenWordNet-PT

OWN-PT is an ongoing project to create a large wordnet for Portuguese. It has currently
52,559 synsets, 52,210 word forms and 83,841 senses.2 It is the Portuguese wordnet in the
Open Multilingual WordNet (OMW) [1] project, Freeling [26], BabelNet [25] and Google
Translate.3 OWN-PT synsets are aligned with the corresponding PWN synset and relations
among the PWN synsets are projected to the OWN-PT synsets. OWN-PT is distributed in
RDF following the vocabulary first described by de Paiva et al. [9].
In PWN, the main relation among words is synonymy. Synonyms – words that denote
the same concept and are interchangeable in many contexts – are grouped into synsets. Each
PWN synset is linked to other synsets by means of a small number of conceptual relations.
Word forms4 with several distinct meanings are represented in as many distinct synsets.
Thus, each form-meaning pair (i.e., a word sense, the occurrence of a word in a synset) in
PWN is unique. Synsets and word senses are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic
and lexical relations. The latter hold between word senses, whereas semantic relations hold
between synsets; and there is also a small set of relations between synsets and word senses.
Examples of semantic relations in PWN are: hyperonym, hyponym, meronym/holonym
(part, substance and member), troponyms. Examples of lexical relations are: antonym and
derivationally related.
The majority of the PWN relations connect words of the same part-of-speech (POS).
Thus, PWN really consists of four sub-networks, respectively for nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs, with few cross-POS pointers. Cross-POS relations include the “morphosemantic”
links that hold among semantically similar words sharing a stem with the same meaning,
e.g., observe (verb), observant (adjective), observation and observatory (nouns). In many of
the noun-verb pairs (i.e., nominalizations) the semantic role of the noun with respect to the
verb has been specified, e.g., “painter” is the agent of “paint” (verb) while “painting” and
“picture” is its result.
OWN-PT synsets are also classified into two additional classes: Core and Base. “Core”
synsets are obtained from a semi-automatically compiled list with the 5,000 most frequently
used word senses, followed by some manual filtering and adjustment by the PWN team [4].
The notion of base concepts was introduced in the EuroWordNet project [35] to reach
maximum overlap and compatibility across wordnets in different languages. At the same
time, this allows for the distributive development of wordnets in the world, each wordnet
being a language specific structure and lexicalization pattern. “Base” Concepts are selected
to be those that play an important role in the various wordnets of different languages.

4

Analogy Tests from OpenWordNet-PT Contents

Our main goal was to explore static word embeddings in the discovery of relation instances
that could be useful for enriching OWN-PT. We thus needed an implementation of useful
methods for this purpose, as well as data for training and assessing them.
The most common method for computing an analogy in the embedding space is to
compute the vector offset [24], also known as the 3CosAdd method (Equation 1).
b∗ = argmax cos(w, a∗ − a + b)

(1)

w∈V

2
3
4

Numbers can be compared to other open wordnets listed in the OMW at http://compling.hss.ntu.
edu.sg/omw/.
https://translate.google.com/intl/en/about/license/
The term “word form” refers to single words or multi-word expressions.
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Yet, as referred in Section 2, analogy-solving methods like 3CosAvg and LRCos suit our
purpose better, because they exploit such embeddings for learning the relation between
several pairs of words. 3CosAvg (Equation 2) computes the average offset between words in
position a and respective words in position a∗ , in a set of relation instances of the target
type. The answer, b∗ , must maximise the cosine with the vector resulting from summing the
average offset to b.
b∗ = argmax cos(w, b + avg_of f set)

(2)

w∈V

LRCos (Equation 3) considers the probability that a word w belongs to the same class as
other words in position a∗ , as well as the similarity between w and b, measured with the cosine.
Although any classification algorithm could be used for this, the default implementation of
LRCos relies on logistic regression for computing the likelihood of a word belonging to the
class of words a∗ .
b∗ = argmax P (w ∈ target_class) ∗ cos(w, b)

(3)

w∈V

In order to analyse how well the previous methods could learn a selection of relations in
OWN-PT, we adopted Vecto,5 a package for loading static word embeddings that includes
implementations of 3CosAvg and LRCos, and supports analogy tests in the format of the
BATS test [15]. For this purpose, analogy tests were created from OWN-PT. Table 1 presents
the twelve relations considered in their production. This choice was guided by the number
of instances available (see below), but also by the kind of relations that we believe could
be learned from word embeddings. Therefore, relations like “see also”, “classified by” and
“same verb group” were discarded.
Analogy tests are organized in two-column tabular text files. Each test has several lines
with a question word, in the first column; and a list of possible answers, in the second. All
the words in the answer have to be related to the question word, according to OWN-PT.
A different test was created for each relation, meaning that, in the same test, the relation
between the question words and those in the answer was always the same. Figure 1 illustrates
the format of the analogy test files with examples for three relations. For better understanding,
rough translations were added for each line, but they are not part of the test.
For the creation of the tests, each conceptual-semantic relation instance between synsets was first expanded into a cartesian product of their word senses, using the SPARQL
query in Listing 1. This query can be submitted to the OWN-PT SPARQL endpoint at
http://openwordnet-pt.org.
Then, we group the instance pairs for each relation by their first projection (source, first
column) and list all the related words in the second column (target, second column). Several
experiments were made, for further improving the quality of the tests, given our goal. For
instance, it is expected that the analogy-solving methods will learn better representations
from single-sense words that are frequent enough in corpora. Specifically, in this work, we
decided to consider only lines where the question word is in a “Core” synset. Moreover, the
words in the answer were ordered so that words in “Core” synsets, if there were any, and
words with fewer senses were listed first. This became relevant once we noticed that, in the
training phase, Vecto considers only the first word in the list of possible answers. After this,
we decided not to use tests with fewer than 30 questions (lines), or with more than 1,000,

5
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atividade
(activity)
bem-estar
(wellness)
bondade
(goodness)
aberto
(open)
abstrato
(abstract)
alto
(tall)
pálpebra
(eyelid)
pássaro
(bird)
pé
(foot)

ativo/agencioso/inativo
(active / inactive)
doentio/adoentado/insalubre/salubre/doente/são/saudável
(sick/diseased/salubrious/unhealthy/healthy)
boa/bom
(good)
fechado
(closed)
concreto
(concrete)
baixo
(low)
celha/conjuntiva/pestana/cílio
(lash/conjunctiva/eyelash/cilium)
plumagem/ala/bico/pluma/asa/pena/culatra/fúrcula/garupa/...
(plumage/wing/beak/feather/wing/rump/croup)
calcanhar/alfândega/artelho/polegada/dedo/calcâneo/hálux/sola
(heel/calf/ankle/insole/finger/sole)

Figure 1 Excerpts of the generated datasets and rough translations, for the relations: attribute,
antonymOf, partMeronymOf.

Listing 1 SPARQL query to produce the input data for Vecto.
select ? au ? t1 ? rel ? t2 ( group_concat (? bu ; separator = " / " ) AS ? values )
{
? s1 wn30 : containsWordSense ? ss1 ; a ? t1 ; a wn30 : CoreSynset .
? s1 skos : inScheme < http :// logics . emap . fgv . br / wn / > .
? ss1 wn30 : word / wn30 : lexicalForm ? a .
? s2 wn30 : containsWordSense ? ss2 ; a ? t2 .
? ss2 wn30 : word / wn30 : lexicalForm ? b .
? s1 skos : inScheme < http :// logics . emap . fgv . br / wn / > .
BIND ( replace ( lcase ( str (? b )) , " ␣ " ," _ " ) AS ? bu )
BIND ( replace ( lcase ( str (? a )) , " ␣ " ," _ " ) AS ? au )
? s1en ? rel ? s2en .
? s1en owl : sameAs ? s1 .
? s2en owl : sameAs ? s2 .
}
group by ? au ? rel ? t1 ? t2

which included, for instance, hypernymOf and hyponymOf. If few questions would not be
enough for generalizing the relations, the option for not considering larger tests was mostly
practical, having in mind the manual validation and analysis of the results. This does not
mean that, in the future, these relations cannot be considered as well.

5

Accuracy in Relation Learning

In order to run 3CosAvg and LRCos in the OWN-PT analogy tests, we used Vecto on the
300-sized Portuguese GloVe embeddings from the NILC repository [20]. This choice was
supported by previous works, for English [11] and for Portuguese [33, 17], where GloVe
embeddings have shown to perform better when it comes to solving semantic analogies.
At a lower level, each analogy-solving method is trained with every line of the test –
corresponding to the question word (first column) and the answer (first word in the second
column) – except one, and then tested on the remaining line, i.e., given the word in the
target question (b), the model learned from all other questions and their answers tries to
predict one of the words in its answer (b∗ ). In the end, Vecto computes the average accuracy
of repeating the previous process for every question in the test.
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For every considered relation, Table 1 shows the number of questions in its test and the
accuracies achieved with the analogy solving methods – 3CosAvg and LRCos – and also
with simple similarity (SimToB), here used as a baseline. For each question word, the latter
consists of answering with its most similar word in the embeddings, i.e., the one maximising
the cosine similarity. This also helps to take conclusions on whether the analogy-solving
methods are improving upon this simple computation.
In fact, for eight out of 12 relations, analogy-solving methods lead to improvements, and
there is only one (memberMeronymOf) for which both of them perform below the baseline.
For the former eight relations, the best performance is achieved with LRCos, whereas for three
of the remaining four 3CosAvg matches the performance of the baseline. Out of them, the
accuracy of LRCos is 0 for the relation for which available data is less (substanceHolonym).
Table 1 Accuracy of the 3CosAvg and LRCos methods in different types of relation.

Relation
agent
antonymOf
attribute
byMeansOf
causes
entails
memberHolonymOf
memberMeronymOf
partHolonymOf
partMeronymOf
substanceHolonymOf
substanceMeronymOf

Questions
75
68
88
41
60
123
157
77
417
569
33
84

SimToB
1.3%
19.1%
2.3%
14.6%
5.0%
5.7%
5.1%
10.4%
2.2%
1.2%
6.1%
1.2%

Accuracy
3CosAvg
1.3%
19.1%
9.1%
26.8%
6.7%
5.7%
5.1%
7.8%
3.1%
1.2%
6.1%
2.4%

LRCos
29.3%
7.4%
21.6%
46.3%
8.3%
6.5%
4.5%
3.9%
7.2%
3.0%
0.0%
7.1%

Still, despite the noted improvements over the baselines, accuracies are still poor – for
LRCos, only three (agent, attribute, byMeansOf) are above 20% and none is above 50%.
The more homogeneous the first arguments of a relation are, the better LRCos seems to
perform, which makes sense, because it makes the task of the classifier easier. For instance,
in the byMeansOf and agent relations, first arguments are of a specific kind of verb, which
favors the underlying classification, considered by LRCos. Despite some improvements, the
performance of 3CosAvg is more in line with the baseline, with higher accuracy for relations
with more semantically-similar arguments, starting with antonymOf.
On the one hand, figures show that generalising lexico-semantic relations in word embeddings is a challenging task, even if much more challenging for some relations (e.g., part)
than for others (e.g., attribute, byMeansOf). On the other hand, accuracy is computed in
OWN-PT, a resource that tries to cover the whole Portuguese language but is in constant
development and, as it happens for all wordnets, has its gaps.
Moreover, accuracy is far from telling the whole story, because it only considers the
first answer. Despite this fact, the report generated by Vecto also provides the top-n
answers for each question. And if, for some relations typically found in an analogy test
(e.g., morphological relations, country-capital, country-currency) questions tend to have a
single answer, this does not happen for many lexico-semantic relations, e.g., an object will
generally have several parts, and an attribute will have several possible values. Following the
aforementioned reasons, we saw the list of top answers given as a useful source of suggestions
for new relation instances in OWN-PT, i.e., the approach taken could be seen as an automatic
way of providing such suggestions.
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To better illustrate this, we show the top-8 answers for “aperfeiçoar (ameliorate) causes
b∗ ”, after automatic lemmatization (see Section 6) and removal of resulting duplicates:
aprender (learn), rever (review), trabalhar (work), repensar (rethink), evoluir (evolve),
precisar (need), progredir (progress), melhorar (improve). Out of them, only one is in
OWN-PT (melhorar), in the eighth position, while six others could be considered as correct,
but are just not in OWN-PT. Of course that there are also questions with no useful answers
like, for instance, “sagrado (sacred) antonymOf b∗ ”. Out of the answers for this question, only
three matched the adjective POS: eterno (eternal), religioso (religious) and obscuro (obscure).
Even if a different relation could possibly be established between some of them, none is
an antonym of the question word. Next section tries to better quantify the proportion of
potentially useful relations that could be suggested by this approach, with a manual validation.

6

Utility Analysis

Following the experiment reported in the previous section and the considerations regarding
the potential utility of the given answers, we aimed at better quantifying that utility. This
was necessary for better ascertaining the applicability of the analogy-solving methods for
enriching wordnets, specifically OWN-PT.
For this purpose, we sampled a list of relation instances for manual inspection and human
validation. As a preliminary validation, the criteria for selecting the relations to sample
were pragmatic: we tried to cover four significantly different relation types, with varying
performances in the first experiment (Section 5), also having in mind how easy it would be
for a human to judge on their quality. Such a selection would mean a conservative estimation
of the benefits of the proposed approach for enriching OWN-PT. It would also confirm the
limited conclusions one can take from the accuracy values achieved and the preliminary
inspection of the given answers.
For each selected relation, the sample included ten questions and their answers by LRCos,
the method with the highest accuracy for more relations. Validation consisted of judging
whether a relation of the given type actually holds between the question and each of the
answers (e.g., dente parHolonymOf cabeça?).
Evaluating semantic relations between out-of-context words is always a challenging task.
Despite this fact, as a preliminary evaluation, we decided to keep it simple and our main focus
was on judging whether a relation of the target type can actually hold between the question
and each of the answers (e.g., largura (width) attribute transversal (transversal)?). The
sample was to be annotated in a spreadsheet, with relations meaning clarified by canonical
examples (e.g., attribute altura-NOUN → alto-ADJ, in English, height-NOUN, high-ADJ).
A human annotator had to label the suggested relation as Correct (i.e., the relation may
hold for the question-answer pair) or Incorrect (i.e., the relation does not hold for the pair).
Yet, in order to accelerate human validation, some answers in the sample were automatically validated before presented to the annotators. This was performed with the help of
MorphoBR [6], a large-coverage full-form lexicon for the morphological analysis of Portuguese,
and included the following checks:
If the POS of the answer did not match the POS of the range of the target relation,
it was automatically labelled as invalid. For instance, if a relation is defined to hold
between nouns and adjectives (e.g., attribute), answers that were not found in the lexicon’s
adjectives would fail this test;
If the POS of the answer matched the POS of the range of the target relation but was
not in the lemma form, the answer was lemmatized. In a minority of cases, this could
lead to duplicate answers.
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Moreover, if the answer was already in OWN-PT, it was automatically labeled as correct.
Table 2 summarises the results of this manual validation when made by one of the authors
of this paper, who is part of the team that maintains OWN-PT. It organises the answers into
those: corresponding to relation instances already in OWN-PT; invalid due to incompatible
POS; or not in OWN-PT, but labelled as Correct. For some instances, the annotator provided
an additional comment that the relation is incorrect, but a relation of a different type indeed
holds between question and answer (e.g., synonymy instead of antonymy).
In a later stage, the sample was also validated by another author of the paper, which
enabled us to measure the Cohen’s Kappa κ. When the automatically labeled entries are not
considered, κ was 0.63, which corresponds to substantial agreement [23].
Table 2 Summary of manual validation of 376 pairs of words, covering four relations, by one
human annotator (OWN-PT maintainer). Numbers in parenthesis are percentages for each relation,
considering all the entries in the sample.

Relation
antonymOf
attribute
causes
partHolonym

Total
90
94
95
97

In
OWN-PT
0
3 (3%)
2 (2%)
6 (6%)

Invalid
39 (43%)
35 (37%)
39 (41%)
22 (23%)

Correct
3 (3%)
27 (29%)
10 (11%)
26 (27%)

Other
Relation
26 (29%)
23 (24%)
4 (4%)
17 (18%)

We see that, depending on the relation, useful suggestions vary significantly. For instance,
for antonymyOf only three were labeled as correct, whereas for attribute and partHolonym
more than a quarter of the suggestions were good, respectively 29% and 27%. It is also
clear that these figures are not proportional to the accuracies achieved for each relation
in Section 5, confirming that those results are of limited application. For instance, the
accuracy for the aforementioned relations with LRCos is as different as 21% (attribute) and
7% (partHolonymOf).
Despite the simplicity of the task, some non-trivial examples were not hard to find. For
instance, ponta (lead, end, point, or tip) is indeed a part holonym of many objects (i.e., many
objects do have a tip), but the challenge is to identify those objects where it is important
to have this relation explicit. Among the good findings, some could be added to OWN-PT
right away, including the following examples:
integrado (integrated) antonym of separado (separate);
ideologia (ideology) attribute marxista (Marxist);
aperfeiçoar (ameliorate) causes evoluir (evolve);
dente (tooth) part holonym of elefante (elephant);
Considering all four relations in the sample, the proportion of useful suggestions is
about 17%. Yet, we should note that a significant proportion (39%) of the suggestions was
automatically labeled, most of which for being invalid. This made it possible to decrease the
amount of suggestions that required human validation. If such suggestions are ignored, the
proportion of useful suggestions is close to 29%. This shows the potential of the proposed
approach for accelerating the process of enriching wordnets, by suggesting the inclusion of
relation instances that are missing from the resource. At the same time, this proportion
confirms that the process needs human intervention, i.e., we cannot simply add all suggestions
automatically. In fact, a second step is still required for selecting the attachment points
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in OWN-PT, i.e., the synsets corresponding to the arguments of the suggested relations.
Furthermore, the example of ponta suggests that better inclusion criteria are needed to
improve human judgment.6

7

Conclusion

This paper described how methods for automatic analogy-solving with word embeddings
were applied to the discovery of lexico-semantic relations in Portuguese. It further analysed
the utility of discovered relation instances for enriching OWN-PT, a Portuguese wordnet.
Even if the accuracy of such methods is poor, among other challenges, it is harmed by the
gaps in the wordnet, resulting in the consideration of some answers that would be correct,
as incorrect. Yet, as we have shown, some of the given answers are good suggestions for
manual inclusion in the wordnet. In a small validated sample of answers, we found about
17% good suggestions. We also noted that some suggestions can be automatically labeled as
invalid, leading to about 29% suggestions out of all that required human validation. We thus
see the described approach as a promising avenue for finding gaps and enriching wordnets.
Although applied to Portuguese, a similar procedure could be adopted for other languages
for which a wordnet and a model of word embeddings are available. Still, this was just a
preliminary validation. An evaluation considering more answers and all relation types should
be performed in the future. Such an exercise may also enable an analysis of the confusion
between relations, and possibly identify actual errors in OWN-PT.
Despite accelerating the process, human intervention is always required for discriminating
correct suggestions. Moreover, since this approach is based on word representations and not
word senses, a human will also be necessary to find the suitable attachment points (i.e., word
senses) for the suggested relation instance in the wordnet. So far, when a relation instance
involved a lemma not covered by the wordnet, this lemma was added to a proper synset, if
there was one. If not, nothing was done. In the future, this might lead to the creation of
new synsets.
The process of enriching and maintaining a wordnet is never over, and so is not this work.
In the near future, we aim to make the process of relation suggestion from word embeddings
more flexible. In addition to lemmatization and exclusion criteria (i.e., valid POS) already
applied to the obtained suggestions, we will work on isolating the analogy-solving methods
from Vecto, which will enable to select only a controlled subset of relations for training, and
then apply the learned models to a broader test set. A controlled training set could consider
only core concepts or single-sense words, and possibly also features like word frequency,
concreteness / imageability [27], experiential familiarity [14], among others. At the same
time, a different test set will enable the discovery of relations for any word.
It is also our intention to explore neural language models for this process. As others have
shown [30, 3], BERT’s masked language model can be used as source of relational knowledge.
We could probably adopt their approaches for Portuguese, using a BERT model pretrained
for our language [34]. Finally, it would be interesting to consider word senses in the process.
This could be explored in the discovery step and include the exploitation of contextual
embeddings, e.g., from BERT; or in the validation step, where looking at the discovered
relations in context, ideally with disambiguated words, should help the human judgement.

6

In https://globalwordnet.github.io/gwadoc/ there is an initial attempt at consistent documentation
and examples for semantic/lexical relations used by different wordnets.
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1

Introduction

Terminological inconsistency represents one major source of misunderstanding in specialized
communication. One vital measure to counteract such inconsistency is the creation of a TCS
that represents concepts, their terms and interrelations. Thereby, it can be ensured that
different parties in a communication, such as medical, political, and news teams in times
of crisis, consistently refer to phenomena by utilizing the same words. Several approaches
to automatically extract domain-specific terms, i.e., single- and multi-word sequences, from
natural language text exist. Such methods rely on frequency-based to Wikipedia-link-based
Automated Term Extraction (ATE) approaches [4]. ATE is further distinguished depending
on whether it is performed on document or corpus level. However, to the best of our
knowledge, no approaches to extract a full terminological concept system from multilingual
texts have been proposed.
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Learning TCS from Multilingual Text

A TCS groups synonyms and equivalents across languages into a single concept and
interrelates these concepts with a set of prespecified relations. A major distinction is made
between hierarchical, i.e., generic and partitive, and non-hierarchical, e.g. activity and
ownership, relations. While to the best of our knowledge there are no approaches for learning
a TCS from text, neighboring fields can provide inspiration for the task at hand. For instance,
entity linking represents the task of identifying and interlinking named entities based on
information provided in text (e.g. [33]) and ontology learning also requires term and relation
extraction (e.g. [31] build on deep learning).
In this work, we rely on recent developments of deep learning and especially the recent
success of large pretrained multilingual language models. In our approach we split the
task of learning a TCS from text into two sentence-level steps: 1) term extraction, and 2)
relation extraction. We rely on adaptations of the pretrained multilingual language model
XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R) [9] for both steps and connect them in a pipeline. The first step
reads the document sentence by sentence and assigns each word with one of three tags:
term, term continuation, not a term. In the second step and with a different adaptation of
XLM-R, we identify relations between terms building on a predefined set of hierarchical and
non-hierarchical terminological relations.
Given the resulting information we automatically learn from text, this approach contributes to the topic of knowledge graphs as well as deep learning for Linguistic Linked
Open Data (LLOD). Since XLM-R is highly multilingual, trained on 100 different languages,
TCSs can be learned with the proposed approach from texts in any of those languages.
Nevertheless, very few datasets for evaluating multilingual TCSs exist. For term extraction,
we train and evaluate the system on the TermEval 2020 dataset [34] in English, French, and
Dutch across four specialized domains as well as the English ACL RD-TEC 2.0 dataset [32].
For relation extraction, we rely on a combination of SemEval datasets [15, 20], a WCL
hypernymy dataset [28], and manually annotated data we created, all of which are only
available in English. To represent the resulting TCS, we currently rely on the ISO standard
TermBase Exchange (TBX) format, however, the resulting information could be serialized
in any adequate format. Methods for hosting terminological resources as LLOD have been
proposed before (e.g. [11]).
In the next section, we present a brief theoretical introduction to a TCS and terminology,
followed by an introduction to language models in Section 3. Section 4 details the data
utilized to train and evaluate the proposed approach. Section 5 details the TCS learning
method as well as the individual steps thereof, the results of which are presented in Section 6.
We discuss the results in Section 7 and present related work in Section 8 prior to some
concluding remarks.

2

Terminological Concept Systems

This section provides a brief overview of the field of terminology and TCS. It also states the
relation typology utilized for our TCS learning approach.

2.1

Term, Concept and Terminology

Terminology can only be understood within the framework of specialized language or language
for special purposes, which is defined as “natural language [...] used in communication
between experts in a domain [...] and characterized by the use of specific linguistic means
of expression” (emphasis in original) [1]. Thus, terminology refers to a set of concepts and
their designations in a specialized field of knowledge (a language for special purposes). In
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terminology studies, different schools of thought exist and we will follow the so-called General
Theory of Terminology, where concepts and terms are differentiated, wherein concepts are
considered abstractions of a set of physical or abstract entities and terms are their designation
by linguistic means [3].
A designation can refer to a single- or multi-word term, a named entity, a symbol or even
a formula. When talking about term extraction, in general extracting named entities and
symbols is implicitly included. Concepts are rather vaguely referred to as units of thoughts
and knowledge, however, we treat them as structuring means for synonymous terms. A
concept system refers to the organization of concepts, and thereby also of knowledge.
Many ISO standards are based on this school of thought in terminology. The ISO
standards address topics that range from the definition of terminology and terminology
management to the representation of terminology in terminological databases. Among
these standards is the TermBase eXchange (TBX) standard [2] that defines an industry
representation format for exchanging terminological resources detailed below.

2.2

Relation Types

After identifying concepts, they can be analyzed and modeled by means of concept systems.
Concept relations describe the link between different concepts. In the literature on terminology,
different models for describing concept relations have been proposed, at times with a very
large typology of relation types (e.g. [30]). On the highest level, relation types are generally
classified into hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations.
Hierarchical relations connect a superordinate with a subordinate concept and are either
generic or partitive. Generic relations exist “between two concepts when the intension of the
subordinate concept includes the intension of the superordinate concept plus at least one
additional delimiting characteristic” [3], such as “furniture” which serves as the superordinate
concept for “desk”. A lexical manifestation of this relation could, for instance, be “desk is a
kind of furniture”. Partitive relations exist when the superordinate concept relates to the
entire object and the subordinate concept refers to its parts. For example, “root”, “branch”
and “stem” are parts of the superordinate concept “tree”, or linguistically described a “stem
is part of a tree”.
Non-hierarchical relations are called associative in ISO 1087 [1], however, in the typology
we adopt, an associative relation represents a thematic connection between two concepts that
is not further specified. The number of non-hierarchical relations in the ISO 1087 standard [1]
is rather small – sequential as superordinate to spatial, temporal and causal relations – and
has been criticized for being inconsistent and ambiguous. Fortunately, a variety of relations
have been proposed by different authors (e.g. [30]). In ontology learning and knowledge
graph generation non-hierarchical relations also play a crucial role. However, the relation
types generally vary significantly from one ontology or knowledge graph to another. While
in the future we seek to map our typology to existing standard LLOD resources, for now we
adopt relation types established in the terminology community and a consistent typology
across domains and languages.
The relation types used in this study are derived from a literature review and were
adapted to the needs of this research. The objective is to map semantic relations to this
prespecified typology in order to ease the alignment between different TCSs resulting from
our method across domains and languages, which consists of: generic relation (is a kind of,
e.g. table is a kind of furniture) and partitive relation (is part of, e.g. roots are part of a
tree), several non-hierarchical relations were included, that is, spatial relation (for objects
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and their location, e.g. avalanche and mountain), temporal relation (for objects and their
time or sequences, e.g. production and consumption), causal relation (for causes and their
effect, e.g. accident and injury),
Hierarchical relations:
generic relation the intension of the subordinate concept includes the intension of
the superordinate concept plus one additional characteristic, e.g. “table is a kind of
furniture”
partitive relation the subordinate concepts are parts of the superordinate concept, e.g.
“roots are part of a tree”
Non-hierarchical relations:
activity relation connects actors with an activity or an activity with its entity, e.g.
“teacher activity schoolchildren” where the activity can be teaching,
causal relation connects causes and their effect, e.g. “accident causes injury”,
instrumental relation: connects instruments and their use, e.g. “coffee machine instrumental coffee” since the former is utilized to make the latter,
origination relation connects an entity with its origin, e.g. “car origination factory”
since the car originates from a factory,
spatial relation connects an entity with its location, e.g. “avalanche spatial mountain”
since the former is located on the latter
associative relation provides a generic thematic connection between concepts, e.g.
“lecturer associative education” since both are thematically associated to each other.
An associative relation can serve to model a connection between two loosely related
concepts to which none of the other relation types applies. Apart from the symmetric
associative relation, all relations are directed, e.g. for the instrumental relation, the direction
is from instruments to their use and the partitive relation is directed from parts to whole.
We initially treat synonymy as a symmetric relation in the relation extraction step, even
though in the final output synonymy is not represented as relation, but as a set of synonyms
to form a concept called terminological entry.

2.3

Representation in TBX

ISO 30042 [2] defines a framework to represent terminological data in a structured format
called TBX, which aims at facilitating the exchange of terminological data for different
purposes, including analysis, representation and dissemination. The users of TBX files
include terminologists, translators or technical writers on the one hand, and computer
applications, such as computer-assisted translation tools and authoring software, on the
other. It is a flexible format that allows for user-defined relation types. As the de-facto
standard for terminological resource representation in industry and academia, we opted for
TBX as our initial output format, but intend to accommodate RDF directly and not only by
way of conversion of TBX to RDF [11] in the near future.

3

Language Models

Most of the recent progress in natural language processing can be traced back to transformerbased pretrained language models. This type of transfer learning utilizes deep neural networks
based on the transformer architecture [38]. In a first stage called pretraining, the network
learns to predict a masked word given its context, a task for which large amounts of training
data are available. In the second stage called fine-tuning, the pretrained network is used
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again and is trained for a specific task like classification by adding additional layers on top
of the model, while making use of the previously learned rich language representations. A
frequently used English language model is BERT [10], for which also multilingual variants
exist that have been pretrained on corpora in multiple languages, e.g. multilingual BERT
or XLM-R [9]. XLM-R uses the enhanced training paradigm introduced by RoBERTa [26]
while being pretrained on a CommonCrawl dataset in 100 different languages. Due to the
pretraining, multilingual models can be fine-tuned in one language and show strong zero-shot
performances in another language, for which no training samples were provided during
fine-tuning.

4

Data

The data used for training and evaluation was compiled from multiple datasets. In order to
effectively use the data to train our model for the specified tasks, some pre-processing as
well as manual creation of additional data was necessary.

4.1

Term Extraction Data

For term extraction, we used the Annotated Corpora for Term Extraction Research (ACTER) 3
that was also used in the TermEval 2020 challenge [34]. This provided us with hand-annotated
data and a good baseline to evaluate our systems. The data comes in the form of raw text
documents divided into four domains (corruption, dressage/equitation, wind energy, heart
failure) and a single document per domain containing all terms that have been identified in
the text documents by language experts. The terms are provided with the same surface-form
as they appear in the texts, so each term-list may contain several morphological variations
of a term. All terms are provided in lower-case. Additionally, the data is provided in three
languages, namely English, French, and Dutch. At the time of writing, the most recent
version of the dataset was version 1.4, which did not provide inline annotations. Since our
training is performed on sentences, we needed to annotate each sentence in the provided text
documents with the terms from the corresponding term document.
To annotate the texts, we first split the documents into sentences using the spaCy
sentencizer [21] and tokenized each sentence using sacremoses4 , a tokenizer written in Python.
Subsequently, each individual sentence was annotated with terms from the term document of
the corresponding domain. Only terms that had a full match with any word or word sequence
composing each sentence were annotated. This way it was possible to create an inline
annotation from the raw data. In order to allow a comparison with the TermEval results we
followed the train-val-test-split of the TermEval 2020 challenge and used the corruption and
wind energy domains as training, the dressage (equitation) domain as validation, and the
heart failure domain as test data set. With this train-val-test-split, around 10,000 sentences
per language were used for supervised training, while the test set contained approximately
2,000 sentences. The exact word and term count per language is represented in Table 2.
We also trained separate models using the ACL RD-TEC 2.0 dataset [32] to verify if our
approach would work on other datasets. The ACL RD-TEC 2.0 dataset provides high-quality
inline annotations of 471 scientific abstracts by two human annotators. In total more than
2,200 sentences were annotated with 6,818 terms. Annotator 1 annotated 900 sentences and

3
4

https://github.com/AylaRT/ACTER
https://github.com/alvations/sacremoses
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Annotator 2 1,301 sentences. Since no split is proposed by the dataset authors, we split the
data into 60% training data, 20% validation data, and 20% test data for each of the two
annotators respectively. This resulted in 540 training sentences and 180 val/test sentences
for Annotator 1 and 780 training sentences and 260/261 val/test sentences for Annotator 2
respectively. Since the dataset is inline annotated, the terms from each sentence could be
easily extracted with an XML Parser. Additionally, unlike TermEval, capitalization of terms
is maintained both for the training and validation/test data.

4.2

Relation Extraction Data

For relation extraction, we combined training data from two SemEval tasks to obtain more
training examples with a higher diversity of relation types: SemEval 2007 Task 4 [15] and
SemEval 2010 Task 8 [20]. We then mapped the relation types of these datasets to the relation
types defined for our TCS (see Section 2.2). Since these two datasets lack generic relations, we
additionally utilized the manually created WCL 1.2 dataset [28] and automatically annotated
the terms in the ACTER dataset texts with generic relations and synonyms, which were
also not represented in the other datasets, by relying on WordNet relations. Furthermore,
we extracted acronyms and their long unabbreviated forms as synonyms from the ACTER
texts by adapting the regex-based acronym extraction method proposed by Azimi et al. [6].
We further added to the data by manually annotating around 200 acronym-term pairs from
ACTER with relations other than synonymy and another 271 sample sentences from the
Common Crawl News Corpus5 with term pairs that show no relation at all, i.e., negative
samples to be classified as “none”. All samples of the resulting relation dataset are in English.
Statistics regarding the relation type distribution can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Number of samples for each relation type.

5

https://commoncrawl.org/2016/10/news-dataset-available/
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For the data originating from SemEval we use the original train-test split, while from the
additional data we take 20% for testing. An additional 20% from all resulting training data
is used for validation.

5

Method

We will first describe the overall architecture of the proposed TCS learning pipeline. Subsequently, we introduce our term extraction and relation extraction models.

5.1

Architecture

The TCS extraction pipeline, as shown in Figure 2, takes text documents as input and
outputs terminologies in the TBX format as well as in the form of a graph visualization, an
example of which is shown in Figure 3. Due to input length restrictions of current language
models, terms as well as their relations are extracted on sentence-level basis. Thus, as the first
and only preprocessing step, the input document is split into sentences using the rule-based
sentence segmentation component provided by the software library spaCy [21].

Figure 2 TCS learning pipeline.

In a second step, terms are extracted from each sentence using the neural network
described in Section 5.2. After the term extraction step, we end up with pairs of sentences
and the terms they contain according to the model.
Based on this data, all possible pairs of terms are computed per sentence. These pairs
together with their respective context, i.e., the sentence which contains them, are then fed
one after the other to the second neural network, described in Section 5.3, which outputs
whether or not there is a relation between the terms and, if so, which relation type exactly.
As the fourth step, these term pairs and their corresponding relations are used to create
a terminological concept system. Therefore, terms with synonym relations are merged into
concepts with a unique identifier. The extracted relations, which at this point are still
between specific terms, are mapped to the newly created concepts. Through this process
it is possible that self-referential relations as well as duplicate relations are created, which
are subsequently deleted. Moreover, it is possible that there are multiple different relations
between the same two concepts, however, only one is represented in the final TCS. To provide
more insight into this process to the final user, we show the extraction network’s classification
confidence in the output. Lastly, the resulting TCS is represented in the TBX format and as
a graph utilizing the Graphviz library [13].

5.2

Term Extraction Model

For term extraction, we take advantage of the multilingual pretrained language model XLM-R
in its base size made available by the transformers library [40]. The input provided to the
model consists of full sentences and is based on the data described in Section 4.1. The output
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Figure 3 Example of a possible visualization with Graphviz.

labels are given on a word basis, i.e., each word is either tagged as “B-T” (beginning of
a term), “T” (continuation of a term), or “n” (no term). For instance, the labels for the
sentence “We meta-analyzed mortality using random-effect models” are “n”, “B-T”, “B-T”,
“n”, “B-T”, “T”. For classification into these three classes we use a single fully connected
layer which uses the representations created by XLM-R for the individual words as input.
Since XLM-R tokenizes the input on a subword level, we obtain labels for these subword
units which have to be mapped back to the original input. Training was conducted using the
Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 2e-5, a batch size of 8, and a validation every 100
steps allowing us to load the best performing model at the end of the training procedure,
which consisted of 10 epochs overall.

5.3

Relation Extraction Model

As with term extraction, we fine-tune the pretrained XLM-R for the relation extraction
task. The data used is described in Section 4.2. The input of the model consists of an entity
pair followed by a contextualizing sentence containing both entities, for instance, “cough.
Covid-19. The cough was caused by Covid-19.” The model classifies the representation of
the whole sequence created by XLM-R as input with a fully connected layer into one of the
relations presented in Section 2.2. For directional relations two classes are available, so that
the given example input would, for instance, be classified as causalRelation(e2,e1). The
model was trained for 9 epochs utilizing the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 2e-5 and
a batch size of 32.

6

Results

Since no datasets for a full TCS evaluation are available as of yet, we evaluate our model on
the described datasets separately and present the results below.

6.1

Term Extraction

For the term extraction step, we evaluated our model in comparison to the best preforming
models of the TermEval 2020 shared task in terms of precision, recall and F1 score as shown in
Table 1. These metrics are calculated on the basis of the available annotation in the original
ACTER dataset, where we opted for the more comprehensive list of terms including named
entities. Since different combinations of training and test languages might have an impact
on the overall performance, we report on these combinations in Table 1. As in TermEval
2020 we use the heart failure domain as hold-out test set. The baseline for English and
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French is provided by [19], who used monolingual neural language models to predict whether
a given phrase is a term provided some context. Thus, other combinations as tested with our
multilingual model are not available with monolingual models. The baseline for Dutch is
provided by a bidirectional LSTM with GLOVE6 . The overall best results are marked in
bold for each test language. For the ACL RD-TEC 2.0 corpus no baseline is available and
the data split into 60% training, 20% validation, and 20% test data was chosen by us as no
split was suggested by the authors of the dataset. The results are also available in Table 1.
Table 1 Test set results of our term extraction model on two different datasets evaluated on
different langauge combinations.
Dataset

Training

Test

TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
TermEval 2020
ACL (An.1)
ACL (An.2)

EN
FR
NL
ALL
EN
FR
NL
ALL
EN
FR
NL
ALL
EN
EN

EN
EN
EN
EN
FR
FR
FR
FR
NL
NL
NL
NL
EN
EN

Token Classifier
Prec Rec F1
54.9
62.2 58.3
56.7
36.2 44.2
55.3
61.8 58.3
54.4
58.2 56.2
65.4
51.4 57.6
68.7
43.0 52.9
62.3
48.5 54.5
49.4
55.3 55.0
67.9
71.7 69.8
69.2
55.2 61.4
71.4
67.8 69.6
70.0
65.8 67.8
74.4
77.2 75.8
80.1
79.3 80.0

Previous SOTA
Prec Rec F1
34.8
70.9 46.7

44.2

51.5

48.1

18.9

18.6

18.7

It can be seen from Table 1 that our solution outperforms the TermEval 2020 baseline in
all three languages. However, it is interesting to see that mixed training and test languages
achieve best results. As a matter of fact, the model trained on English achieved best results
not only when tested on English, but also when tested on French and Dutch. When the test
language was English, training on Dutch achieved equivalent results to training on English.
A general assumption would be that training on the language that is being tested or training
on all available languages should perform best, an assumption that could not be confirmed
in this experiment. Furthermore, a substantial difference in recall behavior can be observed
from one and the same model, which can also be observed with the monolingually pretrained
baseline models even though they achieve a competitive or even higher recall. This suggests
differences in term type across the three languages. This observation can also be confirmed in
the validation set performance reported in Table 2, where French as training and validation
set performs significantly worse. Validation results also show some performance differences
to the test performances.
The models trained on the ACL RD-TEC 2.0 corpus show an even stronger performance
with an F1 score of 75.8 and 80.0 for Annotator 1 and 2 respectively. Moreover, the scores for
precision and recall of the two resulting models are nearly perfectly balanced. The validation
scores, reported in Table 2, are consistent with the test scores.

6

No system description paper was submitted for this approach after participation in the challenge.
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Table 2 Train, validation and test split by word count (Wlang ) and term count (Tlang ) per
language (left) and validation performance of token classifier (right).

Wen
Ten
Wf r
Tf r
Wnl
Tnl

Train
97,145
2,708
106,792
2,185
96,887
2,540

Val
51,470
1,575
53,316
1,183
50,882
1,546

Test
45,788
2,585
46,751
2,423
47,888
2,257

Training
EN (TermEval)
FR (TermEval)
NL (TermEval)
ALL (TermEval)
EN (ACL An.1)
EN (ACL An.2)

EN Val
55.6
41.9
54.6
50.0
75.5
79.3

FR Val
45.3
33.6
47.7
40.4
/
/

NL Val
60.5
49.6
57.8
51.5
/
/

In terms of term type, the models trained on TermEval 2020 are able to handle acronyms
well, which might be due to the fact that much of the training data was based on rather
technical documents like scientific abstracts. However, if acronyms are part of the term,
e.g. “LV strain rate”, there was a high number of false negatives. Equally apostrophes in
named entities represented a challenge, e.g. “Chaga’s disease”. We could observe a tendency
of the model to split particularly long multi-word sequences (more than five words), e.g.
“resynchronization reverses remodeling in systolic left ventricular dysfunction”. We made
similar observations when manually evaluating the model trained and tested on Annotator 1
of ACL RD-TEC 2.0 dataset. While performance on acronym extraction was generally good,
if acronyms were part of a term, it likely resulted in a false negative. It can be observed,
that false positives often correlate with the false negatives, as the model extracts only parts
of the original term or splits the longer terms, e.g. “LRE project SmTA double check” is
extracted as “LRE” and “SmTA double check”. It was especially noticeable that the model
had difficulties extracting terms containing their acronym or the expansion of an acronym
in parentheses, e.g. “machine translation (MT) systems”. This issue also extended to other
terms containing parentheses, such as “document descriptors (keywords)”. In fact, not a
single example of terms containing parentheses was extracted. Similar to the model trained
on TermEval 2020 data, the model trained on the ACL RD-TEC 2.0 data showed a general
tendency for extracting shorter terms, with the largest group of false negatives being terms
composed of four or more words (41 out of 124 examples).
The model trained on the TermEval 2020 dataset turned out to be highly efficient in terms
of training time. Looking at the epochs required to reach the best score on the validation set,
we can observe that in most cases the token classifier model requires not even a single training
epoch. Training with the English dataset required 300 steps with a full epoch consisting of
432 steps. The model trained on French was the only model with its best performance being
reached during the second epoch after 700 steps, while a full epoch consists of 437 steps.
The model trained on Dutch performed best after 400 steps while one epoch takes 553 steps.
The multilingual model converged the quickest needing only 200 steps whereas a full epoch
consists of 1,421 steps. The models trained on the ACL RD-TEC 2.0 dataset need more
epochs and achieve their highest scores after 3 and 5 epochs respectively. However, due to
the lower training set size of the ACL RD-TEC 2.0 corpus this also corresponds to less than
500 steps, thus, being similar with the training times reported for the model trained with
TermEval 2020 data.

6.2

Relation Extraction

The trained model achieves a weighted averaged F1 score of 87% with a precision of 87% and
a recall of 87% on the hold-out test set. The confusion matrix in Figure 4 and Table 3 show
which classes were learned best. Only the activity relation from entity 2 to entity 1 was not
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Table 3 Test performance of the relation classifier and number of test samples.
Relation Type
synonymy
activityRelation (e1,e2)
activityRelation (e2,e1)
associativeRelation
causalRelation (e1,e2)
causalRelation (e2,e1)
genericRelation (e1,e2)
genericRelation (e2,e1)
instrumentalRelation (e1,e2)
instrumentalRelation (e2,e1)
none
originationRelation (e1,e2)
originationRelation (e2,e1)
partitiveRelation (e1,e2)
partitiveRelation (e2,e1)
spatialRelation (e1,e2)
spatialRelation (e2,e1)

Precision
0.85
0.93
0.00
0.90
0.90
0.92
0.90
0.46
0.72
0.85
0.69
0.83
0.84
0.90
0.77
0.90
0.90

Recall
0.76
0.97
0.00
0.92
0.95
0.91
0.93
0.41
0.68
0.88
0.44
0.89
0.83
0.85
0.77
0.91
0.82

F1
0.80
0.95
0.00
0.91
0.92
0.91
0.92
0.43
0.70
0.86
0.54
0.86
0.83
0.87
0.77
0.91
0.86

Test samples
89
293
2
783
135
222
533
91
34
144
70
116
165
176
168
169
44

learned at all given the current training data as the class consists of overall less than 10 data
points. Activity relations are usually directed from actor to activity, which was also the case
in our dataset, i.e., the actor was mostly mentioned first (e1) and the activity second (e2),
with less than 10 exceptions where the actor was mentioned second. The only other relations
with an F1 score lower than 0.7 are the none-relation and the generic relation from e2 to
e1, which also can be traced back to relatively small amounts of training data as well as a
high confusion with the same relation in the opposite direction in case of the generic relation.
For the synonymy relation, the classification of synonym pairs including an acronym works
well, while the relation of two longer sequence (not shortened) pairs is often confused as a
generic relation. Many of the other relations, especially those supported by large amounts
of training data, achieve high F1 scores of up to 95%. Furthermore, we can observe very
balanced precision and recall scores for all relations.

7

Discussion

Currently, the proposed pipeline fully operates on a sentence-level. In the future we plan to
extend the architecture so that the model can extract relations which span over the whole
document. This could be achieved by models trained on an appropriate dataset containing
such relations. However, currently such datasets are rare and available ones are either
domain-specific, very small, and/or focus on named entities [25, 42]. Another option to
extract document-wide relations is to add a model to the pipeline which makes predictions
about the relation between two words independent from any context in which they appear,
something for which, for instance, approaches for hierarchical relations exist [39]. Such a
model could be applied to all possible term-pairs, however, due to the missing contexts only
limited effectiveness can be expected.
A problem of pipeline approaches is that errors from earlier pipeline steps are propagated
to the later components. In the case of the TCS extraction pipeline, wrongly extracted
terms are sent to the relation extraction component which tries to establish a relation to
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Figure 4 Confusion Matrix for the relation extraction model on the test set.

other terms. This problem can potentially be solved by joint models, which learn to extract
terms and their relations together, as was already done in the case of named entities and
very limited domain-specific entities and their relations (e.g. [22, 29]). Such models, however,
require datasets that annotate terms and their corresponding relations in the same texts,
which is something that is currently not available, but something that we are aiming to make
available in the future.

8

Related Work

Since the proposed pipeline to automatically learn TCS from text relies on two intermediate
steps, term and relation extraction, as well as their combination, we separate the related
work into the individual steps as well as approaches joining both steps.

8.1

Term Extraction

An initial classification of ATE methods into statistical, linguistic or hybrid has recently
been refined to methods based on term occurrence frequencies, occurrence contexts, domainspecific corpora combined with general language corpora, topic modeling, and those utilizing
Wikipedia (see [4] for an overview). Methods are additionally categorized by the type of
context, i.e., corpus-level (e.g. [4, 45]) and document-level (e.g. [37]) settings. However,
neural ATE methods frequently operating on sentence-level cannot be easily accommodated
by these classifications.
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The approach most closely related to ours, which also provided our baseline [19], utilized
RoBERTa [26] for English and CamemBERT [27] for French and won the TermEval 2020
challenge. In their work, pretrained language models clearly outperformed a classification
method based on a variety of features, such as statistical descriptors. They, however, train
their model using pairs of context sentences and possible candidate terms, which are based
on all possible n-grams contained in a given context sentence, a procedure much slower
than our proposed token-level classifier. A recently published approach [36] relies on LSTM,
GRU and BERT embeddings and achieves high F1 scores for ATE of Lithuanian terms
in the cybersecurity domain. Several approaches build on word embeddings to perform
ATE on specific domains, such as medicine (e.g. [7]), or to separate general-language from
domain-specific embeddings [18]. In contrast, our model performs ATE on four domains and
in three languages utilizing a pretrained language.

8.2

Relation Extraction

Relation extraction describes the supervised task of classifying a relation given two entities
and a context. Most work and datasets in the field focus on sentence-level relation extraction [15, 20, 44] with only some exceptions providing relations over longer text spans [42].
Current state-of-the-art approaches for such datasets usually rely on either transformer-based
architectures [41, 47] or graph-based neural networks [17, 43].

8.3

Joint Term and Relation Extraction

While to the best of our knowledge no approaches exist to automatically extract terminological
concept systems from text, there is an entire research field on connecting terminological
information with ontologies, thereby providing relational information to terms. Methods
for modeling terminological information as ontologies are generally called terminological
ontologies (e.g. [24]). Approaches that model terminological information in relation to
ontologies are generally called ontology-terminology models (e.g. [35, 16]). One approach
in this direction that is probably most closely related to the one proposed in this paper is
TERMINAE [5], a platform that utilizes traditional NLP tools and methods to propose term
candidates and relations to users for manual editing by building on terminology engineering
principles and findings from ontology learning. While a very interesting method and platform,
the approach neither commits to a specific typology of relations nor seeks to provide a fully
automated solution. Thus, to broaden the scope of this discussion on related work and
consider related fields that directly inspire this joint task, we will discuss two additional
research directions. First, we present approaches on entity and relation extraction. Second,
we relate to selected ontology learning approaches.
Joint entity and relation extraction (e.g. [46]) is the task of identifying named entities in
text and detecting their semantic relations. Approaches to this task range from joining a
bidirectional LSTM for term extraction with a CNN for relation extraction [46] to utilizing a
Graph Convolutional Network [12]. This idea of joining recurrence and convolution operations
is taken up again by Geng et al. [14]. The approach probably most similar to ours is that of
Quiao et al. [33] who utilize BERT for joint entity and relation extraction in the agricultural
domain. However, our approach has been applied across several domains and languages.
In addition, named entities are a subcategory of single- and multi-word terms, where the
latter is considerably more challenging. The type of relation is also frequently restricted to
lexical-semantic relations, such as synonymy or hypernymy, specific semantic relations, such
as the temporal relation, or information in a specific domain, e.g. agriculture.
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Ontology learning (e.g. [31, 8]) is the task of automatically extracting knowledge from
text, starting with terms which are organized to form concepts, their interrelations which are
organized hierarchically and non-hierarchically, and finally axioms. Petrucci et al. [31] utilize
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) on a synthetically generated dataset to learn Description
Logic formulas from natural language sentences. In contrast, our approach operates on
non-synthetic, real-life datasets. Few other approaches utilize deep learning for ontology
learning (see [23] for an overview).

9

Conclusion

As a first step to approach fully automated TCS learning from multilingual text, we propose
adaptations of pretrained language models to perform term and relation extraction in a
pipeline approach. While a multilingual, cross-domain dataset for term extraction exists,
we had to accumulate and extend several relation extraction datasets to accommodate a
common terminological relation typology. Term extraction results substantially outperform
previous results and the relation extraction model achieves competitive results, even though
no baseline comparison was available for exactly these relation types.
As a next step we will manually create a full evaluation dataset for TCS across domains
and languages to provide a better evaluation scenario for the proposed approach. Additionally,
the model currently exclusively extracts information from sentences, whereby several global
relations beyond the sentential level will be lost, especially synonymy and generic relations.
We thus currently evaluate methods for achieving document-level TCS learning. Lastly,
we will extend the set of covered relations by including data for temporal, property, and
ownership relations.
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1

Introduction

Terms are an important aspect in many applications that deal with natural languages such
as search engines, automatic thesaurus construction [3], information extraction [9], automatic
abstraction [19], machine translation and ontology [17] and glossary population.
There are many methods to achieve the ATR task which include rule-based methods and
machine learning methods (data-driven) [18]. Rule-based methods need a set of pre-defined
rules for each task which needs deep knowledge of the domain and is often difficult to
maintain. Machine learning-based methods, on the other hand, have a significant effect on
existing classification activities, and experiments have shown considerable improvement. The
classical approach includes two steps, first feature extraction using methods like bag-of-words
and second, then using classification algorithms like support vector machines (SVM) or naive
Bayes. The two-step approach also faces some limitations because of the tedious feature
extraction process and it requires domain knowledge to design the features. Since the features
are pre-defined, they cannot be easily generalized to new tasks.
© Sampritha H. Manjunath and John P. McCrae;
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Recently, deep learning methods are being widely used in many Natural Language
Processing (NLP) related tasks and are improving the state-of-the-art of NLP [21] [6]. Such
models attempt in an end-to-end manner to learn feature representations and perform
classification.
The most important factor in improving the current deep learning methods like Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) apart from efficiency and
accuracy is the reduction in the dimension of inputs. We aim to generalize the task so that
the model can be used on similar datasets. We attempt to achieve this by using a four-step
strategy known as EEAP.
Our main aim is to recognize the terms as precisely as possible, so it is important
to understand the context between the sequence of words. Embeddings like GloVe and
word2vec ignore this information. Therefore, we have used BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers) to capture the contextual information [4] that helps
recognize our proposed hypothesis better.
The major contributions we like to mention here are; we have defined the traditional
NLP task as a deep learning model which can be custom trained based on requirements.
This model is effective in determining which sequence of words are terms compared to the
statistical approach. We have also addressed the importance of contextual information in
term recognition task in this tool by implementing BERT. Finally, in Section 5 we expose
our results and show how our model outperformed the baseline model ATR4S referred in
Section 2 by 28%. Our model also eliminates the need for multiple ranking and scoring
algorithm to recognize terms in a given set of documents.

2

Related Work

Rule-based and statistical ATR researches
Rule-based and statistical ATR methods [13] focused on parts-of-speech (PoS) for multi-word
constituents. Such work contributed to the recognition of words by pattern-based approaches
such as linguistic filters. Each word is tagged with its associated PoS in the linguistic filter
system, and the domain-specific term is defined based on the tag. A list of terms identified by
the linguistic filters (linguistic process) is commonly referred to as “candidate terms” (CT).
Each sequence of words in the Candidate Terms (CT) (n-grams) is then given a score using
statistical approaches. The score tells how likely the term is to be valid. The scores [13] are
either the measures of “unithood”, which attempts to identify if multi-word CT constituents
form a collocation rather than a co-occurrence by chance; or the measures of “termhood”
focus on measuring how likely a candidate term, CT, is a domain-specific concept. The most
commonly used technique to score the CT is to consider “frequency of occurrence”. The
most recent term weighting scheme is TF-IDF which weights each term based on the number
of occurrences within the document as well as within the entire corpora. These methods
are used to filter the CT. Once filtered, because of their low ambiguity and high specificity,
these extracted terms then can be used for many tasks including machine translation [5],
information retrieval [15], ontology construction and ontology enrichment [2].

Baseline Model: ATR4S
Recent work on ATR is conducted by ART4S [1]. It comprises 13 state-of-the-art (SOTA)
methods for ATR and implements the whole pipeline from text document pre-processing, to
term candidate collection, term candidate scoring, and finally, term candidate ranking. The
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text in the corpus is first split into sentences as part of pre-processing, tokenize and extract
part-of-speech tags and lemmas for obtained tokens. Once the texts are pre-processed, the
next step is “term candidate collection” – In this step, consecutive word n-grams (typically 1
to 4) of specified orders are extracted and three basic filters are applied (1. The noise filter:
To remove the unnecessary tags like HTML tags. 2. Stop word filter and 3. PoS tagging).
This gives a list of rare words. Words are then vectorized using the word2vec model. Each
word in the list is scored using 13 SOTA methods (TF-TDF, C-values, etc.,). Once the
scoring is done, the term is ranked to find how relevant a term is for being a key-term or
valid term.

Other related works
JATE 2.0 [24] is also closely related to ART4S [1] and uses 10 state-of-the-art methods and is
written in Java. Data is processed using traditional methods as in ART4S (pre-processing).
The pre-processed data is then passed to “candidate extraction”. JATE 2.0 uses Solr’s
analyzers for word vectorization which is a large text processing library. JATE 2.0 allows the
user to customize the analyzer based on individual needs. The obtained candidates are then
processed using different ATR algorithms which assigns the score and rank to the candidate
terms.
AdaText [25] is another tool that is used in ATR. This tool improves on the TextRank
algorithm to generate better performance. This provides generic methods to improve
performance in any domain when coupled with an existing ATR method. AdaText uses
GloVe word embeddings on the 2 datasets. The main limitation of AdaText [25] is the
lack of understanding of the relation between the threshold used for selecting words on the
TextRank.
All the works mentioned above provide some solution to identify domain-specific terms
but often result in an error-prone system due to the use of context-free models like word2vec
and GloVe. These models generate a single word embedding for each word in the CT,
resulting in unidirectional language models. This limits the choice of architecture that can
be used during pre-training [4]. Each candidate term needs to be evaluated not only based
on the frequency of occurrence but also the context. This contextual information is often
found on both the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the term. To address this issue a
new approach is proposed here – using BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers) embeddings.
Stanford University has recently used BERT in its ATR method for glossary terms [10].
The focus is on biology terms for the online textbook, Inquire. They have used the CNN
along with BERT embedding to extract the terms for one domain (biology). The data was
prepared manually, and it is a laborious process. The embeddings are generated only for
unigram and hence the multi-word key-terms are ignored here.
So far, all the rule-based methods and tools available for ATR used context-free models
and hence ignores the conceptual attribute for the term. Terms can be identified with
more accuracy if the contextual property is considered. There are recent advances in using
contextual models for term extraction [20] which uses BERT to fine-tune the terms extracted
using feature-based approach. In contrast, we propose the idea of using BERT embedding
which can capture the context of the given word and based on the context each candidate
term can be ranked. Our hypothesis here is that the term classified as key-term by this
process will be more accurate and reliable compared to other ATR tools.
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3

Methodology

First, we use the Wikipedia titles as positive examples and generate random n-grams (of
length 1–4) as a possible set of negative terms. We filter out most of the unrelated n-grams
using Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), this ensures that we train
the model on challenging negative terms instead of random noise. If these n-grams are not
already present in our positive example, it is added as a weak negative example. Finally,
this dataset is transferred to a CSV for training purpose.
The model consists of BERT for embedding, Bi-LSTM for encoding, Attention for reducing
the input vector, ADAM optimizer [23] for training and a final prediction layer using a
sigmoid output forming the EEAP structure.

3.1

BERT embeddings

BERT can be used to extract features like word and sentence embedding vectors from text
data. These vectors are used as feature inputs to downstream NLP models like LSTM,
GRU, etc., NLP models require numerical vectors as inputs. Previously, texts were either
interpreted as uniquely indexed values (one-hot encoding) or more usefully as neural word
embedding where vocabulary words are mapped against fixed-length embedding features
resulting from models such as word2vec or Fasttext (does not consider the context within
which the word appears). BERT improves over word2vec by generating the embedding based
on the words around the text. This information is useful in ATR and hence, we have chosen
BERT embeddings.
The output representations from the BERT encoding layer are summed element-wise to
generate a single representation with shape (1, n, 768) for sequence embedding or (n,768) for
word embedding.

3.2

Encode

Provided a sequence of word vectors, the encode step generates a matrix where each row
represents the meaning of each token while paying attention to the context of the rest of the
sentence.

Figure 1 Encode [8].

In this project, we have used a bidirectional LSTM. LSTM is a variant of RNN which is
developed as a remedy to the problem of vanishing gradients and exploding gradients [7].
The key to solving the problem is by adding gates and a cell state to the RNN. A gate is a
non-linear function (usually a sigmoid) followed by multiplication.
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Attend

The attend step reduces the size of the matrix produced by the encode step to a single vector.
In the process of reducing the matrix size, we lose most of the information. It is required to
retain important information and hence the context vector is crucial. This vector tells which
information to discard.

Figure 2 Attend [8].

We have employed an attention mechanism that learns the context vector as a parameter
in the model. This is inspired by the recent research conducted by Harbin Institute of
Technology [16] called “inner-attention”. Instead of using the target sentence to attend words
in the source sentence, inner-attention uses the sentence’s previous-stage representation to
attend to words that appeared. This approach results in a similar distribution of weights
compared to other attention mechanisms and assigns more weight to important words. This
approach produces precise and focused sentence representations for classification. Hence, the
“inner-attention” is selected for this step. It is inspired by the concept of how human can
roughly form a sense of which part of the sentence is important based on previous experiences.
Mathematically, this mechanism can be written as follows:

M = tanh(W y Y + W h Rave ⊗ eL )

(1)

α = sof tmax(wT M )

(2)

Ratt = Y αT

(3)

where, Y is a matrix of output vectors of bi-LSTM, Rave is the output of mean pooling layer,
eL represents the bias matrix generated from the encoded input, α denotes the attention
vector and Ratt is the attention-weighted sentence representation. W y and W T M represents
the attentive weight matrix.
This process makes the attention mechanism a pure reduction task, which can replace the
sum or average pooling step.
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Figure 3 Predict [8].

3.4

Predict

Once the input data is reduced to a single vector, we can learn the target representation in
this step. Target representation may be a class label, a real value, a vector, etc. In our work,
the target representation is a class label. 0 if the sequence of words is non-terms and 1 if the
sequence of words contributes to being a term.
The predict layer is the last in our EEAP model. It receives the input from the attention
layer, a 2D tensor, and the input is passed through a dense layer with a “sigmoid” activation
function. Since we have to predict either 0 or 1, we have used the “sigmoid” function at the
last layer of the model i.e., the prediction layer. This function converts any real value into
another value in the range of 0 to 1. We map these predicted values to the probabilities
of the CT being a term. If the probability is less than 0.5 then it is not a term, or if the
probability is greater than 0.5 then it is classified as a term.

4
4.1

Experimental Settings
Data

There are two stages of data preparation for this model.
Stage 1 – Complete dataset preparation: Wikipedia titles are added to a list as positive
examples and random n-grams are added as weak negative examples, this list is called
candidate terms. If the generated n-gram is not in positive examples, then it is labelled
as 0 (a negative term). All the Wikipedia terms (positive term) are labelled ad 1. This
list of labelled data is converted into CSV to pass on to the next stage.
Stage 2 – Training and testing data preparation: The CSV file is loaded into the project.
The data is then divided into train and test data in an 80:20 ratio. The text and label
are separately loaded into the list from each train and test data. Text data is tokenized
using BERT’s FullTokenizer and padded to bring all input length to the same length.
This data is then passed to the BERT layer and then to the EEAP model to make the
prediction.

4.2

Model Architecture

The overall model architecture consists of several layers as explained below:
1. Embedding layer: This layer takes the BERT embedding matrix as input. The BERT
embedding is of shape (n, 768), where n is the vocabulary size. Once the embedding
matrix is passed through the embedding layer, the resulting output is a 3D tensor of
shape (batch_size, max_len, embedding_dim) i.e., (?,64, 768) in our case. The batch
size will be substituted at the run time.
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2. Encode layer: A bidirectional LSTM layer is used as an encoding layer with 250 hidden
units, dropout and recurrent dropout is set to 0.1 which will drop the fraction of the
units for the linear transformation of the inputs and recurrent state respectively. The
resulting output is of shape (batch_size, max_len, hidden_units) i.e., (?, 64, 20).
3. Attention layer: The attention layer takes the input from the encoding layer (3D tensor)
and squeezes the input to 2D tensor and returns (batch_size, hidden_units) i.e., (?,
20). The main intention behind this step is input reduction by retaining only important
information. The reduction is done using the tanh activation function. A dot product
of the input matrix and weight along with the bias is passed to the activation function.
The result of the tanh lies in-between −1 and 1. The benefit is that negative inputs are
mapped highly negative and the zero inputs in the tanh graph are mapped near-zero thus
helping to retain only important information. Attention is also explained in Section 3.3
4. Feed Forward fully connected layer: A dense layer is a fully connected neural network
layer. We have specified 100 hidden units in the dense layer with the activation function
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). The number of units denotes the output size. Activation
in the dense layer sets the element-wise activation function to be used in the dense layer.
We have used multiple dense layers in the model with the last layer being activated with
the “sigmoid” activation function with 1 output node. Activation function selection is
explained in Section 4.3
5. Dropout layer: The dropout layer randomly sets the specified fraction of input nodes to
0 at each stage during training which helps prevent over-fitting. In this project, we are
using a single dropout layer with a 0.1 drop rate to avoid over-fitting. Figure 4 shows
how the model begins with over-fitting the data and over multiple iterations, the model
avoids over-fitting. This is achieved by the dropout layer. This value was selected as the
best fit after running the model with different fractions.

4.3

Hyper-parameters

Optimizer
Optimizers are algorithms or techniques used to adjust the neural network’s properties such
as weights and learning rate to reduce the losses. Optimizers help in getting the results faster.
We have used the Adam optimizer [12] [23] for building the EEAP structured model. Adam
optimizer is an extension of stochastic gradient descent with adaptive learning rate methods
to find individual learning rates for each parameter.

Loss Function
We have used the binary cross-entropy loss function as the problem we are trying to solve
here is, the binary classification problem.

Activation function
The sigmoid activation function (also called the logistic function), is a very popular activation
function for the neural network. The input to the function is transformed into a value
between 0.0 and 1.0. Since ours is a binary classification problem, we have used this function
in the last layer of the model to get the probability of the input being term, i.e., less than
0.5 is a non-term and greater than 0.5 is a term.
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Learning rate
The learning rate is a tuning parameter in an optimization algorithm that determines the size
of the step at each iteration while moving toward a minimum of a loss. Since it influences
the extent to which newly acquired information outweighs old information, it represents the
speed at which a machine learning model learns. We are setting the learning rate to 0.001
after running the model with different rates.

Decay/epsilon factor
Epsilon is the parameter used to avoid the divide by zero error when the gradient almost
reaches zero. Setting epsilon to a very small value would result in larger weight updates
and the optimizer becomes unstable. The bigger the value you set, the smaller the weights
updates and the model training process becomes slow. Therefore, we have chosen 0.0001 as
a good value for epsilon after running the model a few times with different values.

5

Results

Statistical Evaluation
The dataset used to train the model is Wikipedia titles as positive examples and random
n-grams as weak negative examples. The model is then evaluated against 2 other datasets –
GENIA [11] and Krapivin [14]. Table 1 gives the dataset description.

Table 1 Dataset description.
Dataset

Domain

Docs

Words (thousands)

Expected terms

Source of terms

GENIA
Krapivin

Bio medicine
Computer science

2000
2304

494
21

35,104
8766

Authors’ keywords
Authors’ keywords

The candidate terms were extracted using the TF-IDF method and compared against the
expected terms from the datasets. Table 2 gives the candidate terms extracted across all the
datasets.
This way of filtering candidate terms is useful while we pass the entire document to the
model to predict the terms in it.
Table 2 Candidate terms.
Dataset

N-grams

Candidate terms

Candidates among expected terms

GENIA
krapivin

10000
10000

7341
7370

2659
4150

EEAP model performance evaluation
The deep learning model is trained to recognize the terms with a total of 1,291,921 training
samples and 322,981 testing samples. The complete Wikipedia dataset consists of 1,614,902
samples with 1,314,902 positive examples and 300,000 negative examples.
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We tested the model with different combination of hyper-parameters along with two
selected encoders LSTM and GRU to decide which of these combinations results in better
accuracy. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) dataset is used for this evaluation.
The FAO dataset is described in Table 3.
Table 3 FAO dataset description.
Domain
Docs
Words
Expected terms
Source of terms
Candidate terms
Candidates among expected terms

Agriculture
779
26,672
1554
Author’s keywords
3895
862

We have used 0.001 as the learning rate since it is the standard learning rate set across the
optimizer. Encoders have 250 hidden nodes for all iterations. To avoid lengthy iteration and
due to resource constraints, we are considering the smaller dataset FAO for this comparison.
Table 4 gives the model evaluation result.
Table 4 Model performance for different hyper-parameter combinations on FAO dataset.
Encoder

Optimizer

F1-score

Precision

Recall

Accuracy

GRU
GRU
GRU
GRU
LSTM
LSTM
LSTM
LSTM

Adam
SGD
Adadelta
RMSProp
Adam
SGD
Adadelta
RMSProp

0.0673
0.0609
0.0609
0.073
0.1947
0.0609
0.6093
0.063

0.6296
0.6183
0.6183
0.653
0.8253
1.6183
0.4381
0.643

0.0355
0.0304
0.0304
0.0345
0.1104
0.0304
1.0
0.0335

56.3%
56.1%
56.1%
56.2%
60.5%
56.1%
43.8%
55.2%

Along with the combination mentioned in Table 4, the loss function has also been changed
to other loss functions like “categorical cross-entropy”, “sparse categorical cross-entropy”.
Since this project is a binary classification, we are not moving further to use these loss
functions as it does not fit our problem definition. We have evaluated the model performance
with parameters that fit the project requirement and problem definition. After evaluating all
the experimental results, with LSTM as encoder, Adam optimizer and binary cross-entropy
loss function are selected as the best match for the model.
Figure 4 shows the model’s training and validation accuracy over 100 epochs. We can see
that the training accuracy keeps increasing over the iterations and this is because the model
learns in each iteration. In the beginning, the validation accuracy is more than training
accuracy which indicates over-fitting. Since we have used dropout layers in the model, the
model avoids over-fitting over the iterations. At around 50 iterations, training accuracy
crosses over validation accuracy. This indicates that the model is now learning for the
training data efficiently.
Figure 5 shows the loss incurred over 100 epochs. The loss function intends to make
the model learn. The loss is propagated back to the hidden nodes and the model learns to
minimize these losses. Our model’s loss keeps decreasing over the iterations and this shows
that the model is learning better in each step. We further ran the model for 1000 iteration
to find the convergence, Figure 6 shows the convergence.
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Figure 4 Model accuracy over 100 iteration.

Figure 5 Decrease in loss over 100 iteration.

Evaluation on different dataset
The model is evaluated against two different datasets – GENIA and Krapivin as mentioned
in Section 5. Table 5 shows the evaluation of these two datasets. The result is also evaluated
against the base model ATR4S [1] and results are included in the Table 5. The FAO dataset
used here is the held-out data to perform the evaluation.
Table 5 Evaluation on different datasets.

Dataset
GENIA
Krapivin

Comparison – EA-ATR(A) vs ATR4S(B)
A precision B precision
A accuracy B accuracy
0.8045
0.6345

0.7760
0.4279

60%
62%

24%
42%

EA-ATR model
F1-score Recall
0.7460
0.7612

(ATR4S model recall and F1-score not available for comparison)

0.6955
0.9511
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Figure 6 Convergence in loss over 1000 iteration.

Along with the precision, recall and accuracy metrics, we can extract the confusion matrix
to evaluate the performance of the classifier. The idea is to count the number of times terms
are classified as non-terms and vice-versa. Figure 7 shows the confusion matrix on evaluation
dataset (FAO Terms).

Figure 7 Confusion Matrix.

The model is well trained in predicting the non-terms. It is important to differentiate
non-terms from terms because the ratio of non-terms in the document is more compared to
terms. Although the model is a little biased towards non-terms, which is mainly because of
the domain-specific dataset we are using, the model performs better considering the dataset
used to train the model. This model stands as a new state-of-the-art for ATR using deep
learning techniques. The model performs overall 28% better than the base model [1].
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6

Conclusion

Current advances in NLP frameworks and applications focused on deep learning [22] have
achieved better efficiency over many state-of-the-art NLP tasks, such as question answering
and machine translation. This research is an attempt to show that deep learning models
perform better and are more reliable than conventional automatic term recognition algorithms.
The model performs 28% better than the ATR4S [1] base model. The model also performs
remarkably well on the GENIA and Kraplivin evaluation datasets. The simulations are a
clear example of a deep learning model being applied to NLP tasks by reducing the repetitive
computational requirement for each dataset and extracting automatic terms more precisely.
This method has the potential to be used as a multilingual model as it does not require
any annotations. This is a future enhancement we would like to experiment with and see
how well this works for different analytic and synthetic languages.
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In this paper, we present our approach for Multilingual Open Information Extraction. Our sequence
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1

Introduction

Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) seeks to extract facts and events asserted by a
sentence through a predicate-argument representation. [26] presents OpenIE as “a novel
extraction paradigm that facilitates domain-independent discovery of relations extracted from
text and readily scales to the diversity and size of the Web corpus”. Many downstream NLP
tasks [15] had benefited from OpenIE such as multi-document question answering and [8],
event schema induction[1] and word embedding generation [22].
Most of the OpenIE systems focus on English, with only few ones proposing multilingual
OpenIE [24, 21]. In this paper, we present a supervised approach to perform multilingual
OpenIE by exploiting only Universal Dependency. Like [21], our approach handles multilingual
text without non-English training datasets. We also derive a new benchmark for French
by following annotation guidelines of [13]. We introduce a model for sequence labeling,
consisting of two sub-modules. The first module is a multi-task model that extracts the
predicate-relation, then seeks to find all the arguments given the extracted predicate relation.
The second module takes as input the extracted predicate and arguments, then assigns the
most likely label to each potential argument such as subject, object, temporal argument or
location argument. The reason for such a design, stems from the recent trends in neural
dependency parsing [6], where they aim to find the unlabeled dependency structure (topology
of the syntactic tree), and only then assign a label for each predicted arc of the tree. More
specifically, their model calculates the probability of an arc between each pair of words as
well as a syntactic function label for each arc. In contrast to their approach, we only compute
the probability between a word and the span of words representing the predicate phrase
extracted in the previous step. In our setting, the predicted arcs indicate the extracted
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Table 1 OIE extractions example.

Sentence

Extractions

Bennett confirmed when he addressed the Township Council tonight
that the United States attorney’s office had requested information
from the township.
(A0:Bennett; P:confirmed; A1:the United States attorney ’s office
had requested information from the township)
(A0:the United States attorney ’s office; P:had requested information from;
A1:the township)
(A0:he; P:addressed; A1:the Township Council; A2:tonight)
(A0:Bennett; P:addressed; A1:the Township Council; A2:tonight)

arguments of the predicate phrase, those extracted arguments will be classified in the next
stage. Our approach achieves the best results in all the languages against the existing
systems (multilingual and non-multilingual). Finally, we show through the experiments
results that current BERT-based approaches are not cross-domain friendly and fail when
dealing with out-of-domain samples. We find that it is important to report this finding as
domain-adaptation is the most important characteristic of OpenIE paradigm.

2
2.1

Related Work
Legacy systems

[16] classified rule-based OpenIE systems to three major approaches, according to the type
of features exploited: shallow OpenIE, OpenIE via dependency parsing, and OpenIE via
semantic parsing. Early OpenIE systems exploited only shallow syntactic parsing such
as part-of-speech tagging and chunking [26, 7]. More advanced systems greatly enhanced
performance by exploiting more advanced linguistic processing. [4] used dependency parse
tree to decompose complex sentences into a set of independent clauses, where each type of
a clause can express a relation with a predefined predicate-argument structure. Semantic
Role Labeling (SRL) consists into labeling words of a sentence into their semantic role,
such as agent, theme and instrument. The SRL task is somewhat similar to OpenIE task,
and on account of the resource availability, [3] used a SRL parser to derive their system
SRLIE. Several OpenIE systems extract relations mediated by verb predicate and ignore
nominal relations [25] proposed RENOUN to extract nominal-based relations. [19] designed
an OpenIE system tailored to relations expressed by demonyms and relational compound
nouns. OPENIE4 was derived by merging SRLIE [3] and RelNoun [19] systems. They
augmented OpenIE4 with an OIE system tailored to numerical relations as well as with a
system to break conjunctions to derive OpenIE5.

2.2

Neural based systems

With the hype surrounding deep learning and language models neural methods have been
employed for OpenIE task to bypass error accumulation in rule-based systems, with a focus
on automatically deriving corpora large enough to train neural open information extraction
systems. The obtained datasets are large enough to train deep learning models, but at the
cost of being very noisy and erroneous. Hence, [12] proposed a Score and Filter framework to
reduce redundancy and noise in those bootstrapped datasets. [23] addressed OIE as a sequence
lebeling problem with the BIO (Beginning, Inside, Outside) template, using a Bi-LSTM
with Softmax to each word of the sentence. [5] formulated OpenIE as a relation generation
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problem, with an encoder-decoder architecture using attention mechanism. Inspired from
recent work in SRL [18], [27] formulated OIE as a span selection problem, where they build
two sequential modules, a former one predicting the predicate boundary with the encoded
sentence as input, the latter one predicting arguments boundary with the predicate boundary
and encoded sentence as input. [12] used a BERT encoder and an iterative decoder to keep
track of the predicted extractions and to model their inter-dependencies. [11] addressed
the OpenIE task as an iterative 2-D Grid Labeling task using a BERT encoder, such an
approach helps to model dependencies between extractions while being much faster than [12].
They also augmented their model with a coordination analyzer to better deal with complex
coordination structures.

2.3

Multilingual systems

Most OpenIE systems for languages other than English are ad-hoc and rule-based approaches,
with limited performance. Among these approaches, two systems stand out: ArgOIE and
PredPatt. [9] presented ArgOIE which takes as input the dependency parsing in CoNLL-X
format, identifies the argument structures in the dependency analysis and extracts a basic set
of propositions from each argument structure. ArgOIE supports OpenIE in four languages:
English, Spanish, Portuguese and Galician. Similar to ArgOIE, PredPatt [24] also takes
Universal Dependency [17] parse as input and returns a set of predicate-arguments structures
by applying language-agnostic patterns. [21] proposed Multi2OIE, a sequence labeling model
for OpenIE, which first predicts all relation arguments using BERT, then predicts the subject
and object arguments associated with each relation using multi-head attention blocks. More
precisely, it uses the multilingual version of BERT in order to support OpenIE in all the
languages supported by BERT-Multilingual. Their approach supports multilingual text
without non-English datasets, as their model is only trained on a corpus of English sentences.

3

Methodology

We introduce our proposed method in detail in this section. First, we give the task formulation
and the overview of our approach to neural OIE in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Finally,
we present the input representation and our model architecture for OpenIE respectively in
Section 3.5 & Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1

Problem Definition

Given a sentence S = (w1 , w2 , ..., wn ), we first derive the dependency syntactic tree to obtain
the POS tags and dependency relation embedding. We feed those embeddings to the model
to produce a sequence tag T = (y1 , y2 , ..., yn ) , with the set of tags Y = {A0, P, A1, A2, O}.
The produced sequence represents the tuple (A0 :subject, P :predicate, A1 :object, ...) in the
BIES template format (Begin, Inside, End, Single).
Table 2 Example sentences and respective Open IE extractions.
OpenIE encoding example
Sentence
Brady attempts to phone the sheriff .
Sequence labels
A0S PB PI PE A1B A1E O
Output encoding BradyA0S attemptsPB toPI phonePE theA1B sheriffA1E .O
Tuple
(A0 :Brady, P :attempts to phone, A1 :the sheriff)
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3.2

Approach Overview

Following [23], we approach OpenIE task as a Sequence Labeling Problem with the BIES
template (Begin, Inside, End, Single). Sequence Labeling aims to assign each word of the
sentence its most-likely tag, producing a sequence tag T = (y1 , y2 , ..., yn ). For each sentence,
we extract one relation at one time, by considering at each iteration a candidate predicate
word, from which we infer a binary mask M = (m1 , m2 , ..., mn ). Our proposed model consists
of two weakly bounded modules, the former one handles the predicate and argument inference,
feeds the inferred predicate boundary to the latter, which classifies the extracted arguments.

3.3

Predicate-Argument Extractor

We follow the recent trends in neural dependency parsing [6],where the unlabeled dependency
structure (topology of the syntactic tree) is extracted and only then the edges of the tree
are assigned a label for. Our first sub-module aims at extracting the predicate-argument
representation where the arguments are non-typed. Hence, the sub-module is optimized
with regard to two tasks: predicate extraction and argument extraction and shares the same
parameters for the two tasks, the later task depends on the output of the former task. The
inputs for the sub-module are the concatenation of the three features: Epos , Edep , Emask .
The first feature is the part-of speech embedding, the second is dependency label embedding,
and the third is the embedding of the binary predicate mask. Since we extract one relation
at one time, Emask is a simple binary vector to indicate which word of the sentence is the
candidate predicate. The sub-module shares a Bi-LSTM layer for both tasks and exploits a
CRF layer for each task. Given an input instance (S, M) with S a sentence and M a binary
vector (0 and 1), for every word wi ∈ S we compute a feature vector:
xi = Epos (wi ) ⊕ Edep (wi ) ⊕ Emask (wi )

(1)

The feature vector in 1 is fed to the Bi-LSTM, which computes a forward and backward
hidden state vector:
vi→ , vi← = BiLST M (xi )

(2)

then the forward and backward output of Bi-LSTM are averaged, and fed to a dense layer:
ui = AV G(vi→ , vi← )

(3)

hi = W u i + b

(4)

Then, the representation is fed to the decoder of each task. Since both tasks use the same
CRF decoder, we first introduce the CRF decoder.

3.3.1

CRF Decoder
n

n

Given the decoder’s input sequence H = {hi }i=1 and a sequence of labels Y = {yi }i=1 , the
decoder computes the decoding score S(H, Y ).
S(H, Y ) =

n−1
X
i=1

Ayi ,yi+1 +

n
X

Hi,yi

(5)

i=1

H is an n × k emission matrix, where n is the length of the sequence, k the number of distinct
tags, and Hij is the score of j-th tag at position i of the sequence. A is a k × k transition
matrix, where Aij represents the transition score from the i-th tag to the j-th tag.
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Then p(Y |H) is computed, a conditional probability over all possible tag sequences Y using
Softmax, where YH represents possible tag sequences for H.
eS(H,Y )
S(H,Y ′ )
Y ′ ∈YH e

p(Y |H) = P

(6)

While decoding, we search for the sequence having the maximum score y ∗ , which is done
using the Viterbi algorithm.
y ∗ = argmaxY ∈YH S(H, Y )

(7)

Figure 1 Architecture of the predicate-argument extractor.

The encoder output is first fed to the predicate extractor, that identifies the predicate phrase.
After Extracting the predicate Equation (7), the predicate phrase is fed to the argument
extractor as a binary vector that indicates the boundary of the extracted predicate. Finally,
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the encoder output is concatenated with the output of the predicate task and is fed to the
CRF decoder of the arguments extractor. The new representation is given by the following
equation:
hi (Argument) = hi ⊕ yi (P redicate)

(8)

Both tasks are optimized jointly, and we maximize the log-likelihood of the correct tag
sequence of each task on the training set {(Hj , Yj )}, by minimizing the loss: the Negative
Log Likelihood (NLL).
X
N LL = −
log p(Y |H)
(9)
j

The loss of the sub-module is simply the sum of the loss of each task:
X
X
N LL = −
log p(Y |H)predicate −
log p(Y |H)argument
j

3.4

(10)

j

Argument Classifier

Figure 2 Architecture of the argument classifier.

After the predicate-argument inference, the first sub-module feeds the extracted predicate
and arguments to the second sub-module. In addition to the part-of-speech and dependency
label embedding, it takes as input another vector, that indicates for each word of the sentence
if it: is part of the predicate phrase, is an argument of the extracted predicate or is none
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of them. The model’s input is the feature vector defined in Equation (11), and consists of
the concatenation of the part-of-speech embedding, the dependency label embedding, and
Epr−arg , the vector inferred in the first stage that represents the extracted predicate and
arguments.
xi = Epos (wi ) ⊕ Edep (wi ) ⊕ Epr−arg (wi )

(11)

The sub-module exploits the same architecture as the first sub-module that consists of a
CRF decoder stacked over a BiLSTM layer and seeks to assign the most likely label to the
arguments extracted during the first stage. Like the predicate-argument extractor, the model
is optimized during training by minimizing the negative log likelihood.

3.5

Input Pre-processing

We use the Stanza library [20] to obtain the part-of-speech tag and dependency parsing
tree with the Universal Dependency representation [17]. For some POS categories such as
pronouns and determinant, we add morphological information. The final POS vocabulary size
consists of 31 categories, while dependency labels vocabulary size consists of 62 categories.
Both part-of-speech and dependency labels embedding are encoded as one-hot encoding
where each category is mapped to a different vector.

3.6

Confidence Score

As most OpenIE systems provide a confidence score for their extracted relations, which can
be further exploited by downstream application to filter out relations. We use the Viterbi
score Equation (7) of the argument classifier module as the confidence score of our model.

4

Experiments

In this section, the training datasets and hyperparameters are respectively presented in
Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, then Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 describe the evaluation strategy
and the evaluation benchmark. We present the ablation study and the baselines in Sections 4.5
and 4.6. We conclude the experiments study by a speed performance analysis in Section 4.7.

4.1

Dataset

In contrast to previous works, we pick manually annotated datasets used in [4] as our training
data. Since those datasets contain binary relations, we re-annotate them to convert the
binary-relations to n-ary relations. The annotation follows guideline of [13], except for the
Anaphora resolution. Table 3 describes the datasets after re-annotation.
Table 3 Training Datasets.
Dataset
Reverb
New York Times
Wikipedia

#Sentences
500
200
200

#Relations
1,551
642
568
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4.2

Hyperparameters

The Table 4 below, resumes the hyperparameters of our model, which are the same for both
sub-modules. We trained our model using the Adam optimizer. After training, we validate
our model on a validation dataset which was annotated by experts in [2] and consists of
50 sentences and 173 relations. The model’s best performance on the validation dataset is
reported in Table 5.
Table 4 Hyperparameters.
Model Hyper-Parameters
LSTM Hidden size
LSTM Recurrent State dropout
LSTM Input dropout
LSTM Output dropout
Embedding dropout
Dense layer dropout
L2 Regularization
Embedding size
Batch size
Learning rate
Number of Hyper-Parameters
Predicate-Argument Extractor
Argument Classifier
Full Model

128
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.001
20
5
0.001
590,553
592,911
1,183,464

Table 5 Evaluation Results on the validation benchmark.
System
UD2OIE

4.3

CARB
F1
AUC
72.2 52.3

CARB(1-1)
F1
AUC
64.3 42.6

Evaluation Strategy

We use the standard CARB [2] evaluation strategy to evaluate our system and the baselines.
Following [11], we also report results for the CARB(1-1) scoring function, which penalizes
incorrect splitting of coordination structures. We report the F1 score and the AUC (Area
Under the Curve). Our model and the baselines are evaluated by exploiting the code and
data used by [11] in their work.

4.4

Benchmark

In order to evaluate Multilingual OpenIE systems on Spanish and Portuguese, [21] derived
Re-OIE2016_Sp and Re-OIE2016_Pt benchmarks by translating the English benchmark
Re-OIE2016. We use these two benchmarks to evaluate the different systems on Spanish
and Portuguese. Due to the lack of benchmark for French, we also annotate a benchmark by
taking sentences from newspaper articles in the domain of finance, and which were described
in [10]. To annotate the corpus, we follow the annotation recommendations of [13], which
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were also followed by [2] to build CARB. The final evaluation benchmark consists of 506
sentences and 1,783 relationships. We use the standard CARB benchmark to evaluate the
OpenIE systems on English.
Table 6 Evaluation Benchmark.
Dataset
CARB
Re-OIE2016_Sp
Re-OIE2016_Pt
Finance_French

4.5

#Sentences
641
595
595
506

#Relations
2,715
1,508
1,508
1,783

Ablation Study

We apply an ablation study to investigate the impact of our new architecture, which aims
to separate the identification and labeling of the arguments. Hence, we consider a strong
baseline slightly similar to the architecture used by [27]. Our proposed architecture introduces
an auxiliary stage to identify the arguments of the extracted predicate before labeling those
extracted arguments, while [27] identifies and labels the arguments of the extracted predicate
simultaneously.

4.6

Baselines

We refer to our model as UD2OIE, while we refer to the baseline defined in the ablation study
section as UD2OIE(-Arg Identification). For the English evaluation on the CARB benchmark,
we pick rule-based, neural sequence labeling, and neural relation generation approaches. We
choose ClauseIE [4], OpenIE4 [3], and OpenIE5 [3] as the rule-based baselines. As for sequence
labeling baselines, we pick RnnOIE [23], SpanOIE[27], and OpenIE6 [11]. And the chosen
baselines for relation generation approaches are NeuralOIE [5] and IMOJIE [12]. Finally,
for the Multilingual Evaluation, we choose the two rule-based approaches PredPatt [24] and
ArgOIE [9], while the only available neural baseline is Multi2OIE [21].

4.7

Speed performance

Since OpenIE systems must scale to the diversity and size of the Web corpus, we also report
the inference time of our model on a batch of 3200 sentences (8477 relations) [23], which
was also used in [11] to report the speed of the different systems. In contrast to [11] that
reported the speed performance of the neural baselines using a V100 GPU, we report the
speed of our model using 4 cores of Intel Core i5-8300H CPU. The speed performance of
non-neural systems was reported in [11] using 4 cores of Intel Xeon CPU. We report the
speed of our model with and without the execution time of the dependency parser.

5

Results and Analysis

This section discusses the key finding of the experiment results in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The
ablation study and domain adaptation results are discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Finally,
the run-time analysis is reported in Section 5.5, and Section 5.6 provides an error analysis of
the model. Table 7 shows multilingual extraction examples of our model.
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Table 7 Extraction examples from UD2OIE for each language.
Sentence
English
Sentence
French
Sentence
Spanish
Sentence
Portuguese

5.1

Returning home, Ballard delivers her report,
which her superiors refuse to believe.
(A0:Ballard; P:Returning; A1:home)
(A0:Ballard; P:delivers; A1:her report)
(A0:her superiors; P:refuse to believe; A1:her report)
De retour chez elle, Ballard livre son rapport,
que ses supérieurs refusent de croire.
(A0:Ballard; P:De retour chez; A1:elle)
(A0:Ballard; P:livre; A1:son rapport)
(A0:ses supérieurs; P:refusent de croire; A1:son rapport)
Al volver a casa, Ballard entrega su informe,
que sus superiores se niegan a creer.
(A0:Ballard; P:volver a; A1:casa)
(A0:Ballard; P:entrega; A1:su informe)
(A0:sus superiores; P:niegan a creer; A1:su informe)
Voltando para casa, Ballard entrega seu relatório,
que seus superiores se recusam a acreditar.
(A0:Ballard; P:Voltando para; A1:casa)
(A0:Ballard; P:entrega; A1:seu relatório)
(A0:seus superiores; P:se recusam a acreditar; A1:seu relatório)

Monolingual Performance Results

The performance results for each system on the English CARB benchmark with the presented
metrics are reported in the Table 8. The evaluation results show that our proposed method
outperforms by a large gain the other systems.
Table 8 Evaluation Results of English OpenIE systems against the standard CARB benchmark.
System

5.2

CARB
F1
AUC

CARB(1-1)
F1
AUC

ClauseIE
OpenIE4
OpenIE5

45.0
51.5
46.7

22.0
29.1
24.5

40.2
40.4
41.2

17.7
19.7
19.6

SpanOIE
NeuralOIE
RnnOIE
IMOJIE
OpenIE6

48.5
51.6
49.0
53.5
52.7

32.8
26.0
33.3
33.7

37.9
38.7
39.5
41.4
46.4

19.8
18.3
22.2
26.8

UD2OIE

58.2

39.0

49.9

29.7

Multilingual Performance Results

The multilingual performance results for each system on the four benchmark using the
CARB evaluation strategy are reported in the Table 9. The evaluation results show that our
proposed method outperforms all the Multilingual OpenIE systems in all the benchmarks.
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Table 9 Evaluation Results of Multilingual OpenIE systems against the different benchmarks.
System

5.3

English
F1
AUC

French
F1
AUC

Spanish
F1
AUC

Portuguese
F1
AUC

ArgOIE [9]
PredPatt [24]
Multi2OIE [21]

36.4
44.6
52.1

24.4
34.6
31.5

42.0
43.2

34.7
24.5

39.4
44.3
61.5

28.3
39.8
43.2

38.3
42.9
61.2

26.4
38.0
42.1

UD2OIE

58.2

39.0

67.3

49.6

68.1

51.9

68.0

51.6

Ablation Study Results

Table 10 Ablation study results.
System

English
F1
AUC

UD2OIE
UD2OIE (-Arg Identification)

58.2
57.0

39.0
35.6

System

English
PRE REC

UD2OIE
UD2OIE (-Arg Identification)

61.4
63.2

55.3
52.0

French
F1
AUC
67.3
64.5

49.6
44.9

French
PRE REC
72.7
76.1

62.7
56.0

Spanish
F1
AUC
68.1
64.3

51.9
43.7

Portuguese
F1
AUC
68.0
64.9

51.6
45.4

Spanish
PRE REC

Portuguese
PRE REC

72.6
71.0

72.8
76.7

64.1
58.7

63.8
56.2

The ablation’s results resumed in Table 10, show that our proposed architecture provides
a performance gain in all the benchmarks. Our proposed architecture targets the recall
performance, it enhances the recall performance while resulting in a performance drop in
the precision. We attribute this to the fact that searching all the relevant arguments before
labeling them in the next stage is less complex and results in a more important number
of predicate-argument relations. Hence, the recall performance increases as the number of
predicate-argument relations increase. However, more erroneous predicate-argument relations
will be propagated to the classifier module, which only seeks to label the extracted arguments
and can’t discard the erroneous ones, resulting in a performance drop in the precision.

5.4

Domain adaptation

While outperforming all the rule-based systems by a large margin on the English, Spanish
and Portuguese benchmarks, Multi2OIE [21] only slightly outperforms PredPatt [24] on
the French benchmark. To investigate the source of this pitfall, we derive a second French
benchmark from the Wikipedia domain. To do so, we translate the English Wikipedia
training dataset described in Table 3 to French, and manually annotate it following the the
same guideline [13]. The Table 11 results show that Multi2OIE outperforms PredPatt by a
Table 11 Evaluation Results against the French version of Wikipedia benchmark.
System
PredPatt [24]
Multi2OIE [21]

French
F1
AUC
37.6
30.4
53.6 32.9
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large margin on the French Wikipedia benchmark. We conjecture that Multi2OIE, which
is based on BERT, achieves good performance on the Wikipedia benchmark only because
BERT was pre-trained on Wikipedia data. Also because of BERT, Multi2OIE is unstable and
fails when facing out-of-domain samples like financial texts. As reported by [14], despite their
ability to extract language agnostic representations in their multilingual version, language
models such as BERT only capture domain specific features and do not extract domain
invariant features. Hence, BERT based approaches such as Multi2OIE are not cross-domain
friendly, which violates the OpenIE paradigm principle.

5.5

Runtime Analysis

The Table 12 shows that our model can process approximately 20 sentences by second,
despite being run on CPU and not on GPU. It also shows that our model can process 141.2
sentences by seconds if we exclude the dependency parsing run-time. While the reported
results are not fair because of performance gap between CPU and GPU, the Table 12 shows
that our proposed model achieves comparable results with the fastest rule-based approach
(uses a semantic parser) on CPU.
Table 12 Performance Speed of OIE systems.
System
ClauseIE
OpenIE4
OpenIE5

5.6

Speed
Sentences/Second
4.0
20.1
3.1

SpanOIE
NeuralOIE
RnnOIE
IMOJIE
OpenIE6

19.4
11.5
149.0
2.6
31.7

UD2OIE
UD2OIE (W/o Stanza)

20.1
141.2

Errors Analysis

As expected, the main source of errors was due to propagation errors of the parser. We
find that our system fails at complex linguistic constructions. The last example in Table 13
shows an example of gapping, a type of ellipsis, where our system fails at extracting the
corresponding relations. The Stanza library we used, regards the gapping as a simple
conjunction clause, and feeds an incorrect syntactic tree to our model. Another important
source of error was the n-ary argument field, where the n-ary relation was extracted as a
binary relation, with the n-ary argument either missing or being in the object field. The first
example in Table 13 shows an example due to ambiguity of preposition attachment, where
the Battle of Jamal is extracted as part of the object field Ali’s army. Also, our system
fails more often at extracting nominal-based relations, as shown in Table 13. Finally, the
last example in Table 13 shows a language-specific construction specific to French (agentive
indirect object (expressed by iobj:agent in the UD syntactic tree) where the initial agent
(the pronoun lui in the example) has been demoted and became an indirect object. Since our
system was trained on English data, it will naturally fail when facing these language-specific
constructions.
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Table 13 Error Types.
Error Type

Example
And he was in Ali’s army in the Battle of Jamal.

N-ary arguments

Extracted: (A0:he; P:was in; A1:Ali’s army in the Battle of Jamal)

Gold: (A0:he; P:was in; A1:Ali’s army; A2:in the Battle of Jamal)
FBI Director Clive Anderson is the same kind of avuncular superior as Chief Brandon.
Nominal
(A0:Clive Anderson; P:[be] Director [of]; A1:FBI)
A cafeteria is also located on the sixth floor , a chapel on the 14th floor ,
and a study hall on the 15th floor.

Complex linguistic
constructions

Extracted: (A0:A cafeteria; P:is also located on; A1:the sixth floor)
Extracted: (A0:A cafeteria; P:is also located on; A1:a chapel on the 14th floor)
Extracted: (A0:A cafeteria; P:is also located on; A1:a study hall on the 15th floor)

Gold: (A0:A cafeteria; P:is also located on; A1:the sixth floor)
Gold: (A0:a chapel; P:is also located on; A1:the 14th floor)
Gold: (A0:a study hall; P:is also located on; A1:the 15th floor)
Google et Facebook en embuscade face à Apple, seul Google lui tient un peu tête.

Google and Facebook in ambush against Apple, only Google is standing up to it a bit.
Language-Specific
constructions
Extracted: (A0:Google; P:tient un peu tête;)

Gold: (A0:Google; P:tient un peu tête; A1:lui)

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we proposed an approach for multilingual OpenIE, while introducing a new
benchmark for French. We showed that our approach adapts to other languages without
training data of the target language. We introduced a simple but effective model, that
outperforms the standard two steps-based approaches (extract predicate then arguments).
The experiment findings suggest that current BERT-based approaches are not cross-domain
friendly and do not support domain adaptation [14].
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1

Introduction

AI-based recruitment tools automate parts of the recruitment process. One of these parts is
the prescreening of candidates, where a given applicant is matched against a job description
using a machine learning algorithm that predicts whether or not this applicant is suited for
further analysis by the recruiter.
Recruitment software often allows job information to be entered by the recruiter in textual
descriptions of the job requirements and/or in structured fields that the recruiter must fill-in
but that may or may not be visible to the applicant [1]. As an example, the recruiter may ask
in the textual description for “good knowledge of English” and then fill-in structured fields
on language requirements with “English” and language level “B2”. As another example, the
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recruiter may write “very experienced in the astrophysics domain” in the textual description
and then select “10+ years of experience” in a structured field. This approach suits well
recruiters, as they are very used to traditional textual job descriptions; however, they need to
be able to fill-in structured fields in a way that is consistent with the textual description. The
problem that arises is that there are often ambiguities and contradictions between the textual
descriptions and the structured fields, which makes it challenging for AI-based algorithms,
applicants and fellow recruiters to correctly interpret the job offer.
Based on the knowledge gathered by analysing the most frequent inconsistencies in a
corpus of job descriptions, we developed a Natural Language Processing (NLP) model that
uses both Machine Learning (ML) and rules to detect contradictions and ambiguities in
job descriptions. With such a model, recruitment software is able to alert the recruiter
of these inconsistencies before a job posting is published. In this paper, we present this
model, focusing on the description of language requirements in job postings written in the
English language. The proposed approach is currently being extended into the detection of
inconsistencies in other components of job descriptions, such as the description of fields of
study. The main contributions of this paper are: 1) the identification of the most common
types of ambiguities and contradictions that occur when describing language requirements
in job descriptions, resulting from our thorough analysis of a corpus of about 1,500 job
descriptions comprising different roles, industries and clients; and 2) our NLP-based model
that uses ML and a small set of rules, that has shown high performance in the detection of
inconsistencies in job postings.

2

Contradictions and Ambiguities

When addressing the inconsistencies that may arise between the textual descriptions and the
structured fields of a job posting, we distinguish between contradictions and ambiguities. In
this section, we provide a common definition for these two types of inconsistencies and then
we review how the NLP community addresses the detection of such inconsistencies.

Contradictions
We consider that a contradiction happens between two pieces of information when the
probability of both being simultaneously true is extremely unlikely [12]. As an example
applied to the description of language requirements in job descriptions, there is a contradiction
when the recruiter writes that “it is required proficiency in English” and then s/he sets the
English language level to A2, because these two pieces of information are not pragmatically
aligned, as A2 is associated to a basic understanding of a language [13].
There are different types of contradictions being addressed by the NLP community.
Marneffe, Rafferty, and Manning propose a typology of contradiction classes including
antonym, negation, numeric, factive, structural, lexical and world-knowledge types [12].

Ambiguities
We consider that one sentence is ambiguous when it can have more than one possible
interpretation [20], which can cause uncertainty to the reader. In this sense, the ambiguity
is self-contained in a textual sentence and does not depend on the relation of this sentence
with other fields, contrary to what usually happens with contradictions. An example of such
an ambiguity is the sentence “You must be English/French fluent”. Here, it is not clear if the
candidate must be fluent in both English and French, or if it is enough to be fluent in just
one of these two languages.
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There are different types of ambiguities that are addressed by the NLP community,
although most of them arise when a word or sequence of words have different meanings, in
the same or in different contexts, with no other differences at the grammatical level (e.g.,
lexical, pragmatic, semantic), when they allow for more than one grammatical structure
or different groupings of adjacent words (e.g., syntactic, surface structuring), or where the
sequence of words admit borderline cases (vagueness) [4, 17, 20].

2.1

Related Work

The literature for detecting contradictions in text using NLP is still relatively scarce. Marneffe,
Rafferty and Manning [12] present a typology of contradictions and propose an NLP-based
system to automatically detect contradictions between two different sentences. Their approach
converts both sentences into typed dependency graphs that are aligned in order to extract
different contradiction-related features. Then, a logistic regression model is trained over these
features to learn the contradiction value. Li, Qin and Liu [10] propose a convolutional neural
network model to learn contradiction-specific word embedding (CWE), arguing that the use
of CWE outperforms context-based word embeddings in the detection of contradictions. A
different approach is provided by Pham, Nguyen and Shimazu [14], who propose a rule-based
system to detect contradictions based on shallow semantic representations and binary relations
extracted from sentences. Finally, Dragos [6] proposes a system to detect contradictions
between two sentences that uses fuzzy semantics and that implies the estimation of the
certainty of the statements, allowing to distinguish between contradictions derived from
disagreement and those derived from conflictual opinions.
The use of NLP to detect ambiguities in text has some expressiveness in the Requirements
Engineer domain. Gleich, Creighton, and Kof [9] use Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging to
detect the use of passive voice, adjectives and adverbs and then check for ambiguity patterns
at the word level in requirements documents. Rosadini et al. [17] use POS tagging and
shallow parsing to design patterns used to detect anaphoric ambiguities, vague terms, passive
voice, and undefined terms in manufacturing requirements documents. They conclude that
ambiguities requiring domain knowledge are hard to detect using rule-based approaches.
Sabriye and Zainon [18] also use POS to detect syntactic ambiguities in software requirements
documents. More concretely, they consider that a given sentence is ambiguous if it generates
more than one parse tree or if it contains any “AND” or “OR” conjunctions. Rojas and
Sliesarieva [16] use syntactic parsing in conjunction with regular expressions to identify vague
adverbs and other ambiguous phrase structures, as well as dictionaries (WordNet [7] and
VerbNet [19]) to identify ambiguous verbs. Ferrari, Donasi and Gnesi [8] study how specific
words from the Computer Science lexicon vary in terms of ambiguity in different domains.
For this, they built specific word embeddings from distinct vector spaces constructed in
different document categories (e.g, Electronic Engineering and Medicine) and measure the
variation of meaning of the CS terminology within these categories.
Most of the approaches we overview in this section use NLP to build patterns to detect
contradictions and ambiguities in a way that is independent of the domain. To the best
of our knowledge, our approach is the first to address the detection of ambiguities and
contradictions in language requirements of job descriptions and to propose a typology of
contradictions and ambiguities in language requirements.
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3

Inconsistency Model Architecture

In this section, we present the general architecture of our model to detect inconsistencies in
the description of language requirements in job postings written in English.

3.1

Language Requirements Specification

In this work, we consider that a job description may specify zero or more required languages
and zero or more optional languages. Optional languages are only described in the textual
description of the job posting, whereas required languages may be specified both in the
textual description and in the structured fields of the job posting. Moreover, we consider the
possibility of specifying alternative languages. To better understand these concepts, let us
analyze the following example of a textual description.
▶ Example 1. The candidate must have experience in the domain and a masters in biology,
biochemistry or related areas. Be very organized. We expect good knowledge of English and
similar knowledge of either French or Portuguese; German is considered an asset.
With this description, the recruiter wants candidates to have good level of, at least, two
languages, one being English and the other being either French or Portuguese. French and
Portuguese are then alternative languages, and the minimum number of required languages
is two. The recruiter also indicates that language skills in German are optional. This
information must also be defined in the following structured fields, for each one of the
languages mentioned in the textual description (cf. Table 1):
language: the two-letter language code [2]. Sentences such as “Any other language will
be considered an asset” do not require any entry in structured fields, although some
recruiters may enter specific optional languages.
level: the minimum language level required for the language.2
In this example, we assume that good knowledge of a language corresponds to a B2 level,
but our model will allow for some degree of flexibility in the definition of language levels
as different recruiters may have different understandings of how to assign these levels.
The specification of a language level is mandatory, even if there is no reference to such in
the textual description, as it happens with the definition of German, in this example.
optional: this defines whether the language is considered optional or not.
alternative: this applies to non-optional languages only, and allows to distinguish between
the languages that the applicant must definitely know (“no”) and those that are considered
alternatives (“yes”).
Table 1 Example of the definition of structured fields.
language level
en
B2
fr
B2
pt
B2
de
B1
Required languages:

2

optional
no
no
no
yes
2

alternative
no
yes
yes
–

Levels A1 and A2 are basic levels, B1 and B2 intermediary, and C1 and C2 proficient levels [13].
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Looking again at this example, an applicant with B2 or upper levels in English and
French would fit the required languages, as would an applicant with B2 or upper levels in
English and Portuguese, or even these levels in English, French and Portuguese. However, an
applicant with B2 or upper levels in English and Spanish or in English and German would
lack one required language. In the same way, an applicant with B1 or lesser in any of the
non-optional languages would be considered unfit in terms of the language requirements.
As a final note, it is frequent that recruiters put less information on the textual description
than in structured fields. As an example, structured fields may specify English and French as
required languages but no references to these languages are made in the textual description. As
another example, the structured fields may require English, French, and German as required
languages, but the textual description only mentions that “a very good understanding of
German is an absolute need”. These two examples show a discrepancy between textual and
structured fields, but we do not consider them as being contradictory or ambiguous in this
work. However, if a non-optional language is specified in the textual description and it is not
specified in the structured fields, this would be a contradiction.

3.2

Language-related Inconsistencies

We analyzed a corpus of more than 1500 job postings written in English by different recruiters
of different companies, concerning different roles in very distinct domains and industries
(e.g., automotive, restaurants, hotels and leisure, health, air and ground transportation,
biotechnology, banking, education, to name just a few). After isolating the language-related
sentences, we analyzed them manually looking for ambiguities and/or contradictions within
textual descriptions or between the textual descriptions and the structured fields. Backed on
prior work, this allowed us to build our own terminology for the most representative types of
ambiguities and contradictions in language requirement descriptions, which we present next.
Language-not-specified contradiction. This occurs when a given language is mentioned in the textual job description but is not listed in the correspondent structured
fields for required or optional languages.
Language-not-required contradiction. This occurs when a language is identified in
the required languages structured fields but is referred to as an optional language in the
textual description (e.g., listing French as required and then writing “French would be an
advantage” in the textual description).
Language-not-optional contradiction. This is the reverse of the previous contradiction: a language is listed as optional in the structured fields while being referred to as
required in the textual description (e.g., listing Italian as optional and writing “Italian is
a must” in the textual description).
Lexical contradiction. This occurs when the required language levels described in job
textual requirements are not aligned with the language levels specified in structured fields.
An example of such a contradiction is when a textual description asks for “fluency in
English” and the structured fields specify B1 as the minimum level accepted for English.
Numerical contradiction. This occurs when the number of minimum required languages
described in the textual description does not correspond to the one specified in the
structured fields. An example is when the job mentions “You are fluent in English as well
as either Norwegian or Swedish” and then specifies three minimum required languages in
structured fields. In fact, the textual description only refers to two minimum required
languages, one mandatory and the other selected from two alternative languages.
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Alternative-language contradiction. This occurs when the number of alternate
languages is not the same in textual and structured fields. An example is when the
textual description is “You are fluent in English as well as either Norwegian or Swedish”
and then in the structured fields all languages are considered as non-alternative.
Ambiguity. This occurs in sentences that can have more than one possible interpretation
or that are somewhat vague. For example, sentence “Good knowledge of Portuguese and
preferably good knowledge of Spanish” is not clear about whether the term “preferably”
applies to the language (and then Spanish would be optional) or to the desired language
level (i.e., Spanish would be required and the desired level would be good). As another
example, the sentence “You must have fluency in English and French or Dutch.” is unclear
regarding its precise meaning: on the one hand, it can be read as requiring two languages,
one of them being English and the other being either French or Dutch; on the other hand,
it can be interpreted as either requiring Dutch or requiring both English and French.

3.3

Model Architecture

In order to detect the ambiguities and contradictions referred to in the previous section, we
developed a four-step model that combines NLP, ML and rules, as summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Overview of the Inconsistency Detection Model for language-related requirements.

The model starts by preprocessing the jobs’ textual description and identifying the
sentences related to language requirements, as detailed in Section 4). At step 2, it extracts
the languages mentioned in these sentences, the modifiers used to describe the language levels
and the remaining language attributes described in Section 3.1, including the possible existence
of ambiguities (Section 5). At step 3, the model extracts language-related information from
the structured fields. Finally, at step 4, the model compares the information extracted
from the textual descriptions with the information from the structured fields to detect any
contradictions that may exist (Section 6).

4

Sentence Segmentation and Selection

4.1

Preprocessing of Textual Descriptions

The first step of the model is the preprocessing of the textual descriptions of job postings.
As these descriptions are inserted in our web-based recruitment tool, the preprocessing step
consists of common NLP tasks such as the removal of URLs, symbols, HTML tags and
HTML entities, and the trimming of white spaces.
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Sentence Segmentation

Once cleaned, textual descriptions are segmented into sentences using a third-party NLP
tool [3]. Example 2 illustrates the segmentation of the textual description of Example 1
into four distinct sentences. In this phase, some of the resulting sentences may occasionally
consist of punctuation marks or single characters, which are removed by our model as they
are meaningless. Also, we consider that semi-colons do not break up a sentence.
▶ Example 2. Result of the segmentation of the textual description of Example 1:
1. The applicant must have relevant experience in the domain and, at least, a masters in
biology, biochemistry, materials science or related areas.
2. S/he must be autonomous and very organized.
3. Experience in statistics is valued.
4. We expect good knowledge of English and similar knowledge of either French or Portuguese;
German is considered an asset.

4.3

Language-related Sentence Selection

After segmentation, the model identifies and selects the sentences that are related with
language requirements. We tackle this task as a ML binary classification problem. For
that, we trained a Random Forest model [5] using a corpus of real job sentences written in
English, where each one of these sentences was labeled by us as either 1 (contains at least
one mention to a language requirement) or 0 (does not contain any language requirement).
The choice of the ML approach at this stage was due to the fact that it generalizes better to
a more abrangent model of detection of inconsistencies where there is the need to isolate
sentences related to different concepts, such as languages, education, and experiences. Also,
we believe that ML may provide contextual benefits in the presence of ambiguous cases (e.g.,
“proficient in IT” makes it clear that the sentence refers to “Italian” and not to “Information
Technology”) or in extracting the best weights to apply to different types of words that
are relevant to identify a language (an example of such words is “excellent”, which appears
frequently associated with a language but that can be used in a different context).
Each sentence of the corpus was lowercase and stemmed and, then, represented as a
vector of a fixed size, corresponding to the number of features used in the model. These
features are words that occur more frequently in language-related sentences, such as language
names and language codes, language modifiers such as “fluent”, “proficient” and “native”,
language-related verbs such as “speak”, “write” and “read”, and language related terms like
“level” and “language”. The resulting vectorized sentences accounted for the existence (1) or
absence (0) of each one of the features in the sentences (one-hot encoding), as illustrated in
Figure 2 for sentences “We expect good knowledge of English language” and “Experience in
statistics is valued”. The vectors shown in this figure are simplified for the sake of clarity.

Figure 2 Simplified example of vectorized sentences.

Finally, we split the data into training and test sets and trained a Random Forest model
to learn the task of classifying sentences as either containing at least one mention to a
language requirement or not containing any language reference.
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4.4

Validation

In this section, we evaluate our model to select language-related sentences from a corpus of
textual descriptions of job postings. It does not include the evaluation of the accuracy of the
sentence segmentation, as this segmentation was mostly done by a third-party tool [3].
We built up a set of 5149 sentences that resulted from the segmentation of 566 textual
description of job requirements written in English, from our recruitment corpus. 574 of
these sentences contained at least one mention to a language requirement. We split this
dataset into train and test sets using an approximate ratio of 8:2. Table 2 summarizes the
distributions of sentences, jobs and positive cases (sentences mentioning at least one language
requirement) in both sets. The distribution of positive cases followed the train/test ratio.
Table 2 Train and test instances for step 1 of the model.

train
test

sentences
4267
882

jobs
478
88

positive cases
490
84

We evaluated this model in the test set. The results have shown 99.21% of accuracy, 95.24%
of recall and 95.81% in the f1-score. Because the correct identification of language-related
sentences is the focus of this step of our model, we paid particular attention to the recall
metric. We performed an error analysis on the four cases where the model failed to detect a
reference to a language. Three of these cases were similar to the sentence “other languages
are an asset” and have no immediate impact on the detection of inconsistencies. The fourth
case is “Luxembourgish is an asset”, and it is due to the case that “Luxembourgish” appears
frequently in our corpus associated to other concepts than languages (e.g., “Luxembourgish
law”, “Luxembourgish offices”). We must address this issue in future work.

5

Language Extraction from Textual Descriptions

The second step of our model applies to the sentences identified as mentioning at least
one language requirement in the previous step. For each one of these sentences, the model
extracts the language names appearing in the sentence, their corresponding language-level
modifiers, should they exist (e.g., “fluent”, “native”), whether the languages are optional or
non-optional, and whether non-optional languages are considered alternative or not. The
model also derives the number of required languages stated in each sentence and whether
the sentence is ambiguous or not. An illustrative example is given in Table 3.
Table 3 Example of information extracted in Step 2 for sentence “Excellent English skills, both
written and verbal, and a fluent knowledge of French and Dutch”.
language code modifier optional
en
excellent
no
fr
fluent
no
nl
fluent
no
Required languages: 3, Ambiguity: no

alternative
no
no
no
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Language disambiguation

The extraction algorithm starts with a language disambiguation phase, where sentences are
searched for specific terms that could denote either a language code or some other unrelated
concept. As an example, the term “HR” is commonly used in the recruitment domain as
an acronym for “human resources” but it can also be the two-letters code for the Croatian
language. Similarly, the term “IT” can be an acronym for “information technology” or the
language code for Italian, and the term “PL” can be the acronym for “programming language”
or it can be the language code for Polish. In order to cope with these situations, we built a
controlled vocabulary of words related to these possible other meanings of specific language
codes. For instance, to cope with the “PL” term, we added to this vocabulary words related
with programming languages, such as “R”, “Python”, “Java”, and “C”. Then, in the presence
of one such ambiguous language code in the sentence under analysis, the algorithm searches
for one or more occurrences of the related terms in the vocabulary, and if occurrences are
found the algorithm drops the term from the list of possible languages.

5.2

Modifier detection

After the extraction of languages, the algorithm proceeds with the detection of the language
level modifiers associated with each one of the languages identified in a sentence.
We verified that the standalone use of dependency parsing or part-of-speech techniques
to automatically extract these language level modifiers led to different types of errors,
mostly when there are different languages and modifiers in the same sentence or when
sentences are verbless (e.g., “Fluent in French and English proficiency”), which are common
in the description of language requirements. On the other hand, a thorough analysis of the
positioning of modifiers in hundreds of language-related sentences of real job postings in
our corpus allowed us to identify different patterns of distancing and positioning between
languages and modifiers that could be converted into syntactic rules to extract these language
modifiers, or level indicators. As an example, Figure 3 illustrates the positioning of the
modifier “excellent” relative to language “English” and the positioning of modifier “fluent”
that affects both languages “French” and “Dutch”.

Figure 3 Use of dependency parsing to measure the distances between languages and modifiers
in sentence “Excellent English skills, both written and verbal, and a fluent knowledge of French and
Dutch”. 3

Next, we present some of the patterns of modifiers’ identification, positioning and
distancing to the correspondent languages that were more common in our corpus and that
dictated our rule-based model.
1. The number of language modifiers is relatively small. We verified that the modifiers
used by different recruiters in different roles and domains do not vary substantially.
Therefore, we built a list of possible modifiers that the algorithm should look at, starting
with a vocabulary of modifiers that we found in our recruitment corpus (e.g., “fluent”,

3

Figure generated using CoreNLP tool [11].
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2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

“proficient”, “solid”) and manually extending it with relevant synonyms with the help
of NLP tools such as WordNet [7] and qdap [15]. This list was later validated by our
recruitment experts.
Some modifiers comes immediately before the language, as in “We require good English”.
Some modifiers come before the language but not immediately. An example of this pattern
is “Fluent in writing and reading in Norwegian”. In this case, we verified that the words
between the modifier and the language could be removed without impairing the correct
identification of the modifier, resulting in a sentence matching Pattern 2. We created
a list with such neutral words (e.g., “writing”, “reading”, “skills” and “presentation”),
augmented with synonyms of these obtained from WordNet and qdap.
Some modifiers come immediately after the language, as in “Speak English fluently”.
Some languages have more than one modifier. An example of this is “Good knowledge of
English”, where both “good” and “knowledge” are on the list of possible modifiers. We
identified specific words, such as “knowledge”, “communication”, and “skills”, which are
ignored by our extraction model when they appear adjacent to other modifiers.
Some modifiers apply to more than one language separated by connective “and”. An
example of this pattern is “Workable English and French”.
Some languages do not have a modifier, as in “Swedish is mandatory”.
Some sentences have duplicated languages but just one possible modifier. One example is
“Native level of spoken and written English and Spanish workable knowledge (English is
of utmost importance)”. In this sentence, “English” is duplicated, but neither one of the
terms in “is of utmost importance” appear in our list of possible modifiers. Therefore,
the modifier associated to English extracted by our model is “native”.

5.3

Detection of optional, alternative and required languages

After language and modifier extraction, the algorithm checks which languages are optional/
non-optional, and which non-optional languages are alternatives. We found the following
patterns:
1. The description of optional languages is often accompanied by specific terms, as in “French
and English; Spanish and Portuguese being an advantage”, where the term “advantage”
makes obvious that Spanish and Portuguese are optional languages. In reality, the analysis
of our corpus has shown that a simple search for specific words (e.g., “asset”, “advantage”,
“plus”) proved to be an efficient approach, so we built a list with such optional words
extended by synonyms.
2. The description of non-optional languages is often accompanied by specific terms, such
as “mandatory”, “required”, “must”, “compulsory” and “essential”, as in “Swedish is
mandatory”. We built a list of such non-optional words, extended with synonyms, and
consider a language as non-optional if it is associated to any term of this list.
3. Alternative languages are often associated with specific terminology (e.g., “either”, “as
well as”, “combined with”, and “together with”), connectives (“or”) and related indicators
(“/”). Examples of these are “You should master French or English” and “English and
either French or German”. We use this expressions to extract alternative languages.

5.4

Ambiguity and number of required languages detection

Some language-related sentences are ambiguous and the extraction algorithm should not
only signal these ambiguities but also take decisions in the presence of these ambiguities. As
an example, the sentence “Profound written knowledge of English, Dutch and/or German
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are required, Luxembourgish is a plus” raises a certain level of ambiguity concerning the
minimum number of required languages, which could be either one (English or Dutch or
German) or two (English and either Dutch or German). As a different example, the sentence
“You must be English/French fluent” raises an ambiguity concerning the meaning of “/” in
this sentence, which could indicate that the recruiter wants the applicant to know English
or French or English and French. However, if we consider the sentence “You must be
English/French bilingual”, the term “bilingual” helps to disambiguate the sentence. As a
final example, the algorithm understands the sentence “Fluency in English and Spanish or
French” as corresponding to two minimum required languages, all non-optional, and two
alternative languages (Spanish and French), but it also raises an ambiguity as this sentence
allows for different interpretations. When all information about the optional/non-optional
and alternative languages is extracted, the number of minimum required languages described
in a sentence is computed as the sum of all non-optional languages, to which a unit is added
if in the presence of, at least, one alternative language.

5.5

Validation

To evaluate the extraction algorithm, we annotated a set of entries corresponding to 733
language requirements (715 of these specifying a specific language) in 371 language-related
sentences, from 302 textual description of job postings. More concretely, for each language
mentioned in each sentence (an entry), we annotated the language code, its modifier, whether
the language was optional or not and whether the language was alternative or not. At the
sentence level, we annotated the number of required languages mentioned in the sentence
and whether or not the sentence was ambiguous. Table 4 further characterizes this dataset,
presenting the frequency of the labels for each one of these components. As a note, “–” values
are related to sentences that mention a language requirement without specifying a language
name, and “others (n)” aggregate the frequencies of n infrequent values.
Table 4 Frequency table for the labels used in step 2.
modifier

language
optional
alternative
required
ambiguity

fluent: 31%, (no modifier): 24%, fluency: 10%, excellent: 9%, participate: 4%,
good: 3%, –: 2%, basic: 1%, communication: 1%, knowledge: 1%,
very good: 1%, outstanding: 1%, proficiency: 1%, strong: 1%, others (22): 10%
EN: 42%, FR: 29%, DE: 10%, LB: 4%, NL: 3%, –: 2%, others (18): 10%
no: 82%, yes: 15%, –: 2%
no: 89%, yes: 11%
2: 63%, 1: 30%, 3: 5%, 4: 1%, 0: 1%
no: 94%, yes: 6%

We split this dataset into training and test sets using a 7:3 ratio, where the training data
was used to develop the rules and the test set to validate the model. The number of entries,
sentences and jobs for the training and test sets is shown in Table 5. We run our rule-based
extraction algorithm on the test set, for each one of the extraction phases. Errors in one
phase do not propagate into the following one in this test settlement, except for error in
the extraction of optional languages, which propagates into the extraction of the minimum
required languages of the job posting and into the extraction of ambiguities.
We obtained 100% of accuracy in the extraction of the language names. Table 6 presents
the results obtained for the extraction of the optional, alternative and ambiguity features,
and Table 7 presents the errors per class and the accuracy for the extraction of modifiers
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Table 5 Train and test instances for step 2.

train
test

entries
529
204

sentences
262
109

jobs
216
86

and for the minimum number of required languages per sentence.
Table 6 Results for step 2 for binary classes.

Optional/Non-Optional
Alternative/Non-Alternative
Ambiguity

accuracy
94.9%
98.09%
94.18%

recall
98.04%
100%
83.33%

f1-score
96.77%
98.96%
66.67%

Table 7 Accuracy and number of errors for modifiers and number of required languages.
label
modifier
required languages

#errors
fluent: 4, fluency: 4, good: 1, knowledge: 1, others: 0
0: –, 1: 0, 2: 1, 3: 1, 4: 0

accuracy
94.90%
97.67%

From the results, we associate the perfect accuracy of the model in extracting the
language names to the fact that recruiters tend to write languages and language codes
correctly, however, we intend to reinforce typos checking in a future version of the model.
An important result to look for is the ability of the extraction model to distinguish between
optional and non-optional languages, because errors on this phase propagate to posterior
phases of the model (in a production environment), such as the detection of alternative
languages and the computation of the minimum number of required languages per sentence.
Therefore, we were looking for high values of recall, and our model was able to detect the
non-optional languages with a value of recall of 98.04%. An error analysis on unsuccessful
cases have shown that some of them are hard to detect because of structural malformations
of the sentence – e.g., “Portuguese and Spanish (of advantage)”. In some other cases, we
verified that an additional rule will be needed to be added to our set of rules. Finally, we
observed that the accuracy of the minimum number of required languages per job posting
was 91.86%, reflecting the propagation of errors from the optional/non-optional phase.
The results have also shown high performance in the extraction of alternative languages,
with 98.09% of accuracy and 100% of recall. Concerning the extraction of modifiers, our
model achieved an accuracy of 94.90%. The error analysis have shown that the errors were
mainly associated to the existence of multiple modifiers assigned to the same language and to
the existence of large distances between languages and modifiers. We intend to address the
tuning of our neutral-words skipping process, as well as the possibility to add another rule
to fix these errors, in future work. Finally, the algorithm for the extraction of ambiguities
achieved an accuracy of 94.18% and 83.33% of recall, with one single false negative in sentence
“Portuguese and Spanish (of advantage)”. The majority of false positives propagated from
the detection of optional languages phase. It also become evident to us that we have to add
more ambiguous sentences to our dataset in a future evaluation of our inconsistency model.
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The third step of our inconsistency detector model is the detection of contradictions in
language requirements, by comparing the information extracted from textual descriptions
to the information specified in the structured fields, and by assigning a specific type of
inconsistency (cf. Section 3.2) to the inconsistent sentences.

6.1

Conversion of modifiers to language levels

This step starts with the conversion of the language modifiers extracted by the model into
language levels, as it is the way this information is present in structured fields. As an example,
“native [English]” must be converted into level C2, and “basic knowledge [of French]” must
be converted into A2. In order to make these conversions, we asked our recruitment experts
to categorize all modifiers of our extended modifiers list into categories of similar semantics,
using the technique of card sorting [21]. At the end of this process, our experts assigned
a language level (from A1 to C2) to each group of similar modifiers, and indicated the
minimum and maximum levels that could be associated to a given language level without
being considered contradictory to that language level. As an example, the modifiers “fluent”,
“proficient”, “perfect”, and “flawless” were assigned a minimum level of C1 and a maximum
level of C2. Therefore, if a given sentence mentions “Perfect Spanish”and the associated
level in structured fields is B2, this would raise a lexical contradiction. As card sorting was
done separately for each one of our experts, at the end of this process they met to discuss
the modifiers that were grouped differently or for which the level assignment was different
and a decision was made by consensus. The result of this process is a validated dictionary of
modifiers-language levels correspondences that our model uses in this initial stage.

6.2

Matching between textual and structured fields

The model proceeds by matching each item of the extracted information with the corresponding item of the structured fields, using a set of rules that allow the model to raise zero
or more contradictions. Next, we present a set of examples illustrating the model’s rules.
▶ Example 3. The applicant must be fluent in English and in French
Structured Fields
language level
en
B2

optional
no

altern.
no

Required languages: 1

Textual Description
language modifier optional altern.
en
fluent
no
no
fr
fluent
no
no
Required languages: 2, Ambiguity: no

Here, the textual description refers to a language that is not defined in the structured
fields (French), which also implies that the number of required languages does not match,
and the model raises the Language-not-specified and Numerical contradictions.
▶ Example 4. Fluent in Norwegian and/or Italian and English
Structured Fields
language level
no
B2
it
A2
en
B2
Required languages:

optional
no
no
no
2

altern.
yes
yes
no

Textual Description
language modifier optional altern.
no
fluent
no
yes
it
fluent
no
yes
en
fluent
no
no
Required languages: 2, Ambiguity: yes
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This is one typical example that raises an Ambiguity alert. In this case, the model assumes
that there are at least two non-optional languages, one being English and the other being
either Norwegian or Italian, and we verify that the logic associated with the precedence of
the connectives (“and”, “or”) and with the use of “/” is accompanied by the world knowledge
that English is an Universal Language. This would not the case in other situations, so the use
world knowledge in inconsistencies detection should be addressed in future work. Finally, the
model would raise a Lexical Contradiction because the textual description mentions that the
applicant must be fluent in one of the alternative required languages (Norwegian or Italian)
and the language level associated to Italian is A2, which corresponds to a basic level, below
the minimum language level associated with modifier “fluent” by our recruitment experts.
▶ Example 5. English is mandatory
Structured Fields
language level optional
en
A1
no
Required languages: 1

altern.
no

Textual Description
language modifier optional altern.
en
no
no
Required languages: 1, Ambiguity: no

In this example, the model does not raise any contradiction or ambiguity. As the model
does not extract any modifier for English, it would not check for lexical contradictions.
▶ Example 6. Work knowledge of German or Dutch
Structured Fields
language level
de
B2
nl
B2
Required languages:

optional
no
no
2

altern.
no
no

Textual Description
language modifier
optional altern.
de
knowledge no
yes
nl
knowledge no
yes
Required languages: 1, Ambiguity: no

This is another typical example appearing in our corpus. The textual description asks for
one required language but the structured fields defines two required languages, ignoring that
both German and Dutch should be defined as alternative languages. In this case, our model
raises an Alternative-languages contradiction and a Numerical contradiction.

6.3

Validation

We validated this step of our model with a dataset composed of 353 language-related sentences
from 302 textual descriptions of job postings, corresponding to 715 instances of languages
(entries). Table 8 presents the frequency table for each type of contradiction. The number of
entries, sentences and jobs for the training and test sets is shown in Table 9.
Table 8 Frequency of each type of contradiction in the dataset of step 4.
Lang-not-spec
5%

Lang-not-req
3%

Lang-not-opt
2%

Lexical
10%

Mandatory
3%

Numeric
15%

We run our algorithm in the test set and it achieved an accuracy of 100% in detecting
contradictions of types Language-not-specified, Language-not-required, Language-not-optional,
Alternative-language and Numerical (per posting). Regarding the detection of Lexical
contradictions, the model was accurate 98.98% of the times, reaching a recall of 91.30% and a
f1-score of 95.45%. From error analysis, we verified that the errors in this phase were related
to cases where the recruiters were more exigent in the language requirements as specified
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Table 9 Train and test instances for step 3 of the model.

train
test

entries
519
196

sentences
252
101

jobs
216
86

in structured fields than in the textual descriptions of job postings, as when they asked for
“Good knowledge of English”and then asked for C1 levels in structured fields. Our team of
experts concluded that this type of contradiction is not as severe as the one occurring in the
opposite direction (e.g., asking for “Native English”and then defining B2 levels).

7

Conclusions

This paper presented an approach to detect contradictions and ambiguities in the description
of language requirements in job descriptions written in English. We focused the content of
the paper in two essential components. First, we provided and analyzed a set of examples of
common language-related sentences containing at least one ambiguity or that are contradictory
when compared to the language requirements specified in the job’s structured fields. Then,
we proposed a terminology for the description of inconsistencies in language requirements,
composed of six types of inconsistencies and one ambiguity. This proposal resulted from the
thorough analysis of our corpus of job descriptions from hundreds of distinct job roles published
by different recruiters from several organizations, in different countries and industries.
Second, we proposed a four-step NLP-based model to detect these inconsistencies from
job descriptions. This model uses machine learning to extract the language-related sentences
(step 1) and a set of comprehensive rules to extract relevant information from these sentences
(step 2) and to detect the inconsistencies (step 4). We have shown that even with a restricted
set of rules the model achieved high performance in each one of the steps. Moreover, this
model will serve as a baseline to further improvements, which can include the use of a
machine learning approach to extract the mentioning languages and their requirements from
sentences.
As future work, we intend to tune our existing rules to fix error cases detected in error
analysis and to provide a more sophisticated approach to detect alternative languages. We also
intend to enrich the NLP preprocessing with typo checking. Although we are convicted that
our annotated dataset of job postings covers the majority of possible sentences describing
language requirements, we still intend to extend it (namely, re-enforcing the number of
ambiguous sentences), in order to evaluate how the model would scale to different types of
sentences. Finally, we believe that this approach adapts well to sentences written in other
languages, such as French and Portuguese, so we intend to adapt it to these languages.
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1

Introduction

Linguistic corpora are highly dependent on tools that enable a systematic analysis of primary
data, annotations and metadata. Corpora are always approached with the need for specific
information, e.g., regarding the frequency of a word form over time or a word’s embeddedness
in a linguistic context. This dependency relation is reinforced by the variety of research
fields that use corpora, such as discourse analysis, lexicography, or language acquisition.
An in-depth technical and statistical knowledge of processing annotated language data
(e.g., by means of a programming language such as Python or R) is not necessarily part of
the core competencies of these research fields. The same holds true for the translation of
quantitatively obtained corpus data into diagrammatic representations (e.g., bar and line
graphs or networks). Thus, researchers working with corpus data need to rely on appropriate
analysis tools.
Furthermore, corpora are not only an invaluable resource in linguistic research, but also
in other academic disciplines and in the field of professional communication. From an applied
perspective, a good and easy to understand corpus analysis tool is needed because corpus
data is approached from an “outsiders” (non-linguistic) perspective, e.g., by professionals
developing a communication strategy for a company.
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Here, we present the Swiss-AL workbench, an online tool for analysing Swiss-AL, a
multilingual web corpus for Applied Linguistics [17]. The motivation for the development of
the workbench arose from the need for a user-friendly, intuitively accessible, state-of-the-art
analysis tool for different user groups. As a consequence, the workbench is characterized by
the following key aspects: (1) it is easily accessible with any online browser without prior
registration; (2) it has a strong focus on visualizing results in a diagrammatic way; (3) it
offers not only traditional corpus linguistic methods (e.g., collocation analysis), but also more
recent approaches from natural language processing (topic modeling and word embeddings).
The Swiss-AL workbench is designed for the purpose of applied discourse linguistics, but
it can also be used in other research fields. Applied discourse analysis is concerned with
identifying the communicative conditions that shape the way a society talks and writes about
specific topics [28]. These conditions appear as patterns of language use, i.e. recurring ways
of talking or writing about something [7]. As an applied discipline, discourse linguistics
pursues the goal of solving communicative problems. The Swiss-AL workbench enables both
the corpus-based and corpus-driven identification of patterns of language use by providing
different means to analyse the available corpora (e.g., the statistical co-occurrence of words
or the distribution of ngrams).
The workbench is designed for a rather heterogeneous audience in order to overcome
the difficulties and desiderata outlined in the first two paragraphs. The intended audience
ranges from discourse and corpus linguists (who typically have very specific questions, e.g.,
regarding variants of a specific word or regarding the frequency distribution of a word over
a certain period of time) to researchers from other disciplines (who do not normally have
linguistic expertise), students and actors of professional communication.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of related work on
corpus analysis software; Section 3 describes the intended audience of the workbench and
typical use case scenarios. Section 4 describes the workbench, its architecture and underlying
data and individual functionalities in detail. Section 5 contains a conclusion and plans for
future work.

2

Related Work

The first digital tools for analysing corpora date back until the 1970s and have since then
developed from merely providing concordances for a given search word to web-based or
standalone software allowing for quantitative and qualitative analysis of ever-growing corpora
(for a historical overview, see [21]).
Modern corpus analysis software can be categorized in (1) ready-made corpus analysis
tools, i.e. tools already equipped with corpora and a set of functionalities to analyse these
corpora, (2) corpus analysis software designed for the import of own corpora and (3) software
allowing for both approaches. Table 1 gives an overview over existing corpus analysis tools
and a comparision with the Swiss-AL workbench.
Regarding (1) and with a focus on German, the Institut für Deutsche Sprache and the
Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften provide online tools to the reference
corpora DeReKo and DWDS [3, 18, 10]. Similar to the Swiss-AL workbench, these tools
provide only limited access to the full texts in the corpus due to copyright reasons. [29]
introduce the cOWIDplus Viewer, allowing to analyze the vocabulary of German online
media during the COVID-19 pandemic on a regularly updated data base. Similar to the
Swiss-AL workbench, the cOWIDplus Viewer has a focus on visualizing results and is aimed
at non-linguistic experts. For English, the BYU corpus analysis tools offer access to a broad
variety of corpora.
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Table 1 Comparison of corpus analysis tools, with a focus on available methods and intended
audience (some of the tools offer additional methods, not all can be mentioned here for pragmatical
reasons).
concordance
8)

DWDS [3]
pre-installed
corpora

import of own
corpora

pre-installed
corpora/import
of own corpora

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

keywords

✓

collocations

tm5) we6) ngrams

✓

Cosmas II8) [18]

✓

english-corpora.org8)

✓

✓

✓

Swiss-AL workbench8)

✓

✓

✓2)

frequency
lists
✓

✓

3)

✓

✓

✓

distribution
text view
analysis
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

(✓)4)

✓

AntConc7) [1]

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

CorpusExplorer7) [25]

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

CQPweb8) [15]

✓

✓

✓

WMatrix7) [24]

✓

✓

✓

Wordsmith7) [26]

✓

✓

✓

7)

2)

LancsBox [6]

✓

✓

✓

Sketch Engine8) [16]

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓3)

✓

✓

intended audience1)
scientific and nonscientific audience
researchers, translators, students, linguistic laypeople
researchers, students
researchers, students,
practitioners,
linguistic laypeople
students
corpus linguists, data
mining experts
non-technical users
academic researchers
and students
lexicographers, researchers, students
anyone interested in
language
linguists,
lexicographers, translators,
students, teachers

According to self-description in publications/on website
including collocation networks
only for specific corpora
on request (due to copyright restrictions)
topic models
word embeddings
desktop application (installed locally)
server based application

With regard to (2), the Corpus Workbench (CWB) and its webserver based GUI CQPweb
is one of the most flexible tools for indexing and analysing own corpora [14, 15]. The Swiss-AL
workbench heavily relies on the CWB architecture (see Section 4.1). Other freely available
corpus tools are AntConc [1], Wordsmith [26] and CorpusExplorer [25].
One of the leading corpus tools that enables the import of own corpora but that is also
equipped with a large variety of corpora in multiple languages is Sketch Engine [16]. It
is a proprietary software and became a standard tool especially in lexicography. Another
proprietary corpus analysis software is WMatrix [24], accessible online via Lancaster University. Recently, LancsBox has been published by the University of Lancaster as a standalone
software package [6]. It is designed for importing own corpora but is also equipped with a
range of preinstalled corpora. Similar to the Swiss-AL workbench, it also has a strong focus
on visualizing results.
The Swiss-AL workbench presented here belongs to the first group of software tools, since
it enables access to a variety of corpora from the Swiss-AL corpus family. While a wide
range of tools for corpus linguistic analysis exists, the Swiss-AL workbench fills a noticeable
gap: it is easily accessible (without a user account or a prior installation of software), targets
at a very heterogeneous audience and offers a wide range of analysis methods.

3

Intended Audience and Use Case Scenarios

The intended audience includes three main groups. (1) Corpus linguistic laypeople use
the workbench especially as project partners in discourse-related research. Typically, as
practitioners of professional communication, they have very specific questions, e.g., regarding
the frequency distribution of a word referring to their organization. Often for the first time,
the workbench provides these practitioners with access to data from the discourse that affects
them and enables a much wider perspective, i.e. extrospection [11]. It is planned to offer
the workbench also for actors from the civil society like NGOs and citizen science initiatives.
The workbench enables practitioners to change their perspective from introspection to
extrospection.
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Figure 1 Workbench interface.

(2) After an introduction, undergraduate to PhD students of Applied Linguistics can
use the workbench to learn the variety of corpus linguistics analysis almost independently.
As such, the workbench can be used for exercises, seminar papers, bachelor, and master
theses. (3) The group of corpus data experts uses the workbench especially in inter- and
transdisciplinary research projects. The workbench makes it possible to quickly explain and
show how corpus linguistic analysis works and how results can be visualized.
The main advantage of the workbench is the macro perspective (distant reading) on
discourses, including visualizations. The workbench offers the possibility to aggregate
discourses in form of distributions, e.g., of frequency and co-occurrence data (see Section 4.3).
As the intended audience of the workbench is so heterogeneous, the workbench has a tidy
surface (cf. Figure 1) and can be used without prior registration. The available functions are
non-nested. Instead, they are available from the main interface in order for users to always
be well oriented.
A typical use case scenario could proceed in three steps (of course, depending on the
competencies of the user group). For example, if a user wants to analyze the communication
about pandemic measures in the German and Italian COVID-19 discourse in Switzerland,
a first step would be to use the word embedding model to find semantically similar words
referring to pandemic measures. Alternatively, topic modeling can be used for a first overview
to get hints on discoursive thematicity of known measures. As a second step, frequency and
distribution over time can be analyzed for the words identified in the word embedding model.
Finally, the most interesting/frequent words can be used for collocation, co-occurrence, and
ngram analysis.

4

Workbench Description

The workbench is available under the following URL: https://swiss-al.linguistik.zhaw.
ch/shiny/dashboard/. Figure 1 shows the general layout: on the left navigation pane, users
can choose a corpus from a drop-down menu. The workbench provides various functions
which will be performed for a selected corpus. The results will be displayed in the right
window pane. For each function, different visualization options are available, e.g., a tabular
view or a graph view. Additionally, the workbench is equipped with a documentation giving
an overview over the available corpora and implemented corpus linguistic functions.
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Workbench Architecture

The main workbench is built on top of R Shiny by RStudio [9]. R Shiny allows to create
a visually pleasing web app which triggers R code on the fly and allows for adjustment
and manipulation of parameters. This principle of separating the code from the visuals
allows us to create a workbench that is easy to use for laypersons and linguists alike. The
visualisations and queries are done in real time. The majority of the corpus-related functions
are processed with the help of the polmineR package [4] which uses the underlying Corpus
Workbench (CWB, [14]) for accessing the corpus data. For a more detailed description of
the implemented functionalities, please see Section 4.3.
At its core, the so called shiny app triggers R functions, which in turn retrieve and process
data and send them back to be rendered on the website. The data can be manipulated in
various ways in order to create a useful plot or table for further investigation by the app
users. In terms of manipulation, shiny can be used to give the user a choice of parameters to
take into account. E.g., it is possible to offer the user a simple slider to limit the year in
which the texts in a corpus were created. This allows for a better investigation and data
exploration. Further, due to the usage of the polmineR package, the power of the CWB
syntax can be used to create a detailed analysis of the underlying data.
All corpora available on the workbench belong to the family of corpora subsumed under
the label Swiss-AL ([17], compare Section 4.2). The texts in these corpora are crawled
from a predefined set of web pages and annotated linguistically by an automated pipeline.
Since Swiss-AL mainly contains texts that are subject to Swiss copyright restrictions, the
workbench currently does not offer access to the full texts in the corpora.
Since the workbench is currently in an early stage of development and due to the copyright
restrictions of the underlying corpus data, the code is not open source.

4.2

Available Corpora

The workbench is equipped with a variety of corpora from the Swiss-AL family of corpora [17].
The corpora are web-based, i.e. texts are crawled from a curated list of websites from politics,
media, industry, science and civil society. All corpora are processed with a linguistic pipeline
(described in detail in [17]). Due to the multilingualism in Switzerland, most corpora are
available in German, French, and Italian. The workbench also serves as a tool to make
research data publicly available in order to follow an open research data policy. E.g., we
recently published a corpus on Swiss COVID-19 discourses.

4.3

Functionalities

The workbench provides access to standard linguistic methods for discourse analysis (corpus
query, distribution analysis, collocations/co-occurrences, keywords, ngrams, cf. [2, 7]) and
also to approaches that have become relevant for the analysis of public discourses more
recently, coming from natural language processing (topic modeling, word embeddings).

Corpus Query
This mode of analysis allows to query for a word or a sequence of words in a selected
corpus by using CQP-syntax [14] and to get the frequency for this query. Strings can be
specific (combinations of) word forms, lemmas, part-of-speech or even dependency relations,
depending on the token level annotations available in the selected corpus (so called positional
attributes). CQP-syntax allows for the use of regular expressions. To that end, users can
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search for strings matching a specific pattern (see example 1). Frequencies will be reported
for all matches of a query (e.g., the second search string in the example below will report all
individual frequencies for words beginning with the morpheme {Vir-}).
Example 1 corpus queries using CQP-syntax.
[ pos = " ADJA "][ lemma = " Virus "] # sequence of adjective plus ’ Virus ’
[ word = " Vir .*"] # word forms beginning with { Vir -}
[ depRel = " SB " & pos = " NN "] # nouns in subject position

Distribution Analysis
By entering up to five word forms, users can analyse the relative frequency of these words in
a user-defined time period and/or a user-defined set of sources. For example, users can get
the frequencies per month for the word forms Lockdown and Shutdown in Swiss media since
January 2020 in order to see wether there is a preference for one of these words and wether
these preferences change over time. Results will be visualized as a line graph or barplot.

ngrams
Since a considerable amount of language consists of conventionalized chunks of words (cf. [12]),
an analysis above the level of single words is an important tool in discourse analysis ([7]).
By using the ngrams function, a user can calculate sequences of up to four words. The user
needs to define the length of the ngram and a word and/or a part-of-speech tag that needs
to be part of the ngram. E.g., a user can search for 4grams containing the word form wir
(“we”) and compare sources from media and politics, in order to identify similarities and
differences in the use of the pronoun. The results will be displayed as a table or visualized as
a bar chart.

Context Sensitive Analysis
In discourse analysis, but also in other fields like lexicography and language learning, context
sensitive methods are crucial for analyzing the semantics of a word by its co-occurrence with
other linguistic units. The workbench allows for two context sensitive modes of analysis,
which differ in the size of context that is taken into account: collocation analysis and
co-occurrence analysis.
Collocation Analysis: By entering a specific word or phrase, the workbench will calculate
words (so called collocates, cf. [13]) that occur significantly often within the immediate
context of the given search string. The size of the context window can be adjusted
individually, ranging from one to ten words to the right and left of the given search word,
respectively. Log Likelihood is used as a measure of statistical association. Collocates can
be either displayed as a table, as a bar chart or as a treemap. Collocations are especially
useful to analyse the meaning of words in a given discourse, since meaning is mainly
constructed by a word’s immediate context.
Co-occurrence Analysis: In contrast to the previous function, users can also identify
words that correlate with a given word on a textual level. We use the term co-occurrence
analysis to distinguish this approach from the classical window approach described for
collocations. Pearson correlation is used as a statistical measure. Co-occurring words (i.e.
words often appearing in the same text) can be either visualized in a bar chart or in a
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Figure 2 Co-occurrence analysis: network view. For the words Maßnahme (“measure”) and
Bundesrat (“Federal Council”) the fifteen most correlating words on a textual level (i.e. co-occurrences)
are visualized as a network. The two words share three co-occurrences (Bund “federation”, Bevölkerung “population”, and müssen “need to”), indicating a discoursive association between both words.

network. A network visualization is especially useful when co-occuring words of more
than one given word should be displayed to reveal associations within a discourse (cf.
Figure 2).

Keyword Analysis
Keyword analysis is one of the most established methods in corpus linguistic discourse
analysis since it identifies typical vocabulary for specific discourses (or sub-discourses). The
workbench allows (1) the comparison of specific years for the whole corpus (e.g., by comparing
the vocabulary of 2019 with that of 2020) or (2) the comparison of specific actors for specific
years (e.g., by comparing the vocabulary of a newspaper for 2019 with the same newspaper’s
vocabulary for 2020).

Topic Modeling
For all corpora on the workbench, separate topic models are available which can be used to get
an overview over the thematic structure of the corpus. The models are precalculated by using
an LDA algorithm with a prior removal of stopwords [5].1 . Users can choose between a tabular
view (showing the top 25 word of each topic) and an interactive, web-based visualization
(LDAvis, [27]) to get an overview over all topics in the model and their distribution in the
corpus. Furthermore, the development of topics over time can be visualized as line graphs,
in order to see wether a topic is especially prominent at certain points in time.

Word Embeddings
Semantic vector space models [19] have recently become of interest in domains outside
NLP. E.g., [8] shows the potential of word embeddings for the data-driven reconstruction of
narrations in texts and for the analysis of public discourse. The workbench provides access
to a variety of word embedding models based on the word2vec algorithm introduced by [22].
Models can be visualized with TensorBoard2 .
1
2

Topic models were precalculated with the R wrapper for the machine learning software Mallet [23, 20].
https://www.tensorflow.org/
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In discourse analysis, word embeddings are especially useful for identifying semantically
related words which refer to an overarching concept. E.g., users interested in the discoursive
construction of fear in COVID-19 discourses could start by identifying words semantically
related to Bedrohung (“threat”) (a word from which we know that it is related to the concept
of fear). The word embedding model for the Covid-19 corpus would on the one hand reveal
expectable next neighbors like Angst (“fear”) and Panik (“panic”), but also words that one
might not think of initially but that are connected with the concept of fear in Covid-19
discourse (e.g., Trauma (“trauma”)).

5

Conclusion

We introduced the Swiss-AL workbench as a tool for discourse analysis with a strong focus
on the visualization of aggregated data and the combination of traditional corpus methods
and recently developed machine and deep learning methods. The workbench is designed
for a rather heterogeneous audience, i.e. researchers, practitioners and students. As such, it
complements existing tools for corpus linguistic analysis. Consequently, the possibility of
importing other corpora is not implemented at the moment since this would require corpus
and computer linguistic expertise on the part of the user (e.g., preparing an annotated XML
version of the corpus or precalculating a topic model). This scenario does not match with
the expertise and needs of the intended audience of the workbench.
Next steps include the further development of the individual modes of analysis (e.g.,
by providing different statistical measures for keyword and collocation analysis) and the
presentation of use cases and exemplary discourse analyses in order to give a user an even
better understanding of how to apply corpus data to discourse analytical questions.
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Abstract
This paper presents APiCS-Ligt, an LLOD version of a collection of interlinear glossed linguistic
examples from APiCS, the Atlas of Pidgin and Creole Language Structures. Interlinear glossed
text (IGT) plays an important role in typological and theoretical linguistic research, especially with
understudied and endangered languages: It provides a way to understand linguistic phenomena
without necessarily knowing the source language which is crucial for these languages since native
speakers are not always easily accessible.
Previously, we presented Ligt, RDF vocabulary created for representing interlinear glosses in
text segments. In this paper, we present our conversion of the APiCS IGT dataset into this model
and describe our efforts in linking linguistic annotations to an external ontology to add semantic
representation.
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1

Background

Linguistic examples with interlinear glossing, be that texts or elicitations, are crucial for
linguistic research since they provide a way to understand linguistic structures in languages
researchers do not know. Both for exploring language material and to provide proof of a
claim, they accompany linguistic research on all stages.
This data may consist of any number of layers: free translation, word-by-word translation,
grammatical meaning of morphemes, transliteration, etc. Some layers has morpheme-bymorpheme correspondence between each other, e.g. morpheme segmentation and grammatical
meaning of morphemes. Consider the following example in Gurindji Kriol language: 1
(1)

Jambala dei meikim nyawanginyima.
Jambala dei
meik-im nyawa-nginyi-ma.
somebody 3pl.sbj make-tr this-abl-top
“Some people make it out of this one.”

1

For source data, attribution and more information see https://apics-online.info/sentences/72-35.
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In this example, there are two layers without morpheme alignment (“baseline” and “free
translation”) and the other two are aligned. The list of layers is not restricted, but there are
guidelines, Leipzig Glossing Rules (LGR) [4].
In our previous work [2], we presented Ligt, RDF-native vocabulary capable of representing
structure of IGT and demonstrated how it could be used to model data produced by widelyused tools for field linguistics: Toolbox and FLEx (based on our research before that [3]).
Since then, the vocabulary was also used to represent a massive typologically diverse dataset
based on language archive data [14].
While providing a shared model for different source formats increase interoperability
between formats, i.e. allowing to query over data produced with different tool sets, it does not
save against variability of annotations. LGR provide a list of commonly used abbreviations for
grammatical categories (e.g. abl for Ablative case), but this list is neither full nor universally
used, and both these reasons lead to mismatches in tags across different datasets. Usually
there is a list of abbreviations either in a book or attached to the dataset, 2 and this could be
used for disambiguating the labels. However, these are still labels (strings), not categories.3
In order to provide semantics for these labels, we create a mapping linking the labels with
external ontologies.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe the source dataset,
Section 3 briefly presents the Ligt data model. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the conversion
and the linking respectively. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper also pointing out future
work.

2

APiCS

The Atlas of Pidgin and Creole Languages [13] is an online database4 with linguistic information on 76 pidgin and creole languages of the world. This information includes grammatical
and lexical features of these languages, collection of references, grammatical surveys. Most
importantly for this paper, this database contains a collection of linguistic examples with
interlinear glossing (18 526 in total). These examples are of different nature: naturalistic
spoken, written or translated, constructed by a linguist, a native speaker, etc. Some of these
examples are augmented with speech recordings.
APiCS data model is based on Cross-Linguistic Data Formats (CLDF) [7] which is
employed by several typological databases due to its convenience in installation and usage.
The model is based on the W3C standard “Model for Tabular Data on the Web” [10] which,
in turn, is a dialect of JSON-LD, which lead to the database structure having semantic
annotations. Examples are connected to additional information, such as presence of certain
grammatical features, but their internal structure is stored as strings, without connections to
structured information, e.g. tables of features, meaning that it is not possible to query these
examples for grammatical categories in an easy way.
In order to preserve the original annotations, but add internal structure, we decided to
use APiCS sentence identifiers as identifiers in Ligt annotation and add owl:sameAs links
from Ligt sentence fragments back to APiCS.

2
3
4

https://github.com/cldf-datasets/apics/blob/master/cldf/glossabbreviations.csv
See also [14, Section 4.3].
https://apics-online.info/
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Ligt

Ligt vocabulary is grounded in three well-established vocabularies: Dublin Core [17], NIF [9]
and WebAnnotation [15]. Since this paper focuses on the application of the vocabulary, and
not on its definition, we will list only its key aspects here. For a more in-depth description,
related work and a survey on alternative representations for IGT, see [2]. Below are some
key aspects and new additions:
The central element is ligt:Document, a subclass of dc:Dataset. Objects of this
class can have multiple pointers to texts and sentences. Previously, the model was
limited to collections of texts via the ligt:hasText property with an object of type
ligt:InterlinearText or (dc:Text). Since a large amount of IGT data, including
APiCS database consists of elicitations or at least of sentences not organized into bigger
elements, we have introduced a new property: hasUtterances with an object of type
ligt:InterlinearCollection.
ligt:InterlinearCollection consists of one or more utterances. Some datasets logically consist of independent (or weakly dependent) parts which can be modeled
with a single document having multiple hasUtterances properties pointing to different
ligt:InterlinearCollection instances.
As with text, Using NIF predicate nif:subString it is possible to split a text or a interlinear collection into smaller parts: ligt:Paragraph or ligt:Utterance. ligt:Utterance
roughly corresponds to a sentence or an elicitation.5
To represent layers, we introduced a class ligt:Tier and two subclasses: ligt:WordTier
and ligt:MorphTier which should correspond to sequences of words and morphs, respectively. Tiers in Ligt must consist of elements on the same level of granularity (e.g.
words with words vs. morphemes with morphemes).
Both ligt:Word and ligt:Morph are subclasses of ligt:Item and are objects of a
property ligt:item for the word and morph tiers, respectively.
An instance of a tier (a sentence or a word) should have a property ligt:item that
points to its smaller components. Components within one tier must be connected by a
property ligt:next.
Data properties can be added to an item depending on the data (e.g. translation)
Finally, for compatibility with FLEx data, we keep subclasses of ligt:Morph for representing prefixes, suffixes, stems and enclitics.
The data model (excluding metadata) is illustrated in Fig. 1.

4
4.1

Conversion
Conversion details

APiCS example sentences are stored in a CSV table which conforms to a schema6 describing
which layers can be in the data, whether they are required and if there is a separator symbol
for the data (e.g. morpheme line).7 Each row corresponds to a separate sentence so the

5

6
7

Splitting ligt:InterlinearCollection into paragraphs might seem strange, but this can, in fact, lead
to a nicer modeling: if a group of elicitations is not big enough to be a ligt:InterlinearCollection
but there need to be some grouping (e.g. subsection in a grammar or a group of examples related to a
single phenomenon).
http://cldf.clld.org/v1.0/terms.rdf#ExampleTable
Separators were not present in the previous release of the data so initially we split the data during
conversion heuristically.
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ligt:Document
(sub dc:Dataset)

ligt:hasUtterances

ligt:InterlinearCollec�on
(sub dc:Text)

ligt:hasText

ligt:InterlinearText
(sub dc:Text)

nif:subString

nif:subString

ligt:Paragraph
(sub nif:Paragraph)
nif:subSegment

nif:subString

ligt:Utterance
(sub nif:Sentence)
ligt:hasMorphs

ligt:hasTier (sub nif:subString,
nif:SuperString)

ligt:WordTier
ligt:MorphTier

ligt:Tier
ligt:item (sub nif:subString)

ligt:Word

(super nif:Word)

ligt:Item

ligt:item

nif:subString
ligt:next

ligt:Morph

Figure 1 Ligt data model.

conversion process was limited to creating triples with the dataset metadata, adding triples for
each sentence, and creating layers for sequences of words for each sentence and for sequences
of morphs for each word. The resulting structure is the following:
Dataset-specific metadata: bibliographic citation
One ligt:Document for all the sentence
A single ligt:InterlinearCollection for all the sentences
Metadata for each ligt:Utterance (sentence): language code, comment, owl:sameAs
with a link to APiCS8
3 tiers for each sentence: phrase, words, and morphs
Original text as an rdfs:label, translation as an object of ligt:translation,9 and a
comment as an rdfs:comment
For every morph: original text in a rdfs:label, gloss marker in a ligt:gloss
An excerpt from the converted data is illustrated on Fig. 2.10

4.2

Querying

Even after purely structural conversion, without adding semantic information to linguistic
categories, it is possible to perform qualitative and quantitative analysis on the dataset.
Doing corpus analysis on RDF datasets is beyond the scope of this paper, so we will just
demonstrate some exploratory queries.
First query returns grammatical markers which are found in the most number of languages:

8

In this version of the conversion, we do not add attribution and provenance information for each sentence,
but it is easily retrievable since there is a link to the original example record in APiCS.
9
Here we do not model free translation as a separate Tier, but creating a separate tier for it would be a
possible design decision, and in fact, a single SPARQL update can be used to convert between the two.
10
Full resolution and more diagrams can be found at https://github.com/acoli-repo/ligt/tree/
master/stable/apics/diagrams/
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Figure 2 APiCS-Ligt example.

PREFIX ligt: <http://purl.org/ligt/ligt-0.2#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
SELECT (COUNT(?lang) as ?n_lang) ?val
WHERE {
?morph ligt:gloss ?val ;
rdfs:label ?label .
BIND(LANG(?label) as ?lang)
FILTER(?val = UCASE(?val) && ?lang != ’’)
} GROUP BY ?val ORDER BY DESC(?n_lang)

Marker
3SG
1SG
NEG
2SG
PST

#
2650
2397
1400
1306
1099

We can also look for more typologically interesting questions. For example, it might
be possible to see the morphosyntactic alignment strategies that exist in languages of the
dataset.11 An easy approximation of this would be to look at the presence of Accusative and
Ergative grammatical markers in language data:
PREFIX ligt: <http://purl.org/ligt/ligt-0.2#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?case ?lang
WHERE {
VALUES ?case { "ACC"@en "ERG"@en }
?morph ligt:gloss ?case;
rdfs:label ?label .
BIND (LANG(?label) AS ?lang)
FILTER(?lang != ’’)
}

Case
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ERG

Language
idb-x-dama1278
mcm-x-mala1533
pga-x-suda1237
sci-x-sril1245
mue-x-medi1245
gjr-x-guri1249

This query points to an obvious problem: it is necessary to list all the labels for grammatical cases, we can not query for all possible sets of them. In order to be able to do so,
we need to map the labels to some external source, to augment string labels with linguistic
categories.

11

Typologically, there are tendencies to have certain combination of case markers on subjects and objects.
Most notably, Nominative-accusative and Ergative-absolutive types. [5]
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5
5.1

Linking
Mapping to ontologies

There has been a debate regarding universality and cross-applicability of linguistic categories [8]. While this is, undoubtedly, an important topic, and we carefully agree with the
premise that sparked the debate, having linguistic categories such as parts of speech as an
approximation is extremely helpful for practical reasons. Nevertheless, we find it important
not to overgeneralize and this was one of the concerns in choosing the source we could map
APiCS annotation to.
There is a variety of community-maintained repositories of annotation terminology evolved
during the 2000s, which aimed to replace annotation standards by collecting and defining
categories without requiring them to be disjoint. Exemplary repositories developed at this
time include ISOcat [11], developed with a specific focus on language technology, and the
General Ontology of Language Description [6], developed with a specific focus on language
documentation.
Another repository designed to be flexible and non-reductionist is OLiA, Ontologies of
Linguistic Annotation [1]. In its conception, OLiA aimed to address what could be called the
“standardization gap” of linguistic annotation. That means that a consistent standardization
of linguistic annotation would either have to neglect language specific characteristics (cf.
Universal Dependencies tagset), or constantly grow in complexity with every new language
added to it. OLiA is modular, and allows users formalize their annotation schemes and to
link them with reference concepts. This approach suits our task very well given that:
The set of markers in APiCS is quite extensive – matched against standard Leipzig
Glossing Rules list of abbreviations, we got less than a quarter of the markers matched
(23.54%). The list of glosses that is distributed with the dataset has 267 abbreviations.
Annotations in the dataset are morpheme markers, they does not necessarily correspond
to grammatical categories: reduplication, oblique stem and agreement are present in
the dataset as morpheme values, but they do not directly correspond to a grammatical
category (which could be, e.g. an intensifier in case of reduplication).
One of the modules is a morpheme inventory converted from the UniMorph project [16]
which links OLiA Reference Model classes to UniMorph morpheme inventory.
Additionally to OLiA, we decided to map morpheme labels to the morpheme inventory
in the MMoOn Core ontology [12]. This ontology was created to provide a shared semantic
model for morphological information, which is precisely our goal. In the core of this ontology
there is a language-independent collection of morphemes with their labels and description,
which we also referenced to enrich our morpheme annotations.
By matching tags and their description we were able to map 123 unique labels, 81 with
OLiA ontologies and 91 with MMoOn. For each mapping, we added an additional statement
to the dataset:
<http://mmoon.org/core/Ablative> apics:hasValue "ABL"@en .
<http://mmoon.org/core/Absolutive> apics:hasValue "ABS"@en .
<http://mmoon.org/core/Accusative> apics:hasValue "ACC"@en .
<http://mmoon.org/core/Active> apics:hasValue "ACT"@en .
<http://mmoon.org/core/Adjective> apics:hasValue "ADJ"@en .
<http://purl.org/olia/unimorph.owl#ABL>
<http://purl.org/olia/unimorph.owl#ABS>
<http://purl.org/olia/unimorph.owl#ACC>
<http://purl.org/olia/unimorph.owl#ACT>
<http://purl.org/olia/unimorph.owl#ADJ>

apics:hasValue
apics:hasValue
apics:hasValue
apics:hasValue
apics:hasValue

"ABL"@en
"ABS"@en
"ACC"@en
"ACT"@en
"ADJ"@en

.
.
.
.
.
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In our future work we will analyze which labels did not map and whether it is possible to
find mappings for them.

5.2

Querying

Now that we have semantic value behind some of the tags, we can query using this additional
knowledge. Query below groups all the case markers encountered in sentences in each
language:12
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX

ligt: <http://purl.org/ligt/ligt-0.2#>
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
apics: <http://purl.org/liodi/ligt/apics/>
rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
mmcore: <http://mmoon.org/core/>
unimorph: <http://purl.org/olia/unimorph.owl#>

SELECT (GROUP_CONCAT(DISTINCT ?case; SEPARATOR=", ")
AS ?cases) ?lang
WHERE {
?morph ligt:gloss ?case ;
rdfs:label ?label .
?tag apics:hasValue ?case .
{ ?tag rdfs:subClassOf+ mmcore:Case . }
UNION
{ ?tag rdfs:subClassOf+ unimorph:Case . }

BIND(LANG(?label) as ?lang)
FILTER(?lang != ’’)
} GROUP BY ?lang

Cases
LOC, COM, INS, DAT, TEMP
LOC, INS, ABL, BEN, ALL, ACC, GEN
LOC, COM, INS, MOD, ABL, ALL, DAT, ERG
INS
LOC, VOC, GEN
LOC, VOC, MOD
COM, INS, VOC
LOC, VOC, MOD
LOC
LOC, COM, INS
VOC
...

6

Language code
rop-x-krio1252
mue-x-medi1245
gjr-x-guri1249
gcf-x-guad1242
kcn-x-nubi1253
jam-x-jama1262
pov-x-uppe1455
srm-x-sara1340
fpe-x-fern1234
bah-x-baha1260
lou-x-loui1240

Conclusion

In this paper we presented APiCS-Ligt, an RDF edition of interlinear glossed linguistic
examples from the Atlas of Pidgin and Creole Languages. Our conversion remains linked with
the original dataset therefore preserving all additional information such as bibliographical
references or linguistic features, but at the same time adding for linguistic examples both
a structural level and a layer of semantics, providing more interpretability to linguistic
annotations and interoperability with another resources with linguistic annotations.
We showed that such semantic linking can be problematic due to both practical (ambiguity
of markers) and theoretically-motivated (differences in definitions of linguistic categories)
reasons which might be improved if linguists were more involved in the data modeling and
data standardization stages.

12

We give only an excerpt of the results in the table below.
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In the future we are planning to go beyond APiCS IGT data to other sources of IGT to
see how transferable are the solutions that we came up with. We also plan on publishing
a Python module aimed at combining in one place all previously developed procedures for
importing and exporting Ligt format and add functionality for working with Ligt data.
The dataset and the code to reproduce the conversion is available at https://github.
com/acoli-repo/ligt/tree/master/stable/apics/.
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We present the NLU Showroom, a platform for interactively demonstrating the functionality of
natural language understanding models with easy to use visual interfaces. The NLU Showroom
focuses primarily on the German language, as not many German NLU resources exist. However, it
also serves corresponding English models to reach a broader audience. With the NLU Showroom we
demonstrate and compare the capabilities and limitations of a variety of NLP/NLU models. The
four initial demonstrators include a) a comparison on how different word representations capture
semantic similarity b) a comparison on how different sentence representations interpret sentence
similarity c) a showcase on analyzing reviews with NLU d) a showcase on finding links between
entities. The NLU Showroom is build on state-of-the-art architectures for model serving and data
processing. It targets a broad audience, from newbies to researchers but puts a focus on putting the
presented models in the context of industrial applications.
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1

Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) and understanding (NLU) have gained a lot of interest
over the past years. In the following, we will refer to both NLP and NLU as NLU. Recent
developments in the field have led to significant improvements for many use cases, enabling
the usage of NLU Models in real world application. This applies especially for English, for
which a lot of large annotated corpora are available. However, this leaves a gap for other
languages such as German.
The goal of the NLU Showroom is to demonstrate the capabilities of NLU models for the
German language in order to raise interest from people outside of the scientific domain for
integrating NLU models in their applications. The demonstrators provided with the NLU
Showroom should serve as showcases for the capabilities of state-of-the-art NLU models and
their limitations for a variety of tasks. In the current version we provide demonstrators for
a) comparing how different word representation models capture semantic similarity of words
when trained on the same corpus, i.e. the German Wikipedia b) Comparing how different
sentence representation models interpret sentence similarity when trained on the same corpus,
© Dennis Wegener, Sven Giesselbach, Niclas Doll, and Heike Horstmann;
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The NLU Showroom

Figure 1 The interface of the NLU Showroom lets the user navigate through different demos and
lets them interactively explore NLU model capabilities and differences. The users can enter their
own prompt or select example inputs.

also Wikipedia c) showcasing how multiple state-of-the-art BERT [9] models can be used to
analyze reviews and extract and link aspects and opinions d) showcase how state-of-the-art
relation extraction models, extract relations for preselected entities.
The heart of the NLU Showroom is a web-based frontend, which allows the user to
interactively explore NLU models in multiple demonstrators (see Figure 1). At it’s core, the
NLU Showroom has been built on a strong architectural base, so that it can easily be extended
with additional models based on PyTorch and TensorFlow as well as other non-neural models.
In the following we will refer to NLU tasks such as named entity recognition as “tasks”, the
models used to solve the tasks as “models” and the interactive demo of a model regarding a
task as “demonstrator”.

2

Related platforms and demos

A handful of NLU demo platforms already exist. Most of them are demonstrating natural
language analysis packages and appeal to experts in the field of NLU rather than to people
who want to understand how to utilize NLU in their applications.
A very recent addition is Stanfords Stanza [21]. It is a Python natural language analysis
package which is also presented in an online demo [5]. The demo includes the models
provided in the package, namely for Part-of-Speech Tagging, Lemmatization, Named Entity
Recognition (NER) and Dependency Parsing models for a variety of languages (including
German). All of these models represent important steps in the analysis and understanding
of texts. However, with the exception of NER, these models address rather low-level tasks
and clearly tackle NLU practitioners. They might be too in-depth for people outside of the
NLU domain. The same applies for the four demos of the python natural language toolkit
(NLTK) [4]. The demos include word tokenizers, stemming in 17 languages, part of speech
tagging with 22 different part of speech taggers and finally sentiment analysis, which uses
text classification to determine sentiment polarity in 3 languages.
The IBM Watson NLU demo on Text Analysis [3] includes the extraction of entities,
keywords, concepts and relations, the classification of sentiment, emotions and categories,
and linguistic analysis of semantic roles and syntax. The demo presents prepared examples
from different industrial domains and allows to enter own text or URL pointers. However, in
contrast to the NLU Showroom, it provides no information about the models used for the
different tasks.
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The European Language Grid [22] is a platform for supporting language technologies in
the European market. It aims at delivering not only datasets but also services and demos
for EU official languages and EU languages without official status. The services include a
variety of NLP tasks, also for the German language. However, the services seem to be rather
focused on NLU practitioners and scientists than on the general public.
The same applies to the Hugging Face Transformer framework [27]. Hugging Face is an
open source framework providing pretrained models for a variety of NLP tasks based on
Transformer models only. It aims at data scientists and researchers and is primarily focused
on the sharing of models and data.
The demonstrator the NLU Showroom shares most similarities with is the one from
AllenNLP [10]. AllenNLP is an open-source natural language processing platform for building
state of the art models, which also includes a demo on the functionality of NLU models [1].
It includes demonstrations for many NLU tasks, including those that the NLU Showroom
aims at. However, the demos and models are only available in the English language.

3

Tasks and Models

For the initial release of the NLU Showroom we selected a variety of tasks which demonstrate
how NLU models work, what they are capable of, what their limitations are and how they
can be used. We designed demonstrators which easily show how different models understand
natural language. The tasks in the demos are of different granularity. Some of them represent
word-level tasks, while others are on a sentence basis. In addition, the tasks are of different
complexity levels, e.g. single models vs several models that are combined to complete a
certain task. The showroom contains short explanations of all the tasks, the models and the
data they were trained on.
In the following, we will present the tasks and describe the underlying models. All models
were trained on German and English data sets.

3.1

Word-Level

Figure 2 An example output of the word similarity task for the word “Konferenz”. The user can
see how 3 models evaluate the similarity in a different way. Words that are highlighted in colours
are returned by multiple models. The numbers represent the cosine similarity to the query word.
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The NLU Showroom currently contains one word-level demonstrator. The demonstrator
on the word-level basis shows how different word representation models capture semantic
similarity when trained on the same corpus with similar hyper-parameters. We trained
multiple distributed embedding models on the same pre-processed versions of the German and
English Wikipedia. The models we trained are Word2Vec [15], Glove [18] and FastText [8].
We have two intentions with this demonstrator: 1) Show that these representations capture
meaningful similarities and can be used e.g. to enrich search functions or ontologies 2) Show
that these models capture similarities in different ways – e.g. that the influence of using
character n-grams in FastText heavily influences what is considered similar when compared
to Word2Vec. Reason 2) also motivates why we did not use pretrained embeddings since the
data they were pre-processed with was most likely from multiple sources. For the same reason
all models have been trained with roughly the same parameters. In detail, all embeddings
have been trained with embedding dimensionality set to 300, a context window size of 5 and
5 negative samples. Our word similarity demo (see Figure 2) lets users input query words and
phrases and explore the nearest neighbors that the models obtain. It highlights similarities
and differences between the responses of the different models. An interesting observation
is that despite their theoretical similarity [14] Word2Vec and Glove produce surprisingly
different results. It is also easily observable that FastText focuses more on morphological
similarities. In the future we will add further word representation models and let the users
select which models to compare.

3.2

Sentence-Level

Figure 3 An exemplary output of the sentence similarity task. The user can enter a source
sentence and several target sentences. As result we show the similarities of the target sentences to
the source sentence computed by the different models. A higher number means greater similarity.
Across models the same sentence is highlighted in the same color for easier comparison.

In our initial release of the NLU Showroom we integrate demonstrators for 3 different
sentence-level tasks. The first demo displays a sentence similarity task, similar to the wordsimilarity task. Users can input a source sentence and target sentences and then our models
compare the similarity of the source sentence to the different target sentences. Many text
based processes require the need to compare texts and identify similar texts or passages. We
intend to highlight how the choice of model can influence the similarities and that the models
rely on more than simple string or keyword matching. Our demonstrator currently includes
4 different models. We trained a Doc2Vec [13] model on the German and English Wikipedia
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Figure 4 The output of our relation extraction and classification demonstrator. The demo
requires 2 steps: 1) The user inputs a sentence 2) the user highlights the entities which should be
checked for a possible relation. If a relation is detected, the name of the relation is returned.

and use the Word Mover’s Distance [12] together with the 3 different word representation
models mentioned in the word-level task. The demo displays the similarity rankings of the
different target sentences to the source sentence. Figure 3 shows an example call of the
sentence similarity task. Notably all models understand that target sentence 1 is closer to
the source sentence, even though target sentence 2 and the source sentence share more words.
We will integrate new Transformer-based similarity measures soon.
Our second sentence-level demo, demonstrates a relation extraction and classification
model. Here we use a BERT-based model [24] that was trained on the German Smartdata
Corpus [23] and the English SemEval2010 Task8 data set [11]. In the demo, the user can
input a sentence and specify entities which should be checked for relations (see Figure 4).
The model then visualizes the relation class, if a relation has been detected.
Third, we present an aspect-based opinion mining demo. This demo actually combines
three models, trained on German and English Yelp reviews. It starts by extracting aspects
and opinions from the text using a BERT-based architecture [25]. Another BERT-based
model is applied to compute sentiment labels. Lastly we link aspects and opinions by finding
shortest paths in the dependency tree. The dependency tree is build using StanfordNLP’s
dependency parser [20].

Figure 5 Exemplary outputs of the opinion mining task. The first sentence includes two different
sentiments (aspect-opinion pairs). Aspects and opinions are linked via a number next to their
description and links are highlighted when hovered over. Green represents positive and red negative
sentiment. In the second sentence we negated the opinions.
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The English models were trained on the SemEval2014-Task4 data set [19], which originally
only consisted of aspect labels and their sentiments, but was extended to also annotate
opinion labels [26]. For the German language we crawled and manually annotated reviews
from Yelp to create a dataset, which we aim to publish in the future. The demo asks the
users to enter a restaurant review and will then output the extracted aspects and opinions
as well as the links between them and the according sentiments (see Figure 5). It serves as a
demonstration of what is possible in automated review analysis with state-of-the-art models.
Experiments with the models show that it is rather resistant to spelling mistakes, can handle
negations and multiple aspect and opinion pairs. However, it fails when multiple opinions
are linked to the same aspect.

4

Technical Architecture

The NLU Showroom demonstrates state-of-the art NLU models. These models are typically
created with the help of modern open source frameworks, such as TensorFlow [7] and
PyTorch [17]. These frameworks also already include components for serving the models. As
part of TensorFlow Extended (TFX), TensorFlow Serving [16] is a serving system for machine
learning models which is designed for production environments. It provides integration with
TensorFlow models and can be easily extended to serve other types of models and data.
TorchServe [6] is a light-weight tool for deploying and serving PyTorch models. Since the
NLU Showroom is focused on quickly demonstrating latest models from ML research, we
integrated these two open source frameworks in the backend of our NLU Showroom. The
training process of the models is not explicitly addressed by our architecture and is performed
offline in a GPU computing cluster.
In detail, the NLU Showroom consists of a frontend and several backend components. The
frontend is a web application that is based on frontend frameworks such as Node.js and React.
It includes the actual web pages, the controls to interact with the models and the different
visualizations for the model results. The frontend communicates with the backend part via
REST services. The backend includes several components which are mainly responsible for
serving the models. As we already stated, we use TensorFlow Serving [16] and TorchServe [6]
for serving models from the different frameworks. In addition, a webserver that serves as
wrapper for the model serving components is responsible for transforming the model results
into visualization content and also for wrapping several models for a single task, e.g., for the
task on aspect based opinion mining where 3 models are combined.

Figure 6 The technical architecture of the NLU Showroom.

The whole architecture is based on Docker [2] in order to easily isolate the different
components. This allows us to take standard open source components as TensorFlow Serving
and TorchServe without any modifications, and isolate our wrapper and glue code in a single
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separate component (the web server). The containerization via Docker also allow us to later
deploy the system into an auto-scaling production environment. Figure 6 gives an overview
over the technical architecture.
New models can be integrated in an easy way. They just have to be deployed into the
TorchServe or the TensorFlow Serving container. If the new model refers to an existing
task, there are just minor adaptions needed on the wrapper backend component to forward
the model output to the frontend. If it refers to a new task, there is the need to develop a
suitable widget for it. In addition, the wrapper needs to be extended for tasks that include
several models or build on models that are not deployed into TorchServe or TensorFlow
Serving but need custom integration. Currently, the set of tasks and models is curated by
the project team. In the future we might open the NLU Showroom to further contributors.

5

Conclusion

We present the NLU Showroom, a platform for demonstrating NLU models. The platform
aims at people outside of the NLU community, who are intending to use NLU in their
applications and products. In the current version, the NLU Showroom includes state-of-the
art models for word and sentence similarity tasks, aspect and opinion mining and relation
extraction, with more demos and models to follow. The platform builds on state-of-the-art
open source components such as TensorFlow Serving, PyTorch and Docker.
In addition to releasing more demos we aim to link the showroom in the blog of the
Competence Center for Machine Learning Rhine-Ruhr (ML2R). In the blog we will give
detailed explanations about the models, tasks and data sets used to create the demos of
the NLU Showroom and describe how these models can and have been used in projects and
products.
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1

Introduction

As most of us know, learning a foreign language, unless it is done in early childhood, is a
challenging task, demanding motivation, patience, and last but not least a good teacher or
learning method. The endeavour becomes even more challenging when the language differs
greatly from the ones we already know. We address this issue in this paper by proposing a
self-directed, contextualized learning method for English speakers to learn Japanese.
Apart from the stark difference of the writing system, Japanese has a fairly unique style
of grammar, heavily dependent on postpositions, the tendency to omit personal pronouns,
and several registers of politeness, which are often expressed by entirely different verb forms.
The Japanese writing style is not only different, but also uses a combination of the syllabary
kana, which comes in two forms, hiragana and katakana, and a large collection of logographic
characters, which are called kanji. Each of these pictograms has several possible readings and
meanings and in most cases a complicated decomposition into smaller building blocks. Apart
from that, their pronunciation, meaning, and grammatical function can be heavily modified
by the embedding context. They can also be combined to form new compound expressions
and terminology. Japanese children are taught kanji throughout their high school education
with 80 to 200 kanji per school year [13]. This slow and gradual process of acquiring this
writing system allows for a strong foundation and complex compound expressions and terms
can be easily learned step by step.
Clearly, adult learners of Japanese do not have this luxury and the complex characters,
grammar, and spoken Japanese have to be learned at the same time. To put things in
perspective, there are far more characters in everyday use and kanji are learned throughout
the entire adult life in Japan. Standard dictionaries include more than 10,000 characters and
over 50,000 words built from these characters. This means that learning methods need to
streamline the process as much as possible just to assist the learner in catching up with this
life long learning process of a native Japanese speaker.
© Bartholomäus Wloka and Werner Winiwarter;
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It is clear, that a learning environment needs to be interesting and engaging in order to
increase the students’ motivation. We find that this is best achieved by granting the learners
the most possible freedom in selecting the material, while leading them towards understanding
by offering the best possible decomposition of difficult concepts and their explanation. After
presenting a possible translation to the learners, we deconstruct the Japanese sentence and
enhance it with lexical, syntactic, conceptual, and relational annotation. The additional
information is presented in a visually appealing way using colors and images to improve
the overview of the structure. The learners can, of course, adjust the level of detail to their
current language skill. We call these two parts Acquisition and Augmentation of Learning
Contexts.
We first discuss the relevant related work in Sect. 2. We then describe the technical
details of the implemented proof-of-concept framework in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we explain
the automatic preparation of the learning material starting from seed topics chosen by the
learner. In Sect. 5 we provide a detailed intuitive example of the augmented display presented
to the learner. We summarize in Sect. 6 with a discussion, and our plans on how to extend
and evaluate our approach in an in-class setting.

2

Related Work

The idea we build on in this paper is that motivation, the ability to choose the content, a
keen interest in the subject matter, and a multimodal and multilayered environment are key
to success when learning a new language. This is discussed extensively in [15]. A different
approach to the same idea is shown in the incidental learning technique in [17], where the
students are presented with information while browsing on-the-fly and in an unintrusive
way. While browsing content of interest in the language they learn, like articles about their
hobbies or daily news, the students are supported with facts about the text; a very elegant
method which, however, clearly requires a relatively high level of skill in the foreign language,
hence is reserved for advanced learners.
We extend on this concept in this paper on several levels, including the opportunity
to use it even earlier in the language learning process. We do this by letting the learner
decide the context, while still maintaining a feasible didactic structure and sensible levels of
difficulty of the content. Research such as [14] shows the effectiveness of this approach. The
interviews carried out in [6] further support these findings from the subjective point of view
of the learners.
The component that makes this possible is the pre-selection of context, for which we use
a bilingual alignment method of Wikipedia content, based on a metric obtained by matching
of lexical units. This method and a discussion about how well Wikipedia is suited as a source
of parallel content for the Japanese-English language pair can be found in [18].
Research in alignment and harvesting of bilingual material has been very active in the
last decades, especially due to the importance of the application of such data in machine
translation and other language technologies requiring training data. We would like to mention
the largest of these approaches including the Japanese-English language pair, JParaCrawl [10],
resulting in a collection of 10 million Japanese-English sentence pairs. The WikiMatrix
project produced a multilingual collection with a large amount of parallel language data
in 85 languages. This was done by using LASER sentence embeddings [1]. With such a
volume of data, the quality varies greatly between the language pairs and is comparatively
low for Japanese-English. These two large scale approaches are representative of the current
paradigm of multilingual data collection, namely the brute-force black box approach. The
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quality and huge computational requirements problems – an issue raised well in [3] – aside,
the lack of transparency or a quality score makes it difficult to trace a path to the result and
to judge the fitness of aligned data for language learning.
For the lexical and syntactic annotation of the sentences we use the de facto standard
universal dependencies [11], whereas we rely on the abstract meaning representation (AMR) [2]
for the semantic representation. Recently, there has been a renewed interest on different
approaches for meaning representation (for a recent shared task see [12]). We have chosen
AMR over other competing approaches because we judged it most suitable for language
learning purposes.

3

System Architecture

We have implemented a language learning environment in which the users can study Japanese
Wikipedia pages based on topics that really interest them. The learners select one or several
topics as seeds. The following architecture turns them into a topic-specific collection of
parallel sentences.
The architecture is divided into three stages, and each stage is further divided into
modules. The modular approach allows for flexibility and ease of maintenance. Figure 1
gives an overview of this architecture.

Figure 1 Stages with their corresponding modules.

The flow of the data through this pipeline of stages and modules starts at the top with
the Data Extraction Stage. This stage processes the seed input and extracts text data from
Wikipedia accordingly. This is done by processing each English Wikipedia page of a seed
topic and finding all links to further pages within this article. This process is repeated for
the according Japanese pages. This is taken as the first measure of similarity between the
contents. A discussion and preliminary results for the question of how much of the content
between Japanese and English articles is comparable can be found in [18]. We use a threshold
value to adjust the degree of similarity vs. the volume of candidate data.
Since we traverse the pages recursively and define each link as the starting point for the
next iteration we obtain text that is in some way related to the initial seed. Naturally, the
semantic distance increases with the number of links from the initial topic, which can also
be adjusted as needed. Once we have collected topics, which we deem as good candidates,
we extract the text from the Wikipedia pages.
In the Data Preparation Stage we prepare the text for further processing, i.e., the
alignment. We segment the English text on a sentence and word level, lemmatize it, and
determine the part-of-speech. We use dictionary resources from EDRDG 1 . We segment and
annotate the Japanese text with MeCab [8], which we later also use for our lexical annotation.
1

http://www.edrdg.org/
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Once the data is prepared, we align the bilingual input in the Sentence Alignment Stage.
With the assumption that at least a good portion of the data has translation equivalents –
depending on the above-mentioned threshold value – we traverse the entire pre-processed data
set for matches. Selected lexical units in the Japanese sentence are examined for potential
alignment indicators. An example of this process is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 Alignment example.

On top of the schematic depiction of this alignment process we see the tokenized Japanese
sentence. Above the sentence is a row with discarded PoS tokens, below are the tokens taken
into account for alignment. The reason we discard some of the tokens is that they contribute
less to the alignment process. A detailed discussion can be found in [19].
The remaining tokens are being looked up in the lexical resources, i.e. bilingual dictionaries.
It is important to mention that we retrieve each possible lexical equivalent of the words, as
shown in the line with the lexical lookup results in Fig. 2.
Translations of sentences often vary in style and several differently sounding sentences
might convey the same content. We consider these variations with our alignment method
that takes into account all possible synonyms. This helps us to identify several – often
stylistically varying – candidates, which is particularly interesting in a learning context.
In the process of matching the individual parts we compute an alignment score based
on the number of matches normalized by the sentence length. We use this score, which
indicates the alignment quality, hence the lexical similarity between the Japanese and the
English sentence, to sort by alignment confidence. The output, i.e. the set of best alignment
candidates, is the input to the annotated presentation.
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For the purpose of presenting the annotated view to the learners we have designed a
Web-based client-server architecture using augmented browsing technology to enhance the
Web documents with event handlers at the client to retrieve annotations from the learning
server and display the information in a comprehensible way. This is realized with the
WebExtensions API cross-browser technology 2 and the jQuery 3 and jQueryUI 4 libraries.
The language learning server is implemented in SWI-Prolog 5 . It is not only an excellent
choice for natural language processing tasks but also offers a scalable Web server solution as
well as libraries for the efficient handling of huge XML and RDF files. The annotation data
is transferred via XMLHttpRequests in JSON and assembled at the client in popup divs.
The only external software that we use is the Japanese dependency parser CaboCha [7].
We take its output as starting point for analyzing and annotating a sentence in four steps: the
lexical, syntactic, conceptual, and relational level. We use several lexicosemantic resources:
the dictionary files from EDRDG, WordNet [9], and datasets from DBpedia 6 .
For lexical annotation, we take the output of CaboCha, which includes the abovementioned part-of-speech and morphological analyzer MeCab. The latter uses a fine-grained
hierarchical tagset with up to four levels and additional conjugation types and forms. We
map this tagset to universal POS tags 7 . Since MeCab follows a rather extreme segmentation
strategy, which we found quite unsuitable for educational purposes, we use our lexical resources
to merge adjacent tokens to achieve a more compact and comprehensible presentation. For
the kanji cards in our display, we include ideographic description sequence data8 from the
CHISE project9 . We also show images as visual clues for kanji, which were hand-collected
from Wikipedia pages.
CaboCha transforms a sentence into a sequence of segments, which are linked through
dependency patterns. As CaboCha does not output any syntactic relation names, we had to
add the appropriate universal syntactic relation names for displaying the syntactic annotation.
We also had to arrange the relations vertically into several rows to offer an appealing visual
representation.
The conceptual annotation is based on XML frame files from the OntoNotes project
available from LDC 10 , and AMR resource lists 11 . We extend the AMR approach by mapping
words also to Wikipedia pages through DBpedia disambiguation links and to WordNet
synsets, whenever we cannot find a suitable frame. We also display short abstracts and
thumbnails for Wikipedia pages, again retrieved from DBpedia. For disambiguation, we rely
on contextual and distributional data from the current sentence and its English equivalent,
the Wikipedia page, and the collected topic-specific corpus.
As a final step, we add roles to the display, using again data from the OntoNotes frame
files to offer a relational annotation to round off our augmented view of the linguistic and
semantic properties of a Japanese sentence. In Sect. 5, we go through a detailed example,
which illustrates the individual annotation levels as perceived from the perspective of the
language student.

2

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions
https://jquery.com
4
https://jqueryui.com
5
https://www.swi-prolog.org/
6
https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
7
https://universaldependencies.org/guidelines.html
8
https://github.com/cjkvi/cjkvi-ids
9
https://www.chise.org/
10
https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
11
https://amr.isi.edu/download.html
3
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The use of SWI-Prolog for implementation has the big advantage that all the data is
stored and accessed in a declarative way as Prolog fact files, which can be easily customized
and reconsulted dynamically. We also developed several visual interfaces and editors for
expert users in previous research efforts (see [16, 17]).

4

Acquisition of Learning Contexts

The initial step in our learning environment is the selection and acquisition of the learning
material. Since we firmly believe that the best way to learn is to examine interesting content
while having the difficulty of the material custom shaped to the language level, rather than
reading boring texts that clearly only aim at conveying vocabulary or a grammatical concept,
we let the user choose their context freely. The initial step is to find engaging content on
English Wikipedia. A topic or several related topics of interest then become the seed(s)
towards a collection of example sentences to start the learning journey, while discovering the
desired information about a certain topic on Wikipedia.
The sentences are selected according to the description in Sect. 3. Thanks to the efficiency
of the alignment algorithm, the learners can extract new information about any topic within
minutes or a few hours, depending on the size of the dataset. Naturally, the exact time of
the sentence alignment depends on the desired size of the example sentence corpus. Table 1
shows an example of collecting 805 example sentences for one seed topic.
Table 1 Runtime example for a small dataset.
Module

Time

Output

Data Extraction Stage
Topic Extraction

30m36s

Text Extraction

18.1s

en: 801087 articles, ja: 56736 articles
en: 2037 lines, ja: 2072 lines
en: 85,804 tokens, ja: 75,393 tokens

Data Preparation Stage
Alignment Preparation

59m45s

en: 3510 sentences, ja: 805 sentences

Sentence Alignment Stage
Alignment

24m50s

805 aligned sentences

It is important to mention that the runtime efficiency increases with the number of
alignments run on the learner’s computer, since frequently occurring topic equivalents are
stored locally and do not have to be looked up repeatedly in the Wikipedia database. This
and other runtime tweaks are described in detail in [19]. After the output is generated, the
learners can select which and how many of the best scoring sentences they want to examine.
With the sentences they have chosen, the users then continue their learning experience with
the Augmentation part of our language learning solution.

5

Augmentation of Learning Contexts

In this section we present the augmented information displayed to the user while working
with Japanese Wikipedia pages as study material. We discuss each annotation level in
a cleanly separated subsection. Throughout this section, we use one sentence as running
example, taken from the Japanese Wikipedia page on thrust 12 . Figure 3 shows the complete
pop-up div, which appears when the student clicks on the sentence in the Web page.

12

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E6%8E%A8%E5%8A%9B
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Figure 3 Example of augmentation.

Unfortunately, the sentence is rather long and complicated, which is fairly typical for
sentences found on Japanese Wikipedia pages. Luckily, our acquisition step (see Sect. 4)
equips us with a reasonably good translation from the corresponding English Wikipedia page
to significantly facilitate the challenging task for the language learner to make any sense
of this text. To offer sufficient resolution for readability, we divide the presentation of the
sentence into three parts in the following subsections. Since Japanese grammar is exclusively
head-final and strongly left-branching with abundant use of postpositional particles, we
consequently go through the sentence from right to left.

5.1

Lexical Annotation

We annotate the sentence using universal POS tags for the individual tokens, which are also
visually emphasized through different colors. In our example sentence, these are: blue for
verbs, light blue for auxiliaries, pink for nouns, and olive for adpositions.
Whenever necessary, we add universal features. In some cases, we also decided to use
language-specific features and values. All these choices can be easily adjusted by expert users
to accommodate their personal preferences.
The user can click on each token to open a popup div with further information. This
includes the English glosses retrieved from our lexical resources and kanji cards for the kanji
that are part of the word. The kanji cards include the radical number, on’yomi readings
(in uppercase), kun’yomi readings, and English glosses. Radicals are 214 special kanji that
are used as components of other kanji. One of them is always singled out as the radical
of a kanji to look up the character in a kanji dictionary. On’yomi readings descend from
approximations of original Chinese pronunciations whereas kun’yomi readings are based on
pronunciations of native words approximating the meaning of the character when it was
introduced. Finally, we display an image to offer a visual clue for memorizing the kanji. The
ideographic description sequence defines the spatial structure of the kanji based on simpler
components, the radical of the kanji is highlighted in red in this sequence, other radical
components in orange.
In Fig. 4, we show the information for the noun 着陸 (chakuriku). As can be seen, the
correct contextual pronunciations of the kanji are indicated in pink in the lists of possible
readings.
The right part of the sentence contains the following lexical tokens for content words:
the verb できる (dekiru), which is actually the potential form of the verb する (suru)
“to do”, therefore, meaning “to be able to do”;
the noun こと (koto) “thing”, which just nominalizes the preceding clause;
the verb よくする (yokusuru) “to improve”;
the noun 効き (kiki) “effectiveness”, derived from the continuative form of the verb
kiku;
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Figure 4 Example of lexical analysis – right part.

the loanword ブレーキ (burēki) “brake”;
the suffix 後 (go) “after”, which is used like a temporal adposition; and
the noun 着陸 (chakuriku) shown in the popup div.
Since adpositions and auxiliaries mainly serve as syntactic function words, we discuss
them later in Sect. 5.2. Figure 5 shows the middle part of the sentence with the following
lexical units:
the continuative form 起こし (okashi) of the verb 起こす (okasu), which here means
“to generate”, the continative form is used like the conjunction “and” to loosely connect
the two clauses;
the noun 推力 (suiryoku) “thrust”;
the prefix 逆 (gyaku) “reverse”, shown in the popup div;
the noun 逆噴射 (gyakufunsha) “reverse thrust”; and
the loanword ジェットエンジン (jettoenjin) “jet engine”.
Finally, the left part of the sentence, as shown in Fig. 6, consists of the following lexical
units:
the tari-form したり (shitari) of the verb suru, which is used like the conjunction “or ”
to connect several exemplars with the pattern -tari . . . -tari suru;
the loanword ピッチ (pitchi), meaning here “blade pitch” or “angle”;
the loanword ブレード (burēdo) “blade”; and
the compound noun (part loanword) 可変ピッチプロペラ (kahenpitchipuropera)
“variable pitch propeller”, for which the details are shown in the popup div.

5.2

Syntactic Annotation

For the syntactic annotation, we add universal syntactic relations to the display. However,
to improve the comprehensiveness of the visual representation, we omit obvious relations
between adjacent tokens. As mentioned in Sect. 3, we use the output of the Japanese
dependency parser CaboCha for this purpose, but enhance it with syntactic relation names.
Figure 7 shows the dependencies for the right part of our example sentence:
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Figure 5 Example of lexical analysis – middle part.

Figure 6 Example of lexical analysis – left part.

Figure 7 Example of syntactic annotation – right part.

the object obj relation between dekiru and koto, indicating the “thing” that “can be
done”, the postposition が (ga) usually marks the subject, however, in this context the
direct object of the verb;
the acl relation between koto and yokusuru: as mentioned before, this adnominal
clause relation nominalizes the preceding clause, resulting in “improvement”, however, in
combination with koto ga dekiru this effect is somehow canceled out as it just means
“it is possible to improve”;
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the obj relation between yokusuru and kiki tells us that the “effectiveness can be
improved”, here we can see the usual direct object marker を (o);
the nominal modifier nmod relation between kiki and burēki with the corresponding
adposition の (no) means that the former is an attribute or genitive complement, i.e. “the
effectiveness of the brakes” or “the effectiveness of braking”;
because of the special meaning “after” of the suffix go, we have a temporal modifier
obl:tmod relation between burēki and chakuriku: “braking after landing”;
finally, there is a conjunct conj relation between this clause and the preceding clause
shown in Fig. 8, due to the continuative form okashi, as mentioned before.

Figure 8 Example of syntactic annotation – middle part.

The middle part of the sentence, as shown in Fig. 8, contains the following relations:
suiryoku is the direct object of okashi, i.e. we “generate thrust”;
there is an oblique nominal obl relation between okashi and koto, the extremely polysemous adposition で (de) indicates here the means by which we generate the thrust;
the two auxiliaries させたり (sasetari) and する (suru) combine with the preceding
noun gyakufunsha and verbalize it so we end up with something like “reverse thrusting”,
again this is undone by the acl relation with the noun koto,
the obj relation to “jet engine” shows that we “reverse thrust the jet engine”, actually,
here the causative form of the verb is used, so it literally means “make reverse thrust the
jet engine”;
ultimately, we have again a conj relation to the left part of the sentence, thanks to the
already mentioned -tari . . . -tari suru construction.

Figure 9 Example of syntactic annotation – left part.

The final left part of the sentence in Fig. 9 only contains three additional relations:
there is an obl relation between shitari and “pitch”, together with the again very
polysemous adposition に (ni) this indicates here that we change something to a new
state, i.e. “reversed pitch”;
what we change is expressed by the obj relation, namely the “blade”; and
to clarify matters through an nmod relation, it is the “blade” of a “variable pitch
propeller”.
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Conceptual Annotation

At the third level of annotation we map content words to concepts within the semantic
representation framework AMR. In AMR we can distinguish between dedicated AMR frames
like the one shown in Fig. 10 (orange) and OntoNotes frames as displayed in Fig. 11 (purple).
As usual, the popup divs can be inspected by just clicking on the concept names. The frames
provide a definition and several roles (see Sect. 5.4). For the right part of the sentence, we
can see the following mappings:

Figure 10 Example of conceptual annotation – right part.

dekiru ⇒ possible-01: “likely or able to be/occur”,
yokusuru ⇒ improve-01: “make better”,
kiki ⇒ effective-04: “cause an effect, successful in creating a desired effect”,
brēki ⇒ brake-01: “slow a car via brakes”,
go ⇒ after,
chakuriku ⇒ land-01: “bring to land, from water or air”.
We use the glosses from the lexical annotation to retrieve possible frames, and contextual
and distributional data to disambiguate among likely candidates (see Sect. 3). As can be
seen in Fig. 11, conjunctions are mapped in AMR to special and and or frames, in addition,
there are the following mappings to OntoNotes frames for the middle part:
okoshi ⇒ generate-01: “create”,
suiryoku ⇒ thrust-01: “to push quickly and forcibly”,
gyaku ⇒ reverse-01: “turn around, change direction”,
gyakufunsha sasetari suru ⇒ reverse-01, thrust-01, and make-02: “cause (to be)”.
The last entry is an example of assigning several concepts to one position in the sentence:
the first two concepts correspond to the noun gyakufunsha, the last one is represented by the
auxiliaries sasetari suru, however, since auxiliaries are not annotated as dependencies by
CaboCha, we also map the third concept to the noun. In Fig. 11 there is also one mapping of
a word to the corresponding Wikipedia page: jettoenjin ⇒ “jet engine” (green). Whenever
we cannot map a word to a frame, we try to find a Wikipedia page representing the concept.
If a user clicks on such a concept name, we display the short abstract and thumbnail retrieved
via DBpedia (see Fig. 12). We use mainly the DBpedia disambiguation links data to identify
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Figure 11 Example of conceptual annotation – middle part.

Figure 12 Example of conceptual annotation – left part.

ambiguous words and select the Wikipedia page representing the correct word sense. Finally,
if there is no existing Wikipedia page, we use WordNet as backup, again retrieving the correct
synset (yellow) using word sense disambiguation based on contextual data and relational
information derived from WordNet. If we click on a WordNet concept, the synset definition
is displayed. This results in the following mappings for the left part of the sentence:
shitari ⇒ change-01: “transform”,
pitchi ⇒ blade pitch,
burēdo ⇒ blade.n.08: “flat surface that rotates and pushes through air or water”,
kahenpitchipuropera ⇒ variable-pitch propeller.
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As can be seen, we can successfully narrow down the senses of the polysemous word
“pitch” by following the disambiguation link to the correct Wikipedia page on blade pitch.
In the case of “blade”, this is not possible, because there is only a Wikipedia page for the
sense “sharp cutting part, for instance of a weapon or tool”.

5.4

Relational Annotation

With the relational annotation level, we complete the picture by adding semantic roles to
the display to offer a semantic representation of the meaning of the sentence within the
AMR framework. As can be seen in Fig. 13, we use a visual representation similar to that of
universal dependencies in the syntactic annotation.

Figure 13 Example of relational annotation – right part.

Whenever possible, we use core roles, defined in the OntoNotes frames (ARG0, ARG1,
...). In addition, AMR offers an inventory of non-core roles, e.g. time in Fig. 13 indicates
the time when the braking occurs. The roles op1, op2, ... are special roles only used in
AMR frames. Therefore, we have the following roles for the right part of the sentence:
ARG1

possible-01 −−−−→ improve-01: improve-01 is the “thing that is possible”,
ARG1
improve-01 −−−−→ effective-04: effective-04 is the “thing improving”,
ARG1
effective-04 −−−−→ brake-01: brake-01 is the “domain in which arg0 (cause) is
effective; outcome effected”.
We only indicate roles for which there is explicit evidence in the Japanese sentence. Since
Japanese omits many details that are usually expressed in other languages at least through
anaphora (a phenomenon also known as zero anaphora [5]), it is not often necessary to use
the variable mechanism of AMR to refer to antecedents. The middle part of the sentence
(see Fig. 14) contains the following roles, it also shows the use of inverse roles to re-focus the
AMR representation:
ARG1

generate-01 −−−−→ thrust-01: thrust-01 is the “thing created”,
ARG0
thrust-01 −−−−→ or: the whole -tari . . . -tari suru construct is the “agent, causer”,
ARG1-of
thrust-01 −−−−−→ thrust-01: this is an inverse role indicating that thrust-01 is the
“thing turning around”,
ARG1
make-02 −−−−→ thrust-01: thrust-01 is the “impelled action/ predication”,
ARG0
thrust-01 −−−−→ jet engine: in this case, jet engine is the “agent, causer”.
Finally, Fig. 15 displays the semantic roles for the remaining right part of the sentence:
ARG1

change-01 −−−−→ blade.n.08: blade.n.08 is the “thing changing”,
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Figure 14 Example of relational annotation – middle part.

Figure 15 Example of relational annotation – left part.

ARG2

change-01 −−−−→ blade pitch: blade pitch is the “end state”,
mod

blade.n.08 −−−→ variable-pitch propeller: this non-core role tells us that the latter
is a modifier of blade.n.08.

6

Conclusion

We have presented a Lively Language Learning solution that enables the student to explore
customized material in a dynamic way through Acquisition, Annotation, and Augmentation
(AAA4LLL). We have described how the users can choose their learning context by selecting
seed topics, finding appropriate translations of interesting sentences from Wikipedia with
the help of a transparent and traceable alignment technique, and inspecting these sentences
by studying the individual parts, enriched with lexical, syntactic, conceptual, and relational
annotation. The learning process can then be repeated by selecting new or additional topics.
As future work we will evaluate our learning solution in a classroom setting, for which
we will involve graduate level language students. We will assess both system performance
and learning outcomes by additionally employing novel evaluation approaches, such as
learner centered development as described in [4]. Finally, we are planning to release our
learning environment as open software together with instructive demos and an extensive
documentation of the annotation formats.
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Abstract

Intent detection is traditionally modeled as a sequence classification task where the role of the models
is to map the users’ utterances to their class. In this paper, however, we show that the classification
accuracy can be improved with the use of token level intent annotations and introducing new
annotation guidelines for labeling sentences in the intent detection task. What is more, we introduce
a method for training the network to predict joint sentence level and token level annotations. We
also test the effects of different annotation schemes (BIO, binary, sentence intent) on the model’s
accuracy.
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1

Introduction

Intent detection is a part of the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) component used in
intelligent dialog systems and chat-bots. It is responsible for capturing the intention behind
users’ utterances based on semantics. Intent detection has been traditionally modeled as a
sentence classification task where a whole utterance is mapped to its label. This approach,
however, imposes certain limitations, such as problematic representations of sentences with
multiple intentions or multi-sentence utterances, in which users want the agent to perform
several tasks at once.
In this paper, we propose a token-level sentence annotation method capable of improving
the intent classification accuracy. This approach is motivated by the fact that certain words
contain stronger semantic properties with respect to the user’s intention. Identifying and
labeling these words in the annotation process helps to provide additional knowledge to the
classifier. Token level information sends additional signals to the neural network, helping with
error propagation and generalization of the models. Token intents have also previously been
shown to help assign constrains to multi-intent sentences and improve capturing dependencies
between those intents [4]. Additionally, we present a method of joint training of the tokenlevel intent labels and sentence level labels in the multi-task learning fashion. Using this
type of training helps prevent the loss of information across the network resulting in its final
accuracy.
In our experiments, we present the improvement in model’s preference by using token-level
intent information instead of utterance-level labels. Models trained in this fashion are able
to achieve better results in the intent detection task. We also compare different annotation
schemes (BIO vs binary), as well as different token level information generation methods.
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Figure 1 Examples user utterances and their annotations focusing on specific parts of the
sentences indicating the intent.

2

Related Work

Intent detection has been modeled as a classification task where every sentence is assigned a
label corresponding to its intent. Several neural network architectures have been proposed for
intent recognition. These solutions were mainly based on BiLSTM [6, 8] networks. Recently
state-of-the art solutions use capsule neural networks as well [15, 16, 10]. In our experiments
we use architecture based on the widely known BERT [3, 1] model which, also previously
shown to achieve state-of-the-art results in the intent detection task.
While intent classification is traditionally based only on the sentence level information,
in other text classification tasks, such as Content Types [13], texts are often analyzed as
a composition of units (clause level cue analysis). Token level intent detection was also
previously explored by [7, 4, 12]. [12] used token level intent information for joint intent
detection and slot filling. In their work, intent of the utterance is computed by voting from
predictions at each token. In [4], token-based intent detection, used to deal with multi-intent
utterances, is performed based on hidden states of BiLSTM cells, as well as a feed-forward
network applied to the final state. In these papers, however, authors use either sentence
level intents as labels for every token [12, 4] or a statistical method such as tf-idf to identify
the keywords responsible for sentence intents [7]. Unlike these solutions, we demonstrate a
different approach to token information, in which the tokens labeled with intentions are not
identified as keywords [7], nor the sentence-level intent is assigned to every token. In our
work we propose an annotation scheme where instead of labeling the whole sentence, human
annotators identify the individual tokens responsible for the sentence sentiment.

3

Dataset

Traditional intent detection datasets such as ATIS [5] or Snips [2] contain only sentence level
labels. Apart from that, they are not demanding using current state of the art methods due to
large number of examples per intent and grammatically correct language in phrases, achieving
results around of 99% accuracy. This is why for the purpose of evaluation of our method we
created our own dataset of computer mediated customer-agent helpline conversations in the
banking domain. This dataset contains real human-human conversations of customers with
customer service agents on Facebook’s Messenger in the Polish language. From the initial
28000 question-answer pairs, we selected 924 messages corresponding to frequently asked
questions. Those questions were then paired with one of the 24 labels corresponding to user
intentions. These intentions included e.g. asking about confirmation of money transfer, or
the status of their application. The list of labels and their respected number of examples is
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shown in the Table 1. On average 68% of the tokens in user utterance were labeled with one
of the intentions. The detailed descriptions of intentions and their examples are shown in
the appendix.
Table 1 No. of examples per intent in train and test split of the dataset.
Intent
300
unblocking access
deposit machine fee
double charge
payment confirmation
canceling an application
application malfunction
trusted profile
card malfunction
contact request
server malfunction
sessions
sms
application status
cdm funds posting
application processing time
cash withdrawal
IBAN/BIC/SWIFT
blocking card documents
helpline waiting time
change of personal data
card delivery time
change of phone number
thanks
Sum

train
26
97
29
34
22
30
18
10
69
17
26
21
31
29
23
32
12
35
21
27
42
25
49
14
739

test
7
24
7
9
6
8
5
3
17
4
6
5
8
7
6
8
3
9
5
7
10
6
12
3
185

All texts have been anonymized, that is parts of the statements have been concealed
to avoid exposing the data of real-life customers. The anonymized information included
phone numbers, names, web addresses, bank names, specific products and services, as well as
mentions of other non-bank brands.

4

Our solution

In our solution, instead of labeling every message with a single label, we utilize token level
labels for users intents. This approach is motivated by the fact that certain words contain
stronger semantic properties with respect to users’ intention. Traditionally, the user intention
is predicted based on the final state of BiLSTM at the beginning of the network, the end of the
sequence, or both. The relevant information can, however, be present in various parts of the
sentence as shown in the Figure 1. While LSTM cells tend to model long-term dependencies
well, they can still suffer from vanishing gradient [9]. With the loss function being calculated
solely based on the last state of the network, while relevant information is present in the
middle, a problem of training the network to recognize important features arises, which may
results in lower accuracy. By contrast, using token level labeling loss function is calculated
based on token level prediction, enabling training signals to be better propagated by the
network. This approach can be seen as analogous to the auxiliary classifiers in convolutional
neural networks [14].
Modern intent detection models also use transformer based architectures, the most popular
one being BERT. In these systems, sentence level classification is based on the embedding of
a special [cls] token. Token level embeddings are computed using a self-attention mechanism
that models contextual relationships within the sentence. However, those architectures can
also benefit form token level information in the intent detection task, as previously shown
in [1].
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4.1

Annotation scheme

Motivated by these facts, we introduce a token level annotation scheme for the intent
detection task in which annotators were tasked to label a small part of each utterance in
direct correspondence to user’s intention, leaving out sentence parts irrelevant to the query:
Each statement is assigned exactly one intention e.g. how long do I have to wait for the
application?[application_processing_time]
The chosen intention concerns the main topic of the conversation
The scope of a tag covers the part of the statement that is specific to the intention. If
the statement is complex and the client describes the reason for making contact in a few
sentences then, unless otherwise impossible, the sentences were annotated in a way that
helped to indicate the intentions in their context, e.g. Hello, I would like to order an
activation package. I created an account, I received an activation package via text, valid
for 48 hours, but I was not able to activate it within 48 hours, hence the need to receive a
new activation package. How can I order it? [unlocking_access]
Examples of sentences and their annotations are shown in the Figure 1. Due to the fact that
the corpus is a set of computer-mediated texts, it is characterized by an informal style and
due to that several inconveniences were noticed during the tagging process. Full annotation
scheme is shown in the appendix.

4.2

Limitations

In general, the tagged intention was a part of sentences or one sentence. However, there were
texts in which the described problem could be noticed from the context of the statement,
rather than its direct meaning, in which case a few sentences were marked. Some intentions
were related to failures of various types. In this case, selecting the sentence: are you having
a malfunction – did not indicate the type of malfunction and the next part of the statement
should be marked: I can’t pay with card since a few hours ago, the ATM won’t even read
it. It is also worth to mention that annotating the dataset with token-level labels requires
additional work and therefore can reduce the ammout of labeled data in a given timeframe.
The increased complexity in annotation scheme also lead to inconsistent annotations between
users that can possibly result in reduced models performance (something we have yet to
explore).

5

Experiments

In our experiments, we test various types of token-level annotations and their impact on
intent detection accuracy. As a baseline solution we chose an annotation method where
only the sentence is labeled with user intention and the are no additional labels for tokens.
Next, we tested the annotation method used in [12, 4] where each token in the utterance is
labeled with the utterance’s intent. Finally, we tested human-made annotations where the
annotator identified words responsible for the user intention. In those annotations, we tested
three different label formats. The first one involved labeling each token as either relevant
on irrelevant to the intention in a binary classification method. The second one included
labeling relevant tokens with the sentence’s intent class. The third method was based on
BIO (beginning, inside, outside) labels. This format is visualized in Figure 2.
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Models

Two different models were chosen for testing classifier accuracy, one based on the BERT [3]
network and the second one based on the BiLSTM model. For BERT implementation, we
chose the base multilingual model. In our experiments we fine-tuned the model for both
sequence labeling and the classification task. During the training, each token was labeled in
a corresponding format. We also used BERT’s special [CLS] token for labeling the entire
sentence. Token level embeddings were mapped to their labels using a fully connected layer
with softmax activation function. A visualization of the BERT model with BOI annotation
scheme is shown in the Figure 2. The second model we used for testing was based on the

Figure 2 Examples of sentences and their annotation with token-level annotation method.

BiLSTM network. For the inputs we used Word2Vec embeddings pre-trained on the NKJP
corpus [11]. These inputs were inputted into the bidirectional LSTM layer with a hidden state
size of 300 neurons. Subsequently, for the token level classification we used a fully-connected
layer with a softmax activation function. The sentence level labels were predicted based
on LSTM cells output pooled with global average pooling, on top of which another fully
connected layer with softmax activation function has been added.

5.2

Training

Both networks were trained using categorical cross entropy loss function. This loss was
calculated between predicted token-level predictions and their true labels, as well as between
sentence level intent prediction and its true intent. The loss function is shown in the
Equation 1, where T is the number of tokens in the sentence, Ct is number of token classes
dependant on the annotation style, Cs is the number of intents, ti ,pi represent the correct
token level class and prediction, and tk and pk represent sentence leave prediction and true
class.
L=−

Ct
T X
X
i

j

ti log(pj ) −

Cs
X

tk log(pk )

(1)

k

For network training we also used the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 2e-5.
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6

Results

Results of the models’ accuracies using different token annotation methods are shown in
the Table 2: not using token level annotations (no token labeled), using sentence intent as
label for all the tokens (all tokens labeled), tokens labeled as either relevant or irrelevant
to the sentence intention (binary labels), tokens labeled with the BIO scheme (BIO labels)
and tokens relevant to the sentence intention labels with its intent (intent labels). We also
compared our solution with baseline Support Vector Machines (SVM) model trained on the
whole sentences without additional token labels.
Table 2 Comparison of the accuracies of BiLSTM and BERT models depending on different
token level annotations.
Annotation scheme
no tokens labeled
all tokens labeled
binary labels
BIO labels
intent labels

BERT
0.918
0.913
0.918
0.929
0.929

BiLSTM
0.859
0.859
0.864
0.864
0.875

SVM
0.837
-

Results show that using token level annotations can boost the performance of a BERT
based model by 1pp, while the BiLSTM model can raise it by 1.5pp. In both cases, the best
results were achieved by labeling each relevant token with the utterance’s intention. BERT
model achieved an accuracy of 92.9 %, while BiLSTM achieved accuracy of 0.875 %. In
contrast to the work presented by [12, 4], we have also determined that in our case labeling
every token in the sentence does not improve the general accuracy of the system, and in the
case of the BERT model worsens the outcome.

7

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we demonstrated that token level labeling can improve the accuracy of intent
detection systems. In the future we are also planning on testing the influence of token level
intent prediction on the accuracy of joint intent detection and slot filling models.
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A

Full Annotation Manual

A.1

Method of annotation

Each statement is assigned exactly one intention e.g.
how long do I have to wait for the application? - > [application_processing_time]
The chosen intention concerned the main topic of the conversation.
The scope of a tag covers the part of the statement that is specific to the intention
If the statement is complex and the client describes the reason for his contact in a few
sentences, then, if it was not possible otherwise, sentences were marked that helped to
indicate the intentions in their context, e.g. Hello, I would like to order an activation
package. I created an account, I received an activation package via text, valid
for 48 hours, but I was not able to activate within 48 hours, hence the need
to receive a new activation package. How can I order it? -> [unlocking_access]
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A.2

Problematic cases in annotation

Due to the fact that the corpus is a set of computer-mediated text, it is characterized by an
informal style and during the tagging process several inconveniences were noticed. Generally,
the tagged intention was part of a sentence or one sentence. However, there were texts
where the described problem could be noticed from the context of the statement, not from
its directness, in which case a few sentences were marked. Some intentions were related to
failures of various types. In this case, selecting the sentence: are you having a malfunction
– it did not indicate the type of malfunction and the next part of the statement should be
marked. e. g. I can’t pay with card since a few hours ago, the ATM won’t even read it.

A.3

Considered intentions

Application_status – intention indicating the question about the status of the application
Hello, I would like to know at what checking stage is currently my application
I made a verification transfer yesterday, but I still have no information about my
application.
Payment_confirmation – intention indicating the question for confirmation of the transfer
I made a transfer and cannot download the confirmation
Good morning, can I get a transfer confirmation after the transfer has already
been sent and the “send transfer confirmation to e-mail” box has not been checked?
Blocking_card_documents – intention indicating the question about the possibility of
blocking documents in the event of loss or theft
Hello, please block my account urgently. I am in Belarus at the moment and I do
not use the card. This is some kind of theft. Can I block the card somehow?
Good evening. I would like to block my account card. Can someone help me?
Trusted_profile – the intention indicating the question to create a profile trusted via the
bank
Good morning. I would like to set up a trusted profile so that I can run errands
in government offices. I would like to validate my profile through my bank account.
Good morning . I have a question: is it possible to set up a TRUSTED PROFILE
in your bank, of which I am a customer?
Sms – intention indicating the question about the problems associated with the coming
message, codes, confirmations by text messages
Cool, you can’t make transfers at this time, the text hasn’t arrived after over an
hour. It’s not the first time either, ugh.
Hello, I have a problem with online transactions, I am not getting any reply
messages with the phone code, what could be the reason?
300 – intention indicating the question about information on completing and submitting
applications for the 300+ benefit
hello how to apply for the “good start” benefit through an account in your bank
best regards
PLEASE TELL ME HOW CAN I APPLY FOR 300 PLU THRU THE BANK ??
Canceling_an_application – intention indicating question about resign from the submitted
application
Can I cancel my application? Unfortunately, the examination is taking too long
and I cannot wait this long.
Hello, I would like to know if I can cancel the loan application to purchase goods
from NonBankBrand
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Iban_bic_swift – intention indicating questions about IBAN and BIC/SWIFT numbers
Hello, Where can I check the IBAN number and the BIC/SWIFT code (?)
? Thank you for your answer in advance and have a nice day. FIRSTNAMETAG
SURNAMETAG.
Hello, I have a foreign currency account at your bank and I would like to ask what’s
the swift/bic number?
Card_malfunction – intention indicating questions related to card payment or cash
withdrawal problems
Well, my card has been rejected 2 times when paying contactless and 2 times
during a transaction with a card reader while using the correct pin
Good day. I can’t get through to you ... I have a problem with my card. I do
not know what’s going on. I cannot do payments or withdraw cash. I can make
transfers with no problems.
Deposit_machine_fee – intention indicating question about the fees associated with use
of machine deposit
Good morning, I have a personal account, do you charge a fee for depositing
money in a cash deposit machine?
Hello. I have a CardBank debit card. Is there any fee for using a cash deposit
machine?
Thanks – intention indicating thanking
thanks for help
thanks for the quick help
Sessions – intentions indicating the question related to sessions and transaction time
Hello, my friend made a transfer from NameBank at 12, I have an account at NameBank,
incoming sessions at NameBank are at 11:00, 15:00 and 17:00 the transfer
should be here right? and I did not receive the transfer, I contacted my bank but
they said to contact you, I did not receive a transfer from you. it was made at 12. and
no later
Hey, if I’m abroad, specifically in the Netherlands, and made a weekend transfer to
another bank – NameBank from a PLN account to a PLN account, is the posting
time for such an operation extended? I’ve been waiting for the confirmation
of the transfer since yesterday and I am starting to wonder if the funds will
be delivered on time. Today at the latest
Helpline_waiting_time – intentions indicating the questions about hotline hours and
connection waiting times
I have been blocked from accessing my account via the website. I’ve been trying to
call you, but for a long time no one has bothered to answer it... and you’re
supposed to be available 24/7. . .
Hello, I tried to connect with a consultant several times today and nobody’s
answering... Please contact me
Cash_withdrawal – intention indicating the question about withdrawing money at bank
or atm
Hello. I have a question. Will there be no problems if I go to your bank office
tomorrow with the intention of withdrawing several thousand euros from
my account?
Hello, I have a small question can I withdraw money from my account in any
NameBank office in Szczecin. I’m talking about a sum larger than what you can
withdraw from an ATM
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Contact_request – intention indicating contact request
Hello again. Yes, please have an expert contact me on my phone. As soon as
possible. I didn’t manage to connect with an online expert and, to be honest, I am
put off by this application. Please call me
Hello, I’m your customer and would like you to contact me on my phone please
Card_delivery_time – intention indicating question about time of card delivery
Thank you for the information. I ordered the card through the application. Please
tell me how long is the waiting period for a new card?
Hello. How long does it take to get a multi-currency card? And what are the
account maintenance fees?
Application_processing_time – intention indicating question about time of application
processing
Hello, I would like to ask how long will it take to process an application for a
brokerage account? Is it a matter of hours or days?
Hello, I would like to know why it’s taking so long to process a loan application,
it’s been nearly 12 hours and I still haven’t received a reply, while usually it would
take a few to a dozen or so minutes. The application number is OTHERTAG
Cdm_funds_posting – intention indicating question about posting funds via CDM
Hello. I deposited money into the cash deposit machine because I have to make
an urgent transfer. The deposit was made at 20.03. When will the money be on
my account?
Server_malfunction – intention indicating questions regarding problems with the working
of the website
Hello. Why is it impossible to reach the WWWTAG website since Saturday’s
technical break? the problem persists on many devices and with various internet
providers I have already tried to reach your website on 4 devices and using 3 internet
providers and nothing happened
Good evening. I have a question for you – why isn’t the NameBank website
working and consequently it’s impossible to log in to the account
Double_charge – intention indicating problems with double charge with paying by card
Good morning. I’m having an issue with a payment, so my account has been
double charged for the payment, how do I solve this problem?
Good morning Regarding yesterday’s malfunction, will the payments that
have been rejected be returned to my account? They’re still in the blocked and
suspended tabs.
Unlocking_access – intention indicating problems with logging
Hello. I have a question? Is it possible to retrieve the password to the
NameBank website.
Hello. I would like to apply for a credit card, but I don’t remember my ID and
password. How do I solve this problem? Thank you in advance. Solution
Change_of_personal_data – intention indicating questions about changing personal data
in the system
good morning, my ID card has expired, I’ve gotten a new one. Should I go to the
bank office to update the data?
Hi, can I change my registered address I gave on the helpline? While I’ve
been creating an account?
Application_malfunction – intention indicating question related to an application problem
Hello. The application won’t work all day long. Will it be up today?
Good morning. I haven’t been able to log into the NameBank’s mobile
application for several hours. No connection message
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Change_of_phone_number – intention indicating question related to changing user’s
phone number.
Hi, where can I change my phone number?

A.4

Anonymization

All texts have been anonymised, which means that the names and parts of the statements
have been hidden, on the basis of which the data and the person who concerns them can be
recognized. The following were anonymised:
address – cities, streets, addresses
bank – bank names
bankProduct – names of accounts, helpline, names of products related to the bank’s
brand
cardBank – card names: visa, masterCard etc.
FirstName – customer names
other – application number, document number
phone – phone numbers
secondName – customer surnames
user – nicknames, initializing clients
www – pages, links
nonBankBrand – ATMs, online stores and other stores, etc.
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Introduction

The number of standards, requirements, and recommended practices (RP) in industry is
overwhelming and requirements administration is costly. A survey from 2016 reveals that
costs related to requirements are particularly high for petroleum companies working on the
Norwegian shelf [23]. There are international standards like ISO, IEC, national standards,
industry standards and companies have their own set of standards and requirements and all
of them are constantly evolving.
Most of the requirements that are used in industry today are available only in textual
format embedded in documents (e.g., PDF, Word) and the documents are revised and treated
as one entity. This way of dealing with requirements comes with numerous challenges. One
challenge is the organization of the requirements (i.e., managing the documents). When a
supplier agrees to build a specific artefact, he must know exactly what requirements are
relevant for the task and to find them, he must look into many potentially relevant documents.
The documents may contain duplicate, overlapping, and even conflicting requirements. The
revision cycle time of requirements is also a major bottleneck for industry today. Before
an international standard has been revised, the world has changed and they already seem
outdated. This slow revision cycle is one of the main drivers of company-specific requirements
which in turn creates a more complicated picture by multiplying the number of possible
requirements, duplicates, and conflicts.
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Some companies have migrated to requirement management systems such as SIEMENS’
Polarion [30] and IBM’s DOORS [21]. These tools allow for better organization of textual
requirements. By adopting a proper numbering scheme where a requirement can be identified
globally across documents and allowing metadata to be attached to a single requirement
(e.g., author, comments), the requirements can be revised individually. This is a step in the
right direction, but we are still dealing with requirements in natural language and not with
machine-understandable requirements.
It would be of great help for industrial companies and requirements companies if the
requirements were available in a structured, machine-understandable, format (e.g., RDF).
That way, a machine will know what entity or process the requirement is about and also
the relevant properties, conditions, and demands without having to figure it out by itself by
interpreting the text. If we consider this requirement sentence: Test pieces for transverse
weld (cross weld) tensile shall be rectangular and in accordance with [B.2.3.3]. It can be
broken down into its scope, and the demands:
Scope: Test pieces for transverse weld (cross weld)
Demand 1: rectangular
Demand 2: in accordance with [B.2.3.3].
If every document is broken down into individual requirements and each requirement into
its components, and if each of the components is linked with corresponding concepts in a
knowledge base, requirements management can be done much more automatically because
the requirements could also be used directly by computer applications. Revision cycles could
be greatly reduced by not having to revise an entire document, it will be possible to detect
duplicates and conflicts. We further imagine that relevant requirements for a particular
project can be automatically identified, as well as which requirement belongs to which subset
of the project. It can also be possible to do automatic compliance checking between a set of
requirements and a project description. While new requirements can be made structural if
industry decides on a standard model to represent requirements, we are still bound by over a
century of textual requirements and standards that cannot be ignored.
Neural methods in NLP have improved performance on many NLP tasks. Such methods,
however, require large amounts of training data. The pre-trained BERT-models, for instance,
are trained using the English Wikipedia and the BookCorpus, in total about 3,300M words [16].
Working with neural NLP techniques on domain-specific documents is challenging. In the case
when the available document base is small, it is not obvious how to obtain good-performing
NLP-models. Different solutions have been proposed including distant supervision [25],
domain specific word embeddings [26] and transfer learning approaches [29, 20]. Textual
requirements documents are domain-specific, there is, to the best of our knowledge, no
labelled data available, and not many publicly available knowledge bases.
Our key contribution is a method to label requirements sentences using a weakly supervised
approach using openly available data and simple heuristics to train a classifier that classifies
requirements sentences into SCOPE (contains a scope) and NOT SCOPE (the sentence
does not contain the scope of the requirement). The source code is openly available. 1
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We define the problem in Section 2,
before summarizing related work in Section 3. In Section sec:methodology we describe the
creation of the corpus and the classifier; in Section 5 we evaluate the approach on real
industry requirements before we discuss the findings in Section 6 and present our conclusions
in Section 7.
1
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The problem

Scope detection is the task of detecting a given requirement sentence’s subject matter,
i.e., the scope of the requirement. In this paper, we look at a binary classification task
where a sentence is classified as containing a scope (SCOPE) or as not containing a scope
(NOT SCOPE). According to the READI project [31, 32], a scope is typically a subclass of
equipment. Thus, in this paper, we limit the task to the detection of a scope that is a piece
of equipment, an assembly of pieces of equipment or refinement of equipment. A piece of
equipment is understood as an artefact or a physical resource required for a purpose [5]. There
can be requirement sentences with non-equipment scopes, such as about documentation, the
outcome of events, quality of processes etc. However, we disregard such scopes.
We make two simplifying assumptions. First, that the scopes are in sentences with
requirements that are strictly to be followed (mandatory requirements). According to [12],
shall is a “verbal form used to indicate requirements strictly to be followed to conform to
the document”. For this reason, we disregard all sentences that do not contain the word
shall. The second assumption is that the scope can be identified within a sentence, thus we
disregard the surrounding context of the requirement sentence.
The requirement documents that we have been working with are structured documents
using numbered sections, subsections and so on.2 Each of the lowest level subsections can
consist of either one or several sentences. Some examples of requirements sentences from the
document DNVGL-ST-F101 (Submarine pipeline systems ed. October 2017) [12] are: 3
DNV-ST-F101 Sec.3 CONCEPT AND DESIGN PREMISE DEVELOPMENT
3.3.4.5 Marine growth on pipeline systems shall be considered, taking into account
both biological and other environmental phenomena relevant for the location.
DNV-ST-F101 Sec.3 CONCEPT AND DESIGN PREMISE DEVELOPMENT
3.3.6.1 Surveys shall be carried out along the total length of the planned pipeline route to
provide sufficient data for design and construction related activities.
DNV-ST-F101 Sec.3 CONCEPT AND DESIGN PREMISE DEVELOPMENT
3.4.2.2 The submarine pipeline system shall have a specified incidental pressure or
be split into different sections with different specified incidental pressures.
DNV-ST-F101 Sec.4 DESIGN - LOADS
4.2.1.7 Fluctuations in temperature shall be taken into account when checking fatigue
strength.
The sentence in requirement 3.3.4.5 should be classified as SCOPE because it is about
and contains a reference to pipeline systems which is an assembly of pieces of equipment.
The sentence in 3.3.6.1 is a requirement for the planning of the pipeline route which is
not a piece of equipment thus NOT SCOPE. 3.4.2.2 is SCOPE because it is about the
submarine pipeline system and contains a reference to that. The sentence in 4.2.1.7 is NOT
SCOPE since the scope is not explicit in the sentence (i.e., the fatigue strength of what?).

2
3

The approach is not limited to documents with numbered sections and requirements.
© DNV GL. DNV GL does not take responsibility for any consequences arising from the use of this
content.
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3

Related work

Scope detection of technical requirements is related to the classification of technical requirements in general. We consider four types of (sentence) classification on technical
requirements: i) Demarcation of requirements from information, ii) detection of requirement
defects (e.g., ambiguity, vagueness), iii) classifying requirements into a project’s subsystem,
and iv) classification of software requirements.
For the demarcation task, Winkler and Vogelsang propose to use a Convolutional Neural
Network to classify sentences into either information or requirements using a dataset of
automotive requirements that was manually labelled by industry partners [33]. Abualhaija
et al. approach the same task by evaluating several statistical machine learning algorithms
using a generic set of features and trained on labelled documents from different requirements
domains [8]. For the detection of requirements defects, [28] uses rule-based NLP techniques
(GATE). [19] tackles the project subsystem classification task by using a curated knowledge
base extracted from technical specifications and a classification function, which takes into
account the number of domain terms and context information. For the task of classifying
software requirements using NLP techniques, a common task is the classification of software
requirements into functional and non-functional requirements as in [15].
This work is also related to domain-adaption of NLP techniques such as transfer learning
and weak supervision. One widely known form of weak supervision is distant supervision [24].
A typical application of distant supervision is relation extraction. To use distant supervision
for relation extraction, we typically align a sentence with a database and whenever two
entities are found in the sentence and there exists a relationship between the same entities
in a dataset, the text is assumed to be about this relationship. Training data generated by
distant supervision, however, can be noisy.
Snorkel [27] is a framework that aims to let the user programmatically build training
data using a set of labelling functions. A labelling function is any code that aims to label a
subset of input data. This can be simple heuristic rules or distant supervision using external
knowledge bases. The user provides the framework with a set of labelling functions (LF).
The framework is capable of learning a generative model to estimate the accuracy of the
different labelling functions and combines the outputs into a set of probabilistic labels.
Another approach to domain adaption is transfer-learning [20]. Transfer learning means to
use data or models from other tasks or domains to train a model for another task/domain [29].
An example of sequential transfer learning is to first pre-train word or sentence representations
on a general corpus before fine-tuning them to the problem task/domain. Fine-tuning of
pretrained BERT-embeddings for some downstream-tasks was evaluated in [16].

4

Methodology

We apply a pipeline of 5 major components as shown in Figure 1: i) Extraction of the
textual content of the PDF ii) insert XML-tags to generate an XML-representation of the
document, iii) extraction of the mandatory requirement sentences from relevant parts of the
XML-document, iv) using data programming to create labelled training data, v) training of
a classifier based on BERT pretrained contextual embeddings and a fully connected layer.

4.1

Notation

R is the set of all requirement sentences, r is a single requirement. T is a list of terms.
SCOPE and NOT SCOPE are labels used to classify a requirement sentence as either
containing the scope or not. ABSTAIN is used when a labelling function cannot decide.
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Figure 1 Overview of the pipeline.

4.2

PDF to XML

Extracting text from a PDF document is not straightforward [14]. The requirements
documents we are working with are structured using numbered headings for chapters,
sections, subsection, tables, figures and so on. If we extract the text from the PDF using
tools such as pdftotext and work with it directly, it is often difficult to identify sentence
and paragraph boundaries. We find that by first converting the text to a document where
the different elements of the document are surrounded by XML-tags, we can keep both the
structure and the content of the document while having a document that is easier to parse
for other applications.
We use Apache PDFbox [2] to extract the text from 52 requirements documents on rules
for ship classification [10] and one on submarine pipeline systems [12]. Headers and footers
were removed by restricting the area that was read by PDFBox.
First, we remove dots from common abbreviations (e.g., Sec. was changed to Sec, Ch.
to Ch) to make it easier to identify sentence boundaries later. Then, symbols that are part of
the XML-syntax (<,> and &) were changed (to &lt;, &gt;, and).
The start of sections and the various levels of subsections are identified using regular
expressions and an XML-tag (e.g., <section>) is inserted in the text. The start of tables,
figures and comments are found the same way (captions are above tables and figures in all
the documents). Everything before the first section is removed. This is the introduction and
the table of contents. Last, the XML preamble and the end document tag are inserted. End
tags for each of the different tags (section, subsections, table, figure) are inserted when a new
element of the same type starts, a new parent element starts, or where the document ends.
Sometimes, tables in the document contain entries that are confused with section numbers
or the document contained difficult structuring (e.g., first a table is within a note and then a
note is within a table). In such cases, it is necessary to manually correct the XML file.

4.3

Extraction of requirements sentences

We parse the generated XML-file with a DOM parser and extract the textual content of each
of the tags that contain requirement text. We do not use content from tables, figures and
guidance notes. Each element is split, using the NLTK’s recommended sentence tokenizer [6],
into individual sentences. Finally, we collect all the sentences that contain the word shall
(i.e., it is a mandatory requirement) and write them to a TSV file including the numbering
of each of the sentences for reference.

4.4

Creation of labelled data

We use snorkel as a framework for creating a weak supervision-based training dataset. The
framework is based on providing multiple labelling functions (LFs) that aim to classify a
subset of the dataset. The framework unifies the output of the LFs and generates weak
supervision labelled data. We have two labels SCOPE, NOT SCOPE. This is thus a binary
document classification task. Each of our label functions works independently and, given a
sentence, either classifies it into SCOPE or NOT SCOPE or abstains from classifying.
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4.4.1

LF using dataset related to ISO 15926

Since we limit the approach to pieces of equipment, we use a gazetteer of artifacts. To
compile this gazetteer, we used the SPARQL endpoint available at [1], which contains
structured data according to the ISO 15926 standard. First, we queried for a list with
all labels of concepts that are (recursively) subclasses of the ARTEFACT CLASS (<http:
//data.15926.org/rdl/RDS201644>). The result of this query was curated as follows: i) all
strings were converted to lowercase, ii) the substring “class” was removed from the end of all
class-names, iii) the substring “asme” was removed from the beginning of all class-names iv)
if a string ends with “for asme . . . ”, the substring starting with “for asme” to the end of the
label was removed, v) duplicates were removed from the list.
Second, we queried for all concepts that are (recursively) subclass of ARTEFACT (<http:
//data.15926.org/rdl/RDS422594>). All strings were converted to lowercase. The two
lists of terms were then concatenated into a final list of 10861 terms T15926 . The labelling
algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 LF using dataset related to ISO 15926.

Input: T15926 , r
Output: SCOPE or ABSTAIN
1: C ← get_noun_chunks(r)
2: for all c ∈ C do
3:
s ← lemmatize_each_word(remove_stopwords(lowercase(word_tokenize(c))))
4:
while s not empty do
5:
if s ∈ T15926 then return SCOPE
6:
else s ← remove_first_word(s)
return ABSTAIN

4.4.2

LF using list of words from TermoStat

We used the online TermoStat tool [17, 18] to extract domain vocabulary. We collected
nouns both single and multi-word terms. We transformed each PDF-document into text
using pdftotext and passed the text-documents one by one and collected all the terms in one
list. The list was reduced by removing duplicates to 37,720 terms.
The list of domain vocabulary was filtered using WordNet. All terms that have hyponyms
that are in the same synset as “artifact” were kept. This gave us a final list of 974 words,
Tterm . The list includes words we probably wouldn’t label as equipment, however, it is
quite specific to the domain. Therefore it seemed best to create a function that, instead
of label SCOPE all sentences that contain the word, it will label NOT SCOPE if after
checking all chunks in the sentence, nothing was found. The labelling algorithm is described
in Algorithm 2.

4.4.3

LF using list of words generated using word vectors

We used pre-trained word embeddings from gensim [3] (glove-wiki-gigaword-100). We
manually compiled a small list of words (seed-terms) containing known pieces of equipment.
The words were picked from ISO 14224 [22] and a few terms from [12] and [10] in total 30
words. The words are listed in Section A.2.
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Algorithm 2 LF using list of words from TermoStat.

Input: Tterm , r
Output: NOT SCOPE or ABSTAIN
1: C ← get_noun_chunks(r)
2: for all c ∈ C do
3:
s ← lemmatize_each_word(remove_stopwords(lowercase(word_tokenize(c))))
4:
while s not empty do
5:
if s ∈ Tterm then
6:
f ound ← T rue
7:
Break
8:
else remove_first_word(s)
9: if f ound == T rue then return ABSTAIN
10: else return NOT SCOPE

First, we calculated the average vector of these pieces of equipment. Then, we gathered
the top 100 most similar terms (cosine similarity) to this vector and created a list Temb . For
the labelling, we reused Algorithm 1, but with Temb instead of T15926 . We did not do any
fine-tuning of the words used as seeds or of the vectors used, so it should be possible to
improve upon this function.

4.4.4

LFs using simple regular expression patterns

We defined two label functions using simple regular expression patterns:
If the sentence contains a colon: NOT SCOPE (often a definition)
“Pressure, Maximum Allowable Incidental (MAIP): In relation to pipelines, this is . . . ” is
NOT SCOPE
If it contains a capitalized “For”: SCOPE
“For full-lift safety valves, . . . ” is SCOPE
If the sentence does not match the pattern, ABSTAIN.

4.4.5

LFs using simple terms

We also used two functions checking for terms in a sentence:
Using a small manually created list of terms commonly seen in SCOPE sentences – see
the Appendix.
A manually created list of terms commonly seen in NOT SCOPE sentences – see the
Appendix.
We did the most effort on compiling the list for the NOT SCOPE sentences because there
is no dictionary that we can use to identify a sentence that does not contain any piece of
equipment. The lists were created by manually looking at the requirements. Beginning with a
few terms (e.g., report, carried out) we kept looking at the identified NOT SCOPE-sentences
to identify terms that were common among them.

4.5

The classifier

To build the classifier, we use a pretrained BERT model [16, 4] (bert-base-cased) with a
linear layer on top of the pooled output. For training, we use the values proposed in the
original paper (and did no further tuning of hyper-parameters). The parameters are shown
in Table 1. All parameters of the BERT model except bias, gamma and beta parameters are
trained. The Linear scheduler with warmup is used.
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Table 1 Hyper-parameters used to train the classifier.

5

Parameter

Value

epochs
learning rate
eps
max seq len
optimizer
weight-decay-rate

4
3e05
1e-8
32
ADAMW
0.01

Evaluation

5.1

Manual labelling

We created a labelling guideline for scope detection describing the task, the limiting conditions
and example labelling of confusing cases. We used the guidelines and manually labelled
200 requirements sentences to evaluate performance when developing the dataset and the
performance of the final model. When training the classifier, we also used 10% of the dataset
for evaluation. Also, we divided the 300 sentences into three Excel sheets and asked ontology
experts from DNV GL to annotate these sheets. Three annotators were selected for each
sheet and they were given the same annotation guidelines that we had been using.
We further annotated 200 sentences from Drilling facilities (DNVGL-OS-E101) [9], all
extracted sentences (180) from Floating docks (DNVGL-RU-FD) [11], and 200 sentences
from Equinor’s Field instrumentation (TR3032) [13].

5.2

Automatic labelling

The accuracy of the dataset with regard to the labelled dataset is 0.79 using snorkel’s majority
vote model which was empirically found to give higher accuracy than snorkel’s label model
(acc 0.76) for the task.

5.3

The model

The created training data was split into train and validation. The result of running the
classifier on the validation dataset is found in Table 2. The accuracy of the classifier is
0.91. The result of running the classifier on the 200 manually labelled sentences is shown
in Table 3 together with the results from the experiments with the three other documents,
DNVGL-OS-E101, DNVGL-RU-FD, and TR3032.
Table 2 Result of the evaluation of the classifier on the validation set.

4

Class

Precision

Recall

F1

Support

NOT SCOPE
SCOPE

0.86
0.93

0.81
0.95

0.83
0.94

638
1801

This is the document that the classifier was trained on.
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Table 3 Evaluation of the classifier on manually labelled data from different documents.
Dataset

Class

Precision

Recall

F1

Support

NOT SCOPE
SCOPE

0.87
0.75

0.64
0.92

0.74
0.83

92
108

OS-E101
Acc: 0.76

NOT SCOPE
SCOPE

0.80
0.74

0.47
0.93

0.60
0.82

76
124

RU-FD
Acc: 0.68

NOT SCOPE
SCOPE

0.60
0.71

0.46
0.81

0.52
0.76

68
112

Equinor TR3032
Acc: 0.79

NOT SCOPE
SCOPE

0.76
0.79

0.52
0.92

0.61
0.85

66
134

RU-SHIP and ST-F101
Acc: 0.79

5.4

4

Labelling by DNV GL

The manually labelled data from DNV GL were combined into one dataset using majority
vote. Whenever an annotator had left a sentence unlabelled, we labelled it as scope if any of
the two others had labelled it as scope. When there were missing values, however, it was not
possible to calculate Kohen’s kappa. For the second Excel sheet, we got only two of the three
annotated sheets, so to combine the two sheets we labelled a sentence as scope if any of the
two annotators had labelled it as scope. The accuracy of the classifier on the combined data
was 0.67. Precision, recall and F1-score is shown in Table 4. We calculated inter-annotator
agreement for each of the Excel sheets and the Kohen’s kappa and Krippendorf’s alpha scores
are presented in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively.
Table 4 Evaluation of the classifier on the dataset labelled by ontology experts acc: 0.67.
Class

Precision

Recall

F1

Support

NOT SCOPE
SCOPE

0.84
0.59

0.48
0.89

0.61
0.71

162
138

Table 5 Kohen’s kappa score between annotators.
Sheet no.

Annotators

Kohen’s kappa

1

AB
AC
BC

0.335
-

2

CD

-

3

BE
AE
AB

0.582
0.368
0.408
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Table 6 Krippendorff’s alpha.

5.5

Sheet no.

Krippendorff’s alpha

1
2
3

0.396
0.510
0.434

Examples of classification

The requirements sentences in this section are reproduced with permission from DNV GL. 5
Using the colour olive, we indicate the scope of the sentence. By the colour red, we indicate
something that can be seen as a scope but is not considered in this paper.

5.5.1

Examples of correct classifications

DNV-ST-F101 Appendix B MECHANICAL TESTING AND CORROSION TESTING
B.2.3.9 [sentence 1] Test pieces for transverse weld (cross weld) tensile shall be
rectangular and in accordance with [B.2.3.3] SCOPE
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.5 Ch.13 Sec.13 RADIATION HAZARDS
4.1.2 [sentence 2]Attention shall be paid to effects from re-radiated fields NOT SCOPE
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.7 Ch.1 Sec.24 Winterized vessels
24.2.1 [sentence 1] Anti-icing and de-icing switchboards shall be surveyed. SCOPE.
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.5 Ch.10 Sec.14 SLOP RECEPTION VESSEL 2.2.4 [sentence 2]
Coamings of suitable height shall be arranged below manifolds and hose connections
in order to minimize spill. SCOPE
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.5 Ch.10 Sec.6 DIVING SUPPORT VESSELS
2.1.4 If the diving support vessel does not carry the class notation COMF(V- crn), the
diver’s accommodation area (inner area) shall be subject to the relevant vibration
and noise measurements applicable to the remaining accommodation. SCOPE

5.5.2

Examples of incorrect classifications

In this section, we list some incorrect classifications and provide a short comment.
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.6 Ch.2 Sec.13 GAS FUELLED SHIP INSTALLATIONS - GAS
FUELLED LPG
9.3.3.2 [sentence 2] Detection of leakages shall result in automatic closing of all valves
required to isolate the leakage. Falsely classified as SCOPE. Here, we don’t know what
we are detecting the leakage on. Fails possibly because a piece of equipment occurs in
the sentence without being the scope.
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.4 Ch.3 Sec.2 GAS TURBINES
2.2.5 [sentence 7] Burner lifetime shall be specified together with the nominal/recommended exchange intervals. Falsely classified as NOT SCOPE. It should be classified as
SCOPE because lifetime as a direct property of burner.
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.7 Ch.1 Sec.2 ANNUAL SURVEYS EXTENT – MAIN CLASS
3.3.1 [sentence 1] The survey on deck shall include: – examination of the venting
systems for the cargo tanks, interbarrier spaces and hold spaces. Falsely classified as
SCOPE. It is about the survey which is not a piece of equipment.
5

© DNV GL. DNV GL does not take responsibility for any consequences arising from the use of this
content.
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DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.5 Ch.10 Sec.14 SLOP RECEPTION VESSEL
3.1.3 [sentence 2] – Two-way communication between the reception facility and
the delivery vessel shall be established before the transfer commences. Falsely classified
as SCOPE. It is about communication which is not a piece of equipment.
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.5 Ch.9 Sec.4 STANDBY VESSELS
2.2.3 [sentence 1] The net plate thickness, in mm, in superstructures and deckhouses
shall not be less than: where: t0 = 4.5 for front bulkheads and weather deck forward of
the lowest tier of the front bulkhead = 3.5 for sides and aft end bulkheads and weather
decks elsewhere = 3.0 for superstructure and deckhouse decks (in way of accommodation)
c = coefficient taken as:. Falsely classified as NOT SCOPE.
DNV-RU-SHIP Pt.6 Ch.1 Sec.4 STRENGTHENED FOR HEAVY CARGO IN BULK HC
10.1.2 [sentence 1] Requirements specific to dry cargo ships The loading manual shall
contain the loading conditions described in [4]. Falsely classified as SCOPE. It is about
the loading manual, but the title seems to have been joined together with the requirement
making it look like it is about dry cargo ships.
DNV-ST-F101 Sec.7 CONSTRUCTION – LINEPIPE
7.4.2.3 In addition to the applicable information given in [7.1.7] and [7.1.8], the MPS
for lined linepipe shall as a minimum contain the following information (as applicable):
– details for fabrication of backing pipe and liner – quality control checks for the lining
process – details of data to be recorded (e g expansion pressure/force, strain, deformation)
– procedure for cut back prior to seal welding or cladding to attach liner to carrier pipe –
seal welding procedures – details regarding any CRA clad welding to pipe ends. Falsely
classified as SCOPE. It is about MPS (manufacturing procedure specification) which is
a document.
DNV-ST-F101 Sec.6 DESIGN - MATERIALS ENGINEERING
6.3.5.3 [sentence 2] For concrete coating the minimum requirements in ISO 21809-5
shall apply with additional requirements given in [9.3] in this standard. Classified as
SCOPE, we regard concrete coating a material and classify the sentence as NOT
SCOPE.

5.5.3

Sentence length and incorrect classification

Since our labelling functions identify terms in a sentence, it seems likely that we incorrectly
classify longer sentences more often because they contain more terms. However, that this is
not the case. The distribution of the incorrectly classified sentences is almost the same as
the distribution of the entire dataset when plotted against sentence length as seen in Fig. 2.

6

Discussion

That majority vote gave better results than snorkel’s label function is in line with the results
in [27] that when we have few labelling functions, many data points will have only one
labelling function giving something different from ABSTAIN. From Table 7 in Appendix A,
it is possible to see that the labelling functions that label SCOPE have better coverage than
the ones that label NOT SCOPE and Table 8 show that the dataset performance is shifted
toward higher recall on SCOPE and high precision and low recall on NOT SCOPE.
The detection of NOT SCOPE is in essence the detection of the lack of (technical)
scope terms in a sentence. To detect the lack of terms we must have an exhaustive list of
terms which we cannot assume to have. Having some terms that indicate NOT SCOPE
(see the Appendix) is beneficial, but we suspect that many more patterns could be identified.
It could be interesting to use clustering or frequent itemset mining to identify such terms.
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Figure 2 Distribution of the number of sentence per sentence length (number of tokens). The
x-axis depicts the number of tokens in a sentence. The y-axis depicts the fraction of the total number
of sentences.

For the word vector label function (Section 4.4.3) it would be interesting to try different
sets of seed words and different word vectors. Using domain-specific word embeddings can
also prove to be interesting.
The accuracy of the classifier is the same as using the dataset, 0.79. Taking a 95%
confidence interval of the classifier’s accuracy, we get 0.79 ± 0.0565 or ≈ [0.7335, 0.8465]. The
results of the classifier are encouraging. Having a classifier that can identify the relevant
sentences for the scope detection task is a step toward detecting the scope of a requirement.
As far as we know, the task of scope detection has not been tackled before in the literature.
We can see from the results in Table 3 that, as for the labelling functions, the model is
also better at identifying SCOPE sentences than identifying NOT SCOPE. In general,
recall is very high for SCOPE but rather low for NOT SCOPE sentences.
The evaluation of the approach on other documents shows promising results on both
different topics and cross-company. The floating dock document shows the worst performance.
This may be due to the vocabulary in this document that is not present in training data or
the use of a more complex sentence structure. Somewhat surprisingly, the performance on
Equinor’s requirements document is comparable to the performance on the dataset from the
same document the classifier was trained on.
We find, as expected that the model can falsely classify a sentence as SCOPE if the
sentence contains equipment terms that are not scope. It does, however, also label many of
them correctly. Sentences with quite complex scopes are also often classified correctly. We
observe another challenge when the scope is a term that is followed by a non-scope-term as
is the case for “burner lifetime”. Several of the cases where the model disagreed with the
manual labelling were also challenging to label manually and may be open for discussion.
We found no relation between the number of tokens in the sentence and misclassification
(see Figure 2). It does, however, still seem that it has a higher probability of misclassification
where the sentence contains equipment concepts that are not scopes. Some of the misclassifications are also very difficult for a human annotator. That may be because of the lack of
context, ambiguous requirements or lack of domain knowledge.
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For the manual labelling by the experts, we observe only moderate agreement among
the annotators. We thought to clarify the annotation task by explicitly limiting the types
of scopes to pieces of equipment. The boundaries of the equipment class can, however, be
somewhat unclear. Thus, annotators did not agree on what is a piece of equipment in all cases.
The lack of context information for each sentence also opens up for different interpretations
by different annotators e.g., if a sentence says that an alarm shall sound if a certain condition
is met, one annotator may consider that the sentence refers to the sound of the alarm and
another annotator may consider it to be the physical entity that makes the sound. These
results may also open up for discussions around some of the requirements sentences and how
to create easier to understand requirements to better ensure a common understanding. To
write clear and concise requirements is challenging and is the topic of [7].
Since a substantial amount of the sentences in the dataset does not contain a scope,
training a classifier on the entire dataset to detect scopes would give a very imbalanced
dataset and in a lot of sentences, it would not find anything. Manual labelling for scope
detection would also be easier if most of the sentences actually contain a scope.

7

Conclusion

We have trained a model that classifies a requirement sentence into either SCOPE or NOT
SCOPE depending on if the sentence contains the scope of the requirement or not. By using
data programming we label a dataset with about 30.000 requirements sentences and train a
simple BERT-based binary classifier on this dataset. The model shows good performance in
separating sentences without a scope from sentences with scope with an accuracy of 0.79
on manually labelled sentences from the same document. The model also shows promising
results on documents from other related domains and a document from another company.
The performance of the model is, however, shifted toward high recall 0.92 for sentences with
scope as opposed to a recall of 0.64 for sentences without scope.
By extracting the individual requirements from the document and splitting them into
individual sentences, important contextual information is inevitably lost. Still, with this
simplifying assumption, this seems like a promising first step toward scope detection of
textual requirements. One major challenge for this task is that it is not trivial to ensure that
all the involved parts have a common understanding of the problem, the sentences, and the
terminology. The moderate inter-annotator agreements result even after having developed a
guideline with many example sentences demonstrates this challenge.
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Additional details about the labelling functions

A.1

Coverage, overlap and performance

The coverage, overlap and conflicts among the labelling functions is presented in Table 7.
We also include in Table 8 the performance of the dataset on the manually labelled sentences.
It is important to notice, however, that these metrics are not directly comparable to the
performance of the model as only considers sentences that are classified and ignores the
ABSTAIN labels.
Table 7 Coverage, overlap and conflicts of the labelling functions.
Labelling function

Polarity

Coverage

Overlaps

Conflicts

has_equipment_termostat
has_equipment_iso15926
has_equipment_wv
contains_colon
contains_For
contains_scope_words
contains_non_scope_words

NOT SCOPE
SCOPE
SCOPE
NOT SCOPE
SCOPE
SCOPE
NOT SCOPE

0.119
0.523
0.384
0.105
0.073
0.039
0.215

0.057
0.355
0.307
0.094
0.064
0.033
0.170

0.016
0.138
0.100
0.082
0.033
0.009
0.124

Table 8 Precision, recall, f-score and support for the dataset on the manually labelled sentences
disregarding all ABSTAIN labels (thus not comparable to the performance of the model).

A.2

Class

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

NOT SCOPE
SCOPE

0.87
0.79

0.65
0.93

0.74
0.85

71
100

List of seed words used for generating the word vector

The list of words used for generating the average word vector in 4.4.3: {“riser”, “accumulator”,
“engine”, “compressor”, “blower”, “controller”, “generator”, “turbine”, “pipeline”, “sensor”,
“pump”, “vessel”, “valve”, “bolt”, “cable”, “clamp”, “connector”, “cooler”, “fan”, “filter”,
“fitting”, “flange”, “gearbox”, “joint”, “pipe”, “nut”, “pump”, “reflector”, “tube”, “ship”}

A.3

List of terms used for the LFs using simple terms

The words used for identifying SCOPE in Section 4.4.5: {“shall be capable of”, “shall be
designed”, “shall be tested”}
The words used for identifying NOT SCOPE in Section 4.4.5: {“report”, “survey”,
“shall include”, “describe”, “description”, “drawing”, “parameters”, “parameter”, “results”,
“examination”, “include”, “include:”, “shall be taken as”, “shall be taken as:”, “carried out”,
“shall be used to”, “shall cover”, “be based on”, “be performed”, “evaluate”, “calculation”,
“calculations”, “analysis shall”, “criteria”, “based upon”, “determined”, “details’, “references”,
“inspection”, “testing shall”, “hence”, “procedure”, “procedures”, “review”, “testing”}
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Abstract

We present annotation findings when using an annotated corpus of driving reports as informational
texts with an elaborated pragmatics for the automatic generation of corresponding texts. The
generation process requires access to a database providing the technical details of the vehicles, as well
as an annotated corpus for sophisticated, pragmatically motivated text planning. We focus on the
annotation results since they are the basic framework for linking text planning with database queries
and microplanning. We show that the annotations point to a variety of linguistic phenomena that
have received little or no attention in the literature so far, and they raise corresponding questions
regarding the access to information from databases for the generation process.
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Generation (NLG) of pragmatically rich texts

Sufficiently precise annotations of linguistic phenomena in corpora are the backbone of
almost every task in natural language processing (NLP) and generation (NLG). The interplay
between theory-driven assumptions, the creation of annotation guidelines and the actual
data analysis during the annotation process determine the quality of the annotation result.
In this paper, we are presenting our findings when annotating pragmatically motivated
information structures in texts for the generation of driving reports. The generation process
requires access to a database for retrieving information about the corresponding vehicles. For
this, we may use the database of the ADAC, Germany’s largest automobile club. However,
driving reports do not only inform about technical details, but about subjective impressions
and evaluations of the test driver as well, so that these texts are a mix of factual with
subjective assertions. The gap between database retrieval and the presentation of subjective,
evaluative information has – at least partially – to be closed by a learning approach that
is not subject of this paper. Rather we show that even though the annotated information
structures provide basic constraints for database retrieval, the annotation results point to a
non-trivial match between annotation and retrieval.
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Questions Under Discussion, Databases, and Pragmatic Annotations

The automatic generation of texts comprises several steps. It starts with providing the
information to be verbalized from a data set and continues with the hierarchical ordering of
the information (the text plan), the decision which information to realize in single sentences,
ending with the language-specific grammatical tasks of determining the lexical items and
grammatical encoding [5]. These individual tasks are not independent of each other, which
holds even true for the first steps, the retrieval of information from a database and its
arrangement in the text plan. If the task is not to generate a purely informational text
but one which realizes pragmatically motivated information as, e.g., subjective estimations,
attitudes and valuations, the text plan should include these kinds of information as well.
Typically, text plans are based on rhetorical relations for linking text spans in a coherent
way [20]. However, rhetorical relations do not trigger constraints w.r.t the information
structure in the respective text spans, and, from a theory-oriented point of view, due to their
blurry definition, their explanatory power is rather limited.
We assume that question-under-discussion (QUD) approaches are more suitable for a
theory-based construction of text plans. QUDs are the central concept in analyses that
explain linguistic regularities as a consequence of the assumption that the sentences and
text segments with which the regularities are associated are answers to an explicitly or
implicitly asked question. QUDs figured prominently in theories explaining sequences of
possible dialogue moves [3, 6], contextual relevance [16], information structural concepts
(e.g. the topic/focus distinction, [16, 18, 19]), temporal progression in narration [9], and the
analysis of coherence relations and subordination in text and dialogue [9, 18]. Although
QUDs have been firmly established in theoretical linguistics, including the theory of discourse
and dialogue, there has been, to our knowledge, only one attempt at developing guidelines
and tools for text annotation [12, 15, 14], and no attempt at applying them in NLG systems.
By generating driving reports, we aim at closing this gap.
In order to illustrate the annotation problem, let us have a look at a section on technical
details in a German driving report about a motor bike. Driving reports are characterized by
the fact that they combine factual information with subjective driving impressions and quality
estimations. The constituents in that section that express information from a corresponding
database are given in boldface.
1. Eine voll ausgestattete Africa Twin mit elektronischem Fahrwerk kostet 18.665 Euro.
Inklusive Liefer-Nebenkosten und Gepäcksystem ist sie dann im Klub der 20.000-EuroReiseenduros angekommen. Erste Probefahrten zeigen: Die Sache mit dem Fahrwerk ist kompliziert.
Denn schon das neue konventionelle Fahrwerk, in der Basis-Twin ausnahmslos verbaut, in
der Sports Adventure regulär, macht seine Sache ausgesprochen gut. Die für Letztere erhältliche
Option des elektronischen Fahrwerks (1600 Euro extra) geht noch feinfühliger zur Sache, aber
der Unterschied wird nicht für jedermann erfahrbar sein. Wir wetten: Die Topversion wird sich gut
verkaufen.
A fully equipped Africa Twin with electronic suspension costs 18,665 euros. Including
ancillary delivery costs and luggage system, it then joins the club of 20,000-euro touring
enduros. First test rides show: The matter with the chassis is complicated. The new conventional
suspension, which is fitted without exception in the basic Twin, and as standard in the
Sports Adventure, does its job extremely well. The electronic suspension option available
for the latter (1600 euros extra) is even more sensitive, but the difference will not be noticeable
for everyone. We bet: The top version will sell well.

The constituents that are realizing these database-related information are unequally linked
to different information structural levels. For example, The new conventional suspension,
which is fitted without exception in the basic Twin expresses at-issue and non-at-issue
information (the latter by the apposition), as a whole it could be a focus, and it contains a
topic (the suspension). The annotations will shed light on the relation between facts and
levels of information structure.
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QUD-based annotation

In order to elaborate the relation between textual expansion and the realization of different
kinds of information structures, we annotated 30 German driving reports based on the
Question-under-discussion approach. Each QUD triggers a number of information structural decisions that together determine the realization of database-related information and
subjective meaning components.
These QUD-dependent information structural distinctions are focus/background, topic/comment (with a further distinction between discourse topic and contrastive topic) and
at-issue/non-at-issue information. The focus/background distinction as well as topic/comment received much attention in the literature, and their discourse-related function seems,
at first, to be worked out in sufficient detail so that their annotation should be largely
trouble-free. However, our annotation efforts point to a number of intricate problems in
applying these categories to the respective clauses and text segments.
In what follows, we will explain the annotation of QUDs, focus/background, topic/comment and at-issue/non-at-issue information according to the assumptions made in the
literature and compare these guidelines with our insights from the annotation work. The
consequences w.r.t. database retrieval for the generation process will be outlined.

2.1

The annotation process

Initially we were considering using the only existing annotation guidelines [15, 14] and
tool [12] for this task, but we found two limitations that prompted us to develop our own:
(1) The authors used QUD-tree-structures primarily for focus/background analysis, where
focus constituents are taken to be answers to immediate super-QUDs, and background
constituents are presupposed in the QUD. However, we were also interested in annotating
topic/comment and evaluations through expressive, non-at-issue content. (2) The guidelines
and the annotation tool allow for right-branching QUD-trees only.
We therefore developed our own XML-based annotation tool which allows for both rightbranching and left-branching QUD structures.1 In addition, our tool incorporates labeling
of leaf node constituents for focus/background, topic/comment, at-issue/non-at-issue. It
also incorporates indexing of constituents to capture phenomena such as split-focus/splitbackground where, for instance, a relative clause splits a focus constituent into a fragment
before the relative clause and a fragment after it. An XML-based example is given below,
together with its linguistic representation. Note that the QUD has been formulated by the
annotator as a well justified question the sentence answers, and the information structures
are derived from it.
<QUD String = "Was ist mit dem Antrieb?/What about the drive?">
<F id="1"><SEGMENT> In der praktischen Außenhaut </SEGMENT></F>
<CON>
<SEGMENT> des 3,60 kurzen</SEGMENT>
<SEGMENT>Fünftürers</SEGMENT>
</CON>
<F id="1"><SEGMENT> war der Antrieb </SEGMENT>
<NAI><SEGMENT> erstmal </SEGMENT></NAI>
<SEGMENT> kaum zu erkennen. </SEGMENT></F>
</QUD>

1

The tool is available at https://github.com/MMLangner/QUDA.
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2. [In der praktischen AußenhautF1 ] des 3,60 m kurzen Fünftürers [war der Antrieb [erstmalNAI ] kaum
zu erkennenF1 ]
“In the practical outer skin of the 3.6 m short five-door car, the engine was hardly noticeable at first.”

Our tool also allows the use of indexing for capturing focus/background and topic/comment
distinctions where one constituent actually consists of multiple pieces of information (e.g.,
enumeration of facts), which have to be mapped to individual database entries.
Each driving report was independently annotated by two trained annotators (student
assistants with a linguistic background). First, we split driving reports into sections (e.g.,
teaser, introduction, main sections which usually consists of technical specifications as
specified by the manufacturer and test drive results either confirming the manufacturer’s
promise or not, available models of a vehicle and extras, and a summary/conclusion). Then,
we proceed in a bottom-up fashion, annotating according to [15, 14] for focus/background,
but also topic and non-at-issue. Above that we annotated common rhetorical structures such
as Contrast, and above that structures which are more argumentative, for instance, why
an author uses Contrast at this point (e.g., because of technical shortcomings of a vehicle,
customer preferences/expectations or ongoing societal debates). Throughout this process,
coreferential expressions (e.g., der Fünftürer [five-door car], der kleinste Volkswagen [the
smallest VW], der Stromer [the electric], all referring to the same electric VW) are tracked,
and indexing adjusted where needed. While QUDs on the bottom leaves are usually very
concrete, the further up on the hierarchy QUDs are, the more abstract they become (e.g.,
QUDs for each section of a text, i.e., why certain technical details – e.g., opting for Diesel –
are relevant given an issue raised earlier – e.g. Diesel Gate and the push for electric, thereby
prompting Contrast comparisons with electric competitors).

2.2

QUDs

QUDs have to be formulated with database queries in mind. There are examples in our
corpus of driving reports where this approach is easy enough to apply, and there are other
examples where it is exceedingly more difficult. An easy example is an assertion about a
car’s acceleration, which should have a QUD such as What’s the car’s acceleration? with the
focus constituent containing some measure of acceleration, e.g. from 0 to 100 km/h in 5.7
seconds, a measure phrase which should be generated from a database query about the car’s
acceleration. This approach is also easily applied to enumeration of facts, e.g., the different
models available, which can be retrieved from the database through a QUD such as What
models are available? This query would then return a list of size n, where each list element
is a string. What makes QUD annotation more difficult is that authors of driving reports
are often trying to maximise information density by speaking to multiple QUDs in the same
proposition (e.g., what, what for, when, how, why QUDs), as in example 3:
3. Die Doppelstrategie ist aber gar nicht dumm, weil der Fahrer auf diese Weise sein spezielles AsphaltProgramm und ein ebenso spezielles Offroad-Programm hinterlegen kann.
“However, this dual strategy is not dumb at all because it lets the driver choose their special/preferred
(on-road) driving program and an equally special offroad program.”

Annotators have to take extra care in deciding what the hierarchical relation between those
QUDs is: Can they be put it in a clear hierarchy where authors are foregrounding some QUD
and incrementally background a proposition’s other QUDs, or are they equally important
in light of a bigger argumentative point (e.g., that a release date may be unrealistic given
engineering challenges or given societal pressures, or tastes of the target customer, or that
expectations are contradicted as in example 3)?
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In general, we want to be able to map the leaf nodes of our QUD trees to database entries,
which puts constraints on the structure of those QUD trees. However, we find that QUD
structures representing the more abstract levels of text interpretation show more variation
across annotators given how they interpret the author’s intent. A QUD tree structure which
might do full justice to an author’s nuanced argument might result in leaf nodes that are not
easily mapped to the database, and vice versa, starting from leaf nodes that map easily to
the database might necessitate a compromise higher up in the tree. We prioritize leaf nodes
that easily translate to database queries. We made this choice not simply because a text
generator would otherwise not be feasible, but because this also means that the resulting
QUD structures towards the leaves of the tree can be evaluated in light of [12, 15, 14].

2.3

Focus/background

Focus and background are propositional attributes; the focus is that part of a proposition
that is “new”, i.e. put into the foreground. Its complementary part is the background. Foci
as informational units correspond to specific syntactic constituents, the focus domains. Each
focus domain contains a so-called focus exponent – the prosodically most salient element of
this focus domain [7]. In this paper, we do not make reference to the phonological properties
of foci, however. The relation between the semantic/pragmatic notion of focus and its
linguistic counterpart, the focus domain, have been subject to a number of studies, as well as
the rules and principles responsible for determining the focus exponent [13, 11, 10].
The default statement in linguistic semantics is to identify focus/background structures
with two fundamental functions: They are marking information that is new for the listener,
or they contrast information with already realized information (the so-called contrastive
focus).
Foci are answers to a QUD; as such they provide new information. Equating focus with new
and the background with given information, however, ignores the fact that often a given/new
distinction can hardly be drawn, which also leads to corresponding uncertainty in the
annotation process. As a consequence, one cannot directly link focus-annotated information
with database queries for receiving the required new information in the generation process.
Here are some examples for the non-trivial link between focus in our linguistic data and
database access:
Split-focus: In our data, some sentences have two focus constituents that express one
focus together. For example, one QUD in a driving report is What about the power unit?
Example (2) provides the answer for this QUD. A plausible assignment of focus is to tag In
der praktischen Außenhaut (“In the practical outer skin”) and war der Antrieb erstmal kaum
zu erkennen (“the power unit was hardly noticeable at first”) as being focused, but not “the
3.60 short five-door car” since this constituent doesn’t provide a part for the answer to the
QUD.
A further but related phenomenon concerns sentences consisting of two coordinated main
clauses, each with its own focus, but answering one QUD:
4. QUD: How is the Renault Captur?
Der Renault Captur [wächst]F und [verändert seinen Charakter]F .
“The Renault Captur grows and changes its character.”

It is reasonable to assume two separate foci since this coordination refers to two new aspects
of the tested car. Both foci are well motivated by the QUD; they demonstrate that one QUD
does not necessarily set up one focus only. Ellipses also indicate that the “one QUD – one
focus” default can be violated:
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5. QUD: How have the aesthetics changed, compared to the old Captur?
[das sieht scharf trainiert]F und [angriffslustig aus]F .
“that looks sharply trained and ready to attack.”

The non-elliptic sentence in German would be das sieht scharf trainiert aus und das sieht
angriffslustig aus, with the prefix aus separated from the prefix verb aussehen and remaining
in the base position, and the subject plus verb stem inserted in the second clause. The
ellipsis forces an index as well for expressing that both foci belong together; otherwise the
ellipsis cannot be handled correctly.
Without doubt, focused/new information is the information that must be retrieved from
the database in order to present it to the user. However, as we have shown, the blurry
distinction between given and new as well as the various partial mappings in our data between
focus domains and foci do not allow for a unique retrieval process.

2.4

Topic/comment

Topics are discourse referents a statement – the comment – is made about. Linguistically,
topic candidates are typically introduced by indefinite means and later on, they will be picked
up by anaphoric expressions, resulting in a tree-like topic structure that describes what a
section is about [8]. Topic structures might involve contrastive topics – discourse referents to
whom discourse topics are compared. We are annotating both types of topics.
Topics are addressed by QUDs as well since they are mentioned in them. In order to
retrieve the right information in the database, the topic referent must be given in it. As long
as topic referents represent vehicles or vehicle parts, their annotations turned out to be easy.
However, indexing for stating coreference of different topic expressions is sometimes unclear
due to metonymy (see the examples above with reference to an electric VW).

2.5

At-issue/non-at-issue

Non-at-issue content is the part of an assertion that is optional in regard to the question
under discussion, whereas at-issue is simply all relevant information given in the context.
The optionality criteria is defined as the validity of the assertion as answer to the present
QUD when the non-at-issue content is omitted. The lack of relevance which is implied by not
being “at-issue” is limited to the context of the given QUD and does not entail the irrelevance
of the presented information. According to [14], non-at-issue content itself denotes a different
assertion including an associated subordinate QUD with a focus-topic distinction of its own,
which is irrelevant in the context of the super-QUD in whose scope the constituents are not
at-issue. Therefore, the annotation of non-at-issue is made more complex by the fact that
depth and detailedness of the annotation decides how well non-at-issue can be distinguished
in the respective context, and the identification of what is at-issue greatly depends on the
choice of the QUD.
Non-at-issue content ranges from evaluative adverbs on sentence level to less obvious
elements like embedding matrix clauses that name the source of a tradicted information, e.g.,
“[they say thatN AI ][the [carF ] is [overpricedC ]]”.
Retrieving information contained in non-at-issue from databases is highly complex.
Evaluative adverbs, for example, mirror inferences and subjective impressions the author
made on the basis of the propositional content. In example (6) technological understanding of
relations between gas consumption and weight triggers evaluating the propositional content
and expressing it as non-at-issue content. Therefore, this sort of content cannot simply be
queried from a database but must be inferred from domain knowledge.
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6. Surprisingly, the new Kawasaki consumes 4 litres fewer gas despite its 5% higher weight in comparison
to the previous generation of this model.

The database we are using contains marks for different criteria of the cars, e.g. economic
factors or build quality. These marks range from 1.0 (best) to 6.0 (worst) and were either
calculated on the basis of sensor inputs (e.g., real gas consumption) or a set of rules. The
annotation of non-at-issue in the corpus allows for the association of the evaluative adverbs
with the marks given in the database, which provides the opportunity of predicting and
probabilistically determining the usage of evaluative adverbs given the dataset from the
database. [17] suggests different criteria for identifying non-at-issue content, which base on
the observation that their content “survives under negation and projection”.
Annotators need to pay much attention to the applicability of these criteria when
formulating QUDs and identifying non-at-issue.

3

Evaluation of the annotation results

As [1] point out, sources of representation problems in annotating corpora are ambiguity
(several possible tags for one linguistic entity), variation (several variants for one variable
exist), uncertainty (no sufficient knowledge for an unambiguous annotation available), error
(annotating incorrectly) and bias (using an unbalanced corpus).
QUD-oriented annotating is inherently faced with uncertainty as annotation problem.
Only hints for identifying QUDs can be given. Hence, there is no fixed set of theoretically
justified QUDs for a certain text type, which results in a wide range of plausible QUDs. Since
the information structures we are interested in can directly be derived from the formulated
QUD (focus, topic, (non)-at-issue), uncertainty will be propagated to theses annotation
levels as well. An additional problem that might arise is ambiguity which becomes especially
relevant when annotating focus, as our data show.
Furthermore, it is also difficult to compare our results with previous work on annotating
information structure due to the varying linguistic complexity of the data, the coefficient
used, the segment sizes for the tags used, and the different annotation guidelines controlling
the annotation. Some exemplary studies shall illustrate this.
We primarily compared our QUD annotations with the results presented in [4] on QUDbased annotation of information structure, the only comprehensive QUD-based annotations
we are aware of. Their data consist of sections of an English and a German interview
which have been annotated by two trained annotators. Since the authors used Cohen’s κ as
coefficient, based on a flattened representation of QUD trees in a matrix, we adopted this
approach in order to achieve comparable results.
Measuring the agreement of the QUD annotations has been performed by the authors
by first mapping the QUD trees to a matrix that represents the segments spanned by the
QUDs and then calculating Cohen’s κ based on this matrix. The coefficients range between
0.45 and 0.53. The κ values for the information structural categories are acceptable or even
robust (with the non-at-issue annotation having the highest values) with a negative outlier
for contrastive topics.
We adopted this approach and achieved values between 0.45 and 0.78 for QUD annotations
with a mean of 0.63, but without taking into account pre-theoretic heuristics as [4] did. For
calculating κ values for information structural levels, [4] defined heuristic rules to prevent
disagreement due to theoretically unclear cases. For example, all pronouns shall be annotated
as background, and discourse connectors at the beginning of discourse segments are not
annotated at all. We did not specify in the annotation guidelines how to annotate certain
lexical items w.r.t. information structures. Instead all information structural decisions have
to be derived from the respective QUD.
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Since κ is sensitive to the units for which the statistic will be computed [2], we also
computed the γ coefficient [21] for QUD annotations, since it especially allows us to measure
for long spans of texts the categorization and unitizing as a joint task. In principle, Krippendorff’s α is also a suitable coefficient for categorizing and unitizing, but in some constellations
it is sensitive to segment length, while γ treats short and long segments in the same way [21,
p. 463]. This feature is especially relevant for our discourse-related annotations. The value
γ = 1 expresses that all annotators perfectly agree while γ < 0 signals that the annotation
result is worth less than annotating at random.
The overall γ is 0.13. Non-at-issue annotations result in γ = −0.075, focus results in
γ = 0.115, background in γ = 0.08, and the auxiliary tag for every constituent that cannot
be assigned to one of the information structural notions results in γ = 0.32. These values
show a considerable gap between the frequently used κ statistic and the rarely used γ; these
results require a deeper analysis of the meaningfulness of applying these statistics to discourse
phenomena.
However, in our γ statistic, for the structurally less important tags, agreement is three
times higher than for topic, focus and non-at-issue. Further insights must be gained whether
the combined text spans of the three main tags correspond, which would mean that the
low γ agreement is due to confusion in the classification task. In general, QUD annotations
are trees, which means that apart from the correct classification of the terminal nodes, the
complexity of the tree structure needs to be compared as well. If the tree structures prove
to be closely equivalent, this indicates that the low agreement is rooted only in the unique
identification of topic, background and non-at-issue.
However, divergent discourse tree structures do not mean that the texts will be understood
differently. Rather, what we observe is that the annotated structures express subjective
opinions on the levels of information structure within texts, and structural decisions only
weakly reflect subjective views.

4

Conclusion

The annotations show that retrieving information from a database for generating the text
plan for driving reports involves an accurate annotation of focus, topic and non-at-issue
information, since focused information should be retrievable from the database, and topic
referents must be given as entities in the database as well. Non-at-issue information, often
expressed by subjective estimations, require NAI-specific analyses of database entries in
order to justify the use of corresponding linguistic means. For example, überraschenderweise
“surprisingly” requires a comparison of the actual non-at-issue content with defaults in the
database.
The annotation results contrasts with the high agreement concerning which facts should
be realized. What the facts in the texts are is undisputed and what important facts are as
well. We thus can state that the challenge is not to determine which facts to retrieve for
their linguistic realisation, but how to do that on discourse level.
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1

Introduction

There is a fundamental lexical gap between the “names”, that is URIs, that are given to data
elements in knowledge bases or knowledge graphs on the one hand, and how they are referred
to in natural language. Bridging between these two symbol levels is crucial. There are many
scenarios in which we need to map from natural language to KB, that is the case for text
understanding, information extraction and question answering. There are also scenarios in
which we need to map from KB to language, e.g. when verbalizing triples of a knowledge
base in natural language [12].
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In this paper, we present an approach to inducing correspondences between the lexical
and knowledge base level that relies on mining association rules. The association rules that
we mine have a lexical or linguistic symbol on the one side, and a KB symbol or structure on
the other, thus allowing to bridge between the two levels.
The association rules that we mine are class-specific in the sense that at least one of
the sides of an association rule expresses a condition that the entities that the association
rule talks about belong to a specific class. The motivation for this is that the way a certain
property is verbalized depends on the class in question. Similarly, the interpretation of a
certain lexical element depends on the context of the class in question. Take the example of the
adjective Greek that according to classical formal semantics represents a unary predicate, that
is a class. When Greek modifies a person as in “Greek politician”, the correct interpretation
with respect to the schema of a knowledge base might be the one that the nationality
is Greek. In case of a city, e.g. “Greek city”, the correct interpretation might be that the
country in which the city is located in is Greece. So the interpretation is class-specific.
Conversely, take a property such as author. In the context of books, the property would be
verbalized as X wrote Y, while in the context of a music piece the appropriate verbalization
would be X composed Y.
In this paper we present our approach to mining class-specific association rules from
a loosely-parallel dataset consisting of a corpus and corresponding knowledge base. The
corpus and KB are loosely parallel in the sense that the text describes the entities in the
KB but there is no explicit relation between the two. Further, the relation is not 1:1 in
the sense that there are some triples that are not expressed in the text and there are many
aspects in the text that are not represented by triples. We describe 20 different types of such
class-specific association rules that we mine. We apply our approach to a parallel dataset
consisting of the Wikipedia abstracts for 1,297,623 entities from 354 classes, together with
the RDF descriptions of these entities. We derive 447,888,109 association rules from this
dataset in total. We evaluate our approach on the basis of the well-known QALD (Question
Answering over Linked Data) dataset, evaluating in how far our approach can retrieve valid
correspondences between lexical and KB elements.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: we present our method for mining
class-specific association rules in Section 2. We describe the application of our method on a
loosely-parallel text-data corpus consisting of texts from Wikipedia and data from DBpedia
in Section 3. We present the results of our evaluation on a question answering task in
Section 4. Before concluding we discuss related work.
All code and data is available at our website http://www.LexExMachina.xyz.

2

Approach

In this section, we describe our approach LexExMachina. We introduce relevant preliminaries
and notation needed to express the class-specific association rules in Section 2.1. We introduce
our approach by an example describing a particular association rule for our motivating example
in the introduction in Section 2.2. We describe our general approach in Section 2.3.

2.1

Preliminaries

Let P be a set of (URIs of) properties, let D be a set of documents, let C be a set of classes,
let E be a set of entities, let G be an RDF graph, and let L be a set of linguistic patterns
(for example, n-grams). Furthermore, let ce ⊆ C denote classes that entity e ∈ E belongs
to, let de ∈ D denote the document that describes the entity e ∈ E (e.g., the Wikipedia
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article about the entity), and let le ⊆ L denote the set of linguistic patterns that occur in
the document de describing e. An RDF graph is a set of triples of the form (s,p,o) where
s ∈ U ∪ B is called the triple’s subject, p ∈ U is called the triple’s predicate, and o ∈ U ∪ B ∪ L
is called the triple’s object. U , B, and L are the sets of URIs, blank nodes, and literals,
respectively, and are pairwise disjoint. The set T of terms is the union of the sets U , B, and
L. The sets P , C, and E are true subsets of U .
An association rule has the form A ⇒ B where A and B are called events. For example,
Greece occurs in the text is an event. The support of an event A, denoted by sup(A), is the
number of times that this event is true in a given set. For example, given a set of texts, the
support of the event Greece occurs in the text is the number of documents for which it holds
that Greece occurs in the text. The confidence of an association rule A ⇒ B, denoted by
conf (A ⇒ B), is defined as conf (A ⇒ B) = sup(A ∧ B)/sup(A).1 For example, let B be
the event born occurs in the text. Thus, the confidence of the rule A ⇒ B is the support of
the event Greece and born occur in the text divided by the support of the event Greece occurs
in the text. The higher the confidence, the more likely it is that given that a text contains
the word Greece, it also contains the word born. Thus, the confidence of an association rule
A ⇒ B is identical to the estimated conditional probability P (B|A).
In practice, association rules with high confidence do not necessarily disclose truly interesting event relationships [2]. Therefore, an interestingness measure quantifies the interestingness
of an association rule. We list the classical null-invariant measures of interestingness as
reformulated in terms of estimated conditional probabilities by Wu et al. [16] as well as the
null-invariant measure imbalance ratio (IR), also introduced by Wu et al. [16]:
AllConf (A, B) = min{P (A|B), P (B|A)}
−1

Coherence(A, B) = (P (A|B) + P (B|A)
p
Cosine(A, B) = P (A|B)P (B|A)

−1

(1)
− 1)

−1

Kulczynski(A, B) = (P (A|B) + P (B|A))/2
M axConf (A, B) = max{P (A|B), P (B|A)}
IR(A, B) =

|P (A|B) − P (B|A)|
P (A|B) + P (B|A) − P (A|B) × P (B|A)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Note that all of these 6 metrics are symmetric, i.e., the order of the events A and B
does not matter (e.g., AllConf (A, B) = AllConf (B, A) for any events A and B). The
estimated conditional probabilities can be calculated via support counts given the equations
P (B|A) = sup(AB)/sup(A) and P (A|B) = sup(AB)/sup(B).

2.2

A Close Look at one Rule Pattern

In this section we describe a rule pattern with the name cs , ls ⇒ po in detail, before we
present the list of all 20 rule patterns in Section 2.3.
Given are a class c ∈ C, a property p ∈ P , a term o ∈ T , and a linguistic pattern l. Given
that an entity e is an instance of the class c and given that the linguistic pattern l occurs in
the document de that describes the entity e, we want to predict whether the triple (e, p, o) is
true. We define two events A and B. AB denotes the conjunction of these two events.

1

In the remainder of the paper we write AB to denote A ∧ B.
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A = c ∈ c e ∧ l ∈ le
B = c ∈ ce ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G
AB = c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G
Given a class c ∈ C and a linguistic pattern l, the support of the event A, denoted by
sup(A), can be calculated as |{e ∈ E | c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le }| – thus, the support of the event A is
the number of entities where each entity is an instance of the class c and where the linguistic
pattern l occurs in the document that describes the entity.
Given a class c ∈ C, a property p ∈ P , and a term o ∈ T , the support of the event B,
denoted by sup(B), can be calculated as |{e ∈ E | c ∈ ce ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G}| – thus, the support
of the event B is the number of entities where each entity is an instance of the class c and
where the triple (e, p, o) exists in the graph G.
Given a class c ∈ C, a property p ∈ P , a term o ∈ T , and a linguistic pattern l, the support
of the event AB, denoted by sup(AB), can be calculated as |{c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G}|
– thus, the support of the event AB is the number of entities where each entity is an instance
of the class c and where the linguistic pattern l occurs in the document that describes the
entity and where the triple (e, p, o) exists in the graph G.
From these events we can construct association rules of the form A ⇒ B given a class
c ∈ C, a property p ∈ P , a term o ∈ T , and a linguistic pattern l:
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ (e, p, o) ∈ G
For example, with the class c = dbo:P olitician, the property p = dbo:nationality, the
term o = dbr:Greece, and the linguistic pattern l = ”Greek”, we can create the following
association rule:
dbo:P olitician ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ le ⇒ (e, dbo:nationality, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
Due to the fact that the linguistic pattern is a 1-gram, matching the pattern against a text
is simple enough so that we can calculate the support of the three events via SPARQL queries. 2
Thus, we obtain the values sup(A) = 128, sup(B) = 19, and sup(AB) = 19. The confidence
of an association rule of the form A ⇒ B can be calculated as sup(AB)/sup(A) = P (B|A).
For our example, the confidence of the association rule is sup(AB)/sup(A) = 19/128 ≈ 0.15.
If the class membership constraints are removed from the event definitions, then we obtain
the events A′ = l ∈ le and B ′ = (e, p, o) ∈ G. For the example above, this results in the
support values sup(A′ ) = sup(”Greek” ∈ le ) = 58, 563, sup(B ′ ) = sup((e, dbo:nationality,
dbr:Greece) ∈ G) = 464, and sup(A′ B ′ ) = sup(”Greek” ∈ le ∧(e, dbo:nationality, dbr:Greece)
∈ G) = 445, which results in the confidence value of sup(A′ B ′ )/sup(A′ ) = 445/58, 563 ≈

2

sup(A):
SELECT COUNT(?e) WHERE { ?e rdf:type dbo:Politician . ?e dbo:abstract ?a
. FILTER (LANG(?a)="en" && REGEX(?a, "(^|\\ W)Greek(\\ W|$)")) } →
128;
sup(B):
SELECT COUNT(?e) WHERE { ?e rdf:type dbo:Politician . ?e dbo:nationality dbr:Greece
}
→
19;
sup(AB):
SELECT COUNT(?e) WHERE { ?e rdf:type dbo:Politician . ?e
dbo:nationality dbr:Greece . ?e dbo:abstract ?a FILTER(LANG(?a)="en" && REGEX(?a,
"(^|\\W)Greek(\\W|$)"))} → 19. The parts before and after the term Greek ensure that the term
either occurs at the beginning of the text or after a non-word character and that the term occurs either
at the end of the text or is followed by a non-word character. The queries were ran against the public
endpoint of DBpedia (http://dbpedia.org/sparql) on January 5, 2021.
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0.0076, which is significantly lower than the confidence of the association rule with class
membership constraints (i.e., ≈ 0.15). For this reason, in this paper we only investigate
association rules that are class-specific. Note that if the word Greek appears in a text about
a person, this might indicate that the person is of Greek nationality, whereas if the word
Greek occurs in a text about a settlement, then this might indicate that the settlement is
located in Greece – thus, which property is used depends on the class an entity belongs to.
If for an association rule A ⇒ B we have calculated sup(A), sup(B), and sup(AB), then
we can not only calculate P (B|A), but also P (A|B), which means that we can calculate the
confidence of the “reversed” association rule B ⇒ A:
c ∈ ce ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le
The name of the reversed rule pattern cs , ls ⇒ po is cs , po ⇒ ls . For the example above,
this is the reversed rule:
dbo:P olitician ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:nationality, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ le
The confidence of this rule (i.e., P(A|B)) is sup(AB)/sup(B) = 19/19 = 1. Given that
for an association rule A ⇒ B we have computed P (B|A) and P (A|B), we can also compute
values for the interestingness measures. Note that because the interestingness measures are
symmetric, the interestingness of the rule is the same as the interestingness of the reversed
rule for this interestingness measure.
For the example above, with P (B|A) = 19/128 and P (A|B) = 19/19, we obtain the interestingness measurements AllConf (A, B) ≈ 0.15, Coherence(A, B) ≈ 0.15, Cosine(A, B) ≈
0.39, Kulczynski(A, B) ≈ 0.57, M axConf (A, B) = 1, and IR(A, B) ≈ 0.85.

2.3

Class-specific association rule patterns

The complete set of 20 class-specific association rule patterns is shown in Table 1.
In the rules we have shown above the linguistic pattern occurs anywhere in a text. For
the task of deciding whether a text expresses the triple (e1 , r, e2 ), one typically regards the
string between the mentions of e1 and e2 in the text. According to the principle of distant
supervision [10], one assumes that a text expresses (e1 , r, e2 ) if both entities are mentioned
in the text. For example, for the property dbo:author the linguistic pattern that appears
between the mentions of the arguments could be is the author of or is best known for her.
Thus, we present rule patterns where the linguistic patterns that are made use of do not
occur anywhere in a text but instead need to occur between the arguments of a relation. We
refer to these rule patterns as localized rule patterns and to the rules where linguistic patterns
can occur anywhere in the text as non-localized rule patterns. Note that because localization
is predicate-specific, rule patterns that do not specify a predicate cannot be localized.
Let lec,p,d denote the set of linguistic patterns that occur in the document de that describes
the entity e where e is an instance of the class c and where the linguistic patterns occur
between the arguments of the relation p. The arguments of the relation appear in the order
d, which is either so (subject then object), or os (object then subject).
The following localized rule predicts a property-object pair for an entity where in the
text about the entity a linguistic pattern occurs that has been found between arguments of
this relation in other text about entities of the same class:
dbo:Settlement ∈ ce ∧ ”the Metropolitan City of Turin” ∈ ledbo:Settlement,dbo:region,so
⇒ (e, dbo:region, dbr:P iedmont) ∈ G
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Table 1 The list of 20 class-specific association rule patterns.

c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ (e, p, o) ∈ G
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈

lec,p,d

⇒ (e, p, o) ∈ G

c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ ∃o ∈ T : (e, p, o) ∈ G
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈

lec,p,d

⇒ ∃o ∈ T : (e, p, o) ∈ G

c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ ∃p ∈ U : (e, p, o) ∈ G

(cs , ls ⇒ po)
(cs , lls ⇒ po)
(cs , ls ⇒ p)
(cs , lls ⇒ p)
(cs , ls ⇒ o)

c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ (s, p, e) ∈ G

(co , lo ⇒ sp)

c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ lec,p,d ⇒ (s, p, e) ∈ G

(co , llo ⇒ sp)

c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ ∃p ∈ U : (s, p, e) ∈ G

(co , lo ⇒ s)

c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ ∃s ∈ U ∪ B : (s, p, e) ∈ G

(co , lo ⇒ p)

c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈

lec,p,d

⇒ ∃s ∈ U ∪ B : (s, p, e) ∈ G

c ∈ ce ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le
c ∈ ce ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ lec,p,d
c ∈ ce ∧ ∃o ∈ T : (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le
c ∈ ce ∧ ∃o ∈ T : (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈

lec,p,d

(co , llo ⇒ p)
(cs , po ⇒ ls )
(cs , po ⇒ lls )
(cs , p ⇒ ls )
(cs , p ⇒ lls )

c ∈ ce ∧ ∃p ∈ U : (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le

(cs , o ⇒ ls )

c ∈ ce ∧ (s, p, e) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le

(co , sp ⇒ lo )

c ∈ ce ∧ (s, p, e) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈

lec,p,d

(co , sp ⇒ llo )

c ∈ ce ∧ ∃p ∈ U : (s, p, e) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le

(co , s ⇒ lo )

c ∈ ce ∧ ∃s ∈ U ∪ B : (s, p, e) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le

(co , p ⇒ lo )

c ∈ ce ∧ ∃s ∈ U ∪ B : (s, p, e) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ lec,p,d

(co , p ⇒ llo )

In this example, ledbo:Settlement,dbo:region,so is the set of linguistic patterns that occur in
de and that frequently occur in texts about instances of the class dbo:Settlement between
the arguments of the relation dbo:region where these arguments appear in the order subject
then object.

3

Mining class-specific association rules from Wikipedia and DBpedia
as loosely-parallel corpus

The loosely-parallel text-data corpus we use consists of seven files3 from the English DBpedia [1]. We refer to it as a loosely-coupled text-data corpus because this data contains
the short abstracts of Wikipedia articles as well as structured data extracted from DBpedia.
The information that is contained in the DBpedia files has not been extracted from the
article’s natural language text, which means that not every piece of information contained in

3

From
https://wiki.dbpedia.org/develop/datasets
we
retrieved
the
following
files
in the stated versions:
infobox-properties_lang=en.ttl.bz2 (v2020.11.01),
instancetypes_lang=en_specific.ttl.bz2 (v2020.12.01), mappingbased-literals_lang=en.ttl.bz2 (v2020.12.01),
mappingbased-objects_lang=en.ttl.bz2 (v2020.12.01), short-abstracts_lang=en.ttl.bz2 (v2020.07.01),
labels_lang=en.ttl.bz2 (v2020.12.01), and anchor-text_lang=en.ttl.bz2 (v2020.12.01). Labels and
anchors were only used to identify the arguments of a relation so that localized linguistic patterns can
be collected. That means that rdf :type and rdf s:label never occur as predicate in any rule that we
have mined.
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an article is contained in a DBpedia file. Furthermore, not every piece of information that
is contained in a DBpedia file is expressed in a Wikipedia article’s short abstract (e.g., an
athlete’s height is usually only contained in a table and is not expressed in the text).
By restricting a class to have at least 100 instances and ignoring owl:Thing, we obtained a
set of 354 classes (min_entities_per_class = 100). For each class, we randomly selected at
most 10, 000 instances (max_entities_per_class = 10, 000). In total, we selected 1,297,623
entities, which amounts to approximately 22.63% of all entities for which an abstract exists.
We tokenized the abstract of each entity by splitting at whitespaces and then removed
the characters dot (’.’), comma (’,’), round brackets (’(’ and ’)’), and colon (’:’). From the
obtained token sequences we extracted those n-grams (n ∈ [1..5]) that contain at least one
non-stopword – we used the NLTK stopword list,4 which contains 127 entries. We discarded
those 1-grams that consist of less than four characters (min_onegram_length = 4).
For the localized property patterns, we carried out a simple form of coreference resolution,
replacing the pronouns he, she, and it with the entity’s rdfs:label.
For patterns to be localized, the arguments of a relation need to be detected. For this
purpose we make use of an entity’s rdfs:label as well as those anchor texts that refer at least
10 times to a given entity (min_anchor_count = 10). We also try to identify literal values.
We convert literals of type xsd:date into a natural language representation such as 2021-0321 ^^xsd:date to 21 March 2021, but leave literals with other datatypes unchanged. If both
arguments of a relation were detected and the length of the string between the arguments
is not higher than 100 characters (max_propertystring_length = 100) and consists of at
least 5 characters (min_propertystring_length = 5), we tokenized the string and extract
n-grams (n ∈ [1, 5]) as described above. For each pattern, we recorded in which order the
arguments occurred in the text (i.e., d ∈ {so, os}).
The set of linguistic patterns for a class is the set of all n-grams that were found for at
least 5 instances of the class (min_pattern_count = 5). For the localized property patterns,
a pattern had to occur for at least 5 instances of the class (min_propertypattern_count = 5)
for each combination of class and property and order of arguments. This means that the
rules have, depending on which side the linguistic pattern occurs, a value for sup(A) or
sup(B) of greater or equal to 5.
Given the parameter settings above, we obtained 447,888,109 rules – 427,541,617 nonlocalized rules and 20,346,492 localized rules. The number of rules found for each rule pattern
is shown in Table 2. Note that we set rather low threshold values as this allows to extract data
for higher threshold values by filtering, instead of mining, and to find appropriate threshold
parameters (e.g., for sup(A), sup(B), sup(AB), P (B|A), P (A|B)). For a particular linguistic
pattern, i.e., the token “Greek”, Table 3 shows the 20 localized rules that are ranked highest
according to the Cosine interestingness measure. These rules contain the linguistic pattern
on any side of the association rule.

4

Evaluation

We evaluate the utility of the rules that we have mined in the context of the task of Question
Answering over an RDF knowledge base. Given a natural language question and an RDF
knowledge base, typically, the goal is to infer a SPARQL query that represents the meaning
of the question using the KB’s vocabulary, so that evaluating the query on the KB results in
the KB’s answer(s) to the question. We created a corpus of (question, query) pairs from the

4

The list of stopwords is available at https://gist.github.com/sebleier/554280 (Accessed 2021-02-20).
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Table 2 The number of rules found for each rule pattern.
Group of rule patterns
cs , po ⇒ ls
cs , ls ⇒ po
cs , po ⇒ lls cs , lls ⇒ po
c s , p ⇒ ls
cs , l s ⇒ p
cs , p ⇒ lls
cs , lls ⇒ p
c s , o ⇒ ls
cs , l s ⇒ o
co , sp ⇒ lo
co , lo ⇒ sp
co , sp ⇒ llo co , llo ⇒ sp
c o , s ⇒ lo
co , l o ⇒ s
c o , p ⇒ lo
co , l o ⇒ p
co , p ⇒ llo
co , llo ⇒ p

Number of rules
75,127,937 each
4,500,459 each
98,317,655 each
5,293,226 each
67,147,957 each
3,812,313 each
157,519 each
429,627 each
6,499,288 each
222,042 each
447,888,109 total

Table 3 The top-20 localized rules that contain the linguistic pattern Greek, ordered by the
Cosine interestingness measure. We abbreviated dbo:F ormerM unicipality to dbo:F M .
Cos

Rule

0.9
0.9
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.83
0.83
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82

dbo:M odel ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbp:birthP lace, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:M odel,p,so
dbo:M odel ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:M odel,p,so ⇒ (e, dbp:birthP lace, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
dbo:RugbyClub ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:location, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:RugbyClub,dbo:location,so
dbo:RugbyClub ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:RugbyClub,dbo:location,so ⇒ (e, dbo:location, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
dbo:M odel ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:birthP lace, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:M odel,dbo:birthP lace,so
dbo:M odel ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:M odel,dbo:birthP lace,so ⇒ (e, dbo:birthP lace, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
dbo:F ormerM unicipality ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:country, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:F M,dbo:country,so
dbo:F M ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:type, dbr:P ref ectures_of _Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:F M,dbo:country,so
dbo:F M ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbp:subdivisionN ame, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:F M,dbp:subdivisionN ame,so
dbo:F M ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:F M,dbo:country,so ⇒ (e, dbo:country, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
dbo:F M ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:F M,dbo:type,so ⇒ (e, dbo:type, dbr:P ref ectures_of _Greece) ∈ G
dbo:F M ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ le (c, p, so) ⇒ (e, dbp:subdivisionN ame, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
dbo:P resident ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:nationality, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:P resident,dbo:nationality,so
dbo:P resident ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:P resident,dbo:nationality,so ⇒ (e, dbo:nationality, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
dbo:Swimmer ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:birthP lace, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:Swimmer,dbo:birthP lace,so
dbo:Swimmer ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:Swimmer,dbo:birthP lace,so ⇒ (e, dbo:birthP lace, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
dbo:M odel ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbp:birthP lace, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:M odel,dbp:birthP lace,os
dbo:RugbyClub ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbp:location, dbr:Greece) ∈ G ⇒ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:RugbyClub,dbp:location,so
dbo:M odel ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:M odel,dbp:birthP lace,os ⇒ (e, dbp:birthP lace, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
dbo:RugbyClub ∈ ce ∧ ”Greek” ∈ ledbo:RugbyClub,dbp:location,so ⇒ (e, dbp:location, dbr:Greece) ∈ G
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QALD (Question Answering over Linked Data)5 challenge series6 that consists of 601 pairs.
For each (question, query) pair (t,q), we tokenize t and create a set of linguistic patterns
in the same way as we have processed the abstracts and extracted patterns, explained in
Section 3. For each query q we create the (possibly empty) sets sq , pq , oq , spq , and poq
that are defined as follows. sq is the set of terms that occur in subject position of triple
patterns in q, pq is the set of terms that occur in predicate position of triple patterns in
q, oq is the set of terms that occur in object position of triple patterns in q, spq is a set
of tuples of the form (t1 , t2 ) where q contains a triple pattern with t1 in subject position
and t2 in predicate position, and poq is a set of tuples of the form (t1 , t2 ) where q contains
a triple pattern with t1 in predicate position and t2 in object position. From the set pq
we removed the term rdf s:label and the term rdf :type, and from the sets spq and poq we
removed all pairs of terms that contained the term rdf s:label or the term rdf :type, because
in the experiment we decided against learning rules that are class-specific and that mention
another type or that predict a label, although this might be included in the future. qs
was non-empty for 315 queries, qp was non-empty for 579 queries, qo was non-empty for
322 queries, qsp was non-empty for 311 queries, and qpo was non-empty for 229 queries.
275 distinct terms occurred in subject position, 298 distinct terms occurred in predicate
position, 296 distinct terms occurred in object position, 309 distinct term pairs occurred in
subject-predicate position, and 259 distinct term pairs occurred in predicate-object position.
As an example, consider the following SPARQL query which corresponds to the question
Give me English actors starring in Lovesick.7
SELECT DISTINCT ?uri WHERE {
res:Lovesick dbo:starring ?uri .
{ ?uri dbo:birthPlace res:England . }
UNION
{ ?uri rdf:type yago:EnglishFilmActors . }
}
Given the SPARQL query above the sets have the following content: sq = {res:Lovesick},
pq = {dbo:starring, dbo:birthP lace}, oq = {res:England, yago:EnglishF ilmActors}, spq =
{(res:Lovesick, dbo:starring)}, poq = {(dbo:birthP lace, res:England)}. The set of linguistic
patterns lq contains the 1-grams “actors”, “Give”, “English”, “Lovesick”, and “starring”,
the 2-grams “Give me”, “actors starring”, “me English”, “in Lovesick”, “starring in”, and
“English actors”, and so forth up to 5-grams.
Given a (question, query) pair, we can now find all rules for the 10 rule patterns cs , ls ⇒ po;
cs , lls ⇒ po; cs , ls ⇒ p; cs , lls ⇒ p; cs , ls ⇒ o; co , lo ⇒ sp; co , llo ⇒ sp; co , lo ⇒ s; co , lo ⇒ p;
and co , llo ⇒ p, i.e., those that predict KB terms based on linguistic patterns. For all these
rule patterns, a triple pattern occurs on the right side of the association rules. For a rule r,
sr denotes the triple pattern’s subject term, pr denotes the triple pattern’s predicate term,
and or denotes the triple pattern’s object term.
5
6

7

See http://qald.aksw.org/
We used all files containing (question, query) pairs from the QALD challenge series that we could
get hold on. We used the files dbpedia-test.xml and dbpedia-train.xml from QALD-1, QALD-2,
and QALD-3, the files qald-4_multilingual_test.xml and qald-4_multilingual_train.xml from
QALD-4, the file qald-5_train.xml from QALD-5, the files qald-6-test-multilingual.json and
qald-6-train-multilingual.json from QALD-6, the file qald-7-train-multilingual.json from
QALD-7, and the file qald-9-train-multilingual.json. In the case where a question appeared in
several challenges we only make use of the corresponding query from the most recent challenge.
The example is taken from the QALD-5 challenge, question #293, file qald-5_train.xml.
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Let R be a set of rules and let Q be a set of (question, query) pairs. Given a set of
rules R and a query q, the set of true positives for predicate terms, denoted by T Pp (q, R),
is the set of terms that are necessary for building the query (i.e., those terms that exist in
predicate position in the query) and that are proposed by some rule r ∈ R. Likewise, we
can define T Ps , T Po , T Psp , and T Ppo . The set F Pp (q, R) of false positives for predicate
terms is the set of terms that are incorrectly proposed as necessary for building the query
(i.e., those terms that exist in predicate position in the query) and that are proposed by
some rule r ∈ R. Likewise, we can define F Ps , F Po , F Psp , and F Ppo . The set F Np (q, R)
of false negatives for predicate terms is the set of terms that are necessary for building the
query (i.e., those terms that exist in predicate position in the query) but are not proposed
by any rule r ∈ R. Likewise, we can define F Ns , F No , F Nsp , and F Npo . Given T Px , F Px ,
and F Nx , we can calculate micro-averaged precision (micro−Px (Q, R)), micro-averaged
recall (micro−Rx (Q, R)), micro-averaged F 1 (micro−F 1x (Q, R)), macro-averaged precision (macro−Px (Q, R)), macro-averaged recall (macro−Rx (Q, R)), and macro-averaged F 1
(macro−F 1x (Q, R)) for each prediction type x ∈ {s, p, o, sp, po}.
Within the set of non-localized rules we found 17,165,8198 rules that contain a linguistic
pattern that appears in a QALD question. In the set of localized rules we found 742,891 9
rules that contain a linguistic pattern that appears in a QALD question. From these rules,
only for 128,223 (≈1%) non-localized rules and for 42,838 (≈6%) localized rules there exists
a (question, query) pair such that the rule contains a linguistic pattern that exists in the
question and the rule predicts a term or a pair of terms that occurs in the query – thus,
these are the desired/helpful rules.10
Without filtering the set R of rules, we measured the recall values, because these help us to
understand the upper bounds for recall for any subset of R. For the set of non-localized (localized) rules, we measured the following values: micro−Rs =0.08 (0.03), microRp =0.92 (0.74),
micro−Ro =0.31 (0.21), micro−Rsp =0.02 (0.01), micro−Rpo =0.47 (0.3), macro−Rs =0.08
(0.02), macro−Rp =0.92 (0.71), macroRo =0.27 (0.16), macro−Rsp =0.02 (0), and macro−Rpo
=0.44 (0.26). All precision values were close to zero. It can be seen that the localized rules
do not perform better than the non-localized rules.
We investigated the impact of the individual parameters on precision, recall and F 1 for
non-localized and for localized rules. We filtered R with sup(A), sup(B) ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20},
sup(AB) ∈ {5, 10, 15}, P (B|A), P (A|B) ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05}, and for the AllConf
measure the threshold values {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1}. Instead of exploring
the cartesian product of possible parameter value combinations, for each experiment we only
let one parameter take a value that is not the lowest possible value, which results in a set of
28 experiments. For localized rules, Figure 1 shows the precision values for each experiment,
Figure 2 shows the recall values for each experiment, and Figure 3 shows the F 1 values

8

cs , ls ⇒ o: 5,599,910, co , lo ⇒ p: 529,331, cs , ls ⇒ p: 3,828,243, cs , ls ⇒ po: 6,395,776, co , lo ⇒ s:
59,584, co , lo ⇒ sp: 752,974
9
co , llo ⇒ sp: 41,204, co , llo ⇒ p: 30,870, cs , lls ⇒ po: 487,176, cs , lls ⇒ p: 409,408
10
Objects were correctly predicted by 8,044 rules of type cs , ls ⇒ o, 16,207 rules of type cs , ls ⇒ po, and
6,625 rules of type cs , lls ⇒ po; predicates were correctly predicted by 5,005 rules of type co , lo ⇒ p,
25,127 rules of type cs , ls ⇒ p, 107,186 rules of type cs , ls ⇒ po, 15,626 rules of type co , lo ⇒ sp, 1,384
rules of type co , llo ⇒ p, 10,392 rules of type cs , lls ⇒ p, 24,709 rules of type cs , lls ⇒ po, and 1,571
rules of type co , llo ⇒ sp; subjects were correctly predicted by 16 rules of type co , lo ⇒ s, 100 rules of
type co , lo ⇒ sp, and 37 rules of type co , llo ⇒ sp; subject-predicate pairs were correctly predicted by 9
rules of type co , lo ⇒ sp and 2 rules of type co , llo ⇒ sp; property-object pairs were correctly predicted
by 3,173 rules of type cs , ls ⇒ po and by 1,577 rules of type cs , lls ⇒ po .
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Figure 1 Precision values for each of the 28 experiments with localized rules.
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Figure 2 Recall values for each of the 28 experiments with localized rules.

for each experiment. The interestingness threshold appears to have the highest impact on
precision, recall, and F 1. However, increasing the threshold for the AllConf measure also
decreases precision. Note that due to the bar chart being stacked, recall values can be above
1, because each recall value, e.g., macro−Rpo , is a value in the range [0, 1].

4.1

Gold Standard Evaluation

The evaluation described previously considers all possible pairs of lexical elements and KB
elements that can be extracted from pairs of NL question and SPARQL queries in the
QALD dataset. In order to allow for a more controlled evaluation that allows us to examine
the performance of our approach on different parts-of-speech, we manually created a gold
standard from QALD-9 for three parts-of-speech: for adjectives referring to a pair of property
and object, for verbs referring to a property, and for (relational) nouns referring to a property.
We describe the gold standards for the three different parts-of-speech in the following:
Gold standard for adjectives: comprising of 13 adjectives referring to a pair of property
and object. As an example, the adjective Swedish in the question “Give me all Swedish
holidays” refers to the pair (dbo:country, res:Sweden).
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Figure 3 F 1 values for each of the 28 experiments with localized rules.

Gold standard for verbs: comprising of 69 verbs referring to a property. As an example,
the verb dissolve in the question “When did the Ming dynasty dissolve?” refers to the
property dbo:dissolutionDate.
Gold standard for (relational) nouns: comprising of 55 nouns. As an example, the
relational noun founder (of) refers to the property dbo:f ounder in the question “Who is
the founder of Penguin Books?”.
In Table 4, we give the results in terms of four metrics: MRR, Hits@1, Hits@5, Hits@10.
Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) is a measure used in information retrieval to evaluate ranked
lists of results. The MRR is defined as follows:
|Q|

M RR =

1 X
1
|Q| i=1 |ranki |

In our case the query is the lexical element in question and the retrieved list corresponds to
the KB elements ranked by the corresponding interestingness measure. Hits@k denotes the
percentage of queries for which the correct KB element is within the top k results. We provide
the results for the best configuration in terms of hyperparameters for each part-of-speech.
The best results were obtained for adjectives when we filtered rules that do not satisfy
the following constraints: supA ≥ 5, supB ≥ 50, P (A|B) ≥ 0.1, P (B|A) ≥ 0.05, and an
interestingness value ≥ 0.2 Among the interestingness measures, M axConf achieves higher
performance (0.23, 0.35, 0.35, and 0.4 for MRR, Hits@1 and Hits@5, Hits@10 respectively)
than all other interestingness measures. The low results in terms of MRR are due to the fact
that in some cases, the correct (property, object) pair for an adjective is ranked rather low
in the list. For the adjective Canadian, the correct pair (dbo:country, dbr:Canada) ranks at
position 17 of the best ranking with the M axConf measure, while other related (property,
object) pairs that are more specific rank higher, such as (dbo:region, dbr:Saskatchewan),
(dbo:location, dbr:Ontario) etc. The best results were obtained for verbs with the configuration supA ≥ 50, supB ≥ 50, P (A|B) ≥ 0.1, P (B|A) ≥ 0.1, MaxConf ≥ 0.2. For the majority
of verbs including create, design, develop, die, direct, found, marry, etc. the corresponding correct property dbo:creator, dbo:designer, dbo:developer, dbo:deathP lace, dbo:director,
dbo:f ounder, dbo:spouse rank at position 1. The best results were obtained for relative nouns
with the configuration supA ≥ 50, supB ≥ 50, P (A|B) ≥ 0.1, P (B|A) ≥ 0.05, IR ≥ 0.2.
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Table 4 Results of Gold Standard Evaluation of three parts-of-speech: adjective, verb, and noun.
Measure

MRR
Cosine
0.08
Coherence 0.05
AllConf
0.04
MaxConf
0.23
IR
0.13
Kulczynski 0.11

5

Adjective
Hits1 Hits5
0.05 0.2
0.0
0.15
0.0
0.15
0.35 0.35
0.05 0.2
0.05 0.2

Hits10
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.3

MRR
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.31
0.31
0.28

Verb
Hits1 Hits5
0.25 0.31
0.25 0.31
0.25 0.31
0.31 0.31
0.31 0.31
0.25 0.31

Hits10
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31

MRR
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.2
0.19

Noun
Hits1 Hits5
0.18 0.2
0.18 0.2
0.18 0.2
0.18 0.2
0.2
0.2
0.18 0.2

Hits10
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Related Work

Related work can be grouped into two areas: i) (mining of patterns for) information extraction
from text to RDF, and ii) (mining of patterns for) natural language generation from RDF.
Several works, such as by Gerber et al. [7], Nakashole et al. [13], and Walter et al. [15],
apply the distant supervision principle to extract relation-specific patterns from natural
language sentences. In our framework, relation-specific patterns can be expressed with the
association rule patterns cs , lls ⇒ p and co , llo ⇒ p.
Gerber et al. [7] apply their approach to texts from Wikipedia and DBpedia as KB. The
patterns, called BOA patterns, can be used to extract relations from texts and to populate
a knowledge base with the extraction results. BOA patterns are scored based on support,
as we propose as well, but furthermore BOA patterns are scored on typicity and specificity,
whereas we make use of conditional probabilities and interestingness measures. An example
of a BOA pattern for the predicate subsidiary is ?D?’s acquisition of ?R?. Here, ?D? and
?R? matches entities that are instances of the classes specified as the domain and range of
the predicate, respectively. Thus, a BOA pattern can be specific to up to two classes.
Nakashole et al. [13] introduce SOL patterns. These patterns can consist of syntactic
features, ontological type signatures, and lexical features. In contrast to our approach, the
authors extract patterns from dependency-parsed sentences instead of from tokenized texts
and collect dependency paths between identified entities. Patterns are scored by support and
confidence. An example of an SOL pattern for the relation hasMusicalIdol is <musician>
PRP idol <musician>, where musician, the ontological type signature, matches any entity
that is an instance of the class musician and PRP matches any token that is a pronoun.
The approach M-ATOLL by Walter et al. [15] mines textual patterns that denote binary
relations between entities. The text corpus is dependency-parsed and natural language
patterns are identified via a set of manually defined dependency graph patterns that are
matched against the parsed text. The resulting patterns are represented in lemon [9] format.
Going beyond M-ATOLL, we do not rely on a pre-definend set of patterns, but mine the
patterns inductively from data (that has not been dependency-parsed).
In contrast to the previous three approaches, although also extracting relations from
Wikipedia abstracts and making use of the distant supervision principle, Heist et al. [8]
propose an approach that does not make use of linguistic features, for example by considering
the position of an identified entity in an abstract. The authors train several classification
algorithms and show that a classifier trained on one language can also classify relations in
another language, which is possible since the features aren’t language-specific in the sense
that they do not make use of lexical or syntactic information.
Ding et al. [4] propose an approach to map adjectives to existential restrictions over a KB.
Their approach, Adj2ER, finds for example that the adjective American can be expressed via
the existential restriction ∃dbo:nationality.{dbr:U nited_States}. This existential restriction
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is comparable to the rule pattern cs , ls ⇒ po. As a further similarity, the authors take into
account which class an adjective modifies. Adj2ER can create existential restrictions that
contain negations. For example, the approach finds that for instances of the class Actor the
adjective alive can be mapped to ¬∃deathDate.⊤. Negation cannot be expressed within our
framework of association rules. Instead of distant supervision on natural language text, for
an adjective and a class their approach collects entities that are instances of that class and
then create two sets: one set where the instance and the adjective co-occur in some text and
the other set of entities that do not. Then, they make use of the information in a KB about
these entities to derive the existential restrictions.
A simple form of generation of natural language text from RDF can be realized, as Sun
and Mellish [14] show, by categorizing the names of terms such as predicates (e.g., “has”
+ noun) and by making use of a few templates specific to these categories. The approach
requires the names in an ontology to follow certain conventions and creates verbalizations
that may not always be natural. Moreover, each triple is verbalized as an individual sentence.
A possibility to create verbalizations that are natural in style is to make use of a lexicon,
as shown by Cimiano et al. [3]. However, such a lexicon may not always be available.
Ell and Harth [5] present an approach that applies the distant supervision principle and
automatically extracts verbalization templates that express multiple triples in one sentence. A
good overview about NLG from RDF can be found in the context of the WebNLG challenge 11
[6]. Approaches that tackle this challenge need to be able to carry out tasks such as sentence
segmentation, lexicalization, aggregation, and surface realisation. Those association rules
mined by our approach that predict a linguistic pattern could be applicable in the context of
the lexicalization task. Recent work by Moussallem et al. [11] presents an approach based on
a encoder-decoder architecture that is capable of generating multilingual verbalizations.

6

Conclusion

We have presented LexExMachina, a new approach to closing the gap between lexicon and
ontology by mining a set of 20 types of class-specific association rules that connect a lexical
element to a data element from a KB. These rules can be used for information extraction,
question answering as well as KB verbalization tasks. We have mined association rules
from the loosely-parallel corpus consisting of Wikipedia and DBpedia for the 354 classes
that have at least 100 instances. The resulting rules have been evaluated on a QA task
of reconstructing all the elements of the query from the NL question by relying on these
correspondences as well as on a manually created gold standard that allows us to inspect the
results for different parts-of-speech. Our framework subsumes many of the pattern mining
approaches proposed so far and shows promising results. Although our experiment showed
that high-quality and high-coverage association rules can be found, for example those that
contain the token Greek, shown in Table 3, we need to investigate further how to increase
precision without severely sacrificing recall. Beyond the seven parameters taken into account
so far, we plan to investigate the impact of further parameters, such as the length of a string
between two arguments from which the patterns are extracted, and how fuzzy matching can
help to increase recall.

11

See https://webnlg-challenge.loria.fr/
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A

Details on and Examples for the Rule Patterns

Rule Patterns cs , ls ⇒ po and cs , lls ⇒ po. Given for a rule of type cs , ls ⇒ po (cs , lls ⇒ po)
are a class c ∈ C, a property p ∈ P , a term o ∈ T , and a (localized) linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ (e, p, o) ∈ G
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈

lec,p,d

(cs , ls ⇒ po)

⇒ (e, p, o) ∈ G

(cs , lls ⇒ po)

Meaning: Given that in a document that describes an entity e that is an instance of the class
c occurs the (localized) linguistic pattern l, the rule predicts that the entity e has the value
o for the property p.
Example for rule pattern cs , ls ⇒ po:
dbo:P olitician ∈ ce ∧ ”Awami League” ∈ le
⇒ (e, dbo:party, dbr:Bangladesh_Awami_League) ∈ G

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

40
AllConf(A,B)≈
42
Coherence(A,B)≈
37
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.88
IR(A,B)≈
0.92 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.88
0.45
0.9
0.04
0.9
0.92

Meaning: Given an entity that is an instance of the class dbo:P olitician and where the
document that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”Awami League”, the rule
predicts that the entity is in the relation dbo:party with dbr:Bangladesh_Awami_League.
Example for rule pattern cs , lls ⇒ po:
dbo:Arachnid ∈ ce ∧
”family Trombidiidae” ∈ ledbo:Arachnid,dbo:genus,so

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

⇒ (e, dbo:genus, dbr:T rombidium) ∈ G

40
AllConf(A,B)≈
42
Coherence(A,B)≈
37
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.88
IR(A,B)≈
0.92 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.88
0.45
0.9
0.04
0.9
0.92

Meaning: Given an entity that is an instance of the class dbo:Arachnid and where the
abstract of that entity contains the localized linguistic pattern ”family Trombidiidae” (which
is localized to the class dbo:Arachnid and the predicate dbo:genus), the rule predicts that
the entity is in the relation dbo:genus with dbr:T rombidium.
Rule Patterns cs , ls ⇒ p and cs , lls ⇒ p. Given for a rule of type cs , ls ⇒ p (cs , lls ⇒ p)
are a class c ∈ C, a property p ∈ P , and a (localized) linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ ∃o ∈ T : (e, p, o) ∈ G
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈

lec,p,d

(cs , ls ⇒ p)

⇒ ∃o ∈ T : (e, p, o) ∈ G

(cs , lls ⇒ p)

Meaning: Given that in a document that describes an entity e that is an instance of the class
c occurs the linguistic pattern l, predict that the entity e has some value for the property p.
Example for rule pattern cs , ls ⇒ p:
dbo:Actor ∈ ce ∧ ”a Swedish actor” ∈ le
⇒ ∃o : (e, dbo:nationality, o) ∈ G

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

213
AllConf(A,B)≈
729 Coherence(A,B)≈
213
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.29
IR(A,B)≈
1
Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.29
0.23
0.54
0.71
0.65
1

Meaning: Given an entity that is an instance of the class dbo:Actor and where the document
that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”a Swedish actor”, the rule predicts
that the entity is in the relation dbo:nationality with some entity.
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Example for rule pattern cs , lls ⇒ p:
dbo:Actor ∈ ce ∧ ”married to” ∈ ledbo:Actor,dbo:spouse,so
⇒ ∃o : (e, dbo:spouse, o) ∈ G

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

61
AllConf(A,B)≈
289 Coherence(A,B)≈
36
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.12
IR(A,B)≈
0.59 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.12
0.1
0.27
0.73
0.36
0.59

Meaning: Given an entity that is an instance of the class dbo:Actor and where the document
that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”married to” (which is localized to
the class dbo:Actor and the predicate dbo:spouse), the rule predicts that the entity is in the
relation dbo:spouse with some entity.
Rule Pattern cs , ls ⇒ o. Given for a rule of type cs , ls ⇒ o are a class c ∈ C, a term o ∈ T ,
and a linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ ∃p ∈ U : (e, p, o) ∈ G

(cs , ls ⇒ o)

Meaning: Given that in a document that describes an entity e that is an instance of the class
c occurs the linguistic pattern l, predict that there is some relation by which e is related to
the term o.
Example for rule pattern cs , ls ⇒ o:
dbo:Grape ∈ ce ∧ ”white” ∈ le
⇒ ∃p : (e, p, ”Blanc”@en) ∈

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

225
AllConf(A,B)≈
198 Coherence(A,B)≈
183
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.92
IR(A,B)≈
0.81 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.81
0.43
0.87
0.11
0.87
0.92

Meaning: Given an entity that is an instance of the class dbo:Grape and where the document
that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”white”, the rule predicts that the
entity is in some relation with the term ”Blanc”@en.
Rule Patterns co , lo ⇒ sp and co , llo ⇒ sp. Given for a rule of type co , lo ⇒ sp (co , llo ⇒ sp)
are a class c ∈ C, a term s ∈ U ∪ B, a predicate p ∈ P, and a (localized) linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ (s, p, e) ∈ G
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈

lec,p,d

(co , lo ⇒ sp)

⇒ (s, p, e) ∈ G

(co , llo ⇒ sp)

Meaning: Given that in a document that describes an entity e that is an instance of the
class c occurs the (localized) linguistic pattern l, predict that there is an entity s that is in
relation p with the entity e.
Example for rule pattern co , lo ⇒ sp:
dbo:Island ∈ ce ∧ ”Baltic” ∈ le
⇒ (dbr:Baltic_Sea, dbo:island, e) ∈ G

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

43
AllConf(A,B)≈
23
Coherence(A,B)≈
15
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.65
IR(A,B)≈
0.35 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.35
0.23
0.48
0.39
0.5
0.65

Meaning: Given an entity that is an instance of the class dbo:Island and where the document
that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”Baltic”, the rule predicts that the
entity dbr:Baltic_See is in the relation dbo:island with this entity.
Example for rule pattern co , llo ⇒ sp:
dbo:Artwork ∈ ce ∧ ”Salvador” ∈ ledbo:Artwork,dbo:notableW ork,so
⇒ (dbr:Salvador_Dalí, dbo:notableW ork, e) ∈ G

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

6
AllConf(A,B)≈
7
Coherence(A,B)≈
6
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.86
IR(A,B)≈
1
Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.86
0.46
0.93
0.14
0.93
1
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Meaning: Given an entity that is an instance of the class dbo:Artwork and where the document that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”Salvador” (which is localized
to the class dbo:Artwork and the predicate dbo:notableW ork), the rule predicts that the
entity dbr:Salvador_Dalí is in the relation dbo:notableW ork with this entity.
Rule Pattern co , lo ⇒ s. Given for a rule of type co , lo ⇒ s are a class c ∈ C, a term o ∈ T ,
and a linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ (s, p, e) ∈ G

(co , lo ⇒ s)

Meaning: Given that in a document that describes an entity e that is an instance of the class
c occurs the linguistic pattern l, predict that there is an entity s that is in some relation
with the entity e.
Example for rule pattern co , lo ⇒ s:
dbo:Language ∈ ce ∧ ”Nahuatl” ∈ le
⇒ ∃p : (dbr:N ahuan_languages, p, e) ∈ G

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

21
AllConf(A,B)≈
18
Coherence(A,B)≈
16
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.89
IR(A,B)≈
0.76 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.76
0.41
0.82
0.13
0.83
0.89

Meaning: Given an entity that is an instance of the class dbo:Language and where the
document that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”Nahuatl”, the rule
predicts that the entity dbr:N ahuan_languages is in some relation with this entity.
Rule Patterns co , lo ⇒ p and co , llo ⇒ p. Given for a rule of type co , lo ⇒ p (co , llo ⇒ p)
are a class c ∈ C, a predicate p ∈ P, and a (localized) linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈ le ⇒ ∃s ∈ U ∪ B : (s, p, e) ∈ G
c ∈ ce ∧ l ∈

lec,p,d

(co , lo ⇒ p)

⇒ ∃s ∈ U ∪ B : (s, p, e) ∈ G

(co , llo ⇒ p)

Meaning: Given that in a document that describes an entity e that is an instance of the class
c occurs the (localized) linguistic pattern l, predict that there is some entity that is in the
relation p with the entity e.
Example for rule pattern co , lo ⇒ p:
dbo:AmateurBoxer ∈ ce ∧ ”silver medal” ∈ le
⇒ ∃s : (s, dbo:silverM edalist, e) ∈ G

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

70
AllConf(A,B)≈
29
Coherence(A,B)≈
22
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.76
IR(A,B)≈
0.31 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.31
0.22
0.49
0.53
0.54
0.76

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:AmateurBoxer and where
the document that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”silver medal”, the
rule predicts that there is some entity which is related via the relation dbo:silverM edalist
to the entity e.
Example for rule pattern co , llo ⇒ p:
dbo:N oble ∈ ce ∧ ”married” ∈ ledbo:N oble,dbo:spouse,so
⇒ ∃s : (s, dbo:spouse, e) ∈ G

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

220
AllConf(A,B)≈
1588 Coherence(A,B)≈
151
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.1
IR(A,B)≈
0.69 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.1
0.08
0.26
0.83
0.39
0.69
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Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:N oble and where the document
that describes that entity contains the linguistic pattern ”married” (which is localized to the
class dbo:N oble and the predicate dbo:spouse), the rule predicts that there is some entity
which is related via the relation dbo:spouse to the entity e.
Rule Patterns cs , po ⇒ ls and cs , po ⇒ lls . Given for a rule of type cs , po ⇒ ls (cs , po ⇒ lls )
are a class c ∈ C, a predicate p ∈ P, a term o ∈ T , and a (localized) linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le
c ∈ ce ∧ (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈

(cs , po ⇒ ls )

lec,p,d

(cs , po ⇒ lls )

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class c and given that e is in relation p
to the term o, predict that the text that describes e contains the (localized) linguistic pattern l.
Example for rule pattern cs , po ⇒ ls :
dbo:Actor ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:nationality, dbr:Sweden) ∈ G
⇒ ”Swedish” ∈ le

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

589
AllConf(A,B)≈
582 Coherence(A,B)≈
579
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.99
IR(A,B)≈
0.98 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.98
0.49
0.99
0.01
0.99
0.99

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:Actor and where the entity
is in the relation dbo:nationality with the entity dbr:Sweden, the rule predicts that the
linguistic pattern ”Swedish” occurs in the text about the entity e.
Example for rule pattern cs , po ⇒ lls :
dbo:Criminal ∈ ce ∧ (e, dbo:deathP lace, dbr:Sicily) ∈ G
⇒ ”Mafia” ∈ ledbo:Criminal,dbo:deathP lace,os

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

11
AllConf(A,B)≈
8
Coherence(A,B)≈
7
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.88
IR(A,B)≈
0.64 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.64
0.37
0.75
0.25
0.76
0.88

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:Criminal and where the
entity is in the relation dbo:deathP lace with the entity dbr:Sicily, the rule predicts that the
localized linguistic pattern ”Mafia” (which is localized to the class dbo:Criminal and the
predicate dbo:deathP lace) occurs in the text about the entity e.
Rule Patterns cs , p ⇒ ls and cs , p ⇒ lls . Given for a rule of type cs , p ⇒ ls (cs , p ⇒ ls )
are a class c ∈ C, a predicate p ∈ P, and a (localized) linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ ∃o ∈ T : (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le
c ∈ ce ∧ ∃o ∈ T : (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈

(cs , p ⇒ ls )

lec,p,d

(cs , p ⇒ lls )

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class c and given that e is in relation p
to some term, predict that the text that describes e contains the (localized) linguistic pattern l.
Example for rule pattern cs , p ⇒ ls :
dbo:F ungus ∈ ce ∧ ∃o : (e, dbp:genusAuthority, o) ∈ G
⇒ ”is a genus” ∈ le

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

4330
AllConf(A,B)≈
3773 Coherence(A,B)≈
3717
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.99
IR(A,B)≈
0.86 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.86
0.46
0.92
0.13
0.92
0.99

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:F ungus and where the entity
is in the relation dbo:genusAuthority with some term, the rule predicts that the linguistic
pattern ”is a genus” occurs in the text about the entity e.
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Example for rule pattern cs , p ⇒ lls :
dbo:CricketGround ∈ ce ∧ ∃o : (e, dbp:location, o) ∈ G
⇒ ”is a cricket ground in” ∈

ledbo:CricketGround,dbp:location,so

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

195
AllConf(A,B)≈
64
Coherence(A,B)≈
64
Cosine(A,B)≈
1
IR(A,B)≈
0.33 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.33
0.25
0.57
0.67
0.66
1

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:CricketGround and where
the entity is in the relation dbp:location with some term, the rule predicts that the localized
linguistic pattern ”is a cricket ground in” (which is localized to the class dbo:CricketGround
and the predicate dbp:location) occurs in the text about the entity e.
Rule Pattern cs , o ⇒ ls . Given for a rule of type cs , o ⇒ ls are a class c ∈ C, a term o ∈ T ,
and a linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ ∃p ∈ U : (e, p, o) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le

(cs , o ⇒ ls )

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class c and given that e is in some relation
to the term o, predict that the text that describes e contains the (localized) linguistic pattern l.
Example for rule pattern cs , o ⇒ ls :
dbo:P rotein ∈ ce ∧ ∃p : (e, p, ”M T ”) ∈ G
⇒ ”Mitochondrially encoded” ∈ le

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

24
24
24
1
1

AllConf(A,B)≈
Coherence(A,B)≈
Cosine(A,B)≈
IR(A,B)≈
Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

1
0.5
1
0
1
1

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:P rotein and where the
entity is in some relation with the term ”M T ”, the rule predicts that the linguistic pattern
”Mitochondrially encoded” occurs in the text about the entity e.
Rule Patterns co , sp ⇒ lo and co , sp ⇒ llo . Given for a rule of type co , sp ⇒ lo (co , sp ⇒ llo )
are a class c ∈ C, a term s ∈ U ∪ B, a predicate p ∈ P, and a (localized) linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ (s, p, e) ∈ G} ⇒ l ∈ le
c ∈ ce ∧ (s, p, e) ∈ G} ⇒ l ∈

(co , sp ⇒ lo )

lec,p,d

(co , sp ⇒ llo )

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class c and given that the term s is in relation p with e, predict that the text that describes e contains the (localized) linguistic pattern l.
Example for rule pattern co , sp ⇒ lo :
dbo:W ineRegion ∈ ce ∧ (dbr:M endocino_County_wine,
dbp:subRegions, e) ∈ G
⇒ ”Mendocino County California ∈ le

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

11
AllConf(A,B)≈
12
Coherence(A,B)≈
11
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.92
IR(A,B)≈
1
Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.92
0.48
0.96
0.08
0.96
1

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:W ineRegion and where
the entity dbr:M endocino_County_wine is in the relation dbp:subRegions with e, the rule
predicts that the linguistic pattern ”Mendocino County California” occurs in the text about
the entity e.
Example for rule pattern co , sp ⇒ llo :
dbo:Airline ∈ ce ∧ (dbr:Luf thansa, dbo:subsidiary, e) ∈ G
⇒ ”subsidiary of” ∈ ledbo:Airline,dbo:subsidiary,so

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

11
AllConf(A,B)≈
64
Coherence(A,B)≈
6
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.09
IR(A,B)≈
0.55 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.09
0.08
0.23
0.77
0.32
0.55
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Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:Airline and where the
entity dbr:Luf thansa is in the relation dbo:subsidiary with e, the rule predicts that the
localized linguistic pattern ”subsidiary of” (which is localized to the class dbo:Airlines and
the predicate dbo:subsidiary) occurs in the text about the entity e.
Rule Pattern co , s ⇒ lo . Given for a rule of type co , s ⇒ lo are a class c ∈ C, a term
s ∈ U ∪ B, and a linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ ∃p ∈ U : (s, p, e) ∈ G} ⇒ l ∈ le

(co , s ⇒ lo )

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class c and given that the term s is in
some with e, predict that the text that describes e contains the (localized) linguistic pattern l.
Example for rule pattern co , s ⇒ lo :
dbo:Horse ∈ ce ∧ ∃p : (dbr:Orme_(horse), p, e) ∈ G
⇒ ”English Thoroughbred racehorse” ∈ le

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

14
AllConf(A,B)≈
11
Coherence(A,B)≈
6
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.55
IR(A,B)≈
0.43 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.43
0.24
0.48
0.16
0.49
0.55

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:Horse and where the entity
dbr:Orme_(horse) is in some relation with e, the rule predicts that the linguistic pattern
”English Thoroughbred racehorse” occurs in the text about the entity e.
Rule Patterns co , p ⇒ lo and co , p ⇒ llo . Given for a rule of type co , p ⇒ lo (co , p ⇒ llo )
are a class c ∈ C, a predicate p ∈ P, and a (localized) linguistic pattern l.
c ∈ ce ∧ ∃s ∈ U ∪ B : (s, p, e) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈ le
c ∈ ce ∧ ∃s ∈ U ∪ B : (s, p, e) ∈ G ⇒ l ∈

(co , p ⇒ lo )

lec,p,d

(co , p ⇒ llo )

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class c and given that some term is in relation p with e, predict that the text that describes e contains the (localized) linguistic pattern l.
Example for rule pattern co , p ⇒ lo :
dbo:W restler ∈ ce ∧ ∃s : (s, dbp:bronze, e) ∈ G
⇒ ”bronze medal” ∈ le

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

30
AllConf(A,B)≈
29
Coherence(A,B)≈
14
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.48
IR(A,B)≈
0.47 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.47
0.24
0.47
0.02
0.47
0.48

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:W restler and where some
entity is in the relation dbp:bronze with e, the rule predicts that the linguistic pattern
”bronze medal” occurs in the text about the entity e.
Example for rule pattern co , p ⇒ llo :
dbo:Crustacean ∈ ce ∧ ∃s : (s, dbp:superf amilia, e) ∈ G
⇒ ”is a superfamily” ∈

ledbo:Crustacean,dbp:superf amilia,so

sup(A)=
sup(B)=
sup(AB)=
P(B|A)≈
P(A|B)≈

33
AllConf(A,B)≈
15
Coherence(A,B)≈
14
Cosine(A,B)≈
0.93
IR(A,B)≈
0.42 Kulczynski(A,B)≈
MaxConf(A,B)≈

0.42
0.29
0.63
0.53
0.68
0.93

Meaning: Given an entity e that is an instance of the class dbo:Crustacean and where some
entity is in the relation dbp:superf amilia with e, the rule predicts that the localized linguistic
pattern ”is a superfamily” (which is localized to the class dbo:Crustacean and the predicate
dbo:superf amilia) occurs in the text about the entity e.
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1
1.1

Use case description
Contextualisation

Semantic change has been studied so far within various disciplines and research fields, including
the history of concepts and philosophy, linguistics, natural language processing (NLP) and
the Semantic Web. Despite growing interest in the topic, which requires multiple perspectives
and an interdisciplinary approach, there is no unified view and not enough dialogue on the
subject, and different disciplines seem to make use of different interpretations and theoretical
notions when dealing with it. Our proposal, called HIstory of Socio-culTural transfORmation
as linguistIc dAta sciEnce (HISTORIAE) with reference to Tacitus’s Historiae and nowadays
interconnected cloud of linked data, aims at bridging the gap and combining approaches from
these fields to create a comparative methodological framework for detecting semantic change
in multilingual text collections and for generating corpus-based diachronic ontologies as
linguistic linked open data (LLOD). The area of application of this proposal spans the digital
humanities (DH), with a focus on the history of socio-cultural transformation in Europe
and other regions, and emerging trends in knowledge extraction, analysis and representation
from linguistic data science. These directions are noteworthy for current research, given the
increasing use of digital and Web technologies in almost all the sectors of human activity
and the need for a better understanding of their impact on cultural assets, within a broader
historical, technological and data-aware context. It is expected that the project outcomes
may also be applied to other domains.
HISTORIAE will address the following research questions. (1) Which insights does the
study of semantic change help generate in the history of socio-cultural transformation? (2)
Can the applied methodology inform us about the interrelation between linguistic, social and
cultural innovation over time, and the socio-cultural roots of innovation? (3) What may be
learned about the combination of human and machine agency in the process of construction
and dissemination of knowledge, and of explaining the underlying mechanisms?
Throughout this paper, the term “semantic change” will generally refer to a change in
meaning, either of a lexical unit (word or expression) or of a concept (a complex knowledge
structure that can encompass one or more lexical units, as well as relations among them and
with other concepts). The contribution of the proposal to the fields of digital humanities and
linguistic data science will therefore consist of a workflow prototype based on a combined
approach to semantic change, implying data-related and theoretical enquiry, corpus-based
analysis and ontology building, and reflection and documentation on the process as a whole.
Since the project is still in an early stage, the paper will limit its scope to the following
points: (1) the main elements of the HISTORIAE proposal (goals, tasks, datasets, concepts,
challenges); (2) exploratory, preliminary planning and research directions of the intended
workflow (theoretical models, formalisms and modalities for detecting and representing
semantic change, ontology generation, publication, interpretation and documentation).

1.2

Goals, tasks, methods

HISTORIAE builds on the humanities use case (UC4.2.1) initiated as part of the working
group “Use cases and applications” within Nexus Linguarum, European network for Webcentred linguistic data science, a COST Action (CA18209) 2 running from 2019 to 2023.
While UC4.2.1 will be carried out within Nexus Linguarum as a pilot, it is intended to further
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develop the idea within HISTORIAE as a larger interdisciplinary research project, if funding
resources are obtained. The main goal of UC4.2.1 is to create a comparative methodological
framework for tracing the “histories” or evolution of concepts in different languages and
humanities fields (history, literature, philosophy, religion, etc.) and generate a sample of
multilingual LLOD ontologies to represent semantic change by using NLP and Semantic Web
technologies. Starting from the hypothesis that historical realities are always reflected in
language and its manifestations, irrespective of the specific language, it is assumed that such
a methodology will allow for comparative transnational and linguistic standpoints and for
new insights into the interconnections between language and historical and cultural context
over time and space through linguistic data science.
Six tasks (T1-T6) have been designed for the use case (at the time of writing, T1 is
completed, T2, 3, 6 ongoing, T4, 5 not yet started). T1 deals with the identification of
potential datasets, concepts and languages to be used in the study. T2 has as objectives to
draw on the state-of-the-art in LLOD and NLP methods, tools and data, with a focus on the
humanities, and provide a terminological and methodological ground for the construction of
a theoretical model to detect and represent semantic change in multilingual historical text
collections. T3 consists of the selection of the datasets, periods and time span granularity
(years, decades, centuries) as well as data preparation (e.g. conversion from one format to
another, grouping by time period). T4 and T5 are dedicated to testing and implementing
various methods for semantic change detection, representation and publication as LLOD
ontologies based on the selected datasets. Finally, T6 is intended to result interpretation and
documentation of the process by making use of explainable AI (XAI) techniques, and to a
set of guidelines describing the methodology derived from the use case. More details about
the methods considered for further investigation are presented in Section 2.

1.3

Datasets, languages, time span

At the initial stage of the study (T1), we identified several datasets, described below, covering
a substantial time span and variety of languages such as Latin, Ancient Greek, Hebrew,
French, German, Luxembourgish and Old Lithuanian. The LatinISE corpus [32] contains
over 10 million word tokens and covers a wide range of genres (e.g. comedy, tragedy, poetry,
essays, letters, narrative, oratory, philosophy, religion, law) spanning from the 2nd century
BC to the beginning of the 21st century CE. The corpus is lemmatised, part-of-speech
(POS)-tagged and searchable through the Sketch Engine corpus query tool. The Ancient
Greek corpus Diorisis [50] covers the Ancient Greek literary tradition, from the 8th century
BCE to the 5th century CE, and consists of 820 texts (10,206,421 word tokens), which are
lemmatised and POS-tagged. Various genres are represented, such as literature (poetry,
drama), philosophy, narrative (historiography, biography, mythography), religion (hymns,
Jewish and Christian scriptures, homilies), technical literature (medicine, mathematics,
natural science, geography, astronomy, politics, rhetoric, art history, literary criticism,
grammar), and letters. The Hebrew dataset Responsa [28] includes rabbinic comments
on daily issues (law, health, commerce, marriage, education, Jewish customs) and covers
the time range from the 11th century until now. It contains 76,710 articles and about
100 million word tokens and can be browsed and searched via a dedicated Web interface.
The National Library of Luxembourg (BnL) Open Data collection [12] comprises historical
newspapers and monographs (literature, history, philosophy, geography, pedagogy, religious
matters, etc.) from the public domain, in French, German and Luxembourgish. It spans
two overlapping periods, 1841-1878 (newspapers) and 1690-1918 (monographs). The dataset
counts 23,663 processed newspaper issues (510,505 extracted articles), segmented at the level
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of individual articles, sub-articles and paragraphs, and 504 processed monographs (33,477
extracted chapters). The Lithuanian dataset Sliekkas [16], which is still under construction,
includes Old Lithuanian texts (religious – prayers, catechisms, hymnals, and sermons, as well
as prose and poetry), dated between 16th and 18th centuries, with annotations (structural,
paleographic, textological, lexical, and grammatical) and facsimile reproductions of the
original (ca. 10 million text words).

1.4

Concepts

Tracing the history of concepts is not a new field of research. Various studies have been
dedicated to this area, implying different approaches and domains of application such as
political, encyclopaedic, legal and biomedical [51], history of philosophy and of science [4],
historical research [13] and digital preservation [47]. However, studies in cultural and
conceptual history (Begriffsgeschichte) [1], [41] have pointed out the challenges in examining
language in its interaction with social, political and cultural transformations from the real
world, and the need for a comparative, transnational and interdisciplinary approach to
understand the complexities of this type of relationship.
Our proposal aims at creating comparative standpoints to trace the history of concepts
in the domain of socio-cultural transformation at a transnational level. The particularity of
the contribution mainly consists in combining various approaches and resources from areas
such as the history of concepts and linguistic data science, considered together with this
domain of application needing further exploration and insight within a digital framework. A
series of semantic fields have been identified for this purpose. Examples of such fields include:
geo-political and cultural entities (Europe, West, East, etc.), education, sciences, technology
and innovations, social and societal processes (migration, urbanisation, modernisation,
globalisation), state and citizenship, beliefs, values and attitudes (e.g. religion, democracy,
political participation), economy, health and well-being, everyday life, family and social
relations, time and collective memory, work and leisure, customs and traditions, literature
and philosophy. Moreover, the study will focus on serendipity and the discovery of “turning
points”, concepts that underwent significant semantic changes at certain points in time, as
indicators of shifting or emerging trends in the area of socio-cultural transformation.
The identified datasets will allow for further research in the history of concepts and
within the considered domain. It should be noted that the feature of aligning Old Lithuanian
translations with their sources in Latin, German or Polish, or comparing the selected
languages, will enable us to identify and assess possible mutual cultural influences and look
for emerging shared literary, religious and cultural concepts.

1.5

Challenges

The proposal encompasses a number of challenges. (1) Dataset-related ones mainly referring
to aspects such as differences in format, time span, genres, size and availability. (2) Workflowrelated ones residing in heterogeneous approaches and workflow components to be integrated
into a coherent pipeline; under-developed or not yet existing resources (tools, methods, models,
formalisms) to deal with certain languages or aspects of semantic change and diachronic
ontology generation and publishing. (3) Domain-related ones generally pointing to questions
such as adequacy of the considered datasets and linguistic data science methods and tools
for tracing a history of concepts that reflects socio-cultural transformation and provides
comparative historical, linguistic and cultural insights from a transnational perspective.
Possible modalities of addressing these challenges are described in the following section.
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Workflow planning

For the implementation of the use case, we propose a workflow composed of seven task
categories as illustrated below (Figure 1).

Figure 1 HISTORIAE workflow. Rounded rectangles: task categories; folded-corner rectangles:
data types created in the process; dotted rectangles: groups of conceptually associated elements.

2.1

Identification of concepts, dataset acquisition and preparation

An in-depth analysis for the identification of relevant concepts, semantic fields and datasets
(T1) (see 1.3, 1.4) to be used in the study will be performed. The core dataset identified
so far will be assessed and possibly expanded. The selection criteria mainly pertain to the
availability of data, and temporal, geographical, linguistic and thematic coverage enabling a
historical, comparative perspective on the topic of socio-cultural transformation. We expect
additional datasets, genres and languages to be included in the expanded version of the study
(i.e. in Bulgarian, English, Polish, Romanian and Slovene). In order to further extend the
time coverage to more recent periods, multilingual contemporary data in open access will be
considered, such as Wikimedia downloads, the Digital Corpus of the European Parliament
(DCEP) and a collection of trained Twitter word embeddings in English. Preliminary data
preparations will be necessary for the whole collection (T3), such as normalisation of old
forms, extraction of textual content by genre or language from XML, and segmentation of
the corpora by time slice (e.g. year, decade, century) for diachronic analysis.

2.2

Theoretical modelling of semantic change

From a theoretical point of view, four research directions have been identified and will be
further explored (T2) as starting points in designing the theoretical model to approach
semantic change. It is assumed that such a theoretical model may be combined in the
workflow with elements of LLOD formalisation and NLP-based detection of lexical semantic
change and diachronic ontology generation (Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5).
LDK 2021
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Within the theory of lexical semantics, [15] identifies two main classifications of semantic
change that include semasiological mechanisms (meaning-related), with semasiological innovations endowing existing words with new meanings, and onomasiological (or “lexicogenetic”)
(naming-related) mechanisms, with onomasiological innovations expressing meaning through
new or alternative lexical items. [15] also draws attention to semantic approaches, in the
lineage of distributional semantics, inspired by Firth and Harris, that display a certain
affinity with current usage-based approaches and distributional corpus analysis. From the
field of intellectual history, theory of knowledge organisation and Semantic Web, two formal
descriptions of conceptual change have been retained for further analysis. One is proposed
by [27] and asserts that a concept is composed by two parts, the “core” and the “margin”,
based on context-nonspecific and context-specific features. This model allows for a variety
of possibilities, from conceptual continuity, implying core stability and different degrees of
margin variability, to conceptual replacement, when the core itself is affected by change.
The other formalisation, developed in [51], defines the meaning of a concept in terms of
“intension” (a set of properties), “extension” (a subset of the universe) and “label” (a string
of characters). [51] use distance measures, such as Jaccard and Levenshtein, computed for
the three aspects to identify conceptual changes.

2.3

Expressing semantic change through LLOD formalisms

One of the aims of the work described in this submission is to model and then publish
data about semantic change in the form of one or more diachronic lexico-ontologies in order
to integrate together different kinds of relevant information and to make this information
available in an accessible and easily re-usable form. The linked open data (LOD) publishing
paradigm is ideal for doing this. It offers us a standardised way of making structured data
available using the HTTP protocol, as well as giving us the possibility of exposing this data
via special endpoints that use the powerful SPARQL query language. The use of a common
data framework, the Resource Description Framework (RDF), combined with a number of
upper level ontologies and more generalised linked data vocabularies helps to ensure the
interoperabilty of data published in this way. As we intend to model (and publish) data
about linguistic phenomena as linked data (although this may include information from and
relevant to other disciplines such as history) we use the term linguistic linked open data in
the current work. In the rest of this section we will give a brief overview (T2) of some of the
most relevant vocabularies and datasets for publishing data on semantic change as linguistic
linked open data.
The idea would be to create a linked data resource with a lexical component that includes
a list of lexical entries and their senses (along with other linguistic information pertaining to
for instance the grammatical features of a word) and an ontological or more broadly speaking
semantic component that describes the meanings of these senses and, more importantly, the
way in which they change over time. The well known OntoLex-Lemon model [31] published
by the W3C Ontology-Lexicon group3 allows for this approach in the case of static senses.
However it does not make explicit provision for representing semantic change, nor does it do
so for dynamic or time dependent information. This is an issue because the representation of
n-ary relations for n > 2 can have its drawbacks [52] (in this case relationships which would
be most naturally represented as relations with an additional temporal parameter).

3
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The modelling of dynamic or diachronic lexical information in linked data is still an
active area of research and discussion, and it is unlikely that there will be any one-size-fits-all
solution. One approach has been proposed in [23] where word senses are represented as
perdurants, that is, entities with an extension in time which can have temporal parts. This
strategy is also being adopted in the soon to be published ISO Standard ISO 24613-3 which
consists of a diachronic module for the Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) [43]. In the case
of LLOD the perdurant solution has the advantage, among other things, of allowing the use
of certain built-in Web Ontology Language constructs which facilitate automated reasoning
on RDF datasets.

2.4

Detecting lexical semantic change

There is a growing body of research on computational methods for detecting lexical semantic
change automatically, recently surveyed in [48] and [26].
Word representations that employ semantics, syntax, and context to create vectors are
used in current literature to successfully compute semantic change using distance metrics
(e.g., cosine, Levenshtein) [46]. These vectors are built using shallow neural networks, and,
although they use different architectures to create lexical representation for textual data, are
known collectively as word embeddings [34, 38, 37, 6, 35]. Although similar concepts have
similar representations, word embeddings cannot detect correctly the semantic changes that
appear over time if they are not trained specifically for this task. Thus, in current literature
new methods for building word embeddings to detect semantic changes have been proposed.
In [18], the authors correlate word embeddings with temporal-spatial information to create
condition-specific embeddings. Another method uses hyperbolic embeddings to map partial
graphs into low-dimensional, continuous hierarchical spaces to build diachronic semantic
hyperspaces for four scientific topics [5]. The current approaches are prone to anomalies and
direct human intervention is required to make correct assessments about the results. Thus,
new anomaly detection methods that employ unsupervised machine and deep learning are
required to alleviate the need for expert validation.
Word embeddings are used with machine translation architectures, e.g., long short-term
memory networks (LSTM)-based sequence to sequence models [49], to measure the semantic
change of words by tracking their evolution over time in a sequential manner. These
approaches seem promising and new deep learning architectures for machine translation can
be developed for the task of determining semantic change, e.g., variational autoencoders
(VAE) [24] and generative adversarial networks (GAN) [29].
The SemEval 2020 shared task on Unsupervised Lexical Semantic Change Detection [46]
has provided the current state-of-the-art in the field, with evaluation results relative to 21
systems evaluated on two subtasks in four languages (English, German, Latin and Swedish).
In this task, systems based on word type embeddings outperformed token embeddings on both
subtasks, but the potential of token embeddings is yet to be fully explored. [46] also found a
strong effect of frequency in the systems based on type embeddings, and a strong correlation
between change scores and polysemy. Both these factors should be further explored and
taken into account in future studies and implementations.
Recently transformers-based models have also been considered for lexical semantic change
detection. Most solutions that fall into this category use BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers) [10]. BERT employs a bidirectional attention mechanism to learn the contextual relations. Pre-trained BERT models have been used in both
unsupervised [17, 22] and supervised [42] semantic shift tracing solutions. Another transformer that was applied to semantic change detection is ELMo (Embeddings from Language
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Models) [39]. ELMo provides faster training and inference compared with BERT. Because
of this, it is much easier to train the models with ELMo on specific datasets, and not use
pre-trained models. A comparison between ELMo and BERT in semantic change detection
for the Russian language is presented in [42]. By analysing the results presented in the
state-of-the-art solutions, we can conclude that transformers enhance the semantic change
detection task. For this purpose, we are considering experimenting with other, more recent
transformers (T4). One candidate is DistilBERT [45] which is used to pre-train a smaller
general-purpose language representation model by reducing the size of BERT. RoBERTa [30]
is another candidate. This model improves BERT’s language masking strategy by adjusting
several hyperparameters.

2.5

Generating diachronic ontologies from corpora

Another area of interest for the study is that of ontology learning from text, surveyed
in [21, 2]. An influential model used in many applications, the so-called “ontology learning
layer cake” [7], proposes six steps or layers for ontology acquisition, dedicated to terms,
synonyms, concepts, concept hierarchies, relations and rules. [7] list different techniques from
various fields of research to achieve this task. The first three subtasks include information
retrieval methods for term extraction, synonym acquisition from lexical-semantic resources
(e.g. WordNet), text corpora and the Web based on synset relations, Harris’ distributional
hypothesis and statistical information measures, and concept induction through definition
learning (intension), deriving instances from named entity hierarchies (extension) and
linguistic realisation (terms) (see also Section 2.2). For the last three subtasks, [7] mention
taxonomic (is-a) and non-taxonomic relation extraction based on hierarchical clustering
algorithms as well as statistical and linguistic analysis of syntactic structure and dependencies,
and ontological rules learning from text using lexical entailment. This framework will serve
as a starting point for designing this workflow phase (T5), possibly in combination with deep
learning approaches (e.g. word2vec, LSTMs), human-based evaluation and post-processing
that seem promising for ontology learning goals according to [53], [21] and [2].
For more specific objectives in generating diachronic ontologies from historical corpora
included in the use case, additional methods will be assessed, such as distributional semantic
models and “hubs and authorities” [20], hyperbolic embeddings [5], “peak detection” in time
series and word and event “projected embeddings” [44] or vector representation of concept
signatures [19]. Possible integration with recent advances in transformers-based models and
other state-of-the-art NLP methods for lexical semantic change detection (Section 2.4) will
be considered as well.

2.6

Publishing diachronic ontologies as LL(O)D

Unlike synchronic ontologies that ignore the historical perspective, diachronic ontologies
allow us to capture the temporal dimension of concepts and investigate gradual semantic
changes and concept evolution through time [20]. Since the goal of the study is to produce a
sample of diachronic ontologies represented and published on the Web as LL(O)D (T5), a set
of existing methods and tools for acquiring (Section 2.5) and converting ontological structures
into Semantic Web formalisations will be evaluated together with modalities of expressing
semantic change through LLOD formalisms (Section 2.3). One of the systems often cited as a
reference is Text2Onto [9], an ontology learning framework that converts learned knowledge
into a Probabilistic Ontology Model (POM) translatable into various ontology representation
languages such as RDFS, OWL and F-Logic. Other tools, e.g. LODifier [3] and OntoGain [11],
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can extract entities and relations from text and produce RDF representations linked to
the LOD cloud using DBpedia and WordNet 3.0 vocabularies, or transform the acquired
ontology into standard OWL statements. More specialised tools, such as converters, allow
for making linked data in RDF format out of CSV files (CoW [33]), converting language
resources into LLOD (LLODifier [8]) or developing complex transformation pipelines for
converting heterogeneous linguistic resources to RDF (Fintan [14]).

2.7

Interpreting, explaining and documenting the process

For the interpretative approach, we will take into account linguistic, cultural and historical
aspects of linguistic innovation and its temporal and referential complexity starting from
the theoretical model of the concept – reality relationship, based on the four combinations
of synchronous and asynchronous concept and reality change vs. stability over a period of
time [25]. The implementation of the proposed workflow will include qualitative analysis and
XAI components (in phases 2.4 and 2.5) for interpreting the results, explaining, documenting
and reflecting on the process (T6). As starting points we will consider the four principles
of explainable AI systems [40] and insight from the social sciences in designing this type of
components [36]. The outcome will consist of comparative insights into the history of sociocultural transformation, and in particular the interconnection between linguistic innovation
and social and cultural innovation, and their evolution over time. It will also contain
methodological guidelines and reflections on the hybridisation of human and algorithmic
approaches and the role of AI from the sociology of knowledge perspective, in order to
understand how these technologies are changing our modes of producing, disseminating and
consuming knowledge.

3

Conclusion and future work

The paper presents a use case and further development proposal for detecting and representing
semantic change by means of NLP and LL(O)D technologies applied to multilingual historical
datasets and various humanities areas in order to trace the evolution of concepts in the
domain of socio-cultural transformation. A set of challenges has been identified, mainly
related to the heterogeneity of the datasets and approaches, as well as the complexity of
the application domain and of constructing comparative standpoints to derive historical,
linguistic and cultural insight from a transnational perspective. Given the early stage in the
use case development, the proposal does not present experimental descriptions and results
but a set of methodologies and tools to be further examined, tested and evaluated within
the planned workflow. It is expected that some of the defined challenges will be addressed
by combining various approaches in linguistic data science, e.g. for theoretical modelling,
detection and representation of semantic change and diachronic ontology learning, as well
as documentation and reflection on the process itself making use of human- and AI-based
explainability. The dataset diversity may provide opportunities for reflection on the gaps in
the data and the possibilities for alleviating incompleteness and uncertainty by a modular,
expansible design and an explainability- and discovery-based architecture. The next steps of
the study will therefore consist in testing the hypotheses formulated in the present proposal
to confirm or disconfirm their validity and create the bases for the construction of the
comparative framework and workflow prototype for detecting and representing semantic
change through NLP and LLOD technologies.
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1

Introduction

Over the last 10 years, the automatic partitioning of texts has raised the interest of the
community [6]. In fact, while humans perform text segmentation smoothly during reading,
automatic approaches struggle with the problem of inferring the paragraphemic uses of signs.
The need for this type of research is also driven by the compelling use of computational
methods for literary texts that often do not meet formatting standards [13, 3, 8, 14]. In fact,
such an identification would make a finer textual analysis possible, based on the narrative
parts of the text (i.e., direct speech, footnote, etc.). Nonetheless, there is a twofold difficulty
in this field: on the one hand, the heterogeneity of the encoding methods, which do not
adhere to a general standard, and, on the other hand, the diversity of literary repositories
making it more complex to provide a general method that fits any repository. In order to
tackle this issue, we introduce here an exploratory work for multi-part book identification.
In a first attempt to address the problem, we focus on Gutenberg.org 1 which is one of the
projects that has received the largest public support in recent years [9, 21, 16]. The purpose
of this article is to present a preliminary system that automatically classifies parts of text
into 35 semantic categories, listed in Table 1. We are planning to extend this effort to other
repositories in the future.

2

Related Work

The tracks proposed by the INEX and ICDAR book structure extraction competitions [6, 15, 7]
share with our paper the same general topic. In these tracks, participants are asked to
submit automated methods for more accurate identification of text parts such as Abstract,
Introduction, Methods, References. Nonetheless, with respect to these challenges, our work
aims to use a manually pre-defined set of categories, which is more related to the work

1
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proposed by [18]. Our article differs in two main respects: on the one hand, we introduce
a finer definition of the structural categories extending them from 10 to 35 and, on the
other hand, we focus on classifying the parts of the text rather than classifying the pages
themselves. Other authors such as [10, 5, 22] also introduce works whose systems rely on
parsing the table of contents rather than relying on the content of the book itself. Most
of the contributions analyzing the textual content is related to phrases and paragraphs
segmentation [20, 2, 17]. Although the task has a relatively solid tradition, it focuses on
identifying a specific part of the book’s content without taking into account the 35 categories
as shown in Table 1. The choice to consider a broader spectrum of categories has a twofold
reason. On the one hand, the frequency of each of these categories (See Figure 1) justifies the
interest of counting them as relevant. In this way, we also assume that we cover a sufficiently
large number of possibilities should these categories be expanded to include other repositories
of literary texts. On the other hand, the choice is motivated by the fact that some minor
categories (such as epigraphs or figure captions) play a major role in the study of certain
literary and linguistic phenomena. Indeed, a great deal of information relevant to scholars
working in the literary field resides in very fine-grained categories. By having introduced
some subcategories to the macro-categories defined in the Table 1, even though they are
widely less used, we believe we are encouraging scholars in such fields to use this tool for
their research.

3
3.1

Experiment
Dataset construction

For the experiment, we rely on the Gutenberg Project repository since it is one of the most
used repositories in the Digital Humanities [11, 12, 4], with a variety and well-balanced
composition of texts. In fact, it consists of more than 50,000 eBooks (i.e., raw text files) of
many different genres, like fiction, poetry, journal articles or scientific papers. A corpus of
169 texts was randomly collected by Project Gutenberg using the DHTK library provided
by [19]. The corpus includes texts from different eras, genres and authors, to avoid any bias.
Out of 169 texts, 111 have finally been retained, so as to have only texts in English 2 . Each
text has been downloaded as a .txt file.
An initial manual analysis was performed to identify regular patterns to mark the
categories. Then, an automatic file segmentation was applied using regular expressions with
the intention of capturing the 35 categories. Finally, an annotator checked the entire dataset
for double-checking. On the one hand, the annotator checked the accuracy of the algorithm
in capturing each category, and on the other hand, it evaluated the recall of the algorithm
in order to check that the algorithm did not miss any relevant categories. Since the task
was performed by only one annotator, no measure of agreement between annotators was
performed, but each part of the texts was labeled according to one of the categories described
in the Table 1 until the entire corpus were labeled. A final distribution of the 35 selected
categories is shown in Figure 1.

2

Dataset and code are freely available here https://gitlab.com/cgaycro1/gutenberg-files-tagging.
git. A request access can be sent through the gitlab platform
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Table 1 Parts of text identified in the corpus, sorted by category.
Gutenberg header/footer
footer
footer license
footer start
header
header end
header info

3.1.1

Book header/footer
author
bibliography
book info
book title
epigraph
glossary
index
table of contents

Section
chapter number
chapter title
part number
part title
section number
subtitle

Editorial
caption
character
editorial
footnote
note
play info

Text
date
direct speech
paragraph
place
place and date
quote

Layout
layout
list
table

Features Engineering.

A selection of 17 features was used. In order to assess their importance, some of them were
manually chosen based on observations during the corpus annotation, others were drawn
from the McConnaughey’s work [18]. The 17 features can be split into three different groups:
textual features, boolean features and numerical features as listed here under.
Textual features:
TFIDF : This is the raw text processed using TFIDF method. This is the most common
feature used in NLP tasks.
First characters: This feature returns the first five characters of a text, including spaces.
This feature seems to be very useful for identifying titles and paragraph.
Last characters : This feature returns the last five characters of a text, including spaces. As
the previous one, this feature seems to be very useful for identifying titles and paragraph.
Class of next part: This feature returns the target class of the next part of text in the
document. Most of the time there exists a repetitive pattern in the classes’ sequence.
Class of previous part: This feature returns the target class of the previous part of text in
the document.
Boolean features:
Ends with punctuation: This feature returns True if the last character of the text part is a
punctuation mark. The parts paragraph, direct speech and quote often end with a punctuation
mark.
First word in capital letters: This feature returns True if the first word of the text part is in
capital letters. The parts chapter number, part number, header end, footer end and book title
often have their first word in capital letters.
Has asterisk : This feature returns True if there is an asterisk in the text part. The parts
header end, footer start and layout often have at least an asterisk.
Has bracket: This feature returns True if there is one bracket in the text part. The parts
footnote, note and caption often have at least one bracket.
Has quote : This feature returns True if there is one quotation mark in the text part. The
parts direct speech and quote have at least one quotation mark.
Has reporting verbs: This feature returns True if there is one reporting verb in the text part.
Reporting verbs are verbs transmitting the action of speaking, such as “say”, “explain” or
“think”. The part direct speech often has one reporting verb.
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Numerical features:
Part length: This feature returns the length of the text part as an integer. The parts
paragraph are often longer than other parts.
Ratio symbol: This feature returns the ratio in the text part between the number of symbols
and the total number of characters. Symbols are for example currency symbols and hashtags.
Ratio uppercase : This feature returns the ratio in the text part between the number of
uppercase letters and the total number of letters. The parts header info, book title, chapter
title and part title often have words in uppercase letters.
Ratio word/lemma: This feature returns the ratio between the number of lemmas and the
number of words.
Ratio word with first capital letter : This feature returns the ratio in the text part between
the number of words with their first letter in uppercase and the total number of words. In
English, words in titles begin usually with a capital letter. Therefore, the parts header info,
book title, chapter title and part title often have words with their first letter in uppercase.
Relative position : This feature returns the relative position of the text part in the document.

3.2

Experiment and Results

We approached the problem as a multi-class classification task. The 102,461 target classes of
text found in the 111 texts of the corpus (as described in 3.1) were randomly assigned into a
training and a test set, given a ratio of 0.33 with the distribution shown in Figure 1

Figure 1 Distribution of target classes on a log scale.

To explore the problem we compared four inherently multiclass classifiers as suggested
by [1] and shown in Table 2. Moreover, in order to offset the class imbalance, where possible,
|X|
we weighed the classes using the following formula: |T |×f
(T ) where X is the cardinality of
samples, T is the total number of target classes and f is a function counting the number of
elements t ∈ T whose values lie in successive integer bins.
Three algorithms out of four achieve an overall accuracy of 93% on the test set as shown
in Table 2. It can be noticed that, with the exception of the Bernoulli Naive-Bayes classifier,
all other classifiers perform encouragingly for each category, crossing an F-Measure of over
90% for almost every class.
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The only classes for which the classifiers do not perform well are dates and places, likely
due to the paucity of examples in the training set.
One-feature classifiers and combined-features classifiers were built to compare the performance of individual features on the classification process, similarly as proposed by [20].
Table 2 F-Measure for each classifier based only on one-group feature and all-combined features.

Textual features
Boolean features
Numerical features
All features

LinearSVC
0.940526
0.584775
0.42253
0.953125

KNeighbors
0.876941
0.621152
0.721438
0.946322

DecisionTree
0.865288
0.647887
0.765327
0.933369

BernoulliNB
0.59276
0.611008
0.483542
0.657085

Table 2 shows the F-Measure scores of the three feature groups and all combined features
respectively.
Figure 2 shows the F-Measure report for each target class and for each classifier. The
classes date, place, place and date are poorly predicted likely due to the lack of support items.
While there is room for improvement, the reliability of currently available NERs mitigates
the severity of such a negative result. Looking at Table 2, we notice that not all features
work equally well. There is a clear distinction between textual and non-textual features.
While textual attributes correctly predict almost 9 times out of 10, Boolean features have
an overall accuracy of 63% and numeric features hardly get close to 50% for LinerSVC and
BernoulliNB.

Figure 2 Comparison of F1 Measure on target classes for each classifier.

If we analyze the importance of features by group, we clearly notice that the textual
features (see Figure 3) achieve an accuracy of more than 75% and can accommodate almost
any class reflecting the importance of the spelling and textual features for this task.
In particular, the textual features Type of the previous part and Type of the next part
help to classify the sections according to their location and the surrounding parts in the text.
For example, these two features identify the index with almost perfect accuracy, while other
textual features do not work well for that specific class.
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Figure 3 F1 measure for textual features.

Then, Boolean features (see Figure 4) do not perform well on the majority of classes.
Those features were developed primarily to identify specific parts of the text.

Figure 4 F1 measure for Boolean features.

The feature Has asterisk was meant to identify the layout, as there are almost always
asterisks. According to the table, it predicts a layout category with an accuracy of 98%.
Similarly, the Boolean feature Has quote is effective to identifying direct speeches thanks
to the presence of quotation marks. Other Boolean features were not able to predict other
classes. This is the case for the feature Has bracket, which was meant to identify footnotes
and captions, as these parts are almost always contained between brackets in Gutenberg
texts.
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Like boolean features, numerical features (see Figure 5) fail to predict the majority of text
parts. Interestingly, as far as numerical features are concerned, they have a different effect
depending on the algorithm used. In fact, they seem to perform better with the DecisionTree
algorithm than the others. Just as the BernoulliNB algorithm seems to outperform with the
Boolean features.

Figure 5 F1 measure for numeric features.

It is interesting to note that parts such as direct speeches or quotes, which in principle
are similar in spelling, achieve results with a high percentage deviation due most likely to
the lower number of supports for quotations.
However the general system shows very good results reaching scores above 90% for many
classes. In particular, looking more closely at Figure 2, we can observe that some specific
parts such as captions, numbers and titles of the chapter, as well as the direct speeches and
footers achieve results above 90%.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a system for the automatic identification of parts of literary texts in
the Gutenberg repository. Its aim is to provide scientists in the field of humanities with
a tool to ease and fasten the access to textual analysis by identifying the narrative parts
that are relevant to the textual analysis. With an overall accuracy of 93%, the system offers
satisfying results.
The best performing features are the textual ones, which succeed in predicting almost all
classes. Boolean and numerical features did not have a major influence on the classification,
but help to identify specific parts of text. The two most recurrent classes, direct speech and
paragraph, have been identified with a degree of precision of 95%. This high precision score
is an encouraging result, as these two classes are the most relevant parts for textual analysis
in literature.
In the future, further attention will be given to textual features. It would be interesting to
explore these results further, by adding new textual features in order to improve the overall
classification accuracy. In addition, we are planning to implement a systematic comparison
between different classification algorithms. Our aim is to explore thoroughly the influence of
each text feature in order to gain a better comprehension of the phenomenon.
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1

Introduction

During the last years (multimodal) language technology has seen immense progress due to
the great performance of deep neural networks working on large amounts of text, image or
video data [26, 7, 1, 16, 15, 21]. This progress has enabled solutions and products which
serve the majority of the consumer basis, which has the ability to speak and hear, but
has comparatively neglected a considerable part of the population which is deaf or hearing
impaired. In our effort to intensify research towards supporting deaf people with tools for
their integration in the society, we focus on Sign Language (SL).
Sign Language is the main communication language for deaf people and used by more
than 10 million people in the world [8]. People who are deaf from birth, also due to the lack
of exposure to corresponding vocal signals, are not proficient in reading text translations and
not comfortable with writing, as the spoken language is for them a foreign language. Hence,
the only effective mean of communication are motion videos, either captured or played-back.
The research community has been investigating the machine-driven translation of SL for
more than 20 years; at the beginning, with the introduction of text-to-SL tools to render
sign language videos through the use of virtual characters [9, 12, 17]. More recently, the
focus moved towards the more challenging SL video-to-text direction [25, 3], requiring a
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Figure 1 An illustration of a possible application scenario: a hearing person, wearing a technologically augmented jacket embedding a camera, can follow the discussion between two sign language
speakers. Illustration by Mia Grote.

more computational intensive analysis of video streams.
Within the SocialWear project,1 we are conceiving solutions supporting an easier integration between the deaf and the speaking communities. One of the scenarios considered within
the project aims at supporting the integration of a speaking person within a group of deaf
speakers by translating, in real-time, sign language videos taken from wearable cameras,
into voice (see Figure 1). The most challenging technological aspect being the need to
recognize motion of people with diverse body proportions and clothing, framed from cameras
positioned at different height, unpredictable framing angles, various lighting conditions and
any background.
On the other hand, systems to estimate body and facial configurations “in the wild” do
exist, see for instance [2, 5, 18], and could be trained due to the availability of big datasets.
However, such training data for sign language translation of many national sign languages is
missing (and will likely be missing for many years ahead), thus preventing the development
of end-to-end translation systems in uncontrolled scenarios.
Therefore, we are proposing an approach to recognize sign language in the wild through a
training pipeline that includes an augmentation of sign language animation data via synthetic
generation (see Figure 2). The main idea is to delegate the identification of 3D landmarks in
sign language video streams to specialized software, which is trained on big corpora in diverse
conditions. Then, a 3D software will augment the 3D landmarks corpus to simulate cameras
with different lenses and framing angles. Finally, train a neural network able to translate 3D
landmark information into text, also bypassing any intermediate symbolic representation of
sign language.
After introducing some related work (Section 2), in Section 3, we describe our envisioned
pipeline and how to implement it. Section 4 describes our hypotheses and the evaluation
plan, and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

1

https://www.dfki.de/en/web/research/projects-and-publications/projects-overview/
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Figure 2 A diagram of the proposed translation pipeline.

2

Background

Very recent works approach SL video-to-text as a translation task that in most cases uses
intermediate sign glosses [3, 4, 27, 28, 22]. These works employ a variety of neural machine
translation (NMT) architectures, which mainly differ on how the input (video) is encoded
– CNN, STMC networks, etc. Traditionally, the 2-steps conversion video-to-gloss followed
by gloss-to-text has performed better than the end-to-end task. However, as currently
happens in several deep learning problems, the use of transformer architectures [26] starts
favouring end-to-end learning. Camgoz et al. (2020) [4] and Yin et al. (2020) [27] achieve
state-of-the-art results on the RWTH-PHOENIX14T corpus [10, 11] – a standard test set for
SL interpretation – with transformer-based NMT systems.
As already introduced, recognizing sing language motion in the wild would require an
amount of data that is not available as of today. To circumvent this problem, we propose
splitting the translation pipeline into a first phase, recognizing 3D landmarks from videos.
This would allow augmenting the data by applying transformation techniques (e.g. simulating
various recording conditions, size of body parts etc.) or creating additional features given
the landmarks. Then the augmented vector-based information can be used to train the
translation from landmarks into text.
Within this approach lies the work done by Ko et al. [14, 13]. They use NMT architectures
as in previous works, but they extract 2D coordinates of human keypoints from the input
videos and use these coordinates to train the neural translation systems. Vector-based
animation data allows for applying object 2D normalization whereas the authors apply
random frame skip sampling to augment the video data. Unfortunately, [4, 27] and [13]
cannot be compared directly because systems are applied to different sign languages, domains,
and test sets. Contrary to our suggestion, Ko et al. apply augmentation techniques directly
on the video frames (prior to the landmark recognition) but not at the recognized landmarks
(after the landmark recognition and before the translation from landmarks to text), as
suggested by us.
More elaborated synthetic data augmentation techniques have been already employed in
the generation of synthetic data for the task of recognizing hand poses. For example, Malik
et al. [20, 19] generated more than 5 million images of hand configurations by setting up a
virtual human in front of a desktop environment and simulating the random movement of a
hand in front of a webcam. Also, Mueller et al. [23] generated a synthetic dataset by first
capturing the motion of real hands, retargeting the motion to a virtual hand, framing it from
an egocentric point-of-view, and then augmenting the dataset by modulating hand shape and
skin color, adding occluding objects, and imposing random real-world backgrounds. In Covre
et al. [6], the authors recorded gestures executed by a single human and transferred it to a
virtual human. Then, they augmented the motion of the virtual character in order to train
a gesture classification model based on random forests. The augmentation concerned both
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modulating the gesture dynamics and moving the virtual camera. These techniques have not
been applied to sign language, which is based on the movement of more body elements than
just hands (e.g., posture, face).

3

Proposed methodology

State-of-the-art work from Camgoz et al. [4], achieves a BLEU score of more than 20 points
by employing deep learning on an end-to-end translation approach from video to text. The
input is processed within the neural network via a spatio-temporal embedding bound with a
positional encoding. A major weakness of this approach is that the translation system relies
on the raw input of a stream of video pixels, thus leading, from our point of view, to the
following limitations:
The resolution of the input video stream is forced by the architecture. Hence, videos
at higher resolution must be scaled down even when a higher resolution, and thus more
details, would be available. However, the higher the resolution of the video, the higher
the computational power needed to train and run the neural network;
The system is bound to the recording conditions of the corpus (RWTH-PHOENIX14T [10])
used for the experiments such as camera lenses (aperture and distortion), camera distance
and angle, lighting conditions, background;
The system is bound to the physical characteristics and the dress-code directives (black
long-sleeved sweaters) present in the training corpus.
We assume that such a system would not be able to reach the same performance when
tested on a video of a person with different clothing and skin colour, different light conditions
or viewing distance or angle. This can be attributed to a known limitation of neural networks,
which badly generalize for input coming from a different distribution than the one used
for training and testing. An end-to-end neural architecture would be in principle able to
learn to generalize the translation given different conditions, but this would require a vast
amount of video-to-text parallel corpora, where the same phrases would be repeated under
these different conditions. Unfortunately, the lack of sign language parallel corpora and the
difficulty to obtain them is a major obstacle to building such a robust system.
Hence, we propose adding an intermediate level of indirection in the translation pipeline,
by first extracting motion data of the SL speakers in terms of skeletal motion (for body and
hands) and displacement of key points of the skin (for the face) from the video streams.
Figure 2 shows a diagram of the proposed architecture. This way, the translation of the sign
language into text is performed on the animation data of a 3D virtual human, rather than
on the video of a real human. This would lead to several advantages:
1. There are sufficient data and very strong existing models for recognizing skeletal and
facial motion in-the-wild, such as OpenFace [2], OpenPose [5], and MediaPipe [18];
2. the performance of the system would not be affected by the identity of the signer nor by
their clothes;
3. the translation system would be independent from lighting conditions;
4. it would be possible to provide the network with additional data points, like the distances
between joints (a feature often very useful in hand pose or gesture recognition);
5. the size of the skeleton and the face could be normalized to improve the sign recognition
on bodies with very different proportions;
6. it opens the possibility to augment the animation information through the simulation
of different camera position and lenses via geometrical transformations, thus training a
system able to recognize signs from different distances and shooting angles;
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Figure 3 Preliminary work on (left) capturing the skeletal motion from a user and (right)
augmenting skeletal motion as seen from multiple points of view [24].

7. the neural architecture dedicated to the translation of motion data into text would be
smaller, and hence faster and more energy efficient, as the quantity of information received
as input would be two orders of magnitude inferior to video data.
Concerning the last point, as a rough estimation of the reduction in the quantity of
information, consider that one second of RGB color video at resolution 210x260 pixels (as for
RWTH-PHOENIX14T) at 25 FPS would require 4095 KBytes. In contrast, animation data,
counting roughly 60 bones for the upper body (4-tuple quaternions for the rotations) and
468 face landmarks (3-tuple for each vertex in space), encoded as 4-byte floats, makes 6576
bytes per frame, which recorded at 25 FPS leads to approximately 164 KBytes per second.
This is about 4% of the corresponding low-resolution video data.
Points 4-7 above demonstrate an advantage as compared to state-of-the-art Ko et al. [14,
13], as the augmentation will occur directly on the landmarks, providing additional data
related to observed weaknesses of the existing models.
A drawback of this approach is that any error introduced by the skeletal and the facial
recognition stage would propagate to the translation stage. Nevertheless, given the consistent
improvement of the technologies specifically dedicated to the motion tracking of body, hands,
and face we are confident that the tracking errors introduced by the motion analysis stage
would be limited and well compensated by the advantages of a lighter architecture dedicated to
the translation process. Additionally, if deemed necessary, deep learning offers the possibility
of handling both the skeletal/face recognition and the translation through the same joint
neural network, which would minimize the effects of error propagation.

4

Empirical Evaluation Plan

As already introduced, we plan to extract skeletal and facial motion data from videos, and
use those to feed a MotionData-to-text (MD2Text) translation system. For the extraction of
motion data, we plan to use the recent MediaPipe2 [18] framework, which provides tools for
the extraction of body, hands, and facial motion data. Figure 3 shows the result of initial
tests. As for the corpus, we will use the RWTH-PHOENIX-14T dataset as it has been used
in previous related research such as that of Camgoz et al. [4].
We can summarize our experiments with the following pipeline:
1. Retrieve the corpus V of videos from RWTH-PHOENIX-14T;
2. create a baseline model V2Text, which takes plain videos as input: train it and measure
its performances on corpus V;

2

https://mediapipe.dev/
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3. create a corpus MD (motion data for body, hands, and face) by analysing the videos of V
using MediaPipe;
4. define a model MD2Text, which takes motion data as input: train it and measure its
performances on corpus MD;
5. augment the MD corpus with additional feature like mutual distances between joints (MD+D),
camera settings and positions (MD+C), and by normalizing body proportions (MD+B);
6. train a model MD+2Text on the augmented MD+D+C+B corpus and measure its performances;
7. create a corpus of “videos in the wild” (WV) of new signers, with random clothes, diverse
camera framing angles and lenses;
8. measure the performances of V2Text on WV;
9. extract the motion data WMD from WV; and
10. measure the performances of MD2Text and MD+2Text on WMD.
The goal of the set of experiments is to verify the following hypotheses:
H1: V2Text performs worse on WV than on V;
H2: MD2Text performs better than V2Text;
H3: MD2Text and MD+2Text require much less computational resources than V2Text for
both training and inference (for the latter, sum up the inference time of MediaPipe);
H4: MD+2Text performs better than MD2Text when tested on MD;
H5: MD+2Text performs better than MD2Text when tested on WMD;
H6: finally, MD+2Text performs on WMD as good as on the original MD.

5

Summary

In this paper we have described and analyzed the current main approaches for the translation
of sign language into text, and detected the main weaknesses for an application in real
daily life. To overcome those limitations, we proposed an approach based on chaining a
video-to-motion recognition system followed by an end-to-end translation approach from
motion vectors into text.
Whereas, nowadays, researchers are proving the superiority of pure end-to-end architectures trained on huge quantities of “dirty” data, such approach cannot be yet applied in the
context of sign language because of the scarcity of resources. In general, in this work we
are exploring the possibility of training systems starting from a smaller quantity of “clean”
data (recorded in controlled conditions) and improve performances through an artificial
introduction of data variability. An alternative and complementary approach would be the
exploitation of fine-tuning and domain adaptation techniques which would allow using models
trained in richer settings (such as video captioning, video question answering or video and
language inference) as initialisation of sign language translators. This is another possible
research line left as future work and has been not considered in the discussion.
A reasonable limitation of our approach is that data augmentation is not really equivalent
to increasing the sampling size, but rather a localized exploration of the neighbourhood of
existing samples along some of the features characterizing the input domain. Still, data
augmentation has proven to be effective in image classification, and it is part of the challenge
to prove that it will be effective on motion analysis too.
In the presented proposal, we described the idea of augmenting the data mainly by
generating different camera framing conditions. In future work, we could explore the benefits
of augmentation applied to the human motion, too, by performing a modulation of the
dynamics of the motion (e.g., time scaling and time warping) and by the manipulation of
motion trajectories.
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1

Introduction

Sentiment analysis is a popular tool to draw emotional information from language data. One
approach for sentiment detection is the use of lexical resources, i.e., sentiment dictionaries
containing a list of words and their corresponding sentiment information. An ample selection
of sentiment dictionaries exists for the English language. German, however, with its abundance
of compound words, inflections and derivational suffixes, poses more of a challenge for
automated sentiment analysis [6] and for the development of adequate tools and methods.
Many sentiment dictionaries contain sentiment ratings on more than one aspect than just
polarity. The dimensional view is a common conception of emotion, in which emotions are
characterised as quantitatively different from each other on a number of dimensions [8, 24, 34].
Accordingly, different dimensions can be used to describe the sentiment information of a
word, polarity being one of them. Different sentiment dictionaries make use of different
conceptualisations of emotions and include different dimensions, such as arousal, valence, or
dominance, to capture the emotional content of words. This makes them difficult to compare.
For this paper, we thus focus on the common denominator for most German sentiment
resources: sentiment polarity, also often referred to as valence and sometimes as evaluation.
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The assessment of polarity is one of the most basic tasks in sentiment classification and
reflects whether a word or a text snippet is positive or negative. While the number and
the definition of emotional dimensions may vary between dictionaries, most of them contain
ratings on sentiment polarity. Dictionaries also differ in how they encode polarity: some of
them provide categorical polarity labels (eg. NEG, POS), while others give numerical values
which allow measuring sentiment intensity in addition to sentiment orientation. When it
comes to the German language, sentiment resources are relatively small in size with regard
to the number of words they encompass, mostly containing up to a few thousand words [18].
Although there are websites1 listing different databases, data sets and sentiment dictionaries for German sentiment analysis, none of them are exhaustive. Currently, there is no
central, comprehensive go-to online resource for German sentiment analysis.
Our paper aims to collect and compare the available resources and map out the landscape
of German polarity dictionaries for sentiment analysis. To this end, we analyse the similarities
between the 15 sentiment dictionaries identified by our search by means of a divisive clustering
method.
The results show that while most dictionaries seem to make relatively comparable
predictions about a word’s sentiment, distinct subgroups can be identified, which are partially
determined by how the dictionaries were developed. First, we find that dictionaries with
categorical sentiment labels tend to behave similarly. More interestingly, however, we also
identify groups of similar sentiment dictionaries that depend on each other by design. Based
on our observations, we argue that newly compiled polarity dictionaries should be based
on either diverse extant resources or newly created sentiment annotations to avoid error
propagation and the amplification of potentially present biases.
Our paper is structured as follows. First, we describe the dictionaries analysed in this
paper and the preprocessing steps that we applied. We then briefly describe the clustering
approach applied to our data set and present the results of our analysis. Finally, we discuss
and critically assess our findings.

2

Data and Preprocessing

For this research, we thoroughly combed the web for German-language polarity dictionaries
that contain polarity ratings and identified 15 resources in total. The search was limited to
already existing sentiment dictionaries that were freely available on the internet for academic
and non-commercial purposes and contained a polarity rating of words. Databases containing
annotated data that could theoretically be used to create a sentiment dictionary were not
considered. The dictionaries vary considerably in their development processes and methods.
Table 1 gives an overview over the identified resources.
With regard to the scope of this research, we focus on the dimension of polarity to include
and analyse as many resources as possible, although we are aware of the relevance of a
multidimensional approach to emotions, in particular in psychological research. Consequently,
most of the sentiment resources included in our analysis contain more than one sentiment
dimension. AffDict [36] and AffMeaning [2] contain sentiment ratings on potency (strong vs.
weak) and activity (calm vs. lively) in addition to evaluation (good vs. bad, i.e. polarity).
With these dimensions, AffDict and AffMeaning adhere to the dimensional view of Osgood,
Suci and Tannenbaum with evaluation, potency and activity constituting an affective space
in language [25]. AffNorms [18] includes four psycholinguistic attributes: abtractness/concreteness, arousal, imageability and valence (i.e. polarity). BAWL-R contains ratings on
1
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imageability, arousal and valence, as well as linguistic properties of words that may influence
their perception [40]. LANG [13] and Wordnorms [19] have ratings on valence, arousal and
concreteness.
The authors who created the Morph resource [33] point out that in their experiments
on sentiment classification using the full set of dimensions yields higher prediction accuracy
than using just one dimension, but if one single dimension is used, polarity ratings are most
predictive. Thus it seems that polarity can serve as a reasonable proxy in cases as ours where
it is not possible to include the full range of dimensions in the analysis.
The dictionaries also vary considerably in the methods that were used to create them.
In five cases, sentiment ratings were collected from human annotators: AffDict [36], AffMeaning [2], BAWL-R [40], LANG [13] and Wordnorms [19]. Other dictionaries rely on
already existing resources. The Polarity Clues were created by translating existing English
sentiment resources and enriching them with synonyms [41]. SentiMerge was created by
simultaneously combining polarity scores from several extant sentiment dictionaries using a
Bayesian probabilistic model [11]. AffNorms [18] used three already existing German sentiment resources as training data to automatically infer polarity values for over 350 000 words
using a supervised machine learning algorithm following Turney et al. [37]. SentiWS [29]
is based on automatically translated entries of the General Inquirer, a German collocation
dictionary and collocation analysis, using pointwise mutual information (PMI) to assign
polarity weights, following the approach by Turney and Littmann [38]. EmotionDict [16]
uses already existing German sentiment resources (among them the Polarity Clues [41] and
SentiWS [29]), enriching them with synonyms. SePL [31] was created by extracting opinionbearing phrases of reviews and using the star ratings to infer opinion values. Morph [33]
used the Polart lexicon [15] and added words from various databases to infer the sentiment
values of German compound words based on their morphological structure.
ANGST pursues a mixed strategy by using the valence, arousal and imageability ratings
of the BAWL-R [40], and supplementing them with ratings in dimensions for additional
words and with an additional dimension, dominance.
For the ALPIN dictionary, human annotators rated text snippets from the Austrian
Media Corpus [28] as positive or negative in a crowd-sourcing survey. The sentiment value
of a word was then determined by the number of negative and positive texts it appears in,
as proposed by [1].
As Table 1 shows there is a lot of heterogeneity among the dictionaries. Basic preprocessing
steps were applied to normalise the dictionaries in order to merge, analyse and compare
them. The steps of the preprocessing depend on the specific dictionary’s structure. For a
detailed account of the preprocessing applied to each dictionary, refer to Appendix A.
The sentiment values in AffDict [36], AffMeaning [2], AffNorms [18], ANGST [35], BAWLR [40], LANG [13], SentiMerge [11] and Wordnorms [19] had to be rescaled to the interval
[−1,1], i.e., going from maximally negative to maximally positive.
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Translated English polarity
features
Ratings for emotional valence,
arousal and concreteness

Waltinger, 2010 [41]

Kanske & Kotz,
2010 [13]

Polarity
Clues

LANG

64 human rater, 2
years apart

1 000 nouns

10 141 nouns, verbs
and adjectives

Sentiment labels for 7 basic
emotions

Klinger, Suliya &
Reiter, 2016 [16]

EmotionDict

>2 900

Translation of
English sentiment
resources

Extension of BAWL with 3
psycholinguistic indices

Võ et al., 2009 [40]

BAWL-R

1 003 nouns, verbs
and adjectives

4101 nouns, verbs
and adjectives

200 human raters

Words of the ANEW rated on
6 dimensions

Schmidtke et al.,
2014 [35]

ANGST

3 636 nouns, verbs
and adjectives

350 000 nouns, verbs
and adjectives

909 words from
semantic fields of
authority and
community

[0,10]

NEG, NEU,
POS

POS, NEG

[−3,3]

[−3,3]

[−1,1]

[0,10]

averaged
9-point
semantic
differential
scale

Size
Scale
1 100 total, 376 nouns,
393 verbs, 331
[−4,4]
adjectives, 128
combinations

3 human raters

human raters

Austrian words from the
political and media context

Supervised
Machine Learning
Machine learning
on human-rated
text snippets

2 849 human raters

1 905 human raters

Method

Kolb et al.,
2021

Description
3 dimensions: Evaluation
(good–bad), potency
Schröder, 2011 [36]
(strong–weak), activity
(lively–calm)
3 dimensions: Evaluation
(good–bad), potency
Ambrasat et
(strong–weak), activity
al., 2014 [2]
(lively–calm); concepts
related to authority and
community
Köper & Schulte
Ratings on 4 psychoim Walde, 2016 [18] linguistic affective attributes

Reference

ALPIN

AffNorms

AffMeaning

AffDict

Label

Table 1 Overview of the 15 German polarity resources included in this analysis.

Acquire testretest reliability
for ratings

Sentiment
analysis

Affective word
lists for
experiments
Affective word
lists for
experiments
Emotions detection in literary
texts

Sentiment analysis
on Austrian words

Ratings for
sentiment analysis

investigate intrasocietal consensus
and variation in
affective meanings

Modelling
impression
formation

Purpose
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Normalising and
merging with
Bayesian framework
Semi-supervised
Machine Learning:
Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI)
3907 human raters,
crowdsourced via
webapp

Combine polarity scores from
several data sources and estimate
the quality of each source
Affect dictionary with syntactic
category, inflectional forms,
polarity and strength
Ratings on 3 psycho-linguistic
attributes: concreteness,
valence, and arousal

Emerson &
Declerck, 2014 [11]

Remus, Quasthoff
& Heyer, 2010 [29]

Lahl et al.,
2009 [19]

SentiMerge

SentiWS

WordNorms

2654 nouns

98 918 words from
Polarity Clues,
SentiWS and Polart
3468 nouns, verbs,
adverbs, adjectives,
1650 negative, 1 818
positive

Adjectives, nouns, as
well as adjective and
noun-based phrases

Infer sentiment value
from review rating

Opinion bearing words
and phrases for German

Rill et al., 2012 [31]

SePL

10 790

Semi-automatic
translation
approach

Lexical resource for
German sentiment analysis

Klenner, Fahrni &
Petrakis, 2009 [15]

PolArt

8 400 in total from
several samples

Sentiment ratings for rare and
complex compounds

Ruppenhofer &
Wiegand, 2017 [33]

Morph

Human rated
baseline, rulebased classifier

Description

Reference

Label

Table 1 continued from previous page
Method
Size

[0,10]

[−1,1]

[−1.7,1.7]

Ratings for
sentiment analysis

Ratings for
sentiment analysis

Ratings for
sentiment analysis

Purpose
Approach the
problem of
NEG, NEU,
coverage in
POS
German polarity
resources
POS, NEU,
Ratings for
NEG, SHI,
sentiment analysis
INT
Inclusion of
intensifiers,
[−1,1]
reducers and
negation words

Scale
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The part-of-speech (PoS) tagging in the individual dictionaries is very inconsistent and not
all dictionaries provide it. The largest dictionary with 350 000 entries does not provide PoS
labels which means that for the vast majority of words our analysis, there is no part-of-speech
information is available to begin with. PoS information is consequently not considered and
was removed during preprocessing.
In cases of dictionaries with discrete categories (“negative”, “positive”, “neutral”), labels
were replaced with numerical values to allow quantitative analyses on the dictionaries. To
this end, the dictionaries with numerical sentiment values were merged first and two separate
means were calculated for positive and negative values. The mean of the negative numerical
sentiment values (mean = −0.228) was then imputed for words that were labeled “negative”.
The same was done, mutatis mutandis, for the words labeled “positive” (mean = 0.176).
Figure 1 shows the distribution of mean sentiment values for all words in the merged
sentiment dictionary. As can be seen, most words have a sentiment value close to zero,
indicating neutral polarity.
Most of the dictionaries range from a few thousand to ten thousand words, as is reflected
by the median length of the dictionaries (median = 3702). Note that these values relate to
the dictionaries after preprocessing and cleaning.
As the difference between the smallest with about a hundred and largest dictionary
with over 350 000 words is considerable, most words are covered by only one dictionary.
Consequently, the data set is relatively sparse. Only around 55 000 words appear in two or
more dictionaries, and not a single word is included in all 15 dictionaries. Note that the
sparsity of our data set is mainly a reflex of the AffNorms [18] being more than three times
larger than the second largest, SentiMerge [11].
The preprocessed dictionaries were finally merged into a large master dictionary comprising
15 dictionaries and polarity information for roughly 400 000 words. The entries consist mostly
of single words, but there are also entries that consist of more than one word, since one of
the dictionaries, SePL [31] is composed of short phrases and adverb-adjective combinations.

3

Analysis

All analyses as well as the preprocessing were done using R, version 4.0.3 [27] and a selection
of R packages. In order to compare all dictionaries, we adopted a clustering approach, using
the cluster package, version 2.1.0 [21].
In order to cluster the dictionaries, the data were arranged in a matrix with 15 rows and
roughly 400 000 columns. Next, a distance matrix was calculated based on Euclidean distance.
As the sentiment values are already scaled to the interval [−1,1] after the preprocessing,
further standardization was not required. We opted for Euclidean distance since this distance
measure (as any Minkovski-type distance) is more sensitive to distributional differences
than, for example, correlation dissimilarity. Thus, we can more accurately compare and
find differences between, for example, dictionaries with a relatively centered distribution
of sentiment scores on the one hand and more dispersed dictionaries on the other hand.
Importantly, for each pair of dictionaries the distance measure was only based on the set of
overlapping words contained in both dictionaries.
Clustering is an unsupervised technique used to group objects which are close to each
other in a multidimensional feature space to uncover inherent structures in the data [4].
Optimally, the objects in the same cluster show a high degree of similarity while being as
dissimilar as possible from objects belonging to different clusters [14]. There are different
algorithms to achieve this. One main distinction can be made between partitioning and
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Histogram of Mean Sentiment per Word
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Figure 1 Histogram showing the mean sentiment value per word across all merged dictionaries.

hierarchical methods. Partitioning methods construct a predefined number of k clusters.
Hierarchical methods do not construct a single partition with k clusters, but output the
situation for k = 1 cluster to k = n and all values of k in between [14].
There is no clear consensus about which algorithm is best [3] and cluster validation is a
difficult task, as it lacks a common theoretical background and clear-cut best practices or
rules [3]. Several cluster validation indices exist, but previous studies have shown that no
single index is able to outperform the rest [7, 22, 23]. Further, the performance of the used
evaluation criteria depends on the data [23]. All these factors make it difficult to determine
the optimal parameters for the cluster analysis at hand.
To identify the parameters that work best for the given data and to assess cluster stability,
different cluster algorithms and cluster definition methods were evaluated using the clValid
package [4]. Cluster evaluation indices can be roughly categorized into external and internal
measures. External validation measures rely on an outside data source with known class
labels that serve as benchmark data [12]. Such a gold standard does not exist in many cases.
In particular, there are no benchmarks concerning a word’s “true” sentiment value. We thus
relied on internal cluster validation measures that use the clustering and the underlying data
set to assess the quality of the clustering. Three internal validation measures concerning the
compactness, connectedness and separation of the clusters can be calculated with clValid [4].
LDK 2021
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The package provides a function to facilitate permutating different distance metrics and
cluster methods, allowing to assess the robustness of the identified cluster solution. Rank
Aggregation, as supported by RankAggreg package [26], was used to summarise the results
in a super-list with the top three winning cluster algorithms plus optimal k, ranked by
how much they maximise connectivity [4] and silhouette width [32] and minimise the Dunn
Index [9].
In the present analysis, three different cluster algorithms are compared: Agglomerative
nesting, partitioning around medoids and divisive analysis. The influence of different linkage
methods is also evaluated, as well as different values of k from 1 to 5.
Divisive analysis is a hierarchical clustering method that starts out with a single cluster
containing all objects and works bottom-up. In each step, the object that is most dissimilar
to all other objects is identified and separated into a splinter group. All other objects are
either assigned to the new splinter group or remain in their original cluster, depending on
their similarity. In each iteration, the cluster with the largest diameter is selected and one
object is separated until there are k = n clusters.
Agglomerative nesting works on a reverse logic. At the beginning, each objects starts
out as an individual cluster. In the first step, the two most similar objects are fused into
one cluster. All distances are recalculated, and the process is repeated until all objects form
a single, large cluster. An important parameter is the linkage method that determines the
similarity between two objects. Several linkage methods exist, three commonly used ones are
average linkage, complete linkage and Ward linkage. Complete linkage merges two clusters
with the smallest maximum distance between them. Average linkage fuses clusters with
the smallest average distance between them. Ward’s method merges the two clusters that
provide the smallest increase in within-cluster variance.
Partitioning around medoids clustering requires a predefined number k of clusters that
the user wants to extract. The algorithm then selects k representative objects in the data.
The clusters are formed by assigning each remaining object to the nearest representative
object, the medoid [14]. The average distance (or dissimilarity) of the representative object
to all objects of the same cluster is minimised. The principle is similar to k-means clustering
which aims to minimise the average distance, making it susceptible to outliers. In this regard,
partitioning around medoids is the more robust method.
The divisive analysis algorithm with three clusters yielded the best outcome for the three
quality metrics. Consequently, we conducted divisive clustering with k = 3 clusters. A
more detailed account of the employed methods and cluster evaluation can be found in the
supplementary materials (https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/o:1169856).

4

Discussion

The cluster dendrogram reveals interesting insights. First of all, the cluster analysis suggests
that most dictionaries are relatively similar to each other, as they form a single, large group
in the dendrogram (left-most cluster in Figure 2). We will take a closer look at the internal
structure of this group before we discuss the two dictionaries representing outliers (SePL
and Polart on the right in Figure 2).
First, it is noteworthy that some dictionaries in the large cluster were created by extending
or building on already existing ones. ANGST [35] uses the ratings of valence, arousal, and
imageability of BAWL-R [40] as a basis and extends them with ratings on dominance and
potency, additional words and new arousal ratings.
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Dendrogram of Divisive Analysis Clustering for k = 3
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−100
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Figure 2 Dendrogram of divisive clustering using Euclidean distances. The k = 3 clusters are
highlighted.

Thus, it is not surprising that these two dictionaries are highly similar to each other and
were separated into different clusters only in the last iteration of the divisive algorithm.
Interestingly, ANGST [35], LANG [13] and BAWL-R [40] share a common methodological
feature: they all used self-assessment manikins [20] for collecting the sentiment ratings. As
can be seen in Figure 2, the three dictionaries have a relatively high similarity and were
separated at a late step in the divisive clustering process. This highlights the role of the data
collection procedure in compiling sentiment dictionaries.
In a similar way, there are dependencies between other dictionaries as well. AffDict [36]
and AffMeaning [2] were not created for the purpose of conducting sentiment analyses, they
were the result of two studies in social psychology. In both instances, survey participants were
asked to rate words on the same three dimensions: on evaluation (good vs. bad), potency
(strong vs. weak), and activity (lively vs. calm). AffDict [36] was used to model impression
formation. AffMeaning [2] was used to examine intra-societal consensus and variation in
affective meanings of concepts related to authority and community. The author of the AffDict
paper [36] also collaborated on the paper on AffMeaning [2], the other authors on that paper
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appear to be lab colleagues. While the research topics are different, the general methodology
seems be rather similar and may explain why these two dictionaries ended up in the same
cluster.
The very extensive AffNorms (with over 350 000 words) made use of BAWL-R [40],
Wordnorms [19] and LANG [13] as training data for a supervised machine learning algorithm.
This allows to automatically generate sentiment values for large amounts of words. AffNorms
appears in the same cluster as its three seed dictionaries, but somewhat removed from them.
AffDict [36], AffMeaning [2], BAWL-R [40], LANG [13] and Wordnorms [19] are clustered
quite closely to each other. As pointed out above, they share a similar development process
that involved data collection from human annotators. EmotionDict [16] used the Polarity
Clues [41] as a resource to build upon and was semi-automatically enriched with synonyms.
Consequently, the words in these two dictionaries are expected to have largely identical
sentiment labels. Since a constant was used to impute numerical sentiment values for the
sentiment labels, this similarity persists in the cluster analysis.
Morph was created in an attempt to model the polarity of low-frequency complex German
compound words based on their morphological composition. Its base data set is sampled out of
the Polart lexicon [15]. In addition, the authors added words from the CELEX database and
used additional compound words from Wegwarte, an online collection of German neologisms
and Wiktionary. All these words are included in our analysis, as well as the test-train set and
dev set that were used by Ruppenhofer, Steiner and Wiegand [33] to evaluate their approach.
ALPIN (Austrian Language Polarity in Newspapers) [17] was developed in the framework
of the DYSEN project2 . It is the only dictionary that is specific to Austria. The labeled text
data that was used for creating it stems from Austrian newspapers and contains, inter alia,
German words specific to Austria. Its relation to Austria sets it apart, and it is was developed
independently of already existing resources. Unsurprisingly, it was separated rather early in
the clustering process, indicating that is rather different from the other dictionaries within
the large cluster on the left-hand side of the dendrogram in Figure 2.
SentiMerge [11] was created based on a Bayesian probabilistic model and combines
polarity values from the Polart lexicon [15], SentiWS [29], Polarity Clues [41] and the
German SentiSpin dictionary [42]. The latter resource was not included in the analysis at
hand as it was not accessible and the author was not reachable. In the cluster dendrogram,
SentiMerge appears in close proximity to two of its constituents, SentiWS [29] and Polarity
Clues [41]. Interestingly, the Polart lexicon is very distant from all other German polarity
resources and forms a cluster of its own (see below).
The Sentiment Phrase List (SePL) [31] was the second dictionary in the clustering process
to initiate a splinter group and is thus quite dissimilar from the remaining dictionaries. This
does not come as a surprise, as it possesses some unique features that set it apart. First, it
was created based on product reviews accompanied with one to five-star ratings. Second, it
contains not only single words, but short phrases like absoluter Mist (“absolute rubbish”). It
can thus be expected to have a small overlap with the other dictionaries.
The Polart lexicon forms its own cluster and was the first object to be separated into a
splinter group during the iterative clustering process. This is surprising, as some dictionaries,
like Morph, used the Polart lexicon as a seed dictionary. The dissimilarity to the other
dictionaries might be attributed to the interesting structure of Polart. It provides categorical
labels that indicate sentiment orientation as well as numerical values that indicate sentiment
2

Dynamic Sentiment Analysis as Emotional Compass for the Digital Media Landscape; more information
on the DYSEN project can be found here: https://www.oeaw.ac.at/acdh/projects/dysen/.
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intensity. The sentiment intensity, however, can take seven different, discrete values: 0, 0.3,
0.5 and 0.7, as well as their negatives. This sets it apart from the other dictionaries: It is
less fine-grained than the dictionaries that contain continuous sentiment values, but more
fine-grained than the dictionaries that only provide sentiment orientation in two or three
categories and that had to be imputed with the positive and negative mean sentiment value
calculated from the numerical sentiment dictionaries. Thus, Polart being an outgroup in the
dendrogram may be a reflex of this scaling in combination with the use of (distributionally
sensitive) Euclidean distance for clustering dictionaries.

5

Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we present an overview of a lion’s share of the German sentiment dictionaries
that are currently available. It becomes evident that polarity resources are very heterogeneous
both in terms of how they are generated and their structure. Although it is reassuring to
see that most of them share similarities as to how words are rated, we also see that some of
them form subgroups consisting of dictionaries that depend on each other.
These dependencies are an immediate consequence of the compilation procedure. First,
some dictionaries are direct extensions of others. Second, extant dictionaries are often used
to evaluate new dictionaries. This can be potentially problematic: if new dictionaries are
only tested against extant resources that are already related, this may in the worst case
amplify built-in biases and propagate labeling errors. We thus recommend using diverse
polarity resources both for the evaluation of new sentiment dictionaries as well as, more
generally, for testing and evaluating sentiment-analysis algorithms.
The “dictionary of dictionaries” we assembled during the research process is publicly
available for further research and can be accessed on the Gitlab repository for this paper 3 or
on Github4 .
This resource is not meant as a ready-to-use tool for sentiment analysis. It is rather a
by-product of our research process and made available to encourage and facilitate further
research on German polarity resources for sentiment analysis. Numerous compelling research
question might be investigated with the help of our dictionary of dictionaries that the scope
of our paper did not touch upon.
For one, we did not compare the performance of individual or subgroups of resources
with each other. Recent research has shown that side-by-side performance comparisons of
off-the-shelf sentiment resources can give fruitful insights into their reliability and validity [5].
Secondly, we focused on polarity ratings and discarded other sentiment dimensions if
they were available. This was done to facilitate comparisons of the highly heterogeneous
resources. It may be worthwhile for future research to evaluate the benefits of a multidimensional approach in sentiment analysis. Thirdly, our aim was not to create an integrated
dictionary, but to bring the available dictionaries into a comparable format. The authors
of SentiMerge [11] propose a bayesian framework for dictionary integration to deal with
differences between individual dictionaries via statistical modeling. The dictionary assembled
by us opens up a convenient and comprehensive framework to test and apply such and similar
approaches in future research.
And finally, while we note that the dependencies among German polarity resources may
be problematic with regard to bias propagation, we do not evaluate or quantify potential
3
4

https://gitlab.com/acdh-oeaw/dysen/dysen-ldk2021
https://github.com/bettina-mj-kern/LDK_2021
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bias in any way, as this is beyond the scope of this paper. The detection of bias is, however,
undoubtedly an important issue in sentiment analysis and requires further research with
regard to how to identify and remedy biases in sentiment tools. Recent research indicates
that the validity of sentiment resources is in many cases questionable [39]. Moreover, there
are reasonable doubts about whether sentiment dictionaries should be applied outside the
domain or even the intended use case for which they were developed [30]. During the initial
emergence of sentiment analysis, the development focus was primarily on the scalability of
the tools, on their ability to harness large amounts of text in an automated fashion and
draw information from them. As the field advances and matures, validity, reliability and risk
of bias emerge as relevant areas of research with the aim to attain more robust and more
fine-grained results that accurately and reliably capture the sentiment content in a text. Our
study provides only a piece of the mosaic and hopefully gives rise to further research.
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Preprocessing of the Sentiment Dictionaries

AffDict [36]. This dictionary contains word ratings three dimensions on social concepts,
separately for men and women and summarised for both genders. For our purposes, only the
word column and evaluation column with averaged ratings by both genders were identified as
relevant. The other columns were dropped. The values are scaled [−4,4] and thus scaled to
[−1,1]. The German umlauts (ae → ä, oe → ö and ue → ü ) were changed manually inside
the csv file, as there are words that contain these letter combinations, but are not umlauts
(e.g. homosexuell) which makes it difficult to find a regular expression pattern. Placeholders
like “versprechen (etwas)”, “zanken mit”, “lernen von” were removed with regular expressions
to match the other dictionaries.
AffMeaning [2]. The AffMeaning was created while investigating the affective meaning
of authority- / community-related concepts. 2849 participants rated 909 words on three
dimensions. The ratings are averaged separately for men and women and for both genders.
For our purposes, only the evaluation columns with ratings by both genders were identified
as relevant, other columns were dropped. A 9-point semantic differential scale was used and
averaged over participants. The values thus range from [1, 8] and were scaled to [−1,1] for
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the purpose of our analysis. Placeholders like jmd. auszeichnen were removed with regular
expressions.
AffNorms [18]. The resource represents the most extensive sentiment dictionary for German
at the current time. It consists of 350 000 German lemmas with four psycho-linguistic
attributes: abstractness, arousal, imageability and valence. For the purpose of this paper,
only the valence scale was used. It reflects polarity scaled [0,10] and was rescaled to [−1,1].
ALPIN [17]. This dictionary is based on roughly 5000 labeled text snippets taken from the
Austrian Media Corpus [28] that were labeled in a crowd-sourcing survey. Sentiment scores
range in the interval [−1, 1]. Only words that surface in more than one snippet were included
resulting in 4600 words in total before further cleaning. During preprocessing, abbreviations,
urls, numbers and symbols were removed. For duplicate words with different sentiment score,
the mean was taken.
ANGST [35]. The aim of the Affective Norms for German Sentiment Terms (ANGST) was
to provide a German adaptation of the ANEW, the Affective Norms for English Words [20]).
This corpus provides normative emotional ratings of pleasure, arousal and dominance for a
large number of English words. BAWL-R was used as a starting groundwork. In the case
of the valence, the ANEW words were translated into German and received ratings from
BAWL-R if available. For words not in the BAWL-R, ratings on a bipolar scale ranging [−3, 3]
were collected from 65 participants. For our study, the word column and the valence column
were extracted from the data set. The ratings were scaled to [−1,1]. Further preprocessing
was not necessary.
BAWL-R [40]. The aim of BAWL-R is to help create stimulus material for experiments on
affective verbal processing. It is a revision and extension of the previous version, BAWL: 700
new words and arousal ratings were added by surveying 200 Psychology students. BAWL-R
contains ratings for imageability, arousal and valence for 2900 words, as well as standard
deviations and meta data such as the number of letters, syllables and phonemes, bigram
frequencies, number of orthographic neighbours and so on. For our purposes, the word
column and the corresponding valence values were extracted. Nouns were capitalised using
the str_to_title() function from the stringr package [43]. The valence ratings are ranged
[−3,3] and were thus rescaled to [−1,1].
EmotionDict. Extension of sentiment analysis to literary texts. EmotionDict follows
Ekman’s definition of fundamental emotions [10]. This is of note because most other
sentiment dictionaries follow a dimensional approach. Ekman’s theory, in contrast, describes
emotions as discrete categories, distinguishable by an individual’s facial expression and
physiological patterns, for example of the autonomic nervous system. EmotionDict consists
of seven text files, containing words that reflect the seven basic emotions: anger (Wut), fear
(Angst), enjoyment (Freude), sadness (Trauer), disgust (Ekel), contempt (Verachtung) and
surprise (Überraschung). The surprise text file had to be excluded as it contains a mixture of
words with different polarities. The remaining six text files were merged into a single word
list. Words in the joy text file were assigned a positive numerical value and words in the
other five text files received the negative numerical value, as described in the main text.
LANG. The Leipzig Affective Norms for German [13] was created to provide researchers with
norms for experimental studies on verbal emotional processing. 1 000 short German nouns
were rated twice by two independent samples two years apart to assess the retest reliability
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across samples and time. The rating was done on a 9-point scale using self-assessment
manikins. Only the ratings on valence were used for this paper. Originally ranging from 1 to
9, the ratings were rescaled to values between −1 and 1.
Morph [33]. This dictionary was created researching coverage problems of German sentiment
dictionaries.The authors attempt to estimate the polarity of complex German compound
words based on the polarity of their morphological composition. This resource was not
meant as a tool for sentiment analysis, but merely presents the result of modelling a word’s
sentiment based on its constituents. It is therefore questionable how well Morph will perform
as a sentiment prediction tool. The dictionary consists of five text files containing words and
three sentiment labels (NEG, NEU and POS). One of them contains only affixes and was not
included in the analysis. Additional information like word type or inflections were removed
with regular expressions. Words with a negative sentiment label were assigned a numerical
value as described in the text, and words with a neutral one 0.
PolArt [15]. The Polart lexicon contains negative, neutral and positive sentiment labels
and fixed numerical values (0, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7) that encode sentiment intensity. For negative
labels, the sentiment value was reversed to negative by multiplying it with −1. The resource
further includes shift words that reverse the polarity if neighbouring words, and intensifiers.
For these words, we assigned a neutral sentiment value of 0. The label column was then
dropped along with other unneeded columns.
Polarity Clues [41]. The Polarity Clues consist of three text files with negative, positive
and neutral lemmas. Three other text files contain their inflected forms, but for our purpose,
lemmas are sufficient. The word column and the sentiment labels were extracted for the
analysis. The labels were then transformed into numerical values as described in the main
text. The first 19 rows were dropped as they contained numbers and symbols that were not
relevant for us.
SentiMerge [11]. The authors propose a framework for merging sentiment resources of
different lengths and different scales. The authors demonstrate their method by merging
the Polart lexicon, SentiWS, Polarity Clues and the German SentiSpin [42] that was also
used to build the Polarity Clues. The words in the dictionary were all lowercase and thus
transformed to title case in all instances that that had the “noun” part-of-speech tag, again
making use of Hadley Wickham’s stringr package [43]. 878 words, however, were tagged
as “XY” and remained lowercase. 1805 words appeared between two and four times in the
dictionary because they exhibited different part-of-speech tags which probably originated
from the merging of different sentiment resources. We resolved this issue by taking the mean
sentiment of these words and discarding the superfluous entries.The values were rescaled to
[−1, 1].
SentiWS [29]. SentiWS contains 3 471 negative and positive words, their inflections, partof-speech tags and a sentiment value between −1 and 1. The negative and positive words
come in two different text files. After some light data cleaning and removal of unneeded
columns, the two sets are combined into one. Further preprocessing was not necessary.
SePL [31]. The Sentiment Phrase List provides opinion values ranging [−1, 1] for words
and short phrases, as well as standard deviations and standard errors. The relevant column
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containing the opinion value was extracted from the data in the text file alongside with the
corresponding words. Further preprocessing steps were not necessary.
Wordnorms [19]. The Wordnorms consist of 2654 nouns that were rated on concreteness,
valence and arousal by a sizable sample of 3 907 participants via web application. The
resulting sentiment dictionary contains standard deviations for the mean ratings as well
as metadata, like the number of ratings each word received, the number of letters and the
results of the cluster analysis. For our research interest, only the words and mean valence
ratings were relevant. Words without a valence rating were dropped. The ratings ranged
[0, 5] and were consequently scaled to [−1,1].
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1

Introduction

Political discourse is evidently associated with emotions [10]. As new topics emerge they are,
for example, framed positively or negatively by political stakeholders in their communication,
and these dynamics are received and perhaps even amplified by the media [18, 22]. In this
paper, we explore to what extent shifts in the topics that political parties are associated with
drive or are in fact driven by emotional dynamics. We do so in an explicitly exploratory way;
after all, it is hard to evaluate causal relationships between topical and emotional dynamics.
More concretely, we analyze time series that characterize dynamics of (i) emotional valence
(ii) arousal and, (iii) topical stability, for three political parties in the Austrian parliament.
To tackle interactions among discourse in the parliament and in the media we investigate
two corpora as part of our ongoing project DYLEN [1]: the ParlAT corpus of parliamentary
speeches in Austria and the Austrian Media Corpus, covering both print and online media.
Since we are interested in the dynamic aspects of the interaction between topical stability
© Andreas Baumann, Klaus Hofmann, Bettina Kern, Anna Marakasova, Julia Neidhardt, and Tanja
Wissik;
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and emotion, we adopt a diachronic approach, covering a period of 20 years. In our analysis,
we first identify which of the variables display similar diachronic dynamics and subsequently
map interactions among the variables in networks based on Granger causality [4, 28]. This
allows us to assess, for example, whether parliamentary debates drive discourse in the
media (or vice versa), and whether the emotions encoded in the language associated with
one party are significantly driven by the dynamics in the language of another party. For
example, it is not a priori clear whether emotions in the discourse by right-wing parties are
a consequence of topical shifts by left-wing parties, or conversely, whether the former in fact
drives topical changes in political discourse. More generally, it is interesting to investigate
whether long-term dynamics in the media are at all related to dynamics in parliamentary
discourse, or whether the two domains may better be described as dissociated spheres of
political discourse. We argue that this data-driven exploratory approach has the potential of
generating interesting hypotheses that can (and should) subsequently be evaluated in more
detailed (qualitative) investigations.
The application of Granger causality to investigate the impact of sentiment (or more
generally: emotion) in texts on variables of interest is not new. In particular, Granger
causality was used to predict trends in economics and finance based on sentiment encoded
in tweets [17, 11] or in newspaper articles [9]. In research on health-care, Granger-causal
modeling revealed interactions among sentiment and the tendency to participate in medically
related discussions on Reddit [2], as well as effects of anxiety dynamics in tweets on changes
in social-interaction behavior [3]. On the structural level of language, Granger casuality was
employed to analyze the relationship between syntactic change and frequency [16]. In our
contribution, we focus on the interaction between emotion and topical shifts in the political
context.
We first describe our data and how diachronic trajectories for topical stability and emotion
estimates were derived. We then present the pipeline of our exploratory analysis resulting in
Granger-causal networks. Finally, we briefly discuss our results as well as possible future
directions of our research.

2

Data and time-series pre-processing

The data analyzed in our study comes from two different sources: first, the Austrian Corpus
of Parliamentary Records (ParlAT; [25]), consisting of transcribed speeches in the Austrian
parliament; second, the Austrian Media Corpus (AMC; [15]) consisting of Austrian print and
online media. For the present analysis, both corpora were limited to the period from 1997
to 2016, thus covering two decades of political discourse in Austria. The two corpora differ
considerably in size and structure. While ParlAT consists of 75 million tokens, AMC is much
bigger covering 5.5 billion tokens. Even though in their current form the corpora do not allow
us to track causal dynamics within the time frame of individual news cycles (e.g. interviews
and opinion pieces by influential figures and “spin doctors” are not tagged separately in
AMC), the two corpora combined provide the best available coverage of Austrian political
discourse to explore questions on a broader temporal scale.
Both corpora were used to derive time series for three different variables and three different
groups of individuals, namely the political parties FP (“Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs”, Austrian freedom party; right-wing), VP (“Österreichische Volkspartei”, Austrian people’s party;
conservatives), and SP (“Sozialdemokratische Partei Österreichs”, Austrian social democrats).
The three variables considered are (i) topical stability, (ii) valence, and (iii) arousal. Valence
and arousal refer to two emotional dimensions; while valence measures whether a text is
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Figure 1 Trajectories for all corpora, metrics and targets (SP: red; FP: blue; VP: turquoise).

negative or positive, arousal measures the extent to which the text represents calm or agitated
language [24, 21]. For valence and arousal, we used the time series computed in [7]. In a
nutshell, these time series were determined by splitting both corpora into sub-corpora for
each year, then, in each sub-corpus, extracting 200 words that are distinctive for each party
(FP, VP, SP). Distinctive words were determined based on chi-squared statistics (see [5] for
details). After that, a sentiment dictionary [8] was used to determine average valence and
arousal, respectively, based on the sets of distinctive lexical items, in an unsupervised fashion.
This was done separately for every single year.
To illustrate this approach, let us consider the three most positive and most negative
words, respectively, associated with FP in ParlAT in two different years. In 2004, the
most negative words are Kriminalität (“crime”, valence: 1.77), Vorwurf (“allegation”, 1.78),
and Opfer (“victim”, 2.48), while the most positive words are Freude (“joy”, 8.29), Erfolg
(“success”, 8.23), and Gute (“the good (one)”, 7.67). In contrast, the most negative words
associated with FP in 2010 are Versagen (“failure”, 1.17), Verfassungsbruch (“constitutional
violation”, 1.52), and Arbeitsverweigerung (“refusal to work”, 1.76); the most positive ones
are Familie (“family”, 7.55), Mut (“courage”, 7.38), and Wein (“wine”, 7.04). Crucially, the
most extreme words in 2004 show a higher valence than those in 2010. Differences at the
10−1 level already indicate a noticeable shift in this regard. In the time series of year-wise
average valence/arousal scores over all 200 distinctive words, such shifts are encoded for the
whole observation period.
In total, 12 time series were generated as described above (two corpora, three parties, two
emotion scores). To eliminate noise, generalized additive models (GAM; [26]) were fitted to
each time series. GAMs are suitable models for analyzing the time series at hand since they
also capture non-linear dynamics (and, moreover, allow for factoring in autocorrelation). The
predicted values of the fitted GAMs were then used for the present analysis. More details on
the modeling procedure can be found in [7].
We measured topical stability of the parties over time by applying Jaccard index [6] to
compare semantic neighbourhoods of the party names in two subsequent years. First, we
computed word co-occurrence matrices with positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI)
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scores of each yearly subcorpus of the two corpora (AMC and ParlAT). The subcorpora are
lemmatised, and only nouns, verbs and adjectives were considered. PPMI vector representation was preferred over state-of-the-art dense embeddings (i.e. word2vec or GloVe vectors)
due to the fact that the latter resulted in largely linear dynamics (see below). Thus, for each
party name in each year we extract semantic neighborhood which is represented by top-n
semantically most similar words. The size of the neighbourhood is set to 50 words. 1 Next,
each neighbourhood set is compared to the one from the previous year using Jaccard index
which, in total, results in six additional time series.
Again, GAMs were fitted to each of the six time series in order to take care of noisy
data, and the GAM estimates were added to our data set for further analysis. Thus, our
final dataset consists of time series for 18 variables, each made up of scores for 20 years.
The 18 resulting time series are shown in Figure 1. The dataset can be downloaded from
https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/o:1168825. It can be seen, for example, that valence in
FP discourse in the parliament seems to peak around 2004 and subsequently drops to obtain
its minimum in 2010 (in [7] we argue that this might be a consequence of the transition of
FP from government to opposition; an extra-linguistic factor which is certainly relevant, as
one of the reviewers has pointed out as well).

3

Analysis

Our analysis unfolds in three steps: first, clustering of the time series described in the
previous section; second, identification of clusters; third, computation of Granger-causal
networks based on the clusters. Each of these steps will be explained in more detail in the
following.
In order to cluster the time-series of emotional scores and topical stability, we first need
a distance measure to assess the degree to which two time series are similar to each other.
We opted for autocorrelation function (ACF) distance, which is derived by first computing
the ACF for each time series and then, for each pair, computing the Euclidean distance
between the two time series [12]. Thus, ACF distance treats those time series as similar
which have a similar autocorrelation structure, i.e. which are characterized by similar degrees
of changeability through time. This measure has multiple advantages for analyzing our
data. First, it implicitly normalizes all variables, which is important since arousal, valence
and topical stability operate on different scales. Second, it is invariant with respect to the
orientation of the observed variable. That is, if a time series has, say, a W-shaped curve,
then this time series and its vertically flipped M-shaped variant have the same ACF and are
hence treated as similar. This is important for our analysis, since we also want to detect
if downward trends in one variable are linked to upward trends in another variable. Since
linear time series have identical and linearly decreasing ACFs, only non-linear time series
were included in the analysis. This will be important for the causal analysis explained below,
since the causal methods employed in this paper do not reasonably apply to pairs of linear
time series.
We used ACF distance to derive a distance matrix for the remaining 12 variables (i.e.
time series) in our dataset. We then applied hierarchical agglomerative clustering to this
distance matrix to identify groups of similarly behaving time series. We used Ward linkage as
a clustering criterion [27] and determined the optimal number of clusters through maximizing

1

Experiments with the larger neighbourhood sizes did not show significant difference with respect to the
current findings.
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Granger cause

SP
VP

Figure 2 Top left: Hierarchical clustering of all time series (driven by ACF distance; complete
linkage). Top right: Clustering quality measures average silhouette width (ASW) and Hubert’s
Gamma (HG). Bottom: Granger-causal networks for the clusters in the dendrogram. Each node
represents a time series. Two nodes are linked if one node significantly Granger-causes another node.
Arrows denote causal relationships pointing from cause to effect. Color code: SP: red; FP: blue; VP:
turquoise.

average silhouette width (ASW), measuring homogeneity of clusters, and Hubert’s Gamma
(HG), which measures the extent to which the dendrogram reflects the original distance
matrix [19]. A robustness analysis involving other linkage methods (single, average, complete,
median, centroid) revealed that the final clusters are in fact invariant with respect to linkage
selection. The optimal number of clusters in the dendrogram was computed as three. The
resulting dendrogram and the corresponding measures for clustering quality are shown in
Figure 2 (top).
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After that, causal networks were computed for each cluster separately by means of Granger
causality tests [4, 28]. Granger causality is a concept for modelling the causal relationship
between two time series xt and yt . The underlying idea is to check whether predicting yt
is significantly improved by also considering past information of the former time series, i.e.
xt−k for some lag k (based on a Wald test). If this is the case then xt is said to Granger
cause yt (but not necessarily vice versa). In the present analysis, we opted to only consider
past information that goes back up to one time step (lag k = 1), i.e. one year, since we do
not consider interactions among instances of discourse over more than one year plausible.
More fine-grained time scales might plausibly allow for more than one time step. In each
cluster in the dendrogram, a Granger test was computed for each pair of time series in that
cluster, thereby considering both potential directions of causality. A significance threshold
of α = 0.05 was employed, which was Bonferroni-corrected through the overall number of
Granger tests in that cluster (note, however, that employing a fixed threshold of α = 0.01
yields exactly the same qualitative results; cf. e.g. [14]). Subsequently, a directed Granger
causal graph was created for each cluster, in which two variables are linked (from cause to
effect) if the p-value of their corresponding Granger test is below the respective significance
threshold.
Figure 2 (bottom) shows Granger-causal networks for the three clusters. The left-most
cluster displays causal relationships from SP stability and SP arousal to VP valence (all in
ParlAT). The cluster in the middle shows all SP variables and FP stability in AMC being
mutually connected and Granger-causally affected by FP stability in ParlAT. The final cluster
shows mutually connected emotion variables (valence, arousal) for all parties in ParlAT.

4

Discussion and outlook

In this paper, we have shown how interactions among dynamics of emotion encoded in political
discourse and topical changes, both across political parties and domains (parliamentary
speeches; media) can be analyzed by means of time-series analysis and Granger-causal
modeling, thus extending the application of Granger causality to the analysis of political
text data.
Two observations can be made: First, it can be seen that topical stability and emotion are
interconnected. However, we do not see a clear tendency that emotional shifts are driven by
topical changes or vice versa. Second, the two domains, parliamentary discourse and media,
seem to be rather disconnected. The only exception to this rule is topical stability of FP in
the parliament which seems to affect dynamics in the media (both topical and emotional).
This is interesting and tentatively suggests that changes in contributions to parliamentary
discourse by right-wing politicians functions as an important driver of dynamics in the media.
Conversely, it might be the case that right-wing discourse is more likely to be picked up and
reflected on by Austrian media outlets (also if reporting on left-wing discourse) than the
discourse produced by other parts of the political spectrum [23].
However, this observation has to be treated with caution. Evidently, our approach has
many shortcomings. First, our diachronic data is rather coarsely grained. For analyzing time
series in linguistic dynamics both a longer time span and shorter subperiods (e.g. months
instead of years) are desirable to obtain more robust results. Second, the estimation of the
variables investigated (valence, arousal, stability) was based on rather simple and straightforward methods, which were motivated by the large structural difference between the two
underlying corpora (AMC vs. ParlAT). There is undoubtedly room for more sophisticated
and reliable methods for emotion and topical change detection. Third, it is evident that
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Granger causality is only one model of what is usually conceptualized as causality. It will be
interesting to compare whether other methods for detecting causal relationships among time
series, like Bayesian dynamic networks [13] or convergent cross mapping [20], produce similar
outcomes. Still, we find that our exploratory approach generates stimulating hypotheses that
deserve further investigation in future studies.
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1

Introduction

No shortage exists in regard to online discussions, whether raging on social media or on
other websites including those of media outlets. A substantial amount of work has focused
on particular aspects of such debates, such as filter bubbles, the purported consequence of
personalization in search and recommendation algorithms [17], and echo chambers, clusters
of like-minded individuals amplifying their unison reasoning [7]. What has been sparsely
studied, however, is how individual messages contribute to the interactivity of an online
discussion thread, either towards an echo chamber or balanced discussion.
This paper presents a method for the automatic scoring of a discussion thread in terms
of interactivity and argument diversity, as well as for grading each individual post within the
thread on the basis of interactive contribution at the time of posting. The starting point of
the analysis is a dataset of messages where each sample has been labelled for the argument
it presents. The case study in this paper to illustrate the scoring of discussion threads deals
with the “Zwarte Piet” (Black Pete) debate in the Netherlands, a topic with clear “pro” sides,
i.e. in favour of the figure, and “con” side against the continued existence of “Zwarte Piet”.
First, the literature on online discussions, echo chambers and argument diversity is
discussed. Then, the scoring methodology is unpacked. The paper ends by discussing the
methodology, limitations and what to focus on in future research.
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2

Background

Echo chambers and social media is a much discussed topic that has received ample attention
from different perspectives, whether political, academic or from the media. An echo chamber
is understood to be an enclosed, discursive space, online or based on other forms of media,
which amplifies the uniform message encapsulated within. This process magnifies the shared
opinion within the cluster while insulating it from rebuttal, creating an environment of
positive feedback loops [11].
Previous research tends to agree that echo effects exist on social media platforms, even
though the concept remains contested [7, 21, 5]. A possible cause for such an echo effect
is the fact that social media users have the tendency to discuss matters with like-minded
individuals [5]. It has been concluded that this restricted debate increases polarization [1, 20].
However, others have criticised single media studies for echo chamber detection as it does
not take into account the “multiple media environment” that we find ourselves in today [6].
The notion of an echo chamber is seen as disadvantageous by dominant conceptions about
democracy as well as by stakeholders in media and moderators. Discourse with those holding
differing opinions increases understanding of the subject matter and tolerance for those who
disagree [16]. This paper aims to contribute to the development of information systems
dealing with online discourse, by mapping interactivity of polarized debates.
The automated classification of echo chambers is not a much discussed topic, even though
studies have focused on the subject, particularly in the field of politics. One study has
outlined that homophily of social media feeds can be determined across groups by assigning
users to either Democrats or Republicans [4]. Furthermore, network analysis has shown the
online clustering of communities holding similar views regarding climate change [21].
The current model aims to fill the gap and complement the research on echo chamber
detection in pro/con-discussions by implementing domain-unspecific calculations based on
annotated data, meaning any labelled data can be used, regardless of the debate statement.
The unit of analysis is the thread. Such discussions can either be balanced in terms of
argumentation or skewed to one perspective. A second indicator is calculated at the message
level, as every individual reply in a thread receives a contribution score.
From here on out, an echo chamber will refer to a thread in which the argumentative
position presented in the parent message – the contribution starting the thread to which others
have replied – is continued throughout the thread, per calculation. The opposite, in which the
contrasting argumentative camp, whether pro or con, is the dominant presence in the thread,
will be called an opposition flood. Equal presence of pro and con messaging results in a balanced
discussion. A thread can be interpreted as a string of messages portraying an argument
belonging to either the pro or con camp where all replies comment on the parent message.
Simplified examples are as follows in the form {f irstpost → replypost → replypost → ...}:
Echo chamber := Xpro → Ypro → Xpro → Xpro
Opposition f lood := Xpro → Zcon → Lcon → Mcon
Balanced := Xpro → Zcon → Ypro → Mcon

2.1

Case study

To illustrate the approach, an annotated dataset containing online threads discussing the
controversial blackface figure of Black Pete in the Netherlands was created. This discussion
has a clear pro/con divide. Those in favour of the figure, a component of the Dutch
Sinterklaas festivities, argue that Black Pete ought to remain as it was celebrated throughout
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the last decades. The camp opposing the festivities assert that the character is a racist
stereotype portraying people of colour and should not be celebrated. This debate ought
to be seen more broadly in the discussion on racism in Dutch society [2]. These threads
were collected from Twitter (using the keyword “Zwarte Piet”), Reddit, by scraping the
subreddit r/thenetherlands with “Zwarte Piet”, and finally Gab, also scraped using the
hashtag “zwartepiet” (Table 1).
Table 1 Threads and messages included, sorted by platform.
Platform
Twitter
Reddit
Gab

Total Threads
21
7
7

Total Messages
125
39
22

Manual labelling with regard to the included arguments was performed, based on the
outline presented in previous research (see e.g. [18, 2, 10, 9] and Table 2). Stance labelling of
social media data is a challenging task and therefore, it is done at the level of argumentation
presented in the literature [13, 12].
Table 2 Arguments (Labels) in the Zwarte Piet discussion.
Level1 (l1)
Pro
Con

Level2 (l2)
Dutch tradition, Christian tradition, Innocent, Intention, Pre-christian, Oriental
Racial stereotype: historical, Racial stereotype: contemporary

Each post in the data was labelled for the dominant argument (level2) that it presents in
regard to the “Zwarte Piet” discussion (Table 2). These labels have been derived from the
extensive literature outlining this particular debate in The Netherlands. To test whether
such argumentation can be clearly detected in online contributions, multiple annotators were
employed to label all gathered posts. The annotators were familiarized with the discussion
and arguments using the existing literature (see e.g. [18, 2, 10, 9]). Furthermore, a sheet with
all possible labels alongside a brief explanation was provided to guide the labelling process.
A Krippendorff’s alpha of 0.745 was calculated, indicating that inter-rater agreement exists.

3

Methodology

We propose a calculation method for estimating indicators of interactivity in threads. A first
indicator applies to the thread level; a second indicator relates to single messages.
The model created in this paper makes certain assumptions in order to compute interactivity. First, each post contributes at least one argument in the discussion. Second, each
argument can be assigned to a position in the discussion, whether it be “pro” or “con”. Additionally, it is assumed that the more an argument is repeated, the smaller the contribution a
new repetition will make in terms of diversity/interactivity on the individual message level.
However, when calculating the state of the thread as a whole, a new repetition will weigh
greater towards the extremes of echo chamber/opposition flood, i.e. constant repeating of
identical reasoning will result in an echo chamber or opposition flooding faster.
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3.1

Thread Interactivity Score

The thread as a whole receives a single score based on the interactivity and diversity detected
in the posts. This real-valued indicator provides information on whether the presented
collection of arguments constitutes an echo chamber, opposition flood or a balanced discussion.
To compute the overall thread interactivity score, each message receives a cumulative log
operator, which increases as an identical argument is repeated within the thread. Using
this factor, repetition of a single reasoning weighs heavier towards the extremes, either echo
chamber or opposition flood.
Calculating the log operator for both the echo and opposition scores requires the cumulative count of the argument (denoted as j) in each message at that point in time. Simply put,
this variable equals the nth iteration of the particular argument represented in the sample
at the order given in the data. To calculate the actual log operator, log10 (j) is substracted.
Dividing the log operator by the total number of messages in the thread (N ) results in the
message share. Per the assumptions, each argument can be assigned to either the “pro” or
“con” side, which is notated as l1 of an argument, the deciding factor whether the share is
negative or positive (denoted as multiplication by −1). The specific argument as presented
in the case study is decoded as l2. The Thread Interactivity Score (TIS) is sum of all shares
in thread T. An exception exists for replies where the specific argument is identical to the
parent message. In this case, the share is multiplied by a weight and added to the parent
message share that is not weighed down, with the result that a parent repetition impacts the
echo score to a larger degree.
 j(x )−1−log (j(x )−1)
i
10
i

∗ (−w) + N1
if l2(xi ) = l2(x0 )

N


 j(xi )−log10 (j(xi )
if l2(xi ) ̸= l2(x0 ) ∧ l1(xi ) ̸= l1(x0 )
N
Sharei j(xi )−log
(1)
(j(x
)
10
i

∗ (−1)
if l2(xi ) ̸= l2(x0 ) ∧ l1(xi ) = l1(x0 )

N



0
if i = 1
T IST =

PN

i=1

sharei

A perfectly balanced discussion will have a TIS of 0, indicating that both the echo share
and opposition are equal. An echo chamber is defined as a thread with a TIS below −0.5.
Dipping below this threshold means that the share of echo posts is more than double that
of the opposition posts. Threads with a TIS above 0.5 are overflooded with opposition
messaging.
The opposition score is defined as the sum of shares of all messages from the opposite
side of the parent argument on level1 (l1), while the echo score is the result of summing the
shares in absolute value of all messages where level1 equals that of the parent.
To detect when a thread turns into an echo chamber or opposition flood, the TIS is
calculated at each new posting in an iterative manner. Thus, it combines the log operator
from the TIS with a time-dependent factor. This approach might enable future research
to study trends in online discussions in regard to echo chamber prediction. The result is a
matrix of message shares, calculated at each new posting in the thread at that point in time.
Dynamic scoring follows the TIS equation(1) in which thread size N equals message index i
at the point of calculation.

3.2

Message Interactivity Contribution

Alongside the indicators calculated at the thread level, individual posts receive a diversity
score representing the extent to which this post at the time of posting contributed to the
thread in terms of interactivity. Simply put, if the new post presents an argument that
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has not been part of the discussion, it contributes more to the thread compared to when
perspectives are repeated. Subsequent repetition of identical arguments are downgraded
by the individual log operator, which decreases the more an already presented argument is
added. The message contribution of reply i is calculated as follows:

1−log10 (j(xi ))

∗ w−1

i


if l2(xi ) = l2(x0 )


0

if i = 0

M ICi (1−log10i (j(xi ))


if l2(xi ) ̸= l2(x0 )

To derive this MIC indicator, the message share at that point in time is calculated using
the individual log operator, which decreases if an argument was already prevalent in the
discussion. This share equals one minus the log of the cumulative count of the argument, i.e.
j, divided by the number of arguments in the thread at the point in time of the message (i).
The first post of a thread always receives MIC equal to zero, as it is not a reply and due to
the thread score remaining zero at that point in time. When the parent argument is repeated,
the contribution is downgraded by the inverse of the weight. Large MIC values indicate
greater contribution to the argument diversity within the thread. Following Equation 3.2,
the MIC in a thread converges to zero as the thread size grows.
To determine whether a message is an interactive contribution to the thread in terms of
argument diversity, the current MIC value of post i is compared to that one of the previous
post i − 1. Replies with a greater MIC score than the previous post are deemed interactive
contributions. In case the first reply post contains identical argumentation to the original
post, it cannot be seen as a contribution in terms of interactivity.

4

Results

The first obtained indicator is the Thread Interactivity Score (TIS), the overall score as
a whole, plotted alongside the median MIC score in the thread (Figure 1a). TIS informs
you whether the thread is an echo chamber, balanced debate or opposition flood. Balanced
discussion is found when the TIS falls within the interval [−0.5, 0.5], indicating a somewhat
equal distribution of arguments. Threads with a score below −0.5 are deemed echo chambers,
above 0.5 as opposition floods where the parent argument is overflooded by opposing messages.
For this particular illustration, the weight for punishing repetition of the parent post was
kept at 1.1.

(a) Dynamic TIS.

(b) Average MIC at the n-th reply, 95% ci.

Figure 1 Dynamic TIS & MIC scores, Black Pete case study, by platform.
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The three online platforms showcase different characteristics in regard to overall thread
status, at least in this dataset (Figure 1a). Gab appears to exclusively host echo chambers,
confirming previous research [14]. The “Zwarte Piet” discussion on Reddit, however, results
in balanced discussion with the exception of two threads. Finally, the TIS result indicates
that one finds variability on Twitter regarding the thread status, with both echo chambers,
balanced discussion and opposition flooding found in this dataset (Figure 1a). That being
said, the 21 Twitter threads plotted here do collectively shift slightly towards echo chambers.
The dynamic TIS (dTIS) informs how a thread developed in terms of argument diversity
and interactivity. Figure 2 visualizes threads from all included platforms. One can infer from
the dTIS when a thread becomes an echo chamber (dipping below −0.5) or if it returns into
the green zone, indicating a balanced discussion.
Figure 2 indicates that Gab lacks any argumentation from one side of the aisle, resulting in
direct echo chambers. Secondly, threads on Reddit bounce back towards balanced discussion
even when the first replies pull the thread towards an echo chamber. Furthermore, the
variability in thread structure on Twitter are once again visible. Some discussions are echo
chambers from the first reply onwards, never experiencing opposite messaging (e.g. thread 5,
thread 13), others bounce back and forth between balanced and echo chamber (thread 10).
On the other side of the spectrum, threads steadily grow towards opposition flood, meaning
that every new reply to the thread argued against the parent message (thread 2, thread 9).

(a) Reddit, n=7.

(b) Twitter, first 14 threads.

(c) Gab, n=7.

Figure 2 Dynamic TIS scores per platform, balanced discussion in [−0.5, 0.5].

Moving on from the thread scoring, the MIC score reflects how much the post in question
contributed to the argument diversity at that point in time. Figure 1b summarizes this
scoring by averaging the MIC score at each subsequent reply across platforms in the dataset.
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In the case of Gab, where maximum thread size is four, it is clear that, due to the absence
of diversity in arguments, replies quickly diminish in terms of contribution. Due to the linear
MIC decline in the scraped threads, no reply posts can be deemed beneficial contributions in
terms of argument diversity.
However, this cannot be said for the threads scraped from Twitter and Reddit (Figure 1b).
The decline in message contribution is less steep compared to Gab. Furthermore, on Reddit,
14 replies were deemed interactive, meaning that the MIC was larger than the previous
message. In the case of Twitter, 30 replies were found to be interactive, accounting for about
a quarter of included comments.
In the case of the “Zwarte Piet” dataset used for this calculation, one could infer that
the most diverse debate in terms of argumentation is found on Reddit, due to the fact
that a larger share of comments are deemed interactive, combined with the absence of a
field dominated by echo chambers. However, this dataset is limited both in scope and size.
While these indicators can be used to explore online discussions, in this instance it is a mere
illustration of the calculation and variables.

5

Discussion & conclusion

This short paper presented a calculation procedure for two metrics for estimating echo
chamber effects in online discussion threads. The case study, focusing on the “Zwarte Piet”
discussion in the Netherlands, illustrated how the debate exists on different online platforms.
Threads belonging to the right-wing network Gab exclusively fall into the echo chamber
category, in line with the literature [14, 23]. In this specific dataset, the discussion around
the “Zwarte Piet” figure on subreddit r/thenetherlands falls mostly within the balanced
category. Previous research put forward varied results in terms of echo chambers on Reddit
depending on the subreddit in question [15]. Concerning the valuation of replies, the Reddit
threads hold a larger share of interactive comments compared to Twitter. Furthermore,
the discussion on Twitter experiences wide variability with a slight collective shift towards
echo chambers. This divergence in thread status is reflected in previous research on the
social media platform, as studies report a variety in results regarding bias and homophily on
Twitter feeds [3, 21, 19]. Political studies as well as studies focussing on climate change tend
to point towards echo effects on Twitter [8, 22].
Posts deemed interactive by MIC calculation can be valuable for stakeholders. Journalists
and moderators aim to have engaging forum discussions on their platform with a large
number of participants. Academics might look at interactive posts to map out discussions,
understand echo chambers and what effects they have on deliberative debate.
While the discussed indicators do confirm previous research, the approach is not without
its limitations. First, for the approach to provide valid and qualitatively sound scoring, an
annotated dataset is needed. This data ought to be labelled for the specific argument or
debate stance put forward in the message. Without substantiated labelling, the scoring
loses value and interpretability. However, as illustrated by the case study, when threads are
well-annotated, the scoring yields understandable results.
The TIS and MIC scoring informs about the status of a thread and contribution of a
message in the discussion in terms of argument diversity and interaction across argumentative
camps. However, what it lacks is any indication on the quality of the interaction taking place.
Understandably, a wide variety exists in terms of constructive communication among posters
on internet platforms and social media. This approach operates at the coarse pro/con and
basic argumentative levels, ignoring further depth of the communicative discourse.
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Further research is needed to address these limitations. The current study is small in
scope and size. A larger case is needed to rigidly map out echo chambers on online platforms
with the goal of being independent of topic, platform or language. Different weights for parent
argument repetition ought to be included as well in order to pinpoint the effect. Additionally,
the concept of interaction in online discussion needs to be unpacked in further detail by
developing estimators for qualitative features of interaction. By introducing gradation in
terms of discursive quality in the process of valuating reply contribution, the depth of such
interaction can be included. Studies to come will pinpoint just that aspect of online threads
in order to fill this gap. Moreover, future work will focus on the automatic labelling of
online posts in regard to presented argumentation. While in this proof-of-concept study
this was done manually, the automatic annotation of pro- and con-statements allows for a
computational pipeline for echo chamber detection from the ground up. Upcoming research
will address just that, using the “Zwarte Piet” case as well as other discussion cases to
include broader topics that do not showcase such strong binary distinction between pro- and
con-groups.
The concrete necessity to better outline and understand online discourse and echo
chambers becomes more urgent as social media and other online platforms acquire dominance
in societal conversation. As this trend progresses, so does the need for research to follow that
path and develop automated methods that help detecting adverse and toxic discourse and
communication. The presented calculation aims to contribute to this challenge by expanding
the computational possibilities for forum and discussion moderation.
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Abstract
The paper describes the first comprehensive edition of machine-readable discourse marker lexicons.
Discourse markers such as and, because, but, though or thereafter are essential communicative signals
in human conversation, as they indicate how an utterance relates to its communicative context. As
much of this information is implicit or expressed differently in different languages, discourse parsing,
context-adequate natural language generation and machine translation are considered particularly
challenging aspects of Natural Language Processing. Providing this data in machine-readable,
standard-compliant form will thus facilitate such technical tasks, and moreover, allow to explore
techniques for translation inference to be applied to this particular group of lexical resources that
was previously largely neglected in the context of Linguistic Linked (Open) Data.
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1

Motivation and Background

Natural language does not exist in isolation, but always fulfills a communicative purpose,
be it to inform an addressee about a specific state of affairs, to motivate them to perform
certain acts, to bond or to interact with them otherwise (e.g., convince the addressee of
a certain belief). Much of this information, however, resides outside the scope of classical
machine-learning based natural language processing: off-the-shelf NLP tools tended to focus
on sentences, their components and the grammatical (and semantic) relations between
them. With the rising maturity of solutions for more elementary NLP tasks, the automated
processing of pragmatics and discourse information did, however, come back into the focus
of the discipline and has been subject to a considerable number of shared tasks in recent
years, e.g., the 2016 CoNLL Shared Task on Shallow Discourse Parsing1 , the 2019 Shared
Task on Discourse Representation Structure Parsing [1] and others.
Discourse markers are a key to the analysis of discourse structure as they represent
explicit (albeit not unambiguous) signals of semantic or pragmatic relations that link an
utterance with its communicative context (discourse relations), and this has been explored
to synthesize training data [39], and is generally considered to be a fast way to light-weight,
practical discourse annotation [9].

1

See https://www.conll.org/previous-tasks.
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As the result of the COST Action IS1312 “Structuring Discourse in Multilingual Europe”
(TextLink, 2014-2018),2 a considerable number of multilingual discourse marker lexicons has
been produced [40], largely following the model of the German DimLex collection [41], but
mapped to the sense inventory of the Penn Discourse Treebank [36]. Building on this work
and other discourse marker inventories, this paper describes the publication of an interlinked,
multilingual discourse marker lexicons on the basis of machine- rather than human-readable
form in accordance with web standards and best practices established in computational
lexicography, namely as (Linguistic) Linked Open Data [19] and in conformance to OntoLexLemon [20].3
Motivation for doing so is two-fold: On the one hand, discourse markers inventory becomes
more easily accessible for its potential use by off-the-shelf tools, both in individual data sets
and as a multilingual graph. The format of the original data sets has considerable variation,
even within the TextLink data set: Even though all TextLink discourse marker lexicons are
available as XML using the original DimLex lexicon format as a template, they do not adhere
to a consistent schema, many contain language-specific extensions, not all are XML-valid,
and certain language editions even went so far to translate the original English element and
attribute names into the object language. In the language-specific sense inventories, while all
based on the Penn Discourse Treebank [36, PDTB], versions 2.0 or 3.0, we also see a certain
degree of variation. As a result, this data, while being unquestionably valuable, cannot be
directly applied for any NLP task. A better curated version of this data does exist as part of
the “Connective-lex” database [40],4 but the database provides human-readable information
only and without explicit licensing information (i.e., restricted).
On the other hand, we also aimed to create further links between discourse marker lexicons
and more general lexical resources already available in OntoLex-Lemon. This includes, for
example, the Open Multilingual WordNet5 , linked across different languages by means of the
Collaborative Interlingual Index6 [6]. More relevant for the specific case of discourse marker
lexicons may be, however, general bidictionaries as provided, for example, as part of the
ACoLi Dictionary Graph [16], a large-scale collection of more than 3000 machine-readable
bi-dictionaries in OntoLex-Lemon, covering more than 400 language varieties. By linking
with this kind of data, it becomes possible to explore techniques to extrapolate discourse
marker inventories for low-resource languages by means of techniques as similarly applied for
translation inference [38, 28].
Related research on modelling discourse relations and discourse connectives in RDF
and/or as Linked Data exists in the form of a suggested discourse extension [27] of the
General Ontology of Linguistic Description [23] employed for discourse parsing [4]. At the
time of writing, this resource is no longer publicly available but can be partially reconstructed
from associated publications [31]. The FRED machine reading system [26] produces OWL
output from an NLP stack that also incorporates an off-the-shelf discourse parser [7], but it
does not seem7 to provide a vocabulary for discourse relations.

2
3

4
5
6
7

http://textlink.ii.metu.edu.tr/
We acknowledge that other authors established a level of machine-readability in earlier research by
providing discourse marker inventories in XML rather than printed form [40]. While this establishes
machine-readable syntax, we build and extend this work by establishing machine-readable semantics.
http://connective-lex.info/
http://compling.hss.ntu.edu.sg/omw/
https://github.com/globalwordnet/ili
The full vocabulary of the FRED system is not publicly documented. The observations above are
insights obtained from example queries.
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Discourse markers and discourse marker lexicons

Discourse markers, also referred to as discourse cues or discourse connectives, do not constitute
a homogenous class of grammatical devices in most languages, but rather involve different
aspects of grammar, in particular, if described from a cross-linguistic perspective. Accordingly,
what constitutes a discourse marker may be defined differently in different theoretical
frameworks and for different languages. In most European languages, prototypical discourse
markers include conjunctions (such as English and, but, if, etc.), adverbials (such as thereafter,
so), interjections (e.g., indeed), but can also be phrasal expressions (in order to). In addition
to this, certain uses of punctuation (in written language) can be considered to serve as
discourse cues, e.g., commas (as markers of lists or enumerations) or hyphens (as markers of
contrast or elaboration). Morphological features may serve as discourse cue as well. In this
paper, however, we focus on lexical discourse markers, i.e., expressions consisting of one or
multiple lexemes.
We follow the Penn Discourse Treebank [36, PDTB] in assuming that discourse markers
trigger (or indicate) the discourse relation that connects the (proposition expressed by the)
local utterance (ARG2 in PDTB terminology, the utterance that contains the discourse
marker) with an element in the context (ARG1 in PDTB terminology), so that the type of
discourse relation is taken to be the sense of this relation. A discourse marker lexicon is
then defined as a dictionary of discourse markers that minimally provides the form(s) of
the discourse marker along with one or multiple discourse relations, as well as additional
information, e.g., grammatical features, information about uses of the expression other than
as discourse marker, frequency and usage information, provenance. It is to be noted that the
discourse relations under consideration should be defined as a closed set with fixed identifiers,
e.g., defined by an annotation manual. In particular, occasional, but often unsystematic
remarks about uses of adverbs as found in traditional dictionaries (e.g., “adversative”) are
not sufficient to qualify for a discourse marker inventory.
In that sense, a minimal resource that qualifies as discourse marker lexicon is, for
example, an aggregate excerpt from a discourse-annotated corpora that lists discourse
markers along with the discourse relations these co-occur with, optionally with frequency
information. Provided in machine-readable form, such information is an essential tool in
technical challenges such as discourse parsing, natural language understanding and natural
language generation, and this is where we see the primary application of the data addressed
here.
Designated discourse marker lexicons in this sense have been produced since the 1990s,
with early examples represented by Alistair Knott [30] and Stede and Umbach [41]. Knott’s
discourse marker lexicon is available as an appendix to his PhD thesis, and, effectively, has
been represented as a plain list. DimLex, the model of Stede and Umbach, originally applied
to data from German and English, has become particularly influential in the context of the
TextLink initiative, which led to the creation of a relatively consistent set of multilingual
discourse marker lexicons. By “relatively consistent”, we mean that data is available in
XML formats (inspired by the original DimLex XML format, but with language-specific
adaptations), and that their sense information has been normalized against the discourse
relation inventory of the Penn Discourse Treebank [36, PDTB]. However, the data is far from
uniform, most have TextLink dictionaries have been updated to PDTB 3.0 specifications,
but some remain at PDTB 2.0 (and the Czech and French datasets uses their own relation
inventories, which we mapped as part of the conversion), and likewise, that there is variation
in the XML format(s) being used, so that there is no DTD or schema that all these can be
validated against. At the core of our data are the following discourse marker lexicons:
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DimLex German [41], CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0; extended to Arabic and Bangla [21]; DimLex-XML,
PDTB 3.0 relations.
PDTB English, excerpt from Penn Discourse Treebank guidelines [36]; DimLex-XML,
PDTB 3.0 relations.
LICO Italian [24], CC-BY 4.0; modified DimLex-XML, PDTB 2.0/3.0 relations.
CzeDLex Czech, bootstrapped from Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0 [34], CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0;
PML-XML, PDiT 2.0 relations [45]
LDM-PT Portuguese [33], CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0; DimLex-based XML, PDTB 3.0 relations.
LexConn French [37]; DimLex-inspired XML, SDRT relations [3].
DisCoDict Dutch [8], CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0; DimLex-XML, PDTB 3.0 relations.
A curated version of this data with extensions, consolidated formats and PDTB 3.0 sense
linking is accessible from http://connective-lex.info/, but for browsing and search only,
not for download. We did consult an older version of this data in a partially consolidated state
as available from https://github.com/discourse-lab/Connective-Lex.info. Using this
as a basis we performed format consolidation and linking to PDTB 2.0 for DimLex, DimLexArabic, DimLex-Bangla, and LDM-PT. Note that we went for PDTB 2.0 instead of PDTB 3.0
in order to facilitate interoperability with the OLiA Discourse Extensions. CzeDLex and
LexConn were converted from the original sources.
Aside from these discourse marker inventories that represent more or less direct results
of TextLink, we also converted the DiscMar inventories for English, Spanish and Catalan
by Lausa Alonso y Alemany [25], available from https://cs.famaf.unc.edu.ar/~laura/
shallowdisc4summ/discmar/ (HTML format, own relation set), as well as the discourse
marker inventory of the TED-Multilingual Discourse Bank (TED-MDB) corpus [43], available under CC-BY from https://github.com/MurathanKurfali/Ted-MDB-Annotations
(PDTB annotation format, PDTB 2.0/3.0 relations for English, German, Lithuanian, Polish,
Portuguese, Russian and Turkish). For the latter, we provide a converter from PDTB
annotation files to DimLex-XML, which can subsequently be applied to other PDTB-based
corpora such as for Hindi [35] and Chinese [44] that are currently not covered.
For these data sources, we provide a conversion via DimLex-XML to OntoLex-Lemon,
and further, a linking with the PDTB 2.0 ontology previously developed as part of the OLiA
Discourse Extensions [13]. On this basis, at least two novel modes for querying the relations
between discourse markers become possible:
discourse marker 7→ PDTB concept 7→ discourse marker (from a given discourse marker,
retrieve PDTB-equivalent discourse markers)
discourse marker 7→ PDTB ontology 7→ discourse marker (use the PDTB ontology for
imprecise matches, i.e., more general/more specific senses)
A third querying strategy allows to expand the sense information of a discourse marker
lexicon, i.e., to apply it for annotation or disambiguation tasks for annotation schemes other
than PDTB:
discourse marker 7→ PDTB ontology 7→ OLiA Discourse Extensions 7→ discourse relations
according to other schemes
Although the work described here is grounded on data sets that have been in existence
before, with this paper, we describe the first application of Linked Data principles to this
kind of data. As a result, improved means of querying local and web-accessible reference
data become available only as a result of the conversion and linking activities described in
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this paper. As we rely on the general accuracy of the original data, we do not evaluate
qualitative performance; instead, subject of evaluation is the capability to formulate and
execute these four types of cross-resource queries.

3

From DimLex-XML to OntoLex-Lemon

For the conversion of discourse marker lexicons, we focus on DimLex-XML. Most data sets
required considerable pre-processing in order to either consolidate or to produce DimLexXML, but as a first step, our processing aims to establish a DimLex-conformant level of
representation to start with, either from the original XML discourse marker lexicon (DimLexXML or otherwise), directly from PDTB-style annotations (for TED-MDB), or from a
proprietary format (DiscMar).
Using an XSLT 2.0 script, the resulting DimLex file is then transformed to OntoLex-Lemon
in Turtle. For reasons of space we do not provide an in-depth description of OntoLex-Lemon,
but refer to the original specification [20]. The most relevant OntoLex elements in our context
are:
ontolex:LexicalEntry unit of analysis of the lexicon, groups together one or more forms and
one or more senses.
ontolex:Form string form of a lexical entry, e.g., written representation.
ontolex:LexicalSense word sense of a particular lexical entry.
Furthermore, a sense can be linked with an externally defined ontological entity by means of
ontolex:reference. We will use this mechanism to link (lexical entries/senses of) discourse
markers with discourse relations.
The OntoLex converter consists of two principal types of conversions, format-specific and
generic. Format-specific transformations include:
For every entry element,
create an instance of ontolex:LexicalEnty.
For every orth element, attach to the entry an ontolex:Form by means of either
ontolex:lexicalForm (for DimLex dialects that do not define canonical forms), or
ontolex:canonicalForm (for every orth element with attribute canonical="1"), or
ontolex:otherForm (for every other orth element in a DimLex dialect that defines
canonical forms), and
assign this form a ontolex:writtenRep that contains a language-typed string.
For every pdtb3_relation,
create an ontolex:Sense, and
link it to the lexical entry by means of ontolex:isSenseOf.
All other components of the format are converted by generic transformations. For every
element that contains (descendants with) attributes or CDATA content:
identify the element created by the parent element as subject,
create a property in the dimlex: namespace that takes the local name of the current
element, and
assign this property an object, this is either
the enclosed text as untyped literal (if the element carries neither attributes nor child
elements), or
a blank node that serves as subject for properties generated from attributes or (recursively) from child elements.
XML attributes are likewise preserved as datatype properties with untyped string values.
LDK 2021
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As namespace for the dimlex: elements, we resort to the DimLex DTD https://
github.com/discourse-lab/dimlex/blob/master/DimLex.dtd#. However, note that several DimLex-style data sets do not validate against this DTD. In this way, we establish core
data structures of OntoLex-Lemon, but perform a generic and lossless transformation of
XML data structure. This converter is thus capable to support any DimLex dialect and
(with minor modifications) related formats. In particular, all resource-specific extensions can
be preserved.
The following listing shows the first entry of the German DimLex (with minor omissions):
<dimlex>
<entry id="k1" word="aber">
<orths>
<orth type="cont" canonical="1" onr="k1o1">
<part type="single">aber</part>
</orth>
</orths>
<non_conn_reading>
<example type="ADV" tfreq="940">aber und abermals</example>
<example type="ADV">Du bist aber fies!</example>
</non_conn_reading>
<syn>
<cat>konnadv</cat>
<ordering>
<ante>0</ante>
<post>1</post>
<insert>0</insert>
</ordering>
<sem>
<pdtb3_relation sense="concession-arg2-as-denier" freq="7" anno_N="18"/>
</sem>
</syn>
</entry>
...
</dimlex>

For all XML elements and attributes below entry, the generated Turtle preserves this
information faithfully (likewise simplified), in the same order and the same embedding depth:
:k1_aber a ontolex:LexicalEntry;
ontolex:canonicalForm [ ontolex:writtenRep "aber"@de; dimlex:type "cont";
dimlex:onr "k1o1"; dimlex:type "single"];
dimlex:syn [
dimlex:cat "konnadv";
dimlex:ordering [ dimlex:ante "0"; dimlex:post "1"; dimlex:insert "0" ];
dimlex:sem [
dimlex:pdtb3_relation [ dimlex:sense "concession-arg2-as-denier";
dimlex:freq "7"; dimlex:anno_N "18";
a ontolex:LexicalSense; ontolex:isSenseOf :k1_aber ] ] .

In addition to the OntoLex properties, additional information from the XML format is
provided by properties from the DimLex namespace that mirror the original structure of the
original XML file. Note that in this way, all information of a DimLex entry can be captured
in the RDF graph, but only as far as hierarchy and structure are concerned. The order of
elements in the XML is lost in the graph, but also not deemed to be essential for subsequent
processing.
A disadvantage of this modelling strategy is that (unless all discourse marker inventories
validate against the same schema or DTD – which the publicly available data does not)
the resulting DimLex vocabulary is open: Every DimLex-XML dialect can introduce novel
datatype and object properties, so that it is not possible to provide an exhaustive class
diagram of the DimLex vocabulary in RDF. But we capture the information about basic
OntoLex data structures in an interoperable way.
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Linking with the OLiA Discourse Extensions

The Ontologies of Linguistic Annotation [12, OLiA] have been developed to formalize
annotation schemes and to link them with reference concepts, originally primarily for corpora
with morphosyntactic and syntactic annotation, with regard to which OLiA covers more
than 100 languages at the time of writing,8 but also extended for pragmatic phenomena
such as coreference, information structure, discourse structure and discourse relations. These
OLiA Discourse Extensions [13] reside in a separate branch of the OLiA ontologies.9 As
they are still considered experimental, but with increasing maturity, they are about to be
integrated with the OLiA.
In its conception, OLiA aimed to address what could be called the “standardization gap”
of linguistic annotation. That means that a consistent and homogeneous standardization of
linguistic annotation would either have to be reductionistic and neglect language specific
characteristics (cf. Universal Dependencies tagset), or constantly grow in complexity with
every new language added to it (cf. the evolution of morphosyntactic guidelines from EAGLES
to MULTEXT-EAST) [14].
In order to avoid these problems, OLiA introduces an architecture of modular ontologies,
formalized in OWL2/DL, to address and to distinguish the different aspects of
defining concepts and tags relevant for the annotation of a language or a particular
language resource (OLiA Annotation Models),
identifying and defining conventionally used terms (OLiA Reference Model),
interpreting annotation concepts against reference concepts (OLiA Linking Models,
defining rdfs:subClassOf relationships between annotation model concepts and reference
model concepts), and
grounding conventionally used terms in reference concepts (external terminology repositories, linking defined as rdfs:subClassOf relationships between reference model concepts
and externally defined concepts)
With multiple, distinct, but interlinked ontologies, published under CC-BY 3.0 and
available under persistent, resolvable URIs, OLiA represents a prototypical application of
Linked Data principles to leverage several distributed terminology repositories, and it became
subsequently increasingly important as a terminology repository since the conception of
the LLOD cloud in 2010, where it represents the central terminology hub for annotation
terminology. As of 2020, OLiA is linked with a great number of external terminology
repositories, including ISOcat, GOLD, the CLARIN Concept Registry, lexinfo, the Universal
Dependency guidelines, the Unimorph guidelines, etc. [15], and it is developed as an open
source project under https://github.com/acoli-repo/olia.
With the OLiA Discourse Extensions, the approach of modular ontologies and the application of Linguistic Linked Open Data principles to facilitate language resource interoperability
can also been extended to the annotation of discourse relations and other aspects of pragmatics. As far as discourse relations are concerned, the OLiA Discourse Extensions cover
five annotation schemes based on theoretical work on discourse relations [32, 30, 11, 42, 36]
The discourse marker inventories described here are linked to the original PDTB ontology as part of the OLiA Discourse Extensions [13] and available under CC-BY 3.0 from
http://purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.PDTB.owl.

8
9

http://purl.org/olia
http://purl.org/olia/discourse
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(a) PDTB ontology as provided by the OLiA
Discourse Extensions, visualized using Protégé.

(b) OLiA discourse model: Reference concepts
for the OLiA Discourse Extensions.

Figure 1 PDTB ontology and OLiA Discourse Extensions.

The PDTB ontology is summarized in Fig. 1a. We focus on the pdtb:Sense branch alone,
where PDTB asserts the existence of four major types of discourse relations, contrastive
relations (COMPARISON), causal relations (CONTIGENCY), temporal relations (TEMPORAL) and additive relations (EXPANSION), with two levels of further refinement. In
real-world annotation, an annotator may decide to assign a discourse marker the most specific
relation they find in that taxonomy (e.g., reason), but likewise, a more abstract relation if
none of the subclasses match precisely or seem to be equally applicable (e.g., Cause, or even
CONTIGENCY ). We take this to be an implicative hierarchy, i.e., that any more specific
discourse relation automatically entails the applicability of a more generic one – albeit this
kind of reasoning seems to be rarely applied in current PDTB practice. Instead, the hierarchy
has been exploited for evaluating the performance of discourse parsing, where accuracy can be
evaluated against different levels of granularity, ranging from top-level (4 discourse relations
plus entity relations and no relation) over second-level relations (15 discourse relations) to
the full inventory. The discourse marker inventories are linked with the PDTB ontology
by means of a simple SPARQL update: If the label of a discourse relation of the PDTB
ontology matches the literal value of dimlex:sense, insert an ontolex:reference, i.e., link
the PDTB ontology as an external ontology:
INSERT { ?dimlex_relation ontolex:reference ?pdtb_sense. }
WHERE { ?dimlex_relation dimlex:sense ?label.
?pdtb_sense (rdfs:label|skos:altLabel) ?sense_label.
FILTER(lcase(?label)=lcase(?sense_label))
};

For the linked version of the data set, we perform an additional pruning step and omit
all properties from the dimlex: namespace, i.e., aspects of the original XML content that
have, so far, not been interpreted into machine-readable information. (Remember that the
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Table 1 Statistics and accessibility information for discourse marker inventories, PDTB-linked,
OntoLex-Lemon edition.
language
ar
bn
ca
cs
de
de
en
en
en
es
fr
it
lt
nl
pl
pt
pt
ru
tr

dataset
http://purl.org/acoli/dimlex/...
.../ar/arabic.ttl
.../bn/dimlex-bangla.ttl
.../ca/discmar.ca.ttl
.../cs/czedlex0.6.ttl
.../de/DimLex.ttl
.../de/ted-mdb-german.ttl
.../en/discmar.en.ttl
.../en/pdtb2.ttl
.../en/ted-mdb-english.ttl
.../es/discmar.es.ttl
.../fr/lexconn.ttl
.../it/LICO-v.1.0.ttl
.../lt/ted-mdb-lithuanian.ttl
.../nl/discodict.ttl
.../pl/ted-mdb-polish.ttl
.../pt/LDM-v.1.3.ttl
.../pt/ted-mdb-portuguese.ttl
.../ru/ted-mdb-russian.ttl
.../tr/ted-mdb-turkish.ttl

license
t.b.d.
CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0
CC-BY-NC 3.0
CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0
CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0
CC-BY 4.0
CC-BY-NC 3.0
CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0
CC-BY 4.0
CC-BY-NC 3.0
CC-BY-NC 3.0
CC-BY 4.0
CC-BY 4.0
CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0
CC-BY 4.0
CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0
CC-BY 4.0
CC-BY 4.0
CC-BY 4.0

PDTB
links
505
107
97
1883
411
27
90
535
23
93
416
174
27
244
4
663
21
21
28

markers
(canonical)
505
122 (101)
93
1459 (204)
763 (274)
31
98
186 (92)
24
97
603
204
24
473 (207)
12
254
22
21
31

granularity
14
16
5
20
18
15
5
21
11
5
13
19
13
21
3
22
9
11
11

dimlex namespace is merely a placeholder for generic XML information that has not found
an interpretation against OntoLex or another RDF vocabulary.) However, the original RDF
data is preserved and can be consulted for future extensions.
Table 1 gives an overview over the linking statistics and also provides the persistent URIs
for the respective linked data sets. Note that these URIs resolve, and that machine-readable
license information is provided, so that the result of conversion and linking represents fully
qualified Linguistic Linked (Open) Data.
All resulting data is available under the respective original license from our GitHub
repository (https://github.com/acoli-repo/rdf4discourse/tree/master/discoursemarkers/linked). After conversion and linking, the resulting data has been enriched with
machine-readable metadata about the respective license (dct:license), and the location
of the original data (dcr:source). Human-readable details on attribution are provided as
rdf:comment of the lime:Lexicon element that represents the respective discourse marker
inventory. Note that not all data sets have an explicit license statement. This includes
LexConn, DiscMar and Arabic. As for the first three, the information contained in them
corresponds exactly to a respective appendix of the accompanying documentation [36, 37, 2].
We consider this as unproblematic in terms of copyright, as the discourse marker inventories
created on this basis represent collections of (fully attributed) non-literal quotations. In order
to preserve the intended band-width of scientific citations, we assert a CC-BY-NC 3.0 license
for these, using the original literature references as attributions. 10 The copyright situation of
the Arabic discourse marker lexicon is still unresolved, full attribution is provided, but in
case of complaints, it will be withdrawn from the public release.

10

We adopt CC-BY-NC 3.0 instead of CC-BY-NC 4.0 as the 3.0 BY clause allows authors to enforce the
use of a specific title, i.e., a particular form of citation, rather than alternative means of attribution
(e.g., by publication URI).
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5

Querying

As mentioned before, our evaluation consists of demonstrating the capability to query
discourse marker inventories in combination with discourse relation inventories, both the
PTDB ontology and the OLiA Discourse Extensions.
With discourse marker inventories, sense definitions and annotation schemes interconnected by means of Linked Data technology, it now becomes possible to traverse the paths in a
graph, e.g., in order to retrieve translations or alternative lexicalizations of discourse markers.
Note that this functionality is currently not provided by the Connective-Lex database [40],
so that this is a novel functionality. The following query retrieves an English word from the
DiscMar inventory and its PDTB sense:11
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX

ontolex: <http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#>
pdtb: <http://purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.PDTB.owl#>
rst: <http://purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.RST.owl#>
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

SELECT distinct ?en ?pdtb
FROM <http://purl.org/acoli/dimlex/en/discmar.en.ttl>
WHERE {
?form ontolex:writtenRep ?en.
filter(lang(?en) = "en")
?entry (ontolex:lexicalForm|ontolex:canonicalForm) ?form.
?sense ontolex:isSenseOf ?entry.
?sense ontolex:reference ?pdtb.
} ORDER BY ?en ?pdtb

Simplifying the query using property paths and adding a second path with a different
language filter, we can now apply this query to derive translations, e.g., between English and
German connectives:
SELECT distinct ?en ?pdtb ?de # prefixes are omitted for space reasons
FROM <http://purl.org/acoli/dimlex/en/discmar.en.ttl>
FROM <http://purl.org/acoli/dimlex/de/DimLex.ttl>
WHERE {
?pdtb ^ontolex:reference/ontolex:isSenseOf/
(ontolex:lexicalForm|ontolex:canonicalForm)/
ontolex:writtenRep ?en.
filter(lang(?en) = "en")
?pdtb ^ontolex:reference/ontolex:isSenseOf/
(ontolex:lexicalForm|ontolex:canonicalForm)/
ontolex:writtenRep ?de.
filter(lang(?de) = "de")
} ORDER BY ?en ?pdtb ?de

As a general rule, we would expect that DiscMar results are more coarse-grained than
DimLex results. In the SPARQL query, this can be captured by extending the search to
retrieve DimLex lexicalization for indirect subclasses of DiscMar entries (assuming that the
PDTB ontology is loaded in the default graph):
SELECT distinct ?en ?pdtb ?de
FROM <http://purl.org/acoli/dimlex/en/discmar.en.ttl>
FROM <http://purl.org/acoli/dimlex/de/DimLex.ttl>
FROM <http://purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.PDTB.owl>
WHERE {
?pdtb rdfs:subClassOf*/^ontolex:reference/ontolex:isSenseOf/
(ontolex:lexicalForm|ontolex:canonicalForm)/
ontolex:writtenRep ?en.
filter(lang(?en) = "en")
?pdtb ^ontolex:reference/ontolex:isSenseOf/
(ontolex:lexicalForm|ontolex:canonicalForm)/
ontolex:writtenRep ?de.
filter(lang(?de) = "de")
} ORDER BY ?en ?de

11

This query as well as all subsequent queries can be directly executed with the online SPARQL service
provided under http://www.sparql.org/sparql.html and have been tested for this purpose. No
additional configuration is necessary, as the FROM statements indicates the RDF graphs to read from.
Alternatively, they can run on any local SPARQL end point once the ontologies are loaded.
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This query now returns 7,040 different translation pairs for German and English, whereas
the former query retrieved only 828 translation pairs. However, note that many of these
translations are imprecise because of differences in granularity. As an example, DimLex
differentiates between subclasses of causal relations (PDTB reason and result), whereas
DiscMar only identifies clausal relations as PDTB Cause. Transitive queries, e.g., along the
rdfs:subClassOf axis as expressed by the Kleene star in the example, are an efficient way
to deal with differences in granularity. An alternative is to enable the RDFS entailment
regime in the SPARQL end point. Then, the original query (without the Kleene star) does
return a comparable result.12
But the linked graph can also be used in other ways. If the PDTB linking model (http://
purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.PDTB-link.rdf) is imported into the default graph,
we arrive at reference model concepts from the OLiA Discourse Extensions. with other linking
and annotation models connected, it becomes possible, then, for example, to “translate” the
PDTB relations to RST relations [32], illustrated for the marker because according to the
PDTB inventory:
SELECT distinct ?pdtb ?olia ?rst
# OntoLex and PDTB data
FROM <http://purl.org/acoli/dimlex/en/pdtb2.ttl>
FROM <http://purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.PDTB.owl>
# OLiA Discourse Extensions
FROM <http://purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.PDTB-link.rdf>
FROM <http://purl.org/olia/discourse/olia_discourse.owl>
FROM <http://purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.RST-link.rdf>
FROM <http://purl.org/olia/discourse/discourse.RST.owl>
WHERE {
?pdtb rdfs:subClassOf*/^ontolex:reference/ontolex:isSenseOf/
(ontolex:lexicalForm|ontolex:canonicalForm)/
ontolex:writtenRep "because"@en.
?pdtb rdfs:subClassOf ?olia. # the directly assigned olia senses
FILTER(contains(str(?olia),"olia_discourse"))
?rst rdfs:subClassOf+ ?olia. # RST subsenses
FILTER(contains(str(?rst),"discourse.RST"))
} ORDER BY ?pdtb ?rst

This query returns 11 possible RST relations and also gives information about the path
that connects them with the original definition:
pdtb
pdtb:Cause
pdtb:Cause
pdtb:Cause
pdtb:Cause
pdtb:Cause
pdtb:Cause
pdtb:Cause
pdtb:Cause
pdtb:Condition
pdtb:Condition
pdtb:Condition

12

olia
olia_discourse:Cause
olia_discourse:Cause
olia_discourse:Cause
olia_discourse:Cause
olia_discourse:Cause
olia_discourse:Cause
olia_discourse:Cause
olia_discourse:Cause
olia_discourse:Condition
olia_discourse:Condition
olia_discourse:Condition

rst
rst:Evidence
rst:Justify
rst:Motivation
rst:NonVolitionalCause
rst:NonVolitionalResult
rst:Purpose
rst:VolitionalCause
rst:VolitionalResult
rst:Condition
rst:Enablement
rst:Means

The difference is in the binding for the variable ?pdtb: In the query with the Kleene star, we retrieve the
more specific sense, as expressed in DimLex. In the query without the Kleene star but RDFS entailment
enabled, we retrieve the more general sense, as the system can infer the superclass pdtb:Causal from the
DimLex-provided senses pdtb:reason and pdtb:result. The translation pairs of English and German
expressions, however, are identical.
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Figure 2 Discourse marker and discourse relation inventories as Linked Data.

Such queries can be further refined if confidence scores or relative sense frequencies are
taken into consideration. From the current set of discourse marker lexicons, however, only
PDTB and the German DimLex provide such information. For encoding frequency information at a later stage of development, we plan to apply the OntoLex module for Frequency,
Attestation and Corpus Information that is currently being developed [17, OntoLex-FrAC].
Overall, we have been able to show that the linked data edition of the discourse marker
lexicons and its linking with the OLiA Discourse Extensions provide improved means of
querying this data. The example queries have addressed three types of queries:
discourse marker 7→ PDTB concept 7→ discourse marker (from a given discourse marker,
retrieve PDTB-equivalent discourse markers)
discourse marker 7→ PDTB ontology 7→ discourse marker (use the PDTB ontology for
imprecise matches, i.e., more general/more specific senses)
discourse marker 7→ PDTB ontology 7→ OLiA discourse model 7→ RST (“translate” PDTB
relations into another theoretical framework)
To the best of our knowledge, none of these functionalities have been possible before.
A specific benefit of publishing this data as Linked Open Data and under resolvable and
persistent URLs is that such queries can be executed independently from any local data base
installation. Instead, generic web tools such as the “general purpose SPARQL processor”
from http://sparql.org can be employed to execute such queries.

6

Summary and Outlook

In this paper we described the conversion of existing discourse marker lexicons into RDF,
their linking with the PDTB ontology of the OLiA Discourse Extensions and their publication
as Linked Data. This contribution is an important step in formation of a small group of
discourse-related resources within the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud. The general
structure and the relation between the resources introduced or described in this paper is
illustrated in Fig. 2.
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The respective discourse marker lexicons are provided as plain RDF dumps (preserving all
information from the original XML file in the dimlex: namespace, but lacking PDTB linking)
and linked OntoLex-Lemon data sets (preserving only statements that involve OntoLex
properties or classes, extended with ontolex:reference links to the PDTB ontology. As
part of the conversion, we introduced BCP47 language tags to identify the participating
languages. It is thus possible to load all discourse marker lexicons into a single RDF graph
and query, for example, for correspondences between languages. Moreover, machine-readable
language identification and adherence to web standards allows us now to explore synergies
with other OntoLex-Lemon datasets, e.g., the ACoLi Dictionary Graph [16], e.g., to enrich
conventional bilingual dictionaries with machine-readable sense information for discourse
markers (in this regard, the PDTB ontology, and the OLiA discourse model can serve a
similar function as WordNet for lexical semantics). Likewise, it becomes possible now to
explore conventional dictionaries to bootstrap PDTB-linked discourse marker inventories for
other languages.
With this kind of data, machine-readable inventories of discourse markers, discourse
relations and corpora (resp., their annotation schemes, as formalized in the OLiA Discourse
Extensions), it now becomes possible to integrate them into local applications, general web
tools, or perform queries against them, as well as enrich them with further information
other Linguistic Linked Open Data sets, e.g., general purpose dictionaries provided in
OntoLex-Lemon. As the same time, we would like to emphasize that we see prospective
users of this technology not so much among specialists in discourse and semantics, but more
among developers of technical solutions for studying discourse as well as NLP specialists and
knowledge engineers interested in more advanced levels of linguistic analysis and semantic
relations beyond individual sentences. As far as the field of discourse studies is concerned,
we consider this implementation to provide a practical benefit, but we also assume that
general web technologies, e.g., the RDF data model, the Turtle format, and the SPARQL
query language, require an additional layer of abstraction in order to be effective tools in
the hands of linguist. Such tools are becoming increasingly available for different aspects of
linguistic inquiry (e.g. [5, 22, 29]). For discourse studies, such an infrastructure currently
does not exist, nor is the use of RDF technologies particularly established in the field,
but it is to be noted that the potential for such an application is enormous, as Linked
Data provides natural support for standoff and multi-layer annotations [10], all of these are
notorious problems for discourse studies [18], as well as for information integration across
heterogeneous and distributed data in general, as demonstrated here for discourse marker
inventories. By publishing essential data for this field in accordance with Linked Data
principles, our work represents an initial step towards the development of advanced tools
and improved information aggregation for applications in discourse parsing and discourse
analysis.
The OLiA discourse extensions, including the PDTB ontology are published under http:
//purl.org/olia/discourse and available as a code bundle under CC-BY 3.0 from https:
//github.com/acoli-repo/olia/tree/master/owl/experimental/discourse. The discourse marker inventories and the scripts to produce them are currently available under a
Apache 2.0 license from https://github.com/acoli-repo/rdf4discourse. The data itself
remains under the same license as the original data as described above. Code and data is
publicly available from our GitHub repository13 as Open Source under an Apache 2.0 license.

13

https://github.com/acoli-repo/rdf4discourse
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The Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC) is a commonsense reasoning task that requires background
knowledge. In this paper, we contribute to tackling WSC in four ways. Firstly, we suggest a
keyword method to define a restricted domain where distinctive high-level semantic patterns can be
found. A thanking domain was defined by keywords, and the data set in this domain is used in our
experiments. Secondly, we develop a high-level knowledge-based reasoning method using semantic
roles which is based on the method of Sharma [17]. Thirdly, we propose an ensemble method to
combine knowledge-based reasoning and machine learning which shows the best performance in
our experiments. As a machine learning method, we used Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) [3, 9]. Lastly, in terms of evaluation, we suggest a “robust” accuracy
measurement by modifying that of Trichelair et al. [20]. As with their switching method, we evaluate
a model by considering its performance on trivial variants of each sentence in the test set.
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1

Introduction

The Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC) was proposed by Levesque et al. [10] as a means to
test whether a machine has human-like intelligence. It is an alternative to the well known
Turing Test (TT) and has been designed with the motivation of reducing certain problematic
aspects that affect the TT. Specifically, while the TT is subjective in nature, the WSC
provides a purely objective evaluation; and, whereas passing the TT requires a machine to
behave in a deceptive way, the WSC takes the form of a positive demonstration of intelligent
capability.
The core problem of the WSC is to resolve the reference of pronouns occurring in natural
language sentences. To reduce the possibility that the task can be accomplished by procedures
based on superficial or statistical characteristics, rather than “understanding” of the sentence,
it is required that the test sentences used in the WSC should be constructed in pairs, which
have similar structure and differ only in some key word or phrase, and such that the correct
referent of the pronoun is different in the two cases. This sentence pair, together with an
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indication of which pronoun is to be resolved and a pair of two possible candidates, is called
a Winograd Schema. An example of a Winograd Schema from the original WSC273 data
set [10] is as follows:
1. The trophy doesn’t fit in the brown suitcase because it is too large.
Candidates for the pronoun: the trophy / the suitcase, Answer: the trophy
2. The trophy doesn’t fit in the brown suitcase because it is too small.
Candidates for the pronoun: the trophy / the suitcase, Answer: the suitcase
Levesque et al. [10] design Winograd schemas to require background knowledge to resolve
a pronoun, which can be an evidence of understanding. Therefore, they aim to exclude the
sentences that can be resolved by a superficial statistical association within a sentence.
In this paper, we used a keyword method to define domains in Winograd schemas. To
our knowledge, this is the first work to use keywords for defining domains in WSC and
explore high-level patterns in them. To use the domain-specific high-level patterns, we
also develop an advanced high-level knowledge-based reasoning method by modifying the
method of Sharma [17]. Furthermore, we suggest a simple ensemble method that combines
knowledge-based reasoning and machine learning. By the experiments on the domain-specific
data set, the ensemble method gives a better performance than each single method. Lastly, we
also propose a “robust” accuracy measure that is more objective by improving the switching
method of Trichelair et al. [20].

2

Related work

Knowledge-based reasoning and machine learning are the two main approaches to resolve
Winograd schemas.

Knowledge-based reasoning
The paper of Levesque et al. [10] is concerned with defining a test for AI rather than proposing
how the challenge should be addressed. However, in the paper’s conclusion they suggest that
the knowledge representation (KR) approach is the most promising. They say: “While this
approach (KR) still faces tremendous scientific hurdles, we believe it remains the most likely
path to success. That is, we believe that in order to pass the WSC, a system will need to have
commonsense knowledge about space, time, physical reasoning, emotions, social constructs,
and a wide variety of other domains.”
KR techniques make use of explicit symbolic representations of information and inference
rules. A number of researchers have taken this kind of approach. Bailey et al. [1, p. 18]
propose a “correlation calculus” for representing and reasoning with background knowledge
principles and use this to derive solutions to certain Winograd schemas. Sharma [17] employs
automated extraction of graphical representations of a sentence structure using a semantic
parser called K-Parser [18] and implements a WSC resolution procedure based on Answer
Set Programming (ASP) [5].
An advantage of KR-based methods is that they provide explanations of how the answers
they give are justified by logical prinicples. However, KR-based methods also face huge
problems both in automating the conversion from natural language sentences to a formal
representation and also in building a knowledge base that covers the general domain of
knowledge required to address the WSC. Bailey et al. [1] do not give an automatic method to
transform a natural language sentence into the form of first-order logic that they use. Though
Sharma et al. [19] do use an automated method to extract background knowledge, their
method is based on using a search engine, which cannot guarantee acquiring all necessary
knowledge.
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Table 1 Two Examples from WSC273 with each variant by negation on which Kocijan’s BERT
was tested.
Type

Sentence

Pred.

Answer

Ori.

Dan had to stop Bill from
toying with the injured bird.
He is very compassionate.
Dan had to stop Bill from
toying with the injured bird.
He is not compassionate.

Dan

Dan

Dan

Bill

I can’t cut that
with that axe;
small.
I can’t cut that
with that axe;
small.

tree down
it is too

The
tree

The axe

tree down
it is not

The
tree

The
tree

Neg.

Ori.

Neg.

Machine learning
Contrary to the expectations expressed by the proposers of the challenge (as cited in the
previous section), many researchers have applied Machine Learning (ML) methods to the
WSC, and, in terms of accuracy performance, impressive results have been obtained. An early
work by Rahman and Ng [13] extracts features of a WSC-like sentence by using background
knowledge such as Google search counts and a large corpus, and these features are used to
train the SVM ranker that gives the higher rank to the correct candidate.
More recent ML approaches mostly use a neural language model. Trinh and Le [21]
introduce an approach to use a neural language model to tackle Winograd schemas. After
this, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [3], which is a stateof-the-art language model, is also used for WSC. Kocijan et al. [9] demonstrate that the
BERT fine-tuned with the data set similar to Winograd schemas gives a better performance
than the BERT without fine-tuning. In addition, Sakaguchi et al. [16] give the accuracy of
around 90% on the original WSC273 by fine-tuning a variant of BERT with the larger data
set (WinoGrande) which is also similar to Winograd schemas.
Despite the high accuracy of BERT and other neural language model methods, some
limitations have been found. Though many of the original Winograd schemas can be resolved
by the language models, Trichelair et al. [20] demonstrate that they often predict wrongly
on simple variants of the original sentences. Specifically, when we switch the positions of the
candidates, in most cases this means that the answer should also be switched. However, the
language model methods frequently give the same prediction for the switched sentence as
in the original sentence. We return to this matter of switching in Section 6. Their finding
implies that the real understanding of the model cannot be guaranteed by accuracy only.
Furthermore, Ettinger [4] also shows that the BERT does not seem to understand negation
since BERT’s predictions on the masked tokens of the negated sentences are likely to be
similar to its predictions on the masked tokens of the non-negated sentences.
The finding of Ettinger [4] is also supported by recent study [11] and the experiments of
Kocijan’s BERT on some Winograd schema sentences from WSC273 that are negated by
us in Table 1. Though the answers should be changed on the negated Winograd schema
sentences in this example, the BERT’s predictions on them are still same as its predictions
on the non-negated sentences.
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Table 2 The five major high-level domain-specific reasoning patterns found in the thanking
domain.
Type

Sentence

Pattern 1

Candidate1 owes candidate2, and (so) pronoun
is doing good
Candidate1 owes candidate2, and (so) pronoun
is receiving good
Candidate1 does good to candidate2 because
pronoun is owing
Candidate1 gives thanks to candidate2 because
pronoun is being owed
Candidate1 gives thanks to candidate2 because
pronoun is owing

Pattern 2
Pattern 3
Pattern 4
Pattern 5

3

Semantic Domains and Keywords

Several researchers in natural language processing have suggested that semantic domains can
be identified based on the occurrence of key words in text corpora [14, 6]. Assuming that
keywords are related to the high-level semantic meaning of a sentence, we used a keyword
method in terms of identifying a domain in Winograd Schemas. To our best knowledge,
our method is the first work to use keywords regarding a domain in Winograd schemas
and examine high-level patterns in a domain. Although defining a domain by keywords has
weakness such as word sense ambiguity, it can be beneficial for knowledge-based reasoning
which requires relevant knowledge to tackle WSC. A keyword-based domain could target
narrower Winograd schema sentences that are related to smaller number of background
knowledge principles since they share at least one word. In this sense, building a knowledge
base for a keyword-based domain can be less costly.
For the pilot study, we chose a thanking domain since the thanking domain has a distinctive
semantics. The thanking domain contains the sentences that have a keyword related to the
normal sense of thanking. The keywords we used for the thanking domain were “thank” and
“grateful”. We extracted sentences that include the two keywords from WinoGrande [16]
which has approximately 44K Winograd schema sentences since WSC273 contains only 273
sentences. In this extraction, we exclude the sentences including “thanks to” and “thanks in
no small part to” though “thank” is within them. The reason for their exclusion is that their
semantic meaning is related to causal relations, not thanking.
As a result, the number of the extracted Winograd schema sentences was 171 (≈ 0.39%
of the 44, 000 Winogrande sentences). We believe that the number of them is adequate as
it is compatible with the number of the original WSC273’s sentences which is 273. These
extracted sentences are considered to belong to the thanking domain, and we investigated
the high-level reasoning patterns in the thanking domain. As shown in Table 2, the five
major high-level domain-specific reasoning patterns were found. As these patterns are from
the thanking domain, they are related to the relationships of “owing” and “being owed”. It
is common that a person who is owing would thank or do good to someone who is owed. It
is interesting that around 77% (132/171) of the sentences in the thanking domain follow the
only five major high-level patterns. Some of the other minor high-level patterns were also
found in the thanking domain.
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In addition to the high-level patterns, the Winograd schema sentences in the thanking
domain have two other characteristics. The first characteristic is that more than 90%
(161/171) of the sentences in the thanking domain have candidates with human names while
this proportion is around 50% in WSC273. This finding can be explained by the fact that
thanking is done by humans. For the second characteristic, only around 46% (80/171) of the
sentences in the thanking domain can be paired while almost all the sentences can be paired
in WSC273. This is due to the fact that some of the WinoGrande sentences use keywords
such as “thank” for the special words or the alternative words.

4

The advanced high-level knowledge-based reasoning method

Our high-level knowledge-based reasoning method is related to the method of Sharma [17],
who identifies and exploits very specific identity implications to resolve pronouns. We use
a more general method of abstracting semantic relationships to identify and make use of
high-level domain-specific semantic roles, based on the analysis of Winograd schemas given
by Bennett [2]. According to this analysis, most Winograd sentences can be represented as
having the form:
ϕ(a, b, p) ≡ ((α(a) ∧ β(b) ∧ ρ(a, b)) # π(p))

(1)

where α is the candidate a’s property, β is the candidate b’s property, ρ refers to a predicate
that defines the candidates’ relationship, # refers to the relationship between the clause
of the sentence that contains candidates and the clause of the sentence that contains the
pronoun, and π is the pronoun p’s property. In the most common cases the relationship # is
“because”, but it can also be other connectives such as “and”, “but”, “since”, or sometimes
just a full stop between sentences. For instance, consider this sentence from WinoGrande:
Lawrence thanked Craig profusely for the assistance ... because only [he] helped him.
Here a and b correspond to Lawrence and Craig, and the predicates α and β refer to the
roles thanker and being thanked. p corresponds to the pronoun (“he”) and the predicate π
refers to the role of helper. ρ can refer to (a) giving thanks to (b) and # can be “because”.
While this type of formula can be used for particular examples of Winograd schemas, we
also used the formula to represent higher-level general principles that can potentially explain
a large class of specific cases.

4.1

Building a domain-specific knowledge base

Our knowledge base is composed of two types of rules and one type of facts – rules to
derive semantic roles, rules to define relationships regarding the semantic roles and high-level
background knowledge principles.

Rules to derive semantic roles
We defined rules to derive semantic roles specific to the thanking domain. These semantic
roles are high-level representations related to the candidates and the pronoun, and they are
also grounds to derive the relationships regarding them. In the thanking domain, six major
domain-specific semantic roles were found – thanker, being thanked, giver, given, helper
and being helped. In the current work, we assume that each person has a role in relation
to the situation being described, and we formulate rules to derive and reason about these
roles. (Potentially, someone could have different roles with respect to different aspects of the
situation, which would require elaboration of our framework.)
LDK 2021
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Table 3 The major rules to define the relationships between the semantic roles of the candidates.
Semantic
relationship

Semantic role

Causal
relation

X

Y

X owes Y

No

being helped

helper

X owes Y

No

given

giver

X does good to Y

Yes

helper

being helped

X does good to Y

Yes

giver

given

X gives thanks to Y

Yes

thanker

being thanked

Our rules are implemented in ASP by using K-Parser’s graphical representations, and
they are manually defined from the sentences in the thanking domain. For example, a simple
rule for thanker can be defined as:
has_s(X, semantic_role, thanker) :has_s(Thank,agent,X),
has_s(Thank,instance_of,thank).
In order to make more generalisable rules, the following four measures were taken. The
first measure is to derive the semantic role of a candidate if that of the other candidate is
known (e.g. if “give” is the semantic role of a candidate, then that of the other candidate
would be “given”). The second measure is for the case when no semantic roles of the
candidates are known. For instance, if candidate1 is an agent of the verb to which candidate2
is a recipient, candidate1’s semantic role is derived to be “giver”. The third measure is to use
synonyms that are manually defined in the thanking domain. The fourth measure is to use
an external sentiment lexicon dictionary [8] to derive the semantic roles of “good” and “bad”.

Rules to define relationships regarding the semantic roles
The domain-specific semantic roles are used to derive their relationships for the high-level
representations of Winograd schema sentences. We defined the rules for the relationships
using the semantic roles in the following three aspects: relationships between the semantic
roles of the candidates, relations between the clause containing the candidates and the clause
containing the pronoun, and property of the pronoun.
1. Relationships between the candidates’ semantic roles.
As the five high-level patterns in Table 2 show, the two candidates in a Winograd schema
are found to have domain-specific relationships in the thanking domain. The main
relationships between them are “owes”, “does good to” and “gives thanks to”. In order
to derive the relationships between the semantic roles of the candidates, we defined the
rules by using their semantic roles and the existence of causal relation. Table 3 shows the
five rules to derive the relationships between the candidates.
For instance, the second rule in Table 3 means that if the semantic role of X is
“given”, that of Y is “giver”, and there is no causal relation then X owes Y . It is written
in ASP as:
has_s(X, owes, Y) :has_s(X,semantic_role,given),
has_s(Y,semantic_role,giver),
not has_s(_,relation,causer).
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2. The relationship between first and second clauses of the sentence.
As represented in Formula (1), the structure of a Winograd schema involves a relationship
between the first clause of the sentence containing the candidates and the second clause
containing the pronoun (“#”). In most cases we assume that there is some kind of
implication from the first clause to the second clause, corresponding to some reasoning
principle. However, if the sentence is of the form “P because Q”, then the implication will
go from the second clause to the first(Q to P ). In this second case, K-Parser generates
a caused_by relationship. Hence, we have a rule that when this relation is present, the
agent of the second clause (i.e. the pronoun reference) has a causal role in the first clause
of the sentence (i.e. corresponds to the candidate who is the agent in the first part). This
rule can be defined in ASP as follows:
has_s(P, relation, causer) :pronoun(P),
is_candidate(A),
has_s(Verb1,caused_by,Verb2),
1 {has_s(Verb1,agent,A);
has_s(Verb1,recipient,A)},
has_s(Verb2,agent,P).
3. Property of the pronoun.
The semantic role of the pronoun can be the property of the pronoun (“π(p)”) in
Formula (1), but there can be a higher-level semantic role. For this reason, we defined
rules to derive the high-level semantic role from the low-level semantic role. These rules
are based on the fact that a low-level semantic role can be a subset of a high-level semantic
role in the thanking domain. For instance, the semantic role of “helper” can be a subset
of that of “doing good”. We implemented these rules in ASP, and the following rule is
one of them:
has_s(X, semantic_role, doing_good) :has_s(X, semantic_role, helper).

High-level background knowledge principles
In our knowledge base, we also defined high-level domain-specific background knowledge
principles as well as the two types of the rules above. The high-level background knowledge
principles are used for the reasoning in comparison with the high-level representation of
a sentence that is derived by the rules in the knowledge base. We followed the style of
Sharma [17]’s background knowledge principles as a foundation, but different from Sharma [17],
our background knowledge principles are based on the semantic roles’ relationships derived
by our knowledge base.

4.2

Transforming a Winograd schema sentence into a high-level
representation

We used K-Parser to transform the Winograd schema sentences in the thanking domain into
the graphical representations as Sharma [17] does. By using the rules to derive semantic roles
and to derive relationships between the semantic roles, we transformed the graphical representations into high-level representations. The following is an example of the transformations
from WinoGrande:
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A Winograd
schema
sentence

Knowledge-based
reasoning gives a
single answer?

No

Yes

Use BERT
(It always gives
answer)

End

Figure 1 Our algorithmic flow of combining the knowledge-based reasoning method and the
machine learning method.

Kayla cooked sticky white rice for Jennifer, and [she] was thanked for making such
delicate rice.
The semantic roles:
1. Kayla: giver
2. Jennifer: given
3. she: being thanked
The relationships regarding the semantic roles:
1. Jennifer owes Kayla
2. no causal relation
3. she is receiving good

4.3

Reasoning to derive the answer

We used the reasoning rules of Sharma [17] with small modifications to resolve the Winograd
schemas in the thanking domain. The goal of the modifications was to use the derived
semantic roles for the reasoning.
In the reasoning process, each Winograd schema sentence is compared with each background knowledge principle. As a result, the answer for each sentence can be a single answer,
“no answer” and multiple answers. If multiple answers have the same answers, this case is
considered as a single answer.
As an example of the reasoning method, suppose a background knowledge principle is
given in Sharma’s form [17] as:
IF someone owes a person p1, and (consequently) a person p2 is receiving good THEN p1
is same as p2. (There is an assumption that owing occurs before receiving good.)
This background knowledge principle corresponds to the derived relationships regarding the
semantic roles in the previous subsection. By applying the reasoning rules, p1 and p2 in the
background knowledge principle correspond to “Kayla” and “she” in the sentence. Thus, the
answer “she” = “Kayla” can be derived.

5

The simple ensemble method

We combined our advanced high-level knowledge-based reasoning method with Kocijan’s
BERT [9]. The aim of our ensemble method is to mitigate each method’s weakness, and
recent research [7] also suggests that machine learning and knowledge-based reasoning can
complement each other. The weakness of the advanced high-level knowledge-based reasoning
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method is that if there are no rules that can be applied in the knowledge base, no answer can
be derived. With respect to weakness of language models such as BERT, their predictions
are vulnerable to the small changes since it is not based on a logical relationship [20, 4].
As shown in Figure 1, we implemented a simple but effective ensemble method. If the
knowledge-based reasoning method gives a single answer, the final answer will be this answer.
On the other hand, if the prediction of the knowledge-based reasoning method is multiple
answers or no answer, we use the BERT’s prediction for the final answer. With these two
conditions, the weakness of each method can be reduced.

6

“Robust” accuracy

As mentioned in Section 2, machine learning methods can give the incorrect answer on
trivial variants of sentences obtained by switching the candidates [20]. This reveals an
apparent weakness in these methods and a limitation in the simple evaluation of accuracy.
Accuracy measurement is already quite tolerant because, since the number of the candidates
are only two, the chance of predicting correctly without understanding is 50%. This is
a further motivation for having a stricter form of accuracy measurement. We propose a
“robust” accuracy measurement based on a generalisation of Trichelair et al. [20]. In addition
to the switching, we add three more variants of each sentence by replacing the name of
each candidate with the random name with the same gender if the candidates are both
names. This basic method of replacing names should not affect the fundamental meaning of a
sentence, and thus a model’s incorrect predictions on the sentences where only the names are
replaced can reveal its obvious lack of understanding. The following is an original sentence
from WinoGrande in the thanking domain and its variants to measure the robust accuracy:
Original sentence: Kayla cooked sticky white rice for Jennifer, and [she] was thanked
for making such delicate rice.
The nouns switched: Jennifer cooked sticky white rice for Kayla, and [she] was
thanked for making such delicate rice.
The nouns replaced 1: Tanya cooked sticky white rice for Kayla, and [she] was
thanked for making such delicate rice.
The nouns replaced 2: Erin cooked sticky white rice for Tanya, and [she] was thanked
for making such delicate rice.
The nouns replaced 3: Lindsey cooked sticky white rice for Christine, and [she] was
thanked for making such delicate rice.
Only when a model predicts correctly on all of the original Winograd schema sentence and
the four variants including the switched one, that prediction is considered to be “robustly”
accurate. While the probability of predicting correctly on both switched and non-switched
sentences out of luck is 0.5 × 0.5 = 0.25, the probability can go down to (0.5)5 ≈ 0.03 in the
robust accuracy. In this sense, our robust accuracy is more objective on evaluating a model’s
performance. The limitation of the robust accuracy is that the candidates should be human
names to make variants. In the case of no human names for the candidates, we only used the
switching method to make a variant. This kind of exception is not common in the thanking
domain since more than 90% of the sentences have the candidates with human names.
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7

Evaluation

Our evaluation compares the performance of the following methods: GPT-2 [12], BERTlarge [3], Kocijan’s BERT-large [9], Kocijan’s BERT-large further fine-tuned with the domain
train set, our advanced high-level knowledge-based reasoning method and our ensemble
method. When GPT-2 was used for resolving Winograd Schemas, partial scoring [21] was
used to calculate the sentence probability of each candidate replacing the pronoun. Kocijan’s
BERT we used is their best performing model (“BERT_WIKI_WSCR”) [9] which was finetuned with the WSC-like sentences[13]. We implemented Kocijan’s BERT for our experiments
by using the model and the code in their repository2 .
The six different methods were evaluated on the 80 paired Winograd schema sentences
in the thanking domain, and the 91 non-paired sentences were used for validation. For the
evaluation metrics, we used accuracy and our stricter “robust” accuracy measure.
We did two experiments with the paired sentences in the thanking domain. In the first
experiment, each pair was split , so that one of the pair was put into the train set and the
other into the test set. By its definition, 50% of the paired sentences were used for the
train set, and the others were used for the test set. In the second experiment, on the other
hand, each pair was put together either both in the train set or both in the test set in a
random manner. Considering the small number of the data set and the balance with the
first experiment, the second experiment also took the 50 : 50 split between the train set and
the test set.

7.1

Results

Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the two experiments respectively. Some same patterns
were found in both experiments. The accuracies and the robust accuracies of our ensemble
model are better than those of the other methods. Also, the models that contain a language
model were found to have the lower robust accuracies than the accuracies. It demonstrates
that language models, as machine learning methods, can be weak to minor changes.
Different patterns were also found between the two experiments. The accuracy of the
knowledge-based reasoning method in the first experiment was higher than that in the second
experiment by a large margin. It implies that the close similarity between the train set and
the test set is advantageous for the knowledge-based reasoning method since the rules defined
by the train set are expected to be used for the test set.
On the other hand, Kocijan’s BERT-large further fine-tuned with the domain train set [9]
gave the opposite results since the better accuracy was found in the second experiment, not in
the first experiment. This result can be explained by the characteristics of Winograd schemas.
While similar sentences have different answers in a Winograd schema, language models such
as BERT are likely to give the same answer with that of the similar sentence, which leads to
the wrong predictions in the first experiment. This result is compatible with the finding of
Kocijan et al. [9] that training with the paired sentences shows a better performance than
training with the non-paired sentences.
It is interesting that GPT-2 [12] and BERT-large [3] show the large gaps equal to or over
20% between accuracy and the “robust” accuracy in both experiments when they are not
fine-tuned with WSC-like sentences. In contrast, the Kocijan’s BERT-large models where
fine-tuning was applied show the smaller gaps below 10% between accuracy and the “robust”

2
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Table 4 The results of the first experiment. These methods were tested on the same test set in
the thanking domain with each pair split (between the train set and the test set).

Model

Accuracy

“Robust”
accuracy

GPT-2 (no further fine-tuning) [12]

50.0% (20/40)

20.0% (8/40)

BERT-large (no further fine-tuning) [3]

57.5% (23/40)

37.5% (15/40)

Kocijan’s BERT-large
fine-tuned with the WSC-like data set [9]

70.0% (28/40)

62.5% (25/40)

Kocijan’s BERT-large
further fine-tuned with the domain train set

47.5% (19/40)

42.5% (17/40)

Our knowledge-based reasoning method

72.5% (29/40)

72.5% (29/40)

Our knowledge-based reasoning method
+ Kocijan’s BERT-large [9]
fine-tuned with the WSC-like data set[13]

90.0% (36/40)

85.0% (34/40)

accuracy in both experiments. This finding implies that the fine-tuning method applied to
Kocijan’s BERT-large can make language models more robust in terms of tackling Winograd
schemas.

8

Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that combining both the high-level knowledge-based reasoning
method and the BERT can give a better performance in the thanking domain.
In this paper, we also used the keywords method to identify a domain, and this method
can be applied to specify other domains. We showed that high-level patterns were found
in the domain defined by the keywords. As only one domain – the thanking domain – was
tackled, future work needs to be done with more domains in Winograd schemas. Though the
number of the thanking domain is 171 (around 0.39% of the number of the WinoGrande) as
a pilot study, some other domains could be larger than the thanking domain. For instance,
the domain that can be defined by the keywords “love” and “hate” has 1, 351 (around 3%)
and 612 (around 1%) sentences respectively. If these were genuinely separate domains and
the correct resolution of each schema were based on principles in the domain corresponding
to the key words it contains, this would imply that tackling around 100 domains could cover
almost all domains in Winograd schemas.
By modifying the method of Sharma [17] and focusing on the domain-specific semantic
roles, we were able to develop a knowledge-based reasoning method that can use domainspecific high-level patterns. Though our knowledge-based method uses background knowledge
principles that are built manually, we believe that our principles are more accurate than the
kinds of semantic feature that could be reliably extracted from a large corpus or by using a
search engine. This is because the simple statistical method used for automatically extracting
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Table 5 The results of the second experiment. These methods were tested on the same test set
in the thanking domain with pairs kept together (either both in the train set or both in the test set).

Model

Accuracy

“Robust”
accuracy

GPT-2 (no further fine-tuning) [12]

57.5% (23/40)

15.0% (6/40)

BERT-large (no further fine-tuning)[3]

57.5% (23/40)

35.0% (14/40)

Kocijan’s BERT-large [9]
fine-tuned with the WSC-like data set[13]

77.5% (31/40)

70.0% (28/40)

Kocijan’s BERT-large
further fine-tuned with the domain train set

75.0% (30/40)

70.0% (28/40)

Our knowledge-based reasoning method

37.5% (15/40)

37.5% (15/40)

Our knowledge-based reasoning method
+ Kocijan’s BERT-large [9]
fine-tuned with the WSC-like data set[13]

80.0% (32/40)

72.5% (29/40)

knowledge is vulnerable to data bias or special usage of words in idioms (e.g. “thanks to”
referring to causal relations that do not involve thanking in the normal sense of this concept).
In addition, our knowledge-based method can also be used in other natural language tasks
such as Choice Of Plausible Alternaties (COPA) [15]. But K-Parser used in our approach
still needs to be improved as manual corrections were needed in some cases.
We also proposed the robust accuracy by improving the method of Trichelair et al. [20].
The decreased robust accuracies of language models such as BERT and GPT-2 reveal that
their accuracy may not entail their real understanding.

Code repository
The code for the advanced high-level knowledge-based reasoning method (described in
Section 4) can be accessed from the following repository: https://github.com/hsjplus/
high-level-kb-reasoning
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